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Stakeholder

Ref

Local authorities
Cambridgeshire County Council

LA01

Huntingdonshire District Council

LA02

Peterborough City Council

LA03

South Cambridgeshire District council

LA04

Suffolk County Council

LA05

Land interests
A H Ekins, M G Storey, M N Handley & A D C Smith (Trustees)
(with regard to The Mill Common Car Park & Centenary House)

LI01

Chancellor Masters and Scholars of the University of Cambridge

LI02

Church Commissioners for England (Corpus Christi Farm, Brampton
Lodge Farm, Lower Debden Farm and Debden Farm)

LI03

Mr P cooper (Oxholme Farm)

LI04

Domino Printing Sciences plc

LI05

Mr Everdell

LI06

J.J. Gallagher Ltd and Land Improvement Holdings plc, BPHA Ltd
and Premier Inn Hotels

LI07

Goff Petroleum

LI08

Hinchingbrooke Healthcare NHS Trust

LI09

The George Lenton Trust et al

LI10

Mr R Lenton

LI11

Mr P Mann (Lodge Farm, Buckden)

LI12

The Marshall Family (Woodhatch Farm)

LI13

National Farmers Union of England and Wales

LI14

Mr R Pearson of Grange Farm

LI15

The Police and Crime Commissioner

LI16

The Sewell Family (Harcourt, Nursery Farm and Meadow View
Farm)

LI17

G W Topham and Sons and Miss Papworth

LI19

Mr A Wilderspin

LI20

Mrs F Winter, Mrs V Farbon and Mrs M Sadler et al

LI21

Coif Nominees

LI22

Napp pharmaceuticals

LI23

J Newman

LI24

Georgina Grey and Angus Lammie

LI25

Huntingdon Freemans Trust

LI26

Mr G Gredley - Landro

LI27

Non-statutory organisations
British Horse Society

NS01

Cambridge Cycling Campaign

NS02

Extra Services

NS04

Hilton Action on Traffic (HAT)

NS05

Homes and Communities Agency (Northstowe Joint Development
Control Committee)

NS06

Lordsway Park Residents Association

NS07

Royal Observer Corps Association

NS08

Buckden Marina Residents Association

NS10

Cambridgeshire Chambers of Commerce

NS11

Huntingdon Life Sciences

NS12

Sub-Department of Animal Behaviour at Madingley

NS13

Brampton A14 Campaign Group

NS14

British American Tobacco

NS15

Parish and town councils
Godmanchester Town Council

PC01

Huntingdon Town Council

PC02

St. Ives Town Council

PC03

Alconbury Parish Council

PC04

Brampton Parish Council

PC05

Buckden Parish Council

PC06

Coton Parish Council

PC07

Dry Drayton Parish Council

PC08

Fen Drayton Parish Council

PC09

Fenstanton Parish Council

PC10

Hilton Parish Council

PC11

Histon & Impington Parish Council

PC12

Lolworth Parish Council

PC13

Madingley Parish Council

PC14

Bourn Coalition of Parish Councils

PC15

Bar Hill Parish Council

Statutory environmental bodies

PC17

Historic England

SEB01

Natural England

SEB02

The Environment Agency

SEB03

Statutory undertakers
Alconbury & Ellington Internal Drainage Board

SU01

Anglian Water Services Ltd

SU02

BT Openreach

SU03

Cambridge Water

SU04

Cambridgeshire Constabulary, Cambridgeshire Fire & Rescue
Service, East of England Ambulance Service

SU05

Energetics Networked Energy

SU06

Gas Transport Company

SU07

National Grid Gas plc

SU08

Network Rail

SU09

The Oil & Pipelines Agency

SU10

The Old West Internal Drainage Board

SU11

Scottish and Southern Energy

SU12

Swavesey Internal Drainage Board

SU13

UK Power Networks

SU14

Virgin Media

SU15

Vodafone Limited

SU16

Govia Thameslink Railway

SU17
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1

Introduction

1.1.1

This report has been submitted at Examination Deadline 13 (30 October
2015) in response to the Examining Authority’s (ExA) request for the
submission of finalised Statements of Common Ground.

1.1.2

This report includes all of the SoCGs undertaken as part of the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme. The
Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015.

1.1.3

SoCGs record the engagement up until Deadline 13 between Highways
England and stakeholders and identify areas of agreement and
disagreement. The SoCGs submitted at Deadline 13 have been developed
to clarify the material differences between the applicant and stakeholders in
order to support the DCO examination process.

1.1.4

Section 2 of this report explains in further detail the process undertaken to
develop the SoCGs, clarifying the distinction between matters agreed, not
agreed and those remaining under discussion.

1.1.5

Section 3 of this report provides information on the overall status of all
SoCGs, including those which have been finalised at previous deadlines, and
justification for those which remain unfinalised.

2

Development of the SoCGs

2.1.1

Highways England has been proactively engaging with stakeholders since
the options consultation in 2013, and has been working with stakeholders
throughout the DCO pre-application and following stages to understand and
resolve issues where possible. The SoCGs reflect the outcomes of these
discussions, in alignment with matters raised at the examination stage,
including in Written Representations and ExA's first and second written
questions, as well as at the compulsory acquisition and issue specific
hearings.

2.1.2

The SoCGs have been developed in collaboration with the respective
stakeholders and the wording of positions, matters and discussion outcomes
in the SoCGs have been agreed with stakeholders.
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2.1.3

Where possible, we have worked with stakeholders to close all SoCGs for
Deadline 13 (see Section 3 for further detail on the status of each SoCG). As
with the previous SoCG reports submitted, the individual SoCGs in this report
include details of formal engagement between Highways England and the
stakeholder, and a list of matters that have been agreed, not agreed and
matters that remain under discussion.

2.1.4

Matters under discussion remain within the SoCGs as they have become an
important part of the engagement between Highways England and the
stakeholders, acting as a record for both parties of ongoing discussions to be
held should the DCO be granted. Matters under discussion largely reflect
discussions to be held at later stages of the process, in particular the detailed
design stage. This reflects the technical nature of the matter and the need for
a level of information that is not appropriate at this stage in the design and
approval process. The submission of SoCGs where matters remain under
discussion therefore reflect the opportunities for continued engagement.

2.1.5

A number of SoCGs within this report make reference to the fact that
Highways England has, within the Examination, submitted requests for nonmaterial changes to the application, with the aim of resolving landowners’
and stakeholders’ concerns about the effects of the scheme; many SoCGs
also refer to the fact that these changes would be reflected in amended
application documents. As a consequence of the Examining Authority’s
Procedural Decision issued on 27 October 2015, all of the proposed nonmaterial design changes referred to within the SoCGs in this report have
been accepted and therefore form part of the application Scheme currently
before the Examining Authority. The amended application documents
incorporating these accepted non-material design changes were submitted to
the Examining Authority at Deadline 13. As such, Highways England would,
in the event that the DCO were made, build out the Scheme in accordance
with the application incorporating these non-material design changes.
Stakeholder comments that relate to these non-material design changes
within the SoCGs should therefore be read in this context.

3

Status of the SoCGs

3.1.1

Table 3.1 below provides a full list of all SoCGs and their current status. It
specifies at which deadline the SoCG has been finalised, whereby no further
has been or will be undertaken on the SoCG. A small number of SoCGs
remain unfinalised, as specified below.
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3.1.2

Where further discussion is required to resolve matters, Highways England
and the respective stakeholder will aim to close discussions on outstanding
matters as soon as practicable. Unless stated in paragraph 3.1.5 below,
drafts of these SoCGs are included within this report to confirm the issues
under discussion.

3.1.3

With regards to Alconbury & Ellington Internal Drainage Board (SU01),
Anglian Water (SU02) and Network Rail (SU09), the SoCGs will be finalised
once the drafted Protective Provisions and other related agreements have
been confirmed as agreed. Whilst negotiations have continued and are
ongoing, earlier drafts of these SoCGs (Deadline 10) have been included
within this report for clarity on the current discussion points. The Deadline 10
version of the SoCG with Hilton Parish Council (PC11) and Buckden Marina
Residents Association (NS10) has also been included in order to allow time
to finalise discussions.

3.1.4

The SoCGs for Cambridge City Council (LA06) and Girton Parish Council
(PC16) are not included within this report. Discussions with both parties are
in progress however the SoCG documents remain in an early stage of
production. St John’s College (LI18) has also requested their SoCG not be
included within this report.

3.1.5

Further drafts of the SoCGs with National Farmers’ Union (LI14), Chancellor
Masters and Scholars of the University of Cambridge (LI02) and G W
Topham and Sons and Miss Papworth (LI19) have been developed (and
included within this report); however discussions continue to finalise matters
and to proceed through sign-off procedures.

Discussion ongoing

Finalised at DL13

Finalised at DL12

Finalised at DL11

Finalised at DL10

Finalised at DL9

Finalised at DL8

Stakeholder

Finalised at DL7

Ref

Finalised at DL3

Table 3.1: Table of SoCGs and their current status

Local Authorities
LA01

Cambridgeshire County Council



LA02

Huntingdonshire District Council



LA03

Peterborough City Council

LA04

South Cambridgeshire District Council

LA05

Suffolk County Council

LA06

Cambridge City Council






Parish and Town Councils
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Ref

Stakeholder

PC01

Godmanchester Town Council



PC02

Huntingdon Town Council



PC03

St. Ives Town Council



PC04

Alconbury Parish Council



PC05

Brampton Parish Council



PC06

Buckden Parish Council



PC07

Coton Parish Council

PC08

Dry Drayton Parish Council

PC09

Fen Drayton Parish Council

PC10

Fenstanton Parish Council

PC11

Hilton Parish Council

PC12

Histon & Impington Parish Council

PC13

Lolworth Parish Council



PC14

Madingley Parish Council



PC15

Bourn Coalition of Parish Councils



PC16

Girton Parish Council

PC17

Bar Hill Parish Council

Discussion ongoing

Finalised at DL13

Finalised at DL12

Finalised at DL11

Finalised at DL10

Finalised at DL9

Finalised at DL8

Finalised at DL7
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Statutory Environmental Body
SEB01

Historic England

SEB02

Natural England

SEB03

The Environment Agency





Statutory Undertaker
SU01

Alconbury & Ellington Internal Drainage Board



SU02

Anglian Water Services Ltd



SU03

BT Openreach

SU04

Cambridge Water

SU05

Cambridgeshire Constabulary, Cambridgeshire
Fire & Rescue Service, East of England
Ambulance Service

SU06

Energetics Networked Energy



SU07

Gas Transport Company



SU08

National Grid Gas plc

SU09

Network Rail
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Scottish and Southern Energy

SU13

Swavesey Internal Drainage Board

SU14

UK Power Networks



SU15

Virgin Media



SU16

Vodafone Limited



SU17

Govia Thameslink Railway

Discussion ongoing

SU12

Finalised at DL13

The Old West Internal Drainage Board

Finalised at DL12

SU11

Finalised at DL11

The Oil & Pipelines Agency

Finalised at DL10

SU10

Finalised at DL9

Stakeholder

Finalised at DL8

Ref

Finalised at DL7
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Land Interest
LI01

A H Ekins, M G Storey, M N Handley & A D C
Smith (Trustees) (with regard to The Mill
Common Car Park & Centenary House)

LI02

Chancellor Masters and Scholars of the
University of Cambridge

LI03

Church Commissioners for England (Corpus
Christi Farm, Brampton Lodge Farm, Lower
Debden Farm and Debden Farm)



LI04

Mr P Cooper (Oxholme Farm)



LI05

Domino Printing Sciences plc

LI06

Mr Everdell

LI07

J.J. Gallagher Ltd and Land Improvement
Holdings plc, BPHA Ltd and Premier Inn Hotels

LI08

Goff Petroleum

LI09

Hinchingbrooke Healthcare NHS Trust

LI10

The George Lenton Trust et al

LI11

Mr R Lenton

LI12

Mr P Mann (Lodge Farm, Buckden)

LI13

The Marshall Family (Woodhatch Farm)

LI14

National Farmers Union of England and Wales

LI15

Mr R Pearson of Grange Farm

LI16

The Police and Crime Commissioner



LI17

The Sewell Family (Harcourt, Nursery Farm and
Meadow View Farm)



LI18

St John's College (farmland at Grange Farm,
Girton and Poplar Farm, Dry Drayton)
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Stakeholder

LI19

G W Topham and Sons and Miss Papworth

LI20

Mr A Wilderspin

LI21

Mrs F Winter, Mrs V Farbon and Mrs M Sadler
et al

LI22

Coif Nominees

LI23

Napp Pharmaceuticals

LI24

J Newman



LI25

Georgina Grey and Angus Lammie



LI26

Huntingdon Freemans Trust



Discussion ongoing

Ref

Finalised at DL13

Finalised at DL12

Finalised at DL11

Finalised at DL10

Finalised at DL9

Finalised at DL8

Finalised at DL7
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Non-Statutory Organisations


NS01

British Horse Society

NS02

Cambridge Cycling Campaign

NS04

Extra Services

NS05

Hilton Action on Traffic (HAT)

NS06

Homes and Communities Agency (Northstowe
Joint Development Control Committee)

NS07

Lordsway Park Residents Association

NS08

Royal Observer Corps Association

NS10

Buckden Marina Residents Association

NS11

Cambridgeshire Chambers of Commerce



NS12

Huntingdon Life Sciences



NS13

Sub-Department of Animal Behaviour at
Madingley



NS14

Brampton A14 Campaign Group

NS15

British American Tobacco
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is submitted to the Examining
Authority through the Planning Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in
relation to the application by Highways England for development consent
under the Planning Act 2008 for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme ('the Scheme'). The scheme extends from Ellington,
on the western outskirts of Huntingdon, to Milton in the north east of
Cambridge. It includes both new highway construction and the widening and
improvement of existing highways over a total length of 34 km (21 miles). It
includes a new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on
the existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and new
local access roads. In addition, the existing A14 between the Ellington and
Swavesey junctions is to be de-trunked (returned to county road status), the
road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed
and road connections to the existing A14 from within the town created.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the application. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 58-65 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government's "Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent" (March 2015).
Paragraph 58, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:
"A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant and another party or parties, setting out
any matters on which they agree. As well as identifying matters
which are not in real dispute, it is also useful if a statement
identifies those areas where agreement has not been reached.
The statement should include references to show where those
matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence."

1.1.4

This document records the current position on relevant issues, with respect
to the Scheme, between Highways England and Cambridgeshire County
Council as of the Reference Date on the front page. It does not constitute
the whole nor entire body of agreement or disagreement between the
County Council and Highways England.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Cambridgeshire County Council (the County
Council) as a relevant local planning authority, and local highway authority.

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
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network is made up of England's motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major "A" roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme being constructed
Highways England will be responsible for operating and maintaining the
improved A14.
1.2.3

The County Council will be responsible for the new and improved local
highway network, and the de-trunked sections of the A14.

1.3

Structure of the SoCG

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of relevance to
the County Council in relation to the Scheme.

1.3.2

•

Section 2 provides an overview of engagement to date between
Highways England and the County Council.

•

Section 3 provides an outline of the main areas and topics covered
by this SoCG.

•

Section 4 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed

•

Section 5 provides a record of areas that have not yet been agreed.

•

Section 6 provides a note of the ongoing matters which will be
managed through the detailed design phase.

•

Section 7 provides a record of relevant documents and drawings.

•

Section 8 includes the signatures of all parties to indicate
agreement to the Statement of Common Ground.

Throughout this SoCG:
•

Where a section begins ‘matters agreed’, this signifies matters that
have been specifically agreed between Highways England and
CCC.

•

Where a section begins ‘matters not agreed’, this signifies matters
that are not agreed between Highways England and the County
Council.

1.3.3

This document records the state of agreement (and disagreement) between
Highways England and Cambridgeshire County Council. It needs to be read
in conjunction with the Local Impact Report and Written Representations,
and does not represent the whole or only body of evidence on agreement or
disagreement. Its purpose is to inform the Examining Authority of the state
of agreement between the parties on matters relevant to the DCO
Application and Examination only. As such matters of detail not substantive
to the DCO Application have been omitted.

1.3.4

This SoCG is underpinned by a suite of further documents which provide
greater detail into the discussions held between the County Council and
Highways England, including the legal agreement and protective provisions.
Appendix A of this SoCG also provides further detail into the highways
technical specifications of the scheme which have been discussed and
agreed between Highways England and the County Council.
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1.4

Relationship to other documents

1.4.1

Where there is a conflict between this document and the Local Impact
Report, the Local Impact Report shall take precedence.

1.4.2

Where there is a conflict between this document and the County Council’s
Written Representations, the Written Representations shall take precedence.
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2.

Overview of previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1

A summary of the key meetings and correspondence that has taken place
between Highways England and the County Council is outlined in the table
below:

Date

Format

Topic(s)

Discussion points

21 November
2013

Meeting

Consultation

Discussion on funding and engagement strategy

2 December 2013

Meeting

General

A14 kick-off meeting

3 December 2013

Meeting

Ecology

Discussion on ecology baseline surveys

9 December 2013

Meeting

Highways

A14 scheme design meeting

11 December
2013

Meeting

Consultation

A14 early community engagement

9 January 2014

LA forum

General

Local authority forum - outline and update on
process and programme

16 January 2014

Workshop

Highways

Scheme design workshop

21 January 2014

Meeting

Traffic

Traffic modelling meeting to discuss Northstowe

28 January 2014

Meeting

Highways

Follow-up highway design meeting

29 January 2014

Workshop

Environment

Environmental forum (#1) update on A14 scheme
and discussion of environmental issues

11 February 2014

Meeting

Highways

Coordination meeting – progress update on
junction layout design and maintenance issues

13 February 2014

LA forum

General

Local authority forum - outline and update on
process and programme

20 February 2014

Members
presentation

General

Updating council members on the proposed
scheme

6 March 2014

Meeting

Highways

Meeting to discuss access into and out of the bus
/ train facilities in Huntingdon Town Centre

12 March 2014

Meeting

Landscape

A14 landscape mitigation. Discussion with local
authority landscape officers

18 March 2014

Meeting

General

Local authority forum - outline and update on
process and programme

5 March 2014

Meeting

Minerals and
waste

Meeting to discuss borrow pits

27 March 2014

Meeting

Environment

Environmental forum (#2) to provide update on
environmental proposals across the scheme

4 April 2014

Meeting

Cultural
heritage

Discussion regarding the proposed
archaeological trial trenching and previous
comments raised regarding the scheme

9 May 2014

Meeting

Nonmotorised
users (NMU)

Meeting to discuss NMU provisions
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Date

Format

Topic(s)

Discussion points

13 May 2014

Meeting

Nonmotorised
users (NMU)

Meeting to discuss proposed NMU provision on
the A14 scheme in more detail

19 May 2014

Meeting

General

Local authority forum: Progress meeting with Tier
1 local authorities

22 May 2014

Meeting

Environment

Environmental forum (#3) to discuss construction
considerations and borrow pits

11 June 2014

Meeting

Environment

Meeting to discuss EIA Scoping Response
Letter, potential content of the Borrow Pit
Planning Statements as well as updating the
County Council on the scheme

24 June 2014

Meeting

Minerals and
waste

Borrow pit workshop to discuss potential options
for restoration

30 June 2014

Workshop

General

Workshop to discuss SoCG initiation

29 July 2014

Meeting

Environment

Environmental forum (#3) to discuss the Code of
Construction Practice

1 August 2014

Meeting

General

Discussion about the Project Board and
upcoming SoCG meetings

14 August 2014

Meeting

Traffic

Meeting to discuss Traffic Regulation Orders
(TROs)

18 August 2014

Meeting

Highways

Meeting to present Draft General Arrangement
Plans following consultation

21 August 2014

Meeting

Traffic

Meeting to discuss scope of the Transport
Assessment for the scheme

26 August 2014

Workshop

Ecology

To discuss potential ecological impact on the
scheme

8 September
2014

Meeting

General

A14 County Council Project Board to discuss
programme and key milestones / issues

9 September
2014

Workshop

Traffic

To discuss the new traffic model that was used to
predict future traffic movements

10 September
2014

Meeting

Drainage

Meeting to discussion drainage and flood risk

11 September
2014

Workshop

Traffic

To discuss the new traffic model that was used to
predict future traffic movements

11 September
2014

Meeting

Construction

Meeting to discuss the draft Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP)

18 September
2014

Meeting

Highways

SoCG highway geometry inception meeting

19 September
2014

Seminar

Traffic

Traffic seminar

23 September
2014

Meeting

Highways

Highways meeting (#1) with the County Council
to discuss highways geometry

30 September
2014

Meeting

Highways

Highways meeting (#2) with the County Council
to discuss highways geometry

3 October 2014

Meeting

Highways
assets

Meeting to discuss asset condition and handover
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Date

Format

Topic(s)

Discussion points

7 October 2014

Meeting

Highways

Highways meeting (#3) with the County Council
to discuss highways geometry

8 October 2014

Meeting

General

A14 County Council Project Board to discuss
programme and key milestones / issues

13 October 2014

Meeting

Highways

Combined operation meeting – to discuss
emergency services access/operating
requirements

14 October 2014

Meeting

Highways

To discuss Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)

14 October 2014

Meeting

Highways

Highways meeting (#4) with the County Council
to discuss highways geometry

20 October 2014

Meeting

Environment

Meeting to discuss the Environmental Statement
key findings

20 October 2014

Meeting

Drainage

Meeting to discuss consents and protective
provisions for the proposed scheme

21 October 2014

Meeting

Highways

Highways meeting (#5) with the County Council
to discuss highways geometry

23 October 2014

Meeting

General

Discussion on DCO timeline

27 October 2014

Meeting

Transport

Going through the latest iteration of the Transport
Assessment which responds to the County
Council comments

28 October 2014

Meeting

Highways

Highways meeting (#6) with the County Council
to discuss highways geometry

6 November 2014

Meeting

General

A14 CCC Project Board to discuss programme
and key milestones / issues

14 November
2014

Meeting

Highways
assets

SoCG consent meeting to discuss draft DCO

27 November
2014

Meeting

Environment

Local Impact Report (LIR) meeting

1 December 2014

Meeting

Highways

Highways meeting (#7) with the County Council
to discuss highways geometry

1 December 2014

Meeting

Nonmotorised
users (NMU)

Meeting to discuss NMU provision across the
scheme

1 December 2014

Meeting

Nonmotorised
users (NMU)

Meeting to discuss NMU provision through
Huntingdon, Pathfinder link/Mill Common/ring
road area

8 December 2014

Meeting

General

A14 County Council Project Board to discuss
programme and key milestones / issues

9 December 2014

Meeting

Highways

Highways meeting (#8) to discuss departures,
traffic and further preliminary design

9 December 2014

Meeting

Minerals and
waste

Borrow Pit Restoration meeting

16 December
2014

Meeting

Lighting

Meeting to discuss lighting proposals on the
scheme

19 December
2014

Meeting

Highways

Highways meeting (#9) with the County Council
to discuss highways geometry
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Date

Format

Topic(s)

Discussion points

5 January 2015

Letter

Consultation

Adequacy of consultation statement

15 January 2015

Meeting

Minerals and
waste

Update discussion on borrow pits restoration

22 January 2015

Meeting

General

A14 County Council Project Board to discuss
programme and key milestones / issues

22 January 2015

Meeting

Highways
assets

Highways meeting (#10) to discuss status of nonhighway land parcels

27 February 2015

Meeting

Cultural
heritage

Meeting to discuss archaeology and cultural
heritage.

3 February 2015

Meeting

Ecology

Meeting to discuss ecology

24 February 2015

Meeting

Highways
assets

Discussion on draft legal agreement

24 February 2015

Meeting

Highways

Highways meeting (#11) with the County Council
to discuss highways geometry

26 February 2015

Email

Traffic

Confirmed agreement in writing on Traffic
Regulation Orders following Highway meeting #6
(28 October 2014)

10 March 2015

Meeting

Traffic

Discussion on traffic validation and forecasting

7 April 2015

Meeting

Traffic

Update discussion on traffic validation and
forecasting

15 April 2015

Meeting

Traffic

Update discussion on traffic validation and
forecasting

22 April 2015

Meeting

Traffic

A14 Traffic forecasts follow up meeting

30 April 2015

Meeting

General

Project board meeting to discuss SoCG progress

30 April 2015

Meting

Traffic

A14 traffic model programme

1 May 2015

Meeting

Cultural
heritage

Meeting to discuss draft Written Schemes of
Investigation (WSIs)

11 May 2015

Meeting

Traffic

A14 preliminary meeting discussion with
Highways England

2 June 2015

Meeting

Traffic

Response to concerns of traffic in Cambridge
City and performance of traffic model

2 June 2015

Meeting

Traffic

A14 CHARM 3a – Cambridge City impact update

24 July 2015

Meeting

NMU

Discussion on Access Plans and NMU concerns

5 August 2015

Meeting

Minerals and
waste

Discussions on revised borrow pit restoration
plans

20 August 2015

Meeting

Construction

Discussion on amendments to the CoCP and
related documents

21 August 2015

Meeting

Cultural
heritage

Discussions and agreement on amendments to
the WSI

2 September
2015

Phone

De-trunking

Phone call to discuss Article12(4) of the draft
DCO regarding the date for de-trunking.

8 September
2015

Phone

Traffic

Phone call to discuss traffic modelling, monitoring
and local traffic impacts.
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Date

Format

Topic(s)

Discussion points

11 September
2015

Meeting

De-trunking

Discussion around progression of legal
agreement and abnormal maintenance

11 September
2015

Phone

Traffic

Discussion around traffic monitoring agreements

22 September
2015

Meeting

Construction

Discussion around final amendments to the
CoCP and around the development of the Local
Environmental Management Plans (LEMPs)

16 October 2015

Meeting

Traffic

Discussion to agree position statement on traffic
monitoring

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the key meetings between
Highways England and the County Council in relation to the matters
recorded in Sections 4 and 5.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties and progress around these
discussions.
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3.

Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1

The following summary is of the topics that have been considered within this
SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of relevance that
have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date between
Highways England and Cambridgeshire County Council.

HE/A14/EX/190

•

Asset definition - definition of the legal highways asset boundaries
and the extent which would become the County Council’s
responsibility

•

Code of Construction Practice – discussions on the requirement to
consult local authorities in the preparation of the Code of
Construction Practice and Local Environmental Management Plans.

•

Cultural heritage – discussion on heritage assets across the
scheme and the methodology of assessment

•

De-trunking – discussions on the transfer of existing trunk road to
Cambridgeshire County Council

•

Drainage and flooding – referring to matters of drainage, flood
mitigation and watercourses, including definition of a Protective
Provision

•

Environment – in particular matters regarding ecology, air quality
and natural environment

•

Health – discussion on the assessment of health impacts

•

Highways design – definition on the level of provision that is
planned for the scheme from Cambridge to Huntingdon as well as
the basis for design

•

Lighting – agreement on the extent of lighting proposed

•

Minerals and waste – discussions regarding the borrow pits
proposals, including location, restoration proposals and legacy
benefits.

•

Need for the Scheme – ability of the scheme to meet the strategic
goals of reducing congestion, connecting people, improving safety,
unlocking growth and creating a positive legacy.

•

Non-motorised users (NMUs) and Rights of Way – discussion on
public rights of way (PROWs) in the vicinity of the scheme, NMU
routes links, and construction practices.

•

Traffic and transport – definition on traffic forecasting assumptions
and validation process.
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4.

Matters agreed

4.1

General

4.1.1

Statements of agreement are subject to detailed design (following the
making of the DCO, if the application is granted) and discharge of
Requirements.

Description

Matters agreed

County Council Costs

The legal agreement provides for payment of design check and
inspection fees. The Protective Provision for drainage consents
provides for payment of normal fees for drainage consents.
Highways England agrees to pay where reasonable and agreed
fees for specialist advice, consultation and monitoring in accordance
with scales and guidance published on the County Council’s website
and normally applied to developments.

4.2

Asset definition

Description

Matters agreed

Definition on plans

Highways England will agree asset boundaries and extent of local
roads with the County Council to avoid future uncertainty of
boundaries, and to rigorously define same in legal records.

Records

Highways England agrees to provide complete and accurate records
of highway and rights of ways in an agreed format to the County
Council on completion of construction.

Non highway land

Non highway land parcels adjacent to de-trunked section of the A14
will remain under the control of Highways England.

Status of Highway on Rights of
Way (RoW) and Access plans

The County council has agreed with Highways England that on side
roads the extent of highway is to the boundary of the RoW and
Access Plans. As agreed in the meeting of 24 July 2015, Highways
England has modified the key to the RoW and Access Plans to
better demonstrate the extent of the highway (side roads and trunk
roads).

Representation of PROW
within Highway

The County Council has accepted that PROW will not be shown
within highway and Highways England will provide as-built digital
data on completion to enable the County Council to update the
statutory records.

4.3

Code of Construction Practice

Description

Matters agreed

Code Of Construction
Practice (CoCP)

Highways England will consult with the County Council in developing
the Local Environmental Management Plans, under the CoCP. The
County Council is content with Highways England’s intent to consult
with the County Council on elements under the CoCP
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Description

Matters agreed

Control of dust from
demolition

Following a meeting held on 20 August 2015, The County Council
accepts the general provisions for control of dust as best practicable
means. It is agreed that the contractor will consider providing a copy
of the Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) to the
County Council for information to accompany the draft LEMP.

Adequacy of the CoCP

The County Council agreed with Highways England on 22
September 2015 that the latest version of the CoCP is acceptable
subject to the incorporation of amendments agreed in the meeting.
The County Council is satisfied that the CoCP will be finalised during
the Examination and will become a certified document.

4.4

Cultural heritage

Description

Matters agreed

Heritage impact of removal of
Huntingdon viaduct

The County Council agrees that the demolition of the viaduct will
enhance landscape setting and heritage assets.

Relevant authority

The County Council is the relevant authority for non-designated
heritage assets. Historic England and the District Councils are the
relevant authority for designated assets.

Programmes of work

The specifications of programmes of archaeological works will be
jointly appraised, and monitored as appropriate by the County
Council and Historic England.

Timing of archaeological work

It is agreed that mitigation by controlled archaeological excavation
will take place well in advance of construction of the off-line route,
new access roads, borrow pits, flood compensation areas,
construction compounds, soil storage areas and embankments: an
area requiring groundworks.

Written Scheme of
Investigation (WSI)

Highways England has prepared an overarching WSI which sets out
a high-level methodology for future archaeological investigation.
Further detailed site-specific WSIs will be developed by the
appointed contractors. The overarching WSI and supporting plans
are agreed. The implementation of the WSI will be carried out in
consultation with the County Council and Historic England as
appropriate.

Scope of archaeological
works.

The County Council and Highways England have discussed the
proposed approach for the extensive archaeological investigations
necessary in advance of construction, particularly regarding borrow
pits, local access roads and other extensive ground works areas that
have not already been the subject of prior evaluation. It is agreed
that the WSI will cover mitigation and evaluation works. The WSI
will also include an outreach scheme to allow for appropriate public
engagement with the archaeological remains that will be
revealed. The below points provide further detail over the agreed
scope of archaeological works. It is intended that the overarching
WSI and supporting plans will be agreed by the end of the
examination period.
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Description

Matters agreed

Cultural heritage legacy

Following a meeting held on 21 August 2015, it was agreed that the
WSI would make further reference to consideration of long-term
legacy items, including consideration of appropriate signing and
display at new public access sites and in other relevant areas. The
WSI will also make reference to an outreach officer post to manage
such legacy matters, subject to relevance, practicality and Highways
England policy.

Mitigation strategy

Following a meeting held on 21 August 2015, it was agreed that the
WSI would cover mitigation and evaluation, specifically:
•

•

•

•

The need for preliminary evaluation to focus targeted
excavation locations in all ground works areas where access
had been previously unavailable;
Specialist advice for dealing with Palaeolithic remains
known at Fen Drayton and general geoarchaeological
matters;
Public Engagement strategy to be run during the
excavations by an experienced archaeological outreach
officer;
Archiving requirements for contractors.

Non-intrusive survey providing
adequate area evaluation

The County Council advised that non-intrusive surveys (eg
geophysical or aerial surveys) are not sufficient evaluation for the
extensive borrow pit areas. At the meeting of 21 August 2015, it was
agreed in principle that existing geophysical surveys require
supplementation with archaeological trial trenching (the detail of the
trenching approach will be designed in consultation with the County
Council by the contractors).

Value and interpretation

It is agreed that there are differences in professional opinion
between the County Council and Highways England regarding the
value and interpretation of non-designated heritage assets. The
County Council notes particular concern around some assets
ascribed a low value in the ES. It was agreed at the meeting of 21
August 2015 that this interpretational difference will be clearly
reflected within the WSI in order to inform future contractors.

Mill Common

Following concern from the County Council over the interpretation of
non-intrusive archaeological studies of Mill Common, Highways
England has agreed that existing and planned earthwork surveys will
be followed by detailed physical investigation. The County Council
welcome this excavation strategy for Mill Common.
The County Council also agrees that the more appropriately scaled
design of the new road link and roundabouts will considerably
reduce impacts upon scheduled and non-designated archaeological
assets and Conservation Area at Mill Common.

4.5

De-trunking

Description

Matters Agreed

Acceptance of de-trunking

The County Council and Highways England have agreed a revision
to article 12(4) of the DCO providing for the Secretary of State to
authorise de-trunking after consulting with the Council. The Council
therefore agrees that the A14 will be de-trunked and withdraws its
previous objections.
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Description

Matters Agreed

Legal Agreements

A legal agreement is agreed between the County Council and
Highways England to govern de-trunking. It is the intention to sign
the legal agreement before the end of examination.

Asset Condition

Highways England and the County Council will continue to discuss
the assessment of condition, and, subject to further investigation,
assessment of alternative options, and detailed design, will agree
this in order to form a basis of the Handover Plan. Further work to
include inspections, testing, intrusive and non-intrusive
investigations, and desk studies.
It is agreed that Highways England, as far as is reasonable and
practical, whilst demonstrating value for money, will bring the detrunked road and all ancillary structures, equipment and works, up to
an acceptable standard that such that Cambridgeshire County
Council will only be expected to carry out routine and cyclical
maintenance for a period of time as agreed within the Handover
Plan. The handover plan will contain an agreed specification for
performance which the de-trunked road would be required to meet..
It is agreed that Highways England would carry out maintenance in
the period before handover as far as the budget for maintenance
would provide, and would offer the County Council a commuted sum
in respect of additional maintenance as identified within the
handover plan. The amount of the commuted sum is to be agreed.
Assessment of condition of the de-trunked sections has identified a
number of issues, notably with structures, that are detailed in an
outline scope of works required before handover.
The draft Legal Agreement between Highways England and the
County Council sets out a requirement for Highways England to
consult with the Council in developing a Handover Plan for detrunking and for Highways England to execute that plan to the
reasonable satisfaction of the County Council.
In the event that Highways England did not demolish the Huntingdon
Railway Viaduct and it was retained, even if it was replaced, the
County Council does not agree that de-trunking should proceed.

Maintenance until de-trunking

The County Council will reach agreement with Highways England in
the Handover Plan on the principles of assessing the ‘remaining life’
of the asset and interventions when treatments would be triggered
on de-trunking. Any identified measure will take account of the
reduced traffic flows which would affect the projected life of the
asset.

Removal of redundant
infrastructure

Existing ITS (Intelligent Transport System) infrastructure (Variable
Message Signs and Speed Check Services (SPECS)) will be
removed by Highways England in accordance with current
specifications for clearance of unwanted equipment. Further details
are to be discussed during detailed design.

De-Trunking Plans

The County Council agrees with the de-trunking plans subject to
agreement on asset condition, scope of renewal works and the legal
agreement between the County Council and Highways England.

Spittals Interchange

Highways England and the County Council will consider in detailed
design the need for alterations to Spittals Interchange to address
road safety concerns with a very large roundabout carrying
significantly less traffic. Highways England is aware of the County
Council’s possible aspiration for making Spittals non gradeseparated, and will provide reasonable technical assistance if
necessary
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Description

Matters Agreed

Existing Lighting

Existing trunk road lighting will be converted or adapted as far as
reasonable in order to be accepted into the County Council’s PFI
Lighting Contract.

4.6

Drainage and flooding

Description

Matters agreed

Drainage, flood mitigation and
water courses

In light of the agreement on the protective provisions which are to be
included in the DCO, the County Council agrees to the disapplication
of the Land Drainage Act 1991 and Water Resources Act 1991 in
respect of watercourses for which the County Council is responsible
as provided for in Article 3 of the Development Consent Order.

Road drainage

A design input statement setting out design parameters for use in
Detailed Design has been agreed.

Outline drainage proposals

The County Council as the relevant authority in respect of drainage
to local roads, and works affecting watercourses for which the
County Council is the relevant authority, accepts the outline
proposals for drainage included in the DCO.

Low and high risk watercourse

The County Council has classified watercourses as low or key. The
County Council is agreeable to low risk watercourses being dealt
with by a shortened consent process where watercourses are
grouped into a single consent. Key watercourses will require
individual consents. This has been captured in the protective
provisions.

Protective provision

The protective provisions are agreed between the County Council
and Highways England.

Mitigation of existing flooding

As well as the mitigation measures required to manage impact of the
scheme on flood risk, the County Council would like Highways
England to consider alleviation measures for pre-existing flooding
issues in Brampton, Bar Hill, Girton and Histon. Highways England
intends to undertake a legacy feasibility study to understand viable
alleviation measures for pre-existing flooding issues, the details of
which remain under discussion.

4.7

Health

Description

Matters agreed

Health impacts assessment

The County Council agrees with the proposed approach to
assessing health impacts and supports the content of the
Environmental Statement. Residual concerns are raised in the Local
Impact Report.
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Highways design

Description

Matters agreed

Design parameters

Over a course of highways meetings held between Highways
England and the County Council (noted in Section 2 of this SoCG),
specifications in highways design parameters and NMU facility
widths have been considered and agreed. Appendix A of this SoCG
provides a summary of those parameters.

Inspection

Highways England will provide opportunity for the County Council to
inspect construction of local roads, rights of way, and de-trunking
works.

Traffic regulation measures

The County Council agrees to the proposed Traffic Regulation
Measures in the DCO.

Local roads alignment and
junctions

The County Council agrees to the general alignment of local roads
and junction layouts, subject to detailed design, and satisfactory
operational assessment.

Departures from standards

Departures from standards are agreed (except where noted in this
statement), subject to detailed design.

New local roads

The extent of new local roads to be adopted by the County Council
on completion is agreed, subject to consultation with the County
Council on detailed design, and inspection of construction which is
intended to be provided for in the legal agreement between the
County Council and Highways England.

Layout of local roads

The general arrangement of local roads in terms of alignment and
general principles is agreed subject to detailed design. Agreement
of Design Input Statements at detailed design stage will be needed
to finalise agreement of design speed and proposed standards.

Junction layouts

The general arrangement for junction layouts on local roads is
agreed subject to demonstration of acceptable operational
performance in detailed design. It is agreed that Brampton Hut
junction will remain trunk road.

NMU provision

The general principles of the NMU context report are accepted in
relation to NMU provision on local roads. In respect of Brampton
Road, it is noted that there are physical constraints limiting options
for both NMU and traffic capacity considerations. It is agreed that the
County Council will be consulted at detailed design stage to
understand preferred recommendations for safe NMU use and
optimised signal capacity (including in relation to the width of the
footways between Hinchingbrooke Park Road and Edison Bell Way)
and to ensure that a satisfactory balance between NMU and motor
traffic is agreed upon. It is not agreed that a bridge for NMUs is not
needed.

Existing assets

Highways England has agreed to replace existing signs on the detrunked A14, remove redundant infrastructure, and to adapt existing
assets to the County Council requirements, subject to detailed
design and agreement of a Handover Plan. Discussions as to the
precise terms of this are ongoing.
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Description

Matters agreed

Design of A14 East bound slip
at Swavesey (To Cambridge
Services)

The A14 east bound off slip to Cambridge Services has a very tight
entry curve onto the Boxworth road roundabout. Whilst this is Trunk
Road, it is possible that loss of control accidents at this point could
cause incidents on the roundabout or the Swavesey Junction
connector road which are local roads. The County Council would be
supportive of reasonable design alterations to the junction to reduce
this risk. Highways England recognises the matter raised and
intends to reconsider this at detailed design stage.

Road safety

The County Council road safety team has reviewed and commented
on Stage 1 Road Safety Audits from the local highways authority
perspective. Similar arrangements will continue into detailed design,
and the County Council will be invited to participate in future audits.
Consultation with the County Council regarding road safety audits on
local and de-trunked roads will be secured by the legal agreement
between County Council and Highways England.
Highways England will not agree any exceptions to Road Safety
Audits without consulting the County Council and will take the
County Council’s reasonable comments into account before granting
any exceptions concerning local and de-trunked roads.

Integration with Northstowe

The design of the Bar Hill junction will be reviewed in detailed design
to ensure that there is adequate provision for future modification to
cope with Northstowe Phase 3.

Departures from standards Oakington/Dry Drayton
junction layout (A14-ARP-RAE2-TA-C-00011)

The link from the A14 overbridge to the junction of Dry Drayton Road
with the Local Access Road is not to current standard. The insertion
of the roundabout in combination with reduced stopping sight
distance makes a departure from standards (A14-ARP-RA-E2-TA-C00011) not acceptable.
The County Council is content with Highways England’s proposed
amendment to Dry Drayton junction to be incorporated during
detailed design. The Council accepts the proposed Departure from
Standard on the northern arm of the roundabout approach on the
basis that actual speed is likely to be lower than design speed.

Drainage outfall, Huntingdon
Station

The outfall of drainage from the single carriageway link between Mill
Common and Brampton Road places attenuation storage under the
station car park. Without a legal agreement with Network rail and/or
the relevant Train Operating Company granting rights to access for
inspection and maintenance and an easement this is not acceptable
to the County Council. Highways England has discussed the matter
with Network Rail as part of their SoCG which confirms access to
the County Council via an Overarching Interface Agreement. The
Network Rail SoCG currently states:
“The Overarching Interface Agreement proposed by Highways
England proposes an easement for the installation and retention of
the attenuation tank and associated routing pipework in the station
car park. A separate easement would allow permanent access for
maintenance (likely to be required by the Local Highways Authority).
These rights would be subject to Network Rail internal clearance and
any regulatory consents.”
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Lighting

Description

Matters agreed

Extent of lighting on local
roads

The proposed extent of lighting shown on the drawings has been
agreed as the general preferred and necessary limits of new or
amended road lighting, subject to detailed design.

4.10

Minerals and waste

Description

Matters agreed

Sourcing material locally

The working of construction materials on sites adjacent to the
proposed road scheme is highly desirable in order to minimise
transport distances and associated environmental impact.

Location of borrow pits

The County Council is in agreement with the location of the borrow
pits which broadly accords with the areas of search identified in the
Minerals and Waste Core Strategy: three sites being totally
consistent, two being partly within and partly outside the allocated
site and one being outside but immediately adjacent to the allocated
site.

Restoration of borrow pits

An approach to the restoration and aftercare of the borrow pits has
now been agreed through dialogue with the County Council. A
Borrow Pits Restoration and Aftercare Strategy has been submitted
to the examining authority which will become a certified document
referred to in a requirement in the DCO. This sets out the basis and
mechanism by which satisfactory restoration and aftercare
arrangements will be achieved.

Soil management scheme

The Soil Management Scheme forms an acceptable basis for the
working and restoration of the borrow pits.

Code of Construction Practice

The Code of Construction Practice is an acceptable tool for
controlling the impacts of the operation (subject to the use of
appropriate noise criteria).

Aftercare

Highways England has agreed that a period of 10 year aftercare will
apply to all borrow pits. A period in excess of 10 years will apply to
certain areas where essential ecological mitigation is being
proposed. The detailed arrangements for aftercare will be defined in
borrow pits specific Restoration and Aftercare Plans. This process
is described in the Borrow Pits Restoration and Aftercare Strategy
(HE/A14/EX/104) which the County Council has inputted to and are
in broad agreement with

Noise mitigation

The County Council considered that noise impacts of borrow pit sites
should be assessed using methods and criteria for mineral workings.
Highways England provided two notes on the assessment of noise
from borrow pits to the County Council (as well as Huntingdonshire
District Council and South Cambridgeshire District Council).
Following review of these notes, the County Council accepts
Highways England’s position on the matter.
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Description

Matters agreed

Requirements on Secretary of
State

The County Council notes that there is no Requirement in the draft
DCO Schedule 2 Part 1 for the Secretary of State to consult with the
County Council over detailed design regarding borrow pits.
Following consultation on the Borrow Pits Design Restoration and
Aftercare Proposals (BPDRAP - HE/A14/EX/104, Examination
Reference REP7-039), the County Council accepts the “three tier”
approach in principle and accepts that the BPDRAP can secure
consultation should it be certified in the DCO. The Borrow Pit
Restoration and Aftercare Strategy has since been submitted at
Deadline 10 (HE/A14/EX/159; PINS Reference REP10-043).

Archaeological investigation

A fully detailed assessment of potential archaeological interest has
not yet been carried out. An overarching WSI has been agreed
between Highways England and the County Council to confirm the
archaeological scope of works for future contractors, including
mitigation and evaluation. See Section 4.4 of this SoCG for further
detail on the specifications of the WSI.

Compliance with policy

The County Council had noted concern in relation to the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and associated Mineral
Planning Practice Guidance, in particular with regards to the policy
requirements of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and
Waste Core Strategy and the Site Specific Proposals Plan
Document. Following a meeting held on 14 September 2015 on the
draft Borrow Pits Restoration and Aftercare Strategy, the matter of
policy compliance is now agreed.

Ecological mitigation

The County Council has noted concern over mitigation of ecological
impacts of the road scheme, through the restoration and aftercare of
borrow pits. Further discussions will be held between the County
Council and Highways England regarding borrow pit operation,
restoration and aftercare. Following a meeting held on 14
September 2015 a methodology for further discussion and mitigation
was agreed.

Proximity to residential
properties

Concerns of the County Council with respect to the proximity of soil
storage areas to residential property at borrow pots 1 and 2 will be
dealt with through the CoCP and LEMP process in detailed design.

4.11

Need for the Scheme

Description

Matters agreed

Need for the Scheme

The County Council agrees that improvements are required on the
A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon to help solve current traffic
and connectivity problems, and sustain economic growth in
Cambridgeshire.

Agreement to the proposed
route.

The route of the A14 has been subject to public consultation and
considerable study and is accepted by the County Council subject to
detailed design and delivery of mitigation.
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The County Council agrees in principle to the following elements of
the scheme.
•
•

Widening of the A1 between Alconbury and Brampton
The layout proposed for the A1 and A14 junction adjacent to
Brampton

•
•

The Huntingdon Southern Bypass
Online widening of the A14 and associated junction
modifications between Swavesey and Girton interchange
Online widening of the A14 and associated junction
modifications between Histon and Milton junctions
Demolition of the Huntingdon Viaduct and replacement with
a junction

•
•

4.12

Non-motorised users and rights of way

Description

Matters agreed

Standards of NMU provisions

The County Council agrees in general with the standard of provision
for cycle paths. Matters of detail to be resolved at detailed design
stage subject to consultation with the County Council. Residual
concerns relate to proximity to traffic, and use of solar studs in unlit
areas.

Public rights of way diversions

The County Council agrees with the diversions to public rights of
way in the vicinity of the scheme including reconnecting routes that
were previously severed when the previous A14 scheme was
undertaken.

Local Access Road

The County Council agrees with the construction of an NMU route
along the Local Access Road linking with PROW that are affected by
the scheme.

B1050 cycleway

The County Council agrees with the proposed cycle route on the
east side of the B1050, NMU crossing at the B1010/LAR junction,
and the proposed NMU bridge. The County Council wishes to
construct a second cycleway on the west side of the B1050 to
provide connectivity to Longstanton and avoid crossing the
Northstowe access road. Highways England has agreed to make
land available and to enable connection to the NMU path on the
Local Access Road. The County Council will fund and construct the
cycleway.

Permissive path at Conington

The matter of the permissive path at Conington is now closed with
no further discussions to be held. There are no further concerns
regarding the permissive path.

New public right of way at
RAF Brampton

The County Council has requested a public footpath link within the
Borrow Pit No. 2 site between Brampton Public Footpath 3 (adjacent
to RAF Brampton) and Grafham Road in preparation for when RAF
Brampton is redeveloped as housing. Highways England has
agreed to provide the land required for the developer to construct
the link.
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Description

Matters agreed

Swavesey Bridleway 15

The route on the definitive maps does not accord with where
Bridleway 15 actually exists. The DCO presents an opportunity to
correct this, rather than continue to perpetuate an error. Highways
England has added a proposal to stop up the disused southern end
(eastern fork) of Bridleway 225/15 where it meets the A14 (next to
the Sewage Works), and replace it with a (short) new length of
bridleway following the line of the western fork, which is in current
use. A request for this change to be accepted into the examination
is included in Highways England’s Deadline 9 submission
HE/A14/EX/131.

Upgrading of footpaths 4 and
5 Girton

Public Footpaths Girton 4 and 5 were agreed at the meeting on 13
May 2014 to be upgraded to bridleway by the County Council as
they are outside the boundary of the scheme. This can only be
achieved however if Highways England meets the County Council
costs in so doing.
The County Council has provided cost estimates to Highways
England. The County Council agrees to obtain consents from the
relevant landowners if these can be secured by agreement.

Provision for NMU on
Brampton Road after A14
viaduct removed.

As part of removal of Huntingdon viaduct, Brampton Road will be
returned to its original state, however this means narrowing
footways. The County Council requires confirmation that footway
widths are adequate for post opening demand and shared use on a
key desire line to the Station, particularly if additional carriageway
width is needed for traffic. If not adequate then the County Council
requires consideration of a separate footbridge. It is agreed that this
matter will be further discussed during detailed design.

Legal instruments

The County Council considers that the legal instruments by which
the NMU routes will be legally established (the DCO) are not entirely
sufficient as they do not show the widths of these routes. Highways
England have stated that, further to section 53 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981, widths of PROW will be fixed by Definitive
Map Modification Orders made by the County Council following the
making of the DCO, and not by the DCO itself.
Following discussion and consideration with Counsel, the County
Council accepts that the widths of PROW will not be included in the
DCO itself, on the basis that Highways England assists the County
Council to establish PROW in the definitive map as robustly and
accurately as possible, enabling the County to prepare Legal Event
Modification orders. Highways England agrees to further discuss
with the County Council contributions towards the costs of legal
event modification orders where reasonable.

Means of incorporating
changes in detailed design
into the DCO

The County Council is satisfied with the measures in the DCO for
changes to design, subject to consultation with relevant stakeholders
on the change. The County Council is content that Highways
England will ensure the sufficiency of legal rights and asset definition
before transferring assets to the County Council.

Stukeleys Bridleway 6

The County Council accepts the closure of the layby (part of the
former A1) and fencing of the carriageway. However the County
Council is concerned with the severance of Bridleway 6 (removing
the layby means making BW6 a “dead end” as it is not safe to walk
along the A1). It is agreed that Highways England and the County
Council will work together to discuss mitigation options with the
relevant landowner.
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Traffic and transport

Description

Matters agreed

Traffic monitoring

Agreement has been reached between the County Council and
Highways England on traffic monitoring. A note which records the
agreement details is to be submitted for Deadline 13
(HE/A14/EX/213).

Traffic Modelling

Highways England has developed a traffic model (CHARM –
Cambridge to Huntingdon A14 Road Model) which is based in part
on the County Council’s CSRM (Cambridge Sub-Regional Model).
The County Council agrees that this is an appropriate approach.

Local Traffic Impacts

Highways England has undertaken a programme of local impact
testing to address the County Council's concerns in respect of
forecast traffic impacts on the local road network. This was
completed on 3 August 2015. The County Council has accepted the
CHARM3A + LIT modelling as being reasonably representative of
the local traffic impacts. The County Council considers that
Sensitivity Test 2 is more representative of the existing congestion
on the A14.

The Avenue, Madingley

The County Council and Highways England have agreed a position
statement relating to closure of The Avenue, Madingley (see PINS
Reference REP10-002).

4.14

Natural environment

Description

Matters agreed

Buckden Gravel Pits CWS

Highways England has agreed that habitats within the CWS will be
surveyed and evaluated in more detail to inform plans for restoration
of the area within the footprint of the scheme as well as identifying
opportunities and proposing enhancement of other habitats in the
site (4.3.19 of HE response to CCC Written Representation).

Hydrological Impacts

Highways England agrees that hydrological impacts on CWS will be
addressed through the LEMP forming part of the CoCP.

Requirement for Consultation

The County Council concedes that requirements for consultation in
respect of ecology and CWS are, in respect of the impacts cited by
CCC, are dealt with in the CoCP which is to be a certified document
in the DCO. The County Council does not therefore require a
Requirement in the DCO provided Highways England address the
concerns in the LEMP.

Dust Impacts

The County Council agrees that dust impacts on CWS are dealt with
in terms of best practicable means in the CoCP.

Debden Farm

Highways England position:
Highways England considers the assessment of amphibians has
adequately considered the effects and mitigation for amphibian
populations. Palmate newts and common toads were surveyed at
the same time as extensive surveys for Great Crested Newts (GCN).
The importance of sites for amphibians has been identified through
the consideration of effects on GCN.
County Council Position:
If the site does not support any GCN (but there are S.41 Priority
Species such as common toad present) there is still a duty to ensure
these species populations are not impacted on by the scheme. HE
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Matters agreed
should address in the LEMP ensuring that such Priority Species at
this location are adequately protected/ mitigated for.
Whilst the positions of Highways England and the County Council
regarding the assessment with the ES remain different (positions
noted above), it is agreed that the interests of Section 41
amphibians at Debden Farm would be safeguarded through the preconstruction surveys and detailed design process, through
consultation on the LEMPs (including the appended site, species
and habitat management plans prescribed in the CoCP at paragraph
12.1.1).

Bats

Highways England position:
Highways England considers the impacts of the scheme on bat
populations and the need for mitigation have been fully considered
in chapter 11 of the ES. Maximising habitat quality for bats and
linkages with designated sites would be designed in consultation
with Cambridgeshire County Council amongst others during detailed
design.
County Council position:
The assessment in the ES of the significance of impacts at Borrow
Pit 1 and the hedgerow linking Brampton Wood SSSI was
considered inadequate, yet no further supporting information has
been provided by HE to address these concerns. Impacts on bats at
these locations will need to be addressed in the LEMP.
Whilst the positions of Highways England and the County Council
regarding the assessment with the ES remain different (positions
noted above), it is agreed that bats at Brampton Woods would be
safeguarded through the pre-construction surveys and detailed
design process, through consultation on the LEMPs (including the
appended site, species and habitat management plans prescribed in
the CoCP at paragraph 12.1.1).

Terrestrial Invertebrates

Highways England position:
Surveys carried out in 2010 informed the location of survey effort in
2013. The results of these surveys indicate that the site, as a whole,
is of relatively low value for terrestrial invertebrates. No additional
survey was considered necessary in 2014 as the areas added to
previous schemes (including the A1 widening) within the proposed
scheme were not significantly different to those surveyed in 2010
and 2013.
County Council Position:
It is a fundamental requirement to ensure that all habitats that are to
be affected by development are adequately surveyed to inform any
avoidance, mitigation or compensatory measures, it cannot be
simply assumed that areas not surveyed are of low value. The
County Council expects these areas to be surveyed via the LEMP
process, and the outcome of such surveys to inform mitigation as
appropriate.
Whilst the positions of Highways England and the County Council
regarding the assessment with the ES remain different (positions
noted above), it is agreed that terrestrial invertebrates at the A1
widening would be safeguarded through the pre-construction
surveys and detailed design process, through consultation on the
LEMPs (including the appended site, species and habitat
management plans prescribed in the CoCP at paragraph 12.1.1).
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5.

Matters not agreed

5.1

General

5.1.1

This section includes matters which have not been agreed between
Highways England and Cambridgeshire County Council.

5.2

Air quality

Description

Matters Not Agreed

Air quality monitoring

The County Council considers that monitoring is required to ensure
that the predicted lack of air quality impacts is achieved.
Highways England does not consider that additional air quality
monitoring is required given the overall beneficial impacts from the
A14 scheme in most urban areas and the low risk of an exceedance
of air quality limit values. Further details on Highways England’s
position is provided in Highways England’s note on matters arising
from Oral Submissions made at the Issue Specific Hearing on Noise
and Air Quality (HE/A14/EX/153; PINS reference REP10-037).
The County Council position:
CCC supports the requests by other local authorities for monitoring.
The County Council considers that the lack of impact needs to be
confirmed and that the predicted benefits, particularly in existing
AQMA, are achieved.

5.3

Land ownership

Description

Matters Not Agreed

Ownership of land attributed
to CCC in the Book of
Reference.

The County Council requires agreement with Highways England on
the corrections to the Book of Reference (BoR) in relation to the
County Council ownership of land. The County Council has provided
an Ownership Discrepancies document which Highways England
will be using to correct the BoR. This matter will be closed once the
BoR is complete.
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6.

Detailed design requirements

6.1.1

Highways England will continue to consult with the County Council on the
following:
•

detailed design of local roads and rights of way

•

de-trunking of the A14

•

renewal to the de-trunked sections of the A14

•

the Handover Plan for the de-trunked sections

•

archaeological mitigation

•

ecological mitigation

•

borrow pits implementation and restoration

•

works affecting watercourses for which CCC is responsible

•

management of traffic on local roads during construction

•

development of the local environmental management plans under
the code of construction practice

and adopt the reasonable comments of the County Council.

7.

List of relevant documents and drawings

7.1.1

The following is a list of documents and drawings upon which this Statement
of Common Ground is based.
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Traffic and transport

Examination reference

Title

Content

Date

APP-756 (A14 7.2)

Transport Assessment by Highways England

Findings of transport assessment submitted as
part of DCO application

December 2014

n/a

Local Model Validation Report

See title

n/a

Traffic Forecasting Report

See title

n/a

Data Collection Report

See title

REP6-002 (HE-A14-EX-73)

Local Traffic Impact Report

Local traffic impacts

August 2015

REP7-005

Comments on Local Traffic Impact Testing
Report

Local traffic impacts

August 2015

Examination reference

Title

Content

Date

n/a

Design for DCO -10 Oct 2014

1:2500 General Arrangement

October 2014

n/a

NMU Context report

See title

October 2014

n/a (A14-ARP-H0-E2-SK-C-0001)

Departure From Standards Section 2

Key Plan

n/a (A14-ARP-H0-E2-SK-C-0002)

Departure From Standards Section 2

Mainline 20+000 -20+400

n/a (A14-ARP-H0-E2-SK-C-0005)

Departure From Standards Section 2

Mainline 23+200 -24+600

n/a (A14-ARP-H0-E2-SK-C-0009)

Departure From Standards Section 2

Robin’s Lane compact grade separated
junction

n/a (A14-ARP-H0-E2-SK-C-0007)

Departure From Standards Section 2

Mainline 26+000 -27+400

n/a (A14-ARP-H0-E2-SK-C-00010)

Departure From Standards Section 2

Bar Hill junction Service Access Rd &
Segregated Left Turn Vert.

7.3

Highways design
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Examination reference

Title

Content

n/a (A14-ARP-H0-E2-SK-C-0008)

Departure From Standards Section 2

Mainline 27+400 -28+745

n/a (A14-ARP-H0-E2-SK-C-0011)

Departure From Standards Section 2

Dry Drayton Road

n/a

Departures from standards - B1043 Offord
Road

See title

n/a

Departures from standards - A1198
Southern Roundabout

See title

n/a

Departures from standards - B1040 Potton
Road

See title

n/a (A14-ARP-H0-E2-SK-C-0009)

Departure From Standards Section 2

Swavesey Junction Dumb-Bell Link Road

n/a

Design Input Statement Drainage

See title

March 2015

n/a (A14-JAC-S0-TN-C-00003)

Huntingdon Improvements at Mill Common /
pathfinder junction

Illustrative urban design option layout

February 2015

n/a (A14-JAC-S0-HT-TN-C-00004)

Technical notes on Views Common

See title

7.4

Date

Drainage and flooding

Examination reference

Title

Content

Date

n/a (OWC-PRE-80)

140715 SCDC Award Drains affected by A14

SCDC Award Drains affected by A14

September 2014

n/a (OWC-PRE-80)

140718 Hunts Award map1

Hunts Award map1

September 2014

n/a (OWC-PRE-80)

140718 Hunts Award map2

Hunts Award map2

September 2014

n/a (OWC-PRE-80)

Ordinary Watercourse Land Drainage
Consent Application Form

OWC Application Form

November 2014

n/a (OWC-PRE-80)

Ordinary Watercourse Land Drainage
Consent Application Guidance

OWC Application Guidance

November 2014
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Examination reference

Title

Content

Date

n/a (OWC-PRE-80)

Cambridgeshire's Culvert Policy

The County Council Culvert Policy

November 2014

7.5

Minerals and waste

Examination reference

Title

Content

Date

n/a (A14-JAC-ZZ-XX-RP-V-00071)

Draft ES, including road drawings and
appendix 3.3

Borrow Pit Proposals

November 2014

REP7-039 (HE-A14-EX-104)

Borrow Pits – Design, Restoration and
Aftercare Proposals

Borrow Pit Proposals

August 2015

Title

Content

Date

Cultural Heritage

November 2014

7.6

Cultural heritage

Examination reference
n/a (A14-JAC-ZZ-XX-RP-V-00049)

Draft ES Vol 1 CH 9
(Assessment of potential impacts)

n/a (A14-JAC-ZZ-XX-RP-V-00047)

Draft ES Vol 3:Technical Appendices
Appendix 9.1

Cultural Heritage A14 Cultural Heritage
Gazetteer

November 2014

n/a (A14-JAC-ZZ-XX-RP-V-00048)

Draft ES Vol 3:Technical Appendices
Appendix 9.2

Cultural Heritage Archaeology and built
heritage baseline list

November 2014

n/a (A14-JAC-ZZ-XX-RP-V-00048)

Draft ES: Technical Appendices

Appendix 9.3 Cultural Heritage desk based
study

November 2014

n/a (A14-JAC-ZZ-XX-RP-V-00049)

Draft ES

All other pertinent chapters

November 2014

APP-340 (A14 6.1)

Environmental Statement (ES) DCO
application

Cultural Heritage Chap 9

January 2015

APP-353 – 433 (A14 6.2 ES

ES DCO application

Location of archaeological remains and

January 2015
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Title

Content

Figures)

Date

historical buildings
Historic Landscape Characterisation
Heritage Desk-Based Study Photos
Heritage Annex I - J (10 folders of nonintrusive and intrusive surveys, including the
2009 reports for the former A14 scheme)

Examination reference APP-643 –
678 (A14 6.3 ES Appendices)

Cultural Heritage Gazetteer

ES DCO application

January 2015

Archaeology & built heritage baseline list
Cultural Heritage desk-based study
Archaeological fieldwork reports (2014)

7.7

Public rights of way and NMU

Examination reference

Title

Content

Date

n/a

Draft General Arrangement Plans

Details of PROW proposals

August 2014

n/a

RoW & Access Plans

See title

September 2014

n/a

De-trunking Plans

See title

September 2014

n/a

Environmental Statement

See title

October 2014

n/a

NMU Context Report

See title

October 2014

n/a

Design for DCO

See title

October 2014

n/a

RoW & Access Plans

See title

December 2014

n/a

RoW & Access Plans forming part of DCO
submission

See title

January 2015

n/a

General Arrangement Plans forming part of

Includes additional detail of PROW proposals

January 2015
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Title

Content

Date

DCO submission

7.8

Highways assets

Examination reference

Title

Content

Date

n/a

De-trunking plans

Plans showing proposed transfer of existing
trunk road to the County Council

September 2014

n/a

RoW & Access Plans

Detailing proposed permanent changes to the
local roads and public rights of way network

September 2014

Environmental Statement

Detailed how the scheme will affect the local
road and public rights of way network and
associated communities.

October 2014

n/a

Draft Development Consent Order

Order detailing legal mechanisms as to how
the scheme will be achieved, and what
changes it will make to the local road and
PROW network

October 2014

n/a

RoW & Access Plans

Detailing proposed permanent changes to the
local roads and public rights of way network

December 2014

n/a

RoW & Access Plans, Land Plans, DeTrunking Plans, Crown Land Plans, Special
Category Plans, Classification of Roads
Plans forming part of DCO submission

n/a

GIS dwg received for all RoW & Access
Plans, Land Plans, De-Trunking Plans,
Crown Land Plans, Special Category Plans,
Classification of Roads Plans forming part of
DCO submission

n/a
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Lighting

Examinaion reference

Title

n/a

Road Lighting Strategy Statement – Version
0.2 November 2014

n/a (A14-ACM-ZZ-00-DR-E-13000
Rev P00.1)

Proposed Scheme Road Lighting Location
Key

HE/A14/EX/190
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Content

Date

Describes the road lighting strategy of the
submitted package and is provided to inform
the Detailed Designer of the work conducted
by J2A to-date, approvals obtained,
consultations held and the approach that
should be taken during detailed design.

December 2014

Drawing shows proposed extents of highway
road lighting at Junctions and interchanges.

October 2014

October 2015
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8.

Agreement on this SoCG

8.1.1

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed
by:

Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Cambridgeshire County Council

Date:
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Highways specifications

A.1

Schedule of Highway Design parameters for DCO Design

A.1.1

The following table details the highway design parameters for the design submitted for DCO approval. Full details of nonmotorised user facilities are detailed in a separate schedule.

Road Cross Section Details
Carriageway Section

Road Type
(TD27)

Design
Speed (kph)

Carriageway
Width (m)

C/R Width
(m) *1

Hard-strip
Width (m)

Min Verge
Width (m)
*2

NMU route
*3

New Ellington Junction to Woolley
Road

S2

60

7.3

N/A

None (as
NMU route
provided)

2.5 (W)
7.3 (E)

Yes - East
side

Grafham Road Bridge

S2

60

6.0

N/A

None (as
NMU route
provided)

2.5 (S)
6.3 (N)

Yes - North
side

B1514 Buckden Road (West of
roundabout)

S2

85

7.3

N/A

None (as
NMU route
provided)

2.5 (S)
6.3 (N)

Yes - North
side

B1514 Buckden Road (East of
roundabout)

S2

85

7.3

N/A

None (as
NMU route
provided)

2.5 (N)
7.8 (S)

Yes – South
side

B1514 Brampton Road (South of
roundabout)

S2

85

7.3

N/A

None (as
NMU route
provided)

2.5 (W)
7.8 (E)

Yes – East
side

B1043 Offord Road Bridge

S2

85

7.3

N/A

None (as
NMU route
provided)

2.5 (W)
6.3 (E)

Yes – East
side

Section 1 - Side Roads
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Road Cross Section Details
Carriageway Section

Road Type
(TD27)

Design
Speed (kph)

Carriageway
Width (m)

C/R Width
(m) *1

Hard-strip
Width (m)

Min Verge
Width (m)
*2

NMU route
*3

Silver Street Bridge

S2

50

3.5 (6.0 over
bridge to
provide
passing
place)

N/A

None

2.5 (W)
2.5 (E)
(0.6 min on
bridge)

None - NMUs
to use
carriageway
as very minor
road

A1198 Ermine Street Bridge

S2

100

7.3

N/A

None (as
NMU route
provided)

2.5 (W)
6.3 (E)

3.0 (E)

Mere Way Bridge

S2

50

3.5 (6.0 over
bridge to
provide
passing
place)

N/A

None

2.5 (0.6 min
on bridge)

NMUs to use
carriageway
as access
track/
bridleway

B1040 Potton Road Bridge

S2

85

7.3

N/A

None (as
NMU route
provided)

6.3 (W)
2.5 (E)

Yes – West
side

Hilton Road Bridge

S2

70

6.0

N/A

None (as
NMU route
provided)

2.5 (W)
6.3 (E)

Yes – East
side

Conington Road Bridge

S2

70

6.0

N/A

None (as
NMU route
provided)

2.5 (W)
6.3 (E)

Yes – East
side

New Barns Lane Bridge

S2

50

3.5 (6.0 over
bridge to
provide
passing
place)

N/A

None (as
NMU route
provided)

5.0 (W)
2.5 (E)

Yes – West
side
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Road Type
(TD27)

Design
Speed (kph)

Carriageway
Width (m)

C/R Width
(m) *1

Hard-strip
Width (m)

Min Verge
Width (m)
*2

NMU route
*3

Section A: Fen Drayton to Swavesey
Junction

D2AP

120

7.3

4.5

1.0

5.8 (N)
2.5 (S)

Yes – North
side

Section B: Swavesey Junction to Bar
Hill Junction

S2

100

7.3

N/A

1.0

5.6 (N)
2.5 (S)

Yes – North
side

Section C: Bar Hill Junction to Girton
Interchange

S2

100

7.3

N/A

1.0

5.6 (N)
2.5 (S)

Yes – North
side

Section D: Dry Drayton Road
Roundabout to Oakington Road
Roundabout

S2

85

7.3

N/A

1.0

2.5 (W)
5.6 (E)

Yes – East
side

Section D: Dry Drayton Bridge

S2

85

7.3

N/A

None
(as
NMU
route
provided)

1.0 (W)
3.0 (E)

Yes – East
side

Swavesey Junction
(link between northern dumbbell
roundabout and roundabout on
Bucking Way Road)

S2

85

7.3

N/A

1.0

5.6 (N)
2.5 (S)

Yes – North
side

Swavesey Junction
(overbridge)

S2+1

70

NB 7.0
SB 3.5

N/A

1.0

2.5 (W)
2.5 (E)

None Separate
NMU bridge
provided

Swavesey Junction
(Cambridge Services Link)

S2

85

7.3

N/A

1.0

2.5 (N)
2.5 (S)

None Separate
NMU bridge
provided

Section 2 - Local Access Road

Section 2 - Other Side Roads
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Road Cross Section Details
Carriageway Section

Road Type
(TD27)

Design
Speed (kph)

Carriageway
Width (m)

C/R Width
(m) *1

Hard-strip
Width (m)

Min Verge
Width (m)
*2

NMU route
*3

Bar Hill Junction LAR Link

S2

50

7.3

N/A

1.0

2.5 (W)
2.5 (E)

Yes – East
side at base
of
embankment

Bar Hill Junction
B1050 Hattons Road – South of LAR

D2AP

85

7.3

4.5

1.0

2.5 (W)
2.5 (E)

None Separate
NMU bridge
provided

Bar Hill Junction
B1050 Hattons Road – North of LAR

D2AP

85

7.3

4.5

1.0

2.5 (W)
2.5 (E)

Yes – East
side at base
of
embankment

Bar Hill Junction
(B1050 link to existing roundabout)

S2+2

60

NB 7.3
SB 7.3

N/A

None (as
NMU route
provided)

2.5 (W)
2.5 (E)

None
Separate
NMU bridge
provided

Robin’s Lane

S2

50

6.0

N/A

None
(as
NMU
route
provided)

6.6 (W)
2.5 (E)

Yes – West
side

Lolworth Overbridge
(on Robin’s Lane)

S2

50

6.0

N/A

None (as
NMU route
provided)

4.0 (W)
1.2 (E)

Yes – West
side

Section 3 Local access road
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Road Cross Section Details
Carriageway Section

Road Type
(TD27)

Design
Speed (kph)

Carriageway
Width (m)

C/R Width
(m) *1

Hard-strip
Width (m)

Min Verge
Width (m)
*2

NMU route
*3

Section E: Oakington Road
Roundabout to Girton Roundabout
West

S2

100

7.3

N/A

1.0

2.5 (N)
7.8 (S)

Yes – South
side

Section F: Girton Roundabout West
to Girton Roundabout East

S2

85

7.3

N/A

1.0 (no hard
strips at Bulls
Close bridge)

2.5 (N)
7.8 (S)
(2.2 (N) and
5.0 (S) locally
at Bulls Close
Bridge)

Yes - South
side

Section G: Girton Roundabout East
to the Proposed NW Cambridge
Development Junction

D2AP (West
bound
is
hatched
to
one lane)

85

7.3

1.4 (widened
to 4.95 for
SSD)

1.0

2.5 (N)
7.8 (S)

Yes – South
side

Access Track to north of A14 (from
Dry Drayton to Girton)

N/A

N/A

3.5

N/A

N/A

1.75

Shared
access
track/NMU
route

Crematorium access road

S2

60

7.3

N/A

None (as
NMU route
provided)

2.5 (W)
2.5 (E)

Yes – West
side

S2 (Urban)

60

7.3 min

N/A

None - urban

3.5 (W)
4.5 (E)

Yes – East
side

Section 3 – other side roads

Huntingdon Town Centre
Views Common Link
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Road Cross Section Details
Carriageway Section

Road Type
(TD27)

Design
Speed (kph)

Carriageway
Width (m)

C/R Width
(m) *1

Hard-strip
Width (m)

Min Verge
Width (m)
*2

NMU route
*3

Hinchingbrooke Park Road

S2 (Urban)

60

7.3 min

N/A

None - urban

4.5 (W)
4.5 (E)

Yes – both
sides

Brampton Road Bridge

S2+1 (Urban)

60

9.0

N/A

None - urban

2.0 (W)
3.0 (E)

Yes – both
sides

Mill Common Link (Brampton Road
to station forecourt access)

S2 (Urban)

60

7.3 min

N/A

None – urban

4.5 (W)
4.5 (E)

Yes – both
sides

Mill Common Link

S2 (Urban)

60

7.3 min

N/A

None - urban

2.5 (W)
2.5 (E)

None – no
demand

Huntingdon Station car park access
road.

S2 (Urban)

50

7.3

N/A

None – urban

2.5 (N)
2.5 (S)

None – no
demand

Huntingdon Station forecourt access
road.

S2 (Urban)

50

7.3

N/A

None – urban

4.5 (N)
2.5 (S)

Yes – north
side

Pathfinder Link

S2 (Urban)

60

12.8

N/A

None - urban

2.5 (W)
2.5 (E)

None – no
demand

Castle Moat/Walden Road (Ring
Road)

S2 (Urban)

50

7.3 min

N/A

None - urban

As existing

Yes – as
existing

Mill Common

S2 (Urban)

30 (Nom)

6.0

N/A

None - urban

2.5 (W)
2.5 (E)

Yes – both
west and
east sides
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Table 3 Notes

A.1.2

C/R width;
a. Central reserve width includes off-side hard-strips
b. Narrow central reserve minimum width is subject to visibility requirements
and widening at structures if required.

A.1.3

Verge width;
a. N=North verge, S=South Verge, W=West Verge, E=East Verge.
b. verge width quoted is total width of verge (but exclusive of any hardstrips).
For details of NMU path widths, segregation from carriageway refer to
separate schedule
c. widths on bridges are reduced subject to providing 1.2m minimum setback
(unless otherwise noted) to the parapet and 0.5m minimum for edge shyness
beyond rear of any NMU route
d. widths quoted are the minimum; verge widths shall be increased where
required to provide visibility splay

A.2

Schedule of NMU Facility Widths for DCO Design

A.2.1

The following table shows widths of NMU facilities prepared for the design
submitted for DCO approval.
a) Specific Facilities

Location

Side of
Road

Width of
NMU path

Spacing Carriageway
to NMU path
(includes
hard strip)

Brooklands Lane,
Alconbury to
Woolley Road

West
side of
A1

4.5 m

varies

Verge at
rear of
NMU
path

Comments

N/A

FPD item;
bridleway; requires
fence screen

Woolley Road

East

3m

1.8 m

2.5 m

FPD item; Shared
footway/
cycle/equestrian
track; Requires
fence screen

Woolley Road to
existing A14 north
side (west of
Brampton Hut)

N/A

4.5 m

N/A

N/A

Bridleway
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Location

Side of
Road

Width of
NMU path

Spacing Carriageway
to NMU path
(includes
hard strip)

Existing A14, from
west of Brampton
Hut Interchange to
traffic signalled
crossing on west
arm of junction

North

3m

1,8 m

A1, Brampton Hut
Interchange to
Brampton
Interchange to
Grafham Road

West

Verge at
rear of
NMU
path

Comments

3m

Shared footway/
cycle/equestrian
track

N/A

Bridleway;
Requires fence
screen where
appropriate,
including at A14
over bridge;
requires 1.8 m
parapet on A14
bridge;

4.5 m (2 m
for
pedestrian
stairs at A14
bridge)

Generally
outside
boundary (3.5
m over A14
bridge)

N/A

Bridleway;
Requires fence
screen where
appropriate,
including at A14
under bridge.
1.8 m parapet on
north side

A1 Brampton
Interchange to
West End, to
Grafham Road

East

4.5 m

Generally
outside
boundary (3.5
m under A14
bridge)

Grafham Road
Bridge

North

3.0 m

1.8 m

0.5 m

Grafham Road
bridge
approaches (links
bridleways)

North

3.0 m (2 m
for
pedestrian
stairs)

1.8 m

1.5 m

B1514 Buckden
Road (west of
roundabout)*

North

3.0 m

1.8 m

1.5 m

A1 under-bridge
layout remains as
existing*

B1514 Buckden
Road (east of
roundabout)

South

3.0 m

1.8 m

3.0 m

NB MX shows
incorrectly on north
side

B1514 Brampton
Road south of
roundabout

East

3.0 m

1.8 m

3.0 m

1.8 M parapet on
east side

1.8 m

0.5m (1.5
m on
approach
es)

1.8 M parapet on
east side

1.8 m

0.5m (1.5
m on
approach
es)

1.8 M parapet on
east side

B1043 Offord
Road bridge

A1198 Ermine
Street bridge
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Location

B1040 Potton
Road bridge

Hilton Road
bridge

Conington Road
bridge

Side of
Road

West

East

East
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Width of
NMU path

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

Spacing Carriageway
to NMU path
(includes
hard strip)

Verge at
rear of
NMU
path

1.8 m

0.5m (1.5
m on
approach
es)

1.8 m

0.5 m
(1.5 m on
approach
es)

1.8 M parapet on
east side

1.8 m

0.52 m
(1.5 m on
approach
es)

1.8 M parapet on
east side

Footway/ footpath

Comments

Conington Road
(south of bridge)

East

2.0 m

N/A

0.5 m
each side
of path in
field

Conington Road
(north of bridge)

East

3.0 m

1.8 m

0.5 m

Footway/ footpath

Conington
Road/Fenstanton
Link Road
(from Conington
Road to existing
FP 87/6)

South

3.0 m

1.8 m

0.5 m

Footway

1.8 M parapet on
west side

New Barns Lane
bridge

West

3.0 m

0.5 m

0.5 m
(1.5 m on
approach
es)

Bridleway 121/10
diversion (A14
HSB, between
A1198 and B1040
bridges)

South
side of
A14

4.5 m

Outside A14
main route

N/A

Bridleway

Views Common
Link

East

3.0 m

0.5 m

1.0 m

Shared footway/
cycleway

Views Common
Link to FP 133/11
NMU link

East of
Views
Common
Roundab
out

3.0 m

N/A

N/A

Footpath

Hinchingbrook
Park Road

Both

3.0 m

0.5 m

1.0 m

Shared footway/
cycleway

Brampton Road

North

3.0 m

0.5 m

1.0 m

Shared footway/
cycleway
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Location

Side of
Road

Width of
NMU path

Spacing Carriageway
to NMU path
(includes
hard strip)

Brampton Road
railway bridge

North

3.0 m

-

-

Shared footway/
cycleway
On line of existing
car park
entrance/exit;
Shared footway/
cycleway

Verge at
rear of
NMU
path

Comments

Station access
(Brampton Road
junction to car
park)

-

3.0 m

-

0.5 m
(both
sides)

Mill Common Link
(Brampton Road
junction to Station
Access Road
junction

Both

3.0 m

0.5 m

1.0 m

Shared footway/
cycleway

Station access
road

North

3.0 m

0.5 m

1.0 m

Shared footway/
cycleway

-

In cutting – no
fence to be
provided; Shared
footway/ cycleway

Station Access
Road/Mill
Common Link to
Mill Common
NMU ramp

East

3.0 m

- (widen to
0.5m where
adjacent to
carriageway)

Castle Moat
Road/Walden
Road Ring Road

South
and west

As existing

As existing

As
existing

Shared footway/
cycleway

Mill Common (link
from existing road
to Castle Moat
Road)

East

2.5 m

-

-

Footway

Existing A14 –
Huntingdon Road,
Fenstanton (old
alignment from
Nursery entrance)
to Swavesey
junction (east side
roundabout)

East

3.0 m

1.8 m

2.0 m

Shared
pedestrian/cycle
/equestrian track

Local Access
Road – Swavesey
Junction to Dry
Drayton (east)
roundabout

East

3.0 m

1.8 m

1.8 m

Shared
pedestrian/cycle
/equestrian track

Swavesey NMU
Bridge

NA

4.0 m

-

-

Shared
pedestrian/cycle

Robins Lane
bridge

North

3.0 m

0.5 m

0.5 m

Robins Lane

North

3.0 m

1.8 m

1.8 m
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Location

Side of
Road

Width of
NMU path

Spacing Carriageway
to NMU path
(includes
hard strip)

FP150/5
(Lolworth) to BW
16/1 (Bar Hill) link

West
side of
A14

2m

-

0.5 m
each side

BW 16/1 (Bar Hill)
diversion

West
side of
A14

4.5 m

-

-

Local Access
Road to B1050
Hattons Road link

Local Access
Road to B1050
Hattons Road link

Bar Hill NMU
bridge

South
side of
Hattons
Road link

North
side of
Hattons
Road link

NA

3m

3m

4.5 m

At/near foot of
embankment

At/near foot of
embankment

-

Verge at
rear of
NMU
path

Comments

0.5 m
each side

To link to
Cambridgeshire
CC/Northstowe
developer proposal
for B1050 Bar Hill
to Northstowe
cycle route

0.5 m
each side

Added at further
preliminary design
- to link to
Cambridgeshire
CC proposal for
B1050 Bar Hill to
Longstanton cycle
route

-

Shared
pedestrian/cycle/
equestrian

Local Access
Road – Oakington
Road (east)
roundabout to Dry
Drayton Bridge

North

3m

1.8 m

1.8 m

Shared
pedestrian/cycle/
equestrian

Dry Drayton
Bridge

North

3m

-

-

Shared
pedestrian/cycle/
equestrian

Local Access
Road – Dry
Drayton Bridge to
Oakington Road
(west) roundabout

North

4m

1.8 m

2.0 m

Shared
pedestrian/cycle/
equestrian

Local Access
Road –Oakington
Road (west)
roundabout to
M11 bridge

West

4.0 m

1.8 m

2.0 m

Shared
pedestrian/cycle/
equestrian

Local Access
Road – existing
M11 bridge

West

3.7 m

0.8 m (no
hard strip)

0.5 m

To fit through
existing cross
section
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Location

Side of
Road

Width of
NMU path

Spacing Carriageway
to NMU path
(includes
hard strip)

Local Access
Road – existing
M11 bridge to
Huntingdon Road
- Girton

West

4.0 m

1.8 m

2.0 m

To tie into existing
path.

Crematorium
access road

South

2.0 m

0.5 m

-

Shared
footway/cycle

Bridleway link –
LAR to existing
BW 154/2 - west
side of Girton east
to north A14 link

West of
A14 E to
N link

4.5 m

-

-

Bridleway

Bridleway link –
existing BW 154/2
at Madingley
Accommodation
Bridge, south of
A428/A14, and
west of M11 to
link to existing
footpath 154/3

South of
A428/A1
4; West
of M11

4.5 m

-

-

Bridleway

Shared bridleway/
accommodation
track, Oakington
Road (east)
roundabout to
Girton
accommodation
Bridge

East of
A14

3.5 m

N/A

1.75 m
each side

Verge width from
FPD layout

Verge at
rear of
NMU
path

Comments

FP99/4 to
Weaver’s Field,
Girton link

N/A

2.5 m

-

-

Conversion of
existing footpath to
shared pedestrian
/cycle track

Girton
Accommodation
Bridge

N/A

4.5 m

-

-

Bridleway; 1.8 m
parapets required

-

Conversion of
existing footpath to
shared pedestrian
/cycle track

FP 99/4, Weaver’s
Field Link to
Girton
Accommodation
Bridge
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Side of
Road

Location

HIston Junction
slip road crossing
points

West
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Spacing Carriageway
to NMU path
(includes
hard strip)

Width of
NMU path

3.0 m

1.8 m

Verge at
rear of
NMU
path

Comments

0.5 m

Revised NMU
facilities to cross
revised slip road
layouts (includes
toucan crossings);
shared footway/
cycleway

b) Generic Dimensions
A.2.2

The following table should be used where specific dimensions are not shown
in the table above, or proposed NMU facilities interface with existing public
rights of way or NMU facilities. These dimensions do not include for edge
shyness or spacing from carriageways.
Type of Facility

Width

Footway

2 metres

Footway/cycleway

3 metres

Footway/cycleway/Equestrian track

3 metres

Footpath

2 metres

Bridleway

4.5 metres
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1

Introduction

1.1.

Purpose of the document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. The
proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing A14 at
Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a new
bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14
between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton Hut and Alconbury,
and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes
the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk
road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014 with acceptance of the Application on 27 January 2015.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme. Guidance about the
purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 58-65 of the
Department for Communities and Local Government's "Planning Act 2008:
examination of applications for development consent" (March 2015).
Paragraph 58, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

"A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by the
applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which they
agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it is also
useful if a statement identifies those areas where agreement has not been
reached. The statement should include references to show where those
matters are dealt with in the written representations or other documentary
evidence."

1.1.5

The context for SoCGs is set out by the Examining Authority in the Notice of
Preliminary Meeting (Rule 6 Letter, Annex G) dated 17 April 2015.

1.1.6

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.1.7

The contents of this SoCG have been agreed with council officers, but final
sign off remains with council members, so until that point, this remains a draft
document which may be revised.

1.2.

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1.

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Huntingdonshire District Council (HDC).
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1.2.2.

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
network is made up of England’s motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major “A” roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme being constructed,
Highways England will be responsible for operating, maintaining the
improved A14.

1.2.3.

Huntingdonshire District Council is a Tier 1 Local Authority and a Statutory
Consultee for the scheme. The Council has consistently supported the need
for improvements to be carried out to the A14, given its strategic importance,
since the CHUMMS recommendations in August 2001.

1.3.

Structure of the SoCG

1.3.1.

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
Huntingdonshire District Council in relation to the proposed scheme.

1.3.2.

Section 2 of this SoCG provides an overview of the proposed scheme.

1.3.3.

Section 3 provides an overview of consultation to date between Highways
England and Huntingdonshire District Council,

1.3.4.

Section 4 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG

1.3.5.

Section 5 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.6.

Section 6 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.7.

Section 7 provides a succinct summary of the matters contained within this
SoCG.
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2

Overview of the scheme

2.1

The proposed scheme

2.1.1

The proposed scheme comprises:

2.1.2

Widening of the A1 between Brampton Hut and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 4.5 miles, from the existing two lane dual carriageway to a
three lane dual carriageway. This would be achieved between Brampton and
Brampton Hut by constructing a new road to the west of the existing A1, with
the existing A1 road becoming part of the new A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass;

2.1.3

A new Huntingdon Southern Bypass of approximately 12½ miles in length,
which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between Ellington and the
A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway between Brampton and
Swavesey; this would remove a large proportion of traffic from the section of
the existing A14 between Huntingdon and Swavesey as well as Brampton
Hut and Spittals interchange. The new bypass would include a raised viaduct
section of road running across the river Great Ouse and a bridge over the
East Coast Mainline railway. It would include junctions with the A1 at
Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester;

2.1.4

Downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road status)
over approximately 12 miles between Brampton Hut and Swavesey, as well
as between Alconbury and Spittals interchange;

2.1.5

Huntingdon Town Centre improvements, to include the demolition of the A14
viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway and Brampton Road in
Huntingdon. A new link would improve accessibility into Huntingdon: from the
south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with Huntingdon Ring Road
near the bus station, with Brampton road adjacent to the railway station and
from the north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road
to connect with the A14 to the west. A through route for light vehicles would
be maintained;

2.1.6

Widening of the existing A14 over approximately 5½ miles to provide three
lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill and to four lanes in
each direction between Bar Hill and Girton;

2.1.7

Widening of a 1½ mile section of the Cambridge Northern Bypass between
Histon and Milton;

2.1.8

Improvement of existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton; to
improve the capacity of the road, ensures compatibility with adjacent
proposed developments such as Northstowe, and connections for nonmotorised users; and

2.1.9

A new local access road, approximately five miles in length, to be
constructed as a dual carriageway between Fen Drayton and Swavesey and
as a single carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road would
provide a route for local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon as well
as providing access to properties and businesses along the corridor.
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3

Overview of previous engagement undertaken

3.1

A summary of the key meetings (including meeting notes) and
correspondence that has taken place between Highways England and
Huntingdonshire District Council is outlined in the table below.

10/12/2013

Form of Contact or Type
of Correspondence
Meeting

09/01/2014

LA forum

16/01/2014
21/01/2014

Workshop
Meeting

29/01/2014

Workshop

13/02/2014

LA forum

17/02/2014
20/02/2014

Members presentation
Members presentation

06/03/2014

Meeting

12/03/2014

Meeting

18/03/2014

LA forum

04/04/2014

Meeting

07/04/2014
19/05/2014

Members pre-consultation
LA forum
Heritage workshop
meeting

Date

27/05/2014
11/06/2014

Meeting

24/06/2014
30/06/2014

Borrow pits workshop
Workshop
Health impact assessment
meeting

24/07/2014
29/07/2014

Environmental forum

18/08/2014

Progress meeting

18/08/2014

Meeting

03/09/2014

Meeting

11/09/2014
11/09/2014
30/09/2014

Traffic seminar/meeting
Meeting
Presentation

HE/A14/EX/190

Summary of that Contact and Key Outcomes and
Points of Discussion
A14 kick off meeting
LA forum - outline and update on process and
programme
Scheme design Workshop
Traffic modelling meeting to discuss Northstowe
Environmental stakeholders workshop - update on
A14 scheme and discussion of environmental issues
LA forum - outline and update on process and
programme
Updating council members on the proposed scheme
Updating council members on the proposed scheme
Meeting to discuss access into and out of the bus /
train facilities in Huntingdon Town Centre
A14 Landscape Mitigation. Discussion with Local
Authority Landscape Officers
LA forum - outline and update on process and
programme
Discussion regarding HDC Urban Design, Planning
Aspirations, Heritage Issues, Tree Retention, Highway
Layout, Viaduct Removal, Heritage Issues and
Scheme Specific Landscape Design and Finishes
Pre-consultation preview
Progress meeting with Tier 1 Local Authorities
Meeting to discuss heritage assets affected by the
scheme or preserved
Meeting to discuss EIA Scoping Response Letter,
potential content of the Borrow Pit Planning
Statements as well as updating CCC on the scheme
Meeting to discuss borrow pits matters
Workshop to discuss SoCG initiation
Meeting to present the Health Impact Assessment
undertaken for the scheme
Forum to discuss the environmental aspects of the
scheme
Meeting to update Tier 1 local authorities
Meeting to discuss the Statement of Community
Consultation
Meeting to discuss the Statement of Community
Consultation
Seminar to present the traffic design proposals
Meeting to present the Code of Construction Practice
Traffic presentation meeting
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20/10/2014

Presentation

24/10/2014
20/11/2014

Meeting
Meeting

01/12/2014

Meeting

03/12/2014

Presentation

09/12/2014
19/01/2015
10/02/2015
25/02/2015

Meeting
Meeting
Meeting
Meeting

16/03/2015

Email

18/03/2015
27/03/2015
14/04/2015
20/04/2015

Email
Meeting
Email
Email

20/04/2015

File transfer email

30/04/2015
14/05/2015
08/06/2015
11/06/2015

Meeting
Meeting
Email
Meeting

18/06/2015

Telephone

22/07/2015

Meeting

10/09/2015

Meeting

3.2

3.3

Environmental presentation meeting held to present
the environmental impact and proposed mitigations for
the scheme
Meeting to discuss the CH2 Traffic Regulation Orders
Updating council members on traffic matters
Huntingdon town centre proposals: highway design
and NMU
Environmental Statement Headlines presentation to
Members & Officers
Borrow Pits Task & Finish Group
Stakeholder Engagement Forum
Local Impact Report Workshop
SoCG progress and ES feedback
Response to landscape queries raised by Chris
Thompson via email from Stuart Bell on February 24th.
ES database of issues update sent to HDC for review
Targeted Local Member meeting
Response to ES database received from HDC
Farmer track map (item 124 on database of issues)
A14: Cultural Heritage mitigation - Written Schemes
of Investigation (three documents that set out the
methodologies that the Contractor will follow to
implement mitigation recommended in the ES - shared
for Archaeology officer)
A14 Scheme Legacy
Noise & Vibration matters
Issue updated draft SoCG with mark-up/comments.
A14 Scheme Legacy – Charter & Priorities
Discussion of tracked changes and agreement that the
current draft is agreed in principle.
To progress noise and vibration matters and review all
SoCG items currently not agreed and under
discussion.
To progress noise issues and review all SoCG items
currently not agreed and under discussion

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the key meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England personnel and staff/elected
Members at Huntingdonshire District Council in relation to the matters
recorded in Section 4.
There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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4

Topics contained within this SoCG

4.1

The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered within
this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of relevance that
have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date between
Highways England and Huntingdonshire District Council.
 Consultation
o

Scheme elements (layout)

o

Widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury

o

A1 and A14 adjacent to Brampton

o

De-trunking

o

Huntingdon Southern Bypass

o

Widening of the existing A14

o

Local Access Roads

o

Existing Junction Improvements (Bar Hill)

o

A14 Viaduct removal, Huntingdon

 Borrow Pits
 Traffic Modelling
 Local Development
 Non-motorised user (NMU) provision
 Environment
 Noise and Vibration
 Air Quality
 Landscape and Visual (including mitigation proposals)
 Heritage and Conservation
 Land Contamination
 Ecology, biodiversity and nature conservation
 Flooding and Drainage
 Construction/Delivery
 Management and Maintenance
 Legacy issues

HE/A14/EX/190
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5

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

5.1

Matters agreed
Ref

Description

Matters Agreed

Record of
agreement
A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon –
Cabinet
Report
18/06/2015
A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon –
Cabinet
Report
18/06/2015

1

The agreement of the
proposed route.

Support for the route option as offering the
right solution to address current problems and
to meet future needs.

2

Support for the
removal of the A14
road viaduct in
Huntingdon and the
proposed route option.

Support for the overall scheme including the
removal of Huntingdon Viaduct and the
creation of an improved new local road
network for Huntingdon.

3

That the proposed
scheme meets the
objectives set for the
scheme by the
Department for
Transport.

It is agreed that the project remains vital to
relieve current congestion, reduce journey
times and address the safety issues of the
current route as well as the delivery of the
sustainable growth agenda across
Huntingdonshire and the wider Greater
Cambridge area, and also creating a positive
legacy as part of eventual delivery.

4

Environmental
statement – air quality
and noise.

It is agreed that air quality, noise and
environmental impact issues currently exist
within urban areas of Huntingdon and other
areas and a new offline route is the only
opportunity to address those.

5

The contribution of
£5M to scheme
funding over a 25 year
period by HDC.

It is agreed that any contribution [from HDC]
is reliant on construction works commencing
within 2016 and the removal of Huntingdon
A14 Viaduct.

6

Adequacy of
consultation

It is agreed that consultation has been
extensive and entirely appropriate across all
sections of the community within the A14
corridor.

Adequacy of
consultation
response

7

Main scheme
elements - the section
of the proposed
scheme between
Alconbury and
Brampton Hut.

HDC welcomes and supports the planned
improvement and widening of the A1 between
Alconbury and Brampton.

Annex B to
the A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon –
Cabinet
Report
18/06/2015

Brampton interchange

HDC welcomes and supports the planned
layout of the A14 and A1 to the west of
Brampton whereby the A1, as the projected
busier traffic route, is moved further west.

Annex B to
the A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon –

8
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Ref

Description

Matters Agreed
This support is conditional on the overall
design of this element of the scheme
providing adequate noise and landscaping
mitigation.

Non-motorised user
provision at Brampton
interchange

HDC supports the principle of NMU provision
across the proposed A14 and A1 alignments
in order to create and maintain east/west nonmotorised access to both Brampton Wood
and Brampton Hut services.

10

Huntingdon southern
bypass

The alignment of the new Huntingdon
Southern bypass is supported, including the
proposed partial junction with the A1198. This
is conditional on adequate environmental
mitigation and NMU accessibility.

11

Huntingdon town
centre

HDC supports the revised layout within
Huntingdon, which includes the Pathfinder
Link and Views Common Link.

9

12

Bar Hill Junction - The
capacity and traffic
flow of the proposed
Bar Hill junction.

13

Traffic forecasting and
operational
assessment of the
proposed scheme.

HDC accept the proposed layout of Bar Hill
junction and are satisfied by the traffic
assessment carried out on this junction which
includes 100% build of Northstowe. The
junction also provides for future capacity
expansion as potential future housing
developments are approved.
HDC welcomes continued dialogue with
Highways England and partners relating to
overall design. HDC is satisfied with the traffic
forecasts and operational assessment
provided. See also matters still under
discussion relating to local roads.

14

Borrow pits

HDC agrees with the need for borrow pits,
and their proposed locations which broadly
align with Cambridgeshire County Council’s
minerals and waste plan.

15

Environmental
statement – heritage
and conservation

HDC welcomes the extensive work that has
been undertaken to identify Heritage and
Conservation issues and the ranking of these
in terms of importance relating to their
designated status.

16

Environmental
Statement - landscape
and visual (including
mitigation) proposals.

HDC has received the Environmental
Statement and broadly accepts its
assessment and its proposals in principle,
subject to resolution of outstanding detailed
design matters.

HE/A14/EX/190
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Record of
agreement
Cabinet
Report
18/06/2015
Annex B to
the A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon –
Cabinet
Report
Annex B to
the A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon –
Cabinet
Report
18/06/2015
SoCG
Meeting
18/08/2014

SoCG
Meeting
11/09/2014
and
30/09/2014
SoCG
Meeting
11/06/2014
and
24/06/2014
Annex B to
the A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon –
Cabinet
Report
18/06/2015
Email to
Highways
England
14.11.14
Email J2A to
HDC 23.2.15
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Description

Matters Agreed

Record of
agreement

17

Environmental
Statement assessment of Noise,
Vibration and Air
Quality (including
mitigation) proposals.

HDC has received the Environmental
Statement and accepts its assessment and its
proposals, subject to final traffic modelling
validation of the local road network and
agreement on the relevant statutory process
under which the Borrow Pits will be worked
which will dictate the final Noise, Vibration
and Air Quality assessment criteria.
The Highways England report
(HE/A14/EX/104, para 5.6.5) specifies that
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP)
provides information on the management of
the excavation and restoration of the borrow
pits.

Email to
Highways
England
14.11.14

18

Environmental
Statement assessment of Noise,
Vibration and Air
Quality (including
mitigation) proposals.

It is agreed that the comparison of a "do
nothing scheme" and a "do something
scheme" against national air quality targets is
appropriate.

19

Environmental
Statement assessment of Noise,
Vibration and Air
Quality (including
mitigation) proposals.

It is agreed that the modelling toolkits used in
assessment are appropriate for the purpose
and so are reassured that outputs should be
accurate and in line with guidance.

20

Environmental
Statement assessment of Noise,
Vibration and Air
Quality (including
mitigation) proposals.

It is agreed that including the information
supplied by HDC within the model will have
improved accuracy due to a better rate of
data capture.

21

Environmental
Statement assessment of Noise,
Vibration and Air
Quality (including
mitigation) proposals.

It is agreed that the use of 2014 baseline
traffic figures for the air quality survey. It was
also noted and agreed that future
assessments incorporated known major
developments, like Alconbury Weald.

22

Environmental
Statement assessment of Noise,
Vibration and Air
Quality (including
mitigation) proposals.

It is noted and welcomed that the study area
included areas where there are already
known issues around air quality caused by
the existing A14 (known as Air Quality
Management Areas) and assessments have
been undertaken on the schemes potential
impact on these areas.

Ref
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Description

23

Environmental
Statement assessment of Noise,
Vibration and Air
Quality (including
mitigation) proposals.

The HDC Environmental Protection team
welcomes that the assessment used four
different meteorological stations to verify the
model as it shows that verification has been
thorough and the results should be accurate.

24

Environmental
Statement assessment of Noise,
Vibration and Air
Quality (including
mitigation) proposals.

It is agreed to be appropriate for construction
work to be assessed using the standards set
out in BS5228-1:2009+A1:2014 Code of
practice for noise and vibration on
construction and open sites.

25

Environmental
Statement assessment of Noise,
Vibration and Air
Quality (including
mitigation) proposals.

It is agreed between the Environmental
Protection team and Highways England that
the proposed scheme will benefit the vast
majority of residents in Huntingdonshire for
an environmental perspective.

26

Environmental
Statement assessment of
Heritage and
Conservation
measures, including
planned mitigation
measures.

HDC has received the Environmental
Statement and accepts its assessment and its
proposals, and supports the ongoing legacy
fund discussions.

Email to J2A
14.11.14.
Email J2A to
HDC 23.2.15

27

Environmental
statement – ecology
and nature
conservation

HDC has received the Environmental
Statement and accepts its assessment and its
proposals and supports the ongoing legacy
fund discussions.

Email to J2A
14.11.14
Email J2A to
HDC 23.2.15

28

Environmental
statement – landscape
and visual impact

HDC welcome the same form of ranking
within the Landscape character assessment
and the identification of all trees with TPO
status and on all these issues.

Annex B to
the A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon –
Cabinet
Report
18/06/2015

29

Detailed assessment
of Trees with TPO’s,
including identification,
loss, planned
mitigation and
replacement
measures

HDC has received the Environmental
Statement and accepts its assessment and its
mitigation proposals subject to the measures
contained within the DCO application
material.

Email to J2A
14.11.14

HE/A14/EX/190
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Ref

30

Description

Detailed assessment
of Flooding, Road
Drainage and Water
Environment
measures, including
planned mitigation

31

Traffic Regulation
Orders

32

Geology & soils

33

Materials

34

Cultural Heritage

35

Cumulative Effects
and Impact
Interactions

36

HE/A14/EX/190

Noise & Vibration

Matters Agreed

HDC has received the Environmental
Statement and other DCO application
material and accepts its assessment and its
mitigation proposals and the amendments
contained within the subsequent HA/J2A
response to HDC in relation to Chapter 17.
This includes potential joint mitigation at
Brampton.

HDC agrees with the proposed speed limits,
weight and height restrictions, clearway
orders, and the prohibition of non-motorised
users from the scheme between Girton and
New Ellington junctions.
There are a number of geology & soils
actions that have been checked and agreed
relating to Chapter 12 and Highways
England/J2A response to HDC.
There are a number of Materials actions that
have been checked and agreed relating to
Chapter 13 and Highways England/J2A
response to HDC.
There are a number of Cultural Heritage
actions that have been checked relating to
Chapter 9 and Highways England/J2A
response to HDC.
Milestones: A Written Scheme of
Investigation has been submitted to the
Council. While the reinstatement of
milestones is welcomed given their important
historical value, the Council considers that a
timescale for their reinstatement should be
stipulated.
There are a number of Cumulative Effects
and Impact Interactions actions that have
been checked and agreed relating to Chapter
18 and Highways England/J2A response to
HDC.
The provisions for controlling and managing
noise and vibration from the works are set out
in the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP)
(Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement).
The CoCP sets out the general provisions
that will be used to control and minimise
noise from the works. For example, it
explains that Best Practicable Means (BPM),
as defined by Section 72 of the Control of
Pollution Act 1974, would be applied to

LA02/11

Record of
agreement
Email to J2A
14.11.14
HA/J2A email
dated 23.2. 15
Annex B to
the A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon –
Cabinet
Report
18/06/2015
SoCG
Meeting
RE:TROs
24/10/14
Email from
J2A dated
23.2.15
Email from
J2A dated
23.2.15

Annex B to
the A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon –
Cabinet
Report
18/06/2015

Email from
J2A dated
23.2.15
Email to
HE/J2A from
HDC dated
4.6.15
Annex B to
the A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon –
Cabinet
Report
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Ref

Description

Matters Agreed
minimise construction noise and vibration. As
part of BPM, control measures would be
applied on site as follows:
1) noise and vibration control at source. For
example, the selection of quiet or low
vibration equipment, review of
construction methodology to consider
quieter methods, location of equipment
on site, control of working hours, the
provision of acoustic enclosures and the
use of less intrusive alarms, such as
broadband vehicle reversing warnings;
and then
2) screening: for example local screening of
equipment or perimeter hoarding.
Sections 60 and 61 of the Control of Pollution
Act 1974 (CoPA) give statutory powers to
local authorities to control construction noise
and vibration from worksites. Section 60
allows local authorities to serve notices on
contractors to control noise and vibration from
the works. Alternatively, Section 61 sets out
provisions for those undertaking works to
obtain ‘Prior Consent’ from the local
authority. An application under this section
shall contain particulars of:

Record of
agreement
18/06/2015

1) the works, and the method by which they
are to be carried out; and
2) the steps proposed to be taken to
minimise noise resulting from the works.
If Huntingdonshire District Council considers
that the application contains sufficient
information for the purpose it shall give its
consent to the application. Huntingdonshire
District Council will have the power to and
would normally be expected to:
1) attach conditions to the consent;
2) limit or qualify the consent to allow for
any change in circumstances; and
3) limit the duration of the consent.
The consent conditions are enforceable and
any person who knowingly carries out the
works, or permits the works to be carried out,
in contravention of any conditions will be
guilty of causing an offence and could be
prosecuted.
The CoCP requires the main contractors to
seek and obtain prior consent from the
relevant local authority under Section 61 for
the works. By definition, the site specific

HE/A14/EX/190
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Ref

Description

Matters Agreed

Record of
agreement

controls must be agreed with and consented
by the local authority before the works can
start.

37

Detailed assessment
of Trees with TPO’s,
including identification,
loss, planned
mitigation and
replacement
measures

HDC approves subject to an assessment of
the measures contained within the DCO
application material.

38

Community & Private
Assets

There are a number of Community & Private
Assets actions checked and agreed relating
to Chapter 16 and Highways England/J2A
response to HDC.

39

Landscape - Details of
Ouse valley crossing
structure designs and
mitigating impacts.

40

Environmental
Statement – Noise

Support in principle for the revised crossing of
the River Great Ouse near the Offords
subject to full details of the actual design and
materials for the new bridge construction and
their acceptability. Highways England doc ref:
HE/A14/EX/127 refers
HDC agree from a noise perspective that the
CoCP/S61 process will secure a reasonable
level of protection (i.e. the project’s proposed
provisions for managing noise and vibration)
for all the construction works including the
borrow pits. The S61 provisions will allow
HDC to attach conditions to any S61 consent
to minimise noise from the borrow pit works
as far as reasonably practicable.
The County Council considers that Borrow
Pits should be treated as Mineral Extraction
sites.
HDC accepts the principle of the NMU access
included as part of the A14 DCO, however
reserves the right to check and confirm that
they are comfortable with the NMU access
provisions at the detailed design stage of the
development.

41

HE/A14/EX/190

NMU provision

HDC requested and agree that a cycleway/
footpath link between the public highway
fronting Huntingdon Life Sciences to link to
the Alconbury junction to provide for NMU
access. Following a joint meeting held on
25.2.15, Highways England has agreed to
extend the bridleway from the balancing pond

LA02/13
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Ref

Description

42

Environmental
statement - land
contamination.

43

Landscape and visual
mitigation

44

Noise & vibration

Matters Agreed
north of Huntingdon Life Sciences up the side
of A1 northbound carriageway to tie in with
the Alconbury junction.
HDC notes the significant assessment work
on Land Contamination contained with the
Environmental Statement. This also includes
likely areas where mitigation may be required
pending detailed design. HDC therefore
supports findings but reserves its position
relating to Land Contamination mitigation
measures pending receipt and consideration
of detailed design measures.
There are a number of landscape and
mitigation actions agreed (sensitivity criteria,
impact of lighting, visual impact of noise
barrier etc.) by HDC as outlined at Chapter 10
of the Environmental Statement. Highways
England/J2A response to HDC explained
screening of acoustic barriers and adverse
impact of lighting at Mill Common (depending
on option chosen).
HDC agrees that the finer construction/
demolition points cannot be agreed until
contractors are appointed. Therefore HDC
would require that part of the terms and
conditions for any contractors Highways
England employs state that the contractors
fully consult with HDC on their construction
plans. HDC also expect that Highways
England and the main contractor provide
contact numbers for any complaints to be
discussed (HDC contact would be Dave
Bass).
Highways England 11/08/2015: The
contractors will need to seek consents from
HDC under S61 of the Control of Pollution
Act. This means HDC will need to approve
the steps to be taken to control and minimise
noise. Amongst other things, this will include
complaint handling procedures and contact
numbers.

45

Environment,
Landscape and Visual
Impact

HDC are content with the above response
and the use of S61.
No mitigation is provided at Lenton lakes,
Brampton as the Applicant has confirmed that
the Area is not designated as a ‘Quiet Area’.
HDC expressed the view that there can be
nothing but significant adverse noise and
visual effects.
Report HE/A14/EX/129 was submitted by
Highways England. HDC feels this provides

HE/A14/EX/190

LA02/14

Record of
agreement

Annex B to
the A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon –
Cabinet
Report
18/06/2015

Email from
J2A dated
23.2.15

Email from
J2A dated
23.2.15
Annex B to
the A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon –
Cabinet
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18/06/2015
Email from
HDC 14.8.15
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Ref

Description

Matters Agreed
robust evidence of why mitigation is not
required at this location. HDC accepts this
position.
The Environmental Statement (ES) predicts
that a number of properties will be affected
and, although not within mitigation thresholds,
are classified in the ES as adversely affected
properties.

46

47

Environmental
Statement – Noise

The request for an
addition link between
the Parkway and the
de-trunked A14

Highways England has provided additional
information on the modelling (ref:
HE/A14/EX/129). HDC has reviewed this
information and considers the evidence of
proposed mitigation meets the policy test as
set out in the National Policy Statement,
including for those properties where no
additional mitigation is proposed in
accordance with policy.
HDC requested that continuing design and
stakeholder dialogue also considers the merit
of providing an additional road-based link
from Parkway to a de-trunked A14 across
Views Common to further minimise traffic
impact at the Hinchingbrooke Park Road
junction
HDC accepts that this link is not integral to
the scheme and suggests improvement is a
future matter for HDC and the County
Council, the latter as local highway authority.

Record of
agreement
2015

SoCG
Meeting. Re.
Air
Quality/Noise
14/05/15
Meeting on 10
September
2015

Annex B to
the A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon –
Cabinet
Report
18/06/2015
Meeting on 10
September
2015
Email to J2A
14.11.14

48

49

HE/A14/EX/190

Legacy issues relating
to final design and
impact.

HDC has discussed the overall Legacy
requirements of the proposed scheme with
Highways England. A number of these,
including detailed design issues and crosssectional details under various topic
headings, are still outstanding and awaiting
resolution, these discussions will continue
into the detailed design stage.

Detailed consideration
of any Construction
Traffic Management
Plan.

HDC recognises the need for a formal
construction traffic management plan that will
be developed as part of the overall scheme
design. HDC would wish to input to that
process in order to consider any negative
effects on the local community and any
proposed routing and mitigation measures
required and therefore reserves its position
on this matter until the scheme progresses

LA02/15
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Ref

Description

Matters Agreed

Record of
agreement

further. HDC is happy that they are involved
in the continuing discussions around the
CoCP.

50

51

52

53

HE/A14/EX/190

Traffic impacts on
local road network

The County Council, as LHA, has verified
Highways England transport modelling in
relation to the impacts on the local road
network. Discussions are ongoing with the
County Council. HDC has now reached
agreement with the county council on this
matter.

Mill Common junction

The details of the Mill Common junction as
proposed in DR1.08 Design Change Ex.131
are now agreed. This position is taken on the
basis that no greater area of land is taken
from Mill Common compared to that originally
submitted as part of the DCO process.

Proposed borrow pits
and their restoration.

Noise monitoring post
opening

HDC notes the proposed use of Borrow Pits
as a source of construction material for the
proposed scheme and welcomes continued
dialogue on the future use of these, postscheme construction in relation to the overall
Legacy aspects of the scheme being
negotiated. It is of vital importance that the
long-term future of these is identified and tied
into the wider delivery of publicly accessible
Green Infrastructure & Biodiversity needs
within this part of the County and that the
required level of funding is secured. The
Council is in broad agreement with Highways
England relating to the draft ‘Borrow Pits
Restoration and Aftercare Strategy’.
HDC accepts Highways England’s position
that Requirement 12 provides sufficient
coverage for any concerns about noise post
opening and that additional monitoring is not
required.
HDC accepts Highways England’s position in
relation to Requirement 12 which provides the
Council with sufficient guarantee regarding
potential noise impacts post opening and that
additional monitoring is not required. HDC
accepts Highways England’s position elating
ot the methods and procedures to address
noise complaints as set out in
HE/A14/EX/153 Appendix 4.
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5.2

Ref

1

2

3

4

Matters not agreed

Description

Rights of Way relating to
Community integration

Proposed borrow pits and
their legacy

Cultural Heritage

Hinchingbrooke Park
Road/Brampton Road
junction

HE/A14/EX/190

Matters Not Agreed
HDC welcomes the proposed re-creation of
the link between Brampton and Brampton
Woods and Brampton Hut Services in
principle. HDC is concerned that although the
route has been identified, the adopted design
principles will not be sufficient to secure usage
by Bridleway users, particularly horse riders
and that the Applicant has failed to
demonstrate the adequacy of the route and if
not suitable, no other alternative is available.
HDC has stated in its ‘Written Representation’
to the ExA that it remains the view of the
Council that the long-term management of the
Borrow Pits needs to be clarified. While the
Council has welcomed and agreed in
principle, the contents of the ’Borrow Pits
Restoration and Aftercare Strategy’, the
Council still considers that Highways England
has still not given adequate consideration to
their position should the Borrow Pits remain
within their ownership beyond the 10-year
period as there is no guarantee that the sale
of these can be achieved, particularly given
the nature of these features and any longerterm maintenance needs beyond 10 years+.
Huntingdon Rail Station building is a listed
structure. HDC considers that this is a
fundamental principle and that a more detailed
assessment should have been undertaken
relating to the setting of the building and how
it is affected by the Viaduct removal, the
creation of new local access roads and the
proposed layout within the station itself,
including replacement car parking proposals
and public transport interchange
requirements. HDC does not accept that these
are ‘Accommodation Works’ to be agreed at a
later date.
HDC has questioned the picking-up/settingdown needs of Hinchingbrooke School at this
location given that those fundamental needs
are met by parking on-street at present. This
has not been addressed by the Applicant and
given the critical nature of the proposed
junction in traffic movement terms, HDC
considers that this issue needs to be
addressed as part of the overall DCO
application in order that on-street parking
needs do not compromise the safe operation
of the junction during school start and finish
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Ref

Description

Matters Not Agreed

Record of non
agreement

times.
While HDC has noted that Highways England
has committed to address the issues in
consultation with HDC and CCC at detailed
design stage in the DCO and provision of
comparable facilities to what currently exists,
the lack of certainty and the operational nature
of the junction necessitates this remaining
‘Not Agreed’.
This link is not integral to the scheme and the
suggested improvement is a future matter for
HDC and the County Council, the latter as
local highway authority.

5

6

The addition of a separate
NMU bridge to the north
of Brampton Road Bridge.

Air quality monitoring

HE/A14/EX/190

There is potential for a separate cycle/foot
bridge to the north side of the Brampton Road
railway bridge following the removal of the
A14 Viaduct. It is not clear to HDC how this
would be accommodated.
While this item needs further discussion
(outside the DCO process) between the
Applicant, HDC and Cambridgeshire County
Council, HDC notes that the ability to widen
the carriageway on the bridge has still not
been confirmed by the Applicant , which
results in an uncertain future position relating
to the provision of walking and cycling access
at this critical location.
The Council has continuing dialogue with
Highways England, together with Cambridge
City and South Cambs DC, regarding the
preferred approach that post-scheme air
quality monitoring be undertaken at agreed
locations to an agreed specification, or
contribute to already existing monitoring, for
12 months prior to construction and then for a
period until the monitoring at each site shows
three years of compliance with air quality limit
values. The monitoring is only required for
nitrogen dioxide within Huntingdonshire.
However, an agreed position has not been
reached between Highways England and
HDC, C. City and SCDC.
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Record of areas still under discussion

6.1
Ref

There are no matters which are under discussion.
Description

HE/A14/EX/190

Matters under discussion
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme (‘the
Scheme’). The scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of
Huntingdon, to Milton in the north east of Cambridge. It includes both new
highway construction and the widening and improvement of existing
highways over a total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass to
the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between
Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern
Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of the A1 trunk
road between Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access roads. In
addition, the existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions is
to be de-trunked (i.e. returned to county road status), the road viaduct over
the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and road
connections to the existing A14 from within the town amended.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 58-65 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government's "Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent" (March 2015).
Paragraph 58, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

"A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it is
also useful if a statement identifies those areas where agreement has not
been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence.”

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Suffolk County Council (“SCC”).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
network is made up of England’s motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major “A” roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme being constructed
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Highways England will be responsible for operating and maintaining the
improved A14.
1.3

Structure of the SoCG

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
SCC in relation to the Scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG.

1.3.3

Section 3 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.5

Section 5 includes the signatures of all parties to indicate agreement that this
is an accurate record of issues and discussions.

1.3.6

Throughout this SoCG:
• Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as agreed between Highways England and SCC.
• Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as not agreed between Highways England and
SCC.
• Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion" this signifies a matter
that is still under discussion between Highways England and SCC.
• It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 3 and 4
of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to SCC, and
therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between the
parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent
that they are either not of material interest or relevance to SCC.

1.3.7

This SoCG will be updated as discussions progress and resubmitted to the
Examination at appropriate times.
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2

Topics contained within this SoCG

2.1.1

The list below provides a summary of the topics that are considered within
this SoCG. Where matters are described as under discussion, SCC’s
position is set out more fully in its Relevant Representation.
• Need for, benefits and objectives of the Scheme
• Design standards and consideration into the guideline/specifications of the
proposed design
• Resilience of the scheme in the context of growing developments (in
particular Northstowe and Alconbury Weald)
• Diversions for traffic in the case of incidents on the improved A14
• Transport Assessment – application of Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB) guidance
• Socio-economic impacts during construction in relation to Suffolk County
• Transport impacts during construction in relation to Suffolk County
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3

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

3.1

Matters agreed

Need for, benefits and objectives of the Scheme
SCC supports the principle of the proposals to provide the Cambridge to Huntingdon road
improvements.
SCC supports the stated objectives of the project, in particular making the route more reliable,
improving journey times, unlocking growth, and providing capacity for future traffic growth
SCC agrees that road users on the A14 trunk road between Cambridge and Huntingdon regularly
experience long delays and unpredictable journey times and that without improvement, congestion
on the A14 trunk road will worsen. This has a significant impact on local and regional businesses,
including HGV operators in Suffolk and particularly those serving the Haven Ports. SCC believes that
it is essential to remove this bottleneck and deliver the proposed project at the earliest opportunity.

Scheme design
SCC supports the scheme design (subject to those matters listed as ‘not agreed’ or remaining under
discussion). SCC welcomes the revisions to the proposals made following the statutory consultation,
in particular:
•
•

the removal of potential conflicts with local traffic movements into Cambridge on the
southbound A14 route through Girton interchange; and
the revised arrangements at Girton Interchange for local traffic movements using the A1307
Huntingdon Road into and out of Cambridge

Resilience
It is agreed, based on the traffic model CHARM 2 and Appendix A to this SoCG, that future proofing
of Bar Hill junction is necessary based on predicted traffic flows.
The parties are agreed that provision should be made for further capacity at the Bar Hill junction
through building the earthworks and junction bridges to allow for a third circulatory lane on the
roundabout. This will mean that traffic growth beyond what is currently predicted can be
accommodated without excessive cost and inconvenience. The proposed modifications to the design
submitted in the DCO application to accommodate the full build out of Northstowe are indicated in
sketches A14-ARP-H0-E2-SK-C-00051 and -00052.
It is agreed that while Girton to Bar Hill is expected to be carrying traffic volumes close to the
recommended service level in the design year, no further design changes are required at this time to
the main carriageway.
It is agreed that while Huntingdon Southern Bypass from Ermine Street Junction (A1198) to
Brampton Interchange would be carrying traffic volumes close to the recommended service level by
the design year, no further design changes are required at this time to the main carriageway.
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Transport Assessment
It is agreed that the term “recommended level of service” (Document 7.2, paragraph 7.10.6) is defined
as based on a two-second headway or greater between vehicles which for all purpose trunk roads
equates to 1600 vehicles/lane/hour.
Although flows greater than 1600 vehicles/lane/hour are possible subject to a range of factors, this
would be associated with a reduced level of service (closer headway and greater driver concentration
needed, leading to stress, increased risk of incidents and accidents and breakdown of traffic flow).

Transport impacts during construction
It is agreed that Highways England and its contractor (Costain / Skanska) will consult with SCC in the
development of traffic management plans for the construction phase.

Diversion Routes
Although SCC maintains concerns over the resilience of the A1 between Brampton Hut and Brampton
Interchange due to the high proportion of weaving traffic (Document 7.2, Table 7.71/7.72), and the
lack of appropriate diversion routes in the event of a significant incident, SCC agrees with, as a partial
solution, the recent proposal by Highways England to provide east facing slip roads on the Ellington
Junction to allow for the easy diversion of traffic back onto the A1 in the event of an A1 closure
between Brampton and Brampton Hut and traffic is diverted onto the new A14.

Transport Assessment & Future Proofing/Resilience - Cambridge Northern Bypass
SCC considers that that the Cambridge Northern Bypass section of the scheme between Histon and
Milton would fall below the capacity provision required by current standards around 2020 (based on
the Transport Assessment submitted as part of the DCO application, Document 7.2, Table 7.71).
SCC has noted that it would like to understand better the proposed way forward to manage this
concern, likely through a specific study looking at that area, including the A14 to the east of Milton.
SCC has further noted that the principles of reducing congestion should be consistent across the
scheme, highlighting the different solutions proposed to manage predicted levels of congestion to the
Huntingdon Viaduct and the CNB.
Highways England response
Highways England has acknowledged (HE-A14-EX-49, Response to SCC written representation,
paras 7.3.5 onwards) that there are sections of the scheme, (particularly within A14 Cambridge
Northern Bypass CNB, Girton to Milton junctions) that are currently predicted to be approaching or
reaching the onset of congestion by design year 2035 in some peak hours in some directions.
Highways England also acknowledge that the improvements of A428 Caxton Gibbet to A1 Black Cat
currently under development have the potential to further increase peak hour flows on this section.
It is agreed that, as Operator of the Trunk Road network, Highways England will continue to review
traffic flows and journey times/congestion on A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass and will propose and
consult on measures to be brought forward in future RIS programmes as appropriate.
SCC considers that further explanation is required to justify and explain the departure from DMRB
guidance TD 22/06 on the Cambridge Northern Bypass, which is implied by Table 3.7 of the Traffic
Modelling Update Report (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/44, PINS reference REP2-018), which
indicates (by red shading) that lane provision between Girton Interchange and Histon and Histon
Junction and Milton is below standard owing to the high proportion of weaving flows (Document 7.2,
paragraph 7.10.8).
SCC does agree that the Capacity Report provided to it by Highways England provides the
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Transport Assessment & Future Proofing/Resilience - Cambridge Northern Bypass
justification for capacities in the order of 1800+ per lane (rather than 1600, which is mandatory)
because, while lane capacity can be increased beyond 1600 vehicles, this is dependent on the
proportion of weaving traffic which is a significant factor on Cambridge Northern Bypass.
Highways England response:
The guidance that Highways England has relied on is TD 22/06. Chapter 3 of TD 22/06 indicates that
traffic flows above 1600/vpl/lane are usually associated with a decreasing level of service and safety.
Highways England acknowledges that the level of congestion expected during peak hours would
increase as the design year approaches (in some locations there would be a minimal excess of
1600/vph/lane - see Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/44, PINS reference REP2-018). Taking this into
account, Highways England maintains it has taken into consideration the consequences that could be
associated with under provision when making a decision on the number of lanes (and therefore
applied for a departure from standards) (as per TD22/06) and that the scheme is affordable and can
be considered good value for money.
•

TA 46/97 Traffic Flow Ranges for use in the Assessment of New Rural Roads – which
requires that major components of cost, including carriage provision, be incrementally justified
in assessing whether design changes are economic or otherwise

Highways England response:
Highways England notes that the Case for the Scheme (document reference 7.1) provides the
business case for the scheme as proposed, with justification for one-lane incremental widening.
While SCC maintains concerns over lane provision on Cambridge Northern Bypass, and the
justification for the departure from standards, at this stage, SCC maintains support for the
scheme, but believe that the recognised deficiencies should be addressed through future RIS
programmes, as Highways England has indicated.

Design and performance standards, including resilience – Girton interchange
Discussion was held around design and performance standards at Girton interchange, following SCC
concern that further evidence is needed to demonstrate that the design of the Girton Interchange is
satisfactory, bearing in mind two factors;
•

The consequences of the drop in number of lanes on the approach to that junction from the
north. ‘Lane drops’ are typically more prone to flow breakdowns.

Highways England response:
The option of retaining two lanes on the A428 eastbound has been considered, however this would
have implications on the capacity of the merge from the M11 northbound loop, resulting in vehicles
queuing back onto the mainline M11.
Traffic modelling work undertaken for the proposed layout indicates that the layout will operate within
capacity, (including morning and evening peak hours) for the whole of its design life (until 2035).
Highways England therefore consider the proposed layout to be the preferable option as increasing
the scheme cost to provide a fully compliant (with the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges) layout
would not provide any additional economic benefits.
Highways England has provided some further detailed explanation / justification for the proposals at
this location, based on a previous response to Written Representations (HE/A14/EX/50).
•

the high proportion of traffic merging with the main carriageway which is likely to affect the
speed flow characteristics and reduce the capacity of the carriageway. Specifically this relates
to traffic on the A14 eastbound merging with the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Girton
Interchange and the A14 westbound merging with the M11 at Girton Interchange.
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Design and performance standards, including resilience – Girton interchange
Highways England response:
All merges and diverges have been designed in accordance with TD22/06 of the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges. The A14 eastbound merge with the Cambridge Northern Bypass and A14
westbound merge with the M11 at Girton Interchange are both fully in compliance with Figure 2/3AP
of TD22/06.
SCC is concerned about the relationship between traffic movements through Girton
Interchange and capacity limitations on Cambridge Northern Bypass, but nevertheless agrees
with Highways England’s explanation noted above.
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Matters not agreed

3.2

Socio-economic impacts during construction
SCC considers that the socio-economic impact assessment has not taken full account of labour
markets outside of Cambridgeshire). A meeting was held between SCC and Highways England on 4
June 2015 in which the approach to the socio-economic assessment was discussed. Following this
meeting, items remain not agreed between both parties, as summarised below.
SCC does not agree with the approach to the socio-economic analysis, particularly with
regards to the socio-economic study area and the incorporation of wider regional areas
beyond Cambridgeshire
• SCC does not agree that Highways England has appropriately justified the assumption that
the shortfall in labour would be found without any effect on neighbouring counties.
Appendix B of this SoCG provides Highways England and SCC positions of disagreement (as well
as some areas of agreement) regarding socio-economic impacts during construction.
•

Transport impacts during construction
SCC notes concern over the ‘highways’ impact of the construction workforce movements. A meeting
was held between SCC and Highways England on 4 June 2015 in which transport impacts during
construction were discussed. Following this meeting, items remain not agreed between both parties,
as summarised below.
• SCC does not agree with the absence of a transport assessment for the construction phase
Appendix B of this SoCG provides Highways England and SCC positions of disagreement regarding
transport impacts during construction.
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Record of areas still under discussion

Transport Assessment & Future Proofing/Resilience – Bar Hill to Swavesey
SCC believes, based on information submitted with the application, that further consideration should
be given to the design standards between Bar Hill and Swavesey, which would be carrying traffic
volumes above the recommended service level in the design year, and provision for future proofing
should be made by (within the boundary of the application). This should include:
o
Ensuring the design of the main carriageway, local access road and
footway/cycleway/equestrian track are aligned to facilitate future widening of the
A14
o
Providing a wider span at the overbridge linking Robin’s Lane to the local access
road
Highways England has noted that, at this time, it would be unaffordable to provide further capacity or
‘future proofing’ on this stretch of the scheme. SCC has requested an economic analysis /
assessment to clarify the cost implications. Highways England does not intend to undertake an
economic assessment at this time as provision of further capacity over and above what is proposed
is not currently within the scope of the scheme remit.
SCC considers that adherence to DMRB guidance would demonstrate the benefits of future proofing
the Bar Hill to Swavesey section of the scheme. A meeting was held on 13 August 2015, in which
SCC clarified that they do not object to this section of the scheme as it stands, but would like to
better understand what land is currently available to future proof this section of the scheme. It was
agreed that Highways England would provide SCC further information on land available within the
red line boundary for potential future-proofing solutions, as well as potential constraints (such as
existing structures).

Diversion routes
SCC considers that at present the availability of alternative routes for diverted traffic on the existing
road network are limited and restricted, in particular it is unlikely that the following routes will be able
to carry any significant volumes of diverted traffic:
•
•
•
•

the A428 between Cambridge and St Neots;
the A1198 between the A428 and Godmanchester;
the existing D2AP A1 between St Neots and Brampton Hut; and
changes to the road network at Huntingdon will significantly restrict the capacity of the detrunked A14, HGV restrictions are expected to be applied to only control HGV movements
on this route.

SCC considers that this emphasises the need for resilience in the proposed scheme, in particular for
future proofing of the Bar Hill to Swavesey section and a mechanism for resolving the identified
capacity issues on Cambridge Northern Bypass. SCC has noted that the focus of its concern is
rooted in safety management and incident scenarios, which would affect traffic movements to and
from Suffolk.
Discussions have been held between SCC and Highways England around strategic and local
diversion routes. In response to SCC’s concerns, Highways England has highlighted that upgrading
the A428 was one of the commitments made in the Roads Investment Strategy published in
December 2014.
See the parties’ respective positions regarding the Bar Hill to Swavesey section and the Cambridge
Northern Bypass above.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:

Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

10 September 2015

Name:

Sue Roper

Signature:

Position

Assistant Director, Strategic Development

On behalf of:

Suffolk County Council

Date:

10/09/2015
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Note on resilience

Project:

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Subject:

Growth assumptions at Northstowe and Alconbury Weald

It is recognised between SCC and Highways England that the below information was produced
based on a version of the traffic model which has been updated since. Figures noted are
therefore potentially no longer accurate, but remain indicative of the situation.
Introduction
Following discussions with Suffolk County Council (SCC) in relation to the Statement of Common
Ground (SOCG) for the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme, SCC has expressed
concerns regarding the level of growth assumed at two major planned developments in
Cambridgeshire; Northstowe and Alconbury Weald.
This technical note briefly outlines the approach that has been followed to forecast traffic growth in
Cambridgeshire and the specific assumptions that have been made regarding the Northstowe and
Alconbury Weald developments in the core scenario. It also summarises the results of a sensitivity
test which considers the potential impacts of the full build out of the Northstowe development.
Traffic growth forecasts
The traffic forecasts supporting the Development Consent Order (DCO) application for the A14
scheme are derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM). CSRM includes allowance for
committed and planned development in the study area in the period up to 2031, which is the furthest
horizon for which local development growth forecasts are currently available. Forecasts from CSRM
are available on a five yearly basis from 2011 to 2031. Traffic growth forecasts have been derived
1
from CSRM in 2016, 2021 and 2031, with growth to 2041 based on national growth forecasts .
Forecast traffic growth to 2020 (the opening year) and 2035 (the design year) has been derived by
interpolation.
The traffic forecasts have been developed in accordance with the Department for Transport’s (DfT)
Transport Analysis Guidance (WebTAG), which sets out the framework and requirements for
conducting transport studies. WebTAG Unit M4 deals with forecasting and uncertainty and mandates
that a core scenario should be defined which is based on the most unbiased and realistic set of
assumptions. The core scenario should be constrained to NTEM growth at a suitable spatial area and
take account of local development that are more likely to occur than not.
Core scenario
In accordance with the guidance in WebTAG Unit M4, the core scenario only includes developments
2
3
that are considered near certain or more than likely to proceed. The status and expected build out
of individual developments has been determined in consultation with the relevant local planning
authorities; Cambridge City Council (CCiC), Huntingdonshire District Council (HDC) and South
Cambridgeshire District Council (SCDC). Forecast development growth in East Cambridgeshire is
based on the assumptions used in the East Cambridgeshire District Council (ECDC) Local Plan. A
log of all developments included in the forecasts is provided in Appendix A of the Transport
Assessment.
1

National Trip End Model v6.2 (NTEM) for cars; National Traffic Model (NTM) Road Traffic Forecasts 2013 (RTF2013) for light
and heavy goods vehicles.
Near certain: The outcome will happen or there is a high probability that it will happen.
3
More than likely: The outcome is likely to happen but there is some uncertainty.
2
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Overall growth in Cambridgeshire is constrained to NTEM 6.2 housing and employment forecasts
across the four districts; CCiC, ECDC, HDC and SCDC. For housing, the growth trajectories provided
by the local planning authorities are significantly lower than the NTEM forecasts and therefore a
scaling factor has been applied to uplift housing growth across the study area. A scaling factor of
1.09 (i.e. a 9% uplift) has been applied to growth between 2016 and 2021, increasing to 1.30 (i.e. a
30% uplift) for growth between 2021 and 2026 and 1.50 (i.e. a 50% uplift) growth between 2026 and
2031. Housing growth between 2031 and 2041 is assumed to increase by 0.7-1.0% per annum in line
with NTEM forecasts.
A similar process has been followed for employment development, although in this case the growth
trajectories provided are significantly higher than the NTEM forecasts (i.e. development specific
employment growth exceeds NTEM totals). Consequently, scaling factors of 0.72, 0.56 and 0.37
have been applied between 2016-2021, 2021-2026 and 2026-2031 respectively. Employment growth
between 2031 and 2041 is also assumed to be in line with NTEM forecasts.
Northstowe
At Northstowe, Phase 1 (1,500 dwellings) is committed while a planning application has been
submitted for Phase 2 (approximately 3,500 dwellings), which is therefore considered to be more than
likely to go ahead. Both phases have therefore been included in the core scenario for the A14
scheme.
SCDC has advised that they expect all of Phase 1 and approximately 25% of the Phase 2
development to be complete by 2021 (i.e. approximately 2,300 dwellings) with both phases complete
by 2031 (i.e. approximately 5,000 dwellings). The development is assumed to be fully occupied. The
4
housing scaling factors have not been applied to the Northstowe development zones , however
allowance has been made for structural growth of around 3.5% between 2031 and 2035.
Consequently, it is estimated that the A14 traffic forecasts are based on approximately 5,350 homes
at Northstowe in 2035.
Employment forecasts are only provided at District level and therefore it is not possible to be definitive
about the assumptions made regarding the number of jobs at Northstowe in the A14 traffic forecasts.
However, the assumptions are consistent with those made by the HCA in relation to the Phase 2
planning application,
SCDC has advised that subsequent phases of the development potentially totalling a further 5,000
5
homes are currently considered reasonably foreseeable and therefore are not included in the core
scenario. However, a sensitivity test has been carried out to consider the potential impact of the full
6
build out of Northstowe (i.e. 10,000 dwellings) on key junctions on the A14 . The results of this
sensitivity test are discussed in more detail below.
Alconbury Weald
Once complete, the Alconbury Weald development will comprise approximately 5,000 dwellings.
HDC has advised that this development is considered to be near certain and therefore it has been
included in the core scenario for the A14 scheme.
HDC’s forecasts indicate that the development would be approximately 27% complete by 2021 (i.e.
1,350 dwellings) and 75% complete by 2031 (i.e. 3,800 dwellings). Allowing for the application of
scaling factors to constrain to NTEM, Table 1 indicates that the A14 traffic forecasts include for 4,905
dwellings at Alconbury Weald in 2031. Allowing for structural growth of 3.5% between 2031 and

4

The scaling factors have been applied to all zones except the zones containing the Northstowe development to ensure
consistency with modelling undertaken in relation to Northstowe Phase 2.
Reasonably foreseeable: The outcome may happen, but there is significant uncertainty
6
Bar Hill, Swavesey and Dry Drayton.
5
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2035, it is estimated that the A14 traffic forecasts are based on approximately 5,075 homes at
Alconbury Weald in 2035, although the development may not be fully occupied.
Table 1: Housing Growth Forecasts at Alconbury, pre and post-scaling
Total

2011-2016 2016-2021 2021-2026 2026-2031
Alconbury Housing Growth (Initial)

+120

+1,225

+1,225

+1,225

+3,795

Housing Scaling Factor

1.16

1.09

1.30

1.50

-

Alconbury Housing Growth (Scaled)

+139

+1,335

+1,593

+1,838

+4,905

Again, employment forecasts are only provided at District level and therefore it is not possible to be
definitive about the assumptions made regarding the number of jobs at Alconbury Weald in the A14
traffic forecasts.
100% Northstowe sensitivity test
As noted above, a sensitivity test has been undertaken to assess the potential impact of the full build
out of Northstowe (i.e. 10,000 dwellings) on key junctions. The primary purpose of this sensitivity test
was to ensure that the proposed junction designs do not preclude the future expansion of the junction
to accommodate the additional traffic generated by an enlarged development.
Strictly, the additional growth at Northstowe (i.e. 5,000 dwellings) is included within the NTEM growth
forecasts and therefore should be reallocated from other parts of the study area. However, it should
be noted that the sensitivity test assumes that the additional growth is over and above NTEM growth
and therefore represents a worst-case.
Table 2 summarises the forecast AADT flows on sections of the strategic road network (as reported in
Table 7.1 in the Transport Assessment) with and without this additional growth in 2035 with the A14
scheme.
Table 2: Impact of full build out of Northstowe on Strategic Roads in 2035 with Scheme
Core Scenario
(50% N’stowe)

Sensitivity Test
(100% N’stowe)

Percentage
Change

A14 West of A1

65,200

65,800

+0.9%

Old A14 spur east of A1(M)

25,500

25,400

+0.4%

Old A14 Through Huntingdon

17,000

17,300

+1.8%

A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass

95,500

97,100

+1.7%

A14 Swavesey to Bar Hill

112,300

118,400

+5.4%

A14 Bar Hill to Girton

135,900

141,900

+4.4%

A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass

104,900

107,000

+2.0%

A14 East of Milton

84,700

86,100

+1.7%

A428 Near Bourne Airfield

48,200

48,900

+1.5%

A1198 West of Hilton

20,200

20,500

+1.5%

A1 North of A14

81,500

82,000

+0.6%

A1 South of A14

54,600

54,800

+0.4%

A141 North of Huntingdon

28,400

28,700

+1.1%

Road Section
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This shows that the impacts of the additional development traffic are focussed on the sections of the
A14 around the Bar Hill and Swavesey junctions, where daily traffic levels are forecast to grow by 45%. Impacts on the wider network with daily traffic flows are forecast to increase by 2% or less.
Summary
The above analysis indicates that the A14 traffic forecasts include allowance for both the Northstowe
and Alconbury Weald developments. The core traffic forecasts include approximately 5,000 dwellings
in both locations in 2035, which is consistent with the level of development that is considered near
certain or more than likely to come forward by the local planning authorities. Furthermore, housing
growth is constrained to NTEM v6.2 forecasts, which result in a significant uplift in housing growth
compared with the information provided by the local planning authorities.
A sensitivity test has been undertaken which considers the impacts of the full build out of Northstowe
(i.e. an additional 5,000 dwellings) on top of NTEM growth. This indicates that the impact of the
additional development traffic is focussed on Bar Hill and Swavesey with limited change on other
sections of the strategic road network.
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Note on socio-economic impacts

Project:

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Subject:

Socio-economic impacts during construction

Introduction
Following discussions with Suffolk County Council (SCC) in relation to the Statement of Common
Ground (SOCG) for the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme, SCC has expressed
concerns regarding the socio-economic impacts during construction, noting that the Environmental
Statement (ES) does not;
•
Justify the socio-economic study area
•
Justify its assumptions on displacement
•
Evaluate the impacts of the development on the labour market (setting out how its labour
requirements relate to those available) in different economic scenarios
•
Considered the cumulative effects with other major developments outside
Cambridgeshire, but within the likely labour market
•
Consider the impacts on tourist accommodation by an immigrant workforce
•
Provide mitigation to address labour shortages/impacts on tourism
This note addresses these concerns in turn and includes information on mitigation
Socio-economic study area
For the purposes of the Community and Private Assets assessment considered in the ES,
Cambridgeshire was defined as the study area as reported in paragraph 16.2.5 of the ES. As a
scheme with national significance, impacts may be realised beyond this study area to the wider
region, and indeed even nationally. However, it is not the purpose of the Community and Private
Assets to assess the scale of these wider impacts; they are addressed in the Case for the Scheme.
The scope of the Community and Private Assets chapter is focussed on secondary effects of the
scheme at the local, community scale. Thus, while a tightly focused study area consisting of just
Cambridge and Huntingdon and communities within the A14 corridor would be inappropriate in terms
of local economic effects relative to the scale of the scheme, the area of Cambridgeshire was deemed
an appropriate scale to capture the most significant effects. As explained in ES paragraph 16.2.13.
Cambridgeshire represents the widest extent of the relevant communities being assessed within the
scope and objectives of the “Community and Private Assets” chapter. An approach incorporating a
wider regional area is beyond the scope of the ES; incorporating all possible effects could expand the
study area to the national scale and would be counter to the purpose of the consideration of the
communities likely to be significantly affected by the scheme.
A wider study area was adopted in the consideration of the “wider economic benefits”, which were
covered by 7.1 Case for the Scheme, following DfT guidelines, and includes greater productivity
through the concentration of economic activity (agglomeration); tax revenues arising from an increase
in employment; and profits generated as a result of reduced transport costs.
SCC response: It is stated that the wider impacts are covered in the Case for the Scheme. The wider
positive impacts of the scheme are indeed set out in this document, but it does not appear to consider
negative construction impacts, which are rather identified in headline level in Chapter 16 and are
recognised as extending beyond the study area. SCC does not agree that an approach incorporating
effects beyond Cambridgeshire, which, is not an area grounded on any socio-economic/impact basis,
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is beyond the scope of the ES. The scale of potential effect should inform the study area, rather than
the study area defining the scale of the effect, which is the implication here.
Leakage and displacement
The scheme would require a peak workforce of not more than approximately 2,750 workers. This is
an upper bound estimate of peak labour force that could be employed on the scheme during the
busiest three years of construction and is a figure rounded from Table 16.15 of ES Chapter 16 for the
years 2017 to 2019. The lower bound estimate assumed in the ES is approximately 2,200 workers,
as stated in Table 16.15 of ES Chapter 16. These figures were derived through a top down approach
that used projected “worst-case” scheme costs and the average turnover per worker in relevant
industries to ensure that conservative assumptions were adopted for the impact assessment.
The figures presented within Chapter 16 indicate that between a quarter and a third of direct jobs may
be provided from within the local area (not including displaced activity). It is anticipated that these will
be drawn from the Cambridgeshire construction workforce (approximate population 10,000) and the
unemployed in Cambridgeshire (approximate population also 10,000).
The Case for the Scheme refers to a peak workforce of approximately 1800. The methodology
adopted for the Case for the Scheme is based on a bottom-up approach which modelled initial labour
forecasts across phases of the construction based on the construction methodology. Whilst lower
than the worst case scenario outlined in Chapter 16, the figures are broadly consistent with those set
out in the ES. The difference between the estimates presented are likely a combination of the worstcase cost estimates driving up the results from Chapter 16 and the predicted capital intensity of the
project reducing the required labour force as used in the Case for the Scheme.
Different
assumptions have been adopted to ensure that both assessments are conservative for their purpose
and not understating possible adverse effects or overstating benefits.
The scope of the assessment of the scheme upon the labour market presented in ES Chapter 16
Communities and Private Assets was based on current DMRB guidance but expanded to include a
socio-economic assessment of the additional local employment from construction of the scheme. The
socio-economic assessment follows the approach set down in the Additionality Guide (English
Partnerships, 2008). The baseline considered the level of unemployed and employment within the
construction sector within the study area of Cambridgeshire. The economic situation of regional
economies neighbouring Cambridgeshire were not considered in detail as impacts are expected to be
concentrated in Cambridgeshire and any residual economic impacts from employment would likely be
dispersed among the various counties surrounding Cambridgeshire and therefore not of a significant
level in any one neighbouring county’s economy. Following an assessment of the overall potential
employment generated by the scheme, the addition to the study area is assessed, including the
“leakage”, which for this assessment is all jobs which accrue to those outside of the Cambridgeshire
regardless of the employment status of the recipient.
Assumptions were made regarding
displacement, which is defined for this assessment as those within the study area that were already in
employment when they take a job with the project. The assumptions were based on the level of
construction workers in the local economy, as described above, though it is acknowledged that
displacement could occur from other industries towards the project. This assessment led to a
projection of average displacement. The figures presented within Chapter 16 indicate that between a
quarter and a third of direct jobs may be provided from within the local area (not including displaced
activity). This is between 633 and 1205 jobs over the period 2016 to 2021.
Cambridgeshire’s location is such that it is accessible from a number of counties and it would be
expected that the labour market within the large travel to work catchment area across South and East
England is sufficient to support the project. There are some significant populations of both
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construction workers and unemployed in neighbouring counties from which the project will draw
(Lincolnshire to the north, Norfolk to the north-east, Suffolk to the east, Essex and Hertfordshire to the
south, and Bedfordshire and Northamptonshire to the west). As an example, neighbouring
Hertfordshire has approximately 30,000 people currently working in construction.
SCC response: The Environmental Statement, in SCC’s view, is clear that the labour requirements
cannot be met within the study area of Cambridgeshire, whose economy, it recognises is not geared
towards projects such as this (paras 16.6.31-35). No further assessment is then undertaken to justify
the assumption that the shortfall in labour will be found without any effect on the neighbouring
counties (noting that actually the administrative geographies are irrelevant, it is the travel to work area
within which the labour availability should be assessed). In short, in an era where there are widely
reported skills shortages in the sector, it seems inappropriate to make such assumptions. It should
also be borne in mind that the pool of ‘construction workers’ is not representative of the pool of people
who have the skills to work on this project, nor does it indicate their ‘availability’, having regard to
other concurrent activity in the construction sector (noting however that a figure of some 50% is
attributed to displacement). It is also the case that the claimant count for construction workers is in the
hundreds in Cambridgeshire and falling, so setting out the general level of unemployment is probably
not that helpful. Nevertheless, while SCC believes that there are flaws in the assessment approach it
would accept that the initiatives described below will make a positive contribution to the skills shortage
and labour market pressures that SCC is concerned about.
Impacts on the labour market
As part of Highways England’s emerging remit, the organisation has been working, within the
framework of the Strategic Stakeholder Board to develop a shared A14 Employment and Skills
Strategy with the local authorities and the Local Enterprise Partnership outside the DCO process.
Strategic Priorities have been defined as: Attracting Young People into the industry; Increasing
apprenticeships; Entry-level jobs and retention; and, Developing the training infrastructure. These
priorities are designed to develop pathways into employment to contribute to the workforce
requirements of the proposed A14 project, but also to create a longer-term pipeline into the sector.
The approach is reliant on collaboration with stakeholders and is backed up by a Highways Englandled National Skills Academy with the contractor organisation. Early evidence of the success of the
approach is the announcement of capital funding of £300,000 for a roads sector training facility linked
to the A14 scheme.
SCC response: SCC supports this initiative and would welcome involvement, given our shared
interest in responding to the skills shortages in the construction sector in this region.
Cumulative effects
We would expect that the labour market within the large travel to work catchment area across South
and East England is sufficient to support the project. No other concurrent major Highways project
was identified in Chapter 18 of the ES, and so no development was expected which would impede
procurement of the workforce for this project.
SCC response: See comments above - this is a supposition that SCC is concerned needs evidencing
in view of the recognised national shortage of skilled construction workers and the large number of
major construction projects in the south and east which may coincide in whole or in part with this
project.
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Tourist accommodation
It is anticipated that between 2017 and 2020 there would be sufficient on-site accommodation for 500
workers. This provision should significantly reduce any impact of workers from outside of the region
on tourist accommodation. Based on a report about the accommodation stock of Cambridge and the
surrounding area (Hotel Solutions, Cambridge Hotel Futures: Headline Findings Issues & Options
(2012)), across Cambridge, the city outskirts and an area beyond the city there are 2,515 rooms
available across a variety of accommodation types. Further, older research (The Tourism Company,
Greater Cambridge And Peterborough Tourism Strategy And Action Plan, (2007)) indicates that the
stock in Huntingdon was approximately 851 bedrooms in either hotels or guesthouses. Further,
during peak season, coinciding with university summer holidays, accommodation is available at at
Cambridge’s colleges, with approximately 300 rooms available. Between 2009 and 2011, average
annual hotel room occupancy was 76-77%, indicating that on average there are between 600 and 900
rooms unoccupied in the Cambridge and Huntingdon area.
SCC response: It is agreed, based on this data, that there will not be a significant effect on tourist
accommodation.
Transport impacts
A significant proportion of the non-local workforce (in the region of 500 workers) would be
accommodated in facilities within the dedicated ‘construction village’ adjacent to the main compound.
Day to day commuting to the project would therefore be maintained at a practicable minimum. The
Code for Construction Practice sets out the requirement to adhere to a Construction workers travel
plan (15.2). Personnel who commute would be encouraged to share vehicles to minimise the
additional traffic on the local network, and special commuter arrangements will be investigated.
Similarly, the Code of Construction Practice also outlines measures to reduce construction traffic
impacts (15.6) and Access routes for construction traffic (15.7).
SCC response: SCC continues to find the absence of a transport assessment for the construction
phase of a £1.5bn project unusual. While onsite accommodation may be available for 500 workers,
that still leaves in the region of 2,000 commuting to site every day, though it is accepted a robust
travel plan will reduce those numbers. Furthermore, there is no indication of the scale of movements
by heavy or light goods vehicles. Cumulatively these flows could be significant over a number of
years and an assessment ought to be presented.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Mr Cooper. It refers to the application for the proposed A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.2

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a 4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline
railway at Huntingdon.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:

1
2

Section 1 – this introduction.

3

Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed as
a result of the discussions.

4

Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion, and a
summary of the issues related to each.

5

Section 5 – signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.
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Identification of the land to which this SoCG relates
Plot number (from Land Plan showing Cross-reference to relevant
BoR) for land in plot number (from sheet of the GA drawings
DCO boundary
BoR)
14/14

14

Sheet 11

14/6

14

Sheet 11

14/7

14

Sheet 11

15/5

15

Sheet 11

15/3

15

Sheet 11

15/4

15

Sheet 11

15/6

15

Sheet 11
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2

Previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Mr Cooper (Oxholme Farm). There has been ongoing contact
with regard to access to land for environmental survey work, in this regard
Mr Cooper has been very helpful despite difficult conditions. Mr Cooper and
his family live within approximately 140 metres of the proposed road and
farm 130 acres of farmland to the north and west of the house. Mr Cooper is
among the worst affected landowners on the scheme and one of the very
few owner / occupier farmers impacted. There has been ongoing discussion
in relation to land access for survey work and Mr Cooper has been very
helpful in this regard.

Date
21.05.14

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

Meeting with Mr
The following was discussed:
P Cooper and
• Scheme location appears further south than has
Richard Baker
been previously submitted.
(Land Agent), Jon
• Mr Cooper considers that taking land for the
Lewell / Jake
Borrow Pits is totally unacceptable. He has an
Kuyer (J2A)
overall holding of 130 acres and estimated would
lose over 60%. Mr Cooper feels strongly that the
Borrow Pit could be located on other land where
impact to farming would be less or that the
material required could be sought from existing
local suppliers.
• Mr Cooper feels that he is one of the very few
owner / farmers on the scheme, with no wider
interests, this loss would leave an unviable
situation. Feels the A14 does not have the right to
destroy his family's farming retail outlet which has
taken a lifetime to build up. This is the third time
that he and his family have been severely affected
/ moved by a highway scheme including the
demolition of his previous house.
• Issues of land acquisition, relating to
embankments, road height and noise protection.
Screen embankments take too much land in
relation to screen fencing and acoustic fencing
would be more effective.
• Quality of public consultation was queried in
relation to the route options.
• Cannot understand that the road needs to be
elevated to 1.5 / 3.0 metres above existing ground
level. Principals of drainage explained / discussed
long profile of road etc. However Mr Cooper
maintains that existing roads drain adequately
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without the need to elevate.
12/03/15

Outline
Representations
sent to the
Planning
Inspectorate
(PINS) on behalf
of Mr P Cooper

The Outline Representations submitted on behalf of
Mr P Cooper covered the following topics:
• Proposed earth bund (southern boundary of road
between Fenstanton Road and B1040)
• Proposed ditch along southern side of the road
• Issues of inaccuracies in projected map distances
from the farmhouse to the proposed road.
• Impact on Mr P Cooper’s home and business
• Issues of land acquisition relating to screen
embankments and road height.

26/03/15

Meeting with Mr
P Cooper and
Richard
Baker(Land
Agent) Sarah
Collins (Highways
England), Phil
Welbourn (A14
Valuer) and Jon
Lewell

Meeting to summarise latest position, early land
discussions with Valuer and clarify options and S of
CG content.
• Update and explanation of latest DCO situation.
• Mr Cooper considers screen bunding is an
inefficient use of land and that visual benefits from
Hilton would be minimal or non-existent.
• Mr Cooper considers that overall the land take is
excessive and unreasonable including Borrow
Pits and associated green areas. His concerns
over the proposed drainage system and work to
existing ditch system including continued viability
of land drainage.
• Mr Cooper maintains the view that the road
alignment based on other curves on the proposed
scheme could be moved northwards to minimise
land impact and impact on property. Mr Cooper
also maintains It would also benefit the village of
Hilton but have minimal further detriment to
Fenstanton which will gain by the reduction of
traffic on the existing A14.
• Small areas (triangles between A14 and existing
ditch boundaries) south of the proposed A14 are a
further loss of land. These are proposed as
scheme planting to help break up the visual road
line. Mr Cooper says this is totally unnecessary
and unacceptable land loss as these areas can
easily be integrated into his retained land.
Despite previous promises by Highways England
that these areas could be reviewed / removed,
they still remain within the scheme.
• Mr Cooper maintains his overall objection to loss
to Borrow pits especially in relation to business
impact and land / mineral value.
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The Detail Representation submitted on behalf of Mr
P Cooper covered the following topics:
• Borrow Pit Land taken for scheme
• Drainage proposals and potential leakage to Mr
Detail written
Coopers Land
representation
• Unnecessary landtake for screen bunding
sent to the
• Height of the road above adjacent land, object to
Planning
height, strongly queries need in relation to
2/7/ 2015 Inspectorate by
drainage.
Richard Baker on
behalf of Mr P C • Impact on property and business
Cooper
• Object to landtake of valuable agricultural land for
landscaping and ecology areas
• Compulsory acquisition when land considered to
be required only temporarily
• Inaccuracies in distances recorded in
assessments
2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Mr P Cooper in relation to
the matters noted in the following sections of this document.

2.1.3 There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

3.1

Matters agreed

3.1.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and Mr P
Cooper are in agreement, the record of agreement refers to the source
document in which the agreement has been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

None

None

3.2

Matters not agreed

3.2.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and Mr P
Cooper are not in agreement, the record of non-agreement refers to the
source document in which the confirmed disagreement has been noted.

Ref

1

Description

Matters not agreed

Scheme location /
alignment

Mr Cooper feels that the location of the road should be
moved / curved further north to align better with the field
boundaries, perhaps north of the Huntingdon Award drain.
Highways England feels that the location of the road is the
optimal position between Fenstanton and Hilton

Route Options
Consultation
2

Mr Cooper feels that previous engagement in September
2013 around the route options of the road was minimal and
his requests and suggestions dismissed without
consideration.
Highways England feels that the consultations and the
options proposed were properly consulted on and sufficient
opportunities to comment on the proposals were offered.

3

Land acquisition:
Balancing pond north
of Oxholme farm. GA
11. Plot 15/4.

Mr Cooper feels this is an unnecessary land-take and any
balancing ponds should be positioned closer to field
boundaries minimising land-take and suggests use of the
gravel pit which will be alongside.
Balancing ponds are required to attenuate water flow from
the highways scheme and need to be separate from the
existing land drainage, borrow pits or water features.
Highways England will review the ponds in the detailed
design to ensure landtake is limited to only that which is
required, but the overall proposed capacity will be required
in this location.

Retained land impacts

Mr Cooper believes that there has been little effort made to
find alternative solutions to the development’s severe
impacts on his home and business.
Highways England considers that the highway alignments
have been designed with a consideration of the
environmental impacts of the scheme

4
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Description

Matters not agreed

Land acquisition:
Embankments. GA 11
Plot s 14/6 , 14/7 , 15/4
and 15/5

Justification for the height of the road (2-3m above existing
ground level in places) is required. The embankment
necessary for this road height would require greater landtake than a lower road height including the acoustic
mounding.
Highways England considers that the highway alignments
have been designed with a consideration of the
environmental impacts of the scheme whilst providing a
safe, cost effective, and practicable solution.,
The height of the alignment height is governed by the
requirements of the carriageway drainage system and
pavement design, including compliance with current design
standards Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB)
and in particular Volume 4 - Section 2, Volume 6 and
Volume 7. The height is required to provide effective
drainage to the foundation layers of the pavement, which is
required for the longevity of the pavement, and to provide
sufficient height and falls to achieve outfalls by gravity. This
remains contested by Mr Cooper.

Proposed earth bund
between (Fenstanton
Road and B1040). GA
11 Plot s 14/6 , 14/7 ,
15/4 and 15/5

Mr Cooper proposes that the earth bund (between
Fenstanton Road and the B1040) on the south side of the
proposed A14 should be replaced with a modern, acoustic
sound barrier. He feels this would be more effective as a
sound barrier and requires much less land. Mr Cooper feels
that any visual benefit from an earth bund would be
outweighed by sound reduction from an acoustic noise
barrier and would require substantial reduction in land take.
Mr Cooper contends that an elevated six lane road is a
considerable blot on the rural landscape and that an
acoustic sound barrier will cause minimal further detraction.
Highways England believes that a landscaped earth bund is
more appropriate in this rural context. The bund and its
planting will continue to mature long term, although
accepting that the short term impact of planting would be
small. Highways England would undertake in the detail
designed to consult with Mr Cooper on the type of planting to
maximise early mitigation potential.

Distance of home from
Scheme

7

HE/A14/EX/190

The DCO submission quotes a distance of 230 metres
between Oxholme Farm and the new road. Mr Cooper
believes that this will be a maximum of 140 metres in
practice and measuring to the farm buildings is irrelevant as
the house is nearest to the new road.
Highways England has investigated this uncertainty and will
update Mr Cooper. However in general terms the context of
the measurement is within the landscape assessment and
the measurements are taken from the centre line of the road
as standard methodology. The distances are given as
guidance as the actual assessment of the visual impact is
based on site inspections, so the results shown would
remain valid.
Highways England will continue to discuss this matter with
Mr Cooper to ensure full understanding.
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4

Record of areas still under discussion

4.1.1

The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under
discussion between Highways England and Mr P C Cooper. The record of
agreement refers to the source document in which the original point of
discussion has been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters Under Discussion

Small planting areas. GA
11 South East end of
plots15/4 and West end
of plot 14/7

There are a number of small pieces of land which Highways
England has considered to be unfarmable and provide an
opportunity to break up the line of the road. The shape and
size of these areas is determined by the proposed alignment
of the A14 in relation to these existing boundaries. The
triangles were included as part of the environmental
mitigation proposals to visually break up the linearity of the
road and to fit the road and its associated screen planting
with the existing field pattern. The planting in the triangles
would have an additional function of creating setting for the
bridges and embankments carrying the Potton Road and
Hilton Road over the A14. They are therefore included as
part of the scheme. Mr Cooper is adamant that this is
unnecessary landscaping and sees this as further loss of
valuable farmland which can easily be integrated into his
retained fields. Highways England will continue to review
these triangles of planting south of the road during the detail
Highways England considers that the highway alignments
have been designed with a consideration of the
environmental impacts of the scheme design as part of the
wider scheme and understands Mr Coopers views on the
matter in relation to the overall land loss.

Land acquisition:
Borrow Pit 3 southern
cell on Oxholme farm.
GA 11

The large loss of agricultural land to the borrow pit means
future farming of the retained land would be less viable and
less cost-effective.
It is Highways England's position that the compulsory
acquisition of land for the purposes of borrow pits is required
for the Scheme. Negotiations continue over the value to be
placed on the land for the purposes of compulsory
acquisition under the DCO.

Ditch (southern side of
A14) and drainage. GA
11. Plot 14/7

Mr Cooper believes the base of the proposed ditch lies
above adjacent farmland, with risks of leakage.
The ditch forms an integral part of the highway drainage
scheme and would be designed to ensure there is no
residual impact on the farmland to the south. Mr Cooper will
be further consulted during the detailed design stage on all
aspects of the local drainage including agricultural aspects,
and Highways England will agree the detail with Mr Cooper.

1

2

3
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This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Sarah Collins

Signature:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

30 October

Name:

Richard Baker (Agent for Mr PC Cooper)

Signature:

On behalf of:

Mr P C Cooper

Date:

29 October 2015
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Mr Everdell, owner of West End Farm and Gables Farm. It
refers to the application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on
31 December 2014.

1.2.2

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a 4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway
at Huntingdon.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:
 Section 1 – this introduction.
 Section 2 – a record of engagement undertaken, for example meetings,
emails and letters related to the discussions, including a summary of
each.
 Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed as a
result of the discussions.
 Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion, and a
summary of the issues related to each.
 Section 5 – signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record
of the discussions.
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1.4

Identification of the land to which this SoCG relates

Plot number (from Land Plan showing Cross-reference to relevant
BoR) for land in plot number (from sheet of the GA drawings
DCO boundary
BoR)
14/5

14

Sheet 11

14/11

14

Sheet 11

14/16, 17

14

Sheet 11

15/2

15

Sheet 11

15/12a

15

Sheet 11

15/14

15

Sheet 11

15/11a

15

Sheet 12

15/11b

15

Sheet 11

15/11c

15

Sheet 11

15/9a

15

Sheet 11

15/9b

15

Sheet 11
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2

Previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Mr Everdell:

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

07/03/14

Meeting with Mr
and Mrs Everdell,
Vanda Farbon
(nee Everdell),
Michael Alexander
(Land Agent) and
Jon Lewell

Discussions around:
 Introductory meeting to discuss the
proposed scheme
 Concern over location of borrow pit
 Query over compensation levels
 Opposition to the compulsory purchase
order system

29/05/14

Meeting with
General discussions around scheme
Michael Alexander, progress and process going forward
Angela Hawking
and Jon Lewell

04/03/15

Meeting with
Discussion around:
Michael Alexander,
 Land values for borrow pit
Sarah Collins
 Return of land to Mr Everdell after
(Highways
construction, including flood
England), Phil
compensation areas, soil storage
Welbourn and Jon
areas and borrow pits
Lewell
 Covenants around flood
compensation areas
 Ecological mitigation areas
 Drainage attenuation ponds
 Confirmation of rights over the
access track

11/03/15

Outline
Representation
sent to the
Planning
Inspectorate by
Michael Alexander
on behalf of Mr
Everdell








Borrow pits
Drainage
Fencing
Land ownership
Trees and habitat
Land access

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Mr Everdell in relation to
the matters noted in the following sections of this document.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

3.1

Matters agreed

3.1.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and Mr Everdell
are in agreement.

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

1

Incorrect land
ownership details.
Plots 14/17, 15/13A
and 15/13B

Mr Everdell contends that plots 14/17, 15/13A and
15/13B, which are identified as being owned by
Cambridgeshire County Council, are actually in the
ownership of Mr Everdell – ownership extends to
midpoint of the existing highway. Highways
England understands this concern and accepts that
where existing roads are stopped up as a general
principle the land would revert to the adjoining land
owners.

2

Incorrect land
ownership details

The Book of Reference wrongly identifies plot 14/15
as being let, it is in the occupation of the owner. Mr
Everdell’s land is incorrectly identified as occupied
by F.B Rule and Sons, the correct reference should
be F B Rule and Sons and R W Eayrs and Partners
trading as Hilgrave Farming. Highways England is
updating the book of reference.

3

Land north of Plot 15/2

Mr Everdell is concerned that land shown outside
the northern boundary of the borrow pit is shown as
grass land where as it is currently a wooded
plantation offering screening to the proposed road
from West End farm.
Highways England confirms that the existing
planting will not be affected by the scheme and that
existing peripheral planting in this overall area will
be maintained.

3.2

Matters not agreed

3.2.1

The table bellows shows the areas where Highways England and Mr
Everdell are not in agreement.

Ref

Description

Matters not agreed

1

CPO process
regarding borrow pit 3,
northern cell (West
End Farm). General
Arrangement Dwg 11.
Plots 14/11, 14/16 and

Mr Everdell is opposed to the CPO process in
relation to the borrow pits (including flood
compensation areas) and considers that the
removal of aggregates is wrong, and that the
landowner should be entitled to fair and proper
compensation.
Page 4 of 8

Ref

Description
15/2.

Matters not agreed
Under the proposed plans the land at West End
Farm (north of the proposed route / Hilton) will
contain the northern part of borrow pit 3.
Highways England understands that Mr Everdell is
also opposed to the Flood compensation areas
shown on his land
There are very early discussions underway
between Mr Everdell’s Agent and Highways
England about the value of the land to be CPOed
and including the value of the aggregate

2

Flood Compensation
Areas Gen Arr 12. Plot
15/ 11a

Mr Everdell does not believe that land for flood
compensation should be permanently acquired as
part of the CPO and should be taken only
temporarily for the construction period. Highways
England considers that the land is an essential part
of the scheme and will undergo significant change
of form by lowering the land to create the
compensatory flood capacity.
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4

Record of areas still under discussion

4.1.1

The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under
discussion between Highways England and Mr Everdell.

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

1

Impact of borrow pit 3 on
farming viability and (West
End Farm). General
Arrangement Dwg 11.
Plots 14/11, 14/16 and
15/2.

Mr Everdell has several concerns in relation
to the excavation of borrow pits:
 The essential water supply could be
compromised;
 Water levels and fish stocks could be
adversely affected;
 In a worst case scenario domestic
water supply and fishing lakes could
be lost.

2

Future owner ship and
management of land taken
by the scheme. Especially
in relation to Rights of Way
and Access Plans
numbered 13 & 14.

Mr Everdell has concerns regarding the
ownership and management post scheme of
the proposed A14 road and side road
verges, embankments and environmental
areas, in particular area on Rights of Way
and Access Plans numbered 13 & 14.
Highways England will take ownership of all
land essential to the ongoing commitments
of the A14 scheme. Highways England
understands that there is concern over the
future management and will seek to minimise
that ongoing liability in the detail design.
Land retained will be maintained by
Highways England’s agents in perpetuity.

3

Land access to fields,
General Arrangement
Dwg11. Plot 15/11c

Mr Everdell notes that one parcel of land to
be retained in their ownership is without
access on the basis of the DCO submission.
Highways England is reviewing and ensuring
that proper and legal access off the Hilton
Road is provided.

4

Trees and habitat. General
Arrangement Dwg 11

Mr Everdell believes that existing trees and
habitat at plot 15/2 should be maintained.
Highways England will be maintaining all the
existing vegetation / habitat in all areas
surrounding the area shown for Borrow Pit 3.

5

Fencing generally.

Mr Everdell has ongoing concerns regarding
the provision of appropriate fencing
alongside the new highway boundaries.
This will be discussed with Mr Everdell and
Page 6 of 8

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion
agreed at detailed design stage to suit the
ongoing activities on the land.

6

Existing/ realigned and
proposed Drainage
ditches. Gen Arr 11

Mr Everdell has ongoing concerns regarding
the effective maintenance of existing
drainage systems.
Details of the existing drainage systems will
be considered at the detailed design stage.
Ongoing discussions with the Environment
Agency / Drainage boards and local
authorities will maintain the existing
management structure.

7

Flood Compensation Area.
Gen Arr 12. Plot 15/11a

Highways England will discuss the details
and design of the FCA with Mr Everdell
during the detailed design stage, with the
intention of maximising farmability.
Notwithstanding that Highways England
understands that Mr Everdell is opposed to
the taking of the flood compensation areas
compulsorily and permanently.
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5

Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:
Date:
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Sarah Collins

Signature:

Position:

Property Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

13 October 2015

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:
Date:
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and the the Hinchingbrooke Healthcare NHS Trust (hereafter,
NHS). It refers to the application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.2

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a 4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway
at Huntingdon.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:
• Section 1 – this introduction.
• Section 2 – a record of engagement undertaken, for example
meetings, emails and letters related to the discussions, including a
summary of each.
• Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed
as a result of the discussions.
• Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion, and
a summary of the issues related to each.
• Section 5 – signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.
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2

Previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and NHS:

Date

16 April 2015

20 May 2015

Type of engagement

Summary of discussion

Meeting
C Cummins, AHAS Ltd
(Amphibian advisor to
NHS)
A Bach, NHS
K Lipscombe, J2A

Overview of respective Great Crested Newt
mitigation strategies and exploration of opportunity
for integrating newt mitigation works.

Meeting
C Luscombe, Police &
Crime Commissioner’s
office
E McKee, Cambs
Constabulary
A Bach, NHS
J Lewell, J2A
G Dodgson, J2A

Overview of plans and redline amends of the
scheme in the vicinity of Cambs Constabulary HQ
and potential effect on a proposed health campus
development by the NHS on PCC land, which is
occupied by Cambridgeshire Constabulary.

19 August 2015

A Bach, NHS
G Dodgson, J2A

Review of progress on SoCG
Red line boundary revisions (Matters agreed in
4.2.1.1 - 2 and 3 below)
Scheme design integration with NHS development
plans including construction phasing.
Traffic modelling specific to Hinchingbrooke area.

20 August 2015

Email
G Dodgson to A Bach

Supplying the appropriate section of the original
Environmental Statement submitted under the DCO.
(Appendix 11.4: Great Crested Newt)

Noted that operational matters concerning
Cambridgeshire Constabulary, Cambridgeshire Fire
& Rescue Service and the NHS East of England
Ambulance Service are the subject of a separate
SoCG.

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and NHS in relation to the
matters noted in the following sections of this document.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1

The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and NHS
• Consultation
o Scheme elements (layout) particularly in relation to areas
surrounding Hinchingbrooke Park, Brampton Road, removal of
bridge over railway station, etc.
• Non-Motorised User Provision in and around local area.
• Environment with a focus on provisions proposed on land owned by
PCC and subject to planning application for NHS development.
• Landscape and Visual (including mitigation proposals) particularly
screening for Police HQ.
• Ecology, biodiversity and nature conservation with a focus on
provisions proposed on land owned by PCC and subject to planning
application for NHS development
• Flooding and Drainage with a focus on provisions proposed on land
owned by PCC and subject to planning application for NHS
development. Specifically location, need for balancing ponds
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4

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters agreed

4.1.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and NHS are in
agreement, the record of agreement refers to the source document in which
the agreement has been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

Record of
agreement

1.

Scheme objectives

The NHS broadly supports the need for the
scheme to improve traffic flow and reduce
congestion on the A14 from Ellington to
Histon

Meeting 20
May 2015

2.

Minor redline amends

The NHS (given its interest in the land)
agrees to a minor modification of the red line
boundary [TR010018 HE/A14/EX/99 DR1.02]
to facilitate footpath construction to the west
of the current entry to Police HQ.

Meeting 20
May 2015
and
subsequent
email from E
McKee

3

Redline boundary
amendment on current
playing field

Highways England has agreed to remove a
proposed environmental planting area to the
west of the Views Common Link Road on the
basis as shown in DR1.41 of the Proposed
Non-Material Changes to the Application
(Applicant's reference HE/A14/EX/99, PINS
reference REP7-034).

Meeting 19
August 2015
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Environmental
mitigation on proposed
development site

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 9

Highways England agrees to work with NHS
regarding environmental mitigation on the
site subject to both the Development Consent
Order being granted and NHS gaining
planning consent for its proposed
development.

Meeting 19
August 2015
Email 20
August 2015

Highways England is committed to liaise with
NHS on detailed design (which would include
timing) of great crested newt works.
However, as Highways England would be
subject to a licence from Natural England,
Highways England would necessarily have to
agree measures with Natural England. NHS
would be similarly constrained by the licence
they would have to obtain for their own
works. Natural England would wish to see
coordinated efforts to manage effects on the
great crested newt population from multiple
projects, but each project would necessarily
be subject to project-specific licences.
Highways England is content to consider
early implementation of great crested newt
mitigation. Highways England is constrained
by a draft licence application that has led to
the receipt of a letter of no impediment from
Natural England, which details the
programme for implementation of mitigation.
However, there is scope to change the
programme (in agreement with Natural
England) before the application for the actual
licence in summer 2016. Data has already
been supplied from the appropriate section of
the original Environmental Statement
submitted under the DCO. (Appendix 11.4:
Great Crested Newt).
NHS requests that Highways England liaises
with NHS on detailed design and timing of
Great Crested Newt mitigation works.NHS
requests that Highways England give
consideration to early implementation of
Great Crested Newt mitigation works to
minimise risk to Highways England and NHS
schemes.
Highways England will continue to discuss
these issues, subject to licensing
requirements, during detailed design.
Highways England and NHS schemes.
Highways England will continue to discuss
these issues, subject to licensing
requirements, during detailed design.
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4.2

Matters not agreed

4.2.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and the NHS are
not in agreement, the record of non-agreement refers to the source
document in which the confirmed disagreement has been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters not agreed

Record of
nonagreement

1

Traffic matters in the
Hinchingbrooke area.

NHS position

Meeting 19
August 2015

NHS is concerned about the potential impact
of the new Views Common Link on
operational capability of emergency access
routes to/ from NHS Hinchingbrooke Trust
site. The new Hinchingbrooke Park
Road/Views Common Link/Brampton Road
junction needs to have sufficient capacity for
current and future traffic flows.

Email 20
August 2015

Highways England has provided NHS with
the revised traffic modelling report
[HE/A14/EX/44] highlighting data relevant
to the Brampton Road, Hinchingbrooke
area.
NHS is concerned that current traffic flows
(that lead to congestion during peak hours)
may not have been adequately modelled.
NHS is also concerned that development
plans for the Hinchingbrooke area included
in the adopted and emerging local plans
may not have been accounted for.
The design of the new Views Common
Link/Brampton Road Junction is
particularly critical for the residents and
other users of the Hinchingbrooke area as
it is currently the single point of access
(and potentially single point of failure) for
the Hinchingbrooke area.
Highways England:
It is agreed that at detailed design that
replacement emergency lane provision will
be considered for Hinchingbrooke Park
Road.

Operational assessments reported in
Appendix A of the Traffic Modelling Update
Report [HE\A14\EX\44] indicate that the
proposed Hinchingbrooke Park
Road/Views Common Link and the
Hinchingbrooke Park Road/Brampton
Road junctions would have sufficient
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Description
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Matters not agreed

Record of
nonagreement

capacity to accommodate the forecast
traffic flows passing through these
junctions in 2035 with the scheme, with
both junctions forecast to operate within
design capacity (Degree of Saturation less
than 85%).
Paragraph 74 of Highways England’s
Response to Examining Authority’s Second
Written Questions: Principal Issue 12
Transportation and Traffic [HE\A14\EX\89,
PINS reference REP7-024), provides
operational assessments that represent the
average Degree of Saturation (DoS) and
the mean maximum queue (MMQ) on each
link over the modelled time period. The
MMQ represents the estimated average
number of stationary vehicles at the
stopline as a direct result of the operational
performance of the junction; it does not
include slow moving traffic on the
approaches to the junction caused by other
secondary effects.
Queuing on Brampton Road is not solely
caused by delay at the Brampton Road /
Edison Bell Way junction. Other reasons
for slow moving traffic on this section of
Brampton Road, include:
•

•

•

•

•

•

HE/A14/EX/142

Peaks in traffic associated with pick-up/
drop-off activity at Hinchingbrooke
Secondary School;
Peaks in traffic turning into and out of
the station car parks associated with
train arrivals/ departures at Huntingdon
Rail Station;
Traffic turning right into the west station
car park and other side roads blocking
through traffic on Brampton Road due
to the current lack of dedicated right
turn lanes;
Buses using the on-carriageway bus
stops blocking through traffic on
Brampton Road;
High non-motorised user (NMU) flows
associated with the school and rail
station with many NMUs crossing the
road away from designated crossing
points which disrupts traffic flow;
Emergency vehicles accessing the
nearby hospital, police and fire
headquarters interrupting the flow of
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Matters not agreed

•

Record of
nonagreement

traffic on Brampton Road and
Hinchingbrooke Park Road;
Slow moving traffic on Brampton Road
resulting in merge in turn behaviour at
the Hinchingbrooke Park Road junction
disrupting both Brampton Road and
Hinchingbrooke Park Road.

In combination, these effects significantly
reduce the capacity of Brampton Road
approaching the Brampton Road / Edison
Bell Way junction, resulting in additional
delays over and above those directly
related to the performance of the junction
itself. Many of these secondary effects
cannot be directly represented in the
operational models and therefore the
resultant slow moving traffic is not
apparent in the results of the operational
assessments. However, these effects are
common to both the ‘with scheme’ and
‘without scheme’ scenarios and therefore
would not be expected to significantly
change the conclusions of the operational
assessments with regards to the impact of
the scheme on junction operation.
Regarding future development, paragraph
93 of Highways England’s Response to
Written Representations, Report 6: NonStatutory Organisations and Businesses
[HE\A14\EX54, PINS reference REP4016), the traffic forecasts includes all
developments that the local planning
authorities consider to be ‘near certain’ or
‘more than likely’ to go ahead. In
Huntingdon, this includes the proposed
Health Campus and associated housing
development. Therefore, the impact of
traffic generated by these developments
has been taken into account. The forecasts
do not take account of any mitigation
measures that may be delivered in
conjunction with these developments to
reduce car trips, as the nature of these
measures is currently unknown.
Consequently, the forecasts represent a
robust assessment of the likely traffic
impacts of these developments.
As much of the existing congestion on
Brampton Road is a consequence of other
secondary effects which restrict the flow of
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Matters not agreed

Record of
nonagreement

traffic and thereby exacerbate queuing and
delays on this corridor. As this congestion
is not a product of the proposed junction
designs, the provision of higher capacity
junctions would not be expected to
materially change conditions on this part of
the network.
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5

Record of areas still under discussion

5.1.1

The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under
discussion between Highways England and NHS. The record of agreement
refers to the source document in which the original point of discussion has
been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

1

NHS proposed health
campus

Both PCC and NHS wish to work with
Highways England during the detailed design
stage to ensure compatible interface between
the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme
and the proposed NHS development.

Meeting 20
May 2015

Relevant interface matters, in so far as the
Development Consent Order will allow,
include:
-

Detailed horizontal and vertical
alignment
Location and configuration of access
and junctions
Landscape and boundary treatments
Environmental mitigation
Drainage, etc.

Highways England will liaise with NHS during
detailed design and construction planning.
NHS (and PCC) request that consideration
be given to finding alternative location for
balancing pond given that the current location
conflicts with valuable developable land (that
has previously benefited from a planning
consent).

4

Location of balancing
pond adjacent to Views
Common Link

HE/A14/EX/142

NHS request that a technical and commercial
option appraisal is carried out for alternative
balancing pond locations.

During the detailed design process
Highways England will continue to ensure
that landtake is only what is required for
the Scheme and is within the red line
boundary contained in the Development
Consent Order. In detailed design, and
taking account of further detail
preconstruction survey work, the position
of the balancing pond in relation to field
boundaries and other features will be
reviewed in consultation with the NHS.
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Construction
programme

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 9

Both PCC and NHS would like to see the
current construction programme reviewed to
bring forward the construction of:

Meeting 20
May 2015

1. the junction of the Views Common link
with Hinchingbrooke Park Road
2. the improvement of the Brampton
Rd/Hinchingbrooke Park Rd junction
3. the section of Views Common Link
adjacent to the health campus.
This would mitigate the congestion on
Hinchingbrooke Park Road and minimise risk
of construction conflict.
Highways England will continue to discuss
programme timing with NHS during the
detailed design and construction planning
phase.
4

Traffic congestion in
Brampton Road/
Hinchingbrooke area

NHS is concerned regarding any effects on
operational ability of the NHS hospital during
construction..

Meeting 20
May 2015

Highways England, in the Code of
Construction Practice [Environmental
Statement Appendix 20.2], states inter alia:
3.2.3

HE/A14/EX/142

The employer’s representative would
have particular regard to coordination of activity by main
contractors, and collaboration
between main contractors, in respect
of:
emergency response: maintaining
communication with emergency
services and ensuring that
emergency response plans do not
conflict.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

10 September 2015

Name:

Alex Bach

Signature:

Email confirmation

On behalf of:

Hinchingbrooke Health Care NHS Trust

Date:

10 September 2015
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and the George Lenton Trust, Lenton Bros Ltd and Elizabeth
Ruston as the three legal entities and including Christine King as party to the
George Lenton Trust and Lenton Bros Ltd. The land interests covered in this
SoCG are Brampton Lodge Farm, Park Farm, Rectory Farm and Low
Harthay Farm all situated in Brampton east and west of the A1). For ease of
reference the three separate entities are referred to as Lenton Farms
throughout this document, where Lenton Farms is mentioned it should be
taken to represent all three legal entities.

1.2.2

This SoCG refers to the application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of Huntingdon,
to Milton in the north east of Cambridge. It includes both new highway
construction and the widening and improvement of existing highways over a
total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass to the south of
Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey
and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of the A1 trunk road between
Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access roads. In addition, the
existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions is to be detrunked (ie returned to county road status), the road viaduct over the East
Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and road connections to the
existing A14 from within the town amended.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:


Section 1 – this introduction.



Section 2 – a record of engagement undertaken, for example meetings,
emails and letters related to the discussions, including a summary of
each.

HE/A14/EX/190
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Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed as
a result of the discussions.



Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion and a
summary of the issues related to each.



Section 5 – signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.
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2

Previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Lenton Farms. Discussions have also included their agents,
David Sinfield of Brown and Co Alexanders and Julian Dingle in relation to
planning / mineral issues. Main discussions have included all parties with
agents. In addition there have been several informal discussions to update,
clarify and in relation to site access for survey work. There has been ongoing
dialogue in relation to land access for environmental, geotechnical and
archaeology surveys. Mrs Ruston and Mrs King have been extremely helpful
in this regard.

2.1.2

The issues discussed remained very similar at each meeting, as the design
and consultation progressed so did the more detailed knowledge of the
scheme by the Trust and its impact on the three parties. The last meeting on
the 10/2/15 clarified and brought together all issues and included early
discussion around the land loss and compensation with the District Valuer
(A14).

Date

05/02/14

HE/A14/EX/190

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

Meeting with
Elizabeth Ruston
and Christine King (
Lenton Farms Trust)

Issues raised are listed and summarised below:
 All parties resist the land take either as
owners or tenant farmers.
 All parties object to the principle of CPO for
Borrow Pits.
 There is concern / objection to bridleways
around the fishing lakes with regard to
security / rider ingress to farmland. They
include health and safety conflict with
fishing activities.
 Want to avoid excessive ponds and
landscaping, this should be kept to
minimum to limit impact on farming activity
 Objections to the position of the flood
compensation area, east of the road and
reducing the impact of the area on
farmability.
 Requirement that the land taken for soil
storage is returned to the Lenton Trust after
construction finishes
 Proposed access to Mick George Site
should be moved
 The need for access between the farm and
all directions on the A1.
 Borrow pits and mineral extraction and
ongoing liabilities if returned to owners.
 Potential issues in moving large agricultural
vehicles through the new Brampton
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21/05/14

HE/A14/EX/190

junctions north and south, and problems at
the Buckden Road underbridge.
Need for rabbit fencing to protect crops,
where appropriate to changes in layout

Meeting with
Christine King,
Elizabeth Ruston
and Alan Hendry

Issues raised are listed and summarised below:
 Land take and issues around CPO for
borrow pits
 Security concerns related to the bridleways
around the fishing lakes
 Minimising impact of ponds and
landscaping
 Position of the flood compensation area
 Return of land following construction
 Access to Mick George Site
 Access between the farm and A1 and
general circulation including use of the Mere
Lane Byway Open to All Traffic (BOAT).
 Liabilities related to borrow pits and mineral
extraction
 Allowances for movements of large
agricultural vehicles
 Rabbit fencing / rabbit issues need to be
considered in detail design.

Meeting with Mrs
Elizabeth Ruston,
Mrs Christine King
and Julian Dingle
(Agent). Jon Lewell
and Jake Kuyer

Issues raised are listed and summarised below:
 Land take and issues around CPO for area
of the highway and borrow pits especially in
relation to development potential.
 Discussions about previous planning
proposals on borrow Pit 2 land.
 General discussion around planning issues
/ development potential for land taken to the
A14 scheme.
 Wish to retain land segregated within new
junction layouts.
 Ongoing objection to bridleways with regard
to security and health and safety.
 Consider land take around Borrow Pit 2 is
excessive and cannot be justified.
Minimising impact of ponds and
landscaping to reduce land take.
 Flood compensation areas could better
designed to allow for agricultural need.
 Ongoing concern over the process of return
of land to current landowners / to agriculture
where possible.
 Noted access to Mick George site is being
reviewed and likely to be switched to the
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10/02/15

Meeting – David
Sinfield (Agent), Mrs
Elizabeth Ruston,
Mrs Christine King.
Philip Welbourn A14
Valuer, Sarah
Collins / Anna
Smythe Highways
England, Jon Lewell.

north of site.
Access directly onto A1 southbound from
farmland to back of layby is lost and access
from Park farm to other farm land
Discussion over detail widths of farm
access tracks and need to accommodate
large Agricultural vehicles especially track
from Park Road to Buckden Road.

Issues raised are listed and summarised below:
 Land take and issues around CPO for
borrow pits including the current thoughts
on land value especially for borrow pits.
Perceived inefficient use of land around
borrow pits.
 Security concerns related to the bridleways
around the fishing lakes
 Ongoing discussion around the perceived
excessive landtake for landscape / Ecology.
 Flood compensation areas at detail design
to rationalise to reduce agricultural impact.
 Return of land following construction.
 Mick George / recycling site access
confirmed as now approaching from the
north (existing position)
 BOAT confirmed as being upgraded detail
discussed. Security / misuse issues. Inc
widening of Grafham road locally with
passing places.
 Access from Grafham Rd north to Lenton
Farms land to the north without conflicting
with Brampton Lodge Farm.
 Increased use of Wooley Road by adding
local access road.
 Continued access to fishing lakes and
parking provision. Security in relation to
illegal use.

2.1.3 It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key correspondence
between Highways England and the Lenton Farms in relation to the matters noted in
the following sections of this document.
2.1.4 There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

HE/A14/EX/190
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3

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

3.1

Matters agreed

3.1.1

The table below shows a summary of the areas where Highways England
and Lenton Farms are in agreement and where changes have been made to
the scheme design or where Highways England commits to further
discussion.

3.1.2

The three separate parties are noted below and abbreviated to George
Lenton Trust (GLT). Lenton Brothers Ltd (LB Ltd) and Mrs E A Ruston
(EAR).

Ref

1

2

3

Description

Alignment / boundary
of Ecological Area
between A14 and
Recycling Centre.
Gen Arr Sheet 04.
Plot 4/6
LB Ltd (Owner /
Occupier)

Recycling Centre
Access. Gen Arr
Sheet 04
LBLtd Land (Owner /
Occupier)

Farm access between
Park Farm and
Brampton Lodge
Farm to allow
movement on and off
the A1. Gen Arr Sheet
04. Plot 7/9a
Rights of Way and
Access Plans Sheets
6 and 7 PMA 3
LBLtd, GLT and EAR
(Lenton Farms).

HE/A14/EX/190

Matters agreed
Following discussions with Lenton Bros the west boundary
of the ecology area has been straightened to give more
logical farming boundary.
Highways England notes Lenton Farms’ ongoing objection
to extent of land take for ecology and will continue to
review during the detail design stage. Should further survey
work affect its need it will be reduced or removed in
accordance with current guidance and legislation and with
the agreement of Natural England.
The original plans for the A14 scheme showed access to
the Ellington Recycling Centre operated by Mick George
being through the Lenton Bros land. Following discussions
with Lenton Bros, Mick George and the Marshall family,
Highways England has agreed that this access should be
moved to run along the front of the properties beside the
A14. This proposed change has formed part of the
application made to the Examining Authority for 'additional
land' at Deadline 4 of the Examination.
To facilitate this movement of agricultural machinery a track
has been provided from Park Road Brampton to the B1514
Buckden Road. The track joins Buckden Road south west
of Borrow Pit 2.
This track arrangement allows movement between the
farms and maintains access to the A1 for farmland to and
from Park Farm with Agricultural machinery / grain lorries
etc. Noted as giving access heading southwards on the A1
to related enterprises. The details of construction, passing
places, associated fencing and ownership will be discussed
and agreed with the landowner.
The GLT would like to discuss the ownership of the track
which is dependent on future ownership of the Borrow Pit.
Highways England is happy to discuss the ownership and
maintenance responsibilities following detailed design.
Highways England notes that GLT would prefer to retain
ownership of this track.
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Ref

4

Description

Land take of track and
hedge at the north
edge of Borrow Pit 2.
LBLtd, GLT. Plot 7/19
AND design change
DR1.79 Proposed
Bridleway in same
location.

Matters agreed
The current DCO plans show the track and hedge along
the north edge of Borrow Pit 2 as being within the red line
boundary for the scheme.
Following discussion with the owner, Highways England
confirms that the track, ditch, hedge and will include a field
headland of 5 metres to allow it to remain in the ownership
of the George Lenton Trust rather than being included in
the land acquisition for the scheme. This is to enable
access to the adjoining grass field and maintenance of the
hedges and ditches by the George Lenton Trust and to
provide sufficient width for the future provision of a footpath
from RAF Brampton to Park Road.
It is noted that the landowner in conjunction with the
adjacent developer and the Cambridge County Council are
developing the footpath link independently of the scheme.
DR1.79 has therefore been withdrawn from the DCO
process and will not be required as part of the A14 scheme
and therefore will not be persued. The 5 metre allowance
and change described above will be maintained and
retained by Lenton farms to allow the footpath proposal to
progress independently of the A14 scheme.

Timing of
Construction.
GLT / LBLtd / EAR
(Lenton Farms)

Lenton Farms have requested ongoing discussion and as
much advanced warning as possible to allow planning of
farming operations.
Highways England is committed to providing as much
information and notice as possible to allow planning of
farming operation before and during construction. As soon
as construction programmes have been confirmed
Highways England will discuss with Lenton farms the
details to allow for the planning of agricultural activity.

6

Access Northwards
from the Grafham
Road to GLT / LB Ltd
land south of
Brampton Hut
Services. Gen Arr 05
and 03. Through Plots
7/4a, 7/7a and 6/15.

It is agreed that a track and right of access will be provided
from Grafham Road northwards running parallel with the
A1 and returning westwards along Bridleway Brampton 19
to access land to the north to replace that already in
existence. It is also noted that an internal accommodation
track will be provided running further northwards along the
edge of Borrow Pit 1 to link up to the High Harthay roadway
to replace the existing provision. These changes are
contained within the 'Proposed Non-Material Changes
Report' submitted at Deadline 7 as references 1.28a and
1.28b

7

Access Northwards
from Bridleway 19 to
Rectory farm Track on
GLT Land. GA 03
(continuing north from
item 6 above)

It is agreed that an accommodation works track to replace
the existing provision to the east will be provided running
north from Bridleway 19 to the track at Rectory / High
Harthay farm over George Lenton Trust land. The
specification of the tracks will be agreed with the landowner
at detailed design and will be at least equivalent to the
existing provision.

5
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Ref

8

Description

Matters agreed

Private means of
access to Fishing
Lakes over existing
stopped up Highway.
Plot 7/8b. GLT / LB
Ltd

It is agreed that a private means of access will be provided
from the realigned eastern approach to the Grafham Rd
overbridge to the old Grafham Rd alignment leaving
existing access and informal parking arrangements as
existing. Gating and fencing will be provided and agreed
with the landowner. This change is contained within the
'Proposed Non-Material Changes Report' submitted to
Deadline 7 as reference 1.82.

9

Track Running north
from Brampton Lodge
farm. Within Red line.
Gen arrangement
Sheets 03 and 05.
GLT / LB Ltd / EAR.

The Lenton Trust has concerns about the inclusion of the
track in Plot 6/13 on the western edge of the borrow Pit 1
from Brampton Lodge Farm northwards within the DCO red
line. Acquiring this track would unnecessarily deny use to
current authorised users and would interfere with the
viability of farming operations.
Highways England acknowledges the use of this track as
an essential movement for managing the farms and to
avoid conflicts both long term and during construction
Highways England will not make use of this track and it will
make provision for the continued use by the farms.

10

Access to small
parcels of land around
the A1 and the B1514
Buckden Road
junction. Gen
Arrangement Sheets
05 and 06. Plots 7/9c
8/5c, 8/7b and 8/5b,
GLT / LB Ltd

Highways England will provide access to all parcels of land
around this junction. Noting that access off the B1514 west
of the new A14 and east of the A1 will comprise two access
points opposite each other. Three access points in total will
be discussed further with the landowner at detailed design
Further to this, it is also noted that the landowner may not
want to retain ownership of plot 8/7b following completion
of the Scheme. Highways England will discuss this with the
landowner at detailed design.

Access to Park Farm
from Brampton Lodge
Farm along Mere
Lane B.O.A.T (Byway
Open to All traffic)
Gen Arrangement
Sheet 05. Plots 7/12,
13a, 20a, 21a GLT /
LB Ltd / EAR (Lenton
Farms)

The existing BOAT track as part of general circulation
becomes essential access to the farming operation
therefore by agreement the upgrading and surfacing needs
to be included and agreed during the detailed design stage
to ensure that it is suitable for heavy farm use and that
security concerns are understood and addressed at both
ends. Highways England will request additional powers of
temporary possession to construct a secondary access
point from the BOAT onto Grafham Road which can be
properly secured against unwanted use without
contravening the historic rights. The remaining northern
end of the track can remain as existing. This change is
contained within the 'Proposed Non-Material Changes
Report' submitted to Deadline 7 as reference 1.23 and the
detailed design will take account of appropriate turning
movements for agricultural vehicles and grain lorries at
both ends of the track. Highways England will also in the
detailed design look at options to further increase security
at the southern end but retaining the current BOAT status.
Highways England notes that during the detailed design

11
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Ref

Description

12

Bridleway from West
End Rd Brampton. GA
03, Plot 6/5

Highways England notes that the Lenton Farms agree to
the Bridleway provision to be provided by the Scheme
linking B/Way 19 northwards to the NMU crossing over the
A14/A1 to Brampton Hut and BW 28/19.

13

Brampton Lodge
Farm, Park Farm and
Rectory Farm – rabbit
fencing.
GLT / LB Ltd / EAR

The Lenton Trust has asked that rabbit fencing is
considered in detailed design works to protect crops /
planting. Highways England have noted the concern and
confirm that this issue is dealt with during detail design
across the whole scheme.

14

Access to Brampton
Lodge Farm along
Grafham Road
additional Passing
areas. Gen Arr Sheet
05. Plot 7/11a. GLT /
LB Ltd / EAR (Lenton
Farms)

With the closure of the slip road off the A1 northbound at
the Grafham Road Cottages, it is agreed that passing bays
will be provided on the length of Grafham Road for farm
traffic and grain lorries using the surfaced Mere Lane
(BOAT) (variously Plots 7/12 to 8/3a) from the A1
northbound to Lodge Farm to allow farm vehicles to pass
safely. This change is contained within the 'Proposed NonMaterial Changes Report' submitted to Deadline 7 as
reference 1.23.

15

Ecological Land South
of the A1 and west of
Woodhatch Farm. GA
04. Plots 4/6 and 5/12

16

Flood Compensation
Area in Plot 7/6a.
North of Lenton
Fishing Lakes. GA 03
and 05.

Matters agreed
rights will be arranged over the BOAT for Mrs E R Ruston
and Mrs C King and in this regard arrangements have been
agreed with the landowner.

Lenton Farms objects to the land take for ecological
requirements on land west of Woodhatch Farm.
Highways England states that since the application was
submitted further pre-construction surveys have been
undertaken and great crested newts are likely absent from
ponds within 500 metres. As a result the ecological area is
no longer required as part of the scheme and has been
removed. This has been accepted and confirmed by
Natural England and a Letter of No Impediment has been
received. This changes the extent of the red line boundary
which is shown in design change DR1.87 submitted as part
of E/A14/EX/131. Change DR1.87 retains new plot 4/6a
and 5/12a as temporary land take with permanent rights for
a utility diversion.
Lenton Farms questions the need for the flood
compensation area and the extent of the working area.
However should the need for the FCA in Plot 7/6a be
proven/accepted they would wish to retain the land shown
on the scheme proposal.
Highways England acknowledges that the landowner
wishes to retain ownership (under the scheme proposals)
to provide an FCA.
The landowner intends to enter into a binding legal
agreement granting the temporary rights needed by HE to
construct the FCA and accepting the imposition on the land
title of appropriately worded covenants to ensure that the
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Ref

Description

Matters agreed
relevant land must be maintained in such way (the terms
and specification to be set out in the legal agreement and
covenants) as to enable HE to provide the flood mitigation
required for the scheme in perpetuity.
Where such a legal agreement has been finalised and
entered into (and therefore such covenants) prior to, or by
the time at which, HE is ready to start the GVD process or
ready to serve Notices to Treat and Notices to Enter in
respect of land or rights over land which is /are proposed to
be acquired for the relevant part of the scheme, then HE
will not exercise powers of compulsory acquisition or
powers of temporary possession in respect of the land
required for this FCA.
Highways England confirms that in relation to the
agricultural afteruse on flood compensation areas afteruse
will be restricted to agricultural activity that does not
change the extent, level or formation of the FCA land and
maintains the flood capacity and objectives of the Flood
Risk Assessment. (and as set out in the agreement
referred to above).
Lenton Farms as a member of the National Farmers Union
would like any matters raised and agreed by the National
Farmers Union and where applicable to Lenton Farms to
be applied.

17

Matters covered by
the National Farmers
Union S of Common
Ground and reference
to the Code of
Construction Practice,
the Soil Management
Strategy and Borrow
Pit Restoration
Strategy.

Highways England will as a matter of course apply matters
discussed and agreed with the National Farmers Union to
all land owners where applicable and where the landowner
wishes.
Further Highways England will apply all good practice
prescribed in the Code of Construction Practice, the Soil
Management Strategy and the Borrow Pit Restoration
Strategy to the Lenton Farms Land. Further it reiterates its
undertaking to continue through the detail design stage the
development of Borrow Pit 2 to maximise the return to
agriculture with particular reference to the eastern cell
(triangular pit).

3.2

Matters not agreed

3.2.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and Lenton
Farms are not in agreement, the record of non-agreement summarises the
areas where Lenton Farms still have concerns over either design detail or
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land acquisition matters and is reflected in representations made by Lenton
Farms. As a general principle Lenton Farms would like to see as little land
taken as possible and as much as possible returned to agriculture.

Ref

1

2

3

Description

Matters not agreed

Land for Borrow Pits.
Gen Arr Dwg 03 and
05 GLT / LBLtd / EAR

Lenton Farms object to the land take for borrow pits by
compulsory means and considers that the removal of
aggregates is wrong, and that the landowner should be
entitled to some compensation.
Highways England believes that the DCO gives the
necessary powers to allow this compulsory land take.
Compensation will be payable in accordance with the
compensation code.

Additional Bridleway
across farm land.
North of Fishing
Lakes to West End
Rd. GLT / LBLtd.
General Arrangement
Dwg 03 and 05. Plot
6/16a

Lenton Farms objects to the additional bridleway because
there are the existing / new bridleways that link to BW19
over the Grafham overbridge to the south and the new A14
/A1 NMU overbridge to the north and running on the west
side of the A1 being accessible from West End. Highways
England notes the landowner's concerns regarding H & S
and security around the fishing lakes. The proposed
locations of new and diverted rights of way (bridleways and
footpaths) and new NMU routes under the scheme are the
result of discussion and agreement with Cambridgeshire
County Council who are responsible for the rights of way
network. Safety and security fears at the fishing lakes
would be addressed at detailed design stage following the
making of any development consent order by provision of
suitable fencing or other appropriate security and safety
measures. The route from the balancing ponds to Park
Road will be retained as it also forms the new Bridleway
19. The specification of this track will be confirmed at
detailed design.

Land for flood
compensation. Gen
Arrangement Sheet
05. Plot 7/13b
(Lenton Farms)

Lenton Farms object to the land take for flood
compensation and question the need for flood
compensation east and west of the A1 and the viability of
using Borrow Pits for the same. Highways England
considers that the land for flood compensation forms part of
an overall flood management plan developed in discussion
with the Environment Agency. Highways England notes
that Lenton Farms considers that there should be
compensation to the landowner for the value of any
material excavated. Highways England states that the
Flood Compensation Areas are not borrow pits and will not
be treated as such. Any work associated with the Flood
Compensation Areas will be solely for the provision of flood
compensation. Lenton Farms considers that the flood
compensation areas could be better configured for
agricultural operations. Highways England will discuss the
layout and management of these areas with the landowner
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Ref

4

5

6

7

Description

Ecological mitigation
areas.
(Lenton Farms)

Access to the HE
ponds east of the A1
at Brampton Gen
Arrangement Sheet 3.
Plot 6/16a
(GLT/LBLtd)

Matters not agreed
at detailed design.

Lenton Farms object to the excessive land take for
ecological and landscape mitigation and question the need
for it in various locations most notably at the northern areas
of BP1 and east of BP2. Lenton Farms feels that for these
purposes flood compensation areas could be designed in a
more efficient manner. Highways England considers that
the total land is required to mitigate the ecological impact of
the Scheme in accordance with environmental legislation.
Highways England notes Lenton Farms’ ongoing objection
to the extent of land take for ecology and will continue to
review during the detailed design stage. Should further
survey work affect its need land take would be reduced or
removed in accordance with current guidance and
legislation and with the agreement of Natural England.
GLT/LB Ltd objects to the proposed access to the
balancing ponds from Park Road northwards and propose
the creation of a new track to link southwards from West
End to the Highway attenuation pond as being less land
take and less expensive to construct. The possibility of
Highways England accessing the balancing ponds from
West End would be investigated at the detailed design.
The route from the balancing ponds to Park Road will be
retained as it also forms the new Bridleway 19. Finalisation
of the design of a Private Means of Access to the fishing
lakes (see 8 under Matters Agreed) will be discussed with
landowners at the detailed design stage. Highways
England notes that this is related to the overall objection to
the bridleway in this location, item 2 above.

Land take between
Lenton Lakes, Park
Road and West End.
Plot 7/6a
GLT & LB Ltd

Lenton Farms object to the extensive permanent and
temporary land take in this area which is for no apparent
reason other than a small area of flood compensation.
Highway England clarifies that this land shown in plot 7/6a
is for flood compensation and the adjacent plot to the north
shown as temporary use is for short term working area.

Land take on Plot 6/9
Wood Lane to
Brampton Wood

The landowner feels no explanation has been given for the
need to acquire 6/9 which is part of an arable field adjoining
Wood Lane Plot 6/10).
Highways England states that plot 6/9 is required for the
provision of additional habitat creation to provide improved
connectivity between Brampton Wood to the west and
existing and new habitat to the east.
Highways England will discuss further with the land owner
the exact extent and nature of the reinforcement planting
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Ref

Description

HE/A14/EX/190

Matters not agreed
on this plot to minimise impact on the edge of the field and
agricultural operations.
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Record of areas still under discussion

4.1.1

The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under
discussion between Highways England and Lenton Farms. This is a
summary record of areas where Lenton Farms still have concerns over
either design detail or land acquisition matters which is reflected in
representations made by Lenton Farms.

4.1.2

The three separate parties are noted below and abbreviated to George
Lenton Trust (GLT). Lenton Brothers Ltd (LBLtd) and Mrs E A Ruston (EAR),
collectively known as Lenton Farms.

Ref

1

2

3

Description

Matters under discussion

Borrow Pit 2 Future
Ownership. Gen Arr
Sheet 05.
GLT

The Lenton Trust is concerned about what factors will be
considered in decisions about the future of Borrow Pit 2
once construction is completed.
The Landowner has not yet decided whether they would
want to re-acquire the borrow pit should that be possible,
due to uncertainty about the condition and subsequent
valuation of the land.
Highways England and the Lenton Trust are prepared to
discuss this further as and when appropriate during and
dependant on the detailed design.

The Lenton Trust considers that the land to be taken for
Borrow Pits 2, and adjoining, should be retained for
agriculture being close to the farmstead and having
potential for development, particularly as it is not in the
floodplain and want this reflected in the valuation placed on
the land. Highways England will continue to discuss the
basis for the land valuation.
Borrow Pit 2 – impact Further the landowner considers that the smaller borrow pit
on future land use and BP 2 and its environmental area to Buckden Road and
adjoining surrounding “RAF Brampton” could be designed out of the scheme, as it
land. Gen Arr Sheet
currently takes a very large field for a small area of pit,
05. Plot 7/19. 8/4.
about 7.43ha for 2.38ha of pit .
GLT
Highways England is of the view that all land take
suggested for the use of borrow pits is required. However,
Highways England is committed to progressing
rationalisation of the Borrow Pits through the detailed
design process where possible and including future access
where appropriate.
Extent of land take at
Rectory, Lodge and
Park Farms with
regard to borrow pits
1 & 2. GLT / LB Ltd /
EAR (Lenton Farms ).
General arrangement
sheets 3, 4, & 5

HE/A14/EX/190

Lenton Farms have concerns about the farmability of the
residual agricultural land around borrow pits 1 which may
be unviable, notably immediately adjacent to Brampton Hut
Services.
Highways England has proposed land to be acquired to
build the scheme, however the detailed design process will
continue discussions with landowners to ensure design
efficiency and rationalisation where possible. Where
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion
remaining land proves to be unviable Highways England
will consider acquiring it. Currently, Highways England
believes that the proposed land take is appropriate to
construct the scheme.

4

Brampton Lodge
Farm – flood
compensation area.
Plot 7/13b.
EAR as Tenant.

EAR has queried whether the flood compensation area
(FCA) could be moved or removed so that the fields are left
full, intact and in a sensible shape for farming. Highways
England is committed to reviewing the flood compensation
areas in the detailed design process to allow for the
maximisation of farming practice.

Rectory, Lodge and
Park Farms –
unusable land. Gen
Arrangement sheets
03, 04 & 05. LB Ltd.

LB Ltd has concerns regarding detail of ponds and planting
to the north of Borrow Pits 1 & 2nd east of 2. LB Ltd
believes this is an unnecessary land take for ecology
purposes. LB Ltd has concerns over future ownership of
these areas of land and long term management. It is noted
that Lenton farms are concerned that the creation of water
areas, especially with islands, will attract large numbers of
geese which can have a detrimental effect on surrounding
agriculture.
Highways England notes the concerns and considers that
the landscaping shown is appropriate mitigation for the
scheme. Highways England is also of the view that all land
take suggested for the use of borrow pits is required.
However, Highways England is committed to progressing
rationalisation of the Borrow Pits through the detailed
design process where possible and will take account of
concerns with regard to geese noting that islands and other
specific features tend to exacerbate this potential issue.
Highways England is also aware that the Lenton Trust wish
to retain the land subject to flood compensation in the
future and subject to appropriate restrictions on use.

5
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and
another party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as
well as matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are
under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used
as evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Mr and Mrs R Lenton and Robert Lenton Ltd. It refers to the
application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement
scheme which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.2.2

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a 4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline
railway at Huntingdon.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:
•

Section 1 – this introduction.

•

Section 2 – a record of engagement undertaken, for example meetings,
emails and letters related to the discussions, including a summary of
each.

•

Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed as
a result of the discussions.

•

Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion, and a
summary of the issues related to each.

•

Section 5 – signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.
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Identification of the land to which this SoCG relates

Plot number (from Land Plan showing
BoR) for land in DCO plot number (from
boundary
BoR)

Cross-reference to relevant
sheet
of
General
Arrangement
(GA)
drawings

Corpus Christi 10/7a, Sheet 10
7b, and 7c

GA Sheet 08

9/11

Sheet 9

GA Sheet 14

Depden Farm 12/6a, Sheet 6
6b, 6c, 6d

GA Sheet 16
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Previous engagement undertaken

3

3.1.1 The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways

England and Mr and Mrs R Lenton and Robert Lenton Ltd. Robert Lenton Ltd
is the Owner / Occupier of Depden Farm, Mr and Mrs R Lenton are occupiers
of Depden Farm House, Ermine Street, shown at plots 12/ 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d and
on Sheet 9 of the General Arrangement Plans. Mr Lenton is also the Tenant of
Corpus Christi Farm, shown at plots 10/7, 7b, 7c and on Sheets 7, 8 and 14 of
the General Arrangement Plans.

Date

Type of
engagement

19/02/15

Meeting with
Michael Alexander
(land agent), Phil
Welbourn (land
valuer), Sarah
Collins (Highways
England) and Jon
Lewell

10/03/15

Outline
representation
sent to the
Planning
Inspectorate by
Michael Alexander
on behalf of Mr
and Mrs R Lenton
and Robert Lenton

HE/A14/EX/187

Summary of discussion
Discussions around:
• Corpus Christi Farm - Access to land
at and use of the farm track by
Highways England to access the
attenuation pond
• Depden Farm House - Access to
Farm Land
• Depden Farm – Extent of land take
at Ermine Street junction
• Depden Farm Ecological mitigation
areas
• Depden Farm – Existing Planting
• Provision of appropriate fencing
• Corpus Christi and Depden Farms
Severance of land drainage on both
farms
• Impacts of construction and ongoing
operation of the road on Depden
Farm House
• Impacts of the soil storage area on
the Farm dwelling during
construction and impact on residual
fertility and structure of the ground.
The following issues have been raised in
the relevant representation:
• Corpus Christi Farm – road access
• Depden Farm House - Impacts of
construction on Farm House,
including topsoil storage
surrounding farm buildings.
• Ongoing environmental impact on
Depden Farm House of noise,
LI10/3
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Ltd

fumes and lighting.
Depden Farm House - Impact on
Farm House related to privacy
Corpus Christi and Depden Farm Provision of appropriate fencing
Depden Farm - Access to land
farmed as part of Depden Farm
during construction
Depden Farm - Access to land to
the south of the road via others
land.
Depden Farm - Ecological
mitigation areas
Corpus Christi Farm - Access to
Highway Lagoon from Corpus
Christi farm yard via bridge over
railway south to Ouse Crossing
Challenge to the general powers to
take land under DCO

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

2/07/15

Detailed written
representation
sent to the
Planning
Inspectorate by
Michael Alexander
on behalf of Mr
and Mrs R Lenton
and Robert Lenton
Ltd

•

•
•
•
•

Land loss and severance
Compulsory acquisition of land for
working areas, construction sites
and storage
Strong objection to soil storage
immediately around Depden
Farmhouse.
Adequate provision of access to
severed land.
Impact of noise fumes and lighting
on adjacent land.
Impact on existing planting around
farm.
Appropriate fencing.

3.1.2 In addition to the formal meetings above there have been a number of

informal meetings with Mr Lenton. Mr Lenton has been very helpful in
providing local knowledge and feedback and allowing access to his land for
environmental, technical survey work and also for ground investigations.
3.1.3 It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key

correspondence between Highways England and R Lenton, J Lenton and
Robert Lenton Ltd in relation to the matters noted in the following sections of
this document.
3.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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4

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters agreed

4.1.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and Mr and Mrs
R Lenton and Robert Lenton Ltd are in agreement.

Ref

1

2

Description

Matters agreed

Corpus Christi Farm
– road access. Gen
Arrangement Plan
Sheets 08 and 09
West of Ermine
Street.
Plots 10/7a and
10/4d.

Mr Lenton is supportive of the proposed bridge and access
tracks, which will be shared with Mr Carr at Offord Hill Farm,
as long as the bridge and access tracks are of an adequate
width and overall to a specification suitable for large modern
agricultural vehicles.
Highways England has agreed to provide two separate exit
points to the south of the Corpus Christi Accommodation
Bridge to Mr Lenton, and has submitted this solution as
proposed design change DR 1.25 within the Non-Material
Changes Report submitted at Deadline 7 (Applicant
reference HE/A14/EX/99, Examination reference REP7-034)
and to be shown on revised Sheet 8 of the General
Arrangement Plans (when the next revision of these plans is
submitted to the examination).
Highways England will consult further about the detailed
specification of the bridge and access tracks with Mr Lenton
during detailed design, however the general principle of 6
metres between parapets on the bridge and 4.5 metres for
the width of the tracks with localised widening on turns and
passing places where appropriate is agreed. Surface
materials will be discussed and agreed during detailed
design. It is understood that this is an internal field to field
access where demounting agricultural equipment would not
be appropriate.

Corpus Christi Farm
- Highways England
rights over a farm
track. Gen Arrange
dwg 14 cont. to dwg
07.

There is a proposed farm track from Offord Road to the
attenuation pond at the Great Ouse crossing. This track
crosses Corpus Christi Farm land and the East Coast
Mainline track. The track will only be used by Highways
England for infrequent but long term maintenance access in
relation to the attenuation pond. Highways England can
confirm that it is not required for construction access except
for the purpose of some early site inspection, survey and set
up work.
Mr Lenton feels that the route of this track needs to be
refined to reflect the field layout and usage.
Highways England has reviewed the alignment of the track
and has submitted this solution as proposed design change
DR 1.69 within the Non-Material Changes Report submitted
at Deadline 7 (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/99,
Examination reference REP7-034) and to be shown on
revised Sheet 14 of the General Arrangement plans (when
the next revision of these plans is submitted to the
examination). It is proposed that the track will run from a
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Matters agreed
separate gated entrance to the north of the main farm
entrance. The track will run adjacent to the northern
boundary of the field, westwards to the existing gate through
the field boundary and joining the original alignment.
Highways England will discuss and agree with Mr Lenton the
detail of the gates and fences required to secure the access
points during detailed design.

3

4

5

Depden Farm- Land
take for Ermine
Street junction. Gen
Arrange Dwg 09

Depden Farm – road
access from Ermine
Street at plot 12/6d
Gen Arrange Dwg
09

Depden Farm –
access to land.
Plots12/12a to plot
12/6b and Plot
12/2c.
Gen Arrangement
Dwg 09

HE/A14/EX/187

Mr Lenton considered that the Ermine Street roundabout
took unreasonable amounts of his farm land.
In taking account of Mr Lenton’s concerns, Highways
England adjusted the position of the roundabout during the
preliminary design and consultation process. The current
location is intended to ensure that the roundabout sits
comfortably in the landscape setting, to save tree belts, and
that the overall impact on farming is rationalised.
Following discussions with Highways England, Mr Lenton is
happy with the location of the roundabout.
Mr Lenton is concerned that access to areas of Depden
Farm from Ermine Street will be constrained if the red line
boundary shown on the drawings is accurate.
Highways England can confirm and will ensure that access
to Depden Farm is maintained at all times, and that closure
of access to the farm is not required during the overall
construction process of the A14 and the associated
roundabouts. If during specific short term construction
operations there is expected to be an impact on access, then
prior consultation and agreement will be undertaken with Mr
Lenton, as required by the Code of Construction Practice.
Mr Lenton is concerned that access to his land south of the
A14 will be constrained as he will now need to cross land
belonging to Depden Lodge Farm.
Highways England will provide an access track and rights
will be provided to allow Mr Lenton to continue to access his
land to the south of the A14 and just off the southern
roundabout and Highways England has submitted this
solution as proposed design change DR 1.34 within the NonMaterial Changes Report submitted at Deadline 7 (Applicant
reference HE/A14/EX/99, Examination reference REP7-034)
and to be shown on revised Sheet 9 of the General
Arrangement Plans (when the next revision of these plans is
submitted to the examination).The solution includes access
and rights to the Church Commissioner’s land, in plot 12/2c
The specification for the track to be provided will be agreed
with Mr Lenton during the detailed design process.
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6

Description

Existing New
Planting just south of
Depden Farm.
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Matters agreed
Mr Lenton has recently planted screening trees in
anticipation of the scheme. He is concerned about the
possible removal of some of this screen.
Mr Lenton's concern that this recent existing planting south
of Depden Farm may be lost to the scheme is fully
understood and has been viewed on site.
Highways England confirms that the existing hedges and
trees will be unaffected by the scheme and can be
maintained and protected through the construction process.
Two ecology mitigation areas originally proposed prior to the
application at Depden Farm were amended prior to the
submission of the application for the Scheme. However Mr
Lenton still feels that generally proposed landtake for
ecology is excessive and that the residual small area just
west of Depden Farm should be fully justified.
Highways England believes that the proposed acquisition of
this ecology mitigation area is fully justified and that it is
necessary and appropriate for the scheme to meet the
requirements of current protected species legislation.
Therefore this area needs to be retained in the scheme.

7

Depden Farm Ecological Mitigation
Areas. GA 09 Plot
12/2b. Area
Immediately west of
Depden Farm
House. Including
Access to the
existing Farm
building

However Highways England understands Mr Lenton’s
specific concerns in relation to ongoing maintenance of this
area which is only accessible through the farm. Highways
England also understands the implications for access to the
existing farm building with doors to the west end. Highways
England acknowledges that the proposed ecological
mitigation may inhibit the turning movements of farm
vehicles. Highways England has looked at the layout and
states that the ecological mitigation can be adjusted at the
detailed design stage to avoid conflict with vehicle
movements while still providing the required ecological
benefit. Highways England will, during the detailed design
process, discuss and agree with Mr Lenton the layout to
ensure farm building access is maintained and all existing
planting is retained where it is located outside the highway
embankment works.
Highways England acknowledges that the landowner wishes
to retain ownership of land allocated (under the scheme
proposals) to provide ecological mitigation. Highways
England also feels that, given the intimate nature of this area
in relation to the Depden Farm House and the farm
buildings, that it is reasonable for the land to remain with Mr
Lenton notwithstanding the fact that it is an essential part of
the mitigation for the scheme and would need to be subject
to obligations to ensure adequate maintenance of the
mitigation.
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Matters agreed
The land is a triangular part of plot 12/6a, immediately west
and behind Depden Farm House and shown in the
application documentation as being required for ecological
mitigation, hedge planting and a pond. The land sits outside
the structural embankments of the A14 to the south and is
contained by the farm track to the north west.
The landowner intends to enter into an agreement granting
the temporary rights needed by Highways England to create
the ecological area and accepting the imposition on the title
of his/her land of appropriately worded covenants to ensure
that the relevant land must be maintained in such a way (the
terms and specification of such way to be set out in the legal
agreement and covenants) as to enable Highways England
to provide the approved level of ecological mitigation for the
scheme in perpetuity.
Where such a legal agreement between the landowner and
Highways England has been finalised and entered into (and
therefore such covenants imposed) prior to, or by the time at
which, Highways England is ready to start the general
vesting declaration (GVD) process or ready to serve Notices
to Treat and Notices of Entry in respect of land or rights over
land which is/are proposed to be acquired for the relevant
part of the scheme, then Highways England will not exercise
powers of compulsory acquisition or powers of temporary
possession in respect of the land required for ecological
mitigation west of Depden Farm.

4.2

Matters not agreed

4.2.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and Mr and Mrs R
Lenton and Robert Lenton Ltd are not in agreement.

Ref

Description

Matters not agreed

1

Removal of the
Huntingdon viaduct

Mr Lenton objects to the removal and believes it is a
waste of valuable resource to the highways network.
Highways England believes that removal of the viaduct is
an essential part of the scheme and ensures use of the
proposed new A14 as a strategic route with current
design standards.
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5

The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under
discussion between Highways England and R Lenton, J Lenton and Robert
Lenton Ltd.
Ref

Description

Matters under discussion
Mr Lenton is concerned that his farm house will be
surrounded on all sides by the proposed soil
storage area. The soil storage is anticipated to
form bunds approximately 2m high. Mr Lenton
feels that the impacts of dust, vermin and drainage
may be greater than anticipated by Highways
England. He is also concerned that his views will be
– albeit temporarily – obstructed during construction
of the scheme.

1

Depden Farm
Construction
impacts. Gen
Arrangement Dwg
09. Plot 12/6c.

HE/A14/EX/187

Highways England is committed to minimising the
impacts of construction.
Highways England understands Mr Lenton's
concerns and will, through the detailed design
process, discuss with Mr Lenton the following
potential areas to minimise impact.
Highways England accepts that Mr Lenton has
offered alternative locations on his land to the south
of the A14 to avoid soil storage immediately around
Depden Farm.
The land offered is just west of the existing belt of
trees and is contiguous with the already proposed
soil storage area to the south by way of the existing
farm track.
Highways England believes this alternative land is
similar in location and environmental factors as that
currently proposed for the scheme. Highways
England will, during the detailed design process,
discuss with Mr Lenton the potential for using this
option, following its full assessment, but currently
considers that moving this part of the soil store is
realistic and could be managed in the detailed
design.
Highways England will need to ensure that soil
arising from the construction process is properly
stored in accordance with the Soil Management
Strategy.
The soil storage area will need to be adjacent to or
easily accessible from the construction corridor,
without giving rise to the need for construction
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion
traffic to travel on the public roads;
The soil storage areas will need to continue to be
easily accessible to construction plant, taking
account of environmental constraints based on
temporary impacts.

2

Depden Farm
House
Environmental
impact on Depden
Farm House –
noise, fumes and
lighting. Gen
Arrangement Dwg
09

Mr Lenton is concerned that insufficient regard has
been given to the effect of noise, fumes and
lighting on his home, especially since the house will
be approximately 150m from the new road.
A response regarding the potential effects of these
impacts has been requested from the technical
team at Highways England and is included in
Highways England's response to Mr Lenton's
relevant representations.
Mr Lenton has requested the provision of
appropriate fencing alongside the new highway.

3

Fencing Provision
Generally

Highways England has agreed that it can provide
appropriate fencing as accommodation works,
suitable for his farming operations, along the
boundary line of the new road and this will be
discussed and agreement sought during detailed
design. As an ‘A’ road the fence would become the
property of the landowner including ongoing
maintenance responsibilities.
Mr Lenton believes that on return to agricultural
use the quality of the land used for the soil storage
will not be as good as it is currently. The reduction
in quality would result from movement and
compaction by machinery.

4

Depden Farm –
Soil storage area
and topsoil quality /
impact on land
quality. Gen
Arrange Dwg 09

HE/A14/EX/187

Highways England acknowledges this issue and
that the movement of soil and the machines which
go with it are capable of degrading the underlying
soil and indeed the soil moved. The contractor will
be required to take account of the current guidance
on the removal, storage and restitution of top soil,
as set out in the Code of Construction Practice and
Soil Management Strategy (Applicant reference
6.3, PINS reference APP-702). Highways
England’s contractors are committed to meeting
with Mr Lenton to discuss the storage of top soil
and its return in the best condition possible. Any
degradation of quality would be the subject of
further discussion on compensation, but Highways
England will always seek to minimise damage in
the first instance and has produced a Soil
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Matters under discussion
Management Strategy as part of the DCO
submission. The Code of Construction Practice
covers further detail with regard to re-establishment
of the farmland following restoration.
Mr Lenton is concerned that the land drainage on
his farms will be permanently cut by construction of
the new road.

5

Depden Farm and
Corpus Christi Farm
impact on land
drainage. GA 07, 08
and 09.

6

Code of Construction
Practice, Soil
Management Strategy
and National Farmers
Union Statement of
Common Ground.

HE/A14/EX/187

Highways England has agreed to discuss and
agree with Mr Lenton the best designs for
mitigating the disruption to land drainage.
Highways England will meet with Mr Lenton to
finalise designs during the detailed design stage
and agree alignment, type and capacity of the
reinstated drainage system. Mr Lenton has
provided detailed plans of the existing system
which will be taken into account during the detailed
design process for the reinstated drainage system.
Mr Lenton is an NFU member. Mr Lenton seeks
reassurance that matters agreed in the NFU
Statement of Common Ground will be applied as
relevant to Mr Lenton’s land ownership and
tenancies. Highways England will ensure that
issues agreed with the National Farmers Union will
be applied to Mr Lenton.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Sarah Collins

Signature:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

22 October 2015

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:

Mr and Mrs R Lenton and Robert Lenton Ltd

Date:
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Sarah Collins

Signature:

Position:

Property Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

28 October 2015

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:
Date:
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Sarah Collins

Signature:

Position:

Property Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:
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Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:
Date:
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters which are agreed between both parties, as well as
matters which are not agreed and matters which are under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and the National Farmers Union of England & Wales (hereafter,
NFU). It refers to the application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate on 31 December 2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015 for
examination by the Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.2

The NFU is making a case on behalf of its members who are affected by the
scheme. There is a list of such NFU members at Appendix 1 to the NFU's
Written Representation submitted at Deadline 2 of the Examination on 15
June 2015.

1.2.3

The scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of Huntingdon,
to Milton in the north-east of Cambridge. It includes both new highway
construction and the widening and improvement of existing highways over a
total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass to the south of
Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey
and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of the A1 trunk road between
Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access roads. In addition, the
existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions is to be detrunked (ie returned to county road status), the road viaduct over the East
Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and road connections to the
existing A14 from within the town amended.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:
•

Section 1 – this introduction.

•

Section 2 – a record of engagement undertaken, for example meetings,
emails and letters related to the discussions, including a summary of
each.

•

Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed as
a result of the discussions.
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•

Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion, and a
summary of the issues related to each.

•

Section 5 – signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.

Previous engagement undertaken

2

2.1.1 The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways

England and NFU:
Date

Type of engagement

Summary of discussion

30 July
2014

Meeting

Overview of scheme and consultation
process.

4 November
2014

Meeting

Further details of scheme and relevant
issues to landowners and other NFU
members.

17 April
2015

Meeting:
- Diane Armitage, NFU
- Louise Staples, NFU
- Geoff Dodgson, J2A
(appointed consultant acting
for Highways England)

Discussion around:
• Overview of scheme

Meeting
Michael Alexander, Partner, Brown &
Co & chairman
Camilla Horsfall, Carter Jonas
Louise Staples, NFU Rural Surveyor
Hannah Padfield, NFU County Adviser
Cambridgeshire
Sarah Collings, Property and
Acquisition Team Leader, Highways
England
Anna Smythe, Assistant Property and
Acquisition Team Leader, Highways
England
Geoff Dodgson , Highways England
Phil Welbourn, District Valuer
Nick Merriman, Valuation Office
-

Discussions included:
Meeting between Counsel
- Accuracy of plans and
compulsory acquisition
- Habitat creation
- SoCG
- Temporary land take
- Compound and soil storage sites
- Borrow pits
- Covenants and maintenance
- Flood alleviation
- Stakeholder engagement
- Code of construction practice

4 August
2015

HE/A14/EX/190
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Rights of way
Relevant environment issues
Landowner access
Farm vehicle movements
DCO process and SoCG
NFU representation to Planning
Inspectorate.
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Date

Type of engagement

Summary of discussion

7 August
2015

Telcon:
L Staples, NFU
G Dodgson, J2A

Further discussion and progress made
on SoCG issues and steps to seek to
resolve them and agreement to hold a
further meeting on 20 August

20 August
2015

Meeting at Bedford Heights.
Louise Staples and Hannah Padfield,
NFU; Iain Nott and Camilla Horsford,
A14 Agents Association; Sarah
Collins, Anna Smythe, Highways
England; Howard Williams, IDT;
Russell Cryer, Geoff Dodgson, Jon
Lewell, Helen Mullin, Daniel Smee,
J2A

Further discussion with a particular focus
on environmental aspects of land take.
Specific legal matters were not
discussed.

6 October

Meeting at Stoneleigh
Louise Staples, NFU and Geoff
Dodgson, J2A

Further discussions on Statement of
Common Ground

15 October

Meeting at Bedford Heights

Further discussions on Statements of
Common Ground

Louise Staples, NFU; Camilla
Horsford, A14 Agents Association;
Sarah Collins, Highways England;
Geoff Dodgson, J2A
19 October

Email G Dodgson to L Staples

Copy of Cambs County Council
submission to the Examining Authority
regarding weight limit licensing in
Huntingdon town centre.

29 October

Meeting G Dodgson and NFU

Discussing further matters of detail on
Statement of Common Ground

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and NFU in relation to the
matters noted in the following sections of this document.

2.1.3

There will continue to be on-going discussion between the parties.
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3

Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1

The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between the HA and NFU
•

Consultation
o Scheme elements (layout)
o Huntingdon Southern Bypass
o Local Access Roads

HE/A14/EX/190

•

Borrow Pits

•

Local Development

•

Non-Motorised User Provision

•

Environment

•

Noise and Vibration

•

Landscape and Visual (including mitigation proposals)

•

Heritage and Conservation

•

Land Contamination

•

Ecology, biodiversity and nature conservation

•

Flooding and Drainage

•

Construction/Delivery

•

Management and Maintenance
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4

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters agreed

4.1.1

The table bellows shows the areas where Highways England and NFU are in
agreement, the record of agreement refers to the source document in which
the agreement has been noted.
Record of
agreement

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

1

Temporary
Possession
Powers

The NFU accepts the use of temporary possession
for the land coloured green and blue on the land
interest plans subject to agreements on the detailed
wording of the licence precedent which Highways
England have offered but are yet to provide.
The NFU would like to receive either heads of terms
or a draft licence for approval before this can be fully
agreed.
Highways England
Noted; however Highways England wishes to clarify
that:
1. Powers of temporary possession only relate
to land coloured green on the Land Plans
forming part of the application
documentation; land coloured blue would be
possessed temporarily and subject to the
acquisition of new permanent rights;
2. The exercise of temporary possession
powers under the DCO (if made) would not
involve either a licence or heads of terms,
but Highways England has agreed to
provide draft licence precedents for use in
cases of acquisition of land or rights by
agreement or in cases of entry onto land by
agreement; and
3. Highways England provided such draft
licence precedents to the NFU by way of
follow up to the meeting held on 20 August
2015.
NFU:
The NFU understands that powers of temporary
possession relate to land coloured green, but it
understands that the land coloured blue is where
Highways England wishes to acquire rights over the
land only and so Highways England does not need
to acquire the land in these areas permanently.
If Highways England is to acquire rights over the
land by agreement, how does it intend to do this if it
is not going to use a licence to agree terms?
The NFU acknowledges that a draft licence has
been received from Highways England and will
respond direct to Highways England on this.

HE/A14/EX/190
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Record of
agreement

Matters agreed
Highways England:
Highways England would require landowners to
enter into a binding legal agreement granting the
rights needed by Highways England to carry out the
relevant works and to maintain them in perpetuity as
required. Each legal agreement would need to be
drafted on a bespoke basis to reflect the
circumstances of each landowner.

2

Scheme
Objectives

The NFU does not challenge the scheme objectives
and confirms that it is not sufficiently informed to
comment.

6 October 2015

3

Accuracy of
Book of
Reference

The NFU agree that a new Book of
Reference has been published and that there have
been amendments made but
after checking the details for Weybridge
Farm it still shows that Messrs Turney are the
freehold owners which is incorrect.
Highways England:
Highways England notes this and confirms that land
ownership information is currently being reviewed;
Highways England will revert in relation to Messrs
Turney and Weybridge Farm. This has now been
amended.
NFU:
The NFU is grateful that further work is being carried
out to the accuracy of the book of reference.
It is agreed that Highways England will continue to
work with all landowners to ensure the accuracy of
the Book of Reference.

Relevant
Representati on
476 (as per
PINS website)
submitted by
NFU on 10
March 2015
Meeting 20
August 2015
NFU
amended
27.8.2015
Highways
England
amended
02.09.2015
Meeting 10
October 2015

4

Access

HE/A14/EX/190

The NFU wish to understand in more detail what
access provisions are being provided to farmers
where there access to land has been severed.
Highways England:
The Rights of Way and Access Plans (Applicant
reference 2.5, PINS Reference APP-114) submitted
with the DCO application in December 2014
(including some updated versions of these plans
submitted with the Errata Report in May 2015 (see
Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/10, PINS reference
APP-773) explain proposed access solutions.
Highways England's on-going discussions with
affected landowners will cover any access issues,
with the objective of identifying any additional
access solutions where necessary. A number of
access solutions that have been agreed with
landowners were submitted to the Examination at
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Description

Bunds and
noise barriers
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Matters agreed

Record of
agreement

Deadline 7 (HE/A14/EX/99).
Discussions regarding accommodation work and
access needs will continue with landowners and
farmers individually during detailed design.
Highways England will during the detailed design
take account of the farmers’ and landowners
concerns over access and security.
NFU:
The NFU requests that where HE have agreed to
provide a new means of access that these shall be
designed in consultation with the affected landowner
and must be suitable for the intended purpose and
not any lesser standard than any existing accesses
that they replace.
Highways England confirms that this is agreed.
The NFU is grateful that Highways England has
confirmed that they will enter into discussions with
landowners over requirements for access provisions
and that the accesses provided will meet intended
purpose.

NFU
amended
27.8.2015

Further details on the rationale for the creation of
earth bunds in certain locations and noise barriers.
The scheme design includes bunds and noise
barriers to mitigate the effects of noise arising from
the scheme. The positioning of these is based on
the environmental impact assessment carried out in
respect of the scheme. Barriers or landscaped
bunds will not provide any benefit over distances in
excess of c.600 metres. The Government's
Calculation of Road Traffic Noise methodology (the
use of which is prescribed by the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges and the National Policy
Statement for National Networks) states that the
calculated level of noise should only allow for either
the reduction provided by a noise barrier or the
reduction for the absorption provided by soft ground
cover between the road and the receiver. The
reduction provided by soft ground increases with
distance from the road. The calculated net benefit
of a noise barrier therefore decreases with
increasing distance from the road. It is on the basis
of this guidance and of the noise assessment
carried out for the scheme that Highways England's
rationale for the location of bunds and noise barriers
has been developed.
Highways England has assured NFU that where
bunds are proposed, relevant farmers and land
owners have been contacted and discussions
regarding land-take will take place during detailed
design.
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Record of
agreement

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

6

Balancing
ponds

NFU wish to understand the rationale for the size
and number of balancing ponds. There seems to be
a lot in one area and then none in another area.
Highways England has engaged with the
Environment Agency to ensure that balancing ponds
have been designed to provide sufficient volume to
achieve the attenuation criteria set by the
Environment Agency.
Highways England:
Rationalisation of layouts will be reviewed with
individual landowners and farmers to maximise
opportunities for farming. During the detail design
Highways England will continue to ensure that
landtake is minimised and takes account of further
detail preconstruction survey work, the position of the
ponds in relation to field boundaries and other
features will be reviewed in consultation with
individual farmers and landowners, to maximise
agricultural usage and minimise land take.

Meeting 17
April 2015
Meeting 4
August and
Telephone
discussion
7 August
Meeting 20
August 2015

4.2

Matters not agreed

4.2.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and the NFU are
not in agreement, the record of non-agreement refers to the source
document in which the confirmed disagreement has been noted.

Ref

Descriptions

Matters not agreed

1

Remit of the
DCO in
respect of
Borrow Pits

NFU challenges the powers of possession which
are being sought for the purposes of creating the
Borrow Pits and extracting and for use of the
Minerals. The NFU is challenging the inclusion of
land to be taken under Articles 20 and 30 for the
borrow pits as minerals can be provided from
elsewhere with less environmental damage.
Highways England:
Highways England is not seeking to use powers of
temporary possession to create borrow pits for the
purpose of mineral extraction. Rather, Highways
England proposes the exercise of powers of
compulsory acquisition to secure land to be used as
borrow pits for the purpose of extracting minerals for
use in the construction of the scheme.
NFU:
NFU would highlight that it understands from agents
acting on behalf of members that Highways England
is only engaging with landowners in regard to smaller
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Matters not agreed
issues
The NFU understands that Highways England is not
seeking to use powers of temporary possession to
create borrow pits. What the NFU is challenging is
whether Highways England has a compelling case
in their public interest for the land to be acquired
compulsorily.
The NFU has contended in its submission at the
hearing on the 3rd September that there is an
adequate number of quarries available in the
neighbourhood from which adequate volumes of
necessary materials can be drawn. Evidence
provided by T Troman of Wardell Armstrong.

Record of
agreement
Deadline 2 on
15 June (doc
ref
HE/A14/EX/
31 in the
response to
question
1.4.1

Highways England:
The compelling case made by Highways England
for the compulsory acquisition of land for borrow pits
has been explained in Highways England's
summary of its case made at the Compulsory
Acquisition Hearings contained within Matters
Arising from Highways England's Oral Submissions
at Compulsory Acquisition Hearings on 1 – 3
September 2015 and associated Post-Hearing
Documents submitted at Deadline 10 (Applicant
reference HE/A14/EX/159, PINS reference REP10033).
Highways England has also produced an
explanation of why the alternative sources of
material identified by the NFU are not appropriate
for the Scheme at Deadline 9 (Borrow Pits –
Alternative sources of fill, and improvement scheme
breakdown of types of material (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/136, PINS reference REP9-011).
Highways England has dealt with strategic issues
generally in the examination. There is no
requirement for these to be reiterated in relation to
individual landowners, as this would not be a good
use of the examination time as a decision made by
the Examining Authority on these strategic issues
would apply to all landowners. Discussions with
individual landowners have focussed on resolving
individual matters relevant to their specific interests.
It is also Highways England's understanding that the
NFU has accepted its position on the incorporation
of the mining code into the DCO.
In response to the queries prior to Deadline 11,
Highways England, at Deadline 9, submitted a
document entitled 'Borrow Pits - Alternative sources
of fill and Breakdown of Types of Materials'
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/136, PINS
reference REP09-011). This paper discusses:
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Matters not agreed

Record of
agreement

the factors that were considered in deciding
to use borrow pits;
• the options that were considered in sourcing
materials;
• a response to the NFU's report on borrow
pits;
• an explanation of why Waterbeach Depot
could not be used; and
• a breakdown of the material expected to be
won from the borrow pits.
At Deadline 12, Highways England, in its response
to the NFU's Deadline 11 submissions (Applicant
reference HE/A14/EX/182, PINS reference REP12004) set out its position as to the use of material
from HS2.
•

4

Huntingdon
town centre

NFU seeks an exemption to allow farmers and
contractors to move agricultural machinery through
Huntingdon and this to be subject to no weight limit.
This exemption is justified because local farmers
correctly use the existing A14 without restriction
(these include Mr C Behagg, Mr K Roe, Messrs G W
Topham and Sons who have interests in the scheme
and other NFU Members will also be affected
(including Mr J Peck from P X Farms). Following detrunking of the existing A14 this remains the viable
through route and licencing restricts existing
arrangements. The post scheme route will not
involve the medieval bridge which does carry a
weight restriction.
Highways England:
Highways England's position is that the weight
restrictions set out in Schedule 3 to the revised
draft Development
Consent Order (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/59, PINS reference REP4021) have been agreed following consultation with
Cambridgeshire County
Council and Huntingdonshire District
Council, in order to regulate the entry of vehicles
into Huntingdon Town Centre, and to help the
scheme meet one of its core objectives of putting
the right traffic on the right roads. Without such
limits, heavy goods vehicles could still attempt to
use the de-trunked A14 as an alternative route to
the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass and this
could result in such traffic seeking to pass through
Huntingdon Town Centre. The solution currently
agreed between Highways England and the abovementioned Councils would enable local agricultural
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Matters not agreed

Record of
agreement

businesses to use the roads upon application to
the County Council. The purpose of the
requirement for licence applications is to ensure
that the County Council can control usage, and
give priority to local businesses needing to use the
relevant roads.
NFU:
It is emphasised by the NFU that consultation has
not included the NFU, their members or other
affected local businesses.
The NFU’s position is that agricultural vehicle
movements involving the de- trunkers A14 and
Huntingdon town centre should not be subject to
licencing.
Highways England:
Cambridgeshire County Council has now confirmed
to Highways England that the system of vehicle
licensing for agricultural vehicles through
Huntingdon town centre has been in place since
1988, and that in the event of demonstrated need,
there would be no basis for withholding the licence.
NFU:
The NFU still holds the position that farmers and
contractors should be able to move agricultural
machinery along the de trunked A14 without a
licence. A map is attached highlighting the route we
believe should not be licensed. The NFU accepts
that there is a vehicle licensing system in place for
Huntingdon town centre. The NFU sees that there
would be no need for agricultural vehicles to be
using the inner ring road. Already contractors will not
be using the mediaeval bridge due to the weight limit
and the restrictions in the width of the bridge. It
cannot be left to Cambridgeshire County Council to
make a decision annually as to whether to issue a
licence or not. It should have no control on usage by
local farming contractors. It a licence was not issued
to a farming business this would cause extreme
expense.

NFU
amended
27.8.2015

Highways
England
amended
02.09.2015

Highways England:
As explained in part 7 of Highways England'
submission 'Matters Arising from Highways
England's Oral Submissions at Compulsory
Acquisition Hearings on 1 – 3 September 2015 and
associated Post-Hearing Documents' submitted at
Deadline 10 (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/159,
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PINS reference REP10-033), Cambridgeshire
County Council has confirmed that permits would be
issued on a permanent basis and would not need to
be renewed annually; also that it anticipates no
reason to refuse to grant a permit where there is a
demonstrable need for one, which would be the
case for local farming contractors. It is therefore
appropriate that decisions on these matters are
made by the County Council.
Cambridgeshire County Council has also made a
written response direct to the Examining Authority
for Deadline 11 (letter dated 13 October 2015,
PINS reference REP11-005) which has been
shared with the NFU. In this letter, CCC confirms
that "weight limit exemptions are granted on an
annual basis" and that "a weight limit exemption,
once granted, is permanent until revoked", such
that annual renewal is not required.
In addition, at the Compulsory Acquisition Hearings
(21 October 2015) Cambridgeshire County Council
confirmed it is prepared to meet with landowners
and the NFU to talk through the licensing process.

5

Acquisition for
habitat and
flood
mitigation

HE/A14/EX/190

NFU also stating that Highways England has failed to
show the landscape mitigation measures are
required on the scale sought along with the flood
alleviation areas and the balance ponds.
Highways England's Environmental Statement
(Applicant reference 6.1, PINS reference APP-341)
explains why the proposed landscape and flood
mitigation and drainage measures are required in
connection with the scheme. Further information
on the methodology for the calculation of such
areas was provided in Highways England's
responses to Written Representations submitted at
Deadline 4 on 7 July 2015.
Highways England
NFU has been supplied with extensive
documentation regarding the draft Statements of
Common Ground between Highways England and
Natural England and Highways England and the
Environment Agency which further demonstrate the
need for the proposed landscape and flood mitigation
measures and the need for this to be secured in
perpetuity, whether through management by
Highways England or pursuant to legal agreement.
NFU:
The NFU maintain that the habitat mitigation is
excessive and in part exacerbated by the use of
borrow pits for which the NFU contends there is no
compelling case (see HE’s response of July 2015
(henton) 36.2.1 and 36.2.18) and also because:-

LI14/12
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Record of
agreement

a) The NFU believe that HE are trying to achieve a
net gain in habitat effect rather than no net loss. An
area of 271ha has been designated
b) As stated above creating the borrow pits will
create the need for habitat mitigation
c)Professional judgement has been used to
calculate the habitat area but nowhere has the
effect on land to be taken out of agricultural
production been covered and considered or adverse
effects on business viability to create the habitat
areas

Highways
England
amended
02.09.2015

Highways England:
The effects of the scheme on agricultural production
and business viability are assessed in the
Environmental Statement (see ES Chapter 16,
paragraph 16.6 and following).

NFU
amended
27.8.2015

NFU:
All the points above highlighted by the NFU still
stand and which were given at the hearing on 3
September. Ch 16, paragraph 16.6 in the ES does
highlight the effect but is really only a statement
highlighting the effect on the grade of land lost and
again the table at 16.11 highlights a few impacts and
just states whether the impact is minor, moderate or
major. There is no information on business viability
and no difference highlighted that is necessary to
build the road and that which is required to create
habitat mitigation. This needs to be shown.
Highways England:
The extent of land take for ecological mitigation is
explained at part 2.6 of the 'Matters Arising from
Highways England's Oral Submissions at
Compulsory Acquisition Hearings on 1 – 3
September 2015 and associated Post-Hearing
Documents' submitted at Deadline 10, and in the
'Explanation of Ecological Mitigation' to be submitted
at Deadline 11.

Highways
England
amended
02.09.2015

The explanation for why ecological mitigation and
landscaping is required for the Scheme is set out in
Chapter 10 and Chapter 11 of the Environmental
Statement (Applicant reference 6.1, PINS reference
APP-341 and APP-342).
A further explanation of the ecological mitigation for
the Scheme and the extent of what is being created
can be found in the Explanation of Ecological
Mitigation document submitted at Deadline 11
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/176, PINS
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reference REP11-011).
Further to the representations received from
landowners and the NFU, Highways England has
also considered the extent of the landscaping
proposed for the Scheme and has made a number
of non-material changes to the Scheme to reduce
the compulsory land take required for landscaping
and flood compensation. This is reported in HEA14-EX-163 Consolidated Report on Proposed
Non-Material Changes to the Application.
On the issue of farm viability, Highways England's
assessment approach was aligned to DMRB Vol 11,
Section 3 Part 6 which states at Paragraph 10.16
that the Stage 3 assessment should cover the likely
future viability of individual farms.
Paragraph 16.2.16 of the Environmental Statement
explains how farming viability has been
assessed. The methodology involved an analysis
of land-take, severance and access effects on the
holding, informed by stakeholder consultation with
the landowner and with consideration of the extents
of any major re-organisation of the holding. The
effects on local farm businesses are assessed
against the criteria in Table 16.2 of the
Environmental Statement, which define the
significance of effect, for example, Major Adverse
(renders a farming business unworkable in its
current form, such that it could not continue
unchanged) to Minor Adverse (affects the
workability of a full-time business but with little
change to the farming business, such that it could
continue largely as before). Beneficial impacts
were also considered, such as improved access,
which may improve farm viability.
The findings on significance of effect are then
reported for each farm business in Table 16.11 of
the Environmental Statement.
6

Acquisition of
land for
borrow pits,
and provision
for landscape,
flood and
construction
areas

HE/A14/EX/190

The NFU is stating that the creation of the Borrow
pits, removal of minerals, and creation of Flood,
landscape and construction areas and the powers
of permanent compulsory acquisition of land is not
required.
Highways England:
Highways England's position is that the creation of
borrow pits and the extraction of minerals therefrom
is necessary to
facilitate construction of the scheme in a way that
limits the potential environmental effects of the
scheme. The provision of flood mitigation, landscape
mitigation and working space for construction are
also essential, either to the scheme or to its delivery.
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agreement

Where necessary and appropriate, for instance if
landowner agreement cannot be obtained, Highways
England proposes to use powers of compulsory
acquisition to secure land for these purposes. It
should also be noted that land required for
construction areas is not proposed to be
compulsorily acquired by Highways England, and
instead will be possessed temporarily during
construction of the Scheme.
NFU:
The NFU confirm that their position on this matter is
covered under 1 and 5 above.
Highways England:
The exact wording of restrictive covenants on the
land will be determined at detailed design as
negotiations with the Environment Agency and
landowners continue. However, as the purpose of
flood compensation areas is to ensure that a certain
land level is retained, it is envisaged that arable
uses of the land will not be permitted within Flood
Compensation Areas.
7

Detailed
Design of the
Scheme

The NFU does not agree the concept that matters of
design and detail are deferred to a detailed design
process (post DCO) without recourse to an
independent dispute mediation process.
Highways England:
At the hearing on 1 September 2015, Highways
England explained why the dispute mediation
process would not be appropriate.
NFU:
The NFU is very concerned still that so much detail
in regard to the scheme which landowners need to
know and understand due to the effect on their
businesses is being left to the detailed design stage.
The NFU was not present at the hearing on 1st
September and would be grateful to receive details
direct as to why mediation is not appropriate from
Highways England and further as to what process
they think could be used if it is not an independent
expert.
Highways England:
Part 5 of Highways England' submission 'Matters
Arising from Highways England's Oral Submissions
at Compulsory Acquisition Hearings on 1 – 3
September 2015 and associated Post-Hearing
Documents' submitted at Deadline 10 (Applicant
reference HE/A14/EX/159, PINS reference REP10033) explains Highways England's position that third
party arbitration in detailed design would not be

HE/A14/EX/190
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appropriate for the Scheme.

Record of
agreement
amended
02.09.2015

The Consultation DCO published in early October
includes much more detail on the role of the Design
Council in overseeing ‘detailed design’. The NFU’s
attention has been drawn to this revision.
Section 5 of Highways England's summary of
matters arising from the Compulsory Acquisition
Hearings (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/149,
PINS reference REP10-033) sets out how Highways
England will engage with landowners during the
detailed design process. This document also sets
out the details of Highways England's position that a
third party arbitrator is not appropriate at detailed
design.
At Deadline 10, Highways England submitted a Note
on Participation in Detailed Design (Applicant
reference HE/A14/3X/162, PINS reference REP10046). This document sets out the process of detailed
design process Scheme wide, including the role of
Landowner Forums, and informed the amendments
to the Code of Construction Practice at Deadline 10.
At Deadline 12, Highways England confirmed, in its
response to the NFU's Deadline 11 submissions
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/182, PINS
reference REP12-004) that these forums would
include land agents.
Following the Compulsory Acquisition Hearings, the
Code of Construction Practice will be amended at
Deadline 13 to ensure that there is consistency
between it, the Note on Participation in Detailed
Design and the DCO.
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Record of areas still under discussion

5.1.1

The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under
discussion between Highways England and NFU. The record of agreement
refers to the source document in which the original point of discussion has
been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion
Rationale for land take of these areas, including
what metric for example has been used to
calculate the areas highlighted on the plans in the
ES and why have certain areas been picked.
More detail of planned plantings is required.
What is trying to be achieved with the habitat
mitigation?
Habitat mitigation has been incorporated into the
scheme pursuant to Highways England's
engagement with Natural England Further
information on the methodology for the calculation of
habitat creation was provided in Highways England's
responses to Written Representations, submitted at
Deadline 4 on 7 July 2015.

Record of
discussion

Meeting 17
April 2015
Meeting 4
August and
Telephone
discussion
7 August

Meeting 20
August

Highways England has explained the rationale for
environmental planting and mitigation.

1

Environmental
planting and
habitat/wildlife
mitigation

Rationalisation of layouts will be reviewed to maximise
opportunities for farming. During the detail design
Highways England will continue to ensure that land
take is minimised where possible. In the detail design
and taking account of further detail preconstruction
survey work to maximise agricultural usage and
minimise land take.

NFU:
The NFU is still waiting to hear that landowners are
being contacted to discuss rationalisation of layouts
and areas to be taken. Again the NFU feels that more
could be done now by entering into meaningful
discussions with landowners rather than leaving
everything to the detailed design stage.
Highways England
Highways England has been involved in extensive
discussions with landowners to date that has led to
the comprehensive set of non-material changes that
have been submitted to the Examination (Applicant
reference HE/A14/EX/163, PINS reference REP10-
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Record of
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047). The process of engagement with landowners at
detailed design is explained in Part 5 of Highways
England' submission 'Matters Arising from Highways
England's Oral Submissions at Compulsory
Acquisition Hearings on 1 – 3 September 2015 and
associated Post-Hearing Documents' submitted at
Deadline 10 (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/159,
PINS reference REP10-033) and its Note on
Participation in Detailed Design also submitted at
Deadline 10 ((Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/162,
PINS reference REP10-046)
Highways England confirmed at the Compulsory
Acquisition hearings on 21 October 2015 that both
NFU and land agents will be invited to Landowner
Forums which will commence by December 2015.
At Deadline 12, Highways England confirmed, in its
response to the NFU's Deadline 11 submissions
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/182, PINS reference
REP12-004) that these forums would include land
agents.

4

Flood
Compensation
and Storage
Areas

NFU wish to understand the rationale for these
areas along with detail on location has not been
forthcoming. Further information and qualification
for these areas is needed to clarify why so much
agricultural land might have to be lost to create
these areas.
Highways England's assessment of proposed land
take (including agricultural land loss) is set out in
Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement
(Applicant reference 6.1, PINS reference APP-347)
Floodplain compensation needs to be provided on a
level for level basis and the flood compensation areas
have been designed to ensure that sufficient
compensation would be provided at each level. The
preliminary design process has sought to minimise
land take wherever possible. As the detailed design
of the scheme is progressed (and more detailed
topographical information becomes available) in due
course, Highways England will continue to liaise with
landowners with the aims of minimising the impact of
the scheme on their retained land by refining the
design of some of the flood
compensation areas, and reducing the
amount of land subject to the exercise of powers of
compulsory acquisition.

Meeting 17
April 2015

Meeting 4
August and
Telephone
discussion
7 August

Highways England:
Highways England is continuing to review flood
compensation areas across the scheme and will
continue to engage with individual landowners and
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Record of
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farmers during the detailed design stage.
NFU:
Following the meetings on 4 August and 20 August
HE confirmed that there is no requirement by EA
which would justify compulsory acquisition of flood
compensation areas and that these areas could
potentially be designated “Land to be used
temporarily and rights to be acquired permanently” i.e.
blue land on Land Plans Regulation Sheets.
Furthermore HE agree to discuss with farmers
measures to reduce and refine the design and
therefore impact location and area taken as a
consequence of the flood compensation.
Highways England:
Highways England’s agreement to discuss measures
to reduce and refine the design is confirmed.
In relation to the suggestion as to absence of
requirement by the Environment Agency (EA) to
justify the compulsory acquisition of flood
compensation areas (FCAs), this proceeds on a
misunderstanding. The EA does not require the
long-term positive maintenance of the FCAs but it
does require the revised land levels to be
maintained. The rationale for the compulsory
acquisition of FCAs was explained at the
compulsory acquisition hearing on 1 September
2015.
NFU:
NFU is grateful that Highways England has
confirmed agreement to discuss measures to reduce
and refine the design. The NFU would be grateful to
received the information direct as to what the rational
is for the compulsory acquisition of FCAs and to
which was explained at the hearing on 1st
September. It is now understood that revised land
levels will have to be maintained.

Meeting 20
August

NFU
amended
27.8.2015

Highways
England
amended
02.09.2015

Highways England
Highways England recognises that some landowners
may wish to retain ownership of land allocated under
the scheme proposals to provide a flood
compensation area In such instances, the landowner
will need to enter into a binding legal agreement
granting the temporary rights needed by Highways
England to construct the FCA and accepting the
imposition on the title of his/her land of appropriately
worded covenants to ensure that the relevant land
must be maintained in such a way (the terms and
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Matters under discussion
specification of such way to be set out in the legal
agreement and covenants) as to enable Highways
England to provide the flood mitigation required for
the scheme in perpetuity.
Where such a legal agreement between the
landowner and Highways England has been finalised
and entered into (and therefore such covenants
imposed) prior to, or by the time at which, Highways
England is ready to start the general vesting
declaration (GVD) process or ready to serve Notices
to Treat and Notices of Entry in respect of land or
rights over land which is/are proposed to be acquired
for the relevant part of the scheme, then Highways
England will not exercise powers of compulsory
acquisition or powers of temporary possession in
respect of the land required for the FCA.
NFU is concerned that Highways England needs to
consider, and protect, land drainage schemes which
will be affected by the A14 scheme are taken into
account during detailed design and construction.
Need to qualify how field drainage will be dealt with in
detail and this should be included in the code of
construction.

Record of
discussion
Deadline 10
response

Meeting 17
April 2015
Meeting 4
August and
Telephone
discussion 7
August

Highways England's position is that where the
construction of the road causes existing land drainage
systems to be severed then an appropriate
replacement drainage system, agreed with the
landowner/tenant, will be laid within private land to
collect the land drainage flows and convey them to
the nearest suitable watercourse. These replacement
drains will be owned and privately maintained by the
landowner.
5

Field Drainage

Highways England:
Highways England is continuing to review flood
compensation areas across the scheme and will
continue to engage with individual landowners and
farmers during the detailed design stage.
NFU:
The NFU has requested that the wording put forward
in the written representation dated 15 June 2015 and
at the hearing on 1 July 2015 and further requested at
the meeting on 20 August 2015 should be adopted by
HE and included in the Code of Construction Practice.
Highways England:
Highways England is considering the wording of the
Code of Construction Practice to take account of
liaison with individual landowners during detailed
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design, to ensure full account is taken of existing
land drainage.
NFU:
The NFU believes that it is essential that liaison takes
place with individual landowners during the detailed
design stage but also, as stated above and submitted
to Highways England and PINS in a letter dated 10
September deadline 9 that the detailed wording is
included in the CoCP.

Highways
England
amended
02.09.2015

Highways England
Part 4.3 of the CoCP submitted at Deadline 10
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/160, PINS reference
Rep10-044) includes wording that explains
engagement with landowners at detailed design. The
process of engagement with landowners at detailed
design is fully explained in Part 5 of Highways
England' submission 'Matters Arising from Highways
England's Oral Submissions at Compulsory
Acquisition Hearings on 1 – 3 September 2015 and
associated Post-Hearing Documents' submitted at
Deadline 10 (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/159,
PINS reference REP10-033) and its Note on
Participation in Detailed Design also submitted at
Deadline 10 ((Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/162,
PINS reference REP10-046)
Revised wording as follows:
Agricultural restoration and establishment
Pre - construction
8.3.1 The Main Contractor will advise landowners /
tenants of the stages and timing of the survey,
testing and recording of the existing topsoil and
subsoil conditions in accordance with the soil
management strategy (SMS). The contractor will
inform the affected parties of the methodology of
the soil storage and movement also in
accordance with the SMS. The results of the preconstruction surveys will be available for use by
the landowners and tenants.
8.3.2 The contractor will also at the pre-construction
stage engage with the landowner / tenant to
establish the exact nature of the existing field
drainage system including any associated farm
drainage affected by the scheme. The preconstruction investigations and surveys will
make use of existing drainage plans supplied by
the landowner/ tenant where available and will
take account of the existing outfalls and the
wider drainage patterns to ensure that the full
implications and impacts of the scheme are
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taken into account. The contractor will seek to
agree with the landowner / tenant the scheme of
restoration of the drainage, which will include all
land drains, carrier drains, outfalls and culverts
where applicable. The restoration proposals will
include pipe and culvert sizes based on drainage
calculations and replacing capacity to ensure the
drainage provided puts the drainage on any land
back in the position it was before the scheme.
The contractor will inspect and survey the
ground conditions with the landowner/ tenant at
the preconstruction stage to record the existing
condition of field drainage. It is expected that
where available the landowner/tenant will
provide all existing plans and records of works
already carried out to assist the contractor in
carrying out pre-construction assessment and
recording. Whilst carrying out this process the
contractor will take on board any local
knowledge that they feel is appropriate for the
individual circumstances.
8.3.3 At the point of restoration the contractor will
engage with the landowner/tenant to set out the
detail of timing and restoration on each specific
area of farmland, restoration works will proceed
on the basis of the SMS and associated
drainage will proceed on the basis of agreed
layouts, falls, pipe size/type and outfalls. In the
case of grazing land the contractor will seek to
agree the suitable pasture seed mix appropriate
to the farming type. It is noted that landowners /
tenants may wish to carry out certain operations
post hand over themselves, this is considered
good practice and the contractor would work with
landowner/tenant to facilitate the preferred
procedure. The restoration process will proceed
in full consultation with the landowner/tenant
including inspection of works where applicable
and in strict accordance with site health and
safety procedures.
Post construction establishment of restored
agricultural land
8.3.4 Following completion of the restoration the
landowner/ tenant will inspect and agree with the
contractor the acceptability of the works. It is
accepted that agricultural restoration does not
normally return the land immediately to its
original condition and productivity. Resulting
claims for compensation are to be dealt with by
respective valuers, under the heads of Injurious
Affection and Disturbance, in accordance with
the compensation code.
8.3.5 The contractor will further undertake
inspections of the site post construction, with the
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landowner/tenant and Highways England’s
valuer to assess the progress of the restoration.
These will be carried out once a year for three
years with timing appropriate to any perceived
issues or concerns. Concerns will be assessed
by all parties and appropriate remedial actions or
compensation agreed within the parameters of
the compensation code and any previous
agreements made at the time of acceptance of
the initial restoration works and handover to the
landowner/tenant.
NFU wish to know what provisions will be included to
protect SSAs and what measures will be in place to
return the soil from these areas and the storage
areas themselves back into agricultural use.

6

Soil storage
areas (SSAs)

Highways England:
Highways England recognises the importance and
value of soils and the protection of agricultural land. In
developing the proposed scheme, Highways England
has sought to minimise the footprint of the scheme
thus reducing the permanent loss of the best and most
versatile land, and ensure that any soils that are
disturbed and displaced by the proposed scheme are
re-used sustainably. As a result of the on-going
consultation with Natural England, Highways England
has agreed to include additional survey work in the
Soils Management Strategy (SMS) which forms
Appendix 12.2 of the
Environmental Statement (ES) (document ref 6.3)
before any soils are stripped by the contractor.
Highways England intends to develop a Soil
Resources Survey and is also in the process of
preparing a Technical Annex to supplement the
existing Soils Management Strategy prepared as
part of the ES (appendix 12.2 document reference
6.3). The Technical Annex will set out proposals for
the Soil Resources Survey and the preparation of
detailed soil resource plans by the appointed
Highways England contractors. The Soils
Management Strategy, including the Technical
Annex, will be secured through the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP), (Appendix 20.2,
Volume 6.3), compliance with which is required by
Requirement 3 in Schedule 2 of the draft DCO.

Meeting 17
April 2015

Meeting 4
August and
Telephone
discussion
7 August
Meeting 20
August
2015

Highways England:
Highways England has agreed to begin discussions
with landowners as to how it intends to take temporary
possession for soil storage areas under the power
given by the DCO.
Highways England will also provide NFU with the
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relevant codes of practice.
NFU:
The NFU has requested that the wording put forward
in the written representation highlighted at the hearing
in July and further discussed at the meeting on 20
August is adapted and included in HE’s Soils
Management Strategy. The key objective is to restore
soil to productive agricultural use.
Highways England:
Highways England submitted an updated Code of
Construction Practice at Deadline 9 on 2 September
2015. This updated document secures contractor
compliance with the Soil Management Strategy
included in Appendix 12.2 of the Environmental
Statement and with a Soil Management Strategy
Technical Annex. The Annex outlines the approach to
the management of topsoil resources, with the
objective of securing the proper management and
preservation of soil by contractors, to enable
restoration of soil to productive agricultural use.
NFU:
The NFU accepts that a lot of details has now been
included in the latest CoCP and Soil Strategy
document but as stated above this is in regards to
management of topsoil and sub soil during
construction and restoration, not the aftercare period
which is necessary to restore it to its agricultural use.
The NFU would still like to see wording provided
previously adopted. Please see detailed information
submitted in a letter dated 10th September for deadline
9.
Highways England:
Following the Compulsory Acquisition Hearings and
discussions with the NFU, the Code of
Construction Practice was revised at Deadline 10
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/160, PINS
reference REP10-044) to deal with soil
management and field drainage issues and
restoration. This includes provision for:
•
•
•
•

HE/A14/EX/190

a restored soils condition report
results of surveys shared with landowners
soil restoration to be undertaken in
consultation with landowners
pre-scheme engagement with landowners as
to current drainage system and a scheme of
restoration for drainage to be agreed with
landowners
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•

•

•

landowner/ tenant will inspect and agree with
the contractor the acceptability of restoration
works.
further inspections once a year for three years
with appropriate remedial actions agreed with
landowners.
Acceptance that agricultural restoration does
not normally return the land immediately to its
original condition and productivity. Resulting
claims for compensation are to be dealt with
by respective valuers, under the heads of
Injurious Affection and Disturbance, in
accordance with the compensation code.

Highways England maintains that inspection for three
years is appropriate and practical to enable
compensation claims to be assessed and agreed
within the statutory six year limitation process.
NFU wish to know what arrangements/ provision and
funding will be put in place for on-going management
of features such as the habitat areas, balancing
ponds, flood compensation areas and the borrow pits
once filled with water. etc.

7

Management of
mitigation

Highways England:
Highways England's position is that the delivery and
maintenance of mitigation measures will be subject to
detailed design and will be incorporated into the
Construction Environmental Management Plan (to be
prepared under the Construction Code of Practice),
which will be subject to on-going consultation with
Natural England. Areas for habitat, landscaping and
biodiversity mitigation would be managed as part of
Highways England's estate by Highways England's
managing agents. The management and maintenance
would be carried out according to a Handover
Management Plan prepared at the end of the five-year
maintenance period during which the scheme would
be maintained by the construction contractors.
NFU:
The NFU requests that reasonable proposals by
landowners are considered by HE for landowners
to take on habitat management (and for the
associated land to be taken temporarily only),
subject to funding agreement with HE and with
recourse to the independent mediator if required.
Highways England:
Highways England agrees that reasonable proposals
by landowners to take on long term maintenance
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Matters under discussion
responsibilities, subject to funding, will be considered
by Highways England. Highways England’s position
on this point was addressed in the Compulsory
Acquisition hearing on 1 September 2015.

Record of
discussion
Highways
England
amended
02.09.2015

NFU:
The NFU is grateful that Highways England will
consider landowners taking on maintenance of
responsibilities of habitat areas and will consider
further how these areas are going to be funded. The
NFU would be grateful to receive direct the points that
were addressed at the hearing on the 1st September
2015.
Highways England:
As explained in part 2 of Highways England's
submission 'Matters Arising from Highways England's
Oral Submissions at Compulsory Acquisition
Hearings on 1 – 3 September 2015 and associated
Post-Hearing Documents' submitted at Deadline 10
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/159, PINS reference
REP10-033), and in individual Statements of
Common Ground with landowners, Highways
England is prepared to enter into alternative
arrangements with landowners as to the future
management and ownership of flood, landscaping,
and ecological mitigation areas.
Highways England’s intention is to retain ownership of
landscaping and ecological mitigation areas to ensure
they are maintained to the appropriate level.
However, if a landowner wishes to retain such areas
and is willing to enter into a maintenance contract
with Highways England, Highways England would
accept such arrangements subject to costs not
exceeding those which Highways England would
otherwise incur in its own right.

9

Ground Water
and Severance/
disruption of
utilities

HE/A14/EX/190

What provisions are in place if groundwater becomes
contaminated and so private water supplies are
affected including for example boreholes feeding
irrigation systems. Further the NFU seeks assurance
of processes in place to protect landowners and
farmers in the event of disruption of supply of utilities
such as water or power.
Highways England has provided assurance that the
Code of Good Construction Practice (Applicant
reference HE/A14/EX/160, PINS reference REP10044) sets out the duty of the constructors to be good
neighbours to all properties affected by the scheme
and promptly to address disruption to all utilities
(including private water supplies) caused by the
construction of the scheme.
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Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

The NFU would like to receive further information as
to how disruption to ground water and private
supplies will be dealt with during the construction
phase.
Highways England:
Part 14.5 of the Code of Construction Practice details
how contractors will manage the impacts of
construction on private water suppliers.
As regards contamination generally, and/or
contamination arising from incidents during from
construction, the Code of Construction Practice, at
sections 9 and 14, confirms that the control
procedures set out in the Environment Agency's
Pollution Prevention Guidelines will be adhered to.
In the event of any incident arising as a result of any
failure of such control procedures, Highways England
would work with the contractor and the landowner to
ensure that appropriate corrective action was taken in
a timely manner.
Highways England agrees to incorporate the above
comment into its revision of the Code of Construction
Practice at Deadline 13.
Further details on the creation of a cycle route
following the new road from Huntingdon to
Cambridge.

10

NMU

Highways England:
Highways England's position is that the scheme
provides extensive new and replacement NMU
provision, as detailed on the General Arrangement
Drawings (Applicant reference 2.2, PINS reference
APP-012) submitted with the DCO application in
December 2014 (including some updated versions
of these plans submitted with the Errata Report in
May
2015 (see Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/10, PINS reference APP-773). Highways
England is prepared to discuss NMU provision with
the NFU.

Meeting 4
August and
Telephone
discussion 7
August
Meeting 20
August 2015

NFU
amended
27.8.2015

NFU:
NFU require explanation of whether the provision of
NMU route (Fenstanton to Girton) is a legal
requirement
The NFU maintains the stance that land taken for the
scheme should be limited to that which is essential
only for the construction of the proposed road. The
NFU does not consider that the proposed cycle route
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Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

is essential to the construction of the proposed road
simply by virtue that the NMU is correcting a wrong
from the past.
Highways England:
Highways England maintains that the NMU route from
Fenstanton to Girton is an essential component of the
scheme in that it helps to meet the scheme objectives
(in terms of improving connectivity and safety, by
enhancing NMU provision and by putting the right
people on the right roads), and is thus a requirement
of the scheme.
NFU:
The NFU would like to receive further information as
to how the creation of this NMU helps meet scheme
objectives and why it is essential? The NFU believes
the creation of this NMU to be desirable but not
essential to the road scheme.
Highways England:
Highways England produced a submission detailing
the justification for the exercise of powers of
compulsory acquisition to facilitate the delivery of new
public rights of way at Deadline 9 (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/135, PINS reference REP9-010). This
paper also provides the policy justification for NMU
provision for the Scheme and explains why the
compulsory acquisition of land for the purposes of
NMU provision is justified.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:

National Farmers Union of England & Wales

Date:
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters which are agreed between both parties, as well as
matters which are not agreed and matters which are under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Mr Pearson of Grange Farm. It refers to the application for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which
was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014 and
accepted on 27 January 2015 for examination by the Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.2

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a 4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway
at Huntingdon.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:
• Section 1 – this introduction, including identification of the land to which
this SoCG relates.
• Section 2 – a record of engagement undertaken, for example meetings,
emails and letters related to the discussions, including a summary of
each.
• Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed as a
result of the discussions.
• Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion, and a
summary of the issues related to each.
• Section 5 – signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record
of the discussions.
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Identification of the land to which this SoCG relates

Plot number (from
Book of Reference
(BoR)) for land in DCO
boundary

Land Plan with Plot
number (from BoR)

Cross-reference to relevant
sheet of the General
Arrangement (GA) drawings

Sheet 20

Sheet 15

Sheet 20

Sheet 15

Sheet 20

Sheet 15

Sheet 20

Sheet 15

Sheet 20

Sheet 15

Sheet 20

Sheet 16

Sheet 20

Sheet 16

Sheet 20

Sheet 16

20/23b

Sheet 20

Sheet 16

21/4b

Sheet 21

Sheet 16

Sheet 21

Sheet 16

Sheet 21

Sheet 16

Sheet 21

Sheet 16

Sheet 21

Sheet 16

21/10d

Sheet 21

Sheet 16

21/10e

Sheet 21

Sheet 16

21/12

Sheet 21

Sheet 16

Sheet 21

Sheet 16

20/6a
20/6b
20/6c
20/6d
20/14
20/15a
20/15b
20/23a

21/4c
21/10a
21/10b
21/10c

21/13
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2

Previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The table below identifies those referred to in the SoCG:

Representing

Name

Position / Role

Landowner

Tim Jones

Land agent

Highways England

Jon Lewell

Jacobs, appointed consultant acting
for Highways England

Highways England

Kara Connon

Jacobs, appointed consultant acting
for Highways England

Highways England

Jake Kuyer

Jacobs, Environmental Economist

N/A

Robert Pearson

Landowner

N/A

Christian Pearson

Landowner's son

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Mr Pearson:

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

13/02/14

Meeting with Mr
Pearson and Jon
Lewell

•
•
•

Meeting with Mr
Pearson and
Christian Pearson,
Jake Kuyer and
Kara Connon

Discussions around:
• Land access and ensuring adequacy for
large farm vehicles
• Access to the attenuation pond
• Special category land replacement area
• Drainage
• Issues around utility realignment during
construction
• Screening around Clare College Farm
• Maintenance of public access road next to
Grange Farm
• Land take for construction compound
• Query relating to relocation of borrow pits
Discussions around:

05/06/14

21/10/14

Meeting with Mr
Pearson, Jon Lewell
and Kara Connon

•
•
•

HE/A14/EX/190

Introductory meeting
Explanation of the scheme
Initial exploration of perceived issues

Public footpath/bridleway and security
concerns
Minimising loss of woodland
Drainage ditches

LI15/3

October 2015
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Issues around utility realignment during
construction
• Construction and design of farm tracks to
be adequate for farm vehicles
Discussion around:
• Maintaining current right of way access over
Green link space owned by Cambridge
University.
• Minimising loss of woodland at the
attenuation pond
• Location of attenuation pond
• Materials to be used in farm track
construction
• Temporary possession and use of land
• Clare College Farm track
• Various concerns to do with compensation
issues giving tax disbenefits
• Existing issues around drainage from
current A14
• Tim Jones requested meeting closer to
detailed design to discuss issues again

•

01/12/14

Meeting with Tim
Jones (Mr Pearson’s
Land Agent), Jon
Lewell and Kara
Connon

24/02/15

Meeting with Mr
Pearson, Tim Jones
and Jon Lewell

Discussions around:
• Minimising woodland loss at the
attenuation pond
• Issues around utility realignment during
construction
• Large farm vehicle access to the farms
and along farm tracks
• Objection to the bridleway across
Grange Farm
• Various concerns to do with
compensation issues giving tax
disbenefits

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Mr Pearson, Grange Farm
in relation to the matters noted in the following sections of this document.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

3.1

Matters agreed

3.1.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and Mr Pearson
are in agreement.

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

1

Robins Lane over bridge
(GA Drawings, Sheet 16)

Design of road alignment over A14 improved prior to
DCO submission. Mr Pearson is happy with this and
accepts the small loss of land it entails.

2

Temporary possession and use
of land
(GA Drawings, Sheet 16, Plot
20/6b, 20/6d)

Highways England confirms that it will return land
which is proposed to be used and possessed
temporarily to Mr Pearson after construction is
complete (20/6b).
Highways England confirms that land shown behind
Cambridge Services for the site compound will be for
temporary use only (plots 20/6b and 20/6d).

3

Replacement land for special
category land
(GA Drawings, Sheet 16)

HE/A14/EX/190

Previously, at the consultation stage, areas of
'replacement land' within Grange Farm were
proposed to be used to provide replacement land in
exchange for special category land which was
proposed to be acquired compulsorily in connection
with the scheme. These areas of 'replacement land'
have been removed from the scheme as it is
Highways England's position that they are not
required.
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3.2

Matters not agreed

3.2.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and Mr Pearson
are not in agreement.

Ref

Description

Matters Not Agreed

1

Attenuation pond 35 access
track
(GA Drawings, Sheet 16, plot
21/4b, Updated Rights of Way
and Access Plans (document
reference HE/A14/EX14) Sheet
19, Private Means of Access
Reference 4))

Although the design of the track has now been
agreed, Mr Pearson does not, in principle, want the
access to the drainage attenuation pond to be via
the proposed Clare College Farm access track. He
suggests it should have independent access from
Robins Lane on land permanently acquired by
Highways England.
Lack of a separate access to the drainage
attenuation ponds has a huge impact agriculturally,
and will be an on-going cost.
It is Highways England's position that access to the
drainage attenuation pond will be infrequent and
therefore does not justify a separate access
arrangement and use of agricultural land.
Highways England will discuss with the land owner
practical measures to locally reduce the security risk
of other persons potentially attempting to utilise this
track.
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4

Record of areas still under discussion

4.1.1

The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under
discussion between Highways England and Mr Pearson.
Ref

Description

Matters Under Discussion

1

Access between Clare
College Farm and Grange
Farm
(GA Drawings, Sheet 16)

Mr Pearson would prefer that the access
between the two farms be directly opposite
at Robins Lane, thereby keeping farm
traffic separate from normal road users.
The current proposal shows the need for
farm vehicles and articulated lorries to do a
difficult turn onto Robins Lane at the Clare
College Farm access and to travel along
the realigned Robins Lane for a distance of
about 150 metres.
Highways England agrees to look at
provision for access opposite the existing
Grange Farm access point on Robins Lane
during the detailed design process.

2

Woodland removal and
drainage design required
for drainage attenuation
pond 38 and swales at
Grange Farm
(GA Drawings, Sheet 16)

Mr Pearson would like the proposed loss of
woodland to be minimised during the
detailed design stage.
Highways England will minimise tree loss
wherever possible at the detailed design
stage.

3

Footpath and bridleway
from Bar Hill across
Grange Farm
(GA Drawings, Sheets 16
and 17, Updated Rights of
Way and Access Plans
(document reference
HE/A14/EX14) Sheets 19
and 20))

The existing footpath across Mr Pearson’s
land between Lolworth and the A14 is not
currently much used. The scheme will link
this footpath more directly to Bar Hill and
could result in increased use with
subsequent implications for the security of
Grange Farm.
Highways England will discuss with the
land owner practical measures to locally
reduce the security risk of persons using
the bridleway to access Grange Farm
during detailed design.

4

Track construction, width
and overhang and ditch
crossings at Grange Farm
and Clare College Farm
(GA Drawings, Sheet 16)

Consideration will be needed at detailed
design stage to the practicality of track
usage by large farm vehicles and
articulated lorries. It will need to ensure
adequate room for turning and overhang of
large farm machinery.
Highways England agrees they will need to
ensure adequate room for turning and
overhang of large farm machinery and will
agree the final design with the land owner
at detailed design.
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Ref

Description

Matters Under Discussion

5

Width of access at Robins
Lane for Clare College
Farm and Grange Farm
(GA Drawings, Sheet 16)

Consideration will need to be given at
detailed design stage to ensure there is
adequate turning space at the accesses to
allow large farm vehicles and articulated
lorries to use them. Highways England
agrees the new access points alter the
alignment of the farm tracks to Robins
Lane and so affect accessibility.

6

Drainage
(GA Drawings, Sheet 16)

Mr Pearson has concerns which need to
be addressed in the detailed design stage
about drainage along Robins Lane and
land drainage on Clare College Farm and
Grange Farm.
Highways England agrees drainage will
need to be adequate and will agree with
the land owner the specification during the
detailed design.

7

Farm access track from
Robins Lane to Clare
College Farm and beyond
to Highways England
drainage attenuation pond
35
(GA Drawings, Sheet 16)
(Rights of Way and
Access Plans, Sheet 19
Private Means of Access
Reference 4)

Mr Pearson has confirmed that the
redesigned access track is acceptable and
will have less impact on cultivation than the
previous consultation design.
Highways England confirms that the track
will be wide enough for farm vehicles and
articulated lorries.
Impact on cultivation will be extensive.
Construction of the access track has to be
of an adequate hard surface at least to
Clare College Farm and beyond to take
large farm vehicles and articulated lorries.
Highways England accepts the need for
construction of the access track to be from
either concrete or compacted stone.
Highways England will confirm the material
to be used at the detailed design stage.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Sarah Collins

Signature:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

30 October 2015

Name:

Tim Jones (Carter Jonas)

Signature:

Email Confirmation

On behalf of:

Mr Pearson

Date:

29 October 2015
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and the Police & Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire
(hereafter, PCC). It refers to the application for the proposed A14 Cambridge
to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.2

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a 4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway
at Huntingdon.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:
• Section 1 – this introduction.
• Section 2 – a record of engagement undertaken, for example
meetings, emails and letters related to the discussions, including a
summary of each.
• Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed
as a result of the discussions.
• Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion, and
a summary of the issues related to each.
• Section 5 – signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.
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2

Previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and the PCC:

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

20 May 2015

Meeting:
C Luscombe, PCC
E McKee, Cambs
Constabulary
A Bach,
Hinchingbrooke
NHS Health Trust
J Lewell, J2A
G Dodgson, J2A

Overview of plans and redline amends of the
scheme in the vicinity of Cambs Constabulary
HQ and potential effect on a proposed health
campus development by the Hinchingbrooke
NHS Trust (hereafter NHS) on PCC land which
is occupied by Cambridgeshire Constabulary.

27 May

Meeting:
C Luscombe, PCC
G Dodgson, J2A

Minor amends and additions to version ONE of
this SoCG.

27 May

Email
E McKee, Cambs
Constabulary

Confirming agreement of PCC and NHS to
minor amendment to redline boundary at
entrance to Police HQ at Hinchingbrooke.

24 August 2015

Meeting:
C Luscombe, PCC
G Dodgson, J2A

Confirmation of removal of redline boundary
and environmental area from west of PCC land.
Minor amendments to SoCG to finalise

24 August 2015

Emails
C Luscombe, PCC

Confirming location of building affected by
Views Common Link road construction.
Copy of relevant section from HE-A14-EX-99
confirming removal of environmental mitigation
area.

Noted that operational matters concerning
Cambridgeshire Constabulary, Cambridgeshire
Fire & Rescue Service and the NHS East of
England Ambulance Service are the subject of
a separate SoCG.

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and PCC in relation to the
matters noted in the following sections of this document.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1

The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and PCC
• Consultation
o Scheme elements (layout) particularly in relation to areas
surrounding Hinchingbrooke Park, Brampton Road, removal of
bridge over railway station, etc.
• Non-Motorised User Provision in and around local area.
• Environment with a focus on provisions proposed on land owned by
PCC and subject to planning application for NHS development.
• Landscape and Visual (including mitigation proposals) particularly
screening for Police HQ.
• Ecology, biodiversity and nature conservation with a focus on
provisions proposed on land owned by PCC and subject to planning
application for NHS development
• Flooding and Drainage with a focus on provisions proposed on land
owned by PCC and subject to planning application for NHS
development. Specifically location, need for balancing ponds
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4

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters agreed

4.1.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and PCC are in
agreement, the record of agreement refers to the source document in which
the agreement has been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

Record of
agreement

1.

Scheme objectives

The PCC broadly supports the need for
the scheme to improve traffic flow and
reduce congestion on the A14 from
Ellington to Histon

Meeting 20
May 2015

2.

Minor redline amends

The PCC agrees to a minor modifications
to the redline boundary to facilitate
footpath construction to the west of the
current entry to Police HQ. Ref: DR1.2
and DR1.20f.

Meeting 20
May 2015
and
subsequent
email from E
McKee

These changes are documented at
Appendix 1. While Appendix 2 shows the
general arrangements in the area around
the PCC owned land.
3

Removal of
environmental
mitigation area from
scheme

The PCC agrees to Highways England
scheme amendment in HE-A14-EX-99
removing an environmental area from the
PCC land at Hinchingbrooke Police
Headquarters.

Meetings
20 May 2015
and
24 August
2015

4.2

Matters not agreed

4.2.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and the PCC are
not in agreement, the record of non-agreement refers to the source
document in which the confirmed disagreement has been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters not agreed

None

None

HE/A14/EX/190

LI16/4

Record of
nonagreement

October 2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

5

Record of areas still under discussion

5.1.1

The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under
discussion between Highways England and PCC. The record of agreement
refers to the source document in which the original point of discussion has
been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

1

NHS proposed health
campus

Both PCC and NHS wish to work with
Highways England on detailed design with
respect to the new link road from Views
Common to ensure a joined up approach
between the A14 scheme and the
proposed health campus on issues
including:
- Design and location of junctions
and access to the campus at
appropriate point(s) along the link
road.
- Flood risk management and
location/ use of balancing pond
(currently this is within the
proposed health campus site)
- Environmental mitigation in
particular proposed tree planting
and wildlife corridors.
Highways England will engage with the
PCC (and NHS), subject to DCO and
progress of NHS planning application, at
detailed design stage to review options for
access, drainage provision and
environmental mitigation.

Meeting 20
May 2015

The PCC seeks an additional access point
from the new Views Common end of the
link road into Police Headquarters. Such
provision would enhance operational
resilience (e.g. if there were a protest at
the main Police HQ entrance). It is
envisaged that use would be very
infrequent and only in emergencies. It may
be achievable with a single track.
Highways England will consider this further
at detailed design stage, subject to
agreement from Cambridgeshire County
Council.

Meeting 20
May 2015

2

Additional entry to
Police HQ from Views
Common Link Road

HE/A14/EX/190

LI16/5

Meeting 24
August 2015

October 2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme
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3

Security of Police HQ

The PCC wishes to discuss security on the
boundary between the Police HQ and
Views Common Link road both during
construction and during operation. The
PCC wishes to draw on the expertise of
Cambridgeshire Constabulary’s
Architectural Liaison Officer.
Highways England will consult with the
PCC during detailed design on this matter.

Meeting 24
August 2015

4

Construction
programme

Both PCC and NHS would like the new link
road construction to begin as soon as
possible, within the construction
programme, to facilitate the development
of the Health Campus and avoid conflicts/
duplication in the construction processes.
Highways England will continue to liaise
with both PCC and NHS as the
construction programme is developed.
Although it is unlikely that work in the
Huntingdon area will begin before 2020.

Meeting 20
May 2015
Meeting 24
August 2015

5

Location of balancing
pond adjacent to Views
Common Link road

PCC (and NHS) request that consideration
be given to finding alternative location for
the balancing pond adjacent to
Hinchingbrooke Park Road given that the
current location conflicts with valuable
development land (that has previously
benefited from a planning consent).
Highways England will reconsider the
location/ orientation of this pond during
detailed design.

Meeting 24
August 2015

6

Maintaining operational
capability/ Facility
replacement

A police operational building to the north
west of the Police HQ site is due for
demolition to facilitate the new link road
from Views Common. The PCC wishes to
ensure this building is replaced before the
link road construction begins to ensure
operational continuity.
Highways England is entering discussions
with the PCC and the District Valuer on the
best way forward should the DCO be
granted.

Meeting 27
May 2015

It is agreed that Highways England and the
PCC will work together, at detailed design,
to identify a mutually agreed location for
any temporary works areas required in
order to minimise the impact on the
operational capability of the Police
Headquarters whilst Views Common Link
Road is under construction.

Email 5
October
2015

7

Maintaining operational
capability/ Position of
works site beside
Views Common Link
Road

HE/A14/EX/190

LI16/6

Meeting 24
August 2015

October 2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme

8

Traffic congestion in
Brampton Road/
Hinchingbrooke area

HE/A14/EX/190

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

PCC is concerned about the impact of
additional traffic/congestion on operational
capability of emergency access routes to/
from Police HQ during peak periods once
the new road from Views Common is
operational.
There is also concern at any effects on
operational ability during construction.
Discussions on this matter will continue as
the commencement of construction
approaches.

LI16/7

Meeting 27
May 2015
Meeting 24
August 2015

October 2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

30 October 2015

Name:

Colin Luscombe

Signature:

Email confirmation

On behalf of:

Police & Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire

Date:

16 October 2015

HE/A14/EX/190

LI16/8

October 2015
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Appendix 1: Red line boundary amends
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Appendix 2: General arrangements at Hinchingbrooke
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Agreement on this SoCG
This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Sarah Collins

Signature:

Position:

Property Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

28 October 2015

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:
Date:
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and G W Topham and Sons and Miss Papworth, Weybridge Farm
and Swansley Wood Partnership, Lower Debden Farm. It refers to the
application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement
scheme which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.2.2

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a 4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway
at Huntingdon.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:
•

Section 1 – this introduction.

•

Section 2 – a record of engagement undertaken, for example meetings,
emails and letters related to the discussions, including a summary of
each.

•

Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed as
a result of the discussions.

•

Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion, and a
summary of the issues related to each.

•

Section 5 – signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.

HE/A14/EX/190

LI19/1

October 2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme
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Identification of the land to which this SoCG relates

Plot number (from Land Plan showing
BoR) for land in DCO plot number (from
boundary
BoR)

Cross-reference to relevant
sheet
of
General
Arrangement
(GA)
drawings

Plot 3/5a, 5b, 5c

Sheet 3

GA 02

Plot 4/2a and 2b

Sheet 4

GA 02 and GA 04

Plot 5/2a, 2b, 2c

Sheet 5

GA 02 and GA 04

HE/A14/EX/190

LI19/2

October 2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme
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2

Previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and G W Topham and Sons and Miss Papworth, Weybridge Farm
and Swansley Wood Partnership, Lower Debden Farm.

Date
26/03/14

30/05/14

Type of
engagement
Meeting Andrew
Watkin (Agent)
and Jon Lewell

Meeting Andrew
Watkin / Camilla
Horsfall (Agent)
and Jon Lewell

Summary of discussion
Discussions around:
• General introduction to scheme and
DCO process. Overview of draft
designs
• Discussion on the Borrow pits
• Other issues outstanding with
Highways England
• Access to land for surveys
•
•
•
•
•

15/12/14

Meeting Andrew
Watkin / Camilla
Horsfall (Agent)
Jon Lewell (J2A),
Sarah Collins (HE)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

HE/A14/EX/190

LI19/3

Other issues outstanding with
Highways England
Lagoon design / layout.
Design development / Land Access.
Access through Weybridge farm for
construction.
Recap on Borrow pits/ Flood
compensation Areas.
Design development.
Access through Weybridge farm for
construction.
Access for Highlands Farm
Lagoon design and layout
Flood compensation areas
Other Issues Outstanding with
Highways England
Borrow Pits design and requirement
Access routes to the farms including
alternative access to Weybridge
Farm and Debden Top Farm.
Permanent and Temporary Land
take areas
Changes to be made to the plans

October 2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme

12/03/15

Outline
representation
sent to the
Planning
Inspectorate by
Camilla Horsfall
On behalf of Miss
Papworth, William
G Topham and
Swansley Wood
partnership.

30/04/15

Meeting Andrew
Watkin / Camilla
Horsfall (Agent)

HE/A14/EX/190

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

The following issues have been raised in
the relevant representation:
• Powers to permanently acquire land
for Borrow Pits, flood compensation
and construction areas. Availability
of construction material from other
local sources.
• Access through Weybridge Farm.
• Flood Compensation area
justification and design.
• Extent of ecological and landscape
areas.
• Access from Hylands Farm
• Land drains
• Construction issues, dust etc
• Book of Reference information
• New rights of way
• Potential trespass by third parties
• Temporary severance of land during
construction
• Soils and Protection of Farmland
• Potential Traffic Flows on the local
access road
• Potential conflict between local road
users and agri-vehicles
• Land Take Areas for accommodation
works and construction areas
• Poor communications by HE
• Impact on the overall Agri-Business
and Haulage company
• Not all documents referred to have
been made available
• Protection of Open water during
construction and operation
• Access Route changes to Debden
Top Farm along Silver Street
• The Inclusion of a Green Bridge
crossing Silver Street
• Impact on Property and People
•
•
LI19/4

Other issues outstanding with
Highways England
Borrow pits and potential factors

October 2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme

Jon Lewell (J2A),
Anna Smythe
(HE).Phil
Welbourn (Valuer)

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
12/07/15

Detailed written
representation sent
to the Planning
Inspectorate by
Camilla Horsfall On
behalf of Miss
Papworth, William G
Topham and
Swansley Wood
partnership.

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

affecting valuing minerals.
Flood compensation areas detail
design.
Areas included in the Red line,
should not be CPO but licence.
Non-payment of CJ invoices
Detailed Design of the A14 and
requested CJ/ Topham input with
that
Use of the roads by Agricultural
Vehicles
The suggested permit system
proposed for Huntingdon
New access point using a redundant
farm road
Compulsory acquisition of land,
ecological , borrow Pits, flood
compensation areas
Balancing ponds/ flood
compensation requirement and
location and design Scale of flood
compensation
Access through Weybridge Farm
and access track east to west from
proposed local access road
Impact on agri- business
Rights of Way / NMU’s
Soil use and protection
Communication
Land Drains
Book of Reference
Dust during construction

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is a record of the meetings and key correspondence
between Highways England and W G Topham, G W Topham and Sons,
Miss Papworth, Weybridge Farm and Swansley Wood Partnership, Lower
Debden Farm in relation to the matters noted in the following sections of this
document.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

HE/A14/EX/190
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3

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

3.1

Matters agreed

3.1.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and G W
Topham and Sons and Miss Papworth, Weybridge Farm and Swansley
Wood Partnership, Lower Debden Farm are in agreement.

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

1

Agricultural vehicle
use of the A1

Highways England confirms that the A1 retains ‘A’ road status
and therefore there will be no change to its use by agricultural
vehicles.

2

Access to Ermine
Street from Silver
Street via farm tracks
with rights. GA 08.
Plot 11/6a.

Highways England can see that there may be benefits for some
parties, however no such provision exists at the moment and
Highways England does not have powers to apply any
additional rights of access.

3

Powers of Temporary
Possession

The Landowner accepts the use of temporary possession
powers for the land coloured green on the land plans, subject to
the agreement on the detail of the use of this power,
notwithstanding the specific objection to the use of the access
through Weybridge Farm.

4

Land Taken for Flood
Compensation Area
12. GA 02. Plot 3/5a
(Sth End) 3/5c, 5/2a
and 5/2b

The landowner does not agree that Highways England has the
right to take land through the exercise of compulsory acquisition
powers under the DCO, and has requested that the area at
Weybridge Farm be reconsidered.
Highways England acknowledges that the landowner wishes to
retain ownership of land allocated (under the scheme
proposals) to provide a flood compensation area FCA 12. Land
Plot 3/5a, 3/5c, 5/2a and 5/2b Gen Arrangement Dwg 02.
The landowner intends to enter into a binding legal agreement
granting the temporary rights needed by Highways England to
construct the FCA and accepting the imposition on the title of
his/her land of appropriately worded covenants to ensure that
the relevant land must be maintained in such a way (the terms
and specification of such way to be set out in the legal
agreement and covenants) as to enable Highways England to
provide the flood mitigation required for the scheme in
perpetuity.
Where such a legal agreement between the landowner and
Highways England has been finalised and entered into (and
therefore such covenants imposed) prior to, or by the time at
which, Highways England is ready to start the general vesting
declaration (GVD) process or ready to serve Notices to Treat
and Notices of Entry in respect of land or rights over land which
is/are proposed to be acquired for the relevant part of the
scheme, then Highways England will not exercise powers of
compulsory acquisition or powers of temporary possession in
respect of the land required for FCA 12 (Ellington Brook)

HE/A14/EX/190
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3.2

Matters not agreed

3.2.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and G W
Topham and Sons and Miss Papworth, Weybridge Farm and Swansley
Wood Partnership, Lower Debden Farm are not in agreement.

Ref

Description

Matters not agreed

1

Remit of the DCO

The landowner does not agree to the powers of acquisition
specifically for the right to remove minerals, create of borrow
pits when open mines already exist; and we do not believe
that compulsory powers to take land for drainage and flood
compensation are required, these rights can be acquired by
another means which does not remove land unnecessarily
from the landowner.
Highways England believes that the land taken for the
scheme and submitted in the DCO is essential for its
construction, and will discuss the management and layout of
all of these areas with the landowner at detailed design.

2

Flood Compensation
Areas Design

The landowner does not agree to the size, scale, shape and
requirement of these areas.
Highways England believes that the extent of the flood
compensation areas is justified as essential to mitigate the
scheme. Highways England notes that the landowner would
wish to retain ownership of the land following construction.
Highways England will ensure that land to be acquired will
be only that which is required for the Scheme, and will
continue to discuss the layout and management of flood
compensation areas with the landowner during detailed
design once detailed survey works have taken place.

3

Borrow Pits GA 04.
Plot 4/2b and 5/2c

The landowner does not agree with the requirement for
these areas, access to them through the farm or that
Highways England has the compelling case to qualify for the
rights for Highways to acquire them.
The landowners are opposed to the compulsory acquisition
process under the DCO in relation to the borrow pits and
considers that the removal of aggregates is wrong, and that
the landowner should be entitled to compensation
Under the proposed plans the land at Weybridge Farm will
contain borrow pit 7 formed of two separate cells.
Highways England considers that the Borrow Pits are an
essential part of the scheme, Highways England is
committed to reviewing the extent of the borrow pits in the
detailed design. Highways England confirms that access to
the Borrow Pit 7 for main construction works will be from a
track to the southeast and not through Weybridge Farm.
Discussions are ongoing between the landowner and
Highways England about the extraction and valuation
processes relating to the compulsory acquisition of land and
minerals.
Highways England notes Miss Papworth's / Mr Topham's
wish to retain areas of land shown for borrow pits.

HE/A14/EX/190
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Ref

Description

Matters not agreed

4

Balancing Ponds
GA 04. Plot 3/5a

Scale of these and their requirement as well as locations.
Highways England notes the landowners' concerns in
relation to the highways drainage attenuation pond and
commits to reviewing the detailed arrangements during the
detailed design to maximise amount and layout of the
residual land for the purposes of agricultural use.

5

Access through
Weybridge Farm GA 02,
plot 3/5b

The landowner has concerns about the use of the farm road
at Weybridge Farm for pre-construction access and initial
survey and set up work.
Highways England has confirmed that it will not use the farm
track for the main construction activity and understands the
landowners' concerns with regard to residential properties at
the farm and the agri-haulage business. Highways England
has stated that it would wish to use the track in the early
stages of the scheme for early survey and site setup
purposes.

6

The use of a stopped up
access point east of
Weybridge Farm
buildings. GA 02, plot
3/5a Sth end.

Highways England has shown this old farm track as access
for the balancing pond and flood compensation areas. Farm
access would only be provided at the request of the
landowner.
The Landowner is concerned about the security of the farm
from opening up this access point, and burden of extra
liabilities, such as who would be responsible for fly-tipped
waste or what would happen in the event of people using
this track to access the farm, which they feel have not been
adequately addressed by Highways England.
Highways England confirms that this east / west track would
not be used for construction vehicles except in relation to the
highway pond and flood compensation area and no usage
would occur outside the red line boundary of the scheme
(the Order limits). Highways England would retain ownership
of the pond and access to it. During the detailed design
process, the type of fencing and gates in this area would be
discussed with the landowners. Provision for long term
access for the Farm is a choice for the landowners, but
would be unviable until completion of the Highway scheme
in this area.
Highways England notes the landowners wish to retain
ownership of the flood compensation area.

8

Detailed Design of the
scheme

The landowner does not agree with the concept that matters
of design and detail are deferred to a detailed design
process (post DCO) without recourse to an independent
process.
Highways England is planning to put in place a landowner
forum to address the common issues across the scheme
and as discussed with the NFU, and will also continue to
engage with the landowner on site specific concerns.

9

Non-Motorised User
access north to south on
the east side of the Local
access Road between
Woolley Road and

The landowner believes that the proposed Highways
England route adjacent to the Local Access Road south of
Woolley Road to Brampton Hut (proposed change 1.66
within the Non-Material Changes Report submitted at
Deadline 7 (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/99, Examination
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Description
Brampton Hut junction.
Plot3/5a.
GA 02
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Matters not agreed
reference REP7-18) and shown on revised Sheet 2 of the
General Arrangement Plans (reference HE/A14/EX/111), will
encourage pedestrians to pass the farm entrance, using a
long straight road expected to take 2,500 users per day. It
will link up with a path that crosses the A14 where Highways
England expects pedestrians to cross the A14.
The landowner is concerned that there may be increased
risk to the safety of the NMU users and the safety of the
farm workers expected to manoeuvre around NMUs on what
the landowner considers is tantamount to a slip road. The
landowner considers the risk of trespass on the farm and the
conflict between the non-motorised users and the large farm
and haulage machinery needs to be adequately considered.
Highways England will take into account the landowners'
views during the detailed design process, and notes that the
existing access to Weybridge Farm on the Woolley Road will
remain unchanged and will remain at some distance from
the proposed NMU route running along the east side of the
local access road. The second potential access point directly
to the west of Weybridge Farm buildings, and which is
currently closed, would only be opened for the Weybridge
Farm use only and only by request of the landowner.

LI19/9
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4

Record of areas still under discussion

4.1.1

The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under
discussion between Highways England and G W Topham and Sons and
Miss Papworth, Weybridge Farm and Swansley Wood Partnership, Lower
Debden Farm.

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

1

Access to the northern
end of the Weybridge
Farm Track at Woolley
Road. GA 02 Plots 3/3
and 3/5a.

The landowner is concerned that access from Wooley
Road to Weybridge Farm will be hindered by the
construction works.
Highways England understands the need for Weybridge
Farm to remain accessible for ongoing agricultural
processes during the construction period. Highways
England’s contractors will discuss with the landowner and
agree the best way to achieve this so that construction can
progress and the Farm continue to function with suitable
access, as is required by the Code of Construction
Practice (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/64, PINS
Reference REP4-026).

2

Layout of Flood
Compensation Areas
GA 02. Plot 5/2b.

The Landowner is concerned that the current configuration
of the flood compensation area takes unnecessary land.
Highways England recognises that the flood compensation
area adjacent to the A1 and north of Brampton Hut on
Weybridge Farm could be adjusted and rationalised in the
detailed design to better fit with the existing field
boundaries to maximise farmability; and will ensure that
landtake is only that which is required for the purposes of
the Scheme.
Highways England notes concern over the extent of the
Floodplain Compensation Areas but confirms that they
have designed in discussion and agreement with the
Environment Agency and also confirms that the design
takes into account the existing provision built as part of
previous A1 improvements.

3

Highway Drainage
Attenuation ponds.
Woolley Road- Plot
3/5a north end and Plot
3/5a Sth end. GA 02.

The landowner is concerned with the locations of the two
Balancing Ponds on their land adjacent to the A1.
The landowner has been assured, since the beginning of
the year, that the northern balancing pond can be
reviewed in the detailed design to fit with the shape of the
field to minimise the effect on the farm-ability of the
remainder of the field in the detailed design.
With regard to the southern balancing pond; the
Landowner is concerned about the added security risk for
the rest of the farm which could arise from opening up the
old farm access, and burden of extra liabilities, such as
who would be responsible for fly-tipped waste, or what
would happen in the event of people using this track to
access the farm. These have not been adequately
addressed by HE.
The landowner is also concerned about the placement of
the balancing pond in this location as they feel it affects
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion
the farm-ability of this field. Currently the field is farmed
with a straight edge to the field, and the addition of a
rectangle will remove more than the area identified from
arable production.
Highways England is committed to reviewing and
rationalising the layout of the flood compensation areas
and highway attenuation ponds to rationalise boundaries
and maximise farmability.
Further Highways England understands the security
concerns and will in the detailed design agree with the
landowner the level of fencing and gating to secure this
access point to the pond at the southern end of plot 3/5a.
The southern pond is configured within the current field
boundaries and the existing oil pipeline. It sits adjacent to
the flood compensation area and will be reviewed in the
detailed design in conjunction with the flood compensation
to maximise agricultural use.

4

Alternative Access to
Borrow pit 7 from
Hylands Farm area.
GA 04. Plot 4/2b

The Landowner has offered an alternative access from
Hylands Farm to the west of Borrow Pit 7, directly off the
A14 to the scheme
Highways England notes the offer of the alternative access
route, however at this stage it is not envisaged that this
would benefit construction movements to the east of the
borrow pit.

5

Land drainage

The Landowner is concerned that the scheme will impact
on the existing land drainage systems.
The landowner agrees with the views of the NFU on land
drainage matters.
Highways England fully understands the concern in
relation to the existing land drainage systems on
Weybridge Farm. In the detailed design, Highways
England will discuss and agree with the landowner the
design of the replacement system including pipe type and
size, falls and outfalls.
Highways England will continue to liaise with individual
farmers and landowners during detailed design to ensure
full account is taken of existing land drainage.

6

Construction issues

Highways England notes concerns in relation to
construction dust. The contractors will comply with site
good practice and environmental legislation and guidance.
The contractors will liaise with landowners throughout the
scheme and, pursuant to the Code of Construction
Practice will have to provide mitigation and environmental
facilities to prevent dust nuisance.

7

Highway Ownership

Highways England is aware that in many instances the
landowners believe that the underlying ownership of
stopped up highway could sit with the landowner either
side where land is unregistered. Highways England will
continue to discuss this with landowners.
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

8

Concern of farm
Boundaries to local
access Road adjacent
to Weybridge Farm GA
02. Plot 3/5a.

Highways England notes concern in relation to farm
boundaries with the new local access road. Highways
England will discuss and agree with the landowner
accommodation works by way of fencing/ gates and
ditches where appropriate to reasonably replace the
existing level of secure boundary during the detail design.
Accommodation works would become the property of the
landowner for ongoing maintenance.

9

Silver Street Farm
Accommodation Bridge
at Lower Debden
Farm. GA 08. Plot
11/4. Swansley Wood
Partnership

Highways England notes the landowners' concern about
whether the accommodation bridge at Silver Street will be
strong enough and wide enough to accommodate the
largest farm machinery.
Highways England will discuss and agree with the
landowners the bridge specification during the detailed
design process, noting the required specification set out
within the landowners' representation.

10

Use of the A14 and
Huntingdon by
agricultural vehicles.

The Landowner is concerned that access through
Huntingdon town centre could be restricted.
Highways England's position is that the weight restrictions
set out in Schedule 3 to the revised draft Development
Consent Order (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/59, PINS
reference REP4-021) have been agreed following
consultation with Cambridgeshire County Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council, in order to regulate the
entry of vehicles into Huntingdon Town Centre, and to help
the scheme meet one of its core objectives of putting the
right traffic on the right roads. Without such limits, heavy
goods vehicles could still attempt to use the de-trunked
A14 as an alternative route to the new Huntingdon
Southern Bypass and this could result in such traffic
seeking to pass through Huntingdon Town Centre.
The solution currently agreed between Highways England
and the above-mentioned Councils would enable local
agricultural businesses to use the roads upon application
to the County Council. This system of licence has been in
place for many years (Cambs CC: Huntingdon Weight Limit
Order 136). The purpose of the requirement for licence
applications is to ensure that the County Council can
control usage, and give priority to local businesses needing
to use the relevant roads.
Highways England confirms that the use of the existing A1
will have no change of restriction on its usage and the new
A14 will permit agricultural vehicles.

11

Access point to
Weybridge farm from
the local access road.
(on the alignment of
the existing farm track)
Running East / west.
Including access to the
proposed highway
drainage pond. GA 02.

Access to the drainage pond will be required by Highways
England only on an infrequent basis for maintenance.
However Highways England understands that the
Landowner will want to make a decision later in the
detailed design process about whether access to the farm
is provided. Highways England is happy to accommodate
the landowner’s wishes on this matter later in the design
process, and understands the landowner’s security
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Ref

Description
Plot 3/5a just north of
the Flood
compensation area.
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Matters under discussion
concerns.
Highways England would clarify that it has never been the
intention to use the existing farm access track for
construction and confirms that access from this point to the
farm is entirely based on the wishes of the landowner.
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5

Agreement on this SoCG

5.1.1

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed
by:

Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:
Date:
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and
another party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as
well as matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are
under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of the SoCG is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed
and the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be
used as evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and The Wilderspin Family. It refers to the application for the
proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was
submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.2

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a 4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline
railway at Huntingdon.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:


Section 1 – this introduction.



Section 2 – a record of engagement undertaken, for example meetings,
emails and letters related to the discussions, including a summary of
each.



Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed as
a result of the discussions.



Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion and a
summary of the issues related to each.
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1.4

Identification of the land to which this SoCG relates

Plot number (from Land Plan showing Cross-reference to relevant
BoR) for land in DCO plot number (from sheet
of
General
boundary
BoR)
Arrangement
(GA)
drawings
Plots 19/3, 19/4, 19/6, Sheet 19
19/8, 19/9
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2

Previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1 The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways

England and The Wilderspin Family Comprising Alan Wilderspin, Tony
Wilderspin , Betty Wilderspin, Derek Wilderspin and GB & A Wilderspin Ltd.
Land at Boxworth General Arrangement Dwg19. Land Plan 19 All Plots 19/4
to 19/9:
Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

10/07/14 and
16/12/14

Meeting with
Michael Hamilton
(Land Agent)
Wilderspin Family,
Jon Lewell (J2A)
Sarah Collins (HE)
Phil Welbourn
(Valuer)

The following was discussed:
 The Wilderspin family will be taking an
active role in the changes to the farm. They
would like a meeting with the detail designer
contractor to go through their proposals.
 General opposition to the taking of land for
Borrow pit 5.
 Compensation levels, timescales of scheme
and the quality of land returned to
agriculture in the future if that were an
option.
 The nature of the Wilderspin holdings and
the different parties / combinations within
the family.
 The Wilderspins are apprehensive about the
scheme and its impact on the long-term
tenancy of GB and A Wilderspin including
farm buildings
 Information required about the proposals, to
keep the landowners and tenants informed
 The timing of Ground Inspection surveys
and the importance of keeping Mr
Wilderspin informed
 Early discussion about land compensation
process

06/03/15

Outline
Representations
sent to the Planning
Inspectorate (PINS)
on behalf of Mr A
Wilderspin, Mr D
Wilderspin, Mr T
Wilderspin and G, B
& A Wilderspin Ltd
by Mr M Hamilton

The Outline Representations submitted by Mr
M Hamilton on behalf of the Wilderspin family
covered the following topics:
 Compulsory purchase of land for the
development of A14 is not justified or legal
 Potential availability of similar material
locally reducing / avoiding need to take BP5
 Temporary possession of the land as
necessary for any required work to be
completed

Date
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12 June 2015

Detailed Written
Representations
sent to the Planning
Inspectorate (PINS)
on behalf of Mr A
Wilderspin, Mr D
Wilderspin, Mr T
Wilderspin and G, B
& A Wilderspin Ltd
by Mr M Hamilton







Borrow pits, including excavation, working
and restoration
Issues regarding the total area of the
Wilderspins' Land which is required by the
A14 development
Issues of future business viability including
in relation to farm building sitting outside the
land take.
Impact on the business activities of the
members of the Wilderspin Family
Impact on the farming business inc residual
land and farm buildings that may become
unviable.
Tax issues around compensation / land
payments.
Consider lack of progress on land
negotiations
Consider lack of real consideration of
alternative material supplies and detailed
investigation of such supplies.
Permanent acquisition not required for the
land

2.1.2 It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key

correspondence between Highways England and The Wilderspin Family
relation to the matters noted in the following sections of this document.
2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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Matters agreed and matters not agreed

3.1

Matters agreed

3.1.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and The
Wilderspin Family are in agreement, the record of agreement refers to the
source document in which the agreement has been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters agreed
The Wilderspin Family feel that the taking of land for the
borrow pit 5 by compulsory acquisition is not required and
that temporary rights only are required.
Highways England believes that the nature of the works to
Borrow Pit 5 are significant and the material gained and the
overall use of the pits within the scheme are essential to the
construction process (notwithstanding the Wilderspins' view
that alternative sources of material are available).
The Wilderspin Family has suggested that it may have a
preference for retaining the land used for Borrow Pit 5
following completion of the construction / excavation phase
and the subsequent restoration of the land in question.

1

The Wilderspin Family
consider that taking land
for Borrow Pit 5 by
compulsory acquisition is
unnecessary and lesser
temporary powers would
suffice. Plots 19/3, 19/4,

19/6, 19/8, 19/9.
GA plan19.

It is agreed between the parties (i.e. between Highways
England and the Wilderspin Family) that they will explore the
possibility of the grant by the Wilderspin Family to Highways
England of a lease or such other short-term proprietary
interest in the land in Borrow Pit 5 which would permit the
extraction of minerals from that land for the purposes of the
scheme, as well as the restoration of that land, in
accordance with the Borrow Pits Restoration Plan and
Aftercare Strategy, following completion of the scheme. In
the event that an appropriate proprietary interest is granted
by the Wilderspin Family to Highways England before the
exercise of any powers of compulsory acquisition of land
(and/or of any powers of temporary possession) pursuant to
the development consent order (DCO) that are necessary to
ensure the delivery of the scheme in accordance with
Highways England’s programme, then Highways England
undertakes that in those circumstances it will not exercise its
powers of compulsory acquisition and/or temporary
possession pursuant to the DCO in respect of the land in
Borrow Pit 5
Highways England's position is that should the necessary
agreement/arrangements be secured within a timescale that
would enable Highways England to meet its scheme delivery
programme, then Highways England would be prepared to
undertake not to exercise its powers of compulsory
acquisition (should the draft DCO be made in its current
form) and to proceed instead by agreement in respect of the
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Ref

Description

Matters agreed
land required for Borrow Pit 5.
However, given that such agreement is not yet in place (as
the Wilderspin Family has not yet reached a consensus on
its preferred way forward), Highways England is not able to
exclude the land required for Borrow Pit 5 from the draft
DCO, as this would undermine Highways England’s ability to
deliver the scheme, should the necessary agreements with
the Wilderspin Family not be entered into within the
necessary timescale. This approach – where powers of
compulsory acquisition are sought in parallel with efforts to
acquire land by agreement – is in accordance with current
Government policy, as set out in DCLG Guidance on
Compulsory Acquisition under the Planning Act 2008, and in
ODPM Circular 06/04.

3.2

Matters not agreed

3.2.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and The
Wilderspin Family are not in agreement, the record of non-agreement refers
to the source document in which the confirmed disagreement has been
noted.

Ref

Description
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Record of areas still under discussion
The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under
discussion between Highways England and The Wilderspin Family. All In relation
to the overall farm General Arrangement Dwg 19 and Land Plan 19
Ref

Description

Matters under discussion
Uncertainty exists about compensation levels, timescales
of scheme and the quality of land returned to agriculture in
the future.
Highways England will maintain consultation with the
Wilderspin family during detailed design to maximise
opportunity to return land back to agricultural use.

1

Transfer of land
ownership Plots
19/3, 19/4, 19/6,
19/8 and 19/9. GA
plan 19

Highways England understands the potential impact of the
scheme on the Wilderspin family and that potentially
different parts of the Family / farming company will be
affected differently.
Highways England will continue to discuss with the Family
the project timescales so that they are able to plan farming
processes as efficiently as possible.
The valuer and Highways England will also continue
discussions as early as possible in the detailed design
process to help the Wilderspins make informed decisions
about land issues.
The land required for the Construction areas and soil
storage could be taken by rights only, avoiding compulsory
purchase or temporary possession.

2

Land use
acquisition: Soil
Storage /
construction areas.
Plots 19/4, 19/6,
19/9

Highways England believes that the land shown to be
taken is essential to construct the scheme and is an
essential part of the Borrow pit working. It will undergo soil
movement and storage and associated machines / lorries
and accordingly it is considered likely that those areas will
undergo change such that temporary possession (and the
related land restoration obligation) would not be
appropriate.
Highways England will discuss and agree with the
Wilderspins the process of soil storage and reclamation in
accordance with the Soil Management Strategy and the
Code of Construction Practice.

3

Alternative sources
of material other
than Borrow Pit 5.

HE/A14/EX/190

The Wilderspins believe that the excavation of clay from
the other locally available sources which form part of the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste
Plan, or the use of materials from local quarries could
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion
reduce the need for compulsory purchase for the proposed
borrow pit 5.
It is Highways England' s position that this borrow pit is
required for construction of the scheme as it will enable
access to a localised outcrop of Glacial Till, which is
required for construction of the two main junctions. This
material is not otherwise locally available in sufficient
quantities.
Highways England will continue to discuss with the
Wilderspin family and explain to them the nature of the
material and the quantity involved during the detailed
design.
The Wilderspins state that the proposed scheme would
mean a loss of 90% of the Wilderspins' land and that the
landtake does not include the farm buildings which may
well be rendered unviable if segregated from the rest of the
land.

4

Borrow Pit 5 –
Impact on
agricultural viability

Highways England will work with the Wilderspins to
understand the full impact on the business and is aware
that the residual farm buildings may well be affected and
may also become unviable as a farming business.
Highways England will work to minimise agricultural impact
in the detailed design and rationalise boundaries with the
aim of returning the bulk of the land back to agriculture in
accordance with section 3.1 Item 1 mentioned above.
However it is understood that the nature and quality of the
land could be affected and that, as a result, the residual
building may become unviable. Highways England would
look favourably on acquiring all parts of the holding if they
prove to be unviable.
Highways England will keep the Wilderspins involved
during the detailed design process so they can fully
understand the impact on the land and understand their
options going forward. Highways England is committed to
rationalising all aspects of the borrow pit design and
construction methodology during the detailed design stage
to minimise landtake and maximise agricultural use of land
where possible.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

Michael Hamilton (Agent)

Signature:

On behalf of:

Mr A Wilderspin, Mr D Wilderspin, Ms B Wilderspin, Mr T Wilderspin
and G, B & A Wilderspin Ltd

Date:
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Sarah Collins

Signature:

Position:

Property Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

28 October 2015

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:
Date:
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improvement scheme
Statement of Common Ground
between
Highways England
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Mrs F Winter, Mrs V Farbon and Mrs
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John and James Witherow)
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters which are agreed between both parties, as well as
matters which are not agreed and matters which are under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Mrs Sadler, Mrs Farbon and Mrs Winter, owners of New
Barns Farm tenanted by C Behagg (Conington) and Brickyard Farm East
tenanted by Messrs John and James Witherow (Boxworth). It refers to the
application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement
scheme which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015 for examination by the Planning
Inspectorate.

1.2.2

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a 4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition,
it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing
A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the
removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at
Huntingdon.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:
•

Section 1 – this introduction, including identification of the land to which
this SoCG relates

•

Section 2 – a record of engagement undertaken, for example meetings,
emails and letters related to the discussions, including a summary of
each.

•

Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed as a
result of the discussions.

•

Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion, and a
summary of the issues related to each.
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Section 5 – signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record
of the discussions.

Identification of the land to which this SoCG relates

Plot number (from
Book of Reference
(BoR)) for land in DCO
boundary

Land Plan with Plot
Number (from BoR)

Cross-reference to relevant
sheet of the General
Arrangement (GA) drawings

16/24

Sheet 16

Sheet 13

17/4a

Sheet 17

Sheet 13

17/4c

Sheet 17

Sheet 13

18/6a

Sheet 18

Sheet 15

18/6b

Sheet 18

Sheet 15

18/6c

Sheet 18

Sheet 15

18/6d

Sheet 18

Sheet 15

18/6e

Sheet 18

Sheet 15

20/2a

Sheet 20

Sheet 15

20/2b

Sheet 20

Sheet 15

20/2c

Sheet 20

Sheet 15

20/2d

Sheet 20

Sheet 15

20/2f

Sheet 20

Sheet 15

20/2g

Sheet 20

Sheet 15

2

Previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1 The table below identifies those referred to in the SoCG:

Representing

Name

Position / Role

Landowner and
tenants

Michael Hamilton

Land Agent

N/A

Vanda Farbon

Landowner

N/A

Melanie Sadler

Landowner

N/A

Fiona Winter

Landowner
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Highways England

Jon Lewell

Jacobs, appointed consultant acting
for Highways England

Highways England

Kara Connon

Jacobs, appointed consultant acting
for Highways England

2.1.2 The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways

England and Mrs Sadler, Mrs Farbon and Mrs Winter:
Date

Type of engagement

Summary of discussion

21/03/14

Meeting with Vanda
Farbon, Melanie Sadler,
Fiona Winter, Michael
Hamilton and Jon Lewell

Discussions around:
• Access track from New Barns Farm to Brickyard
Farm in front of Friesland Farm
• Design of bridges
• Field layout and farmability

10/09/14

Meeting with Vanda
Discussions around:
Farbon, Melanie Sadler, • Flood compensation area
Fiona Winter, Michael
Hamilton, Jon Lewell and • Land agent fees compensation
• Access track from New Barns Farm to Brickyard
Kara Connon
Farm in front of Friesland Farm
• Design of bridges
• Field layout and farmability

06/03/15

Relevant
The Relevant Representations submitted on behalf
Representations sent to
of Mrs M Sadler, Mrs V Farbon and Mrs F Winter
the Planning
covered the following general topics:
Inspectorate (PINS) on
• Compulsory purchase of land for the
behalf of Mrs M Sadler
development
(Mr C Behagg’s landlord)
by Mr M Hamilton (Mrs M • Temporary possession of the land as necessary
for any required work to be completed
Sadler’s Land Agent).
• Borrow pits, including excavation, working and
restoration
• Issues regarding the total area of the Land which
is required by the A14 development
• Book of Reference containing incorrect
statements (in the original application Book of
Reference submitted with the application in
December1)
• Consultation requested related to land
acquisition and Highways England plans
• The case for the scheme

06/03/15

Relevant
Representations sent to
the Planning

The Relevant Representations submitted on behalf
of Mrs M Sadler, Mrs V Farbon and Mrs F Winter
covered the following topics for New Barns Farm:

1

The original submission version of the Book of Reference (December 2014) was replaced by an updated Book
of Reference in March 2015.
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•

•
•
•

•

06/03/15

Relevant
Representations sent to
the Planning
Inspectorate (PINS) on
behalf of Mrs M Sadler
by Mr M Hamilton:
Brickyard Farm,
Boxworth

Further consultation requested for Plots 17/6 and
Plot 17/4a which are designated as an
Ecological Mitigation Area
Future farm building use near these Ecological
Mitigation Areas in Plot 17/4a
Full consultation requested at detailed design
stage for bridge replacement over Covell’s Drain
Full consultation requested at detailed design
stage for new access road linking Brickyard
Farm to New Barns Farm
Full consultation requested at detailed design
stage relating to the impact of the road upon
existing land drainage, ditches and field
boundaries

The Relevant Representations submitted on behalf
of Mrs M Sadler, Mrs V Farbon and Mrs F Winter
covered the following topics for Brickyard Farm:
• Further land acquisition consultation requested
• Further consultation requested for land used to
access Borrow Pit 5
• Full consultation requested at detailed design
stage relating to the impact of construction works

2.1.3 It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key

correspondence between Highways England and Mrs Sadler, Mrs Farbon and
Mrs Winter in relation to the matters noted in the following sections of this
document.
2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

3.1

Matters agreed

3.1.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and Mrs Sadler,
Mrs Farbon and Mrs Winter) are in agreement.

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

1

Farm access – New Barns Farm
(GA Drawings, Sheets 13 and
15)

A track will be provided by the scheme from New
Barns Farm to Swavesey Junction with a bridge over
Covells Drain. The part of the track which is located
on land owned by Friesland Farm will be subject to
rights granted Highways England to Mrs F Winter,
Mrs V Farbon and Mrs M Sadler and their
successors in title.

2

Book of Reference

Plots 17/6, 18/5a, 18/5b, 18/5c, 18/5d, 20/3 and
20/4a, currently listed in the Book of Reference as
land with ‘Owner Unknown’, are jointly owned by
Mrs M Sadler, Mrs V Farbon and Mrs F Winter.
To the extent (if any) that these concerns have not
already been addressed in the updated Book of
Reference which Highways England submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate on 26 March 2015, they will
be investigated more particularly by Highways
England.

3

Land acquisition: construction
(GA Drawing, Sheets 13 and
15, plots 18/6d, 18/6e, 20/2b,
20/2a)

Highways England has confirmed that the land
required for the construction compound will be
subject only to powers of temporary possession.

3.2

Matters not agreed

3.2.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and Mrs Sadler,
Mrs Farbon and Mrs Winter are not in agreement.

Ref

Description

Matters not agreed

1

Acquisition of land
(GA Drawing, Sheet 15, plots
20/2d, 20/2f )

The land owner questions the necessity to acquire
temporary rights to land which will be used to
access Borrow Pit 5.
Highways England needs rights to be able to
access Borrow Pit 5 without impacting traffic on
Boxworth Road by building a separate haul route.
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4

Record of areas still under discussion

4.1.1

The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under
discussion between Highways England and Mrs Sadler, Mrs Farbon and Mrs
Winter.

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

1

Field pattern adjustment
(GA Drawing, Sheet 15)

Drainage is a significant concern for landowner
and tenant, in particular ditch removal and field
pattern adjustment.
Highways England has put forward the option to
remove ditches and rationalise drainage providing
that the end result is fields of a reasonable size for
the operation of modern farm machinery.
When realigning drainage, the land owner and
tenant have pointed out the need to ensure all
culverts are deep enough to match the channels
already in existence.
Highways England will consult the land owner and
tenant during detailed design to ensure that details
of the field drainage are adequate.

2

Drainage under bridges

Any bridge on the farm should be large enough to
cope with the current water flow.
Highways England confirms that any bridges built
would be adequate to allow current water flow.
Highways England will agree with the landowner
the specification of bridges during the detailed
design.

3

Loss of land to flood
compensation area
(plots 17/4a and 17/6 – GA
Drawing, Sheet 13 )

The current design of the flood compensation area
(FCA) is considered by the land owner to be
inefficient for agricultural purposes. It would result
in a loss of approximately 5Ha. There should be
ongoing discussions at detailed design to minimise
the impact of the FCA on farmability.
Highways England will agree with the landowner
the specification of the FCA during the detailed
design.

4

Alignment of proposed track
around badger sett at New
Barns Farm
(GA Drawing, Sheet 13)

The alignment of the proposed track should be
examined at detailed design stage to minimise the
impact on farmability.
Highways England will agree with the landowner
the specification of the track during the detailed
design.

5

Land acquisition: flood
compensation area
(GA Drawing, Sheet 13)

The landowner feels the land required for the flood
compensation areas could be subject to temporary
rights only, thereby avoiding compulsory
acquisition or possession of the land by Highways
England.
It is Highways England's position that the land is
required to be taken permanently to ensure that
environmental mitigation can be secured in
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion
perpetuity. Furthermore, flood compensation areas
are part of the authorised development that is
permitted by the DCO however Highways
England, during the detailed design is committed
to reviewing the overall layout of the flood
compensation areas to maximise agricultural
usage.

6

Land acquisition: landscaping
(GA Drawing, Sheet 13)

The landowner considers land required for the
landscaping areas could be subject to temporary
rights only, avoiding compulsory acquisition of the
land by Highways England.
It is Highways England's position that the land for
landscaping is an essential part of the scheme that
needs to be secured in perpetuity and therefore
has to be permanently acquired. Furthermore,
landscaping areas are part of the authorised
development that is permitted by the DCO.

7

New Barns Farm land take
(GA Drawing, Sheet 13, plots
17/6 and 17/4a)

The landowner queries the extent of the land, in
Plots 17/6 and 17/4a, which is proposed to be
acquired compulsorily, on the basis that the
proposed land take appears to be for purposes
other than road construction. However, it is
Highways England's position that the proposed
land take is essential to enable it to ensure the
provision of environmental mitigation forming part
of the road scheme. In addition to being required
for road construction, the land in Plots 17/6 and
17/4a is needed to enable Highways England to
deliver ecological mitigation, drainage and flood
protection areas required in connection with the
road scheme. To ensure that environmental
mitigation can be secured in perpetuity, this land
will need to be permanently acquired. The detailed
design process will refine the flood compensation
area boundaries and alignment with the aim of
minimising the loss of agricultural land; however, it
is not envisaged that the proposed level changes
will be significantly amended at the detailed design
stage, and accordingly, it is considered likely that
following the implementation of the scheme, the
land would be less suitable for agricultural use.

8

New Barns Farm buildings
(GA Drawing, Sheet 13, plot
17/4a)

The land owner considers that land adjacent to
farm buildings on plot 17/4a taken for ecological
mitigation will limit future building use.
Highways England considers that the use of this
land is essential to the scheme and will continue to
discuss it in negotiations with the landowner during
the detailed design process, in order to understand
any perceived impact on the existing the buildings.

9

Drainage and field boundaries,
New Barns Farm and Brickyard
Farm
(GA Drawing, Sheets 13 and

The landowner has requested more information
relating to the impact of the road upon existing
land drainage, ditches and field boundaries. This
will be addressed at the detailed design stage.
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Matters under discussion
Highways England will discuss and agree with the
landowner the design of any drainage and field
boundary issues at the detailed design stage.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared jointly by the
applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another party. It sets out matters
of agreement between both parties, as well as matters where there is not an agreement
and matters which are under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of the SoCG is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and the stage
each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as evidence of these
discussions in representations to the Planning Inspectorate as part of their examination of
the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the Applicant, and Coif
Nominees Limited. It refers to the application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31
December 2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015 for examination by the Planning
Inspectorate.

1.2.2

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing A14 at
Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a new bypass to the
south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey and
Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction
improvements, the widening of a 4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton
and Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it
includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk road
between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the existing road
viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:

•

Section 1 – this introduction including identification of the land to which this SoCG
relates.

•

Section 2 – a record of engagement undertaken, for example meetings, emails and
letters related to the discussions, including a summary of each.

•

Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed as a result of the
discussions.

•

Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion and a summary of the
issues related to each.

•

Section 5 – signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record of the
discussions.
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1.4

Identification of the land to which this SoCG relates

Plot number (from
Book of Reference
(BoR)) for land in
DCO boundary

Land Plan showing plot
number (from BoR)

Cross-reference to relevant
sheet of the General
Arrangement (GA) drawings

26/28

Sheet 26

Sheet 22

Plots 26/28 and 26/33 are made up of parking and verge/ landscaping serving Wellbrook
Court, a small business park providing offices, warehouses and light industrial units. The
property benefits from 190 parking spaces which are demised to individual tenants as part
of their lease.
The business Park comprises six individual units with five tenancies currently in place, and
one unit vacant and on the market.
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2

Previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1 The table below identities those referred to in the SOCG:
Representing

Name

Position / Role

Landowner

Maya Orme

BNP Paribas Real Estate

Highways England

Anna Smyth

Property, Highways England

Highways England

Jon Lewell

Jacobs, appointed
Highways England

Landowner

Rosco Chubb

BNP Paribas Real Estate

consultant

acting

for

2.1.2 The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways England and Coif
Nominees Ltd.
Date

Type of engagement

Summary of discussion

12/03/2015

Submission of
representations

Submission of representations by Maya Orme on
behalf of Coif Nominees Limited

25/02/2015

Emails

Request from David Hurton of Arup for further
information

04/03/2015

Email

Confirmation of affected parties by Maya Orme and
request for clarification of impact on plot 26/28

09/04/2015

Email

Confirmation from Anna Smyth that design team will
be consulted on in respect to request to reduce land
take.

08/04/2015

20/04/2015 –
22/04/2015

25/05/2015

27/05/2015 –
28/05/2015

Emails

•

Confirmation from Anna Smyth that extent
of land required still not known and that
further noise assessments are required
once a design team is appointed

•

Request from Maya Orme for details as to
the expected timetable for noise
assessments/preliminary hearings by PINS

•

Reiteration by Maya Orme that continued
uncertainty has a detrimental impact on the
claimants management of their interests

•

Further request for information by Maya
Orme following publication of the Rule 6
Letter

•

Confirmation from Anna Smyth that no
further information would be available in
advance of either Deadlines 1 or 2

•

Reiteration of claimant concerns regarding
uncertainty and blight

•

Verbal confirmation that Acquiring Authority
unlikely to require the land as published

•

Written confirmation that no permanent land
take required from Anna Smyth

•

Query from Maya Orme as to whether the

Emails

Phone call

Emails
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DCO Documentation will be updated to
remove the CPO from the subject land

03/06/201517/06/2015

•

Confirmation from Anna Smyth that the
Statement of Commitments will reflect any
st
changes from the 1 of June

•

Confirmation that Statement of
Commitments had failed to include plots
26/28

•

Arrangement of face to face meeting

Emails

The following was discussed:

22/06/2015

24/06/2015

Maya Orme/ Roscoe
Chubb- BNP Paribas
Real Estate. Anna
Smyth/ Jon Lewell –
Highways England

Email

•

Concern over red line as shown in the DCO
cutting across existing car park owned by
Coif Nominees.

•

Timing of the DCO process

•

Nature of S of Common Ground

•

Construction impacts, timing and
methodology

•

Ongoing Communication

•

Provision by Jon Lewell of SoCG 1 draft

st

2.1.3 It is agreed that this is a summary of record of the meetings and key correspondence between
Highways England and Coif Nominees Ltd in relation to the matters noted in the following sections of
this document.
2.1.4 There are ongoing discussions between the parties around final design and construction.
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3

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

3.1

Matters agreed

3.1.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and Coif Nominees Ltd are in
agreement.

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

Ongoing detail design and
construction programme
issues.

The land owner is concerned that their interests are
currently subject to proposed compulsory acquisition (CA)
powers in the draft DCO within the red line boundary
surrounding plots 26/28 and 26/33
Highways have confirmed verbally and in correspondence
that any land take will be temporary but this has yet to be
reflected in either the DCO plans or in a legally binding
document.

1
The land owner is also unclear as to the construction
programme and methodology and how this will impact on
the operation of the car park.
Highways England will undertake discussions with the land
owner and any other parties involved to manage the
construction process and avoid unnecessary disruption to
car park operations.

3.2

Matters not agreed

3.2.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and Coif Nominees Ltd are not
in agreement.

Ref

Description

Matters not agreed
The landowner has a broad concern relating to the timing of
when the redline boundary will be amended, and whether
the DCO once confirmed will reflect the temporary nature of
the proposed acquisition.
The car parking spaces in question form a key component of
individual leases and are demised by contract to the
landowner’s tenants.

1

Timing of Detail Design and
amendments to the Book of
Reference

The presence of a ‘CPO shadow’ will have ongoing
consequences not just for the day to day management of the
estate but for lease negotiations going forward, especially
should prospective tenants undertake thorough statutory
searches as part of any due diligence exercise prior to
agreeing a new or extended tenancy.
The landowner as such requires that any proposed
amendments to the redline are reflected in the book of
reference prior to the DCO being confirmed, and that the
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Ref

Description

Matters not agreed
land within plots 26/28 and 26/33 is clearly stated within the
CPO notice as being temporary, and not permanent as
currently listed in the deposited plans.
Highways England confirms that no land outside the existing
highway boundary will be acquired compulsorily for the A14
improvement scheme in relation to plots 26/28 and
26/33. Highways England therefore confirms through this
Statement of Common Ground that there will be no
compulsory acquisition of Coif Nominees' land for the
purposes of the scheme.
The precise nature, and most importantly, the extent, of the
temporary use of this land will be discussed with Coif
Nominees through the detailed design process after and if
the DCO is made, as set out below.
Highways England does not propose to change the Book of
Reference and associated application documentation
(including plans) but will undertake to Coif Nominees (in the
form of a legal agreement) that it will not exercise powers of
compulsory acquisition in respect of the above-mentioned
land and will deliver the elements of the scheme which affect
that land through the exercise of powers of temporary
possession and use of land, as agreed with Coif Nominees.
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4

Record of areas still under discussion
The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under discussion
between Highways England and Coif Nominees Ltd in relation to the land at the western
end of General Arrangement Sheet 22 / Plot 26/28.
Ref

Description

Matters under discussion
The landowner’s primary concern is the perceived permanent
landtake under the CPO powers. The red line shown on the
current DCO’s scheme shows landtake of the existing carpark,
which is clearly unacceptable to the landowner. The land is
generally car park with some green verge and associated with
letting of the office / commercial buildings on this local
commercial development. The landowner has made clear that
they do not wish to object to the overall scheme and see the
benefit of the proposed noise mitigation fence. But as detailed
above, they have concerns over the clarity and meaning of the
DCO red line position.

1

Detail Design and
construction

Highways England can confirm that no land outside the existing
highway boundary will be permanently taken for the A14
improvement scheme in this section of the scheme / on Coif
Nominees land.
It is noted that some working area for the installation of a noise
fence shown on or within the existing highway boundary may be
required during construction. In this regard Highways England
confirms that it will continue to discuss with the landowner and all
interested parties the timing and extent of any working area
associated with the construction. The detail design will clarify this
process and Highways England commits to agreeing with the
landowner the methodologies and timing involved in the
construction process to keep disruption to a minimum.

2

Timing of Detail Design
and amendments to the
book of reference

The landowner requires clarity and certainty as to the proposed
impact on their demise before they can remove their objections to
the confirmation of any Compulsory Purchase Powers.
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5

Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:

Name:

Signature:

Position:

Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:
Date:
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Mr G Gredley / Landro (Hinchingbrooke Water Tower Ltd). It
refers to the application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on
31 December 2014.

1.2.2

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a 4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway
at Huntingdon.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:
•

Section 1 – this introduction.

•

Section 2 – a record of engagement undertaken, for example meetings,
emails and letters related to the discussions, including a summary of
each.

•

Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed as
a result of the discussions.

•

Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion, and a
summary of the issues related to each.

•

Section 5 – signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.
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Identification of the land to which this SoCG relates

Plot number (from Land Plan showing
BoR) for land in DCO plot number (from
boundary
BoR)

Cross-reference to relevant
sheet
of
General
Arrangement (GA) drawings

34/4a, 4b, 25b, 25d, Sheet 34
25e, 31b

GA Sheet 02 Huntingdon Town
Centre

2

Previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Mr G Gredley / Landro / Hinchingbrooke Water Tower Ltd.

Date

Type of engagement

Nov 2014

E mails G Gredley
Landro and Jon
Lewell J2A Land
Liaison

•

E mails G Gredley
Landro and Jon
Lewell J2A Land
Liaison

•

May / June 2015

Summary of discussion

•
•

•
•
•

August 2015

E mails G Gredley
Landro and Jon
Lewell J2A Land
Liaison

•

•

•

Clarification of extent of scheme around
the existing highway embankments.
Uncertainty around planting detail
Concern around the area of land shown
for demolition of the existing Huntingdon
viaduct.
Land take to the front of Water Tower / car
park site.
Overall land take around the Water Tower
and embankments.
Inadequacy over levels of liaison
Inadequacy of proposed land for the
demolition and discussions in relation to
the detail of demolition.
Land take to the front of Water Tower / car
park site following Site Inspection and
errors in relation to land take.
Blocking of car park entrance by the A14
proposals, including landscaping / tree
planting.
Concerns that the viaduct may be
retained.

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Mr G Gredley / Landro
(Hinchingbrooke Water Tower Ltd) in relation to the matters noted in the
following sections of this document.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

3.1

Matters agreed

3.1.1

The table below shows the areas where Mr G Gredley / Landro
(Hinchingbrooke Water Tower Ltd)(HWT) is in agreement with Highways
England.

Ref

1

2

Description

Matters agreed

Plot 34/4a.
Compulsory
Acquisition. GA
Huntingdon Town
Centre 02.

Landro/ HWT objects to the taking of parts of Plot 34/4a, which
covers most of the land west of the existing A14 embankment,
but which notably includes land immediately around the Water
Tower and immediately under the west end of the viaduct,
currently used for access to Views Common and for car
parking, but which is proposed to be acquired compulsorily to
provide land for landscaping proposals in connection with the
scheme.
Highways England reports that, following discussion at the
compulsory acquisition hearings in September 2015, Plot 34/4a
has now been subdivided and a new plot created. This new plot
is referenced Plot 34/4c and covers the area of planting behind
the Water Tower and the area of car parking under the existing
viaduct. This solution has been submitted to the Examining
Authority as a proposed design change, DR1.100, presented at
Deadline 9 (in document reference HE/A14/EX/131 (PINS’
reference REP9-006).
The land in new plot 34/4c is no longer shown as being
proposed to be compulsorily acquired; instead, the land in this
plot is proposed to be possessed and used temporarily. The
plot is required to be used in this way to facilitate the
construction of the scheme including the demolition of the
viaduct and its associated embankments.
Highways England also confirms that it is not proposing any
planting in the revised plot 34/4c.

Plot 34/25d.
Compulsory
Acquisition. GA
Huntingdon Town
Centre 02.

Landro/ HWT objects to the taking of Plot 34/25d to the
Brampton Road frontage by way of Compulsory Acquisition.
The plot severs access to the Water Tower site and the
landowners’ view is that this could hamper their aspirations for
the future development of the Water Tower site.
Accordingly, plot 34/25d has been amended in proposed design
change DR1.100 to create two separate plots. Plot 34/25f has
been created as a new temporary possession plot, replacing
the previous proposal to acquire it compulsorily (which proposal
would have blocked access to the Car Park). Use and
possession of the land is required temporarily to allow highway
adjustment during the detailed design and construction phases.
Plot 34/25d remains as a plot in relation to which powers of
compulsory acquisition are proposed to be sought, but has
been reduced in size, to allow the line of tree planting which
Highways England considers is required to continue and
integrate the Brampton Road street scape once the viaduct has
been removed.
Highways England acknowledges that the landowner wishes to
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Description

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Matters agreed
retain ownership of land allocated (under the scheme
proposals) to provide tree planting along the frontage to
Brampton Road (plot 34/25d arising from design change
DR1.100).
The landowner intends to enter into an agreement granting the
temporary rights needed by Highways England to plant the
trees and is accepting an appropriately worded covenant to
ensure that the trees must be maintained in such a way
(specification of maintenance to be set out in the covenants) as
to enable Highways England to provide the appropriate
landscaping required for the A14 scheme in perpetuity.
Further Highways England is committed to discussions and
subsequent agreement with the owner in relation to the exact
form of the tree planting in relation to species, size and spacing
to allow compatibility with the development of the Water Tower
in the future. Highways England understands that if in the future
when the Water Tower development takes place, that any
subsequent planning approvals in relation to that proposal
would supersede the A14 tree planting proposals where they
are not deemed compatible.
If agreement between the landowner and Highways England
has been finalised and entered into (and covenants imposed)
prior to, or by the time at which, Highways England is ready to
start the general vesting declaration (GVD) process or ready to
serve Notices to Treat and Notices of Entry in respect of land or
rights over land to be acquired for the tree planting (in plot
34/25d), then Highways England will not exercise powers of
compulsory acquisition or powers of temporary possession in
respect of the land required for the tree planting along the
Brampton Road frontage.

3.2

Matters not agreed

3.2.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and Mr G
Gredley / Landro (Hinchingbrooke Water Tower Ltd)( HWT)

Ref

Description

Matters not agreed

Plots: 34/1al and new
plot 34/4c

These plots or parts of these plots were originally taken from
The Water Tower Title Lands under the previous A14
improvement scheme (Ellington to Fen Ditton, 2009) and
Landro maintains these lands must be returned. Although
Landro retains a long leasehold interest in most of the newly
formed plot 34/4c the freehold was originally transferred
under threat of compulsory purchase powers and therefore
should be reclaimed and returned. Highways England has
given similar undertakings at this stage to other landowners
to return lands previously acquired for related purposes and
we look for such undertakings to be given concerning our
historical lands.
Highways England agrees to provide an undertaking to offer
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Description

Plots 34/1h and 34/4a
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Matters not agreed
back, in accordance with the Crichel Down Rules, land (if
any) which was previously acquired by the Highways
Agency (as was) where such land is surplus to Highways
England's requirements.
Landro has made objections to the proposed form and
manner of planting to the areas immediately to the North and
North East of the Water Tower Development and illustrated
on the General Arrangement Sheets for Huntingdon Town
Centre and Sheet 1 of Figure 3:2 Outline Environmental
Design Plans. Huntingdon District Council has also raised
concerns over the boundary treatment around the Tower
Development which remains a significant element to The
West of Town Regeneration and views should be preserved
when entering town from the new Views Common Junctions
and beyond. Also that this planting must not encroach so as
to render the development unviable.
Highways England understands and notes the comments in
relation to maintaining views of the water tower site. The
planting concerned will be reviewed as part of the detailed
design; Highways England understands the concern and
considers that the needs of the setting of Views Common in
its proposed status and the views of the Water Tower
development site will be accommodated in the detailed
design.
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4

Record of areas still under discussion

4.1.1

The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under
discussion between Highways England and Mr G Gredley / Landro
(Hinchingbrooke Water Tower Ltd)( HWT).

Ref

1

Description

Matters under discussion

On – going discussion
and agreement through
detail design and
construction.

Landro / HWT would like to be involved in ongoing
discussions around the construction process and the use
of land in their ownership in relation to the demolition of
the viaduct. Landro / HWT would also like ongoing
discussions with Highways England in relation to the
development of the Water Tower site.
Highways England considers that it is essential that
discussions are ongoing especially in relation to the
construction / demolition process; its contractors will
contact Landro/HWT once the detailed design and
construction phase begins. Highways England is also
committed to discussing the detail of the Water Tower
development and where possible to working with Landro to
ensure a coordinated approach. As set out in the ‘matters
agreed’ section above, Highways England will be happy to
take into account Landro’s designs for the frontage to
Brampton Road in the detailed design and in particular in
relation to the proposed planting.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:

Landro / Hinchingbrooke Water Tower Ltd

Date:
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and
another party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as
well as matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are
under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils and non-statutory organisations.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and British Horse Society. It refers to the application for the
proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was
submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014 and accepted
on 27 January 2015 for examination by the Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline
railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the discussions,
including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and The British Horse
Society, in line with the principal issues set out in Annex C
of the Rule 6 letter, including comments from the British
Horse Society on whether the matters are agreed, not
agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate.

Appendix B

Copy of the written representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and the British Horse Society.

Date

Type of engagement

Summary of discussion

24 February
2014

Pre-application nonstatutory
communications

NMU workshop regarding legacy, safety,
connections, growth, and congestion.

9 May 2014

Pre-application nonstatutory
communications

Meeting held regarding NMU provisions. Attendees
included: Highways England, Sustrans,
Cambridgeshire County Council, Cyclists' Touring
Club, Cambridge Cycling Campaign, British Horse
Society, Cambridge Cycling Campaign, and
Swavesey Bridleways.

15 June 2014

Pre-application
Statutory Consultation

Summary of the main issues raised in a formal
response to the public consultation in June 2014:
•

•

•

•

•

It is important that in progressing and
implementing the scheme it is always
remembered that horse riders and horse
carriage drivers are non–motorised road
users and need to be catered for in the
scheme.
Routes and facilities that are being provided
for non-motorised users need to be for all
non-motorised users and not just for
walkers and cyclists.
The opportunity needs to be taken
wherever possible to ameliorate the
severance of public rights of way that
occurred when the original dualling of the
A14 took place.
Provision of any non-motorised routes on
the de-trunked section of the A14 need to
provide for horse riders and horse carriage
drivers.
A traditional top-grit should be used if
carriage drivers and horses are to use it.

9 and 12 March
2015

Pre-examination
Relevant
Representation

Please see appendix A.

17 June 2015

Statement of Common
Ground (SoCG)
meeting

The aim of the meeting was to discuss preparation
of the SoCG. The meeting was attended by
representatives of the British Horse Society and
representatives of Highways England.

17 June 2015

Written representation

Please see appendix B.
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2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and the British Horse Society.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.4

The relevant representation formed the basis for the discussion at the
SoCG meeting. A copy of the relevant representation can be found at
Appendix A.

2.1.5

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2 and 3
of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to the British Horse
Society, and therefore have not been the subject of any discussions
between the parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to
the extent that they are either not of material interest or relevance to the
British Horse Society.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and the British Horse Society at the meeting on 17 June 2015. It outlines
Highways England’s responses to stakeholder issues raised and whether
the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The matters
are addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of the Rule
6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

1

Transportation
and Traffic

Broadly in favour of the
scheme – this is a
qualified response which
will stand as long as the
scheme provides
adequate measures for
horse riders.

This is duly noted.

Agreed.

2

Transportation
and Traffic

Concern over a lack of
safe crossing points for
NMUs.

The NMU facilities and crossings
would be designed in accordance
with the Highways England’s
Standards, the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges for the provision
of facilities for non-motorised users
and the Department for Transport
standards.

Agreed as
long as they
provide for
horse
riders.

Crossing points

Clarification as to whether
the crossings provided at
crossroads are Pegasus
crossings.

At-grade NMU crossing points of
major traffic flows would be
signalised for cyclists and
pedestrians in various locations,
including the local access road at Bar
Hill, western slip roads at Histon
junction, the western arm of the
signalised junction at Brampton Hut,
and all crossing locations in
Huntingdon (document reference 2.2,
Sheets 17, 23, 03, HT01 and HT02).

Agreed as
long as they
are
available for
horse riders
to use.

The facilities in Huntingdon Town
Centre and in the vicinity of
Hinchingbrooke school do not
currently, and would not in the DCO
scheme allow for equestrians as
these are urban locations; apart from
those at Weaver’s Field (Girton –
which is an urban recreational area)
and Swavesey bridge – all other
facilities allow for equestrians.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

Equestrians are catered for in most
NMU facilities provided in rural areas
as part of the scheme
Equestrian dismounting blocks would
be provided on the south-east and
north-east side of the local access
road at the toucan crossing on the
south eastern arm of the local access
road and the Hattons Road link, at
Bar Hill junction (General
Arrangement Sheet 17). This would
enable equestrians to use the Bar
Hill NMU bridge.
3

Engineering
and Design
Severance of
ancient rights of
way

There is concern
regarding the severance
of ancient rights of way
(for example at Brampton)
with the new A14
Huntingdon southern bypass.

The scheme reinstates a number of
connections across the existing A14
which were severed as part of earlier
A14 schemes and the original
widening of the A1.

Agreed.

Agreed.

The following routes would be
reconnected:
Bridleways 225/14; 225/15; 151/10,
16/1 and 99/6 and Footpaths (86/3,
150/5 and 99/7) would be
reconnected by the Fenstanton to
Huntingdon Road, Girton NMU
facility.
Bridleway 28/19 and Footpaths 28/2
and 28/15 and Grafham Road
National Cycle Route will be
reconnected.
There will be a new local access
road at Dry Drayton junction with
Girton and Girton Accommodation
Bridge.
Bridleway 16/1 on the south-west
side of A14 at Bar Hill will be
connected to the facility on the northeast side of the local access road by
a shared equestrian, cycle and
pedestrian bridge.
The scheme submitted for the
Development Consent Order reconnects the severed bridleway
28/19 with the cul de sac section of
West End, Brampton. It also provides
connection between these, footpaths
28/15 and 28/2, Grafham Road
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

(National Cycle Route 12), and
Brampton Hut Services. These
provide comprehensive connections
in the area for pedestrians, cyclists
and equestrians, enabling journeys
for leisure and employment
purposes.
An additional facility would be
provided to link the south side of the
A14 west of Brampton Hut junction
with the new minor road, Woolley
Road, which provides access to rural
destinations beyond, via the minor
road network. This provides
connectivity for non-motorised users
to travel to/from the new facilities
proposed in the scheme which link
Brampton with Brampton Hut
services to the south of A14, and the
north side of the A14 at Brampton
Hut with Woolley Road and rural
destinations beyond.
A signalised crossing for cyclists and
pedestrians (and dismounted horses
led in hand) would be provided
across both carriageways of the west
arm of the A14 at Brampton Hut
junction, enabling users to cross
safely. On reaching the low trafficked
minor road, Woolley Road, users
would walk on the verges or travel in
the carriageway.

Agreed as
long as
reference to
nonmotorised
users
includes
equestrians.

Agreed.

All of the NMU facilities mentioned
includes provision for equestrians
with the exception of Swavesey NMU
bridge.
Further details on public rights of way
and bridleways at Brampton Hut are
1
set out in HE/14/EX/134 including
illustrations of the Brampton NMU
proposals.

1

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%209%20/Highways%20England%20-%20HE-A14-EX134%20Explanation%20of%20Public%20Rights%20of%20Way%20and%20NonMotorised%20User%20Facilities%20at%20Alconbury%20to%20Brampton%20before%20and%20after%20the%20Sche
me.pdf
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

4

Engineering
and Design

NMU provision should be
improved along the
section of the A14 which
is proposed to be detrunked.

The proposed equestrian/cycle/
pedestrian track would provide a
facility from Fenstanton to the
outskirts of Cambridge, at
Huntingdon Road, Girton, a length of
approximately 12 km. This would
connect a number of severed
bridleways and footpaths, and
communities. The remainder of the
improvements to the NMU provision
of A14 (Fenstanton to Huntingdon)
would be a matter for
Cambridgeshire County Council.

Agreed.

Improvement of
NMU provision
on de-trunked
sections of the
A14

Severance of bridleways
is a particular concern.
For example, Bridleway
19 appears to be severed
at Brampton.

The scheme submitted for the
Development Consent Order reconnects the severed bridleway
28/19 with the cul de sac section of
West End, Brampton. This would be
linked via new bridleways each side
of the A1/A14 alignment, over
Grafham Road bridge and via the
bridges at the A1/A14 junction,
creating a potential circular route. It
also links to Brampton via West End.
It also provides connection between
these, footpaths 28/15 and 28/2,
Grafham Road (National Cycle Route
12), and Brampton Hut Services.
These provide comprehensive
connections in the area for
pedestrians, cyclists and
equestrians, enabling journeys for
leisure and employment purposes.

Agreed the
bridges
need to
have
equestrian
parapets.

Where equestrians are catered on
the verge the bridges will have
equestrian parapets.
5

Engineering
and Design
Increased and
enhanced NMU
provisions

HE/A14/EX/165

Across the scheme the
British Horse Society are
seeking improvements
including more
bridleways, better
crossing points and
bridges, which, where
practical should be a
multi-user bridge rather
than footbridge. The
increased uses offered by
a bridleway is of more
value to a range of nonmotorised users.

NS01/8

An assessment of impact on all
travellers, including NMUs has been
undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 15 of the Environmental
Statement (document reference 6.1).
During operation, the scheme would
have beneficial effects on the ability
to undertake journeys on foot, bicycle
or by horse.
The introduction of the new nonmotorised users’ route between
Fenstanton and Girton would greatly
improve connectivity for non-car
based travel. New routes, footbridges

Agreed.

Agreed
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Subject to design, the
provision of new NMU
provision is supported,
especially where
segregation is provided
from traffic (by physical
barrier).

and footways would be provided to
ensure continued connectivity in the
public rights of way network north
and south of the new Huntingdon
Southern Bypass.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

Equestrians are catered for in the
new local access road and bridge
crossings (except Swavesey)
In general, the scheme would
maintain and in many areas would
improve recreational routes for
walking, cycling and horse riding.

6

Engineering
and Design
Accessibility for
equestrians

7

Engineering
and Design
NMU routes
suitable for
equestrians

Clarity is required with
regard to why steps are to
be used at the Brampton
Interchange (General
Arrangement plan 03/24),
as opposed to a
continuous ramp.

The bridge at Brampton Interchange
would incorporate ramps for
equestrians and cyclists. During
consultation, a request was received
to provide steps for pedestrians.
These would be provided as part of
the scheme.

Agreed.

In addition a footbridge
over Ellington Brook will
not be suitable for horses,
a multi-user bridge is
preferable (General
Arrangement plan 03/24).

The new bridleway which would be
provided north of the existing A14
linking to Wooley Road would
incorporate a bridge across the
Ellington Brook which would be a
multi-user bridge suitable for use by
all NMUs including equestrian users.

Agreed
provided
that
equestrian
parapets
are
provided to
the bridge.

Clarification is required
with regard to the
difference between the:

An existing PROW/NMU route is an
existing facility suitable for use by
pedestrians, cyclists and
equestrians.

Agreed.

-

-

Existing PROW/NMU
route;
Existing PROW/NMU
route – stopped up;
and
New/realigned
PROW/NMU route
which feature on the
General Arrangement
Plans.

This includes the
difference between the
new bridleways, multiuse
cycleways, footways and
equestrian tracks (as
identified the plan
annotations). The
citations used for

HE/A14/EX/165
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An existing PROW/NMU route –
stopped up, is an existing NMU
facility that is proposed to be closed
as part of the A14 scheme.
The Rights of Way and Access plans
will show any new PROW/NMU
routes, and any realignments of
exiting NMU routes.
The Development Consent Order
Document 2.02, General
Arrangement drawings show the
NMU routes throughout the scheme
with labelling indicating the types of
NMUs which would be
accommodated.
The Development Consent Order
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

bridleways and footpaths
appear to be the same.
This raises the question
as to whether the existing
public right of way is just
for walkers or whether
equestrians are permitted
users also.

Rights of Way and Access plans
(document reference 2.05) show only
those facilities to be created outside
of the highway proposals or where
the proposed highway has restricted
use.

Laybys and bridleways
require proper separation,
with a physical barrier
rather than a verge, clarity
required as to whether
this will be provided.

The latest Department for Transport
best practice guidelines have been
used in the design of the scheme, in
conjunction with Highways England’s
design standards, which allow for
separation from carriageways and
widening for edge shyness where
vertical features are located at the
rear of the facilities.

In general, is fencing
provided by Highways
England?

There would be no lay-bys proposed
on the new main carriageway or local
access road apart from emergency
bays on the main carriageway.
There would be a visibility screen
between the main carriageways of
A14, A1 and the local access roads,
where they run parallel and at the
approach interfaces of these routes.
Fencing would be provided, generally
at the highway boundary.
A fence would not be provided
between the NMU facility and the
local access road. Providing a fence
would create an isolation issue for
NMUs, particularly pedestrians,
whilst it would create a significant
maintenance burden and potential
exposure to risk for road workers.
9

Engineering
and Design
Parapet
parameters

All the parapet heights of
bridges (not just those
with bridleways on) need
to be 1.8 metres minimum
with an ideal clearance of
2 metres.
Solid infills (i.e. of steel) of
0.6 metres would be
ideal, to prevent the horse
from seeing passing
traffic.

HE/A14/EX/165
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At every location where an
equestrian track is provided, the
parapet height on the side where the
equestrian track is located would be
1.8m, in accordance with Highways
England’s standards and Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges would
be provided on bridges.
Steel infills would be in accordance
with Highways England standards.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

Agreed.

Agreed.

Agreed.

Agreed.

Agreed.

Not agreed,
infill needs
to be at
least 1m not
0.6m as
originally
stated.
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

10

Engineering
and Design

Upgrading river footpaths
to bridleway would be
appreciated where
practical.

This is however outside the scope of
the scheme as the upgrading of
existing footpaths to bridleways is a
matter for Cambridgeshire County
Council.

Not agreed.

NMU route
upgrades

In particular the British
Horse Society request
that the existing
PROW/NMU dissecting
the River Great Ouse
west viaduct be upgraded
to a bridleway (General
Arrangement plan 07/24).
11

Engineering
and Design
Concern over
route gradients

12

Engineering
and Design
Connectivity

13

Engineering
and Design
Appropriate
surfacing

There should be no steep
gradients on routes in
proximity to drains.

High quality NMU facilities are
provided in the application, which
provide sufficient width and limits of
curvature and gradient, taking
account of the type of users
accommodated in each facility
(equestrians, cyclists or pedestrians).
The latest Department for Transport
best practice guidelines have been
used, in conjunction with Highways
England’s design standards, which
allow also for separation from
carriageways and widening for edge
shyness where vertical features are
located at the rear of the facilities.

Agreed.

The footpath at Ellington
23 needs to connect north
to the other footpaths.
This should also include
provision for equestrians.

The existing footpath terminates
when it meets the verge of the A14.
There is no proposal to connect with
other footpaths to the north.

Not agreed.

A grass surface is better
for equestrian users,
recognising that cyclists
would rather have a
tarmac surface.

Bridleways would have an unbound
compacted surface to facilitate
comfortable use by equestrians.

Agreed.

On bridges non-slip
surfacing is requested.

14

Engineering
and Design
Safe access at
Swavesey

HE/A14/EX/165

The suggested upgrade of the
footpath to bridleway would be a
matter for consideration by
Cambridgeshire County Council as it
is not required as a part of the
scheme. It would require assessment
by CCC, if they considered the
proposal was appropriate.

Materials for use on bridges and
routes to be used by all NMUs will be
confirmed when more detailed
design work is carried out.

Stone mastic asphalt is
not suitable.

The facility along the local access
road would include a grass verge at
the rear of the NMU path which
equestrians could use if desired.

Does the Swavesey
junction provide safe
access for NMUs? This
requires further

The local access road would
continue on the north side of the
Swavesey junction, providing a
continuous facility from the north-

NS01/11
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Agreed.

Agreed.
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Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

junction

clarification.

west to the south-east through the
junction.
Opportunities for equestrians to
cross the A14 and local access road
would be provided at Robins Lane
and Bar Hill. This provision was
discussed with local equestrian user
groups and considered appropriate.

15

Engineering
and Design
Appropriate
signage

16

Engineering
and Design
Queries relating
to the General
Arrangement
Plans

HE/A14/EX/165

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

Agreed.

The Swavesey NMU bridge would be
provided for pedestrians and cyclists
only as it would link the south-west
side of A14 footways with the
pedestrian/cycle route provided
recently on Bucking Way Road by
Cambridgeshire County Council. The
bridge would be a macadam surface.

Agreed.

Proper signage is
required across the route,
especially for nonmotorised users.

A direction signing strategy is in
development and it is intended that
comprehensive signing would be
provided on the routes, where
appropriate Including signing for
NMU journeys.

Agreed

In reference to inset A
(GA 05/24) why is there a
break in the NMU route?
(I believe the break
referred to is that between
the existing NMU route
and the new NMU route
along Park Road).

There is not a break in the NMU
route. The NMU route on Park Road
extends only to bridleway 19, not to
footpath 28/2 which travels
eastwards from the proposed
bridleway to join Park Road further
north-east of the location and is thus
not affected by the scheme beyond
the bridleway.

Agreed.

In reference to NMU route
running adjacent to
Buckden Road, would
there be a physical
separation? (GA 06/24)

No there would not.

Agreed.

What is the nature of the
crossing at roundabout
between Brampton and
Buckden Road? The
British Horse Society note
that a Pegasus crossing
would be required if it
were to allow access from
one side to another (GA
06/24)

It would be an at-grade, uncontrolled
crossing with a refuge.

Not agreed
–
opportunity
should be
taken to
provide a
Pegasus
crossing.

NS01/12

In general Cambridgeshire County
Council has not been keen on the
use of Pegasus crossings. The
current usage at this location is
negligible (with no equestrians). A
controlled crossing could be
considered at a future stage as either
legacy or by CCC, if usage
suggested it was necessary.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

What is the nature of the
Offord Road bridge with
regard to height, parapets
and surfacing? BHS
advise that non slip
surfacing should feature
across the scheme (GA
07/24)

It would be a shared pedestrian,
cycleway and equestrian track. The
parapet on the south-east side would
be 1.8 m high. The nature of the
surface would be confirmed at the
detailed design stage.

Agreed

Is the Corpus Christi
accommodation bridge a
private property? (GA
08/24)

It is a private access road.

Agreed.

In reference to Bridleway
Godmanchester
1Pathfinder long distance
walk- is it a pathfinder or
is it a bridleway? If it is a
bridleway it shouldn’t be a
Pathfinder long distance
walk. (GA 08/24)

Highways England agree to this
point, there was a misunderstanding
caused by a mislabelling of a
drawing.

Agreed.

What is the nature of the
crossing at both Ermine
Street roundabouts? (GA
09/24).

They would be uncontrolled
crossings of slip roads used for
emergency vehicles and
maintenance purposes only.

Agreed.

Which side of the
Huntingdonshire D.C
Award Drain will the
bridleway run? (GA
10/24). Will there be any
steep drops into the
drain?

The south side – the existing
bridleway is unaffected except where
it is crossed by the A14 alignment,
where a realignment to the south
would be provided.

Agreed.

Is Hemingford Grey 10 a
footpath, footway or
bridleway? (GA 10/24)

It is a bridleway and we have noted
that the label points to the wrong
section.

Agreed.

What is the status of West
Brook Track? (GA 11/24)

This is not shown on the DCO
version of GA11/24. West Brook is a
watercourse, which would be
diverted in the vicinity of the new
alignment of A14 and B1040 Potton
Road. The PROW along its southern
bank is footpath 87/7.

Agreed.

What is the continuation
of the Fenstanton
footpath 6? (GA 12/24)

Footpath 87/14 would be
extinguished. Footpath 87/6 would
continue along the southern verge of

Agreed.
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Although the section shown on
GA08/24 is a bridleway, the
Pathfinder Long Distance Walk is
generally a long distance route
promoted by Cambridgeshire County
Council and the Long Distance
Walkers Association.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

the Conington Road link from
Fenstanton, then south along
Conington Road until it joins the
original alignment of footpath
Conington 53/1, which would also be
extinguished.

HE/A14/EX/165

The British Horse Society
suggest that New Barns
Lane is upgraded to
bridleway (GA 12/24)

This is a replacement for footpath
53/2 which is closed along part of its
length, and is not currently available
as a bridleway.

Not agreed.

Is there a reason for why
the footway, cycleway
and equestrian track
adjacent to Huntingdon
road seen on GA 12/24
becomes only a footway
and cycleway on GA
13/24?

Unfortunately the labels on GA13/24
are incorrect and should indicate
footway, cycleway, equestrian track.

Agreed.

What is the nature of the
crossings at Swavesey
junction? All should be
bridleways (GA 15/24).
Advise that more
annotations are required
on the plans.

They would all be uncontrolled
crossings using refuges in the centre
of the road which could be used by
equestrians if desired.

Not agreed.

Is the NMU route adjacent
to the A14 (on GA 16/24)
all bridleway?

The route adjacent to the local
access road would be a
footway/cycleway and equestrian
track.

Agreed.

What is the nature of the
crossing at Oakington
roundabout? (GA 18/24)

It would be an uncontrolled crossing
using a refuge in the centre of the
road.

Agreed.

Will the ‘existing Dry
Drayton junction bridge
modified to accommodate
NMU users’ include all
NMUs? (GA 18/24)

It would be modified to provide an
NMU track on one side, with a 1.8 m
parapet.

Agreed.

Will the existing Girton 8
footpath link up with any
NMU routes? (GA 20/24)

Girton footpath 8 would join the NMU
facility on the south side of the local
access road.

Agreed.

Will the NMU route shown
on GA 20/24
accommodate all NMU
users?

The route adjacent to the local
access road would be a
footway/cycleway and equestrian
track.

Agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

Do the upgraded routes
e.g. Girton footpath 4 and
5 accommodate all NMU
users? (GA 21/24)

These are not being upgraded as
part of this scheme, but are being
dealt with by Cambridgeshire County
Council and would become
bridleways.

Agreed

Is the ‘new footway and
cycle track to extend to
local road’ upgraded to a
bridleway? (GA 21/24)

It would be upgraded to permit cycle
use between Girton Accommodation
Bridge and Weavers Field. It was not
proposed to convert this path to a
bridleway, It is metalled from footpath
Girton 4 to Weaver’s Field, and
passes through an urban recreational
area with a playground.

Not agreed.

What is the status of the
existing NMU route
adjacent to Woodhouse
Farm? (GA 22/24)

There is not a bridleway adjacent to
Woodhouse Farm – the feature is a
structural one.

Agreed.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

23.9.15

Name:

Mark Weston

Signature:

Agreed via email.

On behalf of:

British Horse Society

Date:

3rd September, 2015
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Appendix A: Relevant representation
That the scheme needs to include provisions that cater for all nonmotorised users, particularly horse riders, and especially in respect of
creating safe routes and creating new and maintaining existing crossing
points.
I am a local resident living in Stapleford. I am a horserider and fully support
the submissions on NMU provision given as responses to this consultation
from A14NMU and its founder-group members, Swavesey Bridleways,
British Horse Society, Sustrans, Cambridge Cycling Campaign, Cyclists
Touring Club (Cambridge) and Ramblers Association (Cambridge), as well
as the submission from the Local Access Forum (Cambridgeshire).
Good NMU provision helps decrease traffic levels and provides a more
pleasant environment for us all to live and work in, meets the requirements
of the Cambridgeshire ROWIP to improve and extend the fragmented
bridleway system and provides health benefits with RoW access for many
different user groups.
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Appendix B: Written representation
The British Horse Society
1. The British Horse Society (BHS) represents the interests of the 3.4
million people in the UK who ride or who drive horse-drawn vehicles. With
the membership of its Affiliated Riding Clubs and Bridleway Groups, the
BHS is the largest and most influential equestrian charity in the UK. The
BHS is committed to promoting the interests of all equestrians and the
welfare of horses and ponies through education and training.
2. The equine industry is estimated to be worth £7 billion to the UK
economy and to employ 220,000 – 270,000 people.
3. 90% of riders are female2. 25% of riders are aged under 16 years and
48% are aged under 24 years3.
4. The Strategy for the Horse Industry in England and Wales, published in
December 2005, was prepared by the British Horse Industry Confederation
in partnership with the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs,
the Department for Culture, Media and Sport and the Welsh Assembly
Government4.
5. The Strategy includes the following aims:
Aim 2 ‘Increase participation in equestrianism and develop the social
contribution of the Horse Industry.’
Aim 3 ‘Boost the economic performance of equestrian businesses.’
Aim 5 ‘Increase access to off-road riding and carriage driving’,
including the encouragement and improvement of urban and suburban
riding and carriage driving. The Paucity of the Equestrian Public Rights
of Way Network
6. The length of the public right of way network in England currently
amounts to 188,700km, consisting of 146,600km of footpaths, 32,400km of
bridleways, 3,700km of byways and 6,000km of restricted byways. Horse
riders therefore, currently have access to only 22% of public rights of way
and horse-drawn vehicle drivers to only 5%. Many rights of way are now
disconnected from each other because the roads that should connect them
are no longer safe for equestrians to use because of the speed and volume
of motorised traffic on them. This leaves many equestrians without a safe
local route to use. 1 The health benefits of horse riding in the UK –
Research undertaken by the University of Brighton and Plumpton College 2
The National Equestrian Survey 2011 (BETA) 3
http://www.bhic.co.uk/downloads/full-strategy-report.pdf
Road Safety
2

The health benefits of horse riding in the UK – Research undertaken by the University of Brighton and Plumpton College
The National Equestrian Survey 2011 (BETA)
4
3 http://www.bhic.co.uk/downloads/full-strategy-report.pdf
3
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7. Over the years road design has provided safe refuges and paths for
walkers and cyclists, but in the process has mainly forgotten the needs of
equestrians and in some cases made things even worse for equestrians.
8. The NHS Hospital episode statistics for 2011 – 12 show that there were
4,142 ‘animal rider or occupant animal drawn vehicle injured in transport
accident’ (V80)
http://www.hesonline.nhs.uk/Ease/servlet/ContentServer?siteID=1937&cate
goryID=211
9. 504 road accidents involving horses have been recorded on The
Society’s www.horseaccidents.org.uk reporting website since it was
launched in the autumn of 2010. Many accidents and near misses are still
not being recorded yet so the total should be much higher.
Response of The British Horse Society
The benefits of the proposed scheme are stated to include ‘ …providing
safe local access for pedestrians and other non – motorised road users,’ it
is important that in progressing and implementing the scheme it is always
remembered that horse riders and horse carriage drivers are non –
motorised road users and need to be catered for in the scheme. Routes and
facilities that are being provided for non motorised users need to be for all
non motorised users and not just for walkers and cyclists. The opportunity
needs to be taken wherever possible to ameliorate the severance of public
rights of way that occurred when the original dualling of the A14 took place.
Provision of any non motorised routes on the detrunked section of the A14
need to provide for horse riders and horse carriage drivers. Only a surface
with a traditional top-grit should be used if carriage drivers and horses are
to use it without the likelihood of slipping.
The following advice should be adhered to:
http://www.bhs.org.uk/~/media/BHS/Files/PDF%20Documents/Access%20l
eaflets/Horse%20and%20Highway%20Surfacing%20Leaflet.ashx
http://www.bhs.org.uk/~/media/BHS/Files/PDF%20Documents/Access%20l
eaflets/BHS%20Advice%20Surfaces.ashx
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement
prepared jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order
(DCO) and another party. It sets out matters of agreement between
both parties, as well as matters where there is not an agreement
and matters which are under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues
discussed and the stage each issue is at during the discussion.
The SoCG can be used as evidence of these discussions in
representations to the Planning Inspectorate as part of their
examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various
parties, including Parish Councils and non-statutory organisations.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Cambridge Cycling Campaign. It refers to the
application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme which was submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the
existing A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at
Milton. It includes a new bypass to the south of Huntingdon,
carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey and
Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It
also includes junction improvements, the widening of a 4.5 mile
section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and
approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it
includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey
junctions, and the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East
Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the discussions,
including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and Cambridge Cyclists
Campaign, in line with the principal issues set out in
Annex C of the Rule 6 letter including comments from
the Cambridge Cycling Campaign on whether the
matters are agreed, not agreed or still under
discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and
accurate record of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to the
Planning Inspectorate.

Appendix B

Transport Assessment modal split.

Appendix C

Highways England response to Matter 15 and ‘rat running’.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Cambridge Cycling Campaign is a charity run by volunteers. Founded in
1995, its aim is to achieve safer, better and more cycling in the
Cambridge area, where about half of the local population uses a bike at
least once a month. Many of the cycle facilities such as paths, lanes,
traffic signals, bridges and cycle parks have been developed through the
work done by its members. The charity has a vision to transform cycling
across the Cambridge area. Its aim is to provide cycle facilities and cycle
routes and to help to change the road environment to be more suitable
for cyclists.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between
Highways England and Cambridge Cycling Campaign.
Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

21 March
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Initial workshop with local non-motorised users groups.
The event began with a short presentation of the current
status of the A14 Improvement scheme, including a high
level introduction of the proposed scheme, results of the
options consultation and the DCO process. This was
then followed by a free discussion. Attendees included:
Cambridge Ramblers Association Cambridge Right to
Ride Cambridge Cycling Campaign Brampton
Bridleways Group

21 March
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Workshop for environmental and active community
groups (workshop 1).

1 May
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Letter with 52 detailed points and accompanying
scheme general arrangement maps.

9 May
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Meeting held to discuss NMU facility provision.

9 May
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Meeting held regarding NMU provision. Attendees
included representatives from Sustrans, Cambridgeshire
County Council, Cyclists' Touring Club, Cambridge
Cycling Campaign, British Horse Society, Cambridge
Cycling Campaign, and Swavesey Bridleways.

28 May
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Email from Robin Heydon to David Plummer requesting
an update and feedback on points raised from the May
9 meeting.

19 June
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory

Email from Robin Heydon to Highways Agency
regarding the Cycling Campaign's objection to the
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communications

proposals

3
November
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

NMU workshop where a video and slides regarding the
need for the scheme were shown.

24
February
2015

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

NMU workshop regarding legacy, safety, connections,
growth, and congestion.

12 March
2015

Pre-examination
relevant rep.

Please see appendix A.

22 May
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground (SoCG)
discussion

Telephone discussion including Cambridge Cycling
Campaign, Cycling Touring Club, Sustrans and
Highways England representatives.

2.1.3 It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key

correspondence between Highways England and Cambridge Cycling
Campaign.
2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5 The relevant representation formed the basis for the discussion at the

SoCG teleconference. A copy of the relevant representation can be
found at Appendix A.
2.1.6 It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2

and 3 of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to
Cambridge Cycling Campaign, and therefore have not been the
subject of any discussions between the parties. As such, those matters
can be read as agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of
material interest or relevance to Cambridge Cycling Campaign.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways
England and Cambridge Cycling Campaign at the teleconference
on 22 May 2015 and subsequent updates. It outlines Highways
England’s responses to stakeholder issues raised and whether the
stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The
matters are addressed in line with principal issues identified in
Annex C of the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder issue

Highways England
response

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

1

Transportation
and Traffic

Cyclists Touring Club
Cambridge:

Agreed

Support for
NMU provision
from Girton to
Bar Hill

Support for NMU
provision from Girton
to Bar Hill, especially
where the NMU local
access roads are four
metres wide and
separated from the
carriageway. The
proposed bridges at
Swavesey and Bar Hill
are welcomed.

The metalled paths are three
metres wide on the LAR
route north of Dry Drayton
and four metres wide south
of Dry Drayton. This is based
on Cambridgeshire County
Council discussion and
supports particular volumes
of users (360 users per hour
north of Dry Drayton, 480
users per hour south of Dry
Drayton).

Transportation
and Traffic

Sustrans:

Support duly noted.

Agreed.

Support duly noted.

Agreed.

2

Need for NMU
provision

3

Sustrans recognises
that the proposed
NMU infrastructure
aligns with the
Department for
Transport’s (DfT’s)
‘Action for Roads: A
st
Network for the 21
Century’ publication
(July 2013), which
identifies the need to
restore NMU
infrastructure that has
been subject to
severance.

Transportation
and Traffic

Cambridge Cycling
Campaign

NMU provision

Support for NMU
provision from Girton

HE/A14/EX/190
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
response

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

The scheme would impact on
traffic through villages. There
would be a reduction in rat
running. Currently,
congestion and uncertain
journey times on the A14
lead to some drivers
choosing to use alternative
routes. The improvements to
the A14 would reduce
journey times and make
them more reliable. Hence,
where rat running is currently
an issue, the scheme should
be a benefit to villages.

Not Agreed.

interchange to
Fenstanton.
4

Transportation
and Traffic
Sustrans
question the
need for the
scheme itself

Sustrans
The proposed scheme
would introduce
congestion in towns
and villages.
Solving congestion at
one location would
increase congestion
elsewhere.
Further stakeholder
comment:
If there is an accident
on the A14 then traffic
will divert to these
same unsuitable
village streets. More
support should be
made to close existing
rat runs – especially
those that are illegally
used such as the
Airfield Road between
Oakington and
Longstanton.

HE/A14/EX/190

The enforcement of illegal
road use is a matter for the
police.
Works required for local
roads are a matter for the
County Council as local
highways authority.
Detailed mitigation plans
need to be developed
between Highways England
and the emergency services.
Highways England are in
dialogue with
Cambridgeshire Fire &
Rescue Service (Fire),
Cambridgeshire
Constabulary (Police) and
East of England Ambulance
Service (the “Emergency
Services”) to prepare traffic
mitigation plans.
Traffic management plans in
the event of road closure are
still being considered. The
Highways England resilience
group is working on this
issue and results will be
provided to Emergency
Services when available.
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder issue

Highways England
response

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

5

Transportation
and traffic

Cambridge Cycling
Campaign

Not Agreed.

Traffic
forecasts

It has been reported
that cyclists’ traffic has
increased by 13% in
the past 10 years.
How have Highways
England considered
these increases within
the traffic forecasts?

Whilst cyclists are not directly
modelled in CHARM3a, there
is a cycling/walking subassignment model
component in the Cambridge
Sub-Regional Model
(CSRM), which has been
used in deriving the forecast
year demand matrices for
application in the traffic
model. Therefore, whilst
cyclists are not directly
represented on the modelled
network, the effects of
changes in cycle costs and
mode share are included in
the traffic forecasts.

Further stakeholder
comment:
We still have no traffic
forecasts for bicycle
traffic. This is
unacceptable given
the high level of use
by bicycles by the
local population. The
argument that
CHARM2 and
CHARM3a models do
not accommodate
bicycle traffic appears
to suggest that people
who ride bicycles are
irrelevant. The use of
bicycles in Cambridge
and the surrounding
area is increasing, yet
the models have not
taken this into
account.

HE/A14/EX/190

Traffic surveys undertaken
by Highways England to
support the development of
the traffic model indicate that,
outside Cambridge,
motorcycle and pedal cycles
typically account for less than
2% of traffic movements on
local roads in the peak hours.
Thus, it is reasonable to
conclude that cycle flows on
the roads most affected by
the scheme would be small
and therefore their omission
from the traffic model would
not be expected to have a
material impact on the
forecast impacts of the A14
improvement scheme. It is
recognised that cycle flows
on the roads within
Cambridge will be
significantly higher, however,
all of the modelling
undertaken to date has
indicated that the impact of
the A14 scheme in central
Cambridge would be small.
Again, therefore the omission
of cycles from the traffic
model would not be expected
to have a material impact on
the forecast impacts of the
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
response

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

A14 improvement scheme.
NMU use has been counted
at a number of locations to
assess existing usage, this
data has been used to inform
decisions although not in
terms of traffic predictions.
6

Transportation
and traffic

Cambridge Cycling
Campaign

Local road
provision

There should be better
NMU provisions on
local roads.
Further stakeholder
comment:
We still await details
as to the widths and
junction designs that
would be critical to the
success of this
scheme for NMU
traffic. It is clear that
such analysis has
been done for
motorised traffic, so
why can it not be done
for non-motorised
traffic?
Sustrans
The roads have been
designed to
encourage faster
speeding vehicles.
Therefore, high quality
NMU provisions are
required on minor
roads along the whole
of the route.

Details as to the widths have
been discussed in NMU
workshops.

Not Agreed.

Approximately 30 km of new
NMU facilities would be
provided within the scheme,
including facilities on most of
the new over-bridges
proposed, two new NMU
bridges (at Swavesey and
Bar Hill), a 12 km facility
segregated from the
carriageway linking
Fenstanton with Huntingdon
Road, Girton, new links
around the Girton
interchange, Brampton
interchange and at Mill
Common, Huntingdon.
It is considered these
facilities meet the scheme
objectives for NMUs.
It is acknowledged that local
roads have been designed to
Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB)
Standards. This leads to
roads designed to common
and widely acknowledged
standards with acceptable
levels of safety. This
approach was agreed with
Cambridgeshire County
Council (CCC). Connections
between new and existing
sections of road have been
designed to ensure a smooth
and safe transition between
new and old.
Dialogue with CCC also
included agreement on
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
response

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

design speed, highway cross
section and NMU provision.
In relation specifically to
NMU provision, most side
roads including the local
access road would include
separate NMU provision in
the form of dedicated NMU
routes designed to an
appropriate standard with
safe crossing points where
required. This would ensure
safer segregation between
NMU’s and vehicular traffic.
In addition separate NMU
bridges at Swavesey
Junction and Bar Hill junction
would remove interaction
between NMU’s and
vehicular traffic within the
junction. Points where NMU
routes re-join the
carriageway would be
designed to ensure this can
be carried out safely. In
many other locations NMU
routes have been provided or
existing routes, including
bridleways and footpaths,
have been diverted to
provide additional
connectivity and/or
alternative routes for NMU’s
which avoid local roads
altogether.

7

Transportation
and traffic

Cyclists Touring Club
Cambridge

Routes north of
Girton

Traffic Regulation
Orders (TRO) are
required in some
areas to improve NMU
provision.
In particular, Girton to
Histon and Histon to
Milton, where
improvements for
NMU could be
introduced.

HE/A14/EX/190

Consideration has been
given to the request for nonmotorised user facilities on
the northern side of the
existing A14 between Girton
and Histon Interchanges, and
Histon to Milton
Interchanges. Discussions
held with the Highway
Authority (Cambridgeshire
County Council) indicated
their desire for NMU facilities
to be provided on the south
side of A14 in connection
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
response

Further stakeholder
comment:

with the Darwin Green
development. This would
include use of the existing
Woodhouse Accommodation
Bridge across the A14 as an
NMU route linking with
existing bridleways on the
north side of A14.

The route between
Girton and Histon is
not being widened
because it was
widened already as a
rushed scheme that
took no account of
bicycle traffic – apart
from installing “bicycle
dismount signs” on the
entrance to a 50 mph
dual carriageway. The
strategic road
schemes should be
cycle proofing, not
reducing the ability for
people to cycle. Given
that this section of
road will be carrying
more traffic, why is
bicycle traffic being
encouraged to use
this section of road?

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

In summary, Histon to Milton
has existing pedestrian and
cycle facilities south of the
A14.
Histon to Girton (which is not
being widened by the A14
scheme), has a large
proposed development south
of A14, within which
Cambridgeshire County
Council is negotiating the
provision of NMU facilities.
This would include a link via
the existing Woodhouse
Accommodation Bridge to
the north side of the A14.
The A14 scheme does not
include widening of the
section of A14 between
Girton and Histon
Interchanges, which is
already under construction
as part of a pinch-point
scheme. There are existing
NMU facilities on local roads
across and south of Histon
Interchange and Milton
Interchange towards
Cambridge City Centre and
linking to the national cycle
route alongside the
Cambridge to St Ives
busway.
In these circumstances, with
due regard to the local
Highway Authority’s view,
and existing usage, it was
considered the provision of
new NMU facilities along the
northern side of the existing
A14 could not be justified as
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
response

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

a part of the Development
Consent Order.
8

Transportation
and traffic

Cyclists Touring Club
Cambridge

Restrictions on
NMU traffic

Agree with the ban on
NMU traffic from
Girton to Brampton on
the A14. However,
disagreement remains
about the ban on
Girton to Histon
widened Cambridge
northern bypass. It is
considered that there
is a lack of alternative
provision within the
TRO.
Further stakeholder
comment:
It is the job of the
Highways England to
design roads that are
safe for everybody,
including those on
bicycles. I would
welcome the local
representatives of
Highways England
and the panel to join
me in riding along this
section of road and
then attempt to justify
why that the route is
safe to cycle along
and that a TRO should
not be requested as
part of the scheme,
especially when 50%
more traffic will be
enticed to use that
route.

9

Transportation
and traffic

Cyclists Touring Club
Cambridge

Darwin Green

Initial designs for
Darwin Green are not
viewed as providing a
satisfactory solution
for NMU routes from

HE/A14/EX/190

We recognised the concern,
however, the negotiation of
the highway facilities
provided as part of the TRO
is a matter for
Cambridgeshire County
Council, as the local traffic
authority.

Not Agreed.

The section of A14 between
Milton and Histon has high
quality facilities on the south
side of the A14 via Jane
Coston Bridge and extending
along Cowley Road, and
then alongside the
Cambridge Guided Busway
and Kings Hedges Road.
This provides an alternative
route for NMUs parallel to the
A14, and linking Milton Road
and Histon Road, each of
which have existing north to
south cycle facilities.
Although it should be noted
that Histon to Girton is not
being widened as part of the
A14 scheme, we understand
from our discussions with
Cambridgeshire County
Council that they plan for
cycle facilities to be provided
within the Darwin Green
development, which could
provide an alternative facility
between Histon and Girton,
thus linking with the NMU
facilities planned as part of
the A14 scheme or already in
place.
The negotiation of the
highway facilities provided as
part of the Darwin Green
development are a matter for
Cambridgeshire County
Council, as the local traffic
authority.
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
response

Girton to Histon
interchanges.

The local traffic Authority are
responsible for NMU facilities
in this area, and view this
development as needing
NMU facilities, which would
provide a route along the
south side of the A14, linking
to other facilities.

Further stakeholder
comment:
Agreed, except to note
that using an
unapproved housing
development as
justification for not
providing NMU routes
is surely untenable.

10

Environmental
Impact
Assessment
Costs to health
of increased
motorised
transport

Sustrans
Concerns regarding
cost implications of
poor health associated
with an increased use
of motorised transport.
Further stakeholder
comment:
What cost to people’s
health is being
considered due to
following a sedentary
lifestyle as opposed to
an active lifestyle?

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

Purchasing land outside of
the scheme boundary to
provide NMU routes on the
north side of the A14 is not
within the scope of the
scheme.
The EU Health Strategy and
WHO reports do not set air
quality limits, which are more
stringent than those in the
EU Directive, which were
used to assess air quality
impacts from the scheme.

Not Agreed.

Impacts from air quality
comply with air quality
objectives or limit values set
by the Government and the
EU; these are set at
concentrations that protect
human health and in
particular the health of
sensitive individuals such as
children.
No exceedances of the
health based objectives or
limit values are predicted as
a result of the scheme, the
scheme is predicted to
improve air quality in the
main urban areas currently
impacted by air pollution from
the A14. There is no risk of
non-compliance with the EU
limit values.
The motivation to lead an
active lifestyle is beyond the
immediate scope of this
scheme, other than the
provision of NMU facilities
included within the scheme.
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder issue

Highways England
response

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

11

Design and
Engineering

Sustrans

The desire lines are
addressed through other
routes more suitable to
NMUs.

Not Agreed.

River Ouse
crossing

The scheme should
include parallel NMU
provision along the
River Great Ouse
Viaduct to allow NMUs
to cross the River
Ouse, and to connect
the Offords to
Buckden.
Further stakeholder
comment:
Ten million pounds to
cycle proof a main
crossing of the main
flood plain in the area
is trivial compared
with the cost of
retrofitting such a
bridge in the future.

12

Design and
Engineering
Width of
bridges

HE/A14/EX/190

Sustrans

The east to west route in the
north would follow the detrunked A14, the east to west
route in the south would
cross the Great Ouse at
Offord Cluny, both of which
offer better facilities for
cyclists than using a trunk
road linking to existing
facilities at either end, which
provide links to other
communities such as St Ives
and Huntingdon.
Other routes and desire lines
cross the new A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass
on bridges provided for traffic
use and with NMU facilities.
These arrangements have
been agreed with
Cambridgeshire County
Council.

Request for a wider
deck, so that NMU
provision can be on
both sides of the
bridges.

NMU provision is provided on
bridges, and is shared
between equestrians,
pedestrians and cyclists. A
wider facility on one side at
each bridge provides a
shared facility for all NMU
types. Providing a shared
facility to include equestrians
on both sides, allowing for
the appropriate spacing
between the carriageway and
the NMU facility, would
require a significantly wider
structure.

Sustrans understand
that there are
segregated cycling
provisions on the road
adjacent to the Dry
Drayton to Oakington
over-bridge, but is
concerned that there

NMUs would need to cross
the road to use these
facilities, although in many
cases, the facilities also
provide links between
adjoining bridleways or
footpaths which join the
facility also, and dictate the

There is a need for
high quality NMU
provision on bridges,
in particular the B1043
Offord Road bridge,
Conington Road
bridge and Hilton
Road bridge.
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
response

would be no cycling
facilities on the bridge
itself.

most appropriate side of the
road for the facility. Highways
England explained that the
NMU bridge is designed to
be wider than a standard
NMU bridge. The verge
between the carriageway and
the bridleway will be 2.5m
and will have a vehicle
restraint system; and the
bridleway will be 4.5 m
(including a width of 0.5 m at
each side for edge shyness).
The verge and the bridleway
will be separated by a close
boarded fence to avoid
equestrians and their horses
being distracted by car lights.

Further stakeholder
comment:
We wish to see
detailed cross
sections of these
bridges and the
crossing facilities that
will enable the safe
use of these facilities
that all people that
ride bicycles.

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

Cycling facilities would be
provided (shared with other
NMU users) on the Dry
Drayton over-bridge, as part
of the Fenstanton to
Huntingdon Road, Girton
facility.
13

Planning
Process
Consultation

Sustrans
There is a need to
include ramblers in the
NMU discussions.
Cyclists Touring Club
Highways England
should be obligated to
consult NMU groups
during the detailed
design process.
Further stakeholder
comment:
There is no obligation
for the detailed design
work to include
consultation with
people who would use
these groups.

The proposals have been
discussed at length with
specialists from the Local
Traffic Authority,
Cambridgeshire County
Council, other Local
Authorities and user groups,
including the Ramblers
Association.

Not Agreed.

It is anticipated that further
details, for instance of
signing for NMUs, would be
discussed during the detailed
design process.
As part of the Construction
Code of Practice, Appendix
20.2 of the Environmental
Statement, Highways
England would prepare a
community engagement
strategy.
A Community &
Environment Forum would
engage with local

HE/A14/EX/190
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
response

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

communities and other
interested parties in respect
of the detailed design,
implementation and
establishment of the scheme.
The forums could be
supported by an interactive
web-based tool, linked to the
A14 project's dedicated
website, supporting face to
face meetings. The intention
would be to help make
effective engagement as
simple as possible for key
stakeholders and interested
parties, with ready access to
critical information such as
key consultations and
meeting records.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed
by:
Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:

Cambridge Cycling Campaign

Date:
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Appendix A: Relevant representation
The following is a copy of the relevant representation submitted by HAT
to the PINS.
The highways agency describes the scheme as "creating a positive
legacy which protects and enhances the reputation of Cambridge". Whilst
we have been pleased with some of the proposed changes to the original
scheme that would create a positive legacy for cycling in and around
Cambridge, we are still reminded that many parts of the scheme provide
little or no provision for one of the most popular modes of transport in
Cambridge.
Many of the original concerns with the scheme, as submitted in June
2014, are still significant concerns to Cambridge Cycling Campaign.
Please see:
http://www.camcycle.org.uk/campaigning/letters/2014/140614%20Camcy
cle%20A14%20Objection.pdf
The main representations are therefore:
1) lack of alternative NMU routes between Girton and Milton where the A14
is being widened
2) design of the junctions such that NMU traffic can safely cross busy high
speed roads
3) lack of an NMU route along the line of the new "bypass", and especially
on the new river crossing.
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Appendix B: Transport assessment and
modal split
Traffic volumes provided in the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 7.2) and Traffic Modelling Update Report (submitted at
Deadline 2 of the DCO Examination) are based on data extracted from
the Cambridge to Huntingdon A14 Road Model (CHARM) versions 2 and
3a respectively.
Both CHARM2 and CHARM3a are reliant upon a number of external
sources to forecast traffic growth over time. One of the core components
of the forecasting process is Cambridgeshire County Council’s (CCC)
Cambridgeshire Sub-Regional Model (CSRM). CSRM is used to forecast
growth in trips across the ‘internal’ model area, which encompasses
Cambridge City and parts of the districts of East Cambridgeshire,
Huntingdonshire and South Cambridgeshire. This growth is based on
dwelling and employment forecasts, which have been produced in
conjunction with planning officers from the county and districts and are
categorised (and thus included/excluded from forecasts) to levels of
certainty in-line with guidance in WebTAG unit M4.
CSRM comprises: a land-use model to generate trip ends from forecast
planning data and travel accessibilities; a Transport Demand Model
including mode choice, travel time change and trip redistribution; and
MEPLAN assignment model for non-highway modes. The transport
demand model and MEPLAN assignment both incorporate Walking and
Cycling as sub-modes, in addition to the standard Public Transport and
Highway demand segments. Cycling is therefore included in the mode
choice part of the Demand Model and is sensitive to changes in costs
from both Public Transport and the Highway assignment. Further
information on the structure, calibration and validation of CSRM is
provided in the ‘CSRM Transport Demand and Public Transport Model
Development and Validation Report’ (WSP. October 2009).
The effect of cycling as a mode is therefore incorporated into the out-turn
growth in forecast highway trips that underpin the CHARM forecasts.
However, CHARM2 and CHARM3a are highway assignment models,
which represent four user-classes in-line with guidance provided in
WebTAG unit M3.1: Car (Employer’s Business), Car (Other), Light Goods
Vehicles (LGV) and Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGV). As such, traffic
volumes that have been presented in the Transport Assessment and
Traffic Modelling Update Report do not include cycle trips.
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Appendix C: Highways England response to
Matter 15 and rat running
The scheme will result in ‘rat running’ through Hilton.
The traffic forecasts presented in the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 7.2) are based on version 2 of the Cambridge to Huntingdon
A14 Roads Model (CHARM2). Since the Transport Assessment was
published, further work has been undertaken to refine the traffic model,
culminating in the development of version 3a of the traffic model
(CHARM3a). The updated traffic forecasts based on CHARM3a are
presented in the Traffic Modelling Update Report.
Table 1 compares the forecast traffic flows at a daily level (Annual
Average Daily Traffic (AADT)) on the local roads around Hilton in 2035
based on CHARM2 and CHARM3a.

Table 1: Impact of the scheme on local roads around Hilton in 2035 (AADT)
Road Section

CHARM2

w/o
Scheme
B1040 Potton Road 10,000
(north of Hilton)
B1040 Potton Road 5,800
(through Hilton)
Graveley Way 4,600
(west of Hilton)

CHARM3a
w/
Scheme
10,000

%
Change
0%

w/o
Scheme
8,800

w/
Scheme
9,200

%
Change
+5%

5,600

-4%

5,600

5,100

-9%

3,300

-28%

3,000

2,800

-7%

The CHARM3a traffic forecasts are generally lower than the CHARM2
traffic forecasts. This is due to changes to the assumptions made
regarding the growth in long-distance (external-to-external) traffic
between the two models, which results in lower flows on the strategic
road network (SRN) in CHARM3a. This releases capacity which allows
some local traffic to transfer back on to the SRN, thereby reducing traffic
flows on local roads.
Both models indicate that the impact of the scheme on Hilton would be
small, with daily traffic flows forecast to change by 500 vehicles or less.
There is no evidence to suggest that there would be a significant
increase in the volume of rat-running traffic through Hilton as a result of
the scheme. The increase in traffic on the B1040 to the north of the
village is mainly due to the rerouting of traffic travelling through the
village to join the A14 towards Cambridge. Without the scheme, this
traffic is forecast to be split equally between Potton Road and Hilton
Road, joining the A14 at Junction 26 (A1096) and Junction 27
(Fenstanton) respectively. However, with the scheme almost all of this
traffic is forecast to use Potton Road to access the de-trunked A14 at
Junction 26 (A1096).
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There is also a small increase in the volume of traffic from Papworth
Everard and surrounding villages which uses the B1040 to access the
de-trunked A14. In the without scheme scenario, this traffic travels into
Cambridge via the A428 and therefore does not use the B1040. With the
scheme, the traffic is forecast to reroute via the B1040, making use of the
additional capacity created on the de-trunked A14 and A14 mainline.
Table 2 summarises the forecast annual average daily traffic flows
through A14 Junction 26 (A1096 / B1040) in 2035 with and without the
scheme.
Table 2: Impact of the scheme on A14 Junction 26 in 2035 (AADT)
Road
Section

CHARM2

CHARM3a

w/o Scheme w/ Scheme

A14 Junction
26
23,100
(A1096 /
B1040)

29,300

% Change

+26%

w/o
Scheme

25,000

w/ Scheme

29,400

% Change

+18%

Both models predict a significant increase in daily traffic flows through the
junction as a result of the scheme. This increase is a product of more
traffic travelling to and from Hilton to the south and St Ives to the north
using Junction 26 to access the de-trunked A14 rather than Junction 27
(Fenstanton).
Section 7.9 of the Transport Assessment assessed the impacts of the
scheme on local road junctions. A14 Junction 26 was one of the
junctions that were identified for further assessment, with the detailed
operational assessments indicating that parts of the junction would be
operating at or above capacity in 2035 both with and without the scheme.
However, there remains some uncertainty about the impacts of the
scheme as the traffic forecasts do not include emerging transport policy
measures and mitigation associated with planned development, which
would be expected to reduce the level of traffic growth. As a
consequence, Highways England has committed to monitoring traffic
flows against the forecasts at this location, with a view to providing future
improvements in conjunction with Cambridgeshire County Council if
necessary.
Particular attention should be given to the traffic at the A141 junction.
The traffic forecasts presented in the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 7.2) are based on version 2 of the Cambridge to Huntingdon
A14 Roads Model (CHARM2). Since the Transport Assessment was
published, further work has been undertaken to refine the traffic model,
culminating in the development of version 3a of the traffic model
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(CHARM3a). The updated traffic forecasts based on CHARM3a are
presented in the Traffic Modelling Update Report (submitted at Deadline
2 of the DCO Examination).
Table 3 summarises the forecast annual average daily traffic flows
passing through A14 Junction 23 (A14 / A14 Spur / A141) in 2035 with
and without the scheme based on CHARM2 and CHARM3a. These
flows do not include traffic on the A14 Spur which passes underneath the
junction.
Table 3: Impact of the scheme on A14 Junction 23 (Spittals Interchange) in 2035
Road Section

CHARM2
w/o
w/
Scheme Scheme

A14
Junction
23
(A14 / A14 Spur / 61,900
A141)

33,000

%
Change

CHARM3a
w/o
w/
Scheme Scheme

-47%

72,900

33,000

% Change
-55%

Both models forecast a significant reduction in daily traffic flows at the
Spittals Interchange as a result of the scheme. This decrease is due to
the transfer of long-distance traffic on to the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass and the closure of the Huntingdon Viaduct, which means that
Spittals would only cater for local traffic movements to and from
Huntingdon. In particular, the heavy right turn movement from the A14
West to the A14 East would be substantially reduced, which would free
up capacity for traffic joining from the A141.
The junction is currently used by around 55,000 vehicles on a typical
weekday. Traffic flows through the junction in 2035 with the scheme are
forecast to be around 40% lower than existing and therefore the existing
junction is expected to operate significantly better than it does currently.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning Inspectorate
as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils and non-statutory organisations.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the Applicant,
and Extra Motorway Service Area (MSA) Group (in relation to Cambridge
MSA). It refers to the application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate on 31 December 2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015 for
examination by the Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and
approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the
de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk road
between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the discussions,
including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and Extra MSA Group, in line
with the principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6
letter, including comments from Extra MSA Group on
whether the matters are agreed, not agreed or still under
discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.

Appendix A Copy of the relevant representation made to PINS.
Appendix B Traffic count update.
Appendix C Proposed amendment to Swavesey Junction.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Extra MSA Group.

2.1.2

Extra Cambridge Motorway Services Area has growth plans that take into
account the growth in A14 traffic. In particular the plans are to increase the
size of the parking to accommodate up to 152 HGVs, as well as 464 cars and
11 caravan and 19 coach parking spaces.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

2 May
2014

Pre-application
statutory
consultation

David Tucker Associates on behalf of Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd submitted a formal consultation
response.

21 May
2014

Meeting with
Highways
Agency

Extra requested plans and changes to highway layout.

10 June
2014

Correspondence

Extra submitted consultation response to application.

12 June
2014

Pre-application
statutory
consultation

Email correspondence requesting meeting.

17
Relevant
February Representation
2015

26 May
2015

Ongoing
Correspondence

HE/A14/EX/165/NS04

Extra MSA Group is generally in favour of the principle
of the A14 investment and upgrading proposals. Extra
have been working with Highways England and their
consultants (and continue to do so), to seek to achieve
the optimum design solution for the users of the
upgraded A14 and associated new Swavesey Junction,
but on a basis that also ensures the ability of the
Cambridge Service Area to continue to meet the
significant ‘need’ for such facilities on this section of the
A14/M11 Strategic Road Network.
Extra MSA Group remain concerned that the current
scheme will have a detrimental impact on access to and
from the Motorway Service Area, as well as also
unnecessarily reducing the area of land available within
Extra MSA Group’s existing ownership for future
expansion of the existing facilities. If not appropriately
addressed, such matters would result in both significant
commercial loss for Extra MSA Group and its Motorway
Service Area, as well as giving rise to detrimental
operational and safety issues for users of the A14 and
the overall A14/M11 Strategic Road route.
Meeting held between Highways England and Extra
MSA Group to discuss amendments to the submitted
scheme. Highways England undertook to provide a
formal response to 10 June 2014 consultation
response.
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Telephone discussion between Highways England
representative and Simon Tucker of David Tucker
Associates (consultant representing Extra MSA Group)
to discuss preparation of a Statement of Common
Ground.
Telephone discussion update to potential DCO change:
Extra MSA Group have agreed in principle to the plans
prepared by Highways England.

11 June
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground (SoCG)

18 June
2015

Ongoing
Correspondence

30th
June
2015

Email

Extra provide comments on the SoCG and request that
Highways England confirm to Inspectorate that matters
are not agreed.

28
August
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground meeting

The aim of the meeting was to discuss the concerns
raised regarding the proposed scheme. The meeting
was attended by Extra MSA Group and representatives
from Highways England.
Please refer to section 3 below for a summary of the
issues raised.

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Extra MSA Group.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5

The relevant representation formed the basis for the discussion at the SoCG
telephone conference. A copy of the relevant representation can be found at
Appendix A.

2.1.6

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2 and 3 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Extra MSA Group, and
therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between the parties.
As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent that they
are either not of material interest or relevance to Extra MSA Group.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and Extra MSA Group during a telephone discussion for the SoCG on 11 and
18 June and face to face on 28 August 2015. It outlines Highways England
responses to stakeholder issues raised and whether the stakeholder agrees
with this Highways England response. The matters are addressed in line with
principal issues identified in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
Discussion

1

Design and
Engineering

We agree with the revisions
to the design of the scheme
to incorporate a westbound
diverge and direct access to
the Motorway Services Area.

Dedicated access from the
westbound diverge was
agreed during preapplication consultation
and included in the scheme
as submitted.

Agreed.

Extra MSA Group originally
objected that the land take
was excessive. Extra MSA
Group are content with the
proposed change and
reduction in the land take as
illustrated in appendix C
(A14-ARP-H0-E2-SK-00059)
by the proposed amendment
to the highway boundary
and the temporary area of
acquisition.

The land plan which relates
to Extra MSA Group is A14ARP-ZZ-00-DR-Z-00120
(Land Plan Sheet 20).

Agreed.

Westbound
diverge

2

Design and
Engineering
The extent
of land take

This is shown under design
reference DR1.21 in
Highways England's
Proposed Non-material
Changes to the Application
(applicant's reference
HE/A14/EX/99, PINS
reference REP7-034).
This will remove at least a
15m width of land which is
the temporary acquisition,
from the land to be
permanently acquired for the
scheme.
The aim is to be able to
provide for the expansion

Extracts from the land
plans showing the
amendments were included
in public document REP7034: HE/A14/EX/99
(Proposed Non-Material
Changes to the Application)
and the change reference
within that document
relating to Extra MSA
Group is DR1.211.

(Subject to
DR1.21 being
confirmed by
the consenting
authority).

An implication of the
change to land take and
refinement mean that
utilities, in particular,
Cambridge Water would be
able to be accommodated
within a 5 metre strip, which
has been reserved
between the proposed
highway boundary and the
westbound diverge slip
road earthworks. The
services are diverted within

1

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%207/Highways%20England%20-%20HE-A14-EX99%20Proposed%20Non-material%20changes%20Report.pdf
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

and growth of Cambridge
MSA to accommodate
growth on the A14 and
provide more parking
spaces in accordance with
Highways England aims of
reducing parking in lay-bys
and increasing parking in
service stations.

the highway boundary.

Extra MSA Group have
plans to increase the size of
vehicle parking to
accommodate up to 152
HGVs, 464 cars and 11
caravan and 19 coach
parking spaces.
3

Design and
Engineering
Signage to
Cambridge
MSA.

It is important to provide
adequate signage on the detrunked A14 to the Motorway
Service Area.
Extra MSA Group are
content with the strategic
signage that has been
discussed and will work
together during detailed
design to finalise the
proposals.

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
Discussion

The small area of
permanent acquisition is
required for the alignment
of the proposed slip road
and land previously
required for the acquisition
of rights would instead be
required for temporary use
as described in DR1.21.
The change set out in
HE/A14/EX/99 DR1.21 has
been discussed and agreed
between Highways
England and Extra MSA
Group.
Highways England has
agreed the general
principles with Extra MSA
Group regarding the style
of advanced motorway
signing on the A14. Signing
will conform to the latest
standard for motorways
and be based on Figures
2917, 2918, 2919, 2920,
2921 of the Traffic Signs
and Regulations General
Directions 20022.

Agreed.

It is agreed that it would be
resolved within detailed
design after the
development consent order
(assuming the application is
granted) is made. A
continued dialogue will take
place between Highways
England and Extra MSA
Group.
An indicative strategy for
signage requires
coordination in detailed
design after the
development consent order
(assuming the application is
granted) is made. Signage
related to the wider network
including the de-trunked
A14, side roads and locally

2

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2002/3113/made
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
Discussion

at junctions would be
developed in detailed
design.
4

Design and
Engineering
Traffic
Forecasts

Extra Cambridge Motorway
Services Area has growth
plans that take into account
the growth in A14 traffic. In
particular the plans are to
increase the size of the HGV
parking to accommodate up
to 152 HGVs, 464 cars and
11 caravan and 19 coach
parking spaces.
Extra MSA Group had
ongoing concerns that the
traffic modelling at
Swavesey interchange did
not accommodate growth at
the MSA resulting from
growth in traffic on the A14.
Document3 HE/A14/EX/54,
paragraph 7.2.9 states that
Highways England traffic
counts were undertaken in
February 2014.
Extra MSA Group shows an
average two way flow across
February 2014 of 540
vehicles in the AM and 610
vehicles in the PM peak.

An operational sensitivity
assessment of a higher
flow into and out of the
Motorway Services Area
was undertaken to test
whether it will have
sufficient capacity with
headroom for future growth,
for instance with headroom
up to 20% capacity. This is
presented in Appendix B.

Agreed.

Appendix B confirms
Highways England's
position that the three
proposed roundabouts will
operate within capacity at
the design year even with
an uplift in traffic going to
and from the Motorway
Services Area.
Please refer to Appendix B
for further details on the
sensitivity tests which
assess the data provided
by Extra MSA Group.

This is significantly higher
than the flows Highways
England originally assessed
and therefore need to be
increased to reflect growth in
usage as set out in the
submission. There is
provision for future
expansion of Cambridge
MSA to accommodate the
growth projected on the A14
and it is important that this
capacity for the future has
been taken into account in
the modelling.

3

http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%204/Highways%20England%20%20Report%206%20-%20Non%20Stat%20Orgs%20and%20Businesses.pdf
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Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
Discussion

5

Design and
Engineering

Extra MSA Group set out the
advantages of its alternative
(7.2.15 HE/A14/EX/54), all
of which relate to
improvements to the wider
travelling public generally
and accessing the important
and strategic MSA facility.

Extra MSA Group's initially
proposed design for the
junction has been reviewed
by Highways England and
the results of this review
are reported at paragraph
7.2.13 to 7.2.23 of
document HE/A14/EX/54.

Under
discussion.

Extra
Proposals

Extra MSA Group do not
agree that these significant
advantages are outweighed
by the design issues set out
in paragraphs that follow
(7.2.15 of HE/A14/EX/54).
Extra MSA Group consider
that a robust rationale for
providing a scheme where
three rather than two
roundabouts are required is
needed. This makes access
more remote for south east
bound traffic and introduced
more conflict points.

Paragraphs 7.2.16 onward
to 7.2.23 considers the
advantages and
disadvantages to Extra
MSA's initially proposed
design and explains the
reasons behind Highways
England decision not to
adopt the design initially
promoted by Extra MSA
Group (Option 2).
Highways England's view is
that consideration of the
detailed design for all users
of the junction within the
scope of the DCO, if
granted, is a practical next
step.

Extra MSA Group consider
that its alternative does not
require departures and that
no showstoppers have been
identified.
Testing and design
refinement of the Swavesey
junction is required during
detailed design. Extra MSA
Group look forward to
working with Highways
England to refine the design.
6

Design and
Engineering
Extra
Proposals

HE/A14/EX/165/NS04

To consider a further
appraisal of the layout of the
junction.

NS04/8

Highways England agree to
further appraise the layout
of the Swavesey junction
during detailed design,
within the scope of the
DCO, if granted. This
further appraisal will include
consideration of the revised
'Option 2' design suggested

Agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed / Not
Agreed /
Under
Discussion

by Extra MSA Group (10th
September 2015).
Highways England agrees
to share the results of this
appraisal with Extra MSA
Group and to give
appropriate and proper
consideration to its views in
the detailed design process
for Swavesey junction.
It is also agree that this
SoCG can be relied upon
by Extra MSA Group to
provide it with sufficient
assurance that Highways
England will fully and
properly carry out an
appropriate appraisal as
confirmed above.
Highways England will work
collaboratively with Extra
MSA Group on the detailed
design and in partnership.
Therefore Extra MSA agree
to withdraw their
representations on this
basis.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

23.9.15

Name:

Simon Tucker

Signature:

On behalf of:

Extra MSA Cambridge Ltd

Date:

17th September 2015
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Appendix A: Relevant representation
‘The “Interested Party” is Extra MSA Cambridge Ltd (“Extra”), which is the freehold
owner and operator of the Cambridge Service Area. Cambridge Services provides
modern road side facilities to a Motorway Service Area (“MSA”) scale and standard,
for all categories of vehicle. The Service Area is easily accessible to both
carriageways of the A14 and serves the A14 / M11 route, together with traffic using
this route in conjunction with the A1(M).
The Cambridge Service Area is located at Junction 28 of the A14 which is
approximately 4km north of the M11. This section of the A14 is currently an allpurpose dual two carriageway road. Junction 28 is an all movements grade
separated junction. In addition to providing access to the Service Area, the junction
also serves the Swavesey Business Park and a rural hinterland including the villages
of Swavesey and Boxworth.
In conjunction with its 15 tenant partners, Extra as owner and ‘umbrella brand’
operator of the Service Area offers a wide range of food, ancillary retail, leisure and
business facilities for all categories of road users on the A14/M11 Strategic Road
Network. Cambridge Services have been developed and operated to a full MSA
standard and serves the same purpose as an MSA, the traffic on the A14 at this
location being predominantly Motorway traffic travelling northwest from the M11
or southeast from the A1(M).
The importance of such Service Area facilities is set out in DfT Circular 02/2013. This
confirms, at Para B4, that: “Motorway service areas and other roadside facilities
perform an important road safety function by providing opportunities for the
travelling public to stop and take a break in the course of their journey”. The Service
Area is an essential part of the Core MSA network as defined by C02.13.
The important existing and future role of Cambridge Services will further grow over
time as flows on the A14 increase and it is inevitable that certain elements of the
overall facilities will need to increase in scale, particularly car and HGV parking, to
help ensure it fully fulfils its purpose. This can be readily achieved within Extra’s
existing land ownership and when reviewing the A14 upgrading proposals, the
ultimate form and layout of the Service Area should, therefore, be seen as an
integral part of that transport infrastructure.
In general, Extra is in favour of the principle of the A14 investment and upgrading
proposals. Extra have been working with the Highways Agency and their consultants
(and continues to do so), to seek to achieve the optimum design solution for the
users of the upgraded A14 and associated new Swavesey Junction, but on a basis
that also ensures the ability of the Cambridge Service Area to continue to meet the
significant ‘need’ for such facilities on this section of the A14/M11 Strategic Road
Network.
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Although some good progress has been made in Extra’s discussions with the
Highways Agency and the scheme amended in line with certain suggestions made,
Extra remain concerned that the current scheme will have a detrimental impact on
access to and from the Service Area, as well as also unnecessarily reducing the area
of land available within Extra’s existing ownership for future expansion of the
existing facilities. If not appropriately addressed, such matters would result in both
significant commercial loss for Extra and its Service Area, as well as giving rise to
detrimental operational and safety issues for user of the A14 and the overall
A14/M11 Strategic Road route.
Extra and its retained consultants (David Tucker Associates) are of the view that the
Swavesey (J28) Junction design can be easily amended to both simplify the overall
layout and improve access to and from the Service Area, for traffic travelling in both
directions on the A14. These changes would require relatively modest amendments
to the overall scheme, but would not increase the area of land required as
described in the Draft DCO.
Furthermore, Extra and its consultants are of the view that the proposed land take
for ‘area 20/13a’ is excessive and has not been justified as part of the application.
The Acquiring Authority has not demonstrated that this land is essential for the
scheme. It is clear that a refinement of the scheme would reduce the level of land
take within ‘area 20/13a’, with the complimentary and significant benefit of
enabling the Service Area to expand in line with future growth of traffic on the A14
and to continue to meet the ongoing requirements of all categories of road user.
Extra will continue to work with the Highways Agency and will submit formal more
detailed representations in due course, to update the Examination, including if
necessary, proposing its own alternative highway layout arrangements to those
submitted as part of the Draft DCO.’
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Appendix B: Traffic count up-date
Introduction
Peak hour turning matrices have been produced for the Swavesey junction to inform the DCO design
process. Turning matrices have been produced for the scheme opening year (2020) and the scheme
design year (2035) with and without the scheme based on CHARM3a. In common with other
locations, traffic surveys were undertaken at the Swavesey junction in February 2014 and these have
been used to derive the future year turning matrices including estimating demand to and from the
Cambridge Services arm.
Extra MSA Cambridge Ltd has provided an indication of average peak hour counts of vehicles into and
out of the Motorway Service Area (MSA) from February 2014. These counts, which are the average
over the whole month, show slightly higher levels of activity than the traffic surveys undertaken on
behalf of Highways England (HE), which were based on a one-day manual count in combination with
automatic traffic counts at the A14 junction over a two-week period. As a consequence, Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd has raised concerns about the level of services traffic assessed and the impact that
this has on the design of the junction.
Highways England’s traffic counts were undertaken at a time and in a manner consistent with counts
all over the assessment area that were used in the construction and validation of the traffic model
(CHARM). Highways England considers that its traffic assessment is robust. However, a sensitivity
test has been undertaken using higher flows to and from the services in the 2035 Do Something (i.e.
with the scheme) highway matrices. This note summarises the process used to uplift the services
traffic and the results of the revised operational assessments for the Swavesey junction.
Observed Traffic Flows
Highways England Traffic Surveys
In February 2014, various types of traffic count data were collected to inform the development of the
Cambridge to Huntingdon A14 Road Model (CHARM), including manual classified turning counts at
the Swavesey junction on Tuesday 04 February 2014. Section 3 of the Transport Assessment and
section 2 of the Traffic Modelling Update Report further detail sources of modelling data. Table 1
below summarises the total amount of traffic associated with services in the AM (0800-0900) and PM
(1700-1800) peak hours.
Table 1: 2014 Observed Traffic Flow (Vehicles)
AM
232
232
464

From Services
To Services
Services Total

PM
221
265
486

Extra MSA Cambridge Traffic Counts
Extra MSA Cambridge data collected on site from February 2014 indicates an average two-way flow
of 540 vehicles in the AM peak (0800-0900) and 610 vehicles in the PM (1700-1800) peak hour.
These peak periods were directly equivalent to those used by Highways England but were the
average over the whole month.
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Forecast Traffic Flows for Sensitivity Test
The future year traffic forecasts use the 2014 observed flows to derive forecast traffic movements to
and from the services. As there is an apparent discrepancy between the traffic surveys undertaken
by Highways England and Extra MSA Cambridge’s on-site traffic counts, a sensitivity test has been
undertaken to assess the impact of uplifted MSA traffic on junction performance.
Extra MSA Cambridge’s data has been used to calculate a factor by which forecast vehicle
movements to and from the services can be uplifted.
Table 2 below summarises the resultant peak hour factors that have been calculated.
Table 2: Traffic Movements to/from Cambridge Services, February 2014 (2-way)
AM
464
540
1.16

HE Traffic Counts
Extra MSA Traffic Counts
Factor

PM
486
610
1.26

Ave
475
575
1.21

For the purposes of this sensitivity test an uplift of 25% has been applied to traffic movements to and
from the services in both the AM and PM peak hours in the 2035 Do Something (DS+) scenario.
However, due to the additive growth process that is applied to derive the future year traffic matrices,
the resultant uplift in demand is approximately 20-22% which is broadly equivalent to the difference
in the 2014 traffic counts.
Table 3 below summarises the impact of applying the uplift on the Cambridge Services arm in the
2035 Do Something (DS+) scenario. The full turning matrices are included in annex A.

Table 3: Traffic Movements to/from Cambridge Services, 2035 DS+ Scenario (2-way)

From Services
To Services
Services Total

CHARM3a Core
Assessment
AM
PM
357
354
352
448
709
802

25% Uplift in
MSA Traffic
AM
PM
429
431
424
545
853
976

% Change
AM
+20%
+20%
+20%

PM
+22%
+22%
+22%

Operational Assessments for Sensitivity Test
The traffic matrices for the sensitivity test with the uplifted traffic flows to and from the services
have been input into the junction models prepared for the Swavesey (N), Swavesey (S) and Swavesey
Services roundabouts.
Swavesey North
Table 4 summarises the results of the operational assessments undertaken for the Swavesey (N)
roundabout for the sensitivity test.
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Table 4: 2035 DS+ Sensitivity Test Junction Capacity Assessment, Swavesey (N) Roundabout
AM Peak
Arm

PM Peak

RFC

Queue

RFC

Queue

(%)

(Vehs)

(%)

(Vehs)

A

Bucking Way Rd

80%

4

71%

2

B

A14 EB Slips

21%

0

31%

1

C

Bridge

52%

1

42%

1

D

Local Access Road

80%

4

65%

2

The results indicate that the junction is forecast to continue to operate within design capacity (RFC
less than 85%) in both the AM and PM peak hours in 2035 with the scheme.
Swavesey South
Table 5 summarises the results of the operational assessments undertaken for the Swavesey (S)
roundabout for the sensitivity test.

Table 5: 2035 DS+ Sensitivity Test Junction Capacity Assessment, Swavesey (S) Roundabout
AM Peak
Arm

PM Peak

RFC

Queue

RFC

Queue

(%)

(Vehs)

(%)

(Vehs)

A

Bridge Link

27%

0

30%

0

B

A14 Off-Slip

62%

2

69%

2

C

New Link Road

59%

2

49%

1

D

Local Access

0%

0

0%

0

E

A14 West On-Slip

Exit Arm

Exit Arm

The results indicate that the junction is forecast to continue to operate well within design capacity
(RFC less than 85%) in both the AM and PM peak hours in 2035 with the scheme.
Swavesey Services
Table 6 summarises the results of the operational assessments undertaken for the Swavesey Services
roundabout for the sensitivity test.
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Table 6: 2035 DS+ Sensitivity Test Junction Capacity Assessment, Swavesey Services Roundabout
AM Peak
Arm

PM Peak

RFC

Queue

RFC

Queue

(%)

(Vehs)

(%)

(Vehs)

A

Bridge Link

19%

0

24%

0

B

A14 Off-Slip

31%

0

47%

1

C

Cambridge Services

30%

0

30%

0

D

High Street
Boxworth

23%

0

12%

0

The results indicate that the junction is forecast to continue to operate well within design capacity
(RFC less than 85%) in both the AM and PM peak hours in 2035 with the scheme.
Comparison to CHARM3A Core
Table 7 below compares the results of the operational assessments undertaken for the CHARM3a
Core scenario with the results of the assessments based on the sensitivity test with a 25% uplift in
MSA traffic.
Table 7: Comparison of Core and Sensitivity Test Junction Capacity Assessments 2035 DS+ (Max
RFC)
CHARM3a Core

Swavesey (N)
Swavesey (S)
Swavesey Services

AM
79%
61%
27%

PM
70%
69%
41%

25% Uplift in
MSA Traffic
AM
PM
80%
71%
62%
69%
31%
47%

% Change
AM
+1%
+1%
+4%

PM
+1%
0%
+6%

The results indicate that applying an uplift to the services traffic has minimal impact on the forecast
operation of the Swavesey interchange, with all three junctions forecast to continue to operate
within design capacity in 2035 with the scheme.
Conclusion
The future year traffic forecasts use the 2014 observed flows to derive growth at the junction. As
there is a discrepancy between the traffic surveys undertaken by AECOM and Extra MSA Cambridge’s
traffic counts, a sensitivity test has been undertaken to assess the impact of uplifted MSA traffic on
junction performance. A 25% uplift in MSA traffic has been applied to both the AM and PM peak
hours to ensure a robust assessment.
Applying the 25% uplift to MSA traffic results in a 3% increase in total traffic through the Swavesey
Interchange. Operational assessments have been undertaken for the Swavesey (N), Swavesey (S) and
Swavesey Services roundabouts with the uplifted MSA traffic. The results of this sensitivity test show
that, taking into account data supplied by Extra MSA, the uplift has minimal impact on the operation
of the Swavesey junctions, with all three junctions forecast to continue to operate within design
capacity (RFC less than 85%) in 2035 with the scheme.
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Annex A: Sensitivity Test Highway Matrices (with uplifted services traffic)
Swavesey North
Table A1: 2035 DS+ AM Peak Swavesey (N) (Total Vehicles)
A

B

C

D

Total

A

Bucking Way Rd

0

178

174

331

683

B

A14 EB Slips

54

0

115

0

169

C

Bridge

288

300

0

1,132

1,720

D

Local Access Road

74

1,445

17

0

1,536

T

Total

415

1,924

306

1,463

4,108

Table A2: 2035 DS+ PM Peak Swavesey (N) (Total Vehicles)
A

B

C

D

Total

0

222

180

403

805

A

Bucking Way Rd

B

A14 EB Slips

119

0

122

0

241

C

Bridge

287

171

0

1,203

1,661

D

Local Access Road

130

1,172

33

0

1,335

T

Total

536

1,565

335

1,606

4,042

Swavesey South
Table A3: 2035 DS+ AM Peak Swavesey (S) (Total Vehicles)
A

B

C

D

E

Total

0

0

251

0

55

306

1,250

0

0

0

0

1,250

470

0

0

0

239

709

A

Bridge

B

A14 Off-Slip

C

New Link Road (to services)

D

Local Access Road

0

0

0

0

0

0

E

A14 On-Slip

0

0

0

0

0

0

T

Total

1,720

0

251

0

295

2,265
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Table A4: 2035 DS+ PM Peak Swavesey (S) (Total Vehicles)
A

B

C

D

E

Total

0

0

308

0

28

335

1,411

0

0

0

0

1,411

250

0

0

0

318

568

A

Bridge

B

A14 Off-Slip

C

New Link Road (to services)

D

Local Access Road

0

0

0

0

0

0

E

A14 On-Slip

0

0

0

0

0

0

T

Total

1,661

0

308

0

346

2,315

Swavesey Services
Table A5: 2035 DS+ AM Peak Swavesey Services (Total Vehicles)
A

B

C

D

Total

A

New Link Road

0

0

157

94

251

B

A14 Off-Slip

0

0

245

52

296

C

Cambridge Services

416

0

0

12

429

D

High Street (Boxworth)

293

0

22

0

316

T

Total

709

0

424

158

1,291

Table A6: 2035 DS+ PM Peak Swavesey Services (Total Vehicles)
A

B

C

D

Total

A

New Link Road

0

0

177

130

308

B

A14 Off-Slip

0

0

352

103

454

C

Cambridge Services

418

0

0

13

431

D

High Street (Boxworth)

150

0

16

0

166

T

Total

568

0

545

246

1,359
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Appendix C: Proposed amendment to Swavesey Junction
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning Inspectorate
as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils and non-statutory organisations.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the Applicant,
and Hilton Action on Traffic (HAT). It refers to the application for the
proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was
submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and
approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the
de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk road
between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the
discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and Hilton Action on
Traffic, in line with the principal issues set out in
Annex C of the Rule 6 letter, including comments
from HAT on whether the matters are agreed, not
agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and
accurate record of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to PINS
by HAT.

Appendix B

Summary of scheme and route options assessment.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Hilton Action on Traffic was set up by Hilton Parish Council in 2008 in
response to concerns regarding traffic in Hilton and the surrounding
area. The group comprises 14 residents. The remit of the group is to
respond to issues such as traffic through Hilton, speeding issues,
HGVs as well as air and noise pollution.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between
Highways England and Hilton Action on Traffic (HAT).

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

15 June
2014

Pre-application
statutory
consultation

The concerns expressed in the response received to the preapplication statutory consultation are summarised below:
- Close proximity of the proposed route to Hilton
- Raised carriageway and apparent confusion as to its
final height above existing road levels
- Actual scale of development
- Impact of additional bridges crossing the new
carriageway, the height and necessary length and
gradient of approach road that would be required
- Extra work and environmental impact required to
straighten the current B1040
- As the B1040 through Hilton appears to become the
shortest route between the Godmanchester junction
and St. Ives – the potential for ‘rat-running’ and
increased general traffic becomes a distinct likelihood
- The impact on the village during the whole
construction and completion phases
- The environmental impact due to the necessity of local
‘borrow pits’
- General pollution issues relating to noise, light and air
- The lack of clear and accurate details for the scheme
does not encourage or allow for informed challenge
and discussion
The response included questions that arose from the
concerns listed above and also include specific concerns over
noise levels and mitigation measures.

HAT formal
response to
statutory
consultation

12
March
2015

Relevant
representation

Please see Appendix A for a full copy of the pre examination
relevant representation submitted to PINS

4 June
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
(SoCG)
meeting

A meeting was held to inform this SoCG with members of
HAT and representatives from Highways England. Section 3
below provides an account of the issues discussed.

10
August
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
(SoCG)
meeting

A meeting was held to inform this SoCG with members of
HAT and representatives from Highways England. Section 3
below provides an up-date of the issues discussed.
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2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and HAT.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5

The relevant representation formed the basis for the discussion at the
SoCG meeting. A copy of the relevant representation can be found at
Appendix A.

2.1.6

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 2
and 3 of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Hilton
Action on Traffic, and therefore have not been the subject of any
discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be read
as agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material
interest or relevance to Hilton Action on Traffic.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways
England and HAT at the meeting on 4 June 2015 and 10 August
2015. It outlines Highways England responses to stakeholder issues
raised and whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways
England response. The matters are addressed in line with principal
issues identified in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

1

Transportation
and traffic
Support the
case for
improving the
A14

In principle, there is
support for the
improvement of the A14
but not the route
proposed in the DCO
application.

Duly noted.

Not Agreed.

2

Design and
Engineering
Alternative
options have not
been
investigated

Alternative route options
were tabled and
dismissed by Highways
England. The proposed
route is too close to the
village and should be
closer to the existing line
of the A14.
The forecasts are
woefully out of line when
one takes into account
the extra building work
planned for the area and
the subsequent increase
in traffic volumes created
by that program.

The choice of route arises
from the multiple
consultations on options that
have been undertaken. The
route has been carefully
designed to meet modern
standards for safe and
efficient roads that do not
result in unacceptable
environmental impacts. An
assessment on community
and private assets has been
undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 9 of the
Environmental Statement
(document reference 6.1).

Not Agreed.

Where adverse effects are
likely to occur as a result of
the scheme, a range of
mitigation measures would be
implemented.
A summary of the route
selection process is given in
Appendix B of this document.
A comprehensive report on
the route options considered
and the route selection
process is set out in the Case
for the Scheme (Chapter 4)
(document reference 7.1).
One of the key objectives of
the scheme is to unlock
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

growth, enabling major
residential and commercial
developments to proceed and
contributing to increased
economic growth. The new
road and its junctions have
taken into account the scale
and location of planned
developments that are
expected to occur in the
period to 2035.
3

Design and
Engineering
Impact on the
A1198

Concerns over the
implications the proposed
scheme will have on the
A1198

As part of the traffic modelling
we have assessed the
implications of the scheme on
the A1198. We understand
that currently when the A14 is
congested, the A1198 and
A428 are used as an
alternative route.
The improvements to the
capacity of the A14 would
allow these trips to return to
either the new Huntingdon
Southern Bypass or to the detrunked A14. However, it is
expected that the capacity
created on the A1198 would
be backfilled by other local
traffic that would otherwise be
‘rat-running’ on local roads.
As a result of this rerouting of
traffic, the traffic forecasts
suggest that flows on the
A1198 to the south of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would increase by around 4%
in 2035 as a result of the
scheme, but many local roads
would be relieved of traffic.
Flows on the A1198 to the
north of the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass are forecast
to be reduced by over 30%.

Not Agreed.

4

Noise and
Vibration
Noise mitigation

The current mitigation
bunds will not have any
benefit to the village.
Reflective doubleskinned noise barriers
can be effective, even at
distance of 1,000 metre.
This should be placed at
the north of the village of
Hilton. The sound barrier

There is currently no noise
barriers proposed along the
scheme adjacent to Hilton.
Given the distance between
the road and the village, noise
barriers would not provide any
additional mitigation. The
scheme would include low
noise surfacing which would
provide a 3dB(A) reduction

Not agreed
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

could double as visual
screening.
In the HE document
“Position Statement on
Further Noise Mitigation”
(HE ref E/A14/EX/129) it
is stated that 4000m of 7.5dB RSI surfacing to
the north of Hilton would
be cost neutral from the
perspective of benefits
for Hilton villagers, so
that we assert that this
should be implemented
as it WILL provide
positive noise mitigation
benefits.

over hot rolled asphalt, this
represents a degree of
mitigation from a traditional
road surface.

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

The scheme that has been
developed (with the above
mitigation) as part of the DCO
proposals has been assessed
as not giving rise to likely
significant effects, as set out
in the Infrastructure Planning
Environmental Impact
Assessment regulations 2009,
to Hilton. It is not considered
necessary therefore to
consider additional noise
mitigation at this location.
Highways England’s response
to the Second Written
Questions, Question 2.10.10
(Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/88, PINS
reference REP7-023),
submitted at Deadline 7
further explained the dialogue
between Hilton Parish Council
and Highways England
regarding the Parish Council's
independent noise
assessments.
Highways England submitted
a further response to Hilton
Parish Council at Deadline 9
(Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/145, PINS
reference REP09-020). This
demonstrated that the 4m
noise barrier proposed by the
Parish Council would provide
no acoustic benefit to Hilton.
In addition, two mitigation
options were assessed and
presented in the Position
Statement submitted to the
examining authority at
deadline 9 on noise mitigation
(Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/129, PINS
reference REP8-023).
The conclusion reached was
that this additional mitigation
(very low noise surfacing or a
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

2 m barrier) is not
1
sustainable at Hilton.
Further discussions were held
after the Issue Specific
Hearing on the 15 September.
Highways England agreed to
undertake further work.
Highways England discussed
the differences in noise
benefit of a proposed 4m high
noise barrier compared to the
Environmental Statement
(ES) design at Hilton.
A note has been prepared in
response to this discussion
setting out the results of
additional modelling which will
be shared with Hilton Parish
Council.
5

Landscape and
visual effects
Visual mitigation
is needed

Screening needs to be
higher to capture the
height of the lorries at a
minimum. Trees planting
is inadequate in the short
term. The elevated road
and bridges will be within
line of sight of the B1014.
The height will
exacerbate the light
pollution from vehicles
into the village.
The potential lower
bridge designs and
bunds cannot hide the
vehicles from view and
promise that they would
are totally incorrect. The
height of an HCV vehicle
in the UK is up to 4M
which would show at
least 2M of vehicle
passing from behind the
proposed screening
Bunds.

Distant views towards the
scheme from the northern
peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by a significant
amount of intervening field
boundary vegetation and
planted screening bunds. The
mitigation proposals would
include a bund of up to 2m in
height above the road level on
the south side of the new A14
in several locations including
to the north of Hilton.

Not Agreed.

Mitigation planting along the
environmental bund and
Potton Road and Hilton Road
bridge embankments would
add to the screening height
such as to largely conceal
views of traffic, although
filtered distant glimpses of
high sided vehicles would
remain for the nearest
receptors. Landscape
mitigation is illustrated in
Figure 3.2 of the ES.

1

As defined by the National Policy Statement for National Networks (NPSNN) which requires Best Available
Techniques to reduce noise impact to be considered and for adverse impacts/effects on health and quality of
life to be mitigated and minimised where it is sustainable to do so.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-policy-statement-for-national-networks
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

6

Transportation
and Traffic
Construction
traffic

The potential effects of
construction traffic on the
village do not bode well.
It is likely that
construction traffic will rat
run. Local agreements
regarding this issue have
not lasted in the past and
locally people are
sceptical about promises
in this regard. Firm
measures are therefore
required.

The Code of Construction
Practice (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/123, PINS
reference REP8-017) sets out
control measures and
standards that would be
implemented throughout
construction of the scheme.
As part of this the contractors
appointed to build the scheme
would be required to prepare
a traffic management plan
which will describe the traffic
management, safety and
control measures proposed
during construction of the
scheme.

Not Agreed.

The main contractors will
each prepare a traffic
management plan which will
describe the traffic
management, safety and
control measures proposed
during construction of the
scheme. The requirement to
produce a traffic management
plan after consultation with
the relevant planning authority
is set out at paragraph 9 of
Part 1 of Schedule 2 of the
Draft Development Consent
Order.
The traffic management plan
will include details of
measures to be implemented
to reduce construction traffic
impacts as well as a list of
roads which may be used by
construction traffic in the
vicinity of the site including
any restrictions to
construction traffic on these
routes.
No development of the
scheme can commence until
this traffic management plan
has been approved.
The main contractors would
consult with local roads
authorities regarding routes
that may be used by the main
contractors to access the
construction sites. Access
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

routes for construction traffic
would be limited, as far as
reasonably practicable, to the
trunk road network and main
roads on the local road
network. Access along other
local roads would be
restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to
enable transport or delivery of
locally sourced materials. The
main contractors would
implement traffic
management measures
during the construction of the
scheme on or adjacent to
public roads, cycle tracks and
other paths as necessary.
The CoCP outlines measures
to limit impacts in the
construction period. Haul
routes would be provided on
site by main contractors for
use by construction vehicles
to access works areas. A haul
route would be provided north
of Hilton along the route of the
new A14. The movement of
construction traffic around the
site would be kept to the
minimum reasonable for the
effective and efficient
operation of the site and
construction of the scheme
and site access points would
be designed to avoid queuing
traffic.
Any incidents would be
reported to Highways
England.
As set out in paragraphs 4.1
and 4.3 of the Code of
Construction Practice
(Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/123, PINS
reference REP8-017)
Highways England would
implement a communication
strategy of engaging with
communities to inform them of
planned construction
activities, and to provide
information on the enquiry
HE/A14/EX/165
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Ref

7

Principal Issue

Transportation
and traffic
Traffic modelling
data
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Stakeholder Issue

The lack of traffic
monitoring data has cut
against genuine
consultation. There has
been insufficient time for
HAT and the technical
advisors to analyse the
data.

NS05/11

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

and complaints procedures
and how this is operated. This
would enable residents to
inform Highways England of
any incidents involving
construction traffic.
The Transport Assessment
(Applicant reference 7.2,
PINS reference APP-756)
which was submitted as part
of the DCO application in
December 2014 contain traffic
monitoring data which
informed the forecast
associated with the proposed
improvements.
Since the DCO application
was submitted, we have
undertaken some additional
traffic modelling and
assessment work which
includes assessing the effect
of the Department for
Transport’s (DfT’s) revised
economic parameters
released in November 2014
and effect of the March 2015
DfT Road Traffic Forecast
(RTF 2015) on the
application. In addition to this
we have also assessed the
refinements to network coding
and to the ‘external to
external’ growth factors and
their effect on the application.
Highways England has
reported these effects within
the Traffic Modelling Update
Report Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/44, PINS
reference REP2-010
submitted to the Examining
Authority (ExA) on 15 June
2015. The Examination
Authority made reference to
the availability of the traffic
data from the 15 June and did
not express concern in
relation to the overall
programme or procedures for
the examination. We have
submitted this report by the
deadline set by the Examining
Authority.

Not Agreed.
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

8

Transportation
and traffic
Impacts on local
traffic need to be
appraised

Traffic modelling
The traffic modelling is
open to question. Rat
running exists and the
new route will be 4 miles
longer.
Therefore the impact of
cars and HGVs is
expected to be worse
locally.
These forecasts are
woefully short of the
truth, the afore
mentioned building
proposals are set to
increase population in
this area by a substantial
amount, that can only
lead to increased traffic
flow and much of that will
use the "Rat Run"
through Hilton, into
Graveley Way and onto
the A1198 purely
because it's the shortest
route and Sat Nav
technology will create this
as being the quickest
way to the new A14.

The Transport Assessment
indicates that there would be
a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of
the scheme. This reduction
would result from traffic
diverting back onto the detrunked A14, which would be
significantly relieved of traffic
by the opening of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
While the B1040 Potton Road
and Graveley Way through
Hilton could be used by local
traffic from St Ives to access
the new A14 at the A1198
(Godmanchester) junction,
the traffic model suggests the
quickest route would be via
the de-trunked A14 and the
A1198.
Highways England’s traffic
forecasts indicate that by year
2035 daily traffic flows (2way) on the B1040 Potton
Road would be reduced by
around 10% from 5,600
vehicles per day without the
scheme to 5,100 vehicles per
day with the scheme. A
similar level of reduction is
forecast on Graveley Way,
with daily traffic flows (2-way)
falling from 3,000 vehicles per
day without the scheme to
2,800 vehicles per day with
the scheme (a 7% decrease).
The new road and its
junctions have taken into
account the scale and
location of planned
developments that are
expected to occur in the
period to 2035.

Not Agreed.

9

Transportation
and traffic
Weight limits
need to be
imposed in
Hilton

Impacts of HGVs across
the village are a concern.
This needs to be
managed as part of a
mitigation plan with a 7.5
tonne weight limit placed
on the road. A total ban
on HGV traffic is
demanded as part of the

There is an existing 22:00 to
07:00 night time HGV ban
(over 7.5t) through Hilton. The
extension of this to an all-day
ban is a matter for the local
highways authority and
enforcement is recognised as
a local concern. Extension of
the HGV ban to 24 hours

Not Agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

approval of the A14
scheme.

should be discussed with the
County Council.
It was agreed at a meeting on
15 September that Highways
England will continue to
discuss the issue of weight
limits and through traffic with
Hilton Parish Council in
conjunction with the County
Council.
The management of
construction traffic during
construction of the scheme is
set out below, and
construction traffic would
avoid local roads where this is
feasible. However, this may
not be completely achievable
in practice.
In accordance with Code of
Construction Practice
((Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/123, PINS
reference REP8-017), the
main contractors would form a
Traffic Management Working
Group and would consult with
local authorities regarding
access routes that may be
used by the main contractors
to access the construction
sites, this would include
consultation regarding any
particular timing restrictions
on the use of the roads.
Access routes for the majority
of construction traffic would
be limited as far as
reasonably practicable, to the
trunk road network as well as
temporary offline haul routes
created within the trace
or/and parallel to the scheme
where possible. Access along
local roads would be
restricted but may be
necessary for certain
construction activities.
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

10

Noise and
vibration
Noise impacts
are being
independently
modelled locally.

An independent noise
assessment is being
carried out by Sound
Barrier Solutions (SBS)
Ltd for Hilton Parish
Council.

Highways England has met
with Hilton Parish Council and
agreed a number of actions to
progress the dialogue
regarding noise including the
following:

Not Agreed.

The lack of traffic
modelling impinged on
the ability to complete
this.

•

•

•

•

11

Design and
engineering
Elevation of the
road

The existing A14 does
not suffer flooding, so
there are questions as to
why the new scheme
needs to be so elevated
in order to avoid flooding.

A sensitivity test will
consider the effects of a
4m barrier which extends
beyond an unlimited
boundary beyond the
village of Hilton, in order
to understand the impact
of wider ‘edge effects’ on
noise in the village using
the ISO9613 prediction
method;
A combined assessment
of the noise impacts at
Pear Tree Close and
Hilton to identify if there
are in combination
effects;
Highways England’s
noise experts are willing
to meet to further
examine the noise
assessment model; and
Highways England
representatives are open
to further engagement
with SBS Limited if Hilton
Parish Council wish them
to do so.

In the area to the south of
Fenstanton and north of
Hilton, the existing A14 is
generally on low
embankment, in the order of
1m above the adjacent
ground. The proposed new
A14 as it passes north of
Hilton would be on an
embankment 1m to 3m above
the adjacent ground.

Not Agreed.

The highway alignments have
been designed with a
consideration of the
environmental impacts of the
scheme whilst providing a
safe, cost-effective, and
practicable solution. The
height of the alignment above
HE/A14/EX/165
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

the existing landscape has
been minimised, keeping it as
low as possible, subject to the
following constraints. This
results in the proposed design
for the new A14 being higher
than the existing A14 relative
to existing ground levels, as
we are now required to design
the scheme for higher levels
of resilience against flood
than was the case when the
existing A14 dual carriageway
was constructed.
Watercourses alignments
must be at a suitable height
above existing
watercourses/drainage
channels. This is necessary to
preserve the function of this
significant part of the local
land drainage system and
maintain its connectivity. In
determining the height of the
alignments, allowance has
been made for factors
including;
•

•
•

The size of culverts –
noting Environment
Agency requirements for
design storms;
Climate change
allowance; and
Including also: freeboard
above maximum water
level; the thickness of
structures; and the depth
of new road pavement.

Carriageway drainage alignment height is governed
by the requirements of the
carriageway drainage system
and pavement design,
including compliance with
current design standards
Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB) and in
particular Volume 4 -Section
2, Volume 6 and Volume 7.
The height of the alignment is
required to provide effective
HE/A14/EX/165
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

drainage to the foundation
layers of the pavement. This
is required for the longevity of
the pavement and to provide
sufficient height and falls to
achieve outfalls by gravity.
The alternative to a gravity
system would be pumped
outfalls. Pumped outfalls are
fundamentally undesirable as
these would be an ongoing
maintenance and operation
risk. Pumped outfalls would
incur running costs and would
require monitoring and more
frequent maintenance than a
gravity outfall. Additionally,
notwithstanding the inclusion
of multiple or backup
systems, pumped outfalls
have some risk of failure with
a potential for flooding of the
new roads.
12

Design and
engineering
Huntingdon
viaduct

There is support for the
retention of the
Huntington viaduct to
allow east-west traffic
movements. This route
provides vital local
resilience given it is an
alternative should the
new A14 be blocked.
Allowing local traffic
below 7.5 tonnes to
continue access on this
route would provide
benefits on local roads
and lessen impacts
elsewhere.

The option of retaining the
viaduct at Huntingdon and a
reduced standard Huntingdon
southern bypass has been
investigated as part of the
scheme proposal
development.

Not Agreed.

Although initially cheaper than
the proposed scheme, traffic
flow over the dual 2-lane
carriageway would continue
to deteriorate to the extent
that congestion would return
and further widening within
Huntingdon would be needed.
Furthermore, the
environmental, economic and
traffic benefits to the town of
Huntingdon from removing
the viaduct would not be
realised.
A fuller response by
Highways England to the
Examining Authorities
questions regarding the
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

viaduct can be found on the
2
PINS website .
13

Other matters
Genuine
consultation

Highways England are
viewed with suspicion
locally. There is a local
view in Hilton that little
action will follow from
consultation.
A dearth of information
undermines the process
of establishing trusted
relationships.

The consultation is a genuine
exercise and where possible
practical changes have been
implemented.
Extensive consultation has
been undertaken with the
local community and wider
stakeholders through the preapplication consultation,
communication through the
SoCG process and through
the examination period.
Highways England continues
to consider the feedback
received in the development
of the scheme. Commitments
are being considered where
feasible throughout the SoCG
process.

Not Agreed.

22

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%207/Highways%20England%20-%20HEA14-EX93%20Response%20to%20ExAs%20Second%20Written%20Questions%20Huntingdon%20Viaduct%
20Response%20Collated.pdf
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

25 September 2015

Name:

Ken Attwood, Chair of Hilton Action on Traffic (HAT)

Signature:

On behalf of:

Hilton Action on Traffic HAT

Date:

25 September 2015
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Appendix A: Relevant representation
The following is a copy of the relevant representation submitted by
HAT to the PINS.
‘Hilton Action on Traffic was created to monitor and report on traffic
issues in the village. We are greatly concerned about the issues
surrounding the proposed construction work relating to the A14. We
are well aware that this needs to done but many issues raise concern
for the residents of Hilton and we feel they should be addressed
before any approval to proceed is granted.
The greatest concerns to have been raised are the issues
surrounding the extra noise and light pollution which will be created
by the road being constructed so close to the village. Some years
ago this village paid for a survey to be produced on the effects that
the current A14 have on this village. Many recommendations were
made in that survey and they included proposed sound bunds and
road surfaces that could be used to reduce the effects that further
works could have, to our knowledge these have been ignored and
the proposed methods of sound reduction appear to be inadequate
for purpose. Light pollution will also be of concern and the current
proposals do nothing to alleviate the concerns of the village. Steps
are being taken to upgrade this older report and we respectfully ask
that any recommendations made should be included and considered
before approval.
We are also extremely concerned about the movement of HCV traffic
through the village during construction and after, we already suffer
from a large number of these types of vehicles each day and any
increase would be considered inappropriate so we feel that an
outright ban on HCV traffic through this village should be made a
requisite of approval of this scheme.
Hilton will be badly affected by this scheme and therefore we deserve
greater consideration during this run up to approval and we request
that all these issues be addressed before approval be given.’
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Appendix B: Summary of scheme and route
options assessment
The development of the scheme and route options considered is set
out in the Case for the Scheme (Chapter 4) (document reference
7.1).
The Option Generation and Initial Sifting Report conducted by Atkins
in 2012 for the Department for Transport (DfT) provided options to
alleviate transport problems in the A14 corridor around Cambridge
and Huntingdon.
As part of these options, two options (Option 45 and Option 46) were
considered where the proposed A14 scheme was routed further west
of Brampton. These options were discounted in part due to
environmental reasons. Option 45 was rejected as it would pass
through Buckden Landfill Site and have a high impact to the
Godmanchester community. Option 46 was rejected due to the visual
impacts and increased requirement for land acquisition/relocation of
electricity infrastructure and proximity to Godmanchester and
Brampton communities.
As a result of this evaluation process six highways options for the
scheme emerged and are outlined in the A14 Study: Output 3
Package Testing and Appraisal Report, conducted by Atkins in 2012.
This provided six options, of which Options 2 - 6 involved a two or
three lane Huntingdon Southern Bypass running to the south-west of
Brampton.
Further appraisal of these options against economic, environmental
and social and community criteria was carried out as part of the
study. Option 3 and Option 5 were identified as offering the best
overall solutions. Due to the need to provide a scheme that
performed well in economic, environmental and social terms, the best
performing aspects of Options 3 and 5 were combined to provide a
seventh option.
Option 7 was further refined and modelled as per the previous six
options and emerged from the A14 Study as the preferred option to
be taken forward into more detailed development. Following further
refinement Option 7B emerged. This preferred option was subject to
a value engineering exercise to explore modifications which would
offer improvement in certain key areas. This option was further
refined to include a different layout at the Brampton Interchange
whereby the A14 crossed the A1 near Brampton Hut on an elevated
section of road.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and
another party. It sets out matters which are agreed between both parties,
as well as matters which are not agreed and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed
and the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be
used as evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils and not-statutory organisations.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA). It refers to
the application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate
on 31 December 2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015 for examination
by the Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the
existing A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It
includes a new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening
on the existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to
the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements,
the widening of a section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of
the existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey
junctions, and the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East
Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the discussions,
including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and HCA, in line with the
principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter.
Including comments from the HCA on whether the
matters are agreed, not agreed or still under
discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to the
Planning Inspectorate.

Appendix B

Copy of the written representation made to the
Planning Inspectorate.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The Homes and Communities Agency is a non-departmental public body,
sponsored by the Department for Communities and Local Government. Its role
is to make more homes and premises available by promoting land for
development. Its interest regarding the A14 is related to the proposed
Northstowe 'new town' of 9,500 homes, to be situated to the north east of the
A14, approximately seven miles north of Cambridge.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA).

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

19 November
2013

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Traffic meeting held to discuss A14 and Northstowe.

21 January
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Traffic meeting held to discuss A14 and Northstowe.

23 January to
31 March 2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Ongoing email and telephone correspondence to discuss
and agree the approach to traffic modelling approach for
A14 and Northstowe.

12 February
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Meeting to agree the land use assumptions for the A14
and Northstowe traffic modelling.

17 February
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Scoping note for modelling scenarios provided by joint
A14 scheme designers J2A to Hyder Consulting, agents
for the HCA.

25 February
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Meeting held to discuss A14 and Northstowe modelling.

07 May 2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Meeting held to agree Northstowe access strategy,
Highways England in attendance.

06 June 2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Letter from Paul Kitson (HCA) to Mike Evans regarding
junction design, traffic modelling and Northstowe.

26 June -23
July 2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communications

Ongoing email and telephone communication regarding
the infrastructure assumptions for Northstowe and A14
scheme.

10 March 2015

Pre-examination
relevant
representation

Please see Appendix A for a copy of the relevant
representation submitted to the Planning Inspectorate by
the HCA.

9 June 2015

On-going
correspondence

Teleconference to discuss the preparation of a Statement
of Common Ground.

15 June 2015

Written
representation

Please see Appendix B for a copy of the written
representation submitted to the Planning Inspectorate by
Hyder Consulting on behalf of the HCA.
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Provision of additional traffic data files to HCA for review.

2.1.3 It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key

correspondence between Highways England and the Homes and
Communities Agency.
2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5 The relevant representation has formed the basis for the discussion at the

SoCG teleconference. A copy of the relevant representation can be found in
Appendix A and the written representation in Appendix B.
2.1.6 It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2 and 3

of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to the HCA, and
therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between the parties.
As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent that they
are either not of material interest or relevance to the HCA.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways
England and the Homes and Communities Agency at the telephone
discussion on 9 June 2015. It outlines Highways England responses to
stakeholder issues raised and whether the stakeholder agrees with this
Highways England response. The matters are addressed in line with
principal issues identified in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder issue

Highways England
Response

Agree /
Disagree /
Under
discussion

1

Traffic and
Transport

Traffic forecasts were made
available in the Transport
Assessment report
(document reference 7.2).
This provides peak hour
junction turning movements
and AADT flows in some
locations in the vicinity of
Northstowe. It is noted that
since the discussion the
Traffic Modelling Update
Report (document
reference HE-A14-EX-44)
has been submitted by
Highways England on 15
June 2015. This comprises
updated CHARM3a results.

This is noted. Highways
England has provided
information on the peak
hour turning flows and
AADT link flows to HCA.

Agreed.

It should be noted that
account has been taken
of developments in the

Under
discussion.

In order to fully understand
the compatibility of the
traffic modelling results in
the Northstowe local area,
and the impacts on the
local road network to the
Northstowe development,
the HCA wished to obtain
more detail regarding the
traffic flows and turning
movements on the B1050,
Bar Hill junction and the
Local Access Road. This
has now been provided by
Highways England and this
has assisted the HCA in
understanding the
compatibility and impacts of
the latest modelling results.
2

Design and
Engineering
Standards

HE/A14/EX/165
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Principal
Issue
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
Response

junction from the B1050 to
the local access road. The
originally submitted LinSig
modelling results showed
the junction operated at
capacity in the 2035 do
something scenario. A
revised scheme with
additional capacity was
submitted in the Traffic
Modelling Update Report
(document reference HEA14-EX-44) on 15 June
2015 and this has also
been tested with the full
10,000-home Northstowe
development.

traffic model where they
were assessed as
reasonably foreseeable,
as agreed with local
planning authorities.
Major development
within 5km was
considered in relation to
other non-traffic related
cumulative effects as
reported in Chapter 18 of
the Environmental
Statement (document
reference 6.1).

The B1050/ Local Access
Road junction
arrangements are critically
important to the success of
the Northstowe
development as, depending
on design and capacity,
they could present a
constraint on the route from
the A14 to Northstowe.
The latest submissions and
data have been reviewed
and the following issues are
highlighted on which the
HCA has considered its’
position:
•

HE/A14/EX/165

Access to Northstowe
will be dependent on
the B1050 corridor.
This will have a
substantial traffic
signalised junction on it
to the north of Bar Hill.
The revisions proposed
to the junction in the 17
June Traffic Modelling
Update document
provide some
reassurance of
capacity at this junction
based on Highways
England traffic
forecasts, with reserve
capacity with the full
Northstowe
development of 10,000
NS06/6

Agree /
Disagree /
Under
discussion

Additional sensitivity
testing in relation to a
high development
scenario has been
carried out. This allows
for the full build out of
development at
Northstowe to 10,000
homes.
As a result, the design of
the Bar Hill junction
allows for the future
expansion of the junction
to accommodate the
potential full build out of
Northstowe (10,000
homes) as shown in
Appendix C of the Traffic
Modelling Update
Report. Land has been
safeguarded and
structures and
earthworks would be
provided to allow this
junction to be expanded
in the future to
accommodate the traffic
generated by the full
development.
In addition allowance
has also been made for
widening of the B1050
north of Bar Hill to a two
lane dual carriageway to
connect to the proposed
southern access road
and new roundabout on
the B1050 that are
proposed as part of the
September 2015
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Principal
Issue
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
Response

homes.
•

•

A comparison of the
forecasts for the B1050
north of the Bar Hill
junction from
CHARM3a to those
tested in Northstowe
Phase 2 submission
however shows that
CHARM3a has lower
PM peak hour flows in
this location (3,422
vehicles in 2035
compared to 3,818 in
2031 in the Northstowe
modelling). The HCA
will not comment on
the robustness of the
traffic modelling as this
is being addressed by
the County Council.
However, should the
traffic flows as a result
of the A14 scheme
prove to have been
underestimated,
(whereas the traffic
generation from
Northstowe was
correctly forecast)
future capacity
improvements must not
be the responsibility of
the HCA as developer.

Agree /
Disagree /
Under
discussion

Northstowe Phase 2
development. The
junction has been
designed to
accommodate the flow
predictions together with
some spare capacity.
This is explained in
Question 1.12.42, Report
12, of the Response to
the First Written
Questions.
Any further
improvements to the
local and strategic road
network that would be
required to support
subsequent phases of
the Northstowe
development and would
need to be agreed by the
developer with the local
planning authority in
consultation with the
local highway authority.

The above comment
may have a direct
impact on the operation
of the Bar Hill/ Local
Access Road junction
(for Phases 1 and 2 of
Northstowe as well as
the full development). If
traffic flows are higher
than forecast there
may be a need to
expand capacity/
change design at the
Bar Hill junction prior to
the completion.

B1050 north of Bar Hill
The B1050 north of the Bar
Hill ‘jug handle’ junction
HE/A14/EX/165
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Principal
Issue
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
Response

Agree /
Disagree /
Under
discussion

There will be more
certainty of construction
timing and phasing after
the DCO process. A
GANTT chart setting out
the approach to the
construction of the
proposed project is set
out in Question 1.14.6,
Report 14, of the
Response to the First
Written Questions. As
seen in Figure 14-2,
Section 4 (A14
Swavesey to Girton) is
expected to begin with
site setup in quarter 2 of
2016 with the main
construction beginning
towards the latter end of
2016.

Agreed.

with the local access road
is proposed to be a dual
carriageway with central
reservation and a
segregated cycleway on
the east side. The
proposals align with those
of the HCA based on a
review of a pdf drawing
however and it would be
appropriate to obtain the
CAD version and review
this in more detail.
3

Design and
Engineering
Standards

Delivery and Construction
Timing
The HCA need post DCO
certainty as to the timing of
the construction works.
The HCA will seek to
construct the highway
improvements to the B1050
in parallel with the A14
improvements to the B1050
and Bar Hill and wishes to
explore initiatives to deliver
efficiencies across the two
projects.

Highways England would
work actively with the
contractor to ensure
efficiencies across the
construction of the
scheme. As discussed,
Highways England would
put the appropriate
person to discuss the
construction process in
contact with HCA.
4

Economic
and Social
Effects

HE/A14/EX/165

The Need for the Scheme
The HCA is fully in support
of the A14 Improvement
Scheme going ahead as it
will enable the delivery of
Phase 2 and beyond of
Northstowe and thus have
NS06/8

The Traffic Modelling
Update Report (TMUR)
(document reference
HE-A14-EX-44) includes
additional detail on the
matter of capacity in
2035, which can also be
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subject to
the comment
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HCA that the
responsibility
for any
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Principal
Issue
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
Response

Agree /
Disagree /
Under
discussion

significant benefits for the
growth of the local and
wider economy.

discussed through
additional meetings.

future
capacity
improvement
s at Bar Hill
would
require
discussion to
establish the
contribution
of
Northstowe
to the need
versus other
traffic
routeing to
and from the
A14.

The scheme improvements
will provide additional
capacity for increased
traffic flows, which will
include those arising from
the Northstowe
development within the A14
corridor, which is the
largest single development.
As such the business case
for the A14 improvements
is partly predicated on the
Northstowe development.
The Phase 2 outline
planning permission was
granted by the Northstowe
Joint Development Control
Committee on 29 July 2015
with conditions and subject
to S.106. This thus
provides further assurances
that the scheme will go
ahead.
A Grampion condition
restricts occupation of
Northstowe Phase 2
beyond an agreed sub
phase until the A14
improvements in the vicinity
of Northstowe have been
delivered. As such the A14
improvements are not just
desirable but essential to
the future delivery phases
of Northstowe as a whole.
As the HCA, and ultimately
the government, is the main
sponsor and developer at
Northstowe, there are very
serious cost implications for
the tax payer and public
purse of any delays in the
A14 scheme coming
forward.
Moreover, it would
generally inhibit the
promotion of economic
growth which would be
contrary to the planning
HE/A14/EX/165
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South Cambridgeshire
District Council's
Northstowe Area Action
Plan ultimately includes
plans for up to 10,000
homes. Planning
approval had not yet
been granted for these
additional homes as
stated in Para 3.4.2 in
the TMUR. Outline
planning permission for
up to 3,500 homes was
granted on 25 June 2015
subject to s106 and
conditions resulting in
consent for 5,000 in total
with Phase 1 and
therefore they are not
included as part of the
‘core’ scenario.
Nonetheless, Highways
England has committed
to safeguard land and
provide earthworks and
structures at Bar Hill that
are capable of
accommodating the full
build out of Northstowe
as stated in Para 3.4.2 in
the TMUR, providing a
scheme such that only
relatively modest
alterations would be
required to be
implemented by the
developer to
accommodate the full
build out and hence limit
disruption to the
travelling public. Other
junctions in the vicinity of
the Northstowe
development have also
been assessed to
determine whether the
proposed designs are
capable of
accommodating the
additional traffic
generated by the
development. In order to
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Ref

Principal
Issue
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
Response

strategy for the area.

ensure that the junction
designs are robust, a
series of operational
assessments have been
undertaken for the 2035
DS++ (high
development) scenario.

Therefore, the HCA
requests that the Panel
considers the significant
public interest to the tax
payer that the programmed
upgrades to the A14 laid
out by the DCO ensure that
the elements related to
Northstowe are delivered
first and without delay to
minimise the potential for
disruption of Northstowe.

Agree /
Disagree /
Under
discussion

The results show that the
junctions assessed
(Section 3.4 of the Traffic
Modelling Update
Report) operate within
capacity with the full
build of Northstowe,
albeit with increased
saturation. At Bar Hill
junction, to provide an
additional robustness to
cater for future traffic
flows, the design as
submitted as part of the
DCO application
provides passive
provision in the
earthworks and bridges
for widening the
circulatory carriageway
of the roundabout to
three lanes as set out in
Para 3.4.9 in the TMUR.
Your comment regarding
delays to the scheme
timeline is duly noted. It
is anticipated that the
statutory DCO process
would be complete
towards mid-2016,
allowing construction to
start on site in 2016 with
the road open to traffic
by 2020.
It is noted that outline
planning permission for
Phase 2 with conditions
has been approved on
29 July. This included
Condition 49 which
states that ‘no part of the
proposed development
beyond that referred to
as sub-phase A…shall
be occupied prior to the
opening of the Bar Hill
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Principal
Issue
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
Response

Agree /
Disagree /
Under
discussion

junction of the A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement
scheme; widening of the
A14 between Bar Hill
and Girton of the A14
Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement
scheme; and the
widening of the B1050 to
dual carriageway
between its junctions
with the A14 at Bar Hill
the proposed Northstowe
southern access route’.
An outline construction
programme was
provided in response to
written question 1.14.6 in
document
1
HE/A14/EX/41 . The
works in the vicinity of
Bar Hill are expect to
take over three years to
construct as they involve
complex traffic
management staging
through various phases
to allow the A14 traffic
and junction to keep
operating, whilst the new
bridges, widened road
and junctions as well as
the local access road are
constructed.
Main construction works
are envisaged to be
completed in the
Northstowe/Bar Hill area
between the end of 2016
and the end of 2019
(subject to getting
necessary consents).
5

Economic
and Social
Effects

The Need to Accommodate
the Full 10,000
Development
The HCA has worked with
Highways England and the

Your comment is duly
noted. The Traffic
Modelling Update Report
(document reference
HE-A14-EX-44) includes

Agreed.

11

http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%202/HE-A14-EX41%20ExAQ1%20Report%2014%20Other%20Matters.pdf
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Principal
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Stakeholder issue

Highways England
Response

Local Authorities to agree
common land use and
economic assumptions for
Northstowe and the region.
The A14 ‘Do Something’
scheme 2035 includes the
Phase 1 and Phase 2
Northstowe development.

additional detail on the
matter of capacity in
2035.

Agree /
Disagree /
Under
discussion

The full 10,000 home new
town has been tested in the
transport assessment as a
sensitivity analysis which is
welcomed. However, it is
important to ensure that the
design of the A14
improvements will
accommodate future traffic
from Northstowe including
for the long term beyond
Phases 1 and 2.
6

Compulsory
Acquisition

HE/A14/EX/165

The HCA has interests in
land adjacent to the A14
affected by the scheme and
as such wishes to be
included in any discussions
regarding acquisition.

NS06/12
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

23.9.15

Name:

Philip Harker, Senior Area Manager (Technical) - Northstowe

Signature:

On behalf of:

Homes & Communities Agency

Date:

21/09/15
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Appendix A: Relevant representation
The Homes and Communities Agency, along with Gallagher Estates are
Joint Promoters of Northstowe. The planning application for Phase 2,
submitted by the HCA, is expected to be determined at planning
committee on 25th March 2015. The HCA are fully in support of the A14
improvement scheme going ahead. The HCA has working alongside the
Highways Agency during the process of scheme development and the
consideration of transport links to Northstowe in order for the scheme to
accommodate transport connections for Phase 2 of the Northstowe
development. The development of Northstowe beyond early sub-phases
of Phase 2 is expected to be linked by planning condition to the
implementation of the A14 improvements. Moreover the case for the A14
scheme is partly predicated on the growth of homes and jobs in the
corridor, of which Northstowe is the largest single development. In
addition the HCA holds land interests which are directly affected by the
proposals.
Whilst in principle the HCA welcome the A14 improvement scheme, the
HCA wish to ensure that the design of the improvements appropriately
accommodates the Northstowe proposals, including the long term
beyond Phase 2. The particular areas of interest are the changes to the
Bar Hill and Lower Drayton Road junctions, the local access roads and
the connection along the B1050 northwards linking to the HCA
improvements as part of Northstowe Phase 2. Moreover the HCA wish to
understand the traffic impact of the A14 proposals on existing local roads
in the vicinity of the Northstowe development as this will influence the
capacity and acceptability of future development.
Specifically, the HCA wish to ensure the following from the HA’s
proposals:
(1) Understanding and compatibility of the results of the traffic modelling
for the A14 improvements with the work undertaken for Northstowe
Phase 2 within the local area;
(2)The design of the improvements to accommodate forecast traffic with
Phase 2 and the full Northstowe 10,000 homes;
(3) The co-joining of the dual carriageway and cycleway links north of the
Bar Hill junction in the A14 scheme with that being provided by the HCA
south of the B1050/ Southern Access Road proposed roundabout; and
(4) Compatible timing and construction programming with the Northstowe
development and construction of transport links to minimise disruption
and make effective use of public money.
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Appendix B: Written representation
Written representation submitted by Hyder Consulting on behalf of
HCA on 15 June 2015
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.01 This written representation has been submitted by Hyder Consulting
(UK) Limited on behalf of the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA).
The representation sets out the role of the HCA in relation to the
Northstowe new town, provides an overview of the Northstowe
development and its relationship to the A14 improvements, and sets out
the principal issues of the DCO examination on which the HCA is making
a representation. Each of the issues are then set out in more detail for
consideration by the Panel of Examining Inspectors.
1.02 The HCA has been working closely with the Highways Agency/
Highways England throughout the pre submission process to align these
two major and inter-related investments being taken forward by
Government agencies. Alongside the written representation, the HCA
and Highways England are preparing a Statement of Common Ground
which continues the on-going dialogue to address and agree the issues.
2.0 THE HCA ROLE IN NORTHSTOWE
2.01 The Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) is the government’s
housing, land and regeneration agency, and the regulator of social
housing providers in England. The HCA is joint promoter for the delivery
of homes at Northstowe. The HCA has been involved in the new town
since the formation of the agency, and previously brought forward the
development as English Partnerships.
2.02 The HCA are joint promoters with Gallagher Longstanton Ltd. This
is a separate company but related to JJ Gallagher Limited (Gallagher)
which is privately owned and based in Warwick specialising in the
identification, promotion and subsequent implementation of high quality
major residential and mixed use development projects.
2.03 The HCA (and its predecessor English Partnerships) has promoted
the concept of a new settlement at Northstowe through the planning
system on land at Longstanton and at the former Oakington Barracks
and Airfield site for a period of nine years and has assembled significant
land controls through ownership and land option agreements which are
necessary to deliver the development. Some of this land is directly
affected by the A14 scheme and will be the subject of negotiations.
2.04 The HCA and Gallagher act jointly to take the lead role in the
funding, delivery and co-ordination of development of Northstowe. They
work closely with Cambridgeshire County Council and South
Cambridgeshire District Council to bring forward various elements of the
Northstowe project.
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3.0 NORTHSTOWE NEW TOWN
3.01 The site of the proposed new town at Northstowe is located in South
Cambridgeshire District approximately 10 kilometres north west of
Cambridge. Northstowe is promoted as a balanced community of up to
10,000 dwellings with employment, commercial, educational, recreational
and community facilities. It is to be developed with high environmental
quality and design standards and constitute an exemplar of sustainability
that will make positive contributions to carbon reduction and water
efficiency 2 targets. It is a ‘flagship’ project of high profile and status and
has already attracted much interest at regional, national and international
levels.
3.02 The development at Northstowe will therefore make a major
contribution to the provision of market and affordable homes,
employment floor space and jobs in the Cambridge sub-region and this is
entirely consistent with national planning policy to deliver sustainable
development and building a strong, competitive economy (National
Planning Policy Framework Pages 6 and 7 at Paragraphs 18-21).
3.03 Northstowe will have the advantage of being served by direct
connections to the A14 trunk road, part of the Trans European Transport
Network connecting the West Midlands to the East Coast Ports, the
improvement of which is subject to the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme subject of the current Examination.
3.04 Northstowe is served by a dedicated public transport system, the
Cambridgeshire Guided Busway which connects Northstowe to
Cambridge City centre, key employment and service locations such as
the Cambridge Science Park and Addenbrookes Hospital and to other
market towns in the sub-region.
3.05 South Cambridgeshire District Council has adopted a series of
Development Plan Documents that provide the local policy context for the
new town. The Northstowe Area Action Plan Adopted in July 2007
(NAAP) in particular sets out specific social, environmental and other
requirements against which planning applications are assessed.
3.06 Northstowe is therefore a confirmed location for a new town in the
Cambridge sub-region and an important part of the formally approved
and adopted Development Plan for South Cambridgeshire. The long term
reserve of land at Northstowe is included in South Cambridgeshire’s
Submission Local Plan (July 2013) to be brought forward as a formal
allocation for further residential development which will be an extension
to the new town scheme of development. The Submission Local Plan is
now currently subject to Local Plan Examination.
3.07 A Development Framework Document including a Framework
Master Plan for the whole of Northstowe was approved by the
Northstowe Joint Development Control Committee (NJDCC) in July 2012.
3.08 Gallagher was granted planning permission in April 2014 for
Northstowe Phase 1 development (1,500 homes, a local centre, a
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primary school and community and recreational
development of the site commenced in April 2015.

facilities)

and

3.09 The Homes and Community Agency submitted a hybrid planning
application in August 2014 for Northstowe Phase 2 development in
outline for up to 3,500 homes, two primary schools, a secondary school,
a town centre and associated facilities and in full for a Southern Access
Road West to link the development to the B1050. The application is
expected to be determined by the Northstowe Joint Development Control
Committee in June 2015.
3.10 Further phases of development at Northstowe are planned to
complete the full development of up to 10,000 homes. Figure 1 is
extracted from the 3 Northstowe Development Framework Document
2012, showing the Masterplan in the context of the A14.
Figure 1 – Extract from Northstowe Development Framework
Document 2012

4.0 PRINCIPAL ISSUES
4.01 The HCA is making representations relating to the following
principal issues (as listed by the Inspectorate in the Article 6 letter Annex
C):

HE/A14/EX/165

•

Economic and social effects

•

Traffic and transport

•

Design and engineering; and

•

Compulsory acquisition.
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5.0 ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CASE
The Need for the Scheme
5.01 The HCA is fully in support of the A14 Improvement Scheme going
ahead as it will enable the delivery of Phase 2 and beyond of Northstowe
and thus have significant benefits for the growth of the local and wider
economy.
5.02 The scheme improvements will provide additional capacity for
increased traffic flows, which will include those arising from the
Northstowe development within the A14 corridor, which is the largest
single development. As such the business case for the A14
improvements is partly predicated on the Northstowe development.
5.03 The scheme will address existing congestion issues and will give
the confidence required for future investment in home building,
employment growth, jobs and associated facilities which will be required
to develop a successful new town.
5.03 The scheme will address existing congestion issues and will give
the confidence required for future investment in home building,
employment growth, jobs and associated facilities which will be required
to develop a successful new town.
5.04 The Phase 2 outline planning permission (which is subject to
consideration by the Northstowe Joint Development Control Committee
in June 2015) is anticipated to have a condition restricting occupation of
Northstowe Phase 2 beyond sub phase B until the A14 improvements in
the vicinity of Northstowe have been delivered. As such the A14
improvements are not just desirable but essential to the future
development of Northstowe.
5.05 It is important that Northstowe should not be deterred or inhibited in
coming forward for development. The market and affordable housing,
employment, retail, commercial and leisure facilities to be provided at the
new town will make a significant contribution to the growth and economy
of the wider Cambridge area.
5.06 Therefore should there be any delay in the approval of the
Development Consent Order or the approval not be forthcoming, this
would have very serious consequences for the further development of
Northstowe and generally inhibit the promotion of economic growth which
would be contrary to the planning strategy for the area. The Need to
Accommodate the Full 10,000 Development
5.07 The HCA has worked with Highways England and the Local
Authorities to agree common land use and economic assumptions for
Northstowe and the region. The A14 ‘Do Something’ scheme 2035
includes the Phase 1 and Phase 2 Northstowe development.
5.08 The full 10,000 home new town has been tested in the transport
assessment as a sensitivity analysis which is welcomed. However, it is
important to ensure that the design of the A14 improvements will
accommodate future traffic from Northstowe including for the long term
HE/A14/EX/165
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beyond Phases 1 and 2. In this respect the detailed design of the A14
Bar Hill and Drayton Road junctions and the local access roads will need
to be designed to meet this requirement. There is commentary on these
aspects in the submission but the HCA are seeking clarification as to how
this is achieved, as further discussed in Section 6.0.
6.0 TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT
6.01 Whilst in principle the HCA welcomes the A14 improvement
scheme, the HCA wish to fully understand the traffic impact of the A14
proposals on existing local roads in the vicinity of the Northstowe
development as this will influence the capacity and acceptability of future
development.
6.02 The traffic modelling for Northstowe Phase 2 has been undertaken
largely in parallel. Both schemes have used the Cambridge Sub Regional
Model (CSRM) with benchmarking and updates made in spring 2014.
6.03 In relation to baseline traffic data, the A14 scheme Transport
Assessment (TA) identifies the approach in Section 3.4. Traffic count
data was collected in February 2014 to update the A14 scheme base
model. This data included the turning movement counts undertaken for
the Northstowe Phase 2 Transport Assessment. The local network
baseline traffic data is therefore the same for the A14 scheme as that
used in the Northstowe assessment for benchmarking the CSRM base
year and for validation of base year junction models.
6.04 The A14 pre submission consultation in autumn 2013 was
undertaken using the CHARM1 version of the CSRM. The Northstowe
Phase 2 assignments were a later version including the CHARM1
changes to CSRM as well as benchmarking work undertaken for
Northstowe.
6.05 Further analysis by the Highways Agency identified that CHARM1
did not fully validate against WebTAG calibration and validation criteria
for the purposes of the scheme assessment and the A14 scheme model
has been updated to CHARM2 for the DCO submission. This updated
model uses additional data collected to update to a 2014 base year
including number plate surveys and aggregated mobile phone signal data
to give a better understanding of the routes that traffic currently uses. It
also takes account of the benchmarking work undertaken for Northstowe
Phase 2, which was not in CHARM1. The A14 scheme modelling for the
submission is therefore an updated version of the highway assignment
model for Northstowe Phase 2.
6.06 The land use modelling aspects of CSRM are the same as those
used for Northstowe Phase 2. Paragraph 3.5.33 of the A14 TA identifies
that the latest set of development and infrastructure proposals were
agreed with the planning authorities in April 2014, as agreed and used for
Northstowe.
6.07 The ‘with scheme’ scenario for the A14 scheme includes Phase 2 of
Northstowe and uses the same assumptions regarding the provision of
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Northstowe highway infrastructure (dual carriageway Southern Access
Road in Phase 2, link to Dry Drayton Road ‘Oakington Link’ in Phase 3).
6.08 The model years are 2020 and 2035. This differs from the
Northstowe Phase 2 submission which assesses 2031 in line with the
end of the Phase 2 development and the Local Plan period. The model
years were interpolated from CSRM model runs of 2031 and 2041. As
such in any comparison of traffic flows presented for the two schemes
the A14 scheme forecast network traffic flows would be expected to be
higher than those for Northstowe Phase 2 given that it is for a future year
of 2035 rather than 2031 (with additional background traffic growth).
6.09 Traffic forecasts have been made available in the Transport
Assessment report. This provides peak hour junction turning movements
at the proposed junctions at Bar Hill and the Local Access Road, as well
as AADT flows in some locations in the vicinity of Northstowe.
6.10 In order to fully understand the compatibility of the traffic modelling
results in the Northstowe local area, and the impacts on the local road
network to the Northstowe development, the HCA wish to obtain more
detail regarding the traffic flows and turning movements on the B1050,
Bar Hill junction and the Local Access Road.
6.11 It is understood that updated traffic reporting is to be made available
on the 15th June 2015 and this may assist in providing clarity on these
issues.
7.0 DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
7.01 Whilst in principle the HCA welcome the A14 improvement scheme,
the HCA wish to ensure that the design of the improvements
appropriately accommodates the Northstowe proposals, including the
long term beyond Phase 2. The particular areas of interest are the
changes to the Bar Hill and Lower Drayton Road junctions, the local
access roads and the connection along the B1050 northwards linking to
the HCA improvements as part of Northstowe Phase 2.
Bar Hill Junction
7.02 The Bar Hill junction includes a new signalised junction from the
B1050 to the local access road. The LinSig modelling results are
presented showing the junction operates at capacity in the 2035 do
something scenario. Queuing from the junction appears to be
accommodated without blocking back to the B1050/ Southern Access
Road roundabout or the main Bar Hill roundabout. Whilst this is the case
in 2035 with Phase 2 of Northstowe, the situation beyond this phase
requires clarification.
7.03 The TA states that “the Do-Something scenario has been designed
as necessary until Phase 3 of the Bar Hill improvements have been
undertaken”. The means of increasing capacity at this signalised junction
with Northstowe Phase 3 is not clear although it may include widening to
provide extra lanes at the junction. As a result of the above, the HCA is
seeking clarification from Highways England to confirm these aspects of
the traffic assessment and junction arrangements.
HE/A14/EX/165
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B1050 north of Bar Hill
7.04 The B1050 north of the Bar Hill ‘jug handle’ junction with the local
access road is proposed to be a dual carriageway with central
reservation and a segregated cycleway on the east side. The proposals
align with those of the HCA based on a review of a pdf drawing however
the HCA will review the alignment between the design drawings in more
detail.
Delivery and Construction Timing
7.05 The HCA need post DCO certainty as to the timing of the
construction works. The HCA will seek to construct the highway
improvements to the B1050 in parallel with the A14 improvements to the
B1050 and Bar Hill and wishes to explore initiatives with Highways
England to deliver efficiencies across the two projects.
8.0 COMPULSORY ACQUISITION
8.01 The HCA has interests in land adjacent to the A14 affected by the
scheme and as such wishes to be included in any discussions regarding
acquisition.
9.0 CONCLUSIONS
9.01 The HCA welcomes and supports the A14 Improvement Scheme
proposals and requests that the Application by Highways England for an
Order Granting Development Consent be recommended for approval by
the Panel of Examining Inspectors and subsequently confirmed by the
Secretary of State for Transport. 9.02 The HCA requests that the traffic
and design issues raised in this written representation are considered by
the Panel in order to ensure that the A14 Improvement Scheme fully
facilitates the successful delivery of the Northstowe new town.
Second Draft 12/06/15
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and
another party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as
well as matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are
under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils and non-statutory organisations.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Lordsway Park Residents Association. It refers to the
application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement
scheme which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline
railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken post–submission of the
DCO application. This includes meetings, emails and letters
related to the discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed between
Highways England and Lordsway Park Residents Association,
in line with the principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6
letter, including comments from Lordsway Park on whether the
matters are agreed, not agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record
of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate.

Appendix B

Noise mitigation plan.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Lordsway Park Residents Association represents the views of residents of
Lordsway Park, Alconbury situated in close proximity to the A1 spur and
A14.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Lordsway Park Residents Association.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

8 June
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
(SoCG)

Meeting attended by the Secretary of Lordsway Park
Residents Association, the Chairperson of Alconbury
Neighbourhood Watch and representatives of Highways
England.

28 July
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
meeting

Highways England representatives, Alconbury Parish Council
and Lordsway Park Residents Association met to discuss the
traffic modelling update report and other areas of concern.

2.1.3 It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key

correspondence between Highways England and Lordsway Park Residents
Association.
2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5 The relevant representation has formed the basis for the discussion at the

SoCG meetings. A copy of the relevant representation can be found at
Appendix A.
2.1.6 It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2 and 3 of

this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Lordsway Park
Residents Association, and therefore have not been the subject of any
discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be read as
agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material interest or
relevance to Lordsway Park Residents Association.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and Lordsway Park Residents Association at meetings on 8 June 2015 and
28 July 2015. It outlines Highways England responses to stakeholder issues
raised and whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England
response. The matters are addressed in line with principal issues identified
in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ issue
under
discussion

1

Noise and
Vibration
Noise
mitigation

The Lordsway Park
community live alongside the
existing A1M. There is
concern over the volume of
noise which will result from
additional traffic using the
A1M.
It is assumed that the new 2
metre sound barrier proposed
along the B1043 (A1M
Southbound slip road) is the
same height as the
enhanced/replacement barrier
proposed for the A1M
Northbound carriageway. If
not, representatives for
Lordsway Park Residents
Association, believes that
these barriers should be the
same height. They are
coloured blue and pink on
document 6.2, figure 14.07.
There is a request that the
'blue' barrier is the same
length as the 'red' barrier as
shown on the map.

A 2 metre sound barrier is
proposed along the B1043 (A1M
Southbound off-slip road). A
plan showing the proposed
barrier can be found in the
Environmental Statement,
document 6.2, figure 14.07. This
is attached in Appendix B below.
The noise assessment which
has been carried out as part of
the environmental impact
assessment (EIA) for the
scheme has assessed that there
are no residual likely significant
effects on the community at
Lordsway Park with the noise
barrier in place. This is reported
in the Environmental Statement,
document 6.1.
Further to this, at the meeting on
28 July 2015, Highways England
representatives explained the
design of the noise barrier near
Lordsway Park. This noise
barrier is designed at its set
height and length because this
would provide the greatest
performance in noise reduction.
The 2 m barrier alongside the
B1043 is proposed as part of a
package of mitigation measures
to mitigate the effect of road
traffic noise on residents at
Lordsway Park. It is considered
that such mitigation is
appropriate as it minimises, as
far as sustainable, any adverse
effects on health and quality of
life and avoids significant effects
for those residents.

Accepted.

There is further concern that
the existing noise comes from
the A1M road surface and not
engine noise. The Residents
Association is requesting low
noise road surfacing the
length of the A1M as part of
the improvements.
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Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ issue
under
discussion

2

Noise and
Vibration
Impact of
scheme on
Important
Area (IA)
designation

Clarification required with
regard to what the ‘Important
Area’ (IA) designation is in
Alconbury.

The Department for
Environment Food & Rural
Affairs (DEFRA) has developed
a national Noise Action Plan for
1
Roads . The Action Plan
identifies ‘Important Areas’ (IA)
where the local population is at
greatest risk of experiencing
noise impacts from their
exposure to road traffic noise.
With regard to the IA at
Alconbury (Highways Agency’s
ID reference 5153), the scheme
would significantly enhance the
existing noise mitigation
measures in this location. It
would replace the current noise
fence barrier with a new taller
fence barrier, improving the
noise environment within this IA.
No dwellings in this IA would be
subject to residual likely
significant effects.

Agreed.

3

Water
issues
Flood risk

Significant flooding was
experienced in the area in
1998. There is concern that
the scheme will increase flood
risk in relation to Alconbury
Brook. It is believed that
drainage ponds and drainage
arrangements implemented
as part of the A1M have not
been effective.
It is perceived that the
scheme requires realignment
of Alconbury Brook.

A Flood Risk Assessment (FRA)
has been undertaken for the
A14 Improvement scheme (see
Appendix 17.1 of the
Environmental Statement (ES).
The assessment presents a
worst case scenario and with
regards to Alconbury Brook,
predicts no change in water
level as a result of the scheme.
The loss of floodplain would be
mitigated via the provision of
floodplain compensation (the
location of floodplain loss and
compensation areas are
indicated in Figure 17.2 in
Volume 2 of the ES). The
significance of potential effects
has been classified as neutral. A
small realignment of Alconbury
Brook is proposed at NGR: TL
1925 7316 to accommodate the
widening of the A1M. This would
however maintain the current
channel cross-section
dimensions, gradient and
floodplain storage at this
location; and as detailed above

Agreed.

1

DEFRA. (2014) Noise Action Plan: Roads (Including Major Roads) [online] available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/276237/noise-action-plan-roads-201401.pdf
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ issue
under
discussion

the significance of potential
effects has been classified as
neutral.
4

Water
issues
Flood risk
concern

Alconbury Parish Council
raised concern at 28/07/15
meeting:
With construction of the new
A1 lanes being to the east of
the existing A1 there is the
potential for Alconbury Brook
and other watercourses to be
interfered with and, therefore,
a potential increase in flood
risks for the village. This
relates, especially, to the
water course that flows
towards the Racecourse as
local knowledge shows this
flooding on a regular
basis. Therefore,
consideration should be given
to culvert size when bridging
this watercourse.

Flood risk and the effect on
watercourses is an important
aspect to the environmental
impact of the scheme. This has
been studied and reported on in
the Environment Statement
(Chapter 17 and Appendix 17.1).
Increased surface water runoff
from highway surfaces would be
stored through balancing ponds,
which attenuate flows down to
existing levels (allowing for
future climate change) and
ensure flood risk is not
increased. The water is slowly
released to a watercourse over
a longer period of time at
existing greenfield flow rates to
mimic the natural drainage
regime.

Accepted.

Any incursion into existing flood
plain by the proposed road
widening is compensated for on
an equivalent level for level
basis to ensure effects of
flooding of the watercourse are
not made worse elsewhere.
The Flood Risk Assessment
contains a detailed assessment
of flood risk at Alconbury Brook.
The size of the culverts for
watercourses has been
discussed with the Environment
Agency and takes account of 1
in 100 year flood flow, a further
allowance for climate change
and a freeboard clearance. This
clearance is intended to provide
passage for floating debris to
prevent the culverts from
becoming blocked during a
storm.
5

Air Quality
and
Emissions
Air
pollution

HE/A14/EX/142

Concern that the additional
traffic using the A1M will
result in increased air
pollution.

Likely significant effects on air
quality are assessed as part of
the environmental impact
assessment (EIA) and are
reported in Chapter 8 of the ES
(including for Alconbury). In
summary the assessment
concludes that a small increase
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Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 9

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ issue
under
discussion

in nitrogen dioxide
concentrations (0.4 – 2µg/m3) in
2020 are predicted in Alconbury;
however the maximum predicted
annual mean nitrogen dioxide
concentration is well below the
objective at 13µg/m3. By 2035,
the change in nitrogen dioxide
concentration is negligible (0 –
0.4µg/m3).
No exceedances of particulate
matter (PM10) objectives are
predicted and the changes in
this area are negligible. All
results in this area are in
compliance with the objectives
(including health based
objectives) and limit values.
The air quality limits for
PM10 and NO2, the pollutants of
3
concern, are 40µg/m as an
annual objective.
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Agreement on this SoCG

4

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

10 September 2015

Name:

Eddie Baker

Signature:

On behalf of:

Lordsway Park Residents Association

Date:

13.8.15
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Appendix A: Relevant representation
The following is a direct copy of the relevant representation made by
Lordsway Park Residents Association to the Planning Inspectorate with
regards the scheme.
‘We as residents living directly under the current A1M have serious
concerns about the volume of noise which will be created by the additional
traffic using the A1M.
We also have serious concerns about the air pollution again caused the
additional traffic.
There is also a concern regarding the Alconbury Brook which often floods.
The new road will take up more land space on the flood plain thus creating
a greater risk of flooding.’
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Appendix B: Noise mitigation plan
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning Inspectorate
as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils and non-statutory organisations.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the Applicant,
and Royal Observer Corps Association. It refers to the application for the
proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was
submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and
approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the
de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk road
between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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Structure of the Statement of Common Ground
This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the
discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and the non-statutory
organisation, in line with the principal issues set out
in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter, including comments
from the non-statutory organisation on whether the
matters are agreed, not agreed or still under
discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and
accurate record of the discussions.

Appendix A Relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate by the Royal Observer Corps
Association.
Appendix B Submission made to Historic England by the Royal
Observer Corps Association.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The Royal Observer Corps Association is a national organisation made up of
retired members of the Royal Observer Corps. It was formed in 1986 to
promote comradeship among Corps members. There are 25 Group
Associations. The ROCA's interest regarding the A14 relates to a Cold War
Royal Observer Corps Post Building.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Royal Observer Corps Association.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

12 March
2015

Pre-examination
Relevant
Representation

Please see Appendix A for a copy of the relevant
representation.

19 May
2015

On-going
correspondence

Email sent from the Royal Observer Corps Association
(ROCA) Heritage Team to Highways England consultant
regarding their submission to Historic England, which
provides background to the Cold War ROC Post. Please
refer to Appendix B for a copy of this submission document.

26 May
2015

Statement of
Common Ground
teleconference

Highways England representatives spoke with the Royal
Observer Corps Association – Heritage Team’s
representative to discuss issues regarding the A14 scheme
in order to prepare a Statement of Common Ground.
Please refer to section 3 below.

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Royal Observer Corps
Association.

2.1.4

The relevant representation formed the basis for the discussion at the SoCG
meeting.

2.1.5

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2 and 3 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to the Royal Observer
Corps Association and therefore have not been the subject of any
discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be read as
agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material interest or
relevance to the Royal Observer Corps Association.
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The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways
England and the non-statutory organisation at the teleconference on
26 May 2015. It outlines Highways England’s responses to stakeholder
issues raised and whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways
England response. The matters are addressed in line with principal
issues identified in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

1

Development
Consent
Order
In favour of
the scheme

Expressed broad support for
the scheme in principle,
subject to practical concerns
outlined below.

Noted.

2

Design and
Engineering
The current
position of the
route is
acceptable

The A14 scheme is
approximately 500 metres
north of the Orlit Observation
Post (formed part of the Cold
War network of look out
posts for low level aircraft
flying under the radar). The
post is located in an isolated
area on farmland, so it has
been preserved and is the
best remaining example in
the east of England. A
formal submission has been
made to Historic England for
Grade II listing which is
currently being considered.
Assurance is sought that the
route as shown on the DCO
plans will not move
significantly and jeopardise
the future of the Observation
Post.

The DCO application that
Highways England has
submitted to PINS
identifies the limits of the
land that we require to
build the scheme which is
known as the ‘red line’
boundary. The Orlit
Observation Post is
outside of the red line
boundary.
Construction works would
be confined to within the
red line. Should the Order
be granted, Highways
England would not be
permitted to alter the
boundary or deliver the
scheme outside of the
boundary.

Agreed.

3

Design and
Engineering
Proximity of
construction
works to the
Cold War
Post

Seeking reassurance that
there will not be any direct or
indirect impact on the
Observation Post during
construction of the A14.

The Royal Observer
Corps building complex is
identified in the
Environmental Statement
(document reference 6.1)
as Asset 169 (Chapter 9,
Section 9.3.56 of the ES).
The proposed work in this
area requires
improvements to the
existing access track that

Agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

links to Lodge Farm. The
work would be limited to
this area and as a result
the asset would not be
impacted by the scheme.
If there are concerns that
construction activities
(movement of HGVs and
plant) may have impacts
on the asset temporary
protection measures can
be put in place. This may
be some form of fencing
around the asset as has
been recommended for a
WW2 pillbox (Asset 54)
(Chapter 9, Section
9.6.25 of the ES).
Effective construction
management plans would
be in place during the
construction phase and
construction contractors
would be aware of the
location of the post and
the need for its protection.
This is set out in Chapter
7 of the Code of
Construction Practice (ES
Appendix 20.2).
Compliance with the
Code of Construction
Practice is secured by
paragraph 3 of part 1 of
Schedule 2 to the draft
Development Consent
Order.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

1 September 2015

Name:

John Shere

Signature:
On behalf of:

Royal Observer Corps Association

Date:

29.7.15
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Appendix A: Relevant representation
The following is a direct copy of the relevant representation made by
Royal Observer Corps Association to the Planning Inspectorate with
regards the scheme.
‘I/we are concerned that the construction of the A14 Link Road will or
may destroy a very rare Cold War Royal Observer Corps Post
Building. Note there is also an underground Monitoring Post next to
this structure.
The building is located in a field near to the Brampton/Buckden
junction. The above ground building is a superb example of an Aircraft
Observation Post used by the Royal Observer Corps, such structures
in themselves are very rare and this one in its current safe location is
in a very good condition. As such it is part of the little known heritage
of the ROC & the RAF for the defence of the UK, ROC were formally
deemed 'The Eyes & Ears of the RAF' in WW2.’
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Appendix B: Submission to Historic England –
ROC Orlit Post

6.1

Buckden Orlit ‘B’ Royal Observer Corps Post
It is requested by the Royal Observer Corps Association National
Heritage Team and Buckden Parish Council that the Buckden aboveground ROC Orlit B Post be safeguarded from the A14 upgrade
activity. Orlit is the name of the company that made them.
The ROC Post(s) is located in a field in Buckden in Cambridgeshire
and is easily visible from the Southbound A1 road. This land is part of
Lodge Farm. The Post is an Orlit B design Cold War above-ground
aircraft reporting Post. The exact location is NG Reference: TL19975
68596.
This location is about 500 metres north from the proposed new route
for the A14 upgrade and is in danger of being damaged or destroyed
by the contractors undertaking the construction work, contractors office
site, or by a change to the planned route. A formal ‘Listed’ status
request has already been submitted to Historic England.
This Orlit B Aircraft Reporting Post represents a unique part of the
UK's Cold War history. These concrete structures are now very rare, in
good condition. There are very few in the East of England and this is
probably the best example. It also has a Cold War underground
nuclear reporting ROC Post almost underneath it, which is also very
unusual. The location is in well a drained small copse and the building
does not currently require any renovation or funding. Access to this
location is also currently good. It is alongside a concrete roadway built
to access the old Little Paxton sand quarry workings from the farm.
The Observer Corps (as it was) was formed in 1925 to provide the UK
with warnings of air attack. A network of what were called Posts was
set up and these were manned by volunteers of the Corps. Initially
these people were given the status of Special Constables. With the
build up to WWII more Posts were constructed and information was
sent to ROC and RAF Control Rooms. There is only one surviving
example of a Wartime ROC Operations Room in the UK and this is
also in the East of England. It is located inside the Bury St Edmunds
Guildhall.
This year is the 75th Anniversary of the Battle of Britain, and the ROC
played a key role in the Battle and the air defence of the UK. It was
known officially as the 'Eyes and Ears' of the RAF. Most people
recognise the role that Radar played in this part of our nation's history
but few people realise that Radar was only looking out to sea. Once
over the UK coast the ROC took over tracking of enemy aircraft by
volunteers on Posts situated every 15 miles apart. Identification of the
type, number, height and tracking of aircraft was passed to ROC
Operations Rooms such as the one in the Guildhall. This information
when plotted on the big tables was passed to the RAF so that they
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could intercept the invaders and warnings could be given to the public
of air attack. As recognition of the key role played by the Royal
Observer Corps the Royal Warrant was given by King George VI in
1941, the only unit to receive the Royal Warrant in wartime.
The ROC was 'Stood Down' at the end of the war in 1945. However
with the start of the Cold War it was re-formed in 1947. The threat of
aircraft flying low under Radar necessitated a programme of new
Posts called Orlit A & B. These were named after the Buckinghamshire
firm that made the Precast concrete sectioned slabs which were joined
together to make the two types of box structures.
The Orlit B Post in Buckden dates from November 1949. However in
the 1950's the threat to the UK was now going to be from nuclear
weapons. In 1955 it was decided that the ROC should undertake the
secondary role of nuclear fall out-reporting and warning. A programme
to build 1,563 underground Posts (Bunkers) and 31 underground
Group Control Centres was started in 1956. In the summer of 1965 the
RAF finally decided that the low-level aircraft reporting role was no
longer needed. In August 1968 an underground ROC Post was built
next to the existing Orlit Post as this was such a good unrestricted
view location. This is currently still the same. Both of these two Posts
were on Lodge Farm. However, also in 1968 there was a reduction in
defence spending and 686 Posts were closed. This included the
Buckden Post which closed in October 1968.
Lodge Farm is still a working farm which is now owned by Mr P.W.
Mann who is the son of the original owner, who bought these two ROC
Posts for a low cost (understood to be £6) from the Home Office.
The ROC heritage spans from formation in 1925 until final Stand-Down
in 1995 at the end of the Cold War- a 70 year history. Her Majesty the
Queen continues to be patron of the Royal Observer Corps
Association. For more information see the ROCA Heritage website:
www.roc-heritage.co.uk.
We believe that by saving this Orlit B Post location from damage or
destruction it will enable future generations to understand the vital role
played by the ROC in the defence of the nation. We do not oppose
the road scheme but damage or destruction to this sensitive site due
the A14 changes should be avoided.
It is suggested that providing the final route still avoids this location
that contactors are made aware and that the copse containing these
ROC Posts are cordoned off with red tape or something similar.
John Shere MA, MRAeS, MRIN Team Member, National Heritage
Team 15-5-15
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Pictures:

Orlit B ROC Post at Buckden

Entrance to Underground ROC Post

Typical ROC Nuclear Post
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning Inspectorate
as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils and non-statutory organisations.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the Applicant,
and Buckden Marina Residents Association. It refers to the application for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which
was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and
approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the
de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk road
between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–submission of
the DCO application. This includes meetings, emails and letters
related to the discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed between
Highways England and Buckden Marina Residents Association,
in line with the principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6
letter, including comments from the Association on whether the
matters are agreed, not agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record
of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to PINS.

Appendix B

Copy of the written representation made to PINS.

Appendix C

Statement at the Open Floor Hearing.

Appendix D

Technical update note on cumulative effects.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Buckden Marina is an inland marina situated next to the River Great Ouse,
four miles south of Huntingdon and includes 81 private residential properties.
The views and concerns of its residents are represented by the Buckden
Marina Residents Association.

2.1.2

Respective issues from the Buckden Marina Residents Association1 raised in
the pre-examination Relevant Representation and subsequent Written
Representation and Open Hearing during the examination are at Appendices
A - C. The table below records the engagement undertaken to date.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

8 March
2015

Pre-examination
Relevant
Representation

See Appendix A.

15 June
2015

Written
Representation

See Appendix B.

7 July
2015

Examination deadline 4
submission

Buckden Marina Residents Association provides comments on
Highways England response to Examining Authority’s First Written
Questions. Key concerns raised:
−

Inaccurate and unrepresentative noise assessment;

−

Cumulative impacts of development on Buckden Marina; and

−

Lack of adequate noise mitigation measures.

14 July
2015

Examination –
Public hearing

Summary of statement at the examination public hearing held at
Brampton. See Appendix C.

20 July
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground Meeting

10
August
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground Meeting

12
August
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground Meeting

The aim of the meeting was to identify and discuss issues to be
included within the SoCG. The SoCG meeting was attended by a
representative of the Buckden Marina Residents Association and
representatives of Highways England.
Meeting held between representatives of Highways England and
Buckden Marina Residents Association attended by noise
specialists from both parties. The aim of the meeting was to share
information on the noise calculations and baseline.
Meeting held between Highways England representatives and
Buckden Marina Residents Association to discuss landscape and
visual impacts.

25
August
2015

SoCG meeting

Meeting held between Highways England representatives and
Buckden Marina Residents Association to discuss landscape and
visual impacts.

1

Noting that the Association represents 81 lodges at Buckden Marina; the Association’s representative is Mark Williams (to
avoid confusion, not the freeholder of the same name), who is also registered as in individual interested party, as are around 90
other lodge owners also registered individually as interested parties.
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2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence with Buckden Marina Residents Association.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the Highways England and Buckden
Marina Residents Association.

2.1.5

The relevant representation and written representation has formed the basis
for the discussion at the SoCG meeting. A copy of the relevant
representation can be found at Appendix A, the written representation at
Appendix B and a summary of the statement at the Open Floor Hearing at
Appendix C.

2.1.6

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2 and 3 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to the Buckden Marina
Residents Association, and therefore have not been the subject of any
discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be read as
agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material interest or
relevance to Buckden Marina Residents Association.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and Buckden Marina Residents Association at an initial meeting on 20 July
2015 and subsequent meetings in August and September. It outlines
Highways England responses to stakeholder issues raised and whether the
stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The matters are
addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of the Rule 6
letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder issue

Highways England
Response

Agree /
Disagree /
Under
discussion

1

Design and
Engineering

While Buckden Marina
Residents Association
would prefer an alternative
routing of the A14 scheme
away from the Ouse
Valley, the reasons for
positioning of the
proposed route and
consequent EIA boundary
are acknowledged.

Comments are duly noted.

Agreed

The A14 scheme will have
adverse noise and visual
impacts upon Buckden
Marina. In addition, a
coherent strategic
approach is required at
this stage to consider the
potential cumulative
effects and impacts of the
following other road
schemes on Buckden
Marina:

The Environmental Impact
Assessment for the A14
scheme is based on Highways
England’s core traffic
forecasts, which include
planned developments and
transport infrastructure that
are considered ‘near certain’
or ‘more than likely’ to go
ahead in the period to 2035.

Under
discussion.

Development
boundary

2

Environmental
Impact
Assessment
Coherence and
sequence with
other road
schemes

a. The delivery sequence
of the A14 scheme before
an A428 scheme would
not enable resilience/relief
for the network during the
online construction of the
A14 scheme and would
lead to greater traffic
disruption.
b. The Strategic Study
announced for a future A1
upgrade has a routing
option lying between
Buckden village and the
Marina. This would
significantly increase the
adverse impacts on the
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therefore it is not included in
the core traffic
forecasts. However, following
the government’s commitment
to upgrading the remaining
single carriageway section of
the A428 as part of the Roads
Investment Strategy published
as part of the Autumn
Statement of 2014, a
sensitivity test was undertaken
to assess the cumulative
impacts of the A14 scheme
and the A428 scheme in
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marina beyond those of
the A14 scheme. The
potential cumulative
effects of this combination
must be considered now to
ensure that the potential
“worst case” is properly
considered” so that the
design of the A14 either
includes (or at least allows
for later inclusion of)
appropriate mitigations to
minimise individual and
combined scheme
impacts.

combination. This indicated
that the two schemes are
complementary, with the A428
scheme only forecast to
reduce traffic flows on the A14
by around 2%. A high level
assessment of the
environmental impacts of the
two schemes was also
undertaken. This indicated
that the A428 scheme would
not materially change the
conclusions of the
Environmental Statement
prepared for the A14 scheme.
The feasibility study into the
A1 between the M25 to
Peterborough is yet to be
completed and therefore the
outcomes of this study are
unknown. Consequently, it is
not possible to assess the
cumulative impacts of any
potential upgrades to the A1
with the proposals for the A14
and A428. However, it is
unlikely that the
recommendations of this study
would result in material
changes to the proposed
connections between the A1
and A14 as proposed in the
DCO
application. Furthermore, the
A14 proposals have been
designed such that they do
not preclude future capacity
improvements to the A1,
should such improvements be
considered necessary.
Please refer to Appendix D for
a technical up-date note on
the assessment of cumulative
effects.
The Code of Construction
Practice sets out a series of
measures and standards of
work that would be applied to
provide effective management
and control during
construction with the aim of
controlling potential impacts
including traffic disruption
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Highways England
Response

Agree /
Disagree /
Under
discussion

throughout the construction
period. Highways England
would work actively with the
contractor to ensure
efficiencies across the
construction of the scheme.
The Code of Construction
Practice, Chapter 15, as
submitted at Deadline 8
(HE/A14/EX/123) explains the
general measures to be taken
to reduce construction traffic
impacts, access routes for
construction traffic and
monitoring.
The majority of the offline
work would be carried out first
enabling resilience of the
network during construction of
the scheme. Where
appropriate, the main
contractors would provide haul
routes through the works for
use by construction vehicles
to reduce the need to use
public roads.
There will be more certainty of
construction timing and
phasing after the DCO
process. A GANTT chart
setting out the approach to the
construction of the proposed
project is set out in Question
1.14.6, Report 14, of the
Response to the First Written
Questions.
The scheme has been split
into six construction sections
as shown in Figure 14.1:
• A1 Alconbury to Brampton
Hut Junction (mainly offline)
• A1/A14 Brampton Hut to
ECML (mainly offline)
• A14 ECML to Swavesey
(mainly offline)
• A14 Swavesey to Girton
(mainly online)
• A14 Cambridge Northern
Bypass (mainly online)
• Huntingdon Improvement
Works (mainly online)
As there are two key Network
Rail interfaces (new
HE/A14/EX/165
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Huntingdon Southern Bypass
Bridge over ECML (in Section
2) and Huntingdon viaduct
demolition works (in Section
6)), a large proportion of these
works will need to be carried
out during Network Rail
possessions and these
constrain the programme.
3

Environmental
Impact
Assessment
East Coast
Mainline Railway

Network Rail will:
a. Introduce the European
Rail Traffic Management
System onto the ECML by
2020, with consequent in
increases in volume and
speed of rail traffic.

Please refer to Appendix D for
a technical up-date note on
the assessment of cumulative
effects.

Under
discussion.

Through engagement
Buckden Marina Residents
Association has provided
information to Highways
England that confirms that the
land holding for the lodges
that are closest to the
proposed scheme does fall
within the Environmental
Statement study area.

Under
discussion.

b. Close the nearby level
crossing at Offord by
2024. This will re-route
Station Lane onto an
inclined embankment
located 200m from the
Marina with a high road
bridge over the railway.
The impacts of these will
result in further adverse
noise and visual impacts
on the marina.
Highways England has a
key responsibility to
ensure coherence of its
own schemes (as 2 above)
with other transport
schemes and should carry
out an assessment of the
cumulative effects and
impacts.
4

Noise and
Vibration
Noise impact

Highways England was
not aware at the time of
completing the ES that the
lodges at the marina are
individual private
residences and had not
taken them into account;
Highways England now
accepts that they are and
has treated them as such
accordingly.
Through constructive
engagement leading up
the issue specific
hearings, the Resident’s

HE/A14/EX/165
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Further the information
provided has confirmed to
Highways England that for the
purposes of noise assessment
the lodges should be treated
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Highways England
Response

Association concerns over
Highways England’s noise
measurement, data and
modelling assumptions
have been satisfactorily
resolved.

as residential receptors
(Buckden Marina Residents
Association has advised that
the lodges are used for
residential purposes to varying
degrees at all times of the
year.

Highways England’s L3
and the separate
Resident’s Association
data and results from the
same location were
exchanged. After
discussion they have been
mutually accepted as
being what was measured
at the time,
Both results are included
in Highways England’s
report HE/A14/EX/143
respectively as “summer”
and “winter” data
baselines. The former
shows a minor adverse
impact of 4.5db by day
and 1.2db by night, but it is
noted that, as the
Highways England
measurement was
unattended, it is not
possible to categorically
account for the
unexpectedly slight
difference between day
and night measurements.
The “winter” data was
attended and reveals a
moderate adverse impact
with a more significant
increase in LpAeQ values
of 9db by day and 8.5db
by night; the data set
represents the “worst
case” against which
Highways England should
mitigate.
Highways England carried
out a further sensitivity test
assuming a 2m high
barrier, a very low noise
surface and the two
combined; this showed
that the “worst case
increases” can be
approximately halved

HE/A14/EX/165
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Agree /
Disagree /
Under
discussion

A meeting was held on 10
August 2015 between
Highways England and
Buckden Marina Residents
Association. Specialist noise
advisors from each party were
present at the meeting. A
demonstration of the
Highways England noise
model was given and
information on the calculated
traffic noise levels with the
proposed scheme was
provided. In addition,
Highways England agreed to
undertake a sensitivity test
and provide calculated traffic
noise levels with the scheme
and assuming: a) a 2m high
barrier option, and b) a very
low noise surface with an
assumed performance of 2 dB
better than the current
assumption.
The results of the baseline
noise measurements were
discussed. In particular, the
differences between the two
set of measurements taken on
behalf of Highways England
and Buckden Marina
Residents Association, at
monitoring location L3 were
discussed. It was agreed to
exchange the raw baseline
noise data so that the reasons
for the variability in the data
can be analysed in more detail
with the aim of establishing
whether the measured
ambient noise levels can be
agreed or not.
Consideration has been given
to the effectiveness and
sustainability of mitigation
measures. The webTAG costbenefit ratios includes values
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Highways England
Response

provided that with both
measures incorporated.

that can be used to assess the
monetary benefits of
mitigation options.

As well as noise levels
increases, Highways
England also acknowledge
that the nature of the
topography is such that
the Marina is more
affected than other
locations at an equivalent
distance from the scheme,
that the change in sound
characteristics will
adversely affect quality of
life.

Specific diminution in the
value of the lodges has not
been considered.

Highways England’s
calculation of monetised
benefits applied to the
possible mitigations are
either cost neutral or
slightly lower and this has
led to Highways England’s
conclusion in
HE/A14/EX/143 that the
mitigations are not
sustainable.
However, this does not
take account of: potential
diminution in value of
lodges; that a number of
additional lodges adjacent
to the ES boundary will
also be adversely affected;
the potential cumulative
effect of other future
schemes; peak traffic
flows.
Consequently, the
Resident’s Association
wishes to ensure that
adverse effects of the A14
scheme are minimised as
far as is practicable by
Highways England
agreeing to incorporate
these measures.
5

Landscape and

The A14 scheme from
Buckden Road to Offord

Agree /
Disagree /
Under
discussion

Detailed noise measurement
data were exchanged by 19
August 2015 and the results
2
are set out in the report (ref.
HE/A14/EX/143).
In summary, the avoidance
and mitigation measures
integrated into the base
scheme for this reporting area
would avoid any significant
observed adverse effects and
also would avoid airborne
noise adverse effects on the
majority of receptors in this
reporting area. Other than for
lodge dwellings in the vicinity
of Buckden Marina located
closest to the scheme, where
the predicted increase in noise
from road traffic is likely to
cause a minor adverse effect
on the acoustic character of
the area.
No adverse effects on shared
open spaces have been
identified.
The assessment shows that
the monetised benefits are
generally lower, or at best
similar to, the costs of the
additional mitigation. On this
basis, and taking into account
the other elements of the
sustainability appraisal as
noted in the report (ref.
HE/A14/EX/143), the
additional mitigation options
are not considered to be
sustainable and therefore no
further mitigation is proposed.
The river Great Ouse viaducts
have been carefully designed

Under

2

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%209%20/Highways%20England%20%20HE-A14-EX-143%20Response%20to%20Buckden%20Marina%20Residents%20Association.pdf
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Visual Effects

Road will be visible from
the western, northern and
eastern sides of the
marina due to the
seasonal deciduous trees
which will provide only
limited screening,
especially in winter; some
scheme elements, such as
the bridge and sign
gantries will break the
skyline.

to reduce impacts on the
Great Ouse valley and to
support the views of key
stakeholders who indicated
that the aesthetic quality of the
structure should be a priority
consideration. An options
design process has been
carried out as part of the
scheme development, and a
design has been generated
which aims to minimise visual
intrusion and to maintain
views along the valley floor.
Intermittent tall growing trees
are proposed alongside the
river Great Ouse viaducts,
which would establish to
enhance the extent and
effectiveness of existing
mature screening vegetation
between Buckden Marina and
the viaducts.

discussion.

Visual impacts

With constructive
engagement leading up
the issue specific
hearings, Highways
England provided further
photomontages from more
representative locations at
the Marina, included now
in
HE/A14/EX/143. While
helpful, these represent
“best case” summer views.
It is clear from the winter
view pictures taken by the
Resident’s Association
also included in
HE/A14/EX/143 that
adverse impacts remain;
further planting undertaken
beyond that allowed in the
current scheme would help
and it would be helpful if
Highways England were to
engage with other
landowners to ascertain
the viability of further
planting to mitigate the
impacts upon general
views and of moving traffic
by day and night. In
addition, the positioning of
sign gantries should be
reassessed to minimise
their impact; one in
particular is located in the
worst place possible.
Given the height of the
bridge and its visual
impact on not only the
marina but also the
surrounding areas, a high
quality aesthetic structure
HE/A14/EX/165
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A meeting was held on 12
August 2015 between a
Highways England landscape
specialist and Buckden Marina
Residents Association
(BMRA) regarding the visual
effects of the scheme when
seen from the marina site
against the existing landscape
and skyline, including of
signage and moving traffic by
both day and night.
Viewpoint locations were
agreed with BMRA at the
north west and north east
corners and the eastern side
of the marina site looking
towards the scheme, as being
representative of the main
effects of the scheme when
seen from the marina site.
Highways England also
propose new, scaled crosssectional illustrations that
would show height
differentials between the
scheme and the existing
landscape across the valley.
These were provided at
Deadline 8 in response to WQ
2.9.3 (Ex/127, Rep 8 – 021).
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should be provided.

The need to link possible
landscape and noise
mitigation (if applicable) was
noted to provide coherent
design solutions.

Agree /
Disagree /
Under
discussion

Highways England took new
photographs during the
meeting for use in the
preparation of additional
photomontages. The
photomontages and findings
were submitted to PINS (ref.
HE/A14/EX/143) at deadline 9
(10 September) as part of the
3
response to Buckden Marina
Residents Association.
In summary, the supplemental
assessment of the visual
effects on residential
properties on the eastern side
of Buckden Marina has been
undertaken using the same
methodology described in
chapter 10 of the ES (PINS
reference APP- 345) in
accordance with Interim
4
Advice Note 135/10 .
The findings for views looing
north east from the marina are
that during construction, there
will be a moderately adverse
visual effect as a result of
views of construction of the
river Great Ouse viaduct and
the ECML, filtered by
intermittent intervening mature
vegetation.
During year 1 of scheme
operation, there will be a
moderately adverse visual
effect as a result of
intermittent views through
intervening mature vegetation
of the ECML crossing and
gantry, with filtered glimpses
of high sided vehicles on the
river Great Ouse viaduct.
By year 15 of scheme
3

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%209%20/Highways%20England%20%20HE-A14-EX-143%20Response%20to%20Buckden%20Marina%20Residents%20Association.pdf
4
http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ians/pdfs/ian135.pdf
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Disagree /
Under
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operation, visual impact will
reduce to slight adverse as a
result of the views of the
ECML embankment and of
high sided vehicles being
partially concealed by
maturing planting on the
embankment and by
intervening mature vegetation
along Ouse Valley when in
leaf. The upper part of the
gantry would remain visible
above the planting.
Views to the north west are
largely screened by existing
vegetation.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:

Buckden Marina Residents Association

Date:
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Appendix A: Relevant representation
The following is a direct copy of the relevant representation made by Buckden
Marina Residents Association to the Planning Inspectorate with regards the scheme.
The preferred A14 Upgrade route (between the junction with the A1, over the River
Great Ouse/East Coast Mainline and to the east of the B1043) passes close to the
Buckden Marina complex; this representation is on behalf of the Residents
Association in the interests of the leaseholders of the 81 residential lodges within the
complex. The 90-acre site is set in rural countryside, bordering the river and valley in
a peaceful environment relatively unaffected by traffic noise and artificial light.
Indeed, the CPRE categorise it as a prized area of tranquillity undisturbed by noise.
The adverse noise and visual impacts of the scheme by day and night would be
considerably greater than is proposed and are unacceptable.
The Highways Agency application is deficient or wrong in the following areas: noise
measurement, modelling and mitigation measures; light lux levels; the aggregating
effects of other new developments in the immediate area; and, the visual impact of
the design. All these aspects would intrude adversely and significantly upon the
complex. Independent professional baseline noise measurements by a member of
the IOA reveal considerably lower levels of current noise than those measured by
the Highways Agency - by up to 10db Laeq - and, at night, of levels below 30dB.
The scheme makes no meaningful attempt to minimize the adverse effects from
environmental noise as is required by the World Health Organisation, the EC
Directive 2002 and UK Government legislation and guidance. The scheme as
designed and modelled will have a significant adverse impact on the complex and
this will effect the significance level as set out in BS4142:1997. Other attenuation
measures, beyond the low noise road surface proposed, such as noise mitigation
barriers and landscaping are required. Similarly, screening from static and moving
light sources is required to reduce lux levels)
There is no data about minimum and maximum noise levels, or what topographical
factors that affect noise transmission (e.g. height of the road above ground level,
type of intervening terrain) or climatic conditions (e.g. wind direction) have been
incorporated in the model. An accurate assessment of the predicted noise levels
cannot be made without information about the GIS system used, the data inputted,
what variable factors were included in creating the model, and compliance with the
Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN - ISBN 0 11 550847 3, 1988) issued by the
Department of Transport.
Moreover, there is no consideration of the major change in the nature and
characteristics of the noise - from brief, transient point sources of noise now, to a
continuous, intrusive line source. Evaluation of the opening and design years for
HGV percentages, vehicle speeds and detailed traffic use patterns related to time is
required. An Environmental Effects Significance Criteria assessment based on a
larger, more representative set of data and factors is also required.
The compound effects of this scheme and others in the immediate vicinity have
been ignored. Network Rail plans to remove the Offord Cluny level crossing and
build a new road and bridge over the railway; this will run over an adjacent field.
Network Rail also plans to increase East Coast Mainline traffic volumes from
introducing the European Rail Traffic Management System by 2020. There is the
prospect of an A1 upgrade scheme being revived. These changes must be
evaluated and modelled collectively with this scheme to assess the potential
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aggregated impacts.
Finally, the design, particularly for the bridge, is utterly devoid of architectural merit.
Not only would there be the scar across rural countryside of a 6-lane road with no
visual mitigation, but also yet another ugly, unimaginative concrete pier and span
bridge - which will be a highly visible, 600m long structure breaking the skyline from
most view points, given the height of around 12m needed to clear the railway. The
“beauty test” for new roads, recently announced by the Secretary of State for
Transport, would be failed instantly and spectacularly.
Therefore, the adverse effects of noise, light and general visual intrusion of this
scheme on the area, and of associated other schemes, must be specifically
examined by the Planning Inspectorate, with a view to identifying and including
appropriate, sufficient measures to minimize the adverse effects from environmental
noise and visual impacts upon a beautiful and tranquil area.

HE/A14/EX/165
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Appendix B: Written Representation

A14 Upgrade Scheme - Written Representation 1 by Mark Williams and on
behalf of the Buckden Marina Resident‘s Association (Registrations of Interest
Numbers 10030711 and 10030713).
1. The preferred route for the Highways Agency A14 Upgrade scheme (between the
junction with the existing A1, by bridge across the River Great Ouse and East Coast
Mainline and to the east across the B1043 road) passes in close proximity to the
Buckden Marina complex and, in particular, of its 81 residential lodges. This written
representation is made by Mark Williams as both the leaseholder of one such lodge
and as the representative of the Buckden Marina Resident’s Association and other
individual lodge owners who have also registered their interest with regard to the
complex. Buckden Marina is a beautiful and tranquil place; the nearby land is flat and
low lying land which is alongside the River Great Ouse and nearby lakes with sloping
uprises in the land on either side of it. Relatively, the proposed A14 development
would greatly change that landscape view, due to being built on higher surrounding
land and using high, new bridge structures to span the River Great Ouse and East
Coast Mainline railway.
2. The Highways England Development Consent Application is significantly deficient
and erroneous. The principal issue is with inadequate noise measurement, modelling
and mitigation measures carried out by highways England. An independent
professional noise report was commissioned and carried out on behalf of the
Buckden Marina Resident’s Association which addresses the noise issues and this is
attached, including recommendations. Once the revision to the Highways England
noise model and traffic forecasts (which were announced at the Preliminary Meeting
and are due for submission on 15th June 2015) have been made available, further
analysis and assessment will be undertaken and comments submitted.
3. As well as the noise issues addressed in the attached report, the impact of artificial
lux light levels (static and moving) on the marina, and the architectural scheme
design for the bridge which will dominate views from the complex, have not been
considered or addressed. The area enjoys relatively little impact from moving light
sources; the new road, due to the topography and lack of visual shielding, will impact
on the complex. Moreover, the visual impact of the scheme (particularly in winter
when trees would provide no visual shielding) means that, when viewed from ground
level, the road would break the skyline along most of its length between Brampton
Junction and the A1198 junction. Visually, this would be highly intrusive and, while
there is no right to “a view”, the scheme for the bridge design has absolutely no
architectural merit.
Thus, not only would there be the scar across rural countryside of a 6-lane road with
no visual mitigation, but also yet another ugly, concrete pier and span construction
bridge - and this will be a highly visible 600m long structure that will break the skyline
from most view points, given the height at which it has to be built to clear the railway.
The Secretary of State for Transport’s “beauty test” for roads would be failed
spectacularly.
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4. Therefore, it is requested that the Planning Inspectorate Examining Authority
specifically examines in detail the effects of noise and coherence with other schemes
(as set out in the attached report), light and visual intrusion of the scheme on the
Buckden Marina complex and, should the proposed route be selected, require
Highways England to address these issues with a view to identifying and including
appropriate and sufficient measures so as to minimise the adverse effects from
environmental noise and visual impacts, and of other nearby potential schemes,
upon the complex.
Yours sincerely,
Mark Williams
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A SCOPING REPORT ON AN ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE SURVEY AT THE
BUCKDEN MARINA COMPLEX WITH REGARD TO THE PROPOSED A14 UPGRADE
BY HIGHWAYS ENGLAND
Dated 15th June 2015
Approved for publication
MR. C CLAYSON, Msc, MIOA
CONDITIONS OF RELEASE
The information contained within this report is the intellectual property rights which
belong exclusively to Mr. Mark Williams, who is the representative of the Buckden Marina
Resident's Association. No material or information contained in this publication should be
produced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form except as authorized by
the sponsor where appropriate.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. Craig Clayson was tasked by Mr. Mark Williams, the representative of the Buckden
Marina Resident's Association, to conduct an initial scoping report on the Buckden
Marina complex to assess the potential noise impacts of the A14 upgrade scheme
proposed by Highways England (Mr Williams‘s Registrations of Interest Numbers are
10030711 and 10030713).
2. Environmental noise data was collected during the period from 13:30 hours on 12
February 2015 to 13:30 hours on 24 February 2015. Information was primarily gathered
from two locations: outside No. 23, Watersmead at Grid Reference TL 2156 6741 and
outside No. 38, Ouse Valley Way at Grid Reference TL 2152 6775 (the latter
corresponding to the Highways England scheme unattended long-term measurement
location L3). Measurements were conducted in free field conditions at both locations with
suitable environmental conditions.
3. The measured results in the report clearly demonstrate that the Highways England
Development Consent Application and scheme design are deficient in considering the
potentially significant impacts of the scheme as proposed upon the Buckden Marina
complex and the properties therein. Measured results shown in this report compared to
the measured results of L3 have a significant deviation of 14.6 dBA; therefore, it is
strongly recommended that further measurements are made at multiple locations around
the complex. The noise mitigation design of the scheme area that affects the complex
currently includes only a low noise road surface which will be inadequate. Further
assessment and inclusion of other attenuation measures, such as landscaping and noise
barriers, are required to mitigate the noise levels as far as is possible to minimise the
adverse impact on what is clearly a relatively tranquil area. Other potential new
infrastructure projects within the same area must also be considered and their effect
included within the noise prediction model presented, to provide an accurate
representation of the aggregated effects of future noise levels.
4. Therefore, it is concluded that the effects of noise upon this area of the scheme and
the application should be specifically examined in detail by the Planning Inspectorate,
with a view to identifying and requiring the inclusion of the most appropriate and
sufficient measures to minimise adverse effects from environmental noise in accordance
with relevant legislation, policy and guidance.
5. At the time of writing this report, the update to Highways England Transport noise
model and traffic forecasts, for which revision is required following DoT policy changes
would not be available until 15th June 2015. Consequently, a full assessment cannot be
made and, therefore, further analysis and comment is reserved until after the results of
the revised model and forecasts are published by Highways England at a later date.
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A SCOPING REPORT ON AN ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE SURVEY AT THE
BUCKDEN MARINA COMPLEX WITH REGARD TO THE PROPOSED A14 UPGRADE
BY HIGHWAYS ENGLAND
Author: Mr. Craig Clayson, Msc, MIOA
INTRODUCTION
1. Craig Clayson was tasked by Mr. Mark Williams, the representative of the Buckden
Marina Resident's Association (Registration of Interest Numbers 10030711 and
10030713) to conduct an initial scoping report on Buckden Marina to assess the noise
impacts of the A14 upgrade proposed by Highways England.
BACKGROUND
2. The preferred route for the proposed Highways England A14 Upgrade scheme
(between the junction with the existing A1, over a new bridge across the River Great
Ouse and the East Coast Mainline railway and to the east across the B1043 road)
passes in close proximity to Buckden Marina complex and, in particular, of its 81
residential lodges. The distance to the proposed development ranges from 300-700m
from the north and east faces of the marina complex. Buckden Marina and the lodges
are situated on flat and low lying land alongside the River Great Ouse and nearby lakes.
The complex, which is set in around 90 acres of beautiful rural countryside, bordering the
River Great Ouse and overlooking its valley, is in a peaceful environment that is relatively
unaffected by either traffic noise or visual impacts
3. A requirement was identified to assess external noise levels at two representative
locations within the Buckden Marina complex, to measure and evaluate the current
exposure of noise to the community. This requirement was identified after an initial
scoping review of the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme
Environmental Statement 2014, where noise levels measured by Highways England and
future predicted levels affecting the community were brought into question. This concern
was primarily twofold; the noise levels measured by Highways England were not
representative of the complex; and, there were gaps in information for the generation of
the noise model. Therefore, an independent initial noise scoping report by an external
expert source was sought by Mr. Mark Williams. At the time of writing this report, the
Highways England Transport noise model and traffic forecasts were still being revised
because of recent changes required by the Department of Transport and would not be
available until 15th June 2015 . Therefore, a full assessment and comparison of the
baseline and proposed position cannot be completed by the required submission date of
15th June 2015 for Written Representations; further analysis and comment is reserved
until after the results of the revised model and forecasts are published by Highways
England at a later date.
RELEVANT LEGISLATION
4. The Secretary of State’s policy statement on health, safety and environmental
protection requires that adverse noise effects on the environment are minimized.
Environmental protection legislation, such as EC Directive 2002, states that all
reasonable steps must be taken to minimise adverse effects from environmental noise
and put in place arrangements that produce outcomes that are, so far as is reasonably
possible, at least as good as, and preferably better than, those required by legislation to
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manage and minimise the environmental noise produced during construction and
subsequent operation of national infrastructure projects.
5. PPG24 was replaced by NPPF on 27 March 2012. With regard to noise and planning,
NPPF Section 123 contains the following statements :
a. Avoid noise from giving rise to significant adverse impacts on health and quality of life
as a result of new development;
b. Mitigate and reduce to a minimum other adverse impacts on health and quality of life
arising from noise from new development, including through the use of conditions;
c. Recognise that development will often create some noise and existing businesses
wanting to develop in continuance of their business should not have unreasonable
restrictions put on them because of changes in nearby land uses since they were
established; and
d Identify and protect areas of tranquillity which have remained relatively undisturbed by
noise and are prized for their recreational and amenity value for this reason.
6. An assessment of the existing tranquillity level of the site has been based on the noise
criteria published by Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE).
7. The World Health Organisation Recommendations in their ‘Guidelines for Community
Noise’ (1999) publication which recommends internal noise levels of 30 dB LAeq,8hours /
45 dB LAmax for bedrooms and 35 dBLAeq,16hours for living rooms. With regard to the
noise in external areas, the WHO Guidelines present thresholds of annoyance and states
that ‘to protect the majority of people being seriously affected by noise during the
daytime, the outdoor sound level from steady, continuous noise should not exceed 55 dB
LAeq,16 hours. In addition, BS 8233 2014 refers to 55 dB LAeq,T as an upper limit.
DATA COLLECTION
8. A class 1 SIP 95 sound level meter was used, the data from which was downloaded
and analysed in 01dB-Stell Trait software. The meter was calibrated on site, both before
and after each measurement location. This was conducted via a B&K Type 4231
calibrator which produces a reference tone of 1 KHz at 94dB and is traceable to, and
comparable with, a UKAS reference standard (Serial no’s and full details are available
upon request). All equipment timings were synchronized using a global positioning
system (GPS) time code. This enabled an accurate LAeq and LAmax time history to be
produced for each SIP95 measurement position. Analysis was undertaken for the LAeq
and LAmax in each time period. The measurement positions were free from obstructions
and taken at a height of 1.5m via a boom arm tripod to allow free field measurements to
be made outside the referenced properties.
9. Measurements were taken in general accordance with BS 7445-1:2003 and were
continuously averaged and logged at a time interval of 10 minutes. Weather conditions
during the survey period were observed as being mainly dry, with occasional light
showers on one day, with temperatures ranging from approx 5-17 degrees. Anemometer
readings confirmed that wind speeds were within the envelope of 5m/s.
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10. Existing ambient noise levels around the site are characterised by: occasional distant
traffic noise from the rural B1043 road; some very distant traffic noise from the A1 may
be occasionally heard depending upon specific conditions and where the wind has a
northwesterly component; transient train noise for very brief periods (around 4-6 seconds
in duration) at some areas of the complex; and, the background noise level, primarily
from local wildlife and in particular of birdsong;
11. The results of the statistical measurements and frequency measurements conducted
during the survey are summarised in the following table. All values are sound pressure
levels in dB (re: 2 x 10-5 Pa).
RESULTS
12. Environmental noise data was collected during the period from 13:30 hours on 12
February 2015 to 13:30 hours on 24 February 2015. Information was primarily gathered
from two locations: outside No. 23, Watersmead at Grid Reference TL 2156 6741 and
outside No. 38, Ouse Valley Way at Grid Reference TL 2152 6775 (the latter
corresponding to the Highways England scheme unattended long-term measurement
location L3). Measurements were conducted in free field conditions at both locations with
suitable environmental conditions. The data recorded is regarded a true representation of
the environmental noise conditions currently present at these locations.
Daytime hours are deemed to be 7am - 11pm. Nighttime hours are deemed to be 11pm
– 7am. The full source data is available upon request.

Table 1 - Measurement location 1 – 23 Watersmead, Buckden Marina.
Weighting
Start
End

Source
Daytime
Nightime

HE/A14/EX/165

A
12/02/2015
13:30
17/02/2015
05:55
Leq
Specific
dB
52
44.4

Lmin
dB
27.6
26.8

Lmax
dB
83.7
71.4
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Appendix C: Summary of statement at the
open floor hearing
The statement below is a summary of the oral representation made by Mark
Williams on behalf of the Buckden Marina Resident’s Association at the open
floor hearing held at Brampton on 14 July 2015.
Introduction
1. The speaker was introduced as Mark Williams, representing himself, the Buckden
Marina Resident’s Association, and the 90+ individual lodge owners who have all
registered separately as interested parties; this is with the agreement of the Planning
Inspectorate to avoid unnecessary repetitions of the same points. The effect of the
A14 upgrade scheme would be very significant on Buckden Marina if the route
proposed was selected, given the present lack of adequate mitigation measures
against noise and visual impacts and of the lack of assessment of coherence with
other schemes in terms of both timing and of cumulative effects.
2. It had become clear from the recent rounds of relevant representations, Written
Representations and Responses that Highways England had not communicated with
the right individual; by coincidence, the freeholder of the Marina complex and the
representative of Buckden Marina Resident’s Association are two people who, by
coincidence, bear the same name; communications from Highways England had
been hitherto addressed to the wrong individual. Consequently, due to that confusion,
the process of seeking to draw up a Statement of Common Ground had not been
started; for the record, the correct Mark Williams had not rejected any proposal to do
so, simply because he had not previously received any such proposal. Now that the
confusion had been resolved, a meeting between the parties was scheduled to get
that process underway.
Issues
3. It had also become clear from representations and responses that Highways
England had misunderstood the nature and status of the 81 lodges within the marina
complex. They are not business properties, or rented out on short holiday lets to
multiple individuals by a business, but are individually owned residential properties.
They are leasehold residential properties owned by individuals on leases ranging
from 99 to 999 years and are completely separate from the marina and leisure club
businesses within the complex. In response to a question from a member of the
Examining Panel, it was explained that there are no time-related occupancy
restrictions on the lodges. In addition, while the scheme boundary (subsequently
clarified as the boundary for Environmental Impact of 600m) falls alongside the
lodges themselves on the northern side of the marina, it clearly cuts through the land
belonging to those lodges as is registered on the relevant Land Registry property
titles (copies of which have been subsequently passed to Highways England) and
these lodges in particular are within that boundary. Moreover, the measurement of the
distance by Highways England is referred to variously as “about 600m”, “over 600m”
and “approximately 610m”; with that uncertainty and an allowance of 10% for the
scheme location to move during detailed design or construction, there is a high risk
that more lodges will fall within that boundary. Accordingly, the lodges must be
treated as residential receptors by Highways England and a proper analysis and
assessment carried out.
4. With the previous communication issues, it is not surprising that resolution of the
issues raised in earlier recent rounds of relevant representations, Written
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Representations and Responses by Mark Williams had not been progressed. Full
details can be found in those documents, but in brief they are:
a. Noise baseline measurements show significant differences between the
Highways England measurements taken at L3 and those taken by Mark Williams
independently at L3 and on the eastern side of the marina. The independent
measurements show a lower noise level than that stated by Highways England,
particularly at night, which would have a much greater impact on the lodges in
terms of the relative scale of the change of actual and perceived noise levels.
b. Noise modelling data, GIS details, factors varied from generic model
assumptions ad constraints (e.g. topography and surface types, heights etc) the
analysis of the data and results has not been made available, despite being
formally requested on 3 occasions. Moreover, the noise characteristics around the
site will change significantly with the inclusion of a new, relatively continuous line
source of noise, compared to the current point sources of noise which affect the
lodges.
c. The visual impacts of a 6-lane carriageway, across a long viaduct and bridge
across the River Great Ouse and East Coast mainline railway, including its
approaches, which will be raised from 5m to 12m above existing and surrounding
ground levels, means that it will break the skyline along much of its length; this will
be very visible from the lodges, particularly from late autumn through to early
spring each year, when the relatively few intervening trees are bare of leaves.
Moreover, the appearance of the viaduct and bridge constructed of concrete spans
with open pole guard rails would be ugly.
d. The lack of adequate mitigation measures to reduce the noise and visual
impacts.
e. The lack of any assessment of coherence with other schemes in terms of
sequencing, design, traffic flows and cumulative environmental impacts. In
particular, the:
i. A428 scheme which, if built ahead of the A14 upgrade scheme, would
provide resilience and capacity while the A14 is upgraded and avoid
significant delays and disruption during construction.
ii A1 Study (M25 to Peterborough) which, depending on the route taken to the
west and the design/location of a new or revised interchange that would be
needed near Buckden, could have a very significantly adverse impact.
iii. Network Rail plans to significantly increase rail traffic volumes through
introduction of the European Traffic Management System and to remove the
Offord level crossing and replace it with a road, embankment and bridge to the
east of the marina. Each will, respectively, increase adverse noise and visual
impacts of road and rail traffic close to the lodges.
Other Matters
5. The scheme location and design should demonstrably seek to minimise the noise
and visual impacts as far as is practicable, which is consistent with ministerial policy
statements and intent, rather than simply adhere to arbitrary limitations.
6. As Highways England are forging ahead with detailed scheme design while the
DCO Application is being examined, it was noted that they are doing so at risk, given
that the Examining Authority has yet to determine its recommendations to the
Secretary of State.
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Appendix D: Technical up-date note on the
assessment of cumulative effects
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Tables
1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
1.1.1 Buckden Marina Residents Association (BMRA) has raised concerns
with potential cumulative effects of the A14 scheme with other
schemes, expressed in various written submissions and at hearings.
1.1.2 The purpose of this note is to provide a collation of the issues raised
to date and set out Highways England’s position on these matters.

2 Summary of issues raised by BRMA
2.1 Summary of issues
2.1.1 BMRA’s concerns are with respect to the coherence and sequencing
of the A14 scheme with the A428 and A1 Improvement Schemes
and Network Rail’s plans to introduce the European Rail Traffic
Management System (ERTMS) and the closure of the Offord Level
Crossing. A description of these schemes is provided in section 4.
2.1.2 BMRA considers that a joined up strategic approach is required to
consider the cumulative impacts of all of these schemes on the
Buckden Marina complex. BMRA considers that there is lack of any
assessment of the cumulative impacts of the A14 scheme with other
schemes in terms of sequencing, design, traffic flows and
environmental impacts.

2.2 Relevant representation (RR-311)
2.2.1 BMRA raises concerns about the compound effects of the A14
scheme with other schemes in the vicinity. In particular, it is
concerned about Network Rail’s plans to remove the Offord level
crossing and build a new road and bridge over the railway, and the
increasing volumes of rail traffic as a result of the ERTMS. BMRA
also notes the A1 improvement scheme and suggests that “changes
must be evaluated and modelled collectively with this scheme to
assess the potential aggregated impacts.”

2.3 Written representation (REP2-099)
2.3.1 BMRA suggests that noise and visual impacts of the A14 scheme on
the Buckden Marina Complex should be addressed with a view to
also minimising adverse effects of other nearby potential schemes.
2.3.2 Again, BMRA raised concerns about the removal of the Offord level
crossing and an increased volume of rail traffic as a result of the
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ERTMS. BMRA note that the strategic study into the A1 between
Peterborough and the M25 notes that it would affect the area to the
west of Buckden village and potentially affect the Marina Complex.
2.3.3 BMRA states that the proposed scheme makes no provision for
connection with a later scheme to upgrade the A1 which could lead
to disruption during construction and impact upon the traffic and
noise levels.
2.3.4 BMRA states that consideration should be given to the sequencing
of schemes to minimise the impact of construction works on existing
traffic levels.

2.4 Comments on written representations (REP4008)
2.4.1 BMRA refers back to its earlier submissions and states that effects
on the Complex from various national and other proposed
infrastructure projects have not been singly or cumulatively
assessed to date.

2.5 Written summary of statement at Open Floor Hearing
(REP5-025)
2.5.1 BMRA consider that there is a lack of any assessment of coherence
with other schemes in terms of sequencing, design, traffic flows and
cumulative environmental impacts.
2.5.2 In particular it raises the following concerns:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

“A428 scheme which, if built ahead of the A14 upgrade scheme,
would provide resilience and capacity while the A14 is upgraded and
avoid significant delays and disruption during construction.
A1 Study (M25 to Peterborough) which, depending on the route
taken to the west and the design/location of a new or revised
interchange that would be needed near Buckden, could have a very
significantly adverse impact
Network Rail plans to significantly increase rail traffic volumes
through introduction of the European Traffic Management System
and to remove the Offord level crossing and replace it with a road,
embankment and bridge to the east of the marina.
Each will, respectively, increase adverse noise and visual impacts of
road and rail traffic close to the lodges.”

2.5.3 Highways England provided a response to the oral cases put
forward by BMRA at the Open Floor Hearing held on 14 July 2015 in
its Response to Oral Submissions put at Open Floor Hearings
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX.67, PINS reference REP5-029).
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2.6 Response to ExA’s second written questions (REP-013)
2.6.1 BMRA notes that the issues raised in its previous submissions
regarding the coherence with other schemes remain under
discussion with Highways England. It notes that details of the
ongoing discussions are documented within the Statement of
Common Ground (SoCG).

2.7 Oral submission put at Hearings
2.7.1 Oral submissions from BMRA were put at the Issue Specific Hearing
on noise and air quality (held on 15 September 2015) and the Issue
Specific Hearing on detailed design (held on 17 September 2015).
The oral cases put forward at these hearings reiterated BMRA’s
concerns raised in its written submissions.

3 Approach to cumulative effects assessment
3.1 Reasonably foreseeable development
3.1.1 Chapter 18 of the Environmental Statement (ES) (Applicant
reference 6.1, PINS reference APP-349) reports an assessment of
impacts that would affect environmental receptors and resources
from different aspects of the scheme or in combination with other
development projects. Other different projects are assessed for
cumulative effects where they are considered reasonably
foreseeable development.
3.1.2 Section 18.3 of the ES set outs the method of the cumulative
assessment, including the approach to the identification of
reasonably foreseeable development.
3.1.3 The consideration of what constitutes a reasonably foreseeable
development is defined in the ES as follows:
1. “transport projects due to be implemented in a reasonable
timeframe, for example as part of a planned programme of
works;
2. Planning applications, for which formal EIA is a requirement, that
have been submitted for determination and for which planning
permission has either been granted or is pending a decision;
3. Major development schemes for which specific policies,
development briefs, supplementary guidance or area action plans
are identified and included in the relevant development plan
(recognising that much information on any relevant proposals
would be limited.) Emerging development plans have also been
considered with appropriate weight being given as they move
closer to adoption.”
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3.1.4 In addition to the three points above, the ES confirms that Highways
Agency (2013)1 guidance on cumulative effects has been followed,
which identifies four categories:
1. high degree of confidence
2. likely to happen while some uncertainty remains
3. significant uncertainty
4. Hypothetical
3.1.5 The guidance confirms that developments in the first two categories
should be considered as reasonably foreseeable and included in the
cumulative effects assessment. This is the approach adopted in the
assessment.
3.1.6 Highways Agency guidance also notes that “it is worth remembering
the aim of the assessment is to describe those cumulative effects
that are likely and significant: that there is a ‘real likelihood” of them
happening.” The guidance states that the reasonable foreseeable
actions to be included should include those that:
•

“are likely to happen; and

•

are expected to give rise to potentially significant cumulative
effects on those receptors identified as being effected by the
original scheme assessment; and

•

happen over the same time horizons used by the original scheme
assessment.”

4 Potential for cumulative effects with other
schemes
4.1 Overview
4.1.1 The following sections provide an account of the other schemes
identified by BMRA in regard to issues raised including, sequencing,
design, traffic flows and cumulative environmental effects.

4.2 Network Rail’s European Rail Traffic Management System
Description of scheme
4.2.1 Network Rail plans to introduce the ERTMS onto the East Coast
Main Line (ECML) (to the east of the Marina) from King’s Cross to
South Doncaster by 2020. This system will replace traditional railway
signals with a computer display inside each train cab, which is
intended to reduce the costs of maintaining the railway, improve
performance and enhance safety.
1

Highways Agency, 2013. Cumulative Assessment Requirements. MPI-04/12013
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4.2.2 Network Rail notes:
“Installing ERTMS across the country as signalling becomes lifeexpired will save an estimated 40 per cent over conventional
systems. Each train will run at an appropriate safe speed, allowing
more trains onto the tracks. ERTMS will improve train performance
and reduce energy consumption2.”
Consideration of potential for cumulative effects and interaction with
A14 scheme
4.2.3 The European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) is
reasonably committed and a high level timeline has been publicised
by Network Rail. This includes introducing the system to the ECML
by 2020.
4.2.4 In regard to sequencing, no further programming information is
available to consider interactions with the construction and operation
of the A14 scheme.
4.2.5 The ERTMS is unlikely to result in significant environmental effects
and Highways England does not consider that cumulative effects
with the A14 scheme are likely or significant. In particular, in regard
to BMRA concerns about noise, Highways England notes that by the
time ERTMS is operational on the ECML the majority of the noisier
intercity trains will have been replaced by new, quieter trains. These
trains are expected to be operational by 2018 as part of the
Government’s Intercity Express Programme (IEP). The reduced
noise from each train would, in overall all daily noise exposure
terms, offset any increase in service frequency or speed.
4.2.1 There is currently no information on any requirement for new
infrastructure to be provided in the Buckden area to support the
implementation of ERTMS. Accordingly, no other potential
interactions of environmental effects with the A14 scheme have
been identified other than for noise, as discussed in para 4.2.5,
above.

4.3 Network Rail’s Level Crossing Closures
Description of scheme
4.3.1 Network Rail has proposed a nationwide programme to remove all
level crossings wherever possible.
4.3.2 Network Rail has undertaken a feasibility study to explore options for
the closure of all remaining level crossings on the East Coast Main
2

http://www.networkrail.co.uk/aspx/12275.aspx - Accessed on 24/09/215
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Line (which runs to the east of the Marina). The proposals included
the closure of the level crossing at Offord and the provision of a new
road and bridge over the railway linking Station Lane, between the
River Ouse and the level crossing, with the B1043 just north of the
village.
4.3.3 The feasibility study was completed in June 2015. A public
consultation has also been undertaken. Network Rail’s current
status on the scheme is as follows:
“Based on the information we have gathered, we have decided not
to go ahead with a single programme of level crossing closures.
Instead we will take a case-by-case approach, looking to close level
crossings as part of other planned improvement work over the next
five year- funding period and beyond, or where an opportunity for
closure becomes apparent due to development activity in
surrounding areas. It is our intention, where possible, to update you
towards the end of this year on which level crossing may be subject
to further work with a view to closure. ”
Consideration of potential cumulative effects and interactions with A14
scheme
4.3.4 Table 18.4 of the ES lists the level crossing closure programme and
concludes that the project is not considered reasonably foreseeable.
In reflection of the current status of the project, Highways England
remains of the view that the level crossing closures, in terms of the
approach outlined in section 3, are not reasonably foreseeable.
4.3.5 The proposals are without consent, a policy allocation or a planned
programme of works. There is no environmental information
available or detail on which a cumulative assessment could be
based.

4.4 A1 Strategic Study / improvement scheme
Description of scheme
4.4.1 As part of its Roads Investment Strategy, the Department for
Transport has committed to undertaking feasibility studies on the
upgrading of the A1 in the East of England, including the section
between the M25 and Peterborough, and this would include
consideration of the A1 in the Buckden area.
4.4.2 The study will examine whether improvements, including changing
of the alignment of the road, could reduce the environmental impact
of the existing route and benefit local communities (page 50 of
Roads Investment Strategy: Investment Plan, Department for
Transport, initially published in December 2014 and subsequently
updated in March 2015).
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Consideration of potential cumulative effects and interactions with A14
scheme
4.4.3 The government’s commitment to the A1 Strategic Study was
announced following the environmental impact assessment and
traffic forecasting for the A14 scheme and was therefore not
considered reasonably foreseeable at that time.
4.4.4 The feasibility study into the A1 between the A25 to Peterborough is
yet to be completed and therefore the outcomes of this study,
including details of design options are unknown. As such there is
currently no environmental information available or a planned
programme of works. Consequently, it is not possible to assess the
cumulative impacts, sequencing, traffic flows or design interactions
of any potential upgrades to the A1 with the proposals for the A14. In
any event, as far as any potential design interaction is concerned,
Highways England considers that it is unlikely that the
recommendations of the study would result in material changes to
the proposed connections between the A1 and the A14 as proposed
in the A14 Scheme. Furthermore, the A14 proposals have been
designed such that they do not preclude future capacity
improvements to the A14 should such improvements be considered
necessary.

4.5 A428 improvement scheme
Description of scheme
4.5.1 The Roads Investment Strategy published as part of the Autumn
Statement of 2014 confirmed a Government commitment to
upgrading the remaining single carriageway section of the A428
subject to such a scheme offering value for money and proceeding
through the statutory processes.
4.5.2 Work has commenced on looking at options for this section of the
A428. Assuming the scheme offers value for money and allowing 23 years for construction, it is possible that a scheme could be open
to traffic by the mid-2020s.
Consideration of potential cumulative effects and interactions with A14
scheme
4.5.3 The government’s commitment to the A428 scheme came after the
time of undertaking of the environmental impact assessment and
traffic forecasts for the A14 scheme. Whilst options for the A428 are
being reviewed there is no programme of works and there remains
significant uncertainty as the scheme is at an ‘options stage.’
4.5.4 In light of the commitment to the A428 and the information that
became available subsequent to the ES, Highways England
undertook a sensitivity test to assess the cumulative impacts with
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the A14 scheme. This indicated that the two schemes are
complementary, with the A428 scheme only forecast to change
traffic flows (mostly by reductions) on the A14 by around 2%.
Changes of this magnitude are not anticipated to make any
significant difference to noise and air quality findings as reported in
the ES.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and
another party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as
well as matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are
under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils and non-statutory organisations.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Cambridgeshire Chambers of Commerce. It refers to the
application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement
scheme which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline
railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the discussions,
including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and the Cambridgeshire
Chambers of Commerce, in line with the principal issues
set out in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter, including
comments from the Chambers of Commerce on whether
the matters are agreed, not agreed or still under
discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.

Appendix A

Relevant representation made to the
Inspectorate by Chambers of Commerce.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The Cambridgeshire Chambers of Commerce represents businesses
across the county of Cambridgeshire. The Chamber provides networking
opportunities, legal and financial support and advice on new markets for
exporters. The Chamber is sub-divided into six local committees;
Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire, Ely, Fenland, Huntingdonshire,
Peterborough and Stamford. Each committee provides monthly networking
evenings.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Cambridgeshire Chambers of Commerce.
Date

Type of engagement

Summary of discussion

20 February
2014

Pre-application nonstatutory
communications

Key stakeholders workshop - commercial
interest groups. Issues discussed included
positive legacy, improving safety, connection,
congestion and growth.

17 April 2014

Pre-application nonstatutory
communications

Requesting questionnaire and brochure.

2 February
2015

Pre-examination relevant
representation

Please refer to Appendix A.

23 June 2015

Statement of Common
Ground (SoCG) meeting

Meeting held between members of
Cambridgeshire Chambers of Commerce and
representative of Highways England to
discuss preparation of a Statement of
Common Ground.

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Cambridgeshire
Chambers of Commerce.

2.1.4

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2 and 3
of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Cambridgeshire
Chambers of Commerce and therefore have not been the subject of any
discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be read as
agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material interest or
relevance to Cambridgeshire Chambers of Commerce.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and the non-statutory organisation at the meeting on 23 June 2015. It
outlines Highways England responses to stakeholder issues raised and
whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The
matters are addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of
the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed / Not
agreed /
Under
discussion

1

Support for the
scheme

Fully supportive of the scheme
and the detail.

This comment is duly
noted.

Agreed.

We believe that the alternatives
have been thoroughly
examined and fully concur that
the whole route which has been
chosen and the section from
the A1 to A14 Swavesey is the
only feasible option. All the
options have been carefully
assessed from a technical and
practical perspective.
This is a wide ranging view
supported by businesses. A
strategic perspective of the
totality of the scheme is
required, rather than a narrow
and more local view. It is a
necessity to upgrade the A14.
This will create some local
concerns but the overall
strategic case and need for the
A14 to deliver economic
benefits is important. The
scheme and refinements are
well thought through. The
imperative is to stick with the
proposals and progress
promptly as the totality of the
scheme is balanced to best
effect.
It is a scheme which will deliver
economic benefits. We
understand the complexities
and challenges, the balanced
view is that sufficient expertise
has been applied to the scheme
to refine and mitigate adverse
impacts.
HE/A14/EX/122
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed / Not
agreed /
Under
discussion

2

Huntingdon
Viaduct

The Chamber is in favour of the
removal of the Huntingdon
viaduct.

This comment is duly
noted.

Agreed.

This comment is duly
noted.

Agreed.

Supports
removal of the
viaduct

We believe that there are
strong reasons for not retaining
the viaduct. It is beyond its
useful lifetime; retaining it would
present future problems,
particularly where local costs
would be passed to
Cambridgeshire County
Council. Furthermore,
construction techniques were
the same as the Hammersmith
flyover (where lifecycle and
costs are well known).
It has a limited lifetime and
maintenance of the viaduct is
not a long-term solution. The
cost of maintenance would fall
locally and this needs to be
avoided. Operationally the
Huntingdon viaduct cannot be
closed for maintenance as it is
the current main route from the
ports across the centre of the
country. The only way to
improve the existing A14
without a new bypass is to
close the viaduct for
maintenance. The viaduct is the
link in the middle which has
hampered upgrades.
Local economic development
plans for Huntingdon are
predicated on removal of the
viaduct. Therefore there are
local economic benefits to
consider too as well as the
strategic case. It is not a
suitable route, if it remains in
situ then its use will continue
and not deliver the scheme
wide benefits.

3

Design and
Engineering
Girton
Interchange

HE/A14/EX/122

The Girton Interchange is a
challenge and the latest design
offers a better option for traffic
flow. The local roads have been
reconfigured where practical.
The proposals are therefore
fully supported.
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed / Not
agreed /
Under
discussion

4

Economic and
Social Effects

The Chamber undertook a
consultation across six
Chambers in Cambridgeshire,
Huntingdonshire and
Peterborough, all of which
identified the A14 as a major
issue and key priority. The
current road is considered to be
an inhibiting factor on growth
even for areas not directly on
the route.

This comment is duly
noted.

Agreed.

The A14 is also considered a
challenge to residential
development in Cambridge as it
is a block to commuting into the
city.

This comment is duly
noted.

Agreed.

Your comment is duly
noted. It is anticipated that
the statutory DCO process
will be complete towards
mid-2016, allowing
construction to start on site
in 2016 with the road open
to traffic by 2020.

Agreed.

Consultation
undertaken on
scheme

5

Economic and
Social Effects
Economic
development

In terms of economic
development it is considered
more cost effective to build on
the existing housing sites to the
north of the city. Development
pressures are exacerbated by
growth and successful
companies relocating, for
example AstraZeneca and its
global HQ for R&D.
The A14 is considered to be a
real block on balanced growth.
Balance Growth Issue: Housing
in Cambridge is very expensive
meaning that most people are
forced to live outside of the city
and commute into work. The
continual major incidents along
the A14, that regularly close the
road and create gridlock
everywhere, have a really
negative impact on the area’s
ability to deliver balanced
growth.
6

Economic and
Social Effects
Urgency in
starting the A14
upgrades

HE/A14/EX/122

There is a business concern
that the scheme needs to be
started in earnest. The A14
scheme needs sign-off on the
costings and construction to
begin forthwith. The area is a
net contributor to the Treasury
and UK plc. The A14 needs to
enable, rather than block,
economic growth.
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed / Not
agreed /
Under
discussion

7

Compulsory
Acquisition

Proper levels of compensation
are essential to enable
development to take place. This
should be built into the DCO
and related compensation
processes for those directly
affected by the scheme. The
Chambers of Commerce state
that some countries such as
France compensate more for
schemes and build quicker.
This is a general point that the
Chambers of Commerce would
like to raise.

The Development Consent
Order does not contain
provisions for paying
compensation to those
affected by the scheme.
The DCO grants the
powers of compulsory
acquisition. If a claim is
made then, if successful, it
would be payable under
the compensation code.

Agreed.

Compensation

HE/A14/EX/122

NS11/7

These are set out in the
Planning Act 2008, which
provides for a specific
regime known as the
National Compensation
Code to be followed in
terms of the compensation
payable for compulsory
acquisition. The DCO
would grant the powers of
compulsory acquisition. As
and when those powers
are exercised,
compensation would be
payable in accordance
with the National
Compensation Code.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

1 September 2015

Name:

John Bridge OBE DL

Signature:

John Bridge

On behalf of:

Cambridgeshire Chambers of Commerce

Date:

30th July 2015
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Appendix A: Relevant representation

5.1

Copy of relevant representation submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate
“To fully support the application and contra objections. To ensure the scheme is
implemented as quickly as possible.”
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement
prepared jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order
(DCO) and another party. It sets out matters of agreement between
both parties, as well as matters where there is not an agreement and
matters which are under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues
discussed and the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The
SoCG can be used as evidence of these discussions in
representations to the Planning Inspectorate as part of their
examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various
parties.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Huntingdon Life Sciences. It refers to the application
for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement
scheme which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31
December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the
existing A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at
Milton. It includes a new bypass to the south of Huntingdon,
carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey and
Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of a section of the A1
trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and approximately 7
miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the detrunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk
road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal
of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at
Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2 Record of engagement undertaken post–submission of
the DCO application. This includes meetings, emails and
letters related to the discussions, including a summary of
each.
Section 3 Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and Huntingdon Life
Sciences, in line with the principal issues set out in
Annex C of the Rule 6 letter, including comments from
Huntingdon Life Sciences on whether the matters are
agreed, not agreed or still under discussion.
Section 4 Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Huntingdon Life Sciences is an international research organisation
offering a range of non-clinical development services to
pharmaceutical, biopharmaceutical, crop protection and chemical
companies. The organisation was founded in 1951, and now
employees over 1,600 people – 930 of which are based at the
Research Centre in Huntingdon. The centre is located a mile south of
Alconbury to the west of the A1(M).

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between
Highways England and Huntingdon Life Sciences.

Date

Type of engagement

Summary of discussion

22 July 2015

Email

• Introduction by Highways England as to the
purpose of the engagement, i.e. to follow-up
on commitments made in the Environmental
Statement regarding potential vibration
sensitivities at research facilities close to the
proposed scheme. Request made to discuss
this matter.

23 July 2015

Telephone call

• Review of potentially vibration sensitive
operation at the facility and the results of the
Environmental Statement with regard to
construction vibration at this location.

24 July 2015

Email

• HE provided written summary confirming the
identified potentially vibration sensitive
equipment used at the facility noting that there
had been no adverse effects during any
previous construction work within the site
itself. The mitigation measures to minimise
vibration exposure during the proposed
scheme construction were outlined.

3 August 2015

Email

• HE provided draft text of the SoCG (detailed
in the following section) for agreement with
Huntingdon Life Sciences.

4 August

Email

• Huntingdon Life Sciences agreed content of
the proposed SoCG text (as shown in the
following section).

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Huntingdon Life
Sciences.

2.1.4

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 2
and 3 of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to
Huntingdon Life Sciences and therefore have not been the subject of
any discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be
read as agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material
interest or relevance to Huntingdon Life Sciences.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways
England and Huntingdon Life Sciences through on-going
correspondence including telephone conversations and email. It
outlines Highways England responses to stakeholder issues raised
and whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England
response. The matters are addressed in line with principal issues
identified in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

1

Noise and
vibration

This SoCG responds to a
commitment in the
Environmental Statement (ES) to
investigate a potential vibration
sensitivity at the Huntingdon
Research Centre.
Paragraph 3.2.9 of Appendix
14.4 of the ES notes that
significant adverse vibration
effects have been identified on a
precautionary basis at the
Huntingdon Research Centre.
This is because the assessment
assumed that the Huntingdon
Research Centre should be
categorised as being of the
highest potential vibration
sensitivity.
Further dialogue was planned
after the publication of the ES to
confirm if there were any in fact
any particular vibration
sensitivities at this location.

Following a discussion
between an HE noise
specialist and a Facilities
Management representative
of Huntingdon Research
Centre on the 23 July, it is
understood that the situation
regarding vibration sensitivity
is as follows:

Agreed.

1. Potentially vibration
sensitive laboratory
equipment would be:
− sensitive balances
(generally mounted
on granite block to
minimise any
displacement);
− High performance
liquid
chromatography
(HPLC) apparatus;
and
− mass spectrometers.
2. No concerns have been
raised from technical
staff operating the above
equipment relating to
construction vibration (it
was noted by the
stakeholder that local
sources of vibration such
as doors closing or
footfall, tend to produce
higher levels of vibration
than distant construction
work).
3. Recent construction
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

works on the site itself
have not caused any
particular vibration
problems regarding the
above equipment.
4. In the event that there
was considered to be
any possibility of
vibration disturbance to
the equipment, there
may be potential to relocate equipment to
another area for a short
period. Discussions will
take place on the
appropriate methods of
mitigating vibrations and
practicable steps taken
as necessary.
The following steps will be
taken to minimise any risk of
operations being affected by
vibration.
Before the start of any works,
Highways England (or their
contractors) would liaise with
Huntingdon Research Centre
on the construction
programme to provide more
detail on how construction
plant is to be operated and
how vibration exposure would
be minimised as set out in the
Construction Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP).
In addition to the programme,
information on the locations
of plant likely to operate
(particularly excavation and
paving) would be provided to
help to identify areas on site
where there is a possibility of
any vibration exposure, these
would be subject to
discussion and agreement
where practical.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

1 September

Name:

Grayham Howarth, Director of Estates

Signature:
On behalf of:

Huntingdon Life Sciences

Date:
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and
another party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as
well as matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are
under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and the University of Cambridge, Sub-Department of Animal
Behaviour at Madingley. It refers to the application for the proposed A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline
railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1 Introduction to this SoCG.
Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken post–submission of the
DCO application. This includes meetings, emails and letters
related to the discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed between
Highways England and the University of Cambridge, SubDepartment of Animal Behaviour at Madingley, in line with the
principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter,
including comments from the Sub-Department on whether the
matters are agreed, not agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.

Appendix A Copy of the relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate.
Appendix B Copy of the written representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The Sub-Department of Animal Behaviour is part of the Zoology
Department of Cambridge University, and is situated in the village of
Madingley, four miles west of Cambridge. The Sub-Department was
founded in 1950, and is now a centre for research on behaviour and
behavioural neuroscience.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and the University of Cambridge, Sub-Department of Animal
Behaviour at Madingley.
Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

22 July 2015 Telephone call

•

Sub-Department of Animal Behaviour
described potential noise sensitivities
at the facility in relation to the
proposed A14 scheme. Highways
England described the results of the
noise assessment in the
Environmental Statement in relation
to this area.

24 July 2015 Email

•

Further details provided by Highways
England of predicted noise levels
associated with the proposed scheme
specifically at the location of the
facility to show that noise effects
would be negligible.

30 July 2015 Telephone call

•

Discussion to review technical
content of above email and to answer
some other queries that had arisen
concerning the methodology of the
traffic noise prediction and
construction noise assessment.

31 July 2015 Email

•

Text provided to Sub-Department of
Animal Behaviour by Highways
England summarising the above
discussions and exchange of
information for comment - noting that
it was intended that the conclusions
would form the basis of a SoCG.
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2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and the Sub-Department of
Animal Behaviour at Madingley.

2.1.4

The Sub-Department of Animal Behaviour’s relevant representation and
written representation have formed the basis for the discussions. A copy of
the relevant representation can be found at Appendix A and written
representation in Appendix B.

2.1.5

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 2 and 3
of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to the University of
Cambridge, Sub-Department of Animal Behaviour at Madingley and
therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between the parties.
As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent that they
are either not of material interest or relevance to the University of
Cambridge, Sub-Department of Animal Behaviour at Madingley.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and the Sub-Department of Animal Behaviour at Madingley through ongoing correspondence including telephone conversations and email. It
outlines Highways England responses to stakeholder issues raised and
whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The
matters are addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of
the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

1

Noise and
vibration

The University of Cambridge (UofC)
has concerns regarding the
potential impact of noise from the
proposed scheme on the research
work at the Sub-Department of
Animal Behaviour at Madingley.
This is described in detail in UofC
Written Representation (dated
06/11/14).

Discussions and exchange of
information have taken place
between Highways England and
the Sub-Department of Animal
Behaviour at Madingley.

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

Agreed
.

A noise assessment has been
carried out of the traffic noise
change that would occur at the
Sub-Department of Animal
Behaviour as a result of the
proposed scheme. A noise
increase of less than 0.5dB has
been calculated for this location.
A small noise change of this
magnitude would be
imperceptible.
Similarly, predictions of
construction noise levels were
carried out at this location. The
results showed that construction
noise levels would be
substantially below the ambient
noise levels for daytime and any
night-time works. Therefore,
construction noise would not be
expected to cause any
disturbance.
Traffic noise would be minimised
by the use of a low noise road
surface as ‘incorporated
mitigation’ in the highway
design. The approach to
controlling and managing noise
from the construction works is
set out in the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP)
(Appendix 20.2 of the ES). Best
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

Practicable Means as defined by
the Control of Pollution Act
(1974) would be applied to
minimise construction noise and
vibration.
The full details of the questions
and detailed responses are
included as part of the second
round of written questions
(response to question 2.10.4).
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

1 September 2015

Name:

Professor Michael Akam.

Head, Department of Zoology

Signature:

On behalf of:

University of Cambridge, Sub-Department of Animal Behaviour at
Madingley.

Date:

19 August 2015
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5.1

Copy of the relevant representation submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate

5.1.1

We are concerned about the disruption that the planned A14 changes will
have on our research at the Sub-Department of Animal Behaviour
Madingley. Our research site involves four outside aviaries housing corvids,
which are known to be easily disturbed by noise and novel events. In
addition, the Department has a corvid field-site. In both areas, fundamental
research on avian cognition and more broadly, the evolution of intelligence,
is conducted using behavioural tests.
As has been outlined in a letter by Dr Brian McCabe, we wish that the noise
levels that will result from the planned work be considered as well as
measures to minimise the impact on our research:
When the expansion of the A428 past Madingley was planned, a fence was
erected and trees planted to shield the Sub-Department from traffic noise.
This was effective at the time, but will not protect research from the
inevitable increased traffic noise from the Girton Junction. We therefore
request that measures be taken to ensure that the Cambridge to
Huntingdon A14 Improvement Scheme does not result in traffic noise
exceeding the current level. Measures that are likely to be effective include
road surfacing techniques to minimise noise, acoustic shielding of
appropriate parts of the Girton Junction, and increasing the height of the
fence at the Madingley site combined with adjacent tree planting.
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Appendix B: Written representation

The details of the Cambridge to Huntingdon A14 Improvement Scheme have only
just been brought to our notice and give rise to serious concern with regard to the
effect of traffic noise on research at the Cambridge University Sub-Department of
Animal Behaviour in Madingley. The sources of noise that are of most concern are
the slip roads to the west of Girton Junction, in particular their elevated components.
The Madingley site provides animal accommodation for the University School of
Biological Sciences and research facilities for five University departments: Genetics;
Pharmacology; Physiology, Development and Behaviour; Psychology; Zoology. The
site contains two aviaries housing a colony of corvids which has been studied
continuously for approximately 15 years. The colony is a unique resource for
behavioural research, and is one of many that have contributed to the University’s
international reputation in this discipline. The Sub-Department of Animal Behaviour
was established in 1950 by Professor W H Thorpe FRS, who chose the site partly
because of its quiet environment: a feature essential for the pioneering research on
birdsong conducted by Thorpe and his colleagues at the time. This research was
largely responsible for the replacement of the concepts of instinct and learning by an
interactive approach, with profound implications for the psychology of learning. The
work has led to significantly revised views of human development.
Although no work on birdsong is currently being conducted at Madingley, that
research area is very active and might easily be re-introduced. There is, however,
other noise-sensitive research on the site at the moment. Of particular concern is the
effect of traffic noise on current behavioural research on corvids at Madingley. The
birds on the Madingley site are not infrequently disturbed, and research
correspondingly disrupted, by traffic noise. If this noise were much greater, large
research projects, supported by correspondingly large research grants, would be
jeopardised.
When the expansion of the A428 past Madingley was planned, it was recognised
that traffic noise would be a problem and in consequence a fence was erected and
trees planted to shield the site from such noise. These measures were effective at
the time, but would not protect research from increased traffic noise from the Girton
Junction. We therefore request that measures be taken to ensure that the
Cambridge to Huntingdon A14 Improvement Scheme does not result in traffic noise
exceeding the current level. Measures that are likely to be effective include road
surfacing techniques to minimise noise, acoustic shielding of appropriate parts of the
Girton Junction, and increasing the height of the fence at the Madingley site
combined with adjacent tree planting.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning Inspectorate
as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils and non-statutory organisations.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the Applicant,
and Brampton A14 Campaign Group. It refers to the application for the
proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was
submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014 and accepted
on 27 January 2015 for examination by the Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and
approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the
de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk road
between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:

Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–submission of
the DCO application. This includes meetings, emails and letters
related to the discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed between
Highways England and the Brampton A14 Campaign Group, in
line with the principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6
letter, including comments from the Brampton A14 Campaign
Group on whether the matters are agreed, not agreed or still
under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record of
the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to PINS.

Appendix B

Copy of the written representation made to PINS.

Appendix C

Huntingdon Viaduct information.

Appendix D

Summary of scheme and route options assessment.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Brampton A14 Campaign Group was formed in 2007 due to concerns
regarding the environmental impact of the Highways Agency’s A14 scheme
(in particular the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass and 10-lane
Brampton Interchange) and to propose an alternative A14 scheme.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and the Brampton A14 Campaign Group. It also notes submissions
made to the Planning Inspectorate by the Group.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

21
November
2013

Pre- application
non- statutory
communications

Submissions regarding low carbon emission and air pollution
published in the Hunts Post and News & Crier.

21
November
2013

Pre- application
non- statutory
communications

Submission by the Brampton A14 Campaign Group suggesting
the following in view of attached publications on air pollution
and carbon emissions:
• It is stated that their alternative A14 scheme will require
emphasis on softer measures such as DfTs ‘smarter
choices’ including Park & Ride schemes and public
transport (road, rail, guided busway, trams, light rail
etc), improved cycling facilities; workplace and housing
development transport and travel plans; car share and
car clubs; multi-occupancy vehicles (including
community transport, mini-buses, taxis).
• Multi-modal elements such as freight on rail and coastal
shipping and technological solutions to road traffic
congestions should also be fully considered
• Carbon emissions from road transport should be
carefully assessed in view of tightening carbon
reduction targets.

15 June
2014

Pre- application
statutory
consultation

Brampton A14 Campaign Group’s response to pre-application
online questionnaire

15 June
2014

Pre- application
statutory
consultation

Detailed consultation responses across five documents with
accompanying maps objecting to the scheme and highlighting
main areas of concern.
The attachment consists of:
• Response to pre-application online questionnaire
• The Brampton A14 Campaign Group alternative
scheme
• The Brampton A14 Campaign Group alternative
scheme, January 2010 submission
• Article on air pollution titled – Client Earth triumph in the
Supreme Court
• Paper on air pollution titled: The Environmental Audit
Committee (EAC) to examine action on air pollution.

12 March
2015

Preexamination

Please refer to Appendix A.
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relevant
representation
7 May
2015

Post application
- ongoing
correspondence

Letter to PINS in advance of preliminary meeting:
• confirming intention to attend preliminary meeting;
• Provides comments to Annex C of Rule 6 letter –initials
assessment of principal issues and
• Identifies the demolition of the Huntingdon A14 viaduct
as an issue that affects Brampton.

18 May
2015

Examination –
ongoing
correspondence

Correspondence to PINS regarding Brampton A14 Campaign
Group’s alternative A14 scheme

15 June
2015

Response to
ExA’s first
written
questions –
deadline 2

As submitted at Deadline 5:
http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/easter
n/a14-cambridge-to-huntingdon-improvementscheme/?ipcsection=docs

15 June
2015

Written
representation –
deadline 2

Please refer to Appendix B.

7 July
2015

Interested party
examination
submissions –
deadline 4

Comments on LIR and HE responses to ExA’s first written
questions. Raises concerns relating to environmental health
and national planning and transport policy. Provides a
description of the BCG alternative scheme.

22 July
2015

Interested party
examination
submissions –
deadline 5

Post Open Floor Hearing comments from Eileen Collier on
behalf of A14 BCG. Provides information for the panel
regarding a question raised about support and funding for the
BCG alternative scheme from the EU in 2009.

22 July
2015

Interested party
examination
submissions –
deadline 5

Provides information in relation to the hearings and site visit.

27 July
2015

Interested party
examination
submissions –
deadline 5

Provides additional information following the Open Floor
Hearing held on 14 July 2015. Information relates to the
progress of the preparation of the SoCG and the environmental
impact of the scheme.

12 August
2015

Email
correspondence

Discussions revolved around the alternative scheme and
Highways England request to meet to discuss concerns. An
attachment sent by Brampton A14 Campaign Group included
an outline of the road elements of the Brampton A14 Campaign
Group scheme.

17 August
2015

Email
correspondence

Highways England made a request for meeting dates and
informed of upcoming examination deadlines.

20 August
2015

Email
correspondence

Highways England made a request for meeting dates.

2
Septembe
r 2015

Interested party
examination
submissions –
deadline 8

The Brampton A14 Campaign Group submitted a
representation raising concern on the following: Huntingdon
viaduct; scheme costs and the value for money; HE scheme
options appraisal; environmental and health impacts; and,
borrow pits and cement works - air and noise pollution during
construction phase (2016-2020).
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Interested party
examination
submissions –
deadline 10

The Brampton A14 Campaign Group made a representation
regarding:

Issue Specific
Hearing oral
representation

A Brampton A14 Campaign Group member raised concern at
the issue specific hearing about the Environment Agency and
Highways England ongoing work on the Flood Risk
Assessments – specifically related to Alconbury Brook,
Ellington Brook and Brampton Brook.

• New evidence: WHO REVIHAAP review; Supreme Court
judgement against the Government; DEFRA new UK Air
Quality Plan to reduce road traffic air pollution; associated
Action Plan for Public Health Directors and local
authorities.
• Issues also include the need for further scheme appraisal
to comply with Treasury Green Book rules and DfT
webTAG guidance on valuation of environment and health
impacts of road traffic air pollution for inclusion in the
monetisation element of the BCR/NPV.

2.1.3 It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key

correspondence between Highways England and the Brampton A14
Campaign Group.
2.1.4 There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
2.1.5 The Group’s relevant representation and written representation has formed the

basis for the preparation of the SoCG. A copy of the Group’s relevant
representation and written representation can be found at Appendix A and B.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and the Brampton A14 Campaign Group (BCG) through email
correspondence and submissions made to the Planning Inspectorate. It
outlines Highways England responses to stakeholder issues raised and
whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The
matters are addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of
the Rule 6 letter.

3.1.2
Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not
agreed /
Under
discussi
on

1

Design and
Engineering
Standards

Support is shown for the
provision of additional
local roads/tracks for
agricultural traffic and
access to farms.
The BCG also supports
the provision of noise
mitigation measures on
the existing A1 at
Brampton and for the
provision of a NMU
crossing at Brampton to
reinstate direct access
from West End to
Brampton Wood.

Duly noted.

Agreed.

2

Design and
Engineering
Standards
Huntingdon
Southern
Bypass

BCG do not agree with
the proposed
Huntingdon Southern
Bypass and environment
and health impact of
Brampton Interchange in
particular.

The options for the route and the need
for and configuration of the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass have been assessed
and a chronology is included in the Case
for the Scheme, document reference 7.2.
Further information is contained in
Appendix D.

Not
agreed.

3

Landscape
and Visual
Effects
Huntingdon
Southern
Bypass at
Brampton
Interchange

There is concern about
the visual intrusion of
Brampton Interchange
which too large in scale
and too complicated in
detail to be easily
envisaged.
BCG requests a physical
3D scale model be
produced of the
Huntingdon Southern
Bypass on the
Brampton/Buckden area.
This model could be

Highways England notes the concerns
regarding the scale of the scheme. The
scheme has been designed to minimise
visual impacts and to provide
appropriate mitigation where possible.
Highways England has not created a
scale model of the scheme but has
sought to help people understand what
is proposed through the presentation of
drawings through consultation events
held along the route of the scheme and
staffed by technical experts able to
answer people’s questions.
Subsequently, focus has been placed on

Not
agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not
agreed /
Under
discussi
on

extended to include
Buckden Marina and the
viaduct of the East Coast
Mainline and Great Ouse
river.

face to face meetings to explain
proposals to key stakeholders and
landowners. It is not intended to build a
physical scale model of the scheme,
however Highways England is
developing a 3D computer model which
it is intending to share with the public in
the detailed design stage, following the
making of the Development Consent
Order (if the application is granted). This
model will be shared during the detailed
design process set out in the ‘Note on
participation in Detailed Design’
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/162).

4

Design and
Engineering
Standards
Huntingdon
Viaduct

The Huntingdon Viaduct
and existing A14 EU
Ten-T freight route
needs to be retained.

Highways England’s Response to the
1
Second Written Questions ‘Huntingdon
Viaduct Response collated’ (Applicant's
reference HE/A14/EX/93, PINS
reference REP7-028), in particular
2.12.18, provides information on why the
viaduct would be removed. Additional
information is provided in Appendix C.

Not
agreed.

5

Design and
Engineering
Standards

Concerns are raised
regarding the widening
of the A1 from Brampton
Hut to Alconbury and
wish to see this removed
from Highways England
A14 scheme.

It is necessary to widen the A1 over this
section from dual two lane to dual three
lane in order to accommodate the traffic
using the A14 Huntingdon southern
bypass.

Not
agreed.

6

Design and
Engineering
Standards
the ‘Brampton
Vision’
alternative
scheme

BCG questions why their
alternative scheme was
not drawn up and
properly evaluated as
instructed by the
Planning Inspectorate in
May 2010.
The Group are currently
in discussion with the
Confederation of
Passenger Transport to
develop their public
transport proposals
further and plan to
consult the Rail Freight

Highways England’s comments on
nd
response to the ExA’s 2 Written
Questions and other Deadline 7
submissions (HE/A14/EX/121) provides
a response to the alternative scheme at
Question 2.14.4.

Not
agreed.

As directed by the Public Inquiry of 2010:
in the government’s 2010 Spending
Review the A14 Ellington to Fen Ditton
scheme was withdrawn from the roads
programme as it was considered to be
unaffordable in the financial climate
current at that time. As a consequence
actions from the Inquiry in May were not
taken further. It was recognised,

1

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%207/Highways%20England%20%20HE-A14-EX93%20Response%20to%20ExAs%20Second%20Written%20Questions%20Huntingdon%20Viad
uct%20Response%20Collated.pdf
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Group on rail options.
The Group seeks
assurance that Arup
(acting for HE) will still
draw up their alternative
scheme as agreed.
Additionally, the Group
raises that they have not
found any evidence of
assessment of the
impact of their proposed
M11/A14-A428-A421-M1
alternative route on HE
A14 scheme traffic
forecasts and questions
whether this has been
done. This route is
central to the BCG
alternative scheme and
was also announced on
1 Dec 2014 as a newlyfunded road project in
the Chancellor’s Autumn
Statement as part of the
proposed ‘CambridgeOxford Expressway’
(Annex D). Whatever it is
called, the A428-A421
element of this fast
freight route from South
and East Coast ports to
the M1 near Milton
Keynes is an alternative
Huntingdon Southern
Bypass as per the BCG
alternative scheme.
Further to this, the
alternative scheme
included rail freight and
improved technology for
that industry and for the
A14.

however, that a solution to the problems
experienced by the A14 was still needed
and DfT commissioned the A14 Study.
The study drew up a list of 125 options,
which included on-line widening of the
existing trunk road, off-line highway
improvements including northern and
southern bypasses of Huntingdon and a
southern bypass of Cambridge, junction
modifications, public transport
improvements, rail freight improvements,
and travel demand management
schemes. Highways England considers
that it has addressed the need to
consider on-line widening through the
A14 Study.
The A428/A421 scheme and other
multimodal proposals put forward by
Brampton A14 Campaign Group
generally complement but do not remove
the need for the A14 scheme.
Whilst it is not proposed as part of the
scheme to provide connections at Girton
Interchange between the A428 and the
A14 or M11, the scheme does not
preclude the provision of works to
accommodate these movements.
Provision for these additional
movements has been considered during
the development of the scheme.
Highways England’s response to
question 1.5.10 of the First Written
Questions (Report 5, Design and
Engineering Standards) provides an
explanation for why these movements
are not provided.
The response to question 1.5.9 of the
First Written Questions (Report 5,
Design and Engineering Standards)
indicates a possible future solution
separate from the scheme which
provides for movements between:
•
•

•
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Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not
agreed /
Under
discussi
on

7

Air quality
and
emissions
Air quality is a
concern

The HE A14 scheme
would significantly
increase road traffic air
pollution and is in direct
conflict with the new UK
Air Quality Plan. Where
public health is
concerned, BCG
consider that prevention
of harm is far better than
promises of cure
(mitigation) by Highways
England. Our multimodal A14 scheme is a
much less polluting (and
much less costly)
alternative and should
now be assessed as a
viable replacement
scheme. Greater
Government investment
in the strategic rail
freight network would
comply with DfT modal
shift policy aimed at
shifting freight traffic
from road to rail - a
safer, cleaner lowcarbon option. This
would help to reduce
road traffic air pollution
in compliance with the
new UK Air Quality Plan.
It would also reduce
carbon emissions and
HGV road traffic
accidents along the
whole length of the A14
corridor from Felixstowe
to Nuneaton instead of
just from Cambridge to
Huntingdon.

The scheme benefits air quality in the
main urban areas affected by pollution
from the A14 through Fenstanton and
Huntingdon. In some locations,
predominantly along the existing A14
corridor, predicted concentrations in the
"without scheme" scenario are more at
risk of exceeding relevant air quality
objectives than in the "with scheme"
scenario. Testing has been carried out
on traffic data produced since the ES to
ensure the results in the ES do not
change, namely, CHARM3A, Local
Impact Testing in Cambridge City, A428
impacts. Results are all based on
pessimistic assumptions related to future
vehicle emissions to ensure all results
are robust.

Not
agreed.

There is no risk of the scheme
exceeding EU limit values or extending
the date when Defra predict compliance
will be achieved within the Eastern Zone
(where the scheme is located). The
summary of effects during operation is
covered in section 3.3 in the submission
on Matters arising from the Issue
Specific Hearing on Noise and Air
Quality (Reference HE/A14/EX/153).
A summary is provided in ‘Matters
arising from Highways England’s Oral
Submissions made at the Issue Specific
Hearing on Noise and Air Quality’
(HE/A14/EX/153) for annual mean NO2
from Alconbury to Brampton Hut and
Brampton Hut to East Coast mainline.
Air quality monitoring during the
construction phase is included within the
Code of Construction Practice.
Operational monitoring is not required as
no significant effects are predicted in the
ES and air quality concentrations are
predicted to be at risk of exceeding the
objectives or limit values. Appendix 7 of
the Highways England submission
‘Matters arising from Highways
England’s Oral Submissions made at the
Issue Specific Hearing on Noise and Air
Quality’ (HE/A14/EX/153) provides more
information on this.
Refer to Appendix C to understand why
the Huntingdon viaduct would not be
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Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not
agreed /
Under
discussi
on

retained and the cost savings associated
with the proposed scheme.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

30.10.15

Name:
EIL

EILEEN COLLIER (CLLR)

Signature:

On behalf of:

Brampton A14 Campaign Group

Date:

30 October 2015
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Appendix A: Relevant representation

5.1
Copy of relevant representation submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate
Brampton A14 campaign Group is opposed to this Highways Agency (HA) A14
scheme. We have the following objections and observations:
The HA scheme is based on the outdated CHUMMS scheme (2001) and does not
comply with current national and international transport, environment and health
policy/ law including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UN - Climate Change (scheme increases carbon emissions: flooding risks to
communities; resilience of transport networks at risk);
UK law(Carbon emissions reduction);
WHO (Children’s Environment & Health Action Plan);
EU law(Air Quality Directives);
EU Health Strategy (‘unconditional protection of children’s health’);
UK- NPPF (sustainable development criteria & Precautionary Principle);
DfT policy (modal shift of freight from road to rail; ‘smarter choices’).

HA community engagement flawed - consultation process inadequate:
•
•
•

•

exhibitions - largely PR exercises promoting HA scheme;
information - officials at meetings/exhibitions unable to answer detailed
questions;
written responses - consultation in 2013 showed ‘lack of support ‘ for
Huntingdon Southern Bypass - a six-lane elevated highway across the Ouse
Valley flood plain from Swavesey to Brampton – no alternative options
considered.
HA scheme extended in 2013 to widen A1 to six lanes between Brampton and
Alconbury: no detailed justification of need -‘smarter choices’ such as
workplace travel plans, car clubs or rail options (passenger and freight) to
service Alconbury Local Enterprise Zone not considered.

Value for money: Less costly alternative scheme submitted by Brampton in 2010 and
2013; HA scheme costs now £1.5 billion – £60 million per mile; Planning Inspector at
A14 Public Inquiry in May 2010 instructed HA to draw up and assess alternative
schemes. HA scheme cancelled in October 2010 on cost grounds.
Huntingdon Southern Bypass - local impacts
•
•

air, noise and light pollution from ten lanes of traffic at Brampton Interchange 200 metres from family homes and near village school:
road traffic air pollution biggest risk to public health:
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lung development of children impaired up to 500 metres from similar road
schemes (Gauderman report- Lancet 2007);
particulates significant risk to public health (DEFRA);
Brampton west of Interchange in path of prevailing westerly winds.

Borrow pits – cumulative effects of air and noise pollution from several sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

borrow pits on both sides of Brampton Interchange for extraction of 2 million
tons of sand and gravel for road construction;
thousands of lorry movements plus noise, dust and fumes from quarrying
activities and cement plant.
visual intrusion - effects on local landscape character;
loss of tranquility Ouse Valley Way; impact on proposed Ouse Valley AONB;
impact on cultural heritage - listed buildings and historic waymarker at
Brampton
Impact on SSSIs and nature conservation sites and wildlife; impact on
hydrology of Brampton Wood SSSI (ancient woodland);
increased flooding risk to communities in the Ouse valley;
of high quality arable farmland;
demolition of cottages – nearby tree with TPO at risk
property blight.
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Appendix B: Written representation

As requested, please find attached at Annex A our outline A14 scheme, which was
sent to the Highways Agency in October 2013. It is an updated version of our original
alternative scheme at Annex B, which was submitted to the Highways Agency and
the A14 Public Inquiry in January 2010.
As mentioned at the A14 Examination Preliminary Meeting on 13 May 2015, further
development is ongoing and we welcome Arup’s offer to assist us in drawing up our
alternative scheme.
We would wish to do this in conjunction with the Campaign for Better Transport and
the Confederation of Passenger Transport (both registered with PINS as interested
parties). We would also wish to directly involve/consult our advisers at the Rail
Freight Group (RFG Chairman Lord Berkeley), the Metropolitan Transport Research
Unit (MRTU Director Keith Buchan) and other experts as required.
Key (road) elements of our alternative scheme are:
•
•
•
•

Retaining the A14 viaduct and upgrading existing A14 EU TEN-T freight
route;
Removing the new ‘Huntingdon Southern Bypass’ - a six-lane highway
from the A14 to the A1 - and the ten-lane A1/A14 Interchange at
Brampton;
Removing widening the A1 at Brampton and between Brampton Hut and
Alconbury;
Completing and upgrading the A14/M11-A428-A421 route to the M1 as an
additional fast freight route.

Our alternative scheme is multi-modal in accordance with DfT policy in order to
reduce harmful road traffic emissions and risks to the environment and public health.
Our proposals include a package of measures to reduce car and freight traffic and
manage traffic flows, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Rail options (passenger and freight);
Improved public transport; improved facilities for cyclists;
additional Park & Ride facilities linked to express coaches and local bus
services;
DfT ‘smarter choices’ options e.g.: workplace travel plans; car share;
community transport;
Installation of Active Traffic Management (ATM) technology on
Huntingdon Cambridge section of A14 (previous upgrade of rest of route –
see Annex C).

Work on drawing up the scheme needs to start straight away if we are to meet the
tight deadlines of the Public Examination process. Costs of the new works required
will also require assessment once they have been defined in detail.
What I need now from Highways England, please, is a current cost breakdown of
separate elements of the HE scheme to assess potential cost savings, viz:
•

Demolition of the viaduct and construction of new roads in and around
Huntingdon town (AQMA);
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Construction of ‘Huntingdon Southern Bypass’ from Swavesey to Ellington
(including the A1/A14 Interchange);
Widening the A1 at Brampton (AQMA) and between Brampton Hut and
Alconbury.

We look forward to working with you on drawing up and costing our alternative
scheme.
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Appendix C: Huntingdon Viaduct

Further information has been submitted in Highways England’s Response to ExA’s
Second Written Questions: Huntingdon Viaduct Response Collated (HE/A14/EX/93)
at Deadline 7.
Please refer to link: http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%207/Highways%20England
%20-%20HE-A14-EX93%20Response%20to%20ExAs%20Second%20Written%20Questions%20Huntingd
on%20Viaduct%20Response%20Collated.pdf
The option of retaining the viaduct at Huntingdon and a reduced standard Huntingdon
southern bypass has been investigated as part of the scheme proposal development.
Although initially cheaper than the proposed scheme, traffic flow over the dual two
lane carriageway would continue to increase to the extent that congestion would
return and further widening would be needed. The environmental benefits to the town
of Huntingdon from removing the viaduct would not be realised
Retention of the viaduct even for the short term would require continual maintenance,
the current repair deals with a potential failure of the half-joint with the remainder of
the viaduct is over 40 years old. Retention of the viaduct is also not supported by the
local authorities; it is considered a blight on the economic development of the town
and environmentally damaging.
While the forecast cost saving associated with the retention of the existing
Huntingdon Viaduct and associated road works is £45million (refer to the response to
question 2.5.1), removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct would save £342,000 per annum
which is currently spent on monitoring the condition of the viaduct and on ongoing
maintenance. The initial reduction in capital expenditure associated with retaining the
Huntingdon Viaduct, would be further offset by costs associated with re-design and
subsequent re-analysis of the scheme, including provision of potential further options
consultation, as well as inflationary effects associated with subsequent delays to the
start of scheme construction and scheme opening.
As part of the above evaluation exercise it was estimated that Option 5a, which only
provides a dual two-lane Huntingdon Southern Bypass, would be approximately
£200m cheaper than Option 7b (the proposed scheme). However, it was recognised
that Option 5a would require significant additional investment around a decade after
opening to avoid flow breakdown on the existing A14 (details of this are set out in
Written Question response 2.12.19).
This investment would be likely to include additional lanes on the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass (the Huntingdon Viaduct cannot be easily widened from two to
three lanes in both directions), a junction between the bypass and the A1 and speed
restrictions on the A14 through Huntingdon. The cost of these works was estimated
at between £150m and £250m, effectively negating any capital cost-savings
associated with retention of the Huntingdon Viaduct. Question 2.7.2 in Highways
England’s response to ExA’s Second Written Questions provides a further
explanation on the costs of the Huntingdon viaduct.
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Removal of the Viaduct
It is proposed to remove the viaduct for principally the following reasons:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Removal supports Huntingdon District Council’s strategic regeneration
objectives, as articulated in the West Area Action Plan, as well as
enhancing the character of the Huntingdon Conservation Area;
Removal is a condition of local authority financial contributions to the
scheme;
Removal would improve air quality in the town as a consequence of
the redirection of strategic traffic to the new bypass;
Removal enables improved road connections within the town, to the
existing link roads, notably to the railway station, and also to the
hospital and secondary school for those travelling from
Godmanchester;
Removal improves accessibility of the town for local travellers;
Due to continued use by strategic traffic, its retention would not
resolve congestion at Brampton Hut and Spittals Interchange;
There is an ongoing annual maintenance cost of £342,000 whilst the
viaduct remains; and
The economic life of the existing viaduct is approximately ten years in
its current use, due to anticipated increased traffic requiring widening
which could only be achieved through demolition and rebuild. This
would require additional land take in an urban area.

Environmental benefits in removal of viaduct
The Transport Assessment (document reference 7.1) states a reduction in traffic on
the A14 between the viaduct and Spittals Interchange from 78,600 to 27,600 annual
average daily traffic (AADT) flows in the opening year of the scheme. If the viaduct
were to remain then a proportion of this traffic would continue to use the existing
route, with consequential noise and air quality impacts.
The Huntingdon area is currently designated as an air quality management area
where annual mean NO2 concentrations exceed the relevant air quality objective.
Huntingdon is the main area where improvements in air quality are predicted to occur
as a result of the scheme; the re-routing of traffic onto the new road takes traffic away
from the urban areas of Huntingdon.
In addition, the continued use of the existing route by HGVs would detrimentally
impact on the safety objectives of the scheme in that a proportion of the strategic
traffic would continue to pass through an urban area rather than make use of the
bypass.
Economic development within Huntingdon
There are significant non-monetised benefits from removal of the viaduct through
addressing severance issues that the viaduct creates and also through improved
access to Huntingdon town centre and the railway station via the proposed new link
roads. These potential benefits reflect the Huntingdon West Area Action Plan,
prepared by Huntingdonshire District Council and adopted in 2011, which sets out a
plan for development of West Huntingdon and diversification of the local economy
based on the removal of the viaduct. Within the vision statement for the West Area
Action Plan it says:
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‘New and improved transport routes will enable better, easier and more sustainable
travel patterns enabling new land uses that will reflect the improved accessibility of
the location. The new routes will help to break down the barrier caused by the main
roads and enhance the connections and inter-relationships between this area and the
rest of the town centre.’
The removal of the viaduct and the creation of local roads, as set out within the
proposed scheme, are essential to the achievement of the vision. The viaduct
currently passes through the Huntingdon Conservation Area; its removal would
therefore enhance the character of the conservation area.
Local connections and access
The proposed scheme includes the creation of a link road that connects the detrunked A14 to the East of Huntingdon with that to the West via a new road across
Mill Common, the Brampton Road making use of the Brampton Road Bridge over the
east Coast Mainline railway, and a new road crossing Views Common. This retains
an East/West passage for vehicles, other than heavy goods vehicles, through
Huntingdon and supports the scheme objective of connecting people by helping to
put the right traffic on the right roads. It improves access to the railway station and, in
connecting with the recently constructed link road running parallel with the railway
and the inner ring road within Huntingdon, it improves accessibility to the town centre.
Access to the hospital and secondary school via Brampton Road Bridge is
maintained
The removal of the viaduct and the creation of local link roads would also improve
access into Huntingdon for residents of Godmanchester, providing them with an
alternative to the B1044 which crosses the Old Town Bridge, so reducing traffic levels
on this historic structure. This again supports the scheme objective of connecting
people.
Local authority support
For all of the above reasons, local authorities in Huntingdon and Cambridgeshire
have stated that they would not support any scheme which retained the A14 viaduct
over the East Coast Mainline railway as it would be a constraint to plans for local
regeneration and economic development and in conflict with their local plans.
Question 2.12.8
Why is removal of the existing A14 Huntingdon viaduct and the associated
road works a necessary element of the A14 improvement scheme?
Response
Omission of the removal of the existing Huntingdon Viaduct (and associated road
works in Huntingdon) is expected to result in a significant proportion of people
continuing to use the existing A14, rather than the proposed Huntingdon Southern
Bypass, because it would remain the shortest route to the A1(M) and the north (refer
to the response to written question 2.5.4).
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As outlined in the response to written question 2.12.17, a significant consequence of
the omission of the removal of the existing Huntingdon Viaduct would be a failure to
deliver traffic relief to the A14 through Huntingdon.
One of the objectives of the scheme is to combat congestion, making the route
between Huntingdon and Cambridge more reliable and providing capacity for future
traffic growth. As outlined in the response to written question 2.12.17 a failure to
deliver traffic relief to A14 in Huntingdon would mean that problems associated with
congestion would continue to worsen due to people continuing to use the existing
A14. This would impact the local environment in Huntingdon in terms of road traffic
noise, air quality and related quality of life aspects. While some traffic would transfer
to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass as congestion worsens, there would remain a
large proportion of traffic that would continue to use the existing A14 through
Huntingdon.
Removal of the existing Huntingdon Viaduct and provision of associated road works
from the scheme would deliver significant traffic relief to Huntingdon and its environs
as a result of traffic re-routing onto the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. This would
provide associated environmental benefits to the area in the form of reduced road
traffic noise and air pollution.
Another scheme objective is to unlock growth, enabling major residential and
commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
regionally and nationally. As outlined in the response to written question 2.12.17,
removal of the existing Huntingdon Viaduct and provision of road improvements in
Huntingdon would also support local regeneration in Huntingdon, notably local
aspirations for development to the western side of Huntingdon Town Centre.
Another scheme objective is to connect people, by placing the right traffic on the right
roads and freeing up local capacity for all types of road user, including pedestrians,
cyclists and equestrians. Removal of the viaduct would result in significant re-routing
of traffic, notably strategic ‘through’ traffic to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass traffic,
freeing up capacity on the exiting A14 for local traffic movements.
Another scheme objective is to improve safety, designing the proposed scheme to
modern highway standards, introducing better lane control, and providing adequate
capacity for predicted traffic levels. Traffic growth in the area of the Huntingdon
Viaduct without the proposed scheme is projected to be 78,600 vehicles per day in
2020, which is significantly above the design standard of 66,000 vehicles a day used
when the road was built. This is projected to increase by 15% between 2020 and
2035 to 90,500 vehicles a day, exacerbating existing congestion problems. Removal
of the viaduct would result in significant re-routing of traffic onto a new, high-quality
route designed to modern standards.
The benefits associated with the removal of the viaduct are widely recognised in
adopted local planning policy, including the Huntingdonshire District Council Core
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Strategy Development Plan Document (DPD) and the Huntingdon West Area Action
Plan (refer to the response to written question 2.12.17).
As described in Chapter 4 of The Case for the Scheme (Applicant reference 7.1,
PINS reference APP-755), several options were considered and assessed during the
scheme development process. This process was guided by an examination of the
identified issues and objectives, and ultimately led to the scheme, as set out in the
Development Consent Order application, being identified as the preferred solution.
As a result of the decision not to toll the scheme, Highways England re-evaluated the
business case for the proposed scheme alongside the alternatives previously
considered. These alternatives included Option 5a, which provided a dual two-lane
Huntingdon Southern Bypass and retained the existing Huntingdon Viaduct, and
Option 7b (the proposed scheme), which provided a dual three-lane Huntingdon
Southern Bypass and included de-trunking of the existing A14 and removal of the
existing Huntingdon Viaduct.
While none of the options evaluated were directly equivalent to a scenario in which
the Huntingdon Viaduct is retained as part of the proposed scheme, Option 5a is
considered to provide a good analogue because, regardless of the number of lanes
provided on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, the existing A14 through Huntingdon
would remain the shortest route to the A1(M) and the north. A significant proportion
of people would therefore continue to use the existing A14, rather than the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The results of the above evaluation concluded that, while Option 5a would offer
higher value for money than the proposed scheme (Option 7b), it would only offer
short term relief of congestion and would require a further scheme to provide
additional capacity within 10 to 15 years. It is likely that this would include additional
lanes on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass (additional widening to the Huntingdon
Viaduct from two to three lanes in both directions would not be possible without
demolition of the existing structure), a junction between the bypass and the A1 and
speed restrictions on the A14 through Huntingdon.
Consequently, the proposed scheme, which includes removal of the Huntingdon
Viaduct, provides a long-term solution to the problems of congestion on the A14
between Cambridge and Huntingdon. It is the only solution which meets all the
strategic business case objectives. It is also the scheme which would have the widest
public and local authority support (both Huntingdonshire District Council and
Cambridgeshire County Council have stated that they would not support any scheme
which retained the Huntingdon Viaduct).
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Appendix D: Summary of scheme and route
options assessment

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS) considered the
contribution that low cost measures could make to addressing the problems and
issues on the A14. All multi-modal studies were tasked with doing this and the
conclusions were much the same. In the CHUMMS case, the conclusion was that low
cost options alone could not provide a satisfactory solution, but could make a useful
contribution to the solution. Hence the recommendation to invest in public transport
measures (the guided busway and the Felixstowe to Nuneaton rail upgrade), traffic
calming in local villages and demand restraint in Cambridge city centre. But providing
more capacity on the strategic trunk road remained essential.
The development of the scheme and route options considered is set out in the Case
for the Scheme (Chapter 4) (document reference 7.1).
The Option Generation and Initial Sifting Report conducted by Atkins in 2012 for the
Department for Transport (DfT) provided options to alleviate transport problems in the
A14 corridor around Cambridge and Huntingdon.
As part of these options, two options (Option 45 and Option 46) were considered
where the proposed A14 scheme was routed further west of Brampton. These
options were discounted in part due to environmental reasons. Option 45 was
rejected as it would pass through Buckden Landfill Site and have a high impact to the
Godmanchester community. Option 46 was rejected due to the visual impacts and
increased requirement for land acquisition/relocation of electricity infrastructure and
proximity to Godmanchester and Brampton communities.
As a result of this evaluation process six highways options for the scheme emerged
and are outlined in the A14 Study: Output 3 Package Testing and Appraisal Report,
conducted by Atkins in 2012. This provided six options, of which Options 2 - 6
involved a two or three lane Huntingdon Southern Bypass running to the south-west
of Brampton.
Further appraisal of these options against economic, environmental and social and
community criteria was carried out as part of the study. Option 3 and Option 5 were
identified as offering the best overall solutions. Due to the need to provide a scheme
that performed well in economic, environmental and social terms, the best performing
aspects of Options 3 and 5 were combined to provide a seventh option.
Option 7 was further refined and modelled as per the previous six options and
emerged from the A14 Study as the preferred option to be taken forward into more
detailed development. Following further refinement Option 7B emerged. This
preferred option was subject to a value engineering exercise to explore modifications
which would offer improvement in certain key areas. This option was further refined to
include a different layout at the Brampton Interchange whereby the A14 crossed the
A1 near Brampton Hut on an elevated section of road.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and British American Tobacco (BAT) at 210 and 211 Cambridge
Science Park. It refers to the application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening a section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury,
and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes
the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk
road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken post–submission of the DCO
application. This includes meetings, emails and letters related to the
discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed between Highways
England and BAT, in line with the principal issues set out in Annex C
of the Rule 6 letter, including comments from BAT on whether the
matters are agreed, not agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record of the
discussions.

2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1 The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways England
and BAT.
Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

28 July 2015

Email

Introduction by Highways England as to the
purpose of the engagement, i.e. to follow-up on
commitments made in the Environmental
Statement regarding potential construction
vibration sensitivities at research facilities close
to the proposed scheme. Request made to
discuss this matter with BAT.

15 Sep 2015

Telephone call

Discussion between Highways England and
BAT representatives to review potentially
vibration sensitive operations at the facility and
next actions.

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the key correspondence
between Highways England and BAT.

2.1.3

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 2 and 3 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to BAT and therefore
have not been the subject of any discussions between the parties. As such,
those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent that they are either
not of material interest or relevance to BAT.

3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and BAT in the Cambridge Science Park through on-going correspondence
including telephone conversations and email. It outlines Highways England
responses to stakeholder issues raised and whether the stakeholder agrees
with this Highways England response. The matters are addressed in line
with principal issues identified in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

1

Noise
and
vibration

This SoCG responds to a
commitment in the
Environmental Statement (ES)
to investigate a potential
vibration sensitivity at BAT
during the proposed
construction works.
Paragraph 3.2.9 of Appendix
14.4 of the ES notes that
significant adverse vibration
effects have been identified on
a precautionary basis at the
Advanced Technologies and
Bioscience Research Centre
[now part of BAT] in the
Cambridge Science Park. This
is because the assessment
assumed that this facility should
be categorised as being of the
highest potential vibration
sensitivity.
Further dialogue was planned
after the publication of the ES to
confirm if there were in fact any
particular vibration sensitivities
at this location.

Following a discussion
between a Highways
England noise and vibration
specialist and a BAT
representative on the 15
September, it is understood
that the situation regarding
vibration sensitivity is as
follows:
1. Potentially vibration
sensitive laboratory
equipment is:
• sensitive scale
balances (generally
mounted on heavy
stone block to
minimise any
displacement);
• microscopes.

Under
discussion

2. No immediate concerns
have been raised by
Highways England
regarding potential
vibration disturbance to
the above standard
laboratory equipment at
BAT (or other similar
facilities elsewhere
alongside the proposed
scheme). This is based
upon the low levels of
vibration predicted at
this distance from the
proposed construction
works. It was discussed
that local sources of
vibration such as doors
closing or footfall, tend

Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

to produce higher levels
of vibration than distant
construction work.
3. BAT should consult with
their technical
laboratory managers to
determine if any
potentially vibration
sensitive equipment
used in their operations
must be operated within
any specified vibration
limits.
4. Before the start of any
works, Highways
England (or its
contractors) would
liaise with BAT on the
construction
programme to provide
more detail on how and
when construction plant
is to be operated and
how vibration exposure
would be mitigated.
This would minimise
any risk of operations
being affected by
vibration.

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

4

Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

23.9.15

Name:

S W Edwards

Signature:

On behalf of:

BAT

Date:

23.9.15

NB: In 2016, please contact BAT Head of Real Estates Ian Elderton
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. The
proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing A14
at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a new
bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton Hut and Alconbury,
and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes
the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk
road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 58-65 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government's "Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent" (March 2015).
Paragraph 58, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

"A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it is
also useful if a statement identifies those areas where agreement has not
been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence."

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.1.6

The contents of this SoCG have been agreed with council officers, but final
sign off remains with council members, so until that point, this remains a
draft document which may be revised.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Godmanchester Town Council (“GTC”).

1.2.2

Highways England is an Executive Agency of the Department for Transport,
and is responsible for operating, maintaining and improving the strategic
road network in England on behalf of the Secretary of State for Transport.
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The network is made up of England’s motorways and all-purpose trunk roads
(the major “A” roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme, Highways England
will be responsible for operating, maintaining and improving the improved
A14.
1.2.3

Godmanchester Town Council provides local services to the residents of
Godmanchester. Parts of the town are adjacent to the current A14 and the
scheme will be within a few hundred metres of the south of the town. The
population is c 24,000.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
GTC in relation to the proposed scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 of this SoCG provides an overview of the proposed scheme.

1.3.3

Section 3 provides an overview of consultation to date between Highways
England and GTC

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.6

Section 6 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.7

Section 7 provides a succinct summary of the matters contained within this
SoCG.

1.3.8

Throughout this SoCG:
• Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", or is included in the ‘matters
agreed’ table in section 4, this signifies a matter that has been specifically
stated as agreed by Highways England and GTC.
• Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", or is included in the ‘matters
agreed’ table in section 4, this signifies a matter that has been specifically
stated as not agreed by Highways England and GTC.
• Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion", or is included in section
5 of this SoCG, this signifies a matter that is still under discussion by
Highways England and GTC.

1.3.9

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 4 and 5 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to GTC, and therefore
have not been the subject of any discussions between the parties. As such,
those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent that they are either
not or material interest or relevance to GTC.
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2

Overview of Previous Engagement Undertaken

2.1.1

A summary of the key meetings (including meeting notes) and
correspondence that has taken place between Highways England and GTC
is outlined in the table below:

Date

Form of Contact or
Type of
Correspondence

Summary of that Contact and Key
Outcomes and Points of Discussion

25 April 2014

Email
correspondence

Consideration of noise and vibration impacts.
Agreement reached that the town will suffer
less noise and vibration

28 May 2014

Meeting

General update on scheme proposals with
particular attention to its effect on
Godmanchester.

21 November
2014

Meeting

Further discussion regarding the scheme, its
effect on Godmanchester and to draw up this
draft SoCG.

20 Jan 2015

Email
correspondence

GTC response to draft SoCG with amendments
regarding traffic modelling, NMU provision,
effects of the scheme on the A1198 and
overnight lorry parking.

6 Feb 2015

Meeting

To discuss contents of email of 20 January.

16 March 2015

Meeting

Meeting with GTC Planning Committee to
review the SoCG.

23 June 2015

Email
correspondence

Provision of revised Traffic Modelling Update
Report (HE/A14/EX/44) highlighting references
to Godmanchester.

23 July 2015

Meeting

Meeting to discuss traffic data and legacy
issues.

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and GTC in relation to the
matters recorded in Section 4.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1

The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and GTC:
• Consultation
o Scheme elements (layout)
o Widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury
o A1 and A14 adjacent to Brampton
o De-trunking
o Huntingdon Southern Bypass
o Widening of the existing A14
o Local Access Roads
o Existing Junction Improvements
• Borrow Pits
• Traffic Modelling
• Local Development
• NMU Provision
• Environment
• Noise and Vibration
• Air Quality
• Landscape and Visual (including mitigation proposals)
• Heritage and Conservation
• Land Contamination
• Ecology, biodiversity and nature conservation
• Flooding and Drainage
• Construction/Delivery
• Management and Maintenance
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Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters Agreed

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

Record of
agreement

1

Agree to the principle of the
scheme

GTC supports the stated objectives of
the project, in particular making the
route more reliable, improving journey
times, unlocking growth, and providing
capacity for future traffic growth.

Meeting
21/11/2014

2

Agree to the need for the
scheme

GTC agrees with the need for the
scheme and supports the timescale of
the improvements.

Meeting
21/11/2014

3

Removal of the viaduct

GTC agrees with the need to remove
the A14 viaduct across the East Coast
Mainline.

Meeting
21/11/2014

4

Godmanchester

GTC recognises both the urgent need
for the scheme to benefit the town as
well as the improvements and timescale
outlined.

Meetings
21/11/2014
6/2/2014

5

Appropriate road use

Meeting
21/11/2014

6

Borrow Pits

7

Traffic Congestion

GTC agrees in principle with the
separation of freight and through traffic
from local and visitor traffic for the area.
GTC agrees with the A14 providing a
strategic link thus providing benefits to
local roads, including the dedicated
access to Huntingdon.
GTC supports the location of the borrow
pits along the route of the Scheme.
GTC agrees that the location of the
borrow pits minimise construction traffic
elsewhere and focus the construction
traffic on short journeys, avoiding
residential and urban areas where
possible.
GTC understands and agrees that the
scheme will improve flow and capacity
of the A14.

8

Cyclists/NMU

HE/A14/EX/190

GTC is pleased to see cycling/ NMU
provisions are included and recognise
their importance.
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Ref

Description

Matters agreed

Record of
agreement

11

Noise reduction

GTC recognises and supports the
projected reductions in noise that the
scheme will provide to Godmanchester.

Meetings
21/11/2014
4/2/2015

12

Vibration reduction

GTC recognises and supports the
projected reductions in vibration that the
scheme will provide to Godmanchester.

Meetings
21/11/2014
4/2/2015

13

Air Quality

GTC fully supports the improvements in
air quality that the diverted A14 will
bring to residents of Godmanchester,
especially those residing within 250m of
the present road.

Meetings
21/11/2014
4/2/2015

14

Heritage and Conservation –
The Old Town Bridge

GTC recognises and supports the
projected benefits of the scheme in (a)
reducing traffic that crosses the Old
Town Bridge over the River Great Ouse;
and (b) connecting Godmanchester and
Huntingdon. GTC understands the
heritage importance of this structure and
its environs and supports the scheme in
helping to safeguard its future whilst
improving the area from a
heritage/conservation perspective.

Meeting
21/11/2014

15

Traffic Modelling

GTC has received an update on traffic
modelling from Highways England and
accepts its findings.

Meeting
23/7/2015

GTC wishes to be kept updated on any
future information.
Highways England has confirmed to
GTC that they will keep them fully
updated throughout the Examination
process and the detailed design and
construction process, should the DCO
be granted.
16

Legacy

HE/A14/EX/190
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additional legacy provided by the
scheme. Highways England will
continue to engage with GTC through its
community and legacy programmes.
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Matters not agreed

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

1

Legacy – NMU
provision/safety

GTC would like a fuller understanding of how
proposed improved cycling and NMU
provision on the A1198 would link with existing
provision and safe cycling routes. Concerns
exist around providing safe routes, which
attract cycling, when crossing the scheme,
which become immediately less safe/unsafe
again when redline boundary ends and the
safe cycle provision ends.
GTC expresses concerns about the
inconsistency of this approach to cycling
provision. Whilst understanding that
Cambridge County Council is the Highways
Authority, GTC nevertheless feel that the lack
of a continuous NMU route from the new A14
to Godmanchester potentially increases risk to
NMUs rather than decreases it. GTC urges a
coordinated approach not an isolated one.

Meeting
16/03/2015

NMU provision outside of the red line boundary
is outside the scope of the Scheme.’

2

Lorry parking

Highways England will draw this matter to the
attention of the County Council as the relevant
Highways Authority.
GTC is concerned at the lack of lorry park
provision on both the current and planned
A14.
Overnight parking is already a problem in our
town - (rubbish and human waste being left
behind on verges and in bins). GTC would like
to see more off-A14 lorry parking provided in
the plan.

Email
20/1/2015

Provision of lorry parking is not within the
remit of Highways England. Highways
England is seek to cooperate with third party
providers willing to make increased provision
for lorry parking along the A14.
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Record of areas still under discussion

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

1

Construction/ Traffic

GTC has an ongoing concern at the potential
high-level use of the A1198 both during
construction and after completion.
Though the A1198 is a trunk road, it will divide
the existing town from the new 750+ home
Bearscroft development.
This road is outside the proposed A14
scheme. With a decision made by the
planning authority not to divert the access
road away from the A1198 the road will be
narrowed and speed restrictions place.
While understanding the A1198 will be a main
route for sand and gravel lorries etc during
construction GTC wishes to engage in further
discussion regarding construction plans and
controls on timing/ frequency of lorries,
especially at school times.
Highways England will, as set out in Section 4
of the
Environmental Statement Appendix 20.2 ‐ Co
de of construction practice , engage with GTC
as construction plans evolve to ensure the
community is kept aware of plans and
progress. The Code also sets out how
construction traffic will be managed.

Meeting
16/03/2015
and
23/7/2015
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6

Summary

6.1.1

GTC recognises the overall benefits that the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme offers to the town, especially in terms of improved air
quality and reduction in noise

6.1.2

The Council, however, remains concerned at issues relating to traffic
modelling and the effect of the construction phase on the town and its
residents.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

30 October 2015

Name:

Madelaine Liddiard

Signature:

Email confirmation

On behalf of:

Godmanchester Town Council

Date:

26 October 2015
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Annex A – Overview of scheme
The scheme comprises:
•

Widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 5.6 km (3½ miles) from the existing two lane dual carriageway
to a three lane dual carriageway. Between Alconbury and Brampton Hut this
would generally be achieved by widening on the east side of the existing road;
between Brampton and Brampton Hut a new road would be constructed to the
west of the existing A1 which would become the new A1. This would enable
the existing carriageway over this length to form part of the new A14
Huntingdon southern bypass. A local access road approximately 2.5 km (1.6
miles) long would link the Ellington junction with Woolley Road.

•

A new Huntingdon southern bypass of approximately 20 km (12½ miles) in
length, which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between Ellington
and the A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway between Brampton
and Swavesey. The new bypass would cross over the river Great Ouse and
the East Coast mainline railway, and would include junctions with the A1 at
Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester.

•

Downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road status,
with ownership transferred to local government) over approximately 21 km (13
miles) between Brampton Hut and Swavesey, as well as between Alconbury
and Spittals interchange.

•

Huntingdon town centre improvements, including the closure and demolition
of the A14 viaduct over the East Coast mainline railway and Brampton Road
in Huntingdon. A new link would be constructed to improve accessibility into
Huntingdon from the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with
Huntingdon ring road near the bus station and by constructing a new link road
from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. As such, a through
route for light vehicles would be maintained.

•

Widening of the existing A14 over approximately 7.9 km (5 miles) to provide
three lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill, and four lanes
in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton.

•

Widening of a 2.5 km (1½ mile) section of the Cambridge northern bypass
between Histon and Milton.

•

Improving existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton in order to
increase the road’s capacity, ensure compatibility with adjacent proposed
developments such as Northstowe, and provide improved connections for
non-motorised users.

•

A new local access road following the route of the A14 over a distance of
approximately 8 km (5 miles), including construction of a dual carriageway link
between the existing A14 near Fen Drayton and Swavesey junction and a
single carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road would provide a
route for local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon as well as providing
access to properties and businesses along the corridor.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. The
scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of Huntingdon, to
Milton in the north east of Cambridge. It includes both new highway
construction and the widening and improvement of existing highways over a
total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass to the south of
Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey
and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of the A1 trunk road between
Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access roads. In addition, the
existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions is to be detrunked (ie returned to county road status), the road viaduct over the East
Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and road connections to the
existing A14 from within the town amended.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 58-65 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government's "Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent" (March 2015).
Paragraph 58, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

"A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it is
also useful if a statement identifies those areas where agreement has not
been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence."

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Huntingdon Town Council (“HTC”).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
network is made up of England's motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major "A" roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
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Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme being constructed
Highways England will be responsible for operating and maintaining the
improved A14.
1.2.3

Huntingdon Town Council provides local services to the residents of
Huntingdon. Parts of the town are adjacent to the current A14 and the
scheme will use some common land. The population is c 25,500.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
HTC in relation to the proposed scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 provides an overview of engagement to date between Highways
England and HTC.

1.3.3

Section 3 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG.

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.6

Section 6 of this SoCG provides a summary of the current position of the
SoCG.

1.3.7

Section 7 includes the signatures of all parties to indicate agreement that this
is an accurate record of issues and discussions as identified in sections 1 to
6 of this SoCG and the annexures to this document..

1.3.8

Annex A includes an overview of the proposed scheme

1.3.9

Annex B includes copies of the documents which are mentioned as evidence
in this SoCG.

1.3.10

Throughout this SoCG:
 Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", or is included in the ‘matters
agreed’ table in section 4, this signifies a matter that has been specifically
stated as agreed by Highways England and HTC.
 Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", or is included in the ‘matters
not agreed’ table in section 4, this signifies a matter that has been
specifically stated as not agreed by Highways England and HTC.
 Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion", or is included in section
5 of this SoCG, this signifies a matter that is still under discussion by
Highways England and HTC.

1.3.11

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 4 and 5 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to HTC, and therefore
have not been the subject of any discussions between the parties. As such,
those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent that they are either
not of material interest or relevance to HTC.
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2

Overview of Previous Engagement Undertaken

2.1.1

A summary of the key meetings (including meeting notes) and
correspondence that has taken place between Highways England and HTC
is outlined in the table below:

Date

Form of Contact or Summary of that Contact and
Type
of Outcomes and Points of Discussion
Correspondence

25 April 2014

E-mail
correspondence

Consideration of noise and vibration impacts.
Agreement reached as to the need for the
scheme

28 May 2014

Meeting

General update on scheme proposals with
particular attention to its effect on Huntingdon
Town centre and proposed changes to bridge
across railway and new roads across Mill and
Views Commons.

30 September
2014

Meeting

Meeting to discuss issues raised in HTC’s
formal response to the consultation.

19 March 2015

Meeting

Scheme overview and detail on traffic
presented to Huntingdon Town Council.

9 July 2015

Meeting

Present overview of legacy plans being
developed.

24 July

Email

Paper outlining draft legacy proposals.

Key

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and HTC in relation to the
matters recorded in Section 4.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1

The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provides a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and HTC
 Need for the scheme
 Huntingdon viaduct and town centre improvements
 Environmental impacts – air quality, noise reduction, visual impact
 Appropriate road use
 Borrow pits
 Traffic modelling and congestion
 De-trunking of the existing A14
 NMU provision
 Legacy
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4

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters agreed

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

Record of
agreement

1

Agree to the principle of the
scheme

HTC supports the stated objectives of
the project, in particular making the
route more reliable, improving journey
times, unlocking growth, and providing
capacity for future traffic growth.

Meeting on
30/09/14

2

Agree to the need for the
scheme

HTC agrees that there is a
demonstrated and urgent need for the
scheme

Meeting on
30/09/14

3

Removal of the viaduct

Meeting on
30/09/14

4

Huntingdon Town Centre

5

Mill Common

HTC agrees with the need to remove
the existing viaduct.
HTC supports how the removal of the
A14 road from above the East Coast
mainline. HTC believes thsiwill be key
to the scheme working. It will allow
improved access to/from Huntingdon
railway station and reduce the
opportunity and likelihood of traffic
using Huntingdon as a through route.
HTC agrees that the scheme will
benefit Huntingdon Town Centre. In
particular, it will reduce traffic, noise
and pollution in the town.
It is agreed that the scheme affords
the opportunity for growth and urban
improvement and the opportunity for a
positive legacy.
HTC agrees with the revised scheme
proposal for Mill Common which seeks
to retain and protect as much of Mill
Common as possible.

6

Godmanchester

Meeting on
30/09/14

7

Appropriate road use

HTC understands and supports the
benefits to Godmanchester, the
improvement in access to Huntingdon,
air quality, the reduction in traffic in the
town centre and, the opportunity for
legacy benefits.
HTC agrees in principle that the
scheme provides for separation of
freight and through traffic from local
and visitor traffic within the area.
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Ref

Description

Matters agreed

Record of
agreement

8

Borrow Pits

Meeting on
30/09/14

9

Traffic Congestion

HTC supports the location of the
borrow pits along the line of the route
to minimise construction traffic
elsewhere and focus the construction
traffic on short journeys avoiding
residential and urban areas where
possible.
HTC agrees that the scheme will
improve flow and capacity of the A14.

10

Traffic Congestion – Local roads

HTC supports the principle that
reduced traffic on local roads is
beneficial for the wider local
communities, towns and villages.

Meeting on
30/09/14

11

Traffic Congestion – de Trunked
Road

HTC supports the principle that
reduced traffic on the de-trunked A14
is beneficial for the wider local
communities, towns and villages.

Meeting on
30/09/14

12

Cyclists/NMU

Meeting on
30/09/14

13

Noise reduction

14

Visual Improvement

15

Legacy

HTC agrees and supports the
increased cycling and other associated
Non-Motorised User provision within
the scheme. HTC supports and
understands the associated health and
social benefits of this provision.
HTC recognises and supports the
potential benefits to the centre of
Huntingdon from the reduction in traffic
and the consequent reduction of traffic
noise impacts to central Huntingdon.
HTC also recognises and supports the
reduction in noise provided by the
proposed false cutting alongside Mill
Common and the station area.
HTC recognises and supports the
reduction of the visual impact of traffic,
especially with the removal of the
viaduct but also with the false cutting
alongside Mill Common. HTC believes
that this offers a significant
improvement and benefit to
Huntingdon.
HTC supports the developing plans to
deliver legacy benefits from the
scheme. HTC wishes to be kept
informed of plans as they develop and
play an active part in helping deliver
outcomes.
Highways England agree to keep HTC
informed throughout the development
of the scheme.
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4.2

Matters not agreed

4.2.1

There are no matters that are ‘not agreed’

4.3

Record of areas still under discussion

4.3.1

There are no matters that are under discussion.
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5

Summary

5.1.1

Huntingdon Town Council supports the proposed A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme. HTC recognises the benefits that the
proposals will bring to Huntingdon, especially in terms of environmental
benefits.

5.1.2

HTC is keen to engage with concepts that will deliver legacy benefits to the
town and its surrounding economy.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

30 October 2015

Name:

David Jameson

Signature:
Email confirmation of acceptance
Position:

Property Manager/ Deputy Town Clerk

On behalf of:

Huntingdon Town Council

Date:

28 October 2015
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Appendix A – Overview of scheme
The proposed scheme comprises:


widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 3½ miles, from the existing two lane dual carriageway to a
three lane dual carriageway. This would be achieved between Brampton and
Brampton Hut by constructing a new road to the west of the existing A1, with
the existing A1 road becoming part of the new A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass;



a new Huntingdon Southern Bypass of approximately 12½ miles in length,
which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between Ellington and the
A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway between Brampton and
Swavesey; this would remove a large proportion of traffic from the section of
the existing A14 between Huntingdon and Swavesey as well as Brampton
Hut and Spittals interchange. The new bypass would include a raised viaduct
section of road running across the river Great Ouse and a bridge over the
East Coast Mainline railway. it would include junctions with the A1 at
Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester;



downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road status)
over approximately 12 miles between Brampton Hut and Swavesey, as well
as between Alconbury and Spittals interchange;



Huntingdon Town Centre improvements, to include the demolition of the A14
viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway and Brampton Road in
Huntingdon. A new link would improve accessibility into Huntingdon: from
the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with Huntingdon Ring
Road near the bus station, with Brampton road adjacent to the railway
station and from the north and west by constructing a new link road from
Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. A through route for light
vehicles would be maintained;



widening of the existing A14 over approximately 5½ miles to provide three
lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill and to four lanes in
each direction between Bar Hill and Girton;



widening of a 1½ mile section of the Cambridge Northern Bypass between
Histon and Milton;



improvement of existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton; to
improve the capacity of the road, ensures compatibility with adjacent
proposed developments such as Northstowe, and connections for nonmotorised users; and



a new local access road, approximately five miles in length, to be
constructed as a dual carriageway between Fen Drayton and Swavesey and
as a single carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road would
provide a route for local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon as well
as providing access to properties and businesses along the corridor.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. The
scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of Huntingdon, to
Milton in the north east of Cambridge. It includes both new highway
construction and the widening and improvement of existing highways over a
total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass to the south of
Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey
and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of the A1 trunk road between
Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access roads. In addition, the
existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions is to be detrunked (ie returned to county road status), the road viaduct over the East
Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and road connections to the
existing A14 from within the town amended.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 58-65 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government's "Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent" (March 2015).
Paragraph 58, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

"A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it is
also useful if a statement identifies those areas where agreement has not
been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence."

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and St Ives Town Council (“StITC”).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government owned company responsible for
operating, maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England.
The network is made up of England's motorways and all-purpose trunk roads
(the major "A" roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme being constructed
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Highways England will be responsible for operating and maintaining the
improved A14.
1.2.3

StITC provides local services to the residents of St Ives. The town is located
on the banks of the River Great Ouse about 1.25 miles north of the A14. The
population is 18,000.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
StITC in relation to the proposed scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 provides an overview of consultation to date between Highways
England and StITC

1.3.3

Section 3 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.6

Section 6 provides a succinct summary of the matters contained within this
SoCG.

1.3.7

Section 7 includes the signatures of all parties to indicate agreement that this
is an accurate record of issues and discussions as identified in sections 1 to
6 of this SoCG and the annexures to this document.

1.3.8

Throughout this SoCG:

1.3.9

•

Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", or is included in the ‘matters
agreed’ table in section 4, this signifies a matter that has been
specifically stated as agreed by Highways England and StITC.

•

Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", or is included in the
‘matters agreed’ table in section 4, this signifies a matter that has been
specifically stated as not agreed by Highways England and StITC.

•

Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion", or is included in
section 5 of this SoCG, this signifies a matter that is still under
discussion by Highways England and StITC.

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 4 and 5 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to StITC, and therefore
have not been the subject of any discussions between the parties. As such,
those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent that they are either
not of material interest or relevance to StITC.
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2

Overview of Previous Engagement Undertaken

2.1.1

A summary of the key meetings (including meeting notes) and
correspondence that has taken place between Highways England and StITC
is outlined in the table below:

Date

Form of Contact or
Type of
Correspondence

Summary of that Contact and Key
Outcomes and Points of Discussion

25 April 2014

E-mail
correspondence

Consideration of noise and vibration impacts.
Agreement reached that St Ives will benefit as
the road is further away.

28 May 2014

Meeting

Introduction to scheme and implications for St
Ives.

10 Sept 2014

Meeting

Follow up meeting to address matters of
concern in some detail. The outcome of this
meeting is reflected in the detail listed below.

17 February 2015

Email from J Morris
to G Dodgson

Providing comment on draft SoCG

15 April 2015

Email from S
Rawlinson to GD

23 June

Email to St Ives
Town Clerk

Additional comments on draft SoCG from
StITC.
Providing Traffic Modelling update report and
updated SoCG.

15 July 2015

Meeting

Provision of information on legacy issues and
also general update of SoCG.

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and StITC in relation to the
matters recorded in Section 4.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1

The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and StITC:
• Consultation
o Scheme elements (layout)
o Widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury
o A1 and A14 adjacent to Brampton
o De-trunking
o Huntingdon Southern Bypass
o Widening of the existing A14
o Local Access Roads
o Existing Junction Improvements
• Borrow Pits
• Traffic Modelling
• Local Development
• NMU Provision
• Environment
• Noise and Vibration
• Air Quality
• Landscape and Visual (including mitigation proposals)
• Heritage and Conservation
• Construction/Delivery
• Management and Maintenance
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4

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters agreed
Record of
agreement

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

1

Agree to the principle of the
scheme

StITC supports the stated objectives of
the project, in particular making the
route more reliable, improving journey
times, unlocking growth, and providing
capacity for future traffic growth.

Meeting on
10/09/14

2

Agree to the need for the
scheme

StITC understands and supports the
scheme and recognises that the
scheme needs to be constructed.
StITC supports the timescale as they
recognise the urgency for the
improvements.

Meeting on
10/09/14

3

Demolition of the Huntingdon
viaduct

StITC supports the need to remove
the existing Huntingdon viaduct.
StITC supports how the removal of the
existing railway viaduct will be an
integral part of achieving the scheme’s
objectives. StITC agrees that
removing the viaduct will allow
improved access to/from the station
and reduce the opportunity and
likelihood of traffic using Huntingdon
as a through route.

Meeting on
10/09/14

4

Huntingdon Town Centre

StITC supports and understands the
potential benefits to Huntingdon Town
Centre, specifically the reduction in
traffic, noise and pollution. StITC also
supports the opportunity the scheme
offers for growth and urban
improvement and the opportunity for a
positive legacy.

Meeting on
10/09/14

5

Appropriate road use

StITC agrees with the principle of
separating freight and through traffic
from local and visitor traffic for the
area. This objective allows the A14 to
be the strategic link it should be and
offers consequent benefits to local
roads.

Meeting on
10/09/14

6

Borrow Pits

StITC supports the location of the
borrow pits along the line of the route.
StITC agree that the borrow pits form
an essential part of the scheme
proposals in providing valuable
construction materials of the type and

Meeting on
10/09/14
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Matters agreed

Record of
agreement

quality needed for engineering
purposes.
Their locations were agreed through
the adopted minerals and waste local
plan and where there is any deviation
from the allocated locations this
change has been agreed with the
mineral planning authority
Cambridgeshire County Council.
On restoration the sites will be
restored to provide a variety of afteruses to include wildlife habitat
creations, landscaping and
opportunities for informal recreation.
Where feasible some areas will be
returned to productive agricultural use.
7

Traffic Congestion

StITC understands and agrees that
the scheme will improve flow and
capacity of the A14.

Meeting on
10/09/14

8

Traffic Congestion – local
roads

StITC supports the principle that
separating local traffic on local roads
is beneficial for the wider local
communities, towns and villages.

Meeting on
10/09/14

9

Tolling

StITC supports the removal of
proposed tolling. StITC believed that
the tolling proposal would have
created a large volume of freight and
car traffic through St.Ives and the
surrounding area; with all the
environmental, social, road safety and
economic impacts associated with
that.

Meeting on
10/09/14

10

Cyclists/Non-motorised users

StITC supports the increased cycling
and other associated Non-Motorised
User provision within the scheme.
StITC supports and understands the
associated health and social benefits
of this provision.

Meeting on
10/09/14

11

Legacy – training/education/
apprenticeships local
guarantees

StITC supports the concepts of legacy
being developed as part of the
scheme.
Highways England will continue to
engage with StITC through its
community and legacy programmes.

Meetings on
10/09/14 and
15 July 2015

12

Traffic modelling

StITC has received and accepts
revised traffic modelling
(HE/A14/EX/44).

Meeting 15
July 2015
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Ref

Description

Matters agreed

13

Signage from/ to A14

StITC has questions about how
signage will affect traffic to and from
the A14 to St Ives. Specifically, will
traffic avoid the new A14 for a more
direct route via St Ives and will
signage adversely influence this?
Highways England agrees to provide
signage to St Ives from the new A14.

4.2

Record of
agreement
Meeting on
10/09/14
Meeting 15
July 2015

Matters not agreed

Ref

Description

Matters not agreed

1

Brown signs for Historic town

StITC desires brown heritage signs to
direct visitors to the town from the new
A14. The town council has concerns
that as the A14 will enable quicker and
more seamless traffic flow that visitors
may pass/miss St Ives in the process.
Highways England policy regarding
signage is to maximise legibility. St
Ives will be signposted from the new
A14, as well as the de-trunked road.
The addition of a brown sign for St
Ives would duplicate information
provided and contradict the overall
approach to signage. The inclusion of
a brown sign for St Ives would
potentially lead to further requests for
similar signage from other locations,
undermining any specific benefits.
As part of the legacy for the scheme,
stakeholders are committed to look at
the wider quality of life and economic
impacts of the scheme, including
exploring opportunities to encourage
leisure and tourism in the A14 corridor.
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Record of areas still under discussion

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

1

Cyclists/NMU – provision on
de-trunked A14

2

Cycling provision / A1096

StITC has questions remaining about
the de-trunked A14 with regards to
cycling provision and NMU provision.
StITC recognises that this is a
Cambridgeshire County Council
(CCC) issue.
StITC asks whether the A1096 will
have improved / safer / cycling links as
a result of the proposal? StITC
recognises that this is under the
control/influence of Cambridgeshire
County Council.
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6

Summary

6.1.1

StITC supports the proposed scheme to upgrade the A14.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

30 October 2015

Name:

Alison Melnyczuk

Signature:

Email agreement

Position:

Town Clerk

On behalf of:

St Ives Town Council

Date:

21 October 2015
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Annex A – Overview of scheme
The scheme comprises:
•

Widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 5.6 km (3½ miles) from the existing two lane dual carriageway
to a three lane dual carriageway. Between Alconbury and Brampton Hut this
would generally be achieved by widening on the east side of the existing road;
between Brampton and Brampton Hut a new road would be constructed to the
west of the existing A1 which would become the new A1. This would enable
the existing carriageway over this length to form part of the new A14
Huntingdon southern bypass. A local access road approximately 2.5 km (1.6
miles) long would link the Ellington junction with Woolley Road.

•

A new Huntingdon southern bypass of approximately 20 km (12½ miles) in
length, which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between Ellington
and the A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway between Brampton
and Swavesey. The new bypass would cross over the river Great Ouse and
the East Coast mainline railway, and would include junctions with the A1 at
Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester.

•

Downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road status,
with ownership transferred to local government) over approximately 21 km (13
miles) between Brampton Hut and Swavesey, as well as between Alconbury
and Spittals interchange.

•

Huntingdon town centre improvements, including the closure and demolition
of the A14 viaduct over the East Coast mainline railway and Brampton Road
in Huntingdon. A new link would be constructed to improve accessibility into
Huntingdon from the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with
Huntingdon ring road near the bus station and by constructing a new link road
from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. As such, a through
route for light vehicles would be maintained.

•

Widening of the existing A14 over approximately 7.9 km (5 miles) to provide
three lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill, and four lanes
in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton.

•

Widening of a 2.5 km (1½ mile) section of the Cambridge northern bypass
between Histon and Milton.

•

Improving existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton in order to
increase the road’s capacity, ensure compatibility with adjacent proposed
developments such as Northstowe, and provide improved connections for
non-motorised users.

•

A new local access road following the route of the A14 over a distance of
approximately 8 km (5 miles), including construction of a dual carriageway link
between the existing A14 near Fen Drayton and Swavesey junction and a
single carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road would provide a
route for local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon as well as providing
access to properties and businesses along the corridor.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning Inspectorate
as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the Applicant,
and Alconbury Parish Council. It refers to the application for the proposed
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to
the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014 and accepted on 27
January 2015 for examination by the Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and
approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the
de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk road
between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–submission of the
DCO application. This includes meetings, emails and letters related to
the discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed between Highways
England and Alconbury Parish Council, in line with the principal
issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter, including comments
from Alconbury Parish Council on whether the matters are agreed,
not agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record of the
discussions.

Appendix A Copy of the relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate.
Appendix B Noise mitigation plan for Alconbury.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Alconbury is situated six miles north west of Huntingdon, to the west of the
A1. The council’s jurisdiction is limited to the Parish of Alconbury. The role of
the Parish Council is to represent the interests of the local community. The
council is made up of local people, who meet once a month to discuss local
issues. The council has various legal powers, and aims to influence other
decision makes and help to deliver services to meet local needs.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Alconbury Parish Council.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

6 June
2014

Pre-application
statutory
consultation

Pre-application statutory consultation response was as follows:
‘Increase in traffic noise that will badly effect Alconbury village
as a result of the proposed A14 scheme. Requests that noise
reduction fencing and increased planting is put in place along
the whole length of road which runs adjacent to the village,
before any construction takes place. Also request that “runquiet” surfacing is used.’

25
On-going
February correspondence
2015
post-application

The Parish Council raised concern that 5 properties in the south
of Alconbury do not currently benefit from the noise protection
barrier which runs alongside the A14, as it does not extend far
enough south. The existing barrier is due to be increased in
height from 2 metres to 4 metres as part of the scheme if the
DCO is made.
Alconbury Parish Council is very concerned that these 5
properties will suffer a significant increase in noise pollution
when the scheme is implemented, as the traffic along this
stretch is expected to increase significantly.
States that some of the residents affected will be writing to HA
about this matter and PC would like to add their support to their
request that the noise protection barrier is extended sufficiently
southwards to ensure that they are not disadvantaged.

5 March
2015

Parish Council
Up-date
meetings

Alconbury Parish Council representatives attended a discussion
on the examination process.

10
March
2015

Pre-examination
relevant
representation

Please see Appendix A for a copy of the relevant representation
made to the Planning Inspectorate.

26 May
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground (SoCG)
meeting

Highways England representatives and Alconbury Parish
Council met to discuss issues surrounding their parish in order
to begin preparations for a Statement of Common Ground.
Please see section 3 below for detail.

28 July
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground meeting

Highways England representatives, Alconbury Parish Council
and Lordsway Park Residents Association met to discuss the
traffic modelling update report and other areas of concern.
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2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Alconbury Parish Council.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5

The Parish Council’s relevant representation has formed the basis for the
discussion at the SoCG meeting. A copy of the Parish Council’s relevant
representation can be found at Appendix A.

2.1.6

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 2 and 3 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Alconbury Parish
Council, and therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between
the parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent
that they are either not of material interest or relevance to Alconbury Parish
Council.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and Alconbury Parish Council at meetings on 26 May 2015 and 28 July 2015.
It outlines Highways England responses to stakeholder issues raised and
whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The
matters are addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of
the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

1

Economic and
Social Effects

The Parish Council is
in favour of
improvements to the
A14 flow.

Noted.

2

Transportation
and Traffic
De-trunking the
A14 Spur road
may create local
traffic problems

There is concern over
the local traffic
impacts on Alconbury
village during
operational periods
due to the de-trunking
of the A14 Spur road.
Highways England do
not have the local
knowledge which
would help in
understanding the
problems created by
de-trunking the A14
Spur road.
The Council is
concerned this will
increase northbound
traffic on the A1(M)
leading to high traffic
volumes inadvertently
accessing Alconbury
village via the local
access road. These
small local roads
would not be able to
handle the volume of
traffic predicted.
This will also
negatively impact on
the environment of
Alconbury.
Proper signage needs
to be in place once the
spur road is closed to

Highways England understand the
local concerns regarding
northbound traffic. Under the
scheme, the function of the A14
Spur would change. Currently it
forms the primary connection for
long-distance traffic travelling
between the A1 North and the A14
East as well as providing a route for
traffic travelling from the A1 North
into Huntingdon. With the scheme,
long-distance traffic travelling
between the A1 North and the A14
East would use the A1 and A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass,
avoiding Huntingdon. Thus, the
A14 Spur would only serve traffic
movements from the A1 North into
Huntingdon.

HE/A14/EX/165

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion
Agreed.

Agreed.

Regarding proper signage, a
signage strategy would be part of
the detailed design stage. A
continued dialogue would take
place between Highways England
and Alconbury Parish Council. It is
agreed that the proper direction of
traffic is important.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

A further meeting with Alconbury
Parish Council on 28 July 2015
clarified concerns over traffic
figures. At this meeting it was
confirmed that the increase of 200
vehicles was on the section of
Rusts Lane passing through
Alconbury village, to the west of the
A1. This section of Rusts Lane
primarily serves traffic travelling to
and from the village and would not
be used by traffic accessing the
Alconbury Weald development,
consequently the impacts of the
scheme in this location are likely to
be small.

Agreed.

avoid through traffic
entering Alconbury.
3

Transportation
and Traffic
Traffic
forecasting

HE/A14/EX/165

The Parish Council is
concerned that there
will be an increase in
traffic using the B1043
(parallel to the A1) by
traffic heading to
Alconbury Weald.
Further to this, the
Parish Council has
concerns about Rusts
Lane and the B1043
from the A1 exit to
Rusts Lane.
The Local Impact chart
shows a traffic flow of
4,200 without the
scheme and 4,400 with
the scheme. This
seems a minimal
increase bearing in
mind that this will be
the major access route
to Alconbury
Weald. Whilst planners
said they had
consulted with
Alconbury Weald, an
increase of only 200
vehicle movements a
day seems too small
bearing in mind that
the old airfield gate will
be the primary access
to the Weald and the
A14 spur (North/West
bound) will no longer
carry traffic to the
Weald. This traffic will
have to use the new
A1 and the
B1043/Rusts Lane
access.
The modelling
forecasts require clear
communication of the
results locally.

Further discussions determined that
the Parish Council would like
figures for the B1043 between the
A1 and A14.
As requested by the Council, the
annual average daily traffic (AADT)
flows on the B1043 in 2014 are:
•
•
•

Eastbound 3,200 vpd
Westbound 3,500 vpd
2-Way
6,700 vpd

Forecast AADT flows in 2035
without the scheme for the B1043
are:
•
•
•

Eastbound 5,400 vpd
Westbound 5,400 vpd
2-Way
10,800 vpd

Forecast AADT flows in 2035 with
the scheme for the B1043 are:
•
•
•

Eastbound 5,200 vpd
Westbound 6,500 vpd
2-Way
11,700 vpd

The increase in traffic on the B1043
between 2014 and 2035 without the
scheme is mainly due to the
additional traffic generated by the
Alconbury Weald development, a
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

proportion of which is forecast to
use the B1043 to access the A1 to
the south and the A14 to the west.
The increase in westbound traffic
flows on the B1043 in 2035 with the
scheme arises from the re-routeing
of traffic from the Alconbury Weald
development. Without the scheme,
traffic from the development
heading towards Cambridge would
travel on the existing A14. With the
scheme, this traffic is forecast to
switch on to the A1 and Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, using the B1043
to access the A1 at the Alconbury
junction.
There is a slight reduction in traffic
flows in the eastbound direction as
the increase in traffic associated
with Alconbury Weald is
counterbalanced by a reduction in
traffic from Huntingdon Life
Sciences. Without the scheme,
traffic from Huntingdon Life
Sciences travelling towards
Cambridge is forecast to use the
B1043 to access the A14 Spur and
then use the existing A14. With the
scheme, this traffic would switch on
to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass
and would therefore no longer use
the B1043.
4

Transportation
and Traffic
Future housing
development

HE/A14/EX/165

Alconbury is a key
area for housing
growth with Alconbury
Weald potentially
constructing up to
7,000 houses. The
local access road on
the A1(M) to Lordsway
Park and Alconbury
Weald is inadequate
to support high traffic
volumes that will be
accessing this area.
The needs of the
whole village must be
considered, not just

One of the key objectives of the
scheme is to unlock growth,
enabling major residential and
commercial developments to
proceed and contributing to
increased economic growth. The
new road and its junctions have
taken into account the scale and
location of planned developments
that are expected to occur in the
period to 2035.

Agreed.

The traffic model includes
allowance for the full build out of the
Alconbury Weald development. As
this development is not dependent
on the A14 scheme it is included in
both the ‘with scheme’ and ‘without
scheme’ scenarios. Hence,
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

those close to the
road, in order to
maximise benefits.

Highways England’s traffic
forecasts already take account of
the impact of these developments.
The scheme does not seek to
provide all the local road
improvements necessary for the
Alconbury Weald development.
Depending on the detail for
development proposals for
Alconbury Weald, the developer of
that site would have a duty to
promote relevant highways
improvements – which might
include improvements to B1043 to
improve access, or conversely
traffic calming to restrict access via
that route. That is not a matter for
the A14 scheme in question.
The scheme is predicted to give
relief to the A14 spur, and so
improve the situation as far as the
relevant junctions with the trunk
road network are concerned.
The scheme would result in a
substantial reduction in traffic on the
A14 Spur and at the Spittals
Interchange (A14 Junction 23),
freeing up capacity for development
traffic. As a result, any rat-running
on the B1043 Ermine Street is
expected to be reduced.

5

Noise and
Vibration
Noise is an
important issue
across the
village

HE/A14/EX/165

Noise mitigation
provisions to protect
the village needs
improving as current
provision does not
protect the whole
village. Lane
expansions are
proposed alongside
existing properties in
Alconbury. The
existing noise barriers
are considered
insufficient. The Parish
Council would like to
see the extension of
the noise reduction
barrier to protect more
of the village.
Further, noise impacts
will be abated to an
extent during the

Part of north Alconbury is an
Important Area (Highways Agency’s
ID reference 5153 (IA)), which
includes dwellings that face onto
the existing A1(M). This area is
shown on the plan in Appendix B.
The scheme would significantly
enhance the existing noise
mitigation measures in this location,
replacing the current noise fence
barrier with a new taller fence
barrier, to mitigate the noise
environment within this IA. No
dwellings in this IA would be subject
to residual significant effects.

Agreed.

Please refer to Appendix C for an
updated map showing the proposed
noise mitigation. A meeting will take
place on 29 September to explain
the proposed noise mitigation.
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

summer with
vegetation and
planting, but the
Council requests
mature trees planted
in order to have an
immediate beneficial
impact.
6

Noise and
Vibration
Address impacts
on five
properties

The five properties
located off Great North
Road next to the new
A14 improvements
have poor noise
soundproofing and
fencing currently.
There is a 2m earth
mound at the southern
end of the village, this
is considered to be
insufficient for the
houses in direct
proximity of the road.

Additional mitigation in the form of a
4 metre noise barrier is now
proposed to provide additional
mitigation to the five properties off
Great North Road. Please refer to
Appendix C for an updated map
showing the extended noise barrier.

Agreed.

7

Noise and
Vibration
Low noise
surfacing
presents an
opportunity for
mitigation of the
A14 scheme

Low noise surfacing is
considered to be
essential to alleviate
noise impacts.

There is an assumption that
Highways England would have
completed installation of low noise
surfacing at Important Areas (where
1% of the population is affected by
the highest noise levels) on the
existing network by 2021 with or
without the scheme (refer to section
14.2 of the ES).
This future resurfacing has not been
modelled as part of the benefits of
the scheme, but it would generate
up to 3 DB reduction in noise
impacts.

Agreed.

In light of the on-going development
of the package of mitigation
measures, Highways England
confirms that very low noise surface
(vLNS) would be provided on this
section of the A1 as part of package
of noise mitigation measures
proposed to minimise the effects of
noise on the residents of Alconbury
(to the east and west of the
scheme). vLNS is proposed in this
area because it meets the
sustainability tests set out in the ES.
In particular, vLNS is considered to
be sustainable in this area because
Alconbury is a densely occupied
area that is already exposed to high
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1
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Transportation
and Traffic
Construction
traffic impacts
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

The Parish Council is
concerned that there
will be an increase in
traffic using the B1043
(parallel to the A1) by
construction traffic,
once the widening of
the A1 from Brampton
Hut to Alconbury
commences in 2016.
The Parish Council
requests that
construction traffic be
diverted away from
Alconbury village.
The Parish Council’s
major concern with
this is the use of the
existing A1 for
construction traffic.
The constructors have
maps of preferred
routes for construction
traffic which avoid
minor oads. However,
we believe that the
Alconbury junction (Off
ramp, over bridge and
On ramp) will be used
as a turning
point. This route could
also lead to those
drivers with local
knowledge using the
B1043 to get to the
Truck Stop and has
the potential for
construction traffic to
enter the village to go

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

levels of road traffic noise and, as
such, the monetised benefits
(evaluated using the WebTAG
1
methodology ) significantly
outweigh the additional costs of
providing vLNS in this area. Please
refer to Appendix C for a map
where the vLNS and extended
barrier is proposed. A meeting will
take place on 29 September to
explain the proposed noise
mitigation.
Construction works associated with
a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on
local communities and the
environment and that the impacts
have been assessed are reported in
the Environmental Statement.
Measures to mitigate likely
significant adverse impacts are also
reported in the ES, including the
Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP) (Appendix 20.2).

Agreed.

The Code of Construction Practice
(document reference 6.3, appendix
20.2) sets out control measures and
standards that would be
implemented throughout
construction of the scheme. As part
of this the contractors appointed to
build the scheme would be required
to prepare a traffic management
plan which would describe the
traffic management, safety and
control measures proposed during
construction of the scheme. The
requirement to produce a traffic
management plan after consultation
with the relevant planning authority
is set out at paragraph 8 of Part 1 of
Schedule 2 of the Draft
Development Consent Order
(application document reference
3.1).
The main contractors will each
prepare a traffic management plan
which will describe the traffic
management, safety and control
measures proposed during
construction of the scheme. This is

https://www.gov.uk/transport-analysis-guidance-webtag
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

to the shop.

set out in Appendix 20.2 Code of
Construction Practice, 15.1.5.
The traffic management plan would
include details of measures to be
implemented to reduce construction
traffic impacts as well as a list of
roads which may be used by
construction traffic in the vicinity of
the site including any restrictions to
construction traffic on these routes.
The Council has raised concerns
relating to the use of miniroundabouts by local HGV drivers
and construction traffic. This is
noted by Highways England and as
such the management of
construction traffic would be
resolved in detailed design.

9

Water issues
Flood risk

HE/A14/EX/165

With construction of
the new A1 lanes
being to the east of
the existing A1 there is
the potential for
Alconbury Brook and
other watercourses to
be interfered with and,
therefore, a potential
increase in flood risks
for the village. This
relates, especially, to
the water course that
flows towards the
Racecourse as local
knowledge shows this
flooding on a regular
basis. Therefore,
consideration should

Access routes for construction
traffic will be limited, as far as
reasonably practicable, to the trunk
road network and main roads on the
local road network. Access along
other local roads will be restricted
but may be necessary, for example,
to enable transport or delivery of
locally sourced materials. Access
along residential roads will
generally be prohibited. In instances
where access along lower class
local roads and roads within
residential areas is required, the
contractor will keep this to a
reasonably practical minimum.
Flood risk and the effect on
watercourses is an important aspect
to the environmental impact of the
scheme. This has been studied and
reported on in the Environment
Statement (Chapter 17 and
Appendix 17.1). Increased surface
water runoff from highway surfaces
would be stored through balancing
ponds, which attenuate flows down
to existing levels (allowing for future
climate change) and ensure flood
risk is not increased. The water is
slowly released to a watercourse
over a longer period of time at
existing greenfield flow rates to
mimic the natural drainage regime.
Any incursion into existing flood
plain by the proposed road
widening is compensated for on an
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

be given to culvert
size when bridging this
watercourse.

equivalent level for level basis to
ensure effects of flooding of the
watercourse are not made worse
elsewhere.

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

The Flood Risk Assessment
contains a detailed assessment of
flood risk at Alconbury Brook. The
size of the culverts for watercourses
has been agreed with the
Environment Agency and takes
account of 1 in 100 year flood flow,
a further allowance for climate
change and a freeboard clearance.
This clearance is intended to
provide passage for floating debris
to prevent the culverts from
becoming blocked during a storm.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

23.9.15

Name:

Denise Benham, Parish Clerk

Signature:

On behalf of:

Alconbury Parish Council

Date:

28 / 8 / 15
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Appendix A
Copy of the relevant representation submitted to the Planning Inspectorate
Alconbury Parish Council has concerns that the village will be adversely
affected by increased noise and pollution once the A14 improvement scheme
is in operation. In particular: Increased noise pollution due to the extra traffic
diverted from the old A14 spur, affecting both sides of the A1 as it passes by
Alconbury village. Increased traffic flow from the A1 to the Alconbury Weald
development (diverted from the old A14 spur). Effect of the new road from
the Ellington junction to Woolley Road, especially during the construction
phase. The Parish Council is very concerned that five houses in the south of
Alconbury village, will not benefit from any noise reduction barriers.
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Appendix B – Noise mitigation plan for Alconbury
The map below illustrates the noise impacts as reported as part of the Environmental Statement (before the further mitigation detailed below is incorporated)
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Appendix C: vLNS and noise barrier
The map below indicates where vLNS and the extended noise barrier are proposed.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning Inspectorate
as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the Applicant,
and Brampton Parish Council. It refers to the application for the proposed
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to
the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014 and accepted on 27
January 2015 for examination by the Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and
approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the
de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk road
between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–submission of the
DCO application. This includes meetings, emails and letters related to
the discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed between Highways
England and the Parish Council, in line with the principal issues set
out in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter, including comments from the
Parish Council on whether the matters are agreed, not agreed or still
under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record of the
discussions.

Appendix A Copy of the
Inspectorate.

relevant

representation

made

to

the

Planning

Appendix B Noise and noise mitigation.
Appendix C Landscape and visual.
Appendix D Written Questions 2.1.2 and 2.1.5.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Brampton is located two miles south west of Huntingdon. The Parish Council
represents the residents of Brampton. The council is made up of local people who
meet once a month to discuss local issues.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Brampton Parish Council.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

19 March
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
engagement

The Parish Council representatives discussed their main concerns
at the meeting with the Highways Agency (now Highways
England). These were points of detail in terms of implementation
rather than objection to the project. The Parish Council expressed
their interest in working closely with Highways England to ensure
the design of the new route addresses their concerns which can
are summarised as:
•

•

•

•
•
14 June
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
comms

Increased congestion on the local roads as a result of the
removal of the Huntingdon viaduct and concerns that both
the level of new development in Huntingdon will not be
catered for by the new traffic management measures being
promoted.
They would like to understand what contingency plans are
in place to manage traffic should there be a blockage on
the new A14.
They wish to ensure the design is such that on the western
boundary of Brampton measures are put in place to
address, light pollution, noise pollution and air quality.
Up to date traffic flow numbers (raw data) which had been
used to model the road proposals for the A14
As regards legacy issues the key aspiration is to create a
link between the village and the Brampton Wood.

There are a number of features that the parish council expressed
their support for in the current design. These include:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

The decision to abandon tolling
Demolition of the viaduct
The increase in the number of lanes of the A1 north of
Brampton Hut
The provision of a safe route for pedestrians and cyclists
from the village to the Brampton Hut Services and
Brampton Wood. The latter will provide through routes for
cyclists and walkers into the national networks
The provision of a safe exit for heavy vehicles coming from
the pyrolysis plant and the recycling area
The removal of the dangerous junction where the slip road
from the northbound A1 meets the B1514.
The reduced volumes of traffic on the existing A14 north of
Brampton, but adjacent to Oak Drive, Laws Crescent,
Wood View and Crane Street, etc.
Reduced delay at the notorious Spittals roundabout.

Concerns remain over pollution, road surfaces, access to critical
services, traffic volumes and delays, congestion at the station
junction, protection from HGVs, sand and gravel extraction, A1
HE/A14/EX/165
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Summary of discussion
underpass1 and traffic volumes on a single carriageway and lorry
parks.

14 June
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communication

The Parish Council sent an email which enclosed a copy of their
response to the October 2013 public consultation. Detailed
response concerned: whether the consultation was a sham; the
A1; concern over pollution; the toll; viaduct demolition; the Station
Area; Thrapston Road; gravel extraction; elevated junction
between Brampton and Buckden; lighting and pollution; and, NMU
crossings.
Other considerations included: Construction Vehicles, Buckden
Roundabout, Buckden Bypass, dog leg, lorry parks and River Ouse
Bridge.

15
December
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communication

Highways England presented at a public meeting in Brampton
Memorial Centre.

5 March
2015

Parish Council
up-date meeting

A representative from the parish council attended the update
meeting held on the 5 March 2015. The update presented the
Development Consent Order application process and in particular
the examination process.

12 March
2015

Pre-examination
relevant
representation

A copy of the relevant representation submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate is in Appendix A

3 June
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground (SoCG)
meeting

Brampton Parish Council and Highways England representatives
met to discuss the preparation of a Statement of Common Ground.
Please see section 3 for a record of the issues raised.

5 August
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground (SoCG)
meeting

Brampton Parish Council and Highways England representatives
met to discuss the development of a Statement of Common
Ground.

6 August
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground (SoCG)
meeting

Brampton Parish Council and Highways England representatives
met to discuss NMU concerns.

2
September
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground meeting

Brampton Parish Council and Highways England representatives
met to discuss noise mitigation.

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Brampton Parish Council.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5

The Parish Council’s relevant representation formed the basis for the
discussion at the SoCG meeting. A copy of the Parish Council’s relevant
representation can be found at Appendix A.

1

The CHARM3a Local Impact Test indicates that local traffic reduces with the scheme in 2020 on the B1514.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England and
Brampton Parish Council at meetings on 3 June 2015, 5 August 2015 and 6 August
2015. It outlines Highways England responses to stakeholder issues raised and
whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The matters
are addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

1

Transportation
and Traffic

The Parish Council
holds the view that
something needs to be
done to improve the
A14.

Noted.

Agreed.

The improvements to
air quality within
Brampton are positively
received. The Parish
Council supports the
improvements to the
Brampton Air Quality
Management Area
(AQMA).

The Brampton AQMA is predicted to
have improvements in air quality
concentrations. Concentrations at
receptors across Brampton when the
road is operational were predicted by
means of modelling which takes into
account prevailing wind direction.
The improvements in pollutant
concentrations predicted from the
modelling are due to a significant
predicted reduction in traffic flow of
approximately 60% along this part of
the A14. This is explained further in
the Response to the First Written
Questions, Question 1.1.11, and
Table 8.9 of the ES and paragraph
8.5.20 of the ES.

Agreed.

There is specific
concern over PM10
particulates’ effect on
Brampton Village
Primary School. The
Parish Council thus
has posed the
question: What is the
critical distance for
particulate drop-out
and what will happen if
this critical distance
changes in the future?

With regards to the question on
particulate drop-out, the air quality
assessment included human
sensitive receptors within 200m of
the affected road network, which is
defined in the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB). Beyond
200m changes to pollutant
concentrations as a result of the
scheme would be very small and not
significant.

Agreed.

General support
for the scheme
2

Air Quality and
Emissions
In favour of air
quality
improvements

3

Air Quality and
Emissions
Brampton Village
Primary School

The Parish Council
would like the effects
closely monitored postconstruction.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

out in relevant guidance. The ES,
working on a precautionary basis,
also did not identify any likely
significant noise effect on the school
(Section 14.6 of Volume 6.1, Chapter
14 of the ES and Appendix 14.6).
Other receptors located closer to the
scheme are not predicted to be
significantly impacted. Air quality at
all receptors in Brampton, including
those closest to the scheme, is
predicted to be much better than the
air quality objectives set to protect
human health as stated in Highways
England’s Response to Relevant
Representations.
Following the completion of the ES,
further air quality sensitivity testing
was undertaken for Brampton
Primary School. The assessment
showed that NO2 and PM10 annual
mean results would be negligible in
2020 at this location.
Highways England does not consider
there to be a requirement for postscheme monitoring as no significant
impacts or exceedances of the air
quality objectives or limit values have
been predicted. The proposed
opening year (2020) concentrations
of PM10 and NO2 are predicted to
be below the objectives at all
sensitive receptors affected by the
scheme. Confidence in the results is
provided by the sensitivity testing in
the Environmental Statement
(Applicant reference 6.1, PINS
reference APP-339) carried out to
determine the possible effects of
vehicle emissions not improving as
anticipated within the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs'
(Defra’s) calculations. These showed
that the conservative results from
sensitivity testing did not result in any
significant impacts. Therefore no
monitoring is required across the
scheme area during the operational
phase.
Refer to Appendix D which includes
the Highways England response to
Written Questions 2.1.2 and 2.1.5.
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

4

Noise and
Vibration

Traffic volume will
increase to the western
edge of the village,
which will experience
the greatest impact.
With regard to noise
impacts on properties,
the Parish Council has
several concerns:

Detailed response can be found in
Appendix B.

Agreed.

This comment is duly noted. The
types of trees used as mitigation
measures have not been decided to
date but can be committed to through
future discussions and captured for
use in the detailed design.

Agreed

Mitigation for
noise impacts

•

•

•

•

•

Properties closest
to the scheme
require the most
protection
Mitigation is
needed for those
impacted on the
west and south of
the existing
junction
Mitigation is
needed for the
housing
development at the
RAF Brampton
base
Specific request for
an earth bund with
a 4 metre noise
barrier
Information on
noise needs to be
better
communicated
locally.

It is noted that low
noise surfacing is
welcomed.
5

Landscape and
Visual Effects
Request for
additional tree
planting

HE/A14/EX/165

The Parish Council
would like year round
protection so is
requesting that some of
the planting is of nondeciduous trees, as
they will also provide
protection in the winter
and provide visual and
air benefits.

PC05/7

It is recognised that the parish
council require sufficient reassurance
on the strength of this consultation
process to deliver local wishes in this
respect.

September 2015
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

6

Landscape and
Visual Effects

The concern is over the
impact from street
lighting more so than
with vehicles. Where
the A14 crosses the A1
at the elevated section,
mitigation measures
need to be addressed.

A detailed response can be found in
Appendix C.

Agreed

Street light
impacts

There is residual
concern about light
pollution at the
elevated sections.

In summary, relating specifically to
the elevated section, no lighting is
proposed on the A14 as it crosses
the A1. This is the section closest to
Brampton. Nor is lighting proposed
on the highest elevated sections of
Brampton Interchange where the
A14 diverges east away from the A1
alignment. Some lighting is proposed
on the approach to the Interchange,
which may be visible from the
southern areas of Brampton. Visibility
is however dependent on local
vegetation and screening. As this
approach is over 200m away from
the southern areas of Brampton, no
adverse landscape and visual effects
due to lighting are predicted.
Further to this, screening to prevent
street lighting being visible would be
provided at a sufficient height at the
elevated bridge(s) as shown in Sheet
3 of the General Arrangement plans.

7

Landscape and
Visual Effects
Borrow pits and
risk in legacy use

8

Landscape and
Visual Effects
Flooding concern

The parish do not want
to have the
responsibility for
maintenance of borrow
pits during or after the
10 year period.

There is no expectation on the parish
to maintain the borrow pits.
Highways England would maintain
the borrow pits while in ownership of
the land. After the 10 year period,
should the land be sold, the
purchaser would be responsible for
the maintenance of the borrow pits,
otherwise it would remain with
Highways England.

Agreed.

The Parish Council are
concerned about flood
risk from the back
water of the river Great
Ouse (where the water
travels from Milton
Keynes). They contend
that pre-existing
flooding risk is derived
from back water
flooding not excess
flow down the
Brampton Brook.

There are two current Statements of
Common Ground that help clarify
flood risk concerns from Brampton
Parish Council. Cambridgeshire
County Council (CCC) are requesting
mitigation measures to manage the
impact of the scheme on flood risk as
well as measures for pre-existing
flooding issues in Brampton. The
inclusion of betterment measures are
currently under discussion.

Under
discussion

They request that
surface runoff be
disposed of safely.

HE/A14/EX/165

PC05/8

CCC state that the use of borrow pits
to assist in mitigating flood risk
issues resulting from the proposed
scheme is a positive approach, but
does not address existing flooding,

Agreed.
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

They are seeking
clarification of how
flood risk would be
managed in practice.
Conceptually the
current plans are
flawed in that they are
based on a
misunderstanding of
the cause of the preexisting flooding.

which is an opportunity.

Additionally, the Parish
Council are concerned
that water slowly
released to a
watercourse could
accentuate the post 62
hour peak levels,
causing worse flooding.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

Highways England are also in the
process of preparing a Statement of
Common Ground with the
Environment Agency which is
seeking agreement/action on the
predicted impact of the scheme on
flood risk on the river Great Ouse.
Hydraulic modelling is currently being
undertaken to support an updated
Flood Risk Assessment being
prepared for the scheme. The
intention is that the floodplain
compensation being provided will
ensure that there is no increase in
flood risk due to the scheme.

Agreed.

The two key flood mechanisms being
assessed in this area are for:

Agreed.

1. An independent storm focussed
over Brampton and Grafham
Road Drain catchments.
2. A regional severe event that also
encompasses the wider Great
Ouse Catchment (with peak
levels at Brampton after 62
hours). This scenario models the
backflow up Brampton Brook
from the River Ouse.
Highways England is also
undertaking feasibility work to
determine the most appropriate
systems for using borrow pits to
mitigate existing flood risk.

HE/A14/EX/165

PC05/9

For road
drainage,
this is fine. It
is not
accepted by
the Parish
Council as a
panacea for
back water
flooding.

Borrow pits are located on the edge
of flood zones and the intention is
that spillways would be used to drain
water. Flood risk and the effect on
watercourses is an important aspect
to the environmental impact of the
scheme. This has been studied and
reported on in the Environment
Statement (Chapter 17 and Appendix
17.1).

Agreed.

Increased surface water runoff from
highway surfaces would be stored
through balancing ponds, which
attenuate flows down to existing
levels (allowing for future climate
change) and ensure flood risk is not
increased. The water is slowly
released to a watercourse over a

Agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

longer period of time at existing
greenfield flow rates to mimic the
natural drainage regime.
Any incursion into existing flood plain
by the proposed road widening is
compensated for on an equivalent
level for level basis to ensure effects
of flooding of the watercourse are not
made worse elsewhere.
9

Economics and
Social Effects
Timing of work
for housing
development at
RAF Brampton

There is a need to
ensure that the A14
delivery is integrated
with redevelopment at
RAF Brampton
specifically regarding
the construction of the
new road and housing
developments.

The ES Chapter 18 on cumulative
effects assessed other developments
that could coincide with the delivery
of the A14 scheme which included
the proposed development at RAF
Brampton.
The RAF Brampton site would affect
the amenity of footpaths Brampton 3
and 4 (28/3 and 28/4) as these
footpaths would be “sandwiched”
between the footprint of the scheme,
close to proposed soil storage areas
and borrow pits, and RAF Brampton.
Should the construction periods of
the two developments overlap, there
would be a considerable loss of
amenity of footpaths due to the close
proximity of the development. In
terms of construction management,
the contractor for each scheme
would need to liaise regarding
construction plans, potential road
closure as well as consult with the
local community on these plans.
Where construction phases overlap,
further consideration of construction
transport management is
recommended between the relevant
parties (contractors and developers)
in order to minimise disruption.
Wherever possible the HGV traffic
associated with the earthworks for
the scheme would avoid the use of
the public highway network through
the village.

10

Transportation
and Traffic
Construction
traffic is a local
concern

HE/A14/EX/165

The impacts of
construction traffic and
construction itself are a
local concern. The
Parish Council
recognises that the
construction code of
practice may be one
PC05/10

Agreed.

As part of the Construction Code of
Practice, Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement, Highways
England would prepare a community
engagement strategy for the
construction stage of the scheme
which focuses on maintaining
effective community engagement,

Agreed.

Agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

recourse. This needs
to be communicated.

informing affected communities in
advance of relevant construction
works and the timetable of such
works, and provide information on
the enquiry and complaints
procedures.

Particular reference is
made of the post
construction disposal of
the spoil from the
viaduct and the
associated
embankments. It has
been suggested that
this might be
economically disposed
of in the new borrow
pits. In that eventuality
transport along the
B1514 past
Hinchingbrooke School
and through the village
would seem
appealingly direct. This
must not be allowed.
Whilst consultation,
newsletters etc. are
always welcome the
PC would like the
assurance that it will
have the right of appeal
if the contractors’
decision, post
consultation, is
unacceptable to the
village.
Excavation of the
borrow pits is likely to
take place before the
earth banks and
acoustic fences are
installed. Strict
regulation will be
required to ensure that
disturbance to local
properties is
maintained within legal
limits.

Highways England would be a key
member of the community focus
groups providing strategic insight and
feedback to and from the wider
scheme. Meetings would be attended
by the employer’s representative and
a Community Liaison Officer together
with members of the main
contractor’s site team and local
authorities and parish councils as
may be necessary to cover matters
needing to be discussed.
During construction, a programme of
high quality, effective and sustained
communications would include online
engagement, newsletters, provision
of information on construction works,
and notifications to parish councils,
businesses, and local residents,
which would include details on:
•
•
•

•
•

•

The location of the planned
works;
The activities to be carried out;
The duration of the planned
works and the periods within
which works would be
undertaken (i.e. whether during
normal working hours, during the
evening or overnight);
The anticipated effects of the
planned works;
The measures to be
implemented in line with the ES
and this CoCP to mitigate the
impact of the planned works; and
Enquiries and complaints
procedure – as described in
Section 4.3, Appendix 20.2 of the
ES.

With regards to effects on Brampton,
the borrow pits and soil storage
areas are in close proximity to
residential areas in Brampton.
Mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce the impact
from dust at local residential
properties and businesses. Mitigation
HE/A14/EX/165

PC05/11

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

Agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

during construction would be carried
out in accordance with the CoCP,
outlined in Appendix 20.2 of the ES.
With this mitigation in place the
impacts of the scheme are not
expected to be significant. Local
authority enforcement powers
regarding the impact of any
complaints over dust remain under
the Environmental Protection Act.
There are a number of factors that
would ultimately influence the final
restoration designs for the borrow
pits which it is not possible to close
out at this time due to the nature of
the scheme procurement and design
process. The final implemented
design would be influenced by further
work with respect to detailed
construction and operational
provisions for the borrow pits, further
environmental surveys, and
refinement of restoration details and
aftercare arrangements. In respect
of hardcore from Huntingdon viaduct
there is likely to be a commercial
value rather than use as landfill.
The proposals are set out in the
Borrow Pits – Design, Restoration
2
and Aftercare Proposals
(HE/A14/EX/104) published in
August 2015.
11

Transportation
and Traffic
Traffic lights at
Hinchingbrooke
Road

What are the plans to
mitigate traffic impacts,
including the
sequencing of traffic
lights on the
Hinchingbrooke Road
by the hospital and
Huntingdon station to
enable better peak time
traffic flows?
Whilst the rebalancing
of the traffic lights is
one palliative the main
thrust has to be
consideration of the
available road capacity.

It is understood that discussions are
taking place between the parish
council and the County Council to
seek local solutions to peak time
congestion.

Not agreed.

The Traffic Modelling Update Report
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/44,
PINS Reference REP 2-018)
includes detail relating to the impact
of the scheme on local routes in
Huntingdon. Operational
assessments were provided for the
following junctions:
• Hinchingbrooke Park Road / Views
Common junction;

2

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%207/Highways%20England%20-%20HE-A14-EX104%20Borrow%20Pits%20-%20Design,%20Restoration%20and%20Aftercare%20Proposals.pdf
HE/A14/EX/165

PC05/12
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Highways England Response

There is a fundamental
difference of opinion as
to the volume of traffic
that will seek to use the
old A14 at the station
junction.

• Brampton Road / Underpass
junction;

The Parish Council
contends that much
traffic to/from St Ives,
Godmanchester,
Hilton, etc particularly
local traffic in the peak
hours, will use the
route from the station
along Thrapston Road
to Brampton Hut as the
route of choice.
This will lead to
considerable delay at
the complex station
junction.
Through HCV traffic
moving west from the
old A14 will be slow
moving as it seeks to
cross Brampton Road
to move across the
police playing fields (it
being prohibited from
using Huntingdon
Road/Thrapston Road
to access Brampton
Hut).
The forecast increase
in traffic along the
B1514 along Church
Road/Buckden Road
will add to the
problems.
There needs to be an
extra lane at the station
junction to allow for left,
straight on and right
turn and the provision
of a separate and safe
pedestrian crossing of
the East Coast Main
Line to free up the
width to do so.
12

Transportation
and Traffic

HE/A14/EX/165

For the reasons stated
above the traffic
modelling figures are
PC05/13

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

• Brampton Road / Hinchingbrooke
Park Road junction;
• Brampton Road / Edison Bell Way
junction;
• Ermine Street / Edison Bell Way
junction;
• Mill Common Link / Pathfinder Link
junction; and
• Pathfinder Link / Ring Road
junction.
These assessments showed that,
with the exception of the Brampton
Road / Edison Bell Way and
Pathfinder Link / Ring Road
junctions, all junctions that have
been assessed in Huntingdon Town
Centre are forecast to operate within
design capacity (Degree of saturation
of less than 85%) in 2035 with the
scheme. The Brampton Road /
Edison Bell Way junction is forecast
to be operating close to theoretical
capacity (Degree of saturation of
100%) both with and without the
scheme. The operation of junction
would be slightly better in the
morning peak hour with the scheme
than without, but slightly worse in the
evening peak hour. The deterioration
in performance in the evening peak
hour is primarily due to the changes
that are proposed at this junction for
non-motorised users (NMUs) to
accommodate to the high pedestrian
and cycle flows in this area. The
Pathfinder Link / Ring Road junction
is forecast to be operating just above
design capacity with a DoS of 87%
on Castle Moat Road, however, there
is sufficient space to accommodate
the forecast queues of traffic without
impacting on the rest of the network
therefore this level of performance is
considered to be acceptable in this
location.

Your comment is duly noted. The
transport modelling is considered to
be robust and by improving the

Not agreed.
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Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Traffic forecasts

questioned locally, with
scepticism that a 50%
reduction in traffic on
Thrapston Road will be
achieved.

reliability and resilience of the A14
the impact on local roads would be
lessened.

The Parish Council
desires a commitment
for mitigation measures
should the traffic flows
post construction of the
A14 exceed current
levels by 10% or more.
13

Transportation
and Traffic
NMU
clarifications at
Brampton Hut

Brampton Parish
Council welcome the
connectivity between
Brampton Hut Services
and Brampton.
Brampton Parish
Council is seeking
clarifications on the
Brampton Hut NMU
provisions. This
included their concern:
• Brampton Footpath
15
• NMU bridge
The councillor and
stakeholder in
attendance noted that
cross sections of what
the NMU bridge would
look like would be
useful. Concern was
raised over the height
of the parapets.
The Council requested
screening at elevated
sections of the road
near Brampton Hut.
The Council requested
1.8m heights for
parapets.
The proposed height of
1.8m is in line with
British Horse Society
recommendations and
welcomed.

HE/A14/EX/165

PC05/14

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

Highways England are in discussion
with the local highways authority for
appropriate locations for monitoring.

A meeting was held on 6 August to
discuss NMU concerns raised by the
Parish Council and a stakeholder.
On-site visits were also undertaken
to show Footpath 15 and the West
End bridleway.

Agreed.

Highways England explained the
proposed provisions for NMU
facilities linking Brampton and
Brampton Hut. It is designed to a
standard for equestrians and cyclists.
It is a shared facility with the design
speed to be 30 kph for cyclists.
Highways England is aware of the
need to ensure that the detailed
design of the Scheme takes into
account the visibility and safety
needs of NMU users at Brampton
Hut.
Footpath 15
Footpath 15 would remain a footpath
and would not be converted into a
cycleway/bridleway. It is noted that
Huntingdonshire District Council
would like the footpath to become a
bridleway but Highways England
have requested that Footpath 15
does not change as explained in the
6 August meeting.
NMU Bridge
Highways England explained that the
NMU bridge is designed to be wider
than a standard NMU bridge. The
verge between the carriageway and
the bridleway will be 2.5m and will
have a vehicle restraint system; and
the bridleway will be 4.5 m (including
a width of 0.5 m at each side for
edge shyness). The verge and the
September 2015
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

bridleway will be separated by a
close boarded fence to avoid
equestrians and their horses being
distracted by car lights.
The parapet height would be 1.8m.
This would be high enough to
prevent horses from being affected
by vehicles.
Further details on public rights of way
and bridleways at Brampton Hut are
set out in HE/14/EX/1343 including
illustrations of the Brampton NMU
proposals.
14

Transportation
and Traffic
NMU clarification
at Thrapston
Road

Brampton Parish
Council sought
clarification on the
Brampton Hut NMU
provisions.

A meeting was held on 6 August to
discuss NMU concerns raised by the
Parish Council and a stakeholder
who raised NMU concerns at the
open floor hearings in July.

This included their
concern regarding
Thrapston Road.
Currently pedestrians
cross over the slip road
at an undesignated foot
path.

Highways England explained that the
proposed facilities would provide a
direct route for pedestrians, cyclists
and equestrians to travel from West
End, and pedestrians from Belle Isle,
Brampton to the Brampton Hut
services, and that these are likely to
be used by most people wanting to
make that trip.

There is no legal
footpath on Thrapston
Road but pedestrians
dangerously to cross
here although it is the
“quickest” route to
Brampton Hut
Services. To minimise
the attractiveness of
this route, ready
access to the safe
crossing with footpath
15 (from the Laws
Crescent area) should
be created.
The Parish Council
would like to have a
physical barrier put in
place to prevent
pedestrians from

Under
discussion.

The potential issue of people walking
around an existing field and then
crossing the southbound A1 slip-road
at Brampton Hut was noted and the
provision of a barrier (such as a
fence) adjacent to the A1
southbound on-slip was discussed to
prevent it.
An on-site visit was taken to see
where pedestrians crossed the road
using undesignated routes. The
physical barrier requested, such as a
fence adjacent to the southbound
A14 on-slip road to prevent incursion,
by the Parish Council has been
noted.
A visit was also made to view the

3

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%209%20/Highways%20England%20-%20HE-A14-EX134%20Explanation%20of%20Public%20Rights%20of%20Way%20and%20NonMotorised%20User%20Facilities%20at%20Alconbury%20to%20Brampton%20before%20and%20after%20the%20Schem
e.pdf
HE/A14/EX/165

PC05/15
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

crossing at this
dangerous junction. It
is hoped that the
outcome of this barrier
would be pedestrians
pushed to Footpath 15
in order to cross over
to Brampton Hut.

existing barrier in West End, where
the road is closed to motor vehicles.
It is noted that the detail of the
scheme would need to ensure that
this route is convenient for NMUs,
including equestrians, but to prevent
use by motorists, and this will be
considered at the detailed design
stage.

A fence would not be
adequate as recent
events at Calais have
demonstrated how their
effectiveness can be
breached by the young
and mobile.
15

Other issues
Traffic
mitigation plans

What are the plans for
re-routing traffic in the
event of an accident or
breakdown of traffic
flows on the new A14,
the preference would
be to re-route onto the
de-trunked A14 to
avoid the traffic using
local roads.

Detailed mitigation plans need to be
developed between Highways
England and the emergency
services.
Highways England are in dialogue
with Cambridgeshire Fire & Rescue
Service (Fire), Cambridgeshire
Constabulary (Police) and East of
England Ambulance Service (the
“Emergency Services”) to prepare
traffic mitigation plans.
Traffic management plans in the
event of road closure are still being
considered.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

Under
discussion.

The Highways England resilience
group is working on this issue and
results will be provided to Emergency
Services when available.

HE/A14/EX/165

PC05/16
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

23.9.15

Name:

Mike Shellons, (Vice Chair, Brampton Parish Council)

Signature:

At the meeting of Brampton Parish Council yesterday evening the
Parish Council unanimously authorised me to sign the most recent
version of the Statement of Common Ground on our behalf.

On behalf of:

Brampton Parish Council

Date:

16 September, 2015

HE/A14/EX/165

PC05/17
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Appendix A - Relevant representation
The following is a copy of the relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate.
Brampton Parish Council has sought to be closely involved in all the planning
and consultations relating to the A14 over the many years since its inception. It
is recognised that there is a wider need for improved east/west links and to
relieve noise and air pollution in and around Huntingdon.
We understand, from the planning assumptions and associated analysis
provided by the Highways Agency, that some properties will receive less
pollution, and houses in North West Brampton will have improved air quality.
In parallel, the AQMAs will be relieved (similarly this will also apply to
Godmanchester and Stukeley Meadows neighbouring communities). However,
it is also recognised that there are some very strong views against the whole
concept of this scheme amongst certain members of the Brampton
community. There is concern about the possible impact of increased traffic
emissions on the health of children at the school; however, it is believed that
the school will be at least 700 yards from the nearer of the two roads.
On the assumption that the scheme will go ahead the Parish Council has the
following issues which we wish to have agreed or resolved as appropriate,
prior to the scheme being given final approval:- Provision of an input into all the mitigation measures being proposed,
as this will be essential to explain into the village community
- Confirmation of vehicle traffic surveys – to ensure that the analysis of
the traffic flow and associated noise is up to date for example
- Air pollution – potential health impact at Brampton A1/A14 Interchange
- Noise pollution – especially concern over additional traffic coming south
and passing through once the viaduct has been removed, this may not
have been correctly assessed.
- Light pollution – effects and mitigation
- Movement and control of heavy lorries whilst construction is taking
place; especially between the sand and gravel quarries on both sides of
the road and the post construction disposal of the fabric of the viaduct
and associated embankments.
- Provision and location of the cement processing plant
- Flooding risk to Brampton as a result of final construction.
- Property blight in Brampton
- Concern over timing of work which will coincide with building of new
housing and infrastructure in Brampton Park
- Further consideration should be given to provide for tree planting
around the perimeter of the school as a way of further alleviating
concerns.

HE/A14/EX/165

PC05/18
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This is a summary of the comments following the Extra Ordinary Parish
Council Meeting held on Wednesday 11th March 2015.

HE/A14/EX/165

PC05/19
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Appendix B – Noise Mitigation
Stakeholder Issue: Traffic volume will increase to the western edge of the
village, which will experience the greatest impact. With regards to noise
impacts on properties, the Parish Council has several concerns:
1. Properties closest to the scheme require the most protection
2. Mitigation is needed for those impacted on the west and south of the
existing junction
3. Mitigation is needed for the housing development at the RAF
Brampton base
4. Specific request for an earth bund with a 4 metre noise barrier
5. Information on noise needs to be better communicated locally.
It is noted that low noise surfacing is welcomed.
Highways England Response
A Highways England representative met with Brampton Parish Council on 2
September to discuss noise mitigation identified. At the meeting, the noise findings
reported in the Environmental Statement (ES) were summarised, namely that:
• Two communities to the west of Brampton would experience likely significant
adverse effects as a result of the number of dwellings that would be subject to
minor adverse impacts; and
• The community to the north of Brampton would experience a likely significant
beneficial effect.
Since the ES was published, Highways England has given further consideration to
the sustainability of additional options including very low noise surface (vLNS) and
additional barrier options. The additional barrier options have been discounted on
the basis that they were not sustainable. However, 9km of vLNS will now be
incorporated into the scheme to minimise the impact of noise on the receptors to
the west of Brampton. This will have the effect of avoiding the likely significant
effects previously reported at Brampton. As a consequence, there will be an
overall positive beneficial effect on Brampton because of the beneficial effects to
the north of Brampton. Further noise mitigation is explained in the Highways
England’s Position Statement on Further Noise Mitigation (HE/A14/EX/129),
submitted for Deadline 8, which is summarised below.
The National Policy Statement for National Networks NPS (NPSNN) requires
Best Available Techniques (BAT) to reduce noise impact to be considered and for
them to be implemented, where it is sustainable to do so, in order to minimise
adverse noise impacts/effects on heath and quality of life.
The Environmental Statement (ES) sets out envisaged noise mitigation and the
approach used in the design development to confirm that adverse impacts have
been minimised as far as sustainable. The mitigation strategy set out in the ES,
also ensures that mitigation is provided on an equitable basis along the length of
the proposed scheme.
HE/A14/EX/165

PC05/20
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Highways England’s Position Statement on Further Noise Mitigation
(HE/A14/EX/129), submitted for Deadline 8, takes account of the update to
Government’s WebTAG that has been published since the ES was finalised
(WebTAG is used to evaluate the monetised benefit of additional noise mitigation)
and provides a sensitivity test with regard to the further update to WebTAG
expected towards the end of 2015. The study sets out the supporting evidence for
the commitment from Highways England to provide additional noise mitigation
along the Cambridge Northern Bypass, at Alconbury and at Brampton.
The results of this assessment concluded that very low noise surface (vLNS)
reduces noise at source and provides a very strong sustainability case at
Alconbury, Brampton, Girton and Orchard Park. It provides monetised benefits far
in excess of additional costs and substantially reduces the number of dwellings
subject to ‘adverse impacts’ referred to in NPSNN para 5.195.
The recommended Best Available Techniques (BAT) outcome for Brampton,
which is additional to the mitigation presented in the ES, is: 9km of vLNS on A14
with noise barriers unchanged from the ES.
The figure below shows where vLNS is recommended.
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1. Properties closest to the scheme require the most protection.
2. Mitigation is needed for those impacted on the west and south of
the existing junction.
Very low noise surfacing avoids noise insulation regulation qualifiers at
Brampton. As per Section 14.5 of the ES, substantial noise mitigation is
incorporated into the proposed scheme to minimise as far as practicable
adverse noise effects on the closest homes in Brampton.
These include:
Very low noise surfacing on the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass;
Very low noise surfacing on the realigned A1;
Realignment of the A1 further away from Brampton;
Using the new A14 embankment to screen the western edge of
Brampton from noise coming from the A1; and
• Provision of landscape bunding adjacent to the RAF Brampton
Barracks and the western edge of Brampton (will contribute to noise
reduction).
•
•
•
•

3. Mitigation is needed for the existing housing and the proposed
housing development at the RAF Brampton base.
In the construction phase, there would be temporary significant noise effects at the
south-west corner of RAF Brampton base for approximately 10 dwellings through
operation of borrow pits and soil storage compounds (Chapter 14, Section 14.4.10
of the ES).
4. Specific request for an earth bund with a 4 metre noise barrier.
This request is being reviewed by acoustics specialists to determine the
feasibility of raising the 2 metre barrier to 4 metre.
As with other noise barrier mitigation the most feasible solution was not
designed exclusively for noise mitigation. Landscaping and visual impact,
as well as highway safety considerations such as sight line restrictions,
were accounted for. The final outcome of the barrier design developed
between these disciplines was based upon a 2m high environmental earth
bund, which would be situated near to the southbound carriageway, and run
between the public right of way (PROW) at the A1 over-bridge and where a
new balancing pond is to be incorporated, adjacent to RAF Brampton. The
earth bund is within the base scheme and designated as ‘incorporated
mitigation’ within the scheme itself. The proposed 4m noise barrier includes
a 2m high vertical reflective barrier located along the apex of the bund. To
maximise the noise mitigation, the vertical barrier would run along the full
length of the proposed bund.
The inclusion of an additional noise barrier south of Grafham Road, to
mitigate noise at properties on the western periphery of RAF Brampton, was
also assessed. Different options were considered, including a 5 metre high
noise barrier; the result of this assessment determined that even a 5 metre
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high noise barrier would provide only a slight noise reduction, which was
considered to be unsustainable in terms of national policy.
The additional barrier options have been discounted on the basis that they
were not sustainable.
5. Information on noise needs to be better communicated locally.
Across the scheme as a whole, noise mitigation has been proposed using
the following hierarchy of avoiding, reducing and offsetting effects.
The noise impacts that have been assessed are post-mitigation. Noise
impacts that have been modelled are the worst case scenario.
Some of the proposed noise mitigation measures include:
• Materials: The proposed scheme incorporates low noise road
surfacing including the assumption that Highways England would
have completed installation of low noise surfacing at Important Areas
(refer to section 14.2 of the ES).
• Layout: The alignment of the new sections of the proposed scheme
has been selected to minimise environmental impact, including noise,
as far as sustainable. Additional noise mitigation has been
incorporated into the scheme (section 14.5 of the ES), in the form of
noise fence barriers.
• Receptor mitigation: Where sustainable scheme mitigation has been
exhausted, and the residual noise levels exceed the relevant trigger
values at residential dwellings, noise insulation would be provided in
accordance with the Noise Insulation Regulations.
Changes in traffic patterns through Brampton arising from the proposed
scheme has been used as the basis for the noise assessment in Chapter 14
of Volume 6.1 of the Environmental Statement.
Along the de-trafficked section of the A14 to the north and west of
Brampton, nearest properties to the A14 would experience a likely
beneficial significant effect with a reduction in noise during scheme
operation (Chapter 14, Section 14.7.9 of the ES).
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Appendix C – Landscape and Visual
Stakeholder Issue
The concern is over the impact from street lighting more so than with
vehicles. Where the A14 crosses the A1 at the elevated section, mitigation
measures need to be addressed.
Highways England Response
The proposed extent of road lighting within the scheme can be seen on the
General Arrangement Plans (Applicant reference 6.2, 2.02, PINS reference
APP-012 to APP-040) submitted as part of DCO application, indicated by
yellow shading. The extent of lighting shown on the plans has been agreed
between Highways England and Cambridgeshire County Council (see
section 4.9 of the Statement of Common Ground between Highways
England and the Council submitted for Deadline 7 (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/98)) as the generally preferred and necessary limits of new or
amended road lighting, based on a number of considerations and evaluated
factors, including the use of lighting as an accident mitigation tool, the risks
and costs of maintenance, the cost of energy, new technologies and
environmental impact.
An additional requirement has been added to the revised draft DCO
submitted at Deadline 7 (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/96), which
requires a lighting scheme be submitted to and approved by the Secretary
of State. This requirement will also ensure that the lighting is provided to at
least the standard assumed for the purposes of the Environmental
Statement (ES) (Applicant reference 6.1, PINS reference APP-331 to APP352).
Relating specifically to the southbound elevated section, no lighting is
proposed on the A14 as it crosses the A1. This is the section closest to
Brampton. Nor is lighting proposed on the highest elevated sections of
Brampton Interchange where the A14 diverges east away from the A1
alignment. Some lighting is proposed on the approach to the Interchange,
which may be visible from the southern areas of Brampton dependent on
local vegetation, screening, etc, but this will be 200m+ away.
New lighting on the A1 between Ellington and Brampton Interchange may
also be visible to properties in southern Brampton, but this will not be
elevated.
Following construction the most visually intrusive features visible from the
western edge of Brampton/RAF Brampton would be:
- The raised junction links and associated lighting at Ellington junction
and Brampton interchange;
- The elevated A1 Brampton Interchange bridge; and
- The extensive borrow pits (in the short term).
Whilst the properties on the western edge of Brampton are close to the
scheme, views of the highway infrastructure would largely be screened by
existing vegetation on the edge of properties and the proposed
HE/A14/EX/165
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environmental bund along the highway corridor (refer to ES Figure 10.6
Photomontage 12).
Further south, properties and public right of way on the edge of RAF
Brampton would have close foreground views of the proposed borrow pits
and distant views of Brampton interchange and lighting (refer to ES Figure
10.6 Photomontage 2).
The planting proposals would establish belts of screening vegetation that
would, over time, provide screening of views of the scheme and would
generally reduce the significance of visual effects in the long term. However
the junction lighting and some of the signage would remain as intrusive
elements.
The extent of lighting provided, as well as suitable equipment types, would
be derived from the Highways England particular requirements, which are
informed by, and provide supplementary information to, British, European
and international standards. Road lighting luminaires would be required to
meet luminous intensity class G4 or better, as defined by BS EN 13201:
2003 Road lighting: calculation of performance (British Standards Institute,
2003), to limit glare and ensure good cut-off characteristics. The general
distribution of light from luminaires would be required to be the most
appropriate to the task, with spill light reduced to a minimum. Luminous
intensities above 95° (from the downward vertical) would be zero. A new
requirement has been added to the Development Consent Order for
Deadline 7 that requires a lighting scheme to be submitted to and approved
by the Secretary of State and that lighting provided would be at least the
standard assumed in the ES.
Highways England’s road lighting aims to be connected to the Motorway
Road Lighting Control System (MORLICS) to enable variable operation
based on near real-time traffic flow. With this system the lighting output
would operate only as much as required to provide safe illumination of the
road. MORLICS also contains a facility to switch-off the lighting if traffic
flows fall below a prescribed level.
MORLICS takes traffic data from counters in or adjacent to the carriageway
and computes this data to vary lighting levels according to the situation on
the road. MORLICS does contain a switch-off function which may be
enabled during programming if desired by Highways England – in this case
road lighting would be turned off if the traffic flow was low enough to warrant
it. This element would be the product of detailed design and Highways
England’s subsequent programming of the system. It is therefore possible
that units would be turned off for a short amount of time before an
unexpected rise in traffic flow caused them to reinstate a certain level of
lighting. Equally, Highways England may wish the system to remain
switched off during historically low-trafficked hours with no system override
available until, for example, the morning peak.
Properties along the southern edge of RAF Brampton and users of part of
footpath Brampton 3, along the southern boundary of RAF Brampton, would
experience residual effects of moderate adverse significance. Whilst
established mitigation planting along the A14 embankments, in addition to
intervening field boundary vegetation when in leaf, would filter views of
HE/A14/EX/165
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traffic on the A14 and at Brampton interchange, views of traffic on B1514
would remain. The upper part of lighting columns/light spill at Brampton
interchange would also remain evident.
Additional discussions are needed to determine the feasibility of further
mitigation measures and to address concerns surrounding the elevated A1
Brampton interchange bridge.
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Appendix D: Written Question responses
Written Question 2.1.2
How would mitigation within the design of the scheme to ensure the impacts
from operation are not significant, be secured? (Ref Q1.1.4 REP2-002)

Written Question 2.1.2 Response
Schedule 2, Part 1, Requirement 3 of the Revised Draft Development Consent
Order (DCO) (Applicant reference HE-A14-EX-59, PINS reference REP4–021)
states that:
“The authorised development must be carried out in accordance with the
scheme design shown on the works plans and the engineering drawings and
sections unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Secretary of State following
consultation with the relevant planning authority on matters related to its
functions.”
The need to adhere to Requirement 3 ensures that the development must be
carried out in accordance with the scheme design. The design of the scheme
is adequate to ensure that the air quality effects would not be significant, and
therefore, as a result of compliance with this requirement, no changes to the
air quality impacts shown in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(Applicant reference 6.1, PINS reference APP- 339) would be anticipated
during the operation of the scheme.

Written Question 2.1.5
The applicant has indicated that post completion air quality monitoring is not
necessary (Comments on response to SCDC re Q1.1.1 REP2-002 (REP4018). What is the reasoning for this? Local Authorities may wish to comment?

Written Question 2.1.5 Response
Highways England does not consider there to be a requirement for postscheme monitoring as no significant impacts or exceedances of the air quality
objectives or limit values have been predicted. The proposed opening year
(2020) concentrations of PM10 and NO2 are predicted to be below the
objectives at all sensitive receptors affected by the scheme. Confidence in the
results is provided by the sensitivity testing in the Environmental Statement
(Applicant reference 6.1, PINS reference APP-339) carried out to determine
the possible effects of vehicle emissions not improving as anticipated within
the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs' (Defra’s)
calculations. These showed that the conservative results from sensitivity
testing did not result in any significant impacts. Therefore no monitoring is
required across the scheme area during the operational phase.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement
prepared jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order
(DCO) and another party. It sets out matters of agreement between
both parties, as well as matters where there is not an agreement and
matters which are under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed
and the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can
be used as evidence of these discussions in representations to the
Planning Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO
application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various
parties, including Parish Councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Buckden Parish Council. It refers to the application for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme
which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015 for examination by the
Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the
existing A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at
Milton. It includes a new bypass to the south of Huntingdon,
carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey and
Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of a section of the A1
trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and approximately 7
miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the detrunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk
road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal
of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at
Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2 Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the discussions,
including a summary of each.
Section 3 Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and the Parish Council, in line
with the principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6
letter. Including comments from the Parish Council on
whether the matters are agreed, not agreed or still under
discussion.
Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.

Appendix A Copy of the relevant representation made to PINS.
Appendix B Removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct.
Appendix C Summary of scheme and route options.
Appendix D Code of Construction Practice.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Buckden is situated approximately three miles south of Huntingdon.
The council represents and serves the whole community. The council
is responsible for spending public money lawfully and for the services
it provides. It establishes policies and decides how money will be
raised and spent on behalf of the community. The jurisdiction of the
council stretches from Grafham Water in the west, south to Diddington
Brook, east to the River Great Ouse and north to Brampton Road.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between
Highways England and Buckden Parish Council.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

8 October
2013

Parish Council
briefing

Briefing to Buckden Parish Council in Buckden Millennium
Centre.

9 October
2013

Pre-application
non-statutory
engagement
Letter from the
Chairman at
Buckden Parish
Council to
Highways England
(then Highways
Agency) regarding
the impact of the
proposed scheme
on local residents.

The letter explains that although the Parish Council takes
the wider view of the best interests of the local area as a
whole, its views are especially influenced by the effects (of
the scheme) on the villages of Brampton, Buckden,
Diddington and Southoe. As such, the Parish Council
continue to believe that there are serious flaws in the
proposals, which will have an effect on the free and safe
flow of traffic.
The Council’s concerns can be summarised under five
headings:
a. The impact on local residents both during the
construction period and after the completion of the
work.
b. The need for an A1 Bypass for Diddington and
Buckden.
c. The configuration of the Brampton/Buckden A1/A14
interchange.
d. The removal of the Huntingdon Bypass viaduct over
the Brampton Road.
e. The need for Tolling.
The Parish Council is pleased to see that its previous
concerns about the capacity of the A1 to the north of
Brampton Hut have been taken into account in the
proposed new plans.

14
February
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communication
Early engagement
non- statutory
meeting with
Buckden Parish
Council

HE/A14/EX/165

Discussion on process, consultation and communication
going forward.
Outline of concerns raised by Parish Council:
•
•
•
•

Retention of the Brampton Road viaduct
Perceived lack of strategic context for the new A14
(new housing in Alconbury)
Buckden A1 Bypass (compromise deliverability)
Traffic figures and local movement (potential
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Summary of discussion

•
•
•
23 April
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communication

congestion)
The Ouse (potential for flooding)
Footpaths (potential for improvement)
Construction plan and impacts (temporary changes
communicated)

The PC is delighted that its concerns about the A1/A14
intersection and the need for the road to be configured in
such a way as to allow a future Buckden A1 bypass have
been addressed. Believes this strengthens strategic
thinking in the longer term.
•

•

•
•
•

Raises doubts about the possible decision to
remove the current A14 viaduct across the
Brampton Road. Notes outlining PC concerns are
attached to correspondence. Requests that the
information below are provided at the upcoming
meeting:
The definitive traffic figures for the Brampton Road
between the Hinchingbrooke Park and the
Huntingdon Ring Road.
The definitive air pollution and noise figures for the
same stretch of road.
Details of how flooding will be avoided to the north
of Mill Road around the Marina and other houses.
Request HA views on whether a new local road river
and rail crossing between Buckden and The Offords
might be achieved by building a road alongside the
proposed dual carriage way.

13 May
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communication

Detailed justification put forward for the retention of the
Huntingdon viaduct.

13 May
2014

Meeting with A14
Working Group

Meeting at Buckden Village Hall with the A14 Working
Group.

11 June
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communication

Key issues as above for 23 March 2014.

5 March
2015

Parish Council
Up-date meetings

A representative from the parish council attended the
update meeting held on the 2 March 2015. The update
presented the Development Consent Order application
process and in particular the examination process.

9 March
2015

Pre-examination
relevant
representation

Please refer to Appendix A below.

27 May
2015

Statement of
Common Ground
(SoCG) meeting

The aim of the meeting was to discuss the preparation of a
Statement of Common Ground. The meeting was attended
by Buckden Parish Council members and representatives
from Highways England. Please refer to section 3 below for
a summary of the issues raised.

27 August
2015

Statement of
Common Ground

The aim of the meeting was to discuss the concerns raised
regarding the proposed scheme. The meeting was
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Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

meeting

attended by Buckden Parish Council members and
representatives from Highways England.
Please refer to section 3 below for a summary of the issues
raised.

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Buckden Parish
Council.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5

The Parish Council’s relevant representation has formed the basis for
the discussion at the SoCG meeting. A copy of the Parish Council’s
relevant representation can be found at Appendix A.

2.1.6

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 2
and 3 of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to
Buckden Parish Council, and therefore have not been the subject of
any discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be
read as agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material
interest or relevance to Buckden Parish Council.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways
England and Buckden Parish Council at meetings on 27 May and 27
August 2015. It outlines Highways England’s responses to the issues
raised and the Parish Council’s current position on each matter. The
matters are addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex
C of the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

1

Design and
Engineering

Road alignment and
carriageway design.

Duly noted.

Agreed.

Support in
principle for the
scheme

The Parish Council
agree that there is a
need to enhance the
traffic flow through the
existing A14 corridor
and the line of the
proposed route but is
against the scheme as
proposed in the draft
DCO application.

Design and
Engineering

The Parish Council
considers that the
improved traffic flows
would be better
achieved if the option of
retaining Huntingdon
Viaduct and building the
new Huntingdon bypass
between Ellington and
Swavesey as a dual two
lane carriageway is
implemented.

The option of retaining the
viaduct at Huntingdon and a
reduced standard
Huntingdon southern bypass
has been investigated as
part of the scheme proposal
development. Although
initially cheaper than the
proposed scheme, traffic
flow over the dual two lane
carriageway would continue
to increase to the extent that
congestion would return and
further widening would be
needed. The environmental
benefits to the town of
Huntingdon from removing
the viaduct would not be
realised.

Not Agreed.

2

Huntingdon
viaduct

Further stakeholder
comment:
Highways England has
clearly failed to
recognise both the
immediate and long term
traffic management
benefits that Buckden
Parish Council’s
preferred option of
retaining the Huntingdon
viaduct and building a 4lane bypass would
provide. This would, in
effect, provide 8 lanes
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

for traffic on this route’
and halve the volume of
traffic currently using the
viaduct.

Responses to the ExA’s First
and Second Written
Questions: Question 1.7.9 as
submitted at Deadline 2 and
Question 2.12.18 as
submitted on Deadline 7.
There is a reference to the
explanation at Appendix B in
this SoCG.
Retention of the viaduct
even for the short term
would require continual
maintenance, the current
repair deals with a potential
failure of the half-joint but the
remainder of the viaduct is
over 40 years old. Retention
of the viaduct is also not
supported by the local
authorities; it is considered a
blight on the economic
development of the town and
environmentally damaging.
Additional information is
provided in Appendix B.

The Parish Council’s
view is that Huntingdon
Viaduct should not be
removed as it is robust
and that any weak parts
could be repaired.
It appears that the
County Council are
overly concerned about
taking on maintenance
costs. We believe that
maintenance of the
viaduct should remain a
Highways England
responsibility.
We believe that ongoing maintenance
costs for the viaduct and
its eventual replacement
would be considerable
cheaper than the capital
costs of the proposed
scheme. In addition, we
believe that keeping the
existing shorter
north/south route as
result of the retention of
the viaduct would
provide significant
benefits for road
haulage companies
through reduced fuel
costs etc.
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Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

Not Agreed.

While the forecast cost
saving associated with the
retention of the existing
Huntingdon Viaduct and
associated road works is
£45million (refer to the
response to question 2.5.1),
removal of the Huntingdon
Viaduct would save
£342,000 per annum which
is currently spent on
monitoring the condition of
the viaduct and on ongoing
maintenance. The initial
reduction in capital
expenditure associated with
retaining the Huntingdon
Viaduct, would be further
offset by costs associated
with re-design and
subsequent re-analysis of
the scheme, including
provision of potential further
options consultation, as well
as inflationary effects
associated with subsequent
delays to the start of scheme
construction and scheme
opening.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

There is a need for a three
lane bypass, the details of
which are set out in the
response to Written
Question 2.12.19 referenced
below.
As part of the above
evaluation exercise it was
estimated that Option 5a,
which only provides a dual
two-lane Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, would be
approximately £200m
cheaper than Option 7b (the
proposed scheme).
However, it was recognised
that Option 5a would require
significant additional
investment around a decade
after opening to avoid flow
breakdown on the existing
A14.
This investment would be
likely to include additional
lanes on the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass (the
Huntingdon Viaduct cannot
be easily widened from two
to three lanes in both
directions), a junction
between the bypass and the
A1 and speed restrictions on
the A14 through Huntingdon.
The cost of these works was
estimated at between £150m
and £250m, effectively
negating any capital costsavings associated with
retention of the Huntingdon
Viaduct. Question 2.7.2 in
Highways England’s
response to ExA’s Second
Written Questions provides a
further explanation on the
costs of the Huntingdon
viaduct.
4

Transportation
and Traffic
Strategic nature
of scheme

There is concern over
the impact of traffic
volumes on the
surrounding highway
network.
With the proposed
mixed use development
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

at Alconbury Weald
(5,000+ homes), it is
likely that traffic flows
will increase towards
Cambridge. We believe
that retention of the
Huntingdon viaduct
would significantly
facilitate the movement
of this additional traffic

taken into account the scale
and location of planned
developments that are
expected to occur in the
period to 2035.
The traffic model includes
allowance for the full build
out of the Alconbury Weald.
As this development is not
dependent on the A14
scheme it is included in both
the ‘with scheme’ and
‘without scheme’ scenarios.
Hence, Highways England’s
traffic forecasts already take
account of the impact of
these developments.
The A14 scheme is expected
to be beneficial to the
Alconbury Weald
development and
surrounding villages. The
scheme would result in a
substantial reduction in
traffic on the A14 Spur and
at the Spittals Interchange
(A14 Junction 23), freeing up
capacity for development
traffic.

5

6

Economic and
Social Effects
Alternatives to
the submitted
scheme

Economic and
Social Effects
Costs of the
scheme

Comparative cost
analysis and alternative
scheme options require
further examination.

Costs of the scheme
and costs of alternatives
to the submitted scheme
There is a local need to
communicate greater

1

The case for the scheme
sets out the development of
options from 1998 and
provides a comparison of the
six options assessed within
the A14 study and the
addition of options 7 and 7b.
Some background
information on the alternative
schemes and options
appraisal including an
economic appraisal is
provided in Appendix C.
Highways England’s
response to the Second
Written Questions, Question
2.7.2 (HE/A14/EX/93)
provides an explanation of

Not Agreed.

Not Agreed.

1

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/2.%20PostSubmission/Application%20Documents/Other%20Documents/A14%207.1%20Case%20for%20the%20
Scheme.pdf

HE/A14/EX/165

PC06/9

September 2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme

Ref

7

Principal Issue

Transportation
and Traffic
Traffic flow
predictions and
their
consequences
for the
environment

SoCG Report Update - Deadline 10

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

levels of certainty
regarding the cost of the
scheme. It is considered
that there is a lack of
detail regarding scheme
costs and costs of
alternative schemes.

the economic appraisal of
the scheme and includes
detail on the overall cost
savings for removing the
Huntingdon Viaduct.

Concerns that removing
Huntingdon Viaduct
would create substantial
adverse local traffic
impacts.

A traffic model has been
produced to assess the
impact of the scheme.

Further stakeholder
comment: Highways
England do not appear
to have produced a
traffic model for the
option retaining the
viaduct and building a 4lane bypass and,
consequently there is no
data on the potential
traffic flow management
benefits of this option.
We believe that the
removal of the viaduct
and the construction of
new roads linking the
truncated ends of the
current A14 will
substantially increase
congestion on the
Brampton to Huntingdon
road and make road
access to Huntingdon
from the west
significantly more
difficult.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

Not Agreed.

Two scenarios have been
modelled; the Do-Minimum
scenario, which represents
the situation where there are
limited changes to the
existing road network and
the viaduct is retained; and
the Do-Something scenario,
which represents the
situation where the scheme
is implemented and the
viaduct is removed and
replaced by local road
connections. The DoSomething therefore
necessarily consider
predicted traffic flows on
local roads as a result of the
removal of the viaduct.
2

The Transport Assessment
sets out the figures for the
impacts on Brampton Road.
The impact of the scheme
has been determined by
comparing the forecast traffic
flows, journey times and
delays in these two
scenarios. The removal of
the viaduct would enable the
creation of new local road
connections that would
provide improved access
into Huntingdon Town
centre, would reduce traffic
levels and reduce delays on
a number of other key routes
in to the town. In particular,
there would be a substantial

2

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/2.%20PostSubmission/Application%20Documents/Other%20Documents/A14%207.2%20Transport%20Assessme
nt.pdf
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Ref

Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update - Deadline 10

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

reduction in the amount of
traffic using the Old Town
Bridge and travelling through
Godmanchester to join the
A14.
The option of retaining the
viaduct and building a four
lane bypass was considered
at the options stage
(comprising option 5) and
was taken to public
consultation in September
2013, along with other
options. Within the
supporting document to the
Consultation A14 Cambridge
to Huntingdon improvement
scheme Technical Review of
Options, the table on pages
54-58 provides a high level
comparison of the options.
Whilst traffic data was stated
for the proposed scheme
only (at page 40 of the
document), work supporting
this comparison made use of
the CHARM1 traffic model.
The responses to the
Examining Authorities
Second Written Questions3
2.12.18 and 2.12.19
explaining why the removal
of Huntingdon Viaduct is
necessary provides further
details.
8

Design and
Engineering
The A428
requires
investment

Upgrading the A428
would be an important
component of an
integrated solution. The
A428 upgrade would
provide greater
resilience to the local
and strategic road
network.

The Roads Investment
Strategy published as part of
the Autumn Statement of
2014 indicated a
Government commitment to
upgrading the remaining
single carriageway section of
the A428 subject to such a
scheme offering value for
money and proceeding
through statutory processes.
This scheme, which is the

Agreed.

3

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%207/Highways%20England%20-%20HEA14-EX93%20Response%20to%20ExAs%20Second%20Written%20Questions%20Huntingdon%20Viaduct%20
Response%20Collated.pdf
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Ref

Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update - Deadline 10

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

subject of a feasibility study,
would be complementary to
the A14 improvement. It
would not replace the need
for the A14 scheme as the
road caters for different
traffic movements.
9

Design and
Engineering
On balance, it is
agreeable that
the A1 is
planned to the
west of
Buckden

10

Transportation
and Traffic
Modelling data
is needed

There is pressing need
for a future bypass and
the fact that A1
improvement study has
been approved is a
welcomed development.

Your comment is noted.

Agreed.

There has been a lack of
detail regarding traffic
modelling.

The Traffic Modelling Update
Report was submitted to the
Examining Authority (ExA)
for Deadline 2 of the
examination timetable (15
June 2015).

Agreed.

Interested Parties had until 7
July 2015 (Deadline 3) to
respond to the Traffic
Modelling Update Report.
Buckden Parish was invited
to the Parish Update on 29
June 2015 at Huntingdon
Marriot Hotel to discuss this
and other issues further.
A Local Traffic Impact Report
was submitted as part of
Deadline 6 to present the
findings of sensitivity testing
undertaken in response to
concerns raised by
Cambridgeshire County
Council and Cambridge City
Council on the Cambridge to
Huntingdon A14 Road Model
(CHARM).
11

Design and
Engineering
Location of
borrow pits

HE/A14/EX/165

Borrow pits should not
preclude the delivery of
the potential new bypass for Buckden. The
council wishes to see
the location of the
borrow pits to the west
of Brampton reviewed to
ensure future schemes
are feasible without
affecting unduly

PC06/12

The proposed scheme as
shown within the DCO
application does not
preclude the construction of
an A1 bypass should such a
scheme be brought forward.

Agreed.

There are a number of
options for making use of the
borrow pits that enable a
future Buckden bypass on

September 2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme

Ref

Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update - Deadline 10

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

properties within the
parish that are to the
west of the A1.

the A1 to be constructed.
There is a potential
alignment for a bypass west
of Buckden that re-joins the
A1 near the A14 divert and
avoids the borrow pits. To
clarify, these are potential
future provisions and are
separate to the proposed
A14 scheme.

Further stakeholder
comment: We were
informed by Highways
England at the Parish
th
Update on 29 June
2015 that movement of
borrow pits to facilitate
the development of a
future new route for the
A1 is outside the remit of
the A14 scheme.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

On 14th July 2015 we
were advised of the
potential for Highways
England to use material
from the demolition of
the Huntingdon viaduct
and its embankments to
fill in the borrow pits in
the vicinity of Brampton
Hut.
We would welcome
further discussions on
this issue.
12

Borrow pits
Use, restoration
and legacy of
borrow pits

Concerned about the
restoration of borrow pits
sites and potential for
permanent
environmental impacts.
On balance it is
reasonable that material
is extracted from the
closest point with the
minimum required for
the construction of the
A14 embankments.

The need to use borrow pits
to supply the majority of the
raw materials for
construction of the A14
scheme is a long established
and agreed
requirement. This has been
consulted upon by
Cambridgeshire County
Council as mineral planning
authority through the
development plan process
and provides the most
environmentally acceptable
and cost effective solution to
the raw material needs of the
scheme. As part of the
development plan
preparation process these
areas have been widely
consulted upon prior to
adoption of the plan.

Agreed.

The proposals are set out in
the Borrow Pits – Design,
Restoration and Aftercare

HE/A14/EX/165
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Ref

Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update - Deadline 10

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

4

Proposals (HE/A14/EX/104)
published in August 2015.
Commercial quarries exist in
the area, however to import
the quantities of material
required (5 million m³) on the
local road network would
result in a significant
increase in lorry movements
on an already congested
network. It is also difficult to
forecast the future
availability and quality of fill
that would be available from
local quarries at the time
when construction would
start.
Pursuant to DCO
Requirement 10, the borrow
pits would be restored in
accordance with the Borrow
Pits Restoration Plan
contained in Appendix 3.3 of
the Environmental
Statement. The specific
detail of the restoration
proposals for each borrow
pit, including detailed
landscaping works and
planting specifications,
would be determined by
Highways England during
the detailed design phase of
the scheme, and in light of
on-going geophysical
investigations, in
consultation with the County
Council and the local
planning authority.
There are a number of
factors that would ultimately
influence the final restoration
designs for the borrow pits
which it is not possible to
close out at this time due to
the nature of the scheme
procurement and design
process. The final
4

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%207/Highways%20England%20-%20HEA14-EX-104%20Borrow%20Pits%20%20Design,%20Restoration%20and%20Aftercare%20Proposals.pdf
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Ref

Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update - Deadline 10

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

implemented design would
be influenced by further work
with respect to detailed
construction and operational
provisions for the borrow
pits, further environmental
surveys, and refinement of
restoration details and
aftercare arrangements.
Highways England would
maintain the borrow pits
while in ownership of the
land. After the 10 year
period, should the land be
sold, the purchaser would be
responsible for the
maintenance of the borrow
pits. Sale of land prior to
maintenance period would
include a condition that the
land is to be maintained.
13

Design and
Engineering
NMU facilities

As part of the A14
improvement scheme,
Highways England
should provide:
• NMU facilities from
Brampton to Brampton
Wood.
• A cycle path should
be constructed from
Buckden to Grafham
Water.
• NMU facilities linking
Buckden to Grafham
and Grafham Water.
The Parish Council also
expressed concern
about the practicalities
of the Mere Way
changes.

The scheme proposed would
reinstate a bridleway link
between Brampton (West
End) and Brampton Wood,
which leads to Grafham
Water (via bridleway 19),
and would use new grade
separated crossings of the
A1 and A14. Bridleways are
available for use by
equestrians, cyclists and
pedestrians. The new
facilities would also create
links with footpaths 28/2 and
28/15 and the west side of
the new A14/A1 alignment.
Links are also provided with
Brampton Hut services and
Grafham Road. Grafham
Road carries the National
Cycle Route 12, which links
with Grafham Water. The
new facilities provide also a
circular route from Grafham
Road bridge to Brampton
Hut services on each side of
the new A14/A1 alignment,
and would link all of the
public rights of way on each
side of the route between
those locations.

Agreed.

Buckden is linked to
Grafham Water currently by

HE/A14/EX/165
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Ref

Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update - Deadline 10

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

minor roads and footpath
32/7. This route is some way
from the A14 improvement
scheme, and as a result,
upgrading of footpath 32/7 to
bridleway for use by
equestrians and cyclists
could not form part of the
DCO for the scheme and
would be a matter for
Cambridgeshire County
Council. However, shared
footway/cycleways would be
provided as part of the
Buckden Road junction
modifications. These
facilities would link the
existing shared
footway/cycleway from
Buckden, on the east side of
the A1 to the new
roundabout, eastwards from
the roundabout to link with
the existing facility on
Brampton Road, and
westwards to link with the
existing byway 32/11, which
links to Graffham Road.
There are also proposals
within the RAF Brampton
development for a bridleway
link from existing rights of
way which together would
link Brampton Road with
Graffham Road, which would
link with the circular route
referred to in above.
Highways England, as part
of the on-going legacy of the
scheme will work with local
stakeholders and the County
Council to explore
opportunities to support
NMU provision. This includes
a measure through the
establishment of a
Community Fund that would
be subject to a competitive
bidding process.
14

Noise and
Vibration
Noise

HE/A14/EX/165

There are local concerns
about the volume of
traffic and the impacts
this could have on the
environment. In

PC06/16

The Environmental
Statement has not identified
any likely significant adverse
noise and vibration effects at
Buckden village as a result

Agreed.

September 2015
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Ref

Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update - Deadline 10

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

particular, the impacts
on the Hinchingbrooke
area including the
school, hospital and
police headquarters’.

of the Scheme and
additional noise mitigation
has not been investigated.
Noise assessments are
carried out through using the
worst case scenario, which
accounts for downwind. The
village is located around
900m from the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. Thus, the
village is not a specific
receptor for noise as it is
located beyond the area of
influence as set out in
relevant guidance.

Effective route-wide
mitigation is required.
The quietest possible
road surfaces should be
used to mitigate noise
impacts. Wind direction
causes noise
disturbance from the
existing A1. Thus noise
from the new road must
be addressed.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

Low road noise surfaces are
complementary to the A14
scheme specifically focusing
on any areas with Important
Area (IA) status (significant
noise problems). It is
assumed that low road noise
surfacing would be
implemented at Important
Areas on the existing
network by 2021 before the
A14 scheme is complete.
This has not been modelled
as part of the benefits of the
scheme, but it would
generate up to 3 DB
reduction in noise impacts.
Traffic on the section of
Brampton Road between
Hinchingbrooke and Edison
Bell Way is forecast to
increase in the order of 22%
when comparing with/
without scheme options in
2035. This is an inevitable
consequence of the
connection of two link roads
within Huntingdon.
Dialogue will continue
through liaison with parish
councils.

15

Landscape and
Visual Effects
Visual impact

HE/A14/EX/165

It is considered that light
impacts would become
apparent once the
scheme is constructed.
The Parish Council are
particularly concerned
regarding lights from

PC06/17

The scheme proposes
intermittent screen planting
with fast and large growing
trees such as poplar and
willow on the floodplain
either side of the River Great
Ouse Viaduct. This planting

Agreed.

September 2015
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Ref

Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update - Deadline 10

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

moving vehicles. The
planting of trees from
Buckden to Offord
needs to be carefully
considered.

would be intermittent to
provide flight paths for bats
to fly under the viaduct.
Dense planting linking with
an existing hedgerow is
proposed around the outer
embankment slops of a
proposed retention pond
east of the river. There
would be a small portion of
planted embankment at the
western abutment of the
proposed bridge over the
railway. Off-site planting
which would be subject to
agreement from affected
land owners, could be
discussed and investigated.

Bishops Way, Green
Way will suffer visual
impacts which require
mitigation. Planting to
screen the road is
essential, especially
from the HGVs. Trees
will take too long to grow
from saplings.
Therefore, some mature
trees are required within
planting schemes to
provide instant cover.
An alternative scheme
would alleviate the local
impacts.

16

Other Matters
Preserving the
Observation
Post is
supported as a
military relic

HE/A14/EX/165

There should be
adequate measures to
protect the WW2
Observation Post during
the construction phase.

PC06/18

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

Extensive landscape
measures are proposed to
mitigate the impact of the
new highway embankments.
Environmental bunds,
creation of false cuttings,
tree and shrub planting,
establishment of grassland,
use of hedgerows and
structural planting are
included in figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement
Figures (document reference
6.2), and would be
developed further at the
detailed design stage. Figure
3.2 Sheets 5 and 6 can be
found in Appendix E.
The Royal Observer Corps
building complex
(Observation Post) is
identified in the ES as Asset
169 (chapter 9, Section
9.3.56 of the ES). The
proposed work in this area
requires improvements to
the existing access track that
links to Lodge Farm. The
work would be limited to this
area and as a result the
asset would not be impacted
by the scheme. Due to
discussions with the Royal
Observer Corps and in
conjunction with their
Statement of Common

Agreed.
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Ref

Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update - Deadline 10

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

Ground, concerns have been
addressed that construction
activities (movement of HGV
and plant) may impact on the
Observation Post.
During the construction
phase, the Observation Post
would be fenced off with
panels. Effective
construction management
plans would be in place
during the construction
phase and construction
contractors would be made
aware of the location of the
post and the need for its
protection. The Royal
Observer Corps have
entered into a SoCG with
Highways England in relation
to this matter.
17

Other Matters
Buckden Marina
Complex

18

Transportation
and Traffic
Construction
sites and
vehicles

Concerned about the
proximity of the Buckden
Marina Complex to the
scheme and if the
impacts on residents of
the Buckden Marina
Complex been
considered.

Highways England have
entered into a Statement of
Common Ground with
Buckden Marina Residents
Association to discuss their
concerns.

Agreed.

The Parish Council have
found it difficult to
identify details regarding
construction sites,
access routes and
construction vehicles.

Construction sites are shown
on Figure 14.3 in Volume 6.2
of the Environmental
Statement. Highways
England will be consulting
the community before
construction compound sites
are established.
Additional information
regarding the Code of
Construction Practice and
construction traffic
management is in Appendix
D and an outline of the Local
Environmental Management
Plan.
Construction works
associated with a road
scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some
impacts on local
communities and the
environment and that the
impacts have been assessed

Agreed.

Some information was
provided at the Parish
Update on 29th June –
more details are needed
when available.

19

Transportation
and Traffic
Impact of
construction
traffic

HE/A14/EX/165

There is no practical
reason for construction
traffic to use Buckden as
a route. This needs to
be enforced - existing
congestion is a concern
and construction traffic
should be prohibited.

PC06/19

Agreed.
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Ref

Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update - Deadline 10

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Lorries cannot physically
access over the Offord
crossing.

are reported in the
Environmental Statement.
Measures to mitigate likely
significant adverse impacts
are also reported in the ES,
including the Code of
Construction Practice
(CoCP) (Appendix 20.2).

At the Parish Update on
29th June the maps
displayed indicated that
only the A1 in the
Buckden area would be
used for construction
traffic. However, this
was not definitive.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

The Code of Construction
Practice (document
reference 6.3, appendix
20.2) sets out control
measures and standards
that would be implemented
throughout construction of
the scheme.
As part of this the
contractors appointed to
build the scheme would be
required to prepare a traffic
management plan which
would describe the traffic
management, safety and
control measures proposed
during construction of the
scheme. The requirement to
produce a traffic
management plan after
consultation with the relevant
planning authority is set out
at paragraph 8 of Part 1 of
Schedule 2 of the Draft
Development Consent Order
(application document
reference 3.1).
The traffic management plan
would include details of
measures to be implemented
to reduce construction traffic
impacts as well as a list of
roads which may be used by
construction traffic in the
vicinity of the site including
any restrictions to
construction traffic on these
routes. The traffic
management plan would be
communicated to
stakeholders where
stakeholders would then
have the opportunity to
discuss their views.
Additionally, Highways

HE/A14/EX/165
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Ref

Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update - Deadline 10

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

England would require each
of its main contractors to
have a construction
environmental management
plan (CEMP) certified to BS
EN ISO14001 Environmental
Management Systems –
specification with guidance
for use (BSI, 2004).
Each CEMP will include
appropriate control
measures, and monitoring
systems to be employed
during planning and
constructing the works for all
relevant topic areas.
These control measures will
be derived from relevant
commitments including from
within the Environmental
Statement (ES), CoCP,
Local Environmental
Management Plans (LEMPs)
and DCO. The LEMPs will
commit to site specific
control measures in line with
the LEMP template within
Annex 1 of the CoCP.
The measures will be
developed following
consultation with the relevant
local authorities and other
stakeholders. Compliance
with the CoCP is secured by
paragraph 4 of Part 1
Schedule 2 to the DCO.

HE/A14/EX/165
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

23.9.15

Name:

John Chase, Clerk

Signature:

On behalf of:

Buckden Parish Council

Date:

23 September 2015

HE/A14/EX/165
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Appendix A – Relevant representation
Copy of relevant representation submitted to the Planning Inspectorate
‘Buckden Parish Council wishes to register its interest in the Development
Consent Order process for the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement
Scheme. Although the Council broadly supports the principal objectives of
the scheme, it still believes that these objectives could be fully achieved at a
significantly lower cost to the public purse if the option of retaining the
Huntingdon viaduct and building the new Huntingdon bypass between
Ellington and Swavesey as a D2 Dual 2 lane carriageway is reconsidered
and accepted. We request that as part of the DCO process the Planning
Executive carry out a full comparative cost analysis of this option and the
currently proposed scheme. Whichever scheme is finally adopted, Buckden
Parish Council does have a number of specific concerns related to the
construction and post- construction phases. The Council’s concerns during
the construction phase include:
1. That adequate steps are taken to stringently limit the impact of potential
traffic flow disruption and traffic congestion through and around
Buckden village including on the section of the A1 that lies within the
parish
2. That all temporary changes such as utilisation of land and public rights
of way for diverted agricultural traffic are in operation for the minimum
time necessary and are fully restored to their original condition by the
end of this phase
3. That adequate mitigation measures are in place to minimise the
environmental impact of construction sites/camps in terms of noise,
particulates and light pollution as well as associated vehicle movements
The Council has further concerns that relate to the legacy of the
scheme. These include:

HE/A14/EX/165

•

That all necessary measures should be taken to minimise any
negative impact of the scheme on the environment in and
around Buckden, particularly relating to noise, light, particulate
and air pollution. This should include a requirement for the
Highways Agency to put in place amelioration measures for
problems of this nature identified within a period of 12 months
following the completion of the scheme.

•

That all borrow/steal pits used for the extraction of gravel , clay
and sands for use as construction materials should be closed
and the land restored to its original use as soon as the
construction phase is complete

•

That opportunities to provide tangible and lasting benefits for
communities located adjacent to the scheme are given full and
sympathetic consideration and support.’

PC06/23
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Appendix B: Huntingdon Viaduct
Further information has been submitted in Highways England’s Response to
ExA’s Second Written Questions: Huntingdon Viaduct Response Collated
(HE/A14/EX/93) at Deadline 7. Please refer to link below:
http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%207/Highways%20
England%20-%20HE-A14-EX93%20Response%20to%20ExAs%20Second%20Written%20Questions%20
Huntingdon%20Viaduct%20Response%20Collated.pdf
Removal of the Viaduct
It is proposed to remove the viaduct for principally the following reasons:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Removal supports Huntingdon District Council’s strategic
regeneration objectives, as articulated in the West Area Action Plan,
as well as enhancing the character of the Huntingdon Conservation
Area;
Removal is a condition of local authority financial contributions to the
scheme;
Removal would improve air quality in the town as a consequence of
the redirection of strategic traffic to the new bypass;
Removal enables improved road connections within the town, to the
existing link roads, notably to the railway station, and also to the
hospital and secondary school for those travelling from
Godmanchester;
Removal improves accessibility of the town for local travellers;
Due to continued use by strategic traffic, its retention would not
resolve congestion at Brampton Hut and Spittals Interchange;
There is an ongoing annual maintenance cost of £342,000 whilst the
viaduct remains; and
The economic life of the existing viaduct is ten years only in its
current use, due to anticipated increased traffic requiring widening
which could only be achieved through demolition and rebuild. This
would require additional land take in an urban area.

Environmental benefits in removal of viaduct
The Transport Assessment (document reference 7.1) states a reduction in
traffic on the A14 between the viaduct and Spittals Interchange from 78,600
to 27,600 annual average daily traffic (AADT) flows in the opening year of the
scheme. If the viaduct were to remain then a proportion of this traffic would
continue to use the existing route, with consequential noise and air quality
impacts.
The Huntingdon area is currently designated as an air quality management
area where annual mean NO2 concentrations exceed the relevant air quality
objective. Huntingdon is the main area where improvements in air quality are
predicted to occur as a result of the scheme; the re-routing of traffic onto the
new road takes traffic away from the urban areas of Huntingdon.
In addition, the continued use of the existing route by HGVs would
detrimentally impact on the safety objectives of the scheme in that a
proportion of the strategic traffic would continue to pass through an urban
area rather than make use of the bypass.

HE/A14/EX/165
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Economic development within Huntingdon
There are significant non-monetised benefits from removal of the viaduct
through addressing severance issues that the viaduct creates and also
through improved access to Huntingdon town centre and the railway station
via the proposed new link roads. These potential benefits reflect the
Huntingdon West Area Action Plan, prepared by Huntingdonshire District
Council and adopted in 2011, which sets out a plan for development of West
Huntingdon and diversification of the local economy based on the removal of
the viaduct. Within the vision statement for the West Area Action Plan it says:
‘New and improved transport routes will enable better, easier and more
sustainable travel patterns enabling new land uses that will reflect the
improved accessibility of the location. The new routes will help to break down
the barrier caused by the main roads and enhance the connections and interrelationships between this area and the rest of the town centre.’
The removal of the viaduct and the creation of local roads, as set out within
the proposed scheme, are essential to the achievement of the vision. The
viaduct currently passes through the Huntingdon Conservation Area; its
removal would therefore enhance the character of the conservation area.
Local connections and access
The proposed scheme includes the creation of a link road that connects the
de-trunked A14 to the East of Huntingdon with that to the West via a new
road across Mill Common, the Brampton Road making use of the Brampton
Road Bridge over the east Coast Mainline railway, and a new road crossing
Views Common. This retains an East/West passage for vehicles, other than
heavy goods vehicles, through Huntingdon and supports the scheme
objective of connecting people by helping to put the right traffic on the right
roads. It improves access to the railway station and, in connecting with the
recently constructed link road running parallel with the railway and the inner
ring road within Huntingdon, it improves accessibility to the town centre.
Access to the hospital and secondary school via Brampton Road
Bridge is maintained
The removal of the viaduct and the creation of local link roads would also
improve access into Huntingdon for residents of Godmanchester, providing
them with an alternative to the B1044 which crosses the Old Town Bridge, so
reducing traffic levels on this historic structure. This again supports the
scheme objective of connecting people.
Local authority support
For all of the above reasons, local authorities in Huntingdon and
Cambridgeshire have stated that they would not support any scheme which
retained the A14 viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway as it would be
a constraint to plans for local regeneration and economic development and in
conflict with their local plans.
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Appendix C: Summary of scheme and route
options assessment
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS) considered the
contribution that low cost measures could make to addressing the problems
and issues on the A14. All multi-modal studies were tasked with doing this
and the conclusions were much the same. In the CHUMMS case, the
conclusion was that low cost options alone could not provide a satisfactory
solution, but could make a useful contribution to the solution. Hence the
recommendation to invest in public transport measures (the guided busway
and the Felixstowe to Nuneaton rail upgrade), traffic calming in local villages
and demand restraint in Cambridge city centre. But providing more capacity
on the strategic trunk road remained essential.
The development of the scheme and route options considered is set out in
the Case for the Scheme (Chapter 4) (document reference 7.1).
The Option Generation and Initial Sifting Report conducted by Atkins in 2012
for the Department for Transport (DfT) provided options to alleviate transport
problems in the A14 corridor around Cambridge and Huntingdon.
As part of these options, two options (Option 45 and Option 46) were
considered where the proposed A14 scheme was routed further west of
Brampton. These options were discounted in part due to environmental
reasons. Option 45 was rejected as it would pass through Buckden Landfill
Site and have a high impact to the Godmanchester community. Option 46
was rejected due to the visual impacts and increased requirement for land
acquisition/relocation of electricity infrastructure and proximity to
Godmanchester and Brampton communities.
As a result of this evaluation process six highways options for the scheme
emerged and are outlined in the A14 Study: Output 3 Package Testing and
Appraisal Report, conducted by Atkins in 2012. This provided six options, of
which Options 2 - 6 involved a two or three lane Huntingdon Southern
Bypass running to the south-west of Brampton.
Further appraisal of these options against economic, environmental and
social and community criteria was carried out as part of the study. Option 3
and Option 5 were identified as offering the best overall solutions. Due to the
need to provide a scheme that performed well in economic, environmental
and social terms, the best performing aspects of Options 3 and 5 were
combined to provide a seventh option.
Option 7 was further refined and modelled as per the previous six options
and emerged from the A14 Study as the preferred option to be taken forward
into more detailed development. Following further refinement Option 7B
emerged. This preferred option was subject to a value engineering exercise
to explore modifications which would offer improvement in certain key areas.
This option was further refined to include a different layout at the Brampton
Interchange whereby the A14 crossed the A1 near Brampton Hut on an
elevated section of road.
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Appendix D: Code of Construction Practice
The Code of Construction Practice (document reference 6.3, appendix 20.2)
sets out control measures and standards that would be implemented
throughout construction of the scheme. As part of this the contractors
appointed to build the scheme would be required to prepare a traffic
management plan which would describe the traffic management, safety and
control measures proposed during construction of the scheme. The
requirement to produce a traffic management plan after consultation with the
relevant planning authority is set out at paragraph 8 of Part 1 of Schedule 2
of the Draft Development Consent Order (application document reference
3.1).
The main contractors would consult with the local highway authority
regarding routes that may be used by the main contractors to access the
construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as
far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on
the local road network. Traffic management plans for the construction works
would be submitted to Highways England which would be reviewed with the
local authorities. Further information on the contents of a Traffic
Management plan is contained in document 6.3 Environmental Statement
Appendix 20.2, section 15.1.
The contractor will be required to identify routing of construction vehicles in
consultation with the local authorities and the police and measures to seek to
reduce disruption to journeys for all types of travellers, including pedestrians,
cyclists and equestrians.
A Code of Construction Practice has been prepared for the scheme which
sets out mitigation measures and standards of work to be used by Highways
England and its contractors. The Code of Construction Practice and the
further management plans described in it are designed to control impacts on
people, businesses and the natural and historic environment resulting from
the scheme.
Additionally, mitigation in regard to air quality and noise and vibration will be
applied, reducing the impacts from construction on communities. See ES
chapters 8 and 14 respectively for further information.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning Inspectorate
as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the Applicant,
and Coton Parish Council. It refers to the application for the proposed A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and
approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the
de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk road
between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–submission of
the DCO application. This includes meetings, emails and letters
related to the discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed between
Highways England and Coton Parish Council, in line with the
principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter,
including comments from Coton Parish on whether the matters
are agreed, not agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record
of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to PINS.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Coton is situated on the western edge of Cambridge. The Parish Council
represents the people living in the local area on issues that affect the
community, directly or indirectly. The Council has powers to act and spend
money for the benefit of the parish. Some of these require the support of the
District or County to facilitate them. The jurisdiction of the Parish Council
stretches from the A1303 to the north, south to Barton Road, east to the M11
and Barton Road and east to the end of Whitwell Way.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Coton Parish Council.

Date

Type of engagement

Summary of discussion

2 March
2015

Parish Council up-date
meeting

A representative from the Parish Council attended the
update meeting held on the 2 March 2015. The update
presented the Development Consent Order application
process and in particular the examination process.

11 March
2015

Pre-examination relevant
representation

Please see Appendix A for a copy of the relevant
representation submitted to the Planning Inspectorate.

20 May
2015

SoCG discussion

Telephone discussion held between Coton Parish
Council and Highways England representatives to
discuss and prepare a Statement of Common Ground.
Section 3 of this report provides a summary of the
issues raised.

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Coton Parish Council.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5

The Parish Council’s relevant representation formed the basis for the
discussion at the SoCG meeting. A copy of the Parish Council’s relevant
representation can be found at Appendix A.

2.1.6

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2 and 3 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Coton Parish Council,
and therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between the
parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent that
they are either not of material interest or relevance to Coton Parish Council.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and Coton Parish Council at the telephone discussion on 20 May 2015. It
outlines Highways England responses to stakeholder issues raised and
whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The
matters are addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of
the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

1

Transportation
and Traffic
Support for the
scheme

In principle the Parish
Council is in favour of the
improvement of the A14. It is
widely accepted there is a
need to invest in resolving
repeated congestion and
associated issues on
surrounding local traffic.

Noted.

Agreed.

2

Design and
Engineering
Ability to access
northbound
routes from
Coton

Constraints remain for
vehicles heading
northbound to the A14 from
Coton which create local
transport and environmental
impacts which cannot be
resolved with the proposed
scheme junction designs.

Your point is noted.
However, issues relating to
northbound access from
Coton onto the M11 to
subsequently join the A14
are outside of the scope of
the A14 improvement
scheme. This scheme does
not preclude further work in
the future.

Not agreed.

3

Design and
Engineering
The need to
upgrade the
A428

The A428 is an outstanding
issue of local concern. The
Parish Council notes that
these improvements sit
outside of the scope of the
scheme. However, poor
connectivity remains given
the missing movements at
Girton Interchange; Coton’s
specific concerns are in the
ability to access southbound
routes heading towards
London from the A428.

The Road Investment
Strategy published as part of
the Autumn Statement of
2014 indicated a
government commitment to
upgrading the remaining
single carriageway section
of the A428 subject to such
a scheme offering value for
money and proceeding
through statutory processes.
This scheme, which is the
subject of a feasibility study,
would be complementary to
the A14 improvement. It
would not replace the need
for the A14 scheme as the
road caters for different
traffic movements.
Whilst it is not proposed as
part of the scheme to
provide connections at
Girton Interchange between
the A428 and the A14 or

Not agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

M11, the scheme does not
preclude the provision of
works to accommodate
these movements.
Highways England’s
response to Question 1.5.9
contained in the Response
to the First Written
Questions (Report 5, Design
and Engineering Standards)
indicates a possible future
solution which sits outside
the scope of the current A14
road improvements scheme,
which provides for
movements between:
•
•

•

4

Noise and
Vibration
Noise impacts
remain

HE/A14/EX/142

Although low noise surfacing
is being considered,
concerns remain over the
potential noise impacts,
especially from the elevated
section of the road on the
new westbound curve of the
Girton junction.

PC07/5

A428 eastbound and
A14 westbound;
A428 eastbound and
M11 southbound (via
the new local access
road); and
M11 northbound and
A428 westbound. To
clarify these are
potential future
improvements outwith
the remit of the current
scheme.

The noise study area is
defined in line with DMRB
HD213/11 as 600 metres
around new or altered
highways and sections of
existing roads within 1 km of
the new works that are
predicted to be subject to a
change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a
result of the scheme on
opening.
Existing roads subject to a
change of 1dB(A) or more
have been identified based
on the traffic forecasts
predictions provided in
chapter 7 of the ES, as
required by DMRB
HD213/11.
A change of 1dB(A) relates
to an increase in flow by at
least 25% or decrease by
20% in the scheme opening

Not agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

year (excluding those where
the predicted traffic flow was
less than 1000 vehicles per
18 hour day in both withScheme and withoutScheme scenarios).
Collectively these are called
‘affected routes’ whether
there is a possibility of a
change of 1dBLA10, 18h or
more in the short term or
possibility of a change of
3dBLA10, 18h or more in
the long-term.
A change in road traffic
noise of 1 dB(A) in the short
term is the smallest that is
considered perceptible.
The village of Coton is more
than 1,400 metres beyond
the immediate study area for
the operation of the scheme
as defined by DMRB
213/111 as shown on sheet
15 of figure 14.7 of the ES
Figures.
The closest residential
development in the village is
1.9 km and it is 2.1 km to
the centre the village from
the A14.
Accordingly, Coton is
outside the spatial scope of
the assessment and is
considered unlikely to
experience any noticeable
change in road traffic noise
as a result of the scheme.
Further to this, there are no
noise effects to report in
relation to affected routes in
Coton.
In summary, it is concluded
that no adverse impacts are
likely at Coton due to noise
arising from the construction
and operation of the
proposed scheme, including
the A14 trunk road
westbound link
embankment.
Across the scheme as a
whole, noise mitigation has
been proposed using the
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

following hierarchy of
avoiding, reducing and
offsetting effects. Some of
the proposed measures
include:

HE/A14/EX/142
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•

Materials: The proposed
scheme incorporates
low noise road surfacing
including the
assumption that
Highways England
would have completed
installation of low noise
surfacing at Important
Areas (where 1% of the
population is affected by
the highest noise levels)
on the existing network
by 2021 with or without
the proposed scheme
(refer to section 14.2.22
of the ES).

•

Layout: The alignment
of the new sections of
the proposed scheme
has been selected to
minimise environmental
impact, including noise,
as far as sustainable.
Additional noise
mitigation has been
incorporated into the
scheme (section 14.5
and table 14.21 of the
ES), in the form of noise
fence barriers.

•

Receptor mitigation:
Where sustainable
scheme mitigation has
been exhausted, and
the residual noise levels
exceed the relevant
trigger values at
residential dwellings,
noise insulation would
be provided in
accordance with the
Noise Insulation
Regulations. This
situation does not arise
at properties at the
Girton Interchange.
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

5

Transportation
and Transport
Public transport
links need to be
improved

The need to provide better
bus routes and convenient
stops remains. Routes are
physically constrained within
villages, especially Coton.
Any improvement needs to
fit with the allocations made
within the Local Growth
Fund for transport
improvement into
Cambridge. However, the
Parish Council recognises
that this aspect is outside of
the scope of the A14
improvement scheme.

Noted.

Agreed.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

10 September 2015

Name:

Mark Abbott, Acting Chair

Signature:

On behalf of:

Coton Parish Council

Date:

04.09.15
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Appendix A – Relevant representation

5.1.1

Copy of relevant representation submitted to the Planning Inspectorate
‘Coton Parish Council wishes to make representations about:

HE/A14/EX/142

•

The planned layout of roads affected by the scheme;

•

Provision of public transportation in the affected areas, including (but not
limited to) frequent coach services along the M11 and A14, linked with local
buses, to allow a substantial movement from cars to coaches on these
major trunk roads;

•

Provision of cycling routes in the affected areas;

•

Pedestrian safety in the affected areas;

•

Impact of the scheme on local communities;

•

Effects on through traffic to London.’
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Appendix B – Possible future layout at Girton
Interchange

6.1.1

The possible future layout at Girton Interchange to provide additional
vehicular movements (future works indicated in pink).

6.1.2

A fully free flow solution (in which traffic can flow freely from one carriageway
to another via a dedicated interchange link, as opposed to having to
negotiate a junction) for the missing connections may also be physically
possible, but would involve the construction of a large number of bridges over
live carriageways and would therefore be significantly more expensive to
construct than the layout suggested above.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning Inspectorate
as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the Applicant,
and Dry Drayton Parish Council. It refers to the application for the proposed
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to
the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and
approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the
de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk road
between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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Structure of the Statement of Common Ground
This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the discussions,
including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and the Parish Council, in
line with the principal issues set out in Annex C of the
Rule 6 letter. Including comments from the Parish Council
on whether the matters are agreed, not agreed or still
under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to PINS.

Appendix B

Noise mitigation plan.
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Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Dry Drayton is situated five miles north west of Cambridge. The Parish
Council is made up of local people to represent the interests of residents of
Dry Drayton. The jurisdiction of the Parish Council lies with those issues
that affect the parish, both directly and indirectly.

2.1.2

The Dry Drayton Parish and Highways England have a long track record of
engagement with regards the A14 Improvement Scheme. The following is a
record of the most recent engagement.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

20 March
2014

Meeting
(progress /
update
discussions)

Early engagement meeting with the Parish Council
which covered the DCO process and reasons for early
engagement, and opportunities for further
engagement. The Parish Council raised the following
issues:
− The desire to see improved cycle routes to
Cambridge as part of legacy of scheme.
− How extensively new development in the area will
impact the A14, A428 and ultimately the M11.
The Townlands Trust site was also discussed.

24
February
2015

Pre-examination A copy of the Parish Council’s pre-examination
relevant
relevant representation submitted to PINS is in
representation
Appendix A.

2 March
2015

Parish Council
Update
meetings

A representative from the parish council attended the
update meeting held on the 2 March 2015. The
update presented the Development Consent Order
application process and in particular the examination
process.

10 June
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground (SoCG)
meeting

Attendees included representatives of Dry Drayton
Parish Council and Highways England.

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Dry Drayton Parish
Council.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5

The Parish Council’s relevant representation formed the basis for the
discussion at the SoCG meeting. A copy of the Parish Council’s relevant
representation can be found at Appendix A.
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It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2 and 3 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Dry Drayton Parish
Council, and therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between
the parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent
that they are either not of material interest or relevance to Dry Drayton Parish
Council.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and Dry Drayton Parish Council at the meeting on 10 June 2015. It outlines
Highways England’s responses to stakeholder issues raised and whether the
stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The matters are
addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of the Rule 6
letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

1

Transportation
and Traffic
Local agreement
in principle with
the need for the
A14
improvement
scheme

The Parish Council are in
favour of the A14 upgrade in
principle.
The upgrade is overdue; the
accident rate is tragic, and
the existing congestion on
the A14 means that action is
required as soon as practical.
In particular westbound
delays at or around Bar Hill
are frequent, as are
eastbound delays into
Cambridge.
The Parish Council is also in
favour of access to the A14
being removed at the Dry
Drayton flyover.

Comments duly noted.

Agreed.

2

Design and
Engineering
Girton
Interchange

There is a need to connect
the M11, A428 and the A14.
The A14 is a major arterial
route and better connectivity
is needed to accommodate
the growth of Cambridge.
The interchange at Girton
should be improved in order
to prevent Dry Drayton being
used as a link road through a
rural community.
The current scheme as
proposed is inadequate as it
does not provide the link
required to the A428 and
other strategic routes and as
a result deal with the issue of
rat running through Dry
Drayton.

The Roads Investment
Strategy published as
part of the Autumn
Statement of 2014
indicated a Government
commitment to
upgrading the remaining
single carriageway
section of the A428
subject to such a
scheme offering value
for money and
proceeding through
statutory processes. The
linkages between the
A428 and M11 will be
considered as part of the
work to look at the
possible Expressway
between Oxford and

Not agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

More importantly, the
planned and proposed
developments incorporating
many thousands of houses to
both the north and south of
Dry Drayton will cause a
massive increase in both
local traffic and traffic
accessing the A14. This
scheme is a once in a lifetime
opportunity to take steps to
alleviate this by redesigning
the Girton interchange.
However it has opted not to
do so. It is the opinion of DD
PC that the road through its
village is already over-used
by through traffic, often
travelling at excessive speed
and including many HGVs.
Such traffic should be
alleviated by the scheme
such that the rural nature of
our village is not lost. Dry
Drayton requests that it
should enjoy a positive
legacy from the scheme,
which at present it does not.
Further stakeholder
comment:
Without the full connectivity
of the three trunk roads at
Girton Interchange, much of
the traffic passing from
Northstowe southwards and
from Cambourne/Bourn
Airfield passing north will
come through Dry Drayton.
The A14 Parish Update
provided a slide saying “More
than just a road – Improved
Connectivity”. That improved
connectivity must include a
full interchange at the Girton
Interchange to avoid through
traffic attempting to pass
through our village.
The road through Dry
Drayton cuts through the
middle of the village with
residents living on both sides.

Cambridge.
This scheme, which is
the subject of a
feasibility study, would
be complementary to the
A14 improvement and
does not replace the
need for the A14
scheme as the road
caters for different traffic
movements.
Furthermore, as set out
in Highways England's
response to Examining
Authority's question
1.5.10, the daily volume
of 2-way traffic that is
forecast to travel
between the A428 and
M11 south in the 2035
Do Something+ scenario
(modelled traffic flows
using the A1303 for this
movement) equates to
3,300 vehicles per day.
This level of demand
would not justify the
provision of an additional
link as it would require a
number of costly
structures (dependent on
the layout option
selected), and there is
an existing more direct
route available between
the A428 and the M11
via the A1303 Madingley
Road and M11 Junction
13.
Whilst it is not proposed
as part of the scheme to
provide connections at
Girton Interchange
between the A428 and
the A14 or M11, the
scheme does not
preclude the provision of
works to accommodate
these movements.
Provision for these
additional movements
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Many children have to cross
the road to get to the village
primary school and
churchgoers are required to
cross in the opposite
direction. Traffic on the road
has increased substantially in
recent years as it provides
access to and from the
recently duelled A428
wherefrom, for example,
residents of the large new
village of Cambourne travel
daily. More recently we are
experiencing increased
numbers of heavy vehicles
accessing the new large
development of Northstowe.
We note that the A428 is
being developed by HE as a
major trunk road from the
A14 at Cambridge to the A1
at St. Neots and then on to
the M1 at Milton Keynes.
Until a few years ago, the
A428 was a single
carriageway road with
relatively light traffic volumes.
Without more
interconnectivity at the Girton
Interchange, the road
through Dry Drayton
becomes a class ‘B’ road in
all but name; connecting the
A428 to the A14, the B1049,
the B1050 and the
Huntingdon Road into
Cambridge. Dry Drayton
parishioners insist that the
road through their village
should not be used to
supplant deficiencies in HE’s
Girton Interchange.
Dry Drayton Parish requests
that HE constructs a new
south-west bound exit and
entrance to its A428 at the
Madingley Accommodation
Bridge, using the bridge as a
local flyover and with a short
distance link to the

has been considered
during the development
of the scheme.
Highways England
response to Question
1.5.10 contained in the
Response to the First
Written Questions
(Report 5, Design and
Engineering Standards)
HE/A14/EX32, PINS
reference: REP2-006)
provides an explanation
for why these
movements are not
provided.
Highways England
response to Question
1.5.9 contained in the
Response to the First
Written Questions
(Report 5, Design and
Engineering Standards)
indicates a possible
future solution as this
sits outside the scope of
the current A14 road
improvements scheme,
which provides for
movements between:
• A428 eastbound and
A14 westbound;
• A428 eastbound and
M11 southbound (via
the new local access
road); and
• M11 northbound and
A428 westbound.
To clarify these are
potential future
improvements.
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Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

roundabout on the Local
Access Road and thereby
onto the A14. The
abovementioned traffic would
then not need to come
through Dry Drayton.
Without such an addition, Dry
Drayton Parish considers the
A14 scheme to be deficient
and harmful to its community.
3

Design and
Engineering
Girton
Interchange and
capital funding

Cambridge has £500 million
for infrastructure
improvements over 20 years,
with the first tranche of £100
million currently being
allocated. This is being
administered by Cambridge
City Council, Cambridgeshire
County Council and other
partners.
An upgrade of the
interchange as proposed at
Girton is an opportunity to
join up this capital funding
with Highways England
works.
Dry Drayton proposes that
the deficiencies of the Girton
Interchange in respect of
access to the A428 are the
responsibility of Highways
England.

It is for the local
authorities to determine
whether its capital
funding is spent on such
links.
The layout of Girton
Interchange has been
designed to not preclude
any future provision of
links not provided for by
the scheme.

Not agreed.

4

Design and
Engineering
Weight
restrictions are
required

A weight restriction (3 tonne
maximum except for local
access) is suggested as a
solution to prevent traffic
cutting through Dry Drayton.
There is need for
Cambridgeshire County
Council and Highways
England to collaborate on
this matter.
This will help to inform Sat
Nav route options to ensure
that through traffic without
local knowledge will not use
Dry Drayton.
Dry Drayton Parish seeks
traffic through its village,

The use of weight limits
is a matter for the local
highways authority and
enforcement is
recognised as a local
concern, however, this is
beyond the remit of
Highways England.
As a result of the A14
scheme it is not
considered that there
would be any significant
increase in the use of
the route through Dry
Drayton for heavy
vehicles.

Not agreed.
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The local access road
would provide an
alternative route for local
traffic to travel between
Cambridge (Huntingdon
Road) and Huntingdon.
It is proposed that
several local roads and
accesses are connected
to it rather than directly
to A14 as they are
currently.
Consequently there are
several junctions
proposed on the local
access road. However
all have been sized to
cater for the predicted
traffic and no significant
delays are envisaged.
If the local access road
was to stay on the north
side of the A14, (east of
Dry Drayton), it would
not be possible to
connect it to Huntingdon
Road Cambridge;
without construction of
new bridges over the
A14 slip and (possibly)
the A428, (rather than
reusing the existing
bridges in the current
scheme proposals). The
connection would also
require further land-take
southeast of the
A14/A428 to tie in to
Huntingdon road.
This option would be
significantly more costly
than the proposed
scheme to provide the
Local Access Road to
the south of the A14,

Not agreed.

including heavy vehicles, to
be reduced, not increased.
The additional A428 access
we have proposed would fulfil
this requirement.
5

Design and
Engineering
Proposed local
access road
adjacent to the
A14

HE/A14/EX/165

The proposed new local
access road from St Ives
provides access across the
A14 and over the A428 into
Huntingdon Road.
The new proposals appear to
present a series of
roundabouts and obstacles to
accessing Cambridge for
local traffic from St Ives.
It would appear to be more
sensible to continue the local
access road over the north
side of the A14, resulting in
less land take and a
quicker/shorter route. At
present, using the local road
would mean
circumnavigating no less
than six roundabouts, with
the possibility of having to
give way at each one.
By transferring the road to
the north side, it is hoped that
options for expanding the
multiplicity of routes at the
Girton Interchange could be
generated. It would also
eliminate three of the
roundabouts and make for an
easier ride.
If this is not possible then the
additional A428 access we
have proposed should be
amended.
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which uses the existing
Bulls Close Bridge to
connect the Local
Access Road to
Huntingdon Road,
passing underneath the
M11.
Also, providing the Local
Access Road to the
north of the A14 would
not improve the
feasibility of adding
additional links to Girton
Interchange. Rather, it
would complicate the
provision of a new link
from the A14 eastbound
to A428 westbound link,
which would require
numerous new
structures.
On the southern side of
the A14 between Dry
Drayton and Girton
Interchange there are a
number of locations that
require access, including
Cambridge
Crematorium, Hackers
Fruit Farm, Catch Hall
Farm and Cottages and
numerous field
accesses.
Therefore a new link
road to the south of the
A14 would be required in
any case to ensure that
access can be retained
to these properties.
The proposed scheme is
therefore considered to
be more feasible and
cost effective than the
suggested option to
provide the Local Access
Road to the north of the
A14.
6

Design and
Engineering
Speed limits

HE/A14/EX/165

Speed limits require
enforcement. A speed watch
at Scotland Farm has

PC08/11
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required
enforcement

recorded a vehicle travelling
at 60mph.
Further stakeholder
comment:
More speed restrictions are
required in Dry Drayton.

however the draft
Development Consent
Order does set speed
limits across the
scheme.
Further speed
restrictions in Dry
Drayton are a matter for
the local highways
authority –
Cambridgeshire County
Council.

Design and
Engineering
Needs of
cyclists

Cycling is a popular form of
commuting and
improvements are welcomed.
Cycle paths need to be
carefully planned. For
example, Bar Hill to
Cambridge, there is a need
to segregate the nonmotorised traffic, reduce
traffic speed and limit local
traffic passing through the
villages.

Approximately 30 km of
new NMU facilities would
be provided within the
scheme, including
facilities on most of the
new over-bridges
proposed, two new NMU
bridges (at Swavesey
and Bar Hill), a 12 km
facility segregated from
the carriageway linking
Fenstanton with
Huntingdon Road,
Girton, new links around
the Girton interchange,
Brampton interchange
and at Mill Common,
Huntingdon. It is
considered these
facilities meet the
scheme objectives for
NMUs.
The proposals have
been discussed at length
with specialists from the
Local Traffic Authority,
Cambridgeshire County
Council, other Local
Authorities and user
groups. The latest
Department for
Transport best practice
guidelines have been
used, in conjunction with
Highways England’s
design standards.
Within Dry Drayton

HE/A14/EX/165
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parish, the NMU facility
would be provided
alongside the extent of
the local access road. It
would be separated from
the carriageway by a
hard-strip and verge.
North of Dry Drayton
bridge, the facility would
comprise a 3m wide
metalled path, with a 2m
wide verge at the rear,
and south of Dry Drayton
bridge, a 4m wide
metalled path, with a 2
metre wide verge at the
rear. This is based on
Cambridgeshire County
Council discussion and
supports particular
volumes of users (360
users per hour north of
Dry Drayton, 480 users
per hour south of Dry
Drayton).

8

Design &
Engineering
Flooding

Dry Drayton wishes to draw
Highways England attention
to the inadequate design of
the balancing ponds for the
A428 adjacent to Scotland
Farm which have in the past
flooded farmland. We remain
to be convinced that
sufficient measures have
been incorporated in the
design of the A14 scheme to
prevent similar occurrences.

The design of the A14
scheme would take into
account of the need for
drainage ponds and
balancing ponds, both of
which are being
provided. Scotland Farm
is outside the scope of
the scheme and partner
agencies need to be
alerted to existing
flooding problems. The
scheme has been
designed to ensure no
increased flood risk.

Not agreed.

9

Noise and
vibration
Noise is a
significant local
concern

Noise impacts are a concern
for the village. When the air
is still or the wind is from the
north east, and during the
winter, the road noise is a
particular concern.
The elevation of the road will
radiate noise impacts further,
therefore noise reduction

The proposed scheme
incorporates low noise
road surfacing including
the assumption that
Highways England
would have completed
installation of low noise
surfacing at Important
Areas (where 1% of the

Not agreed.
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fences are required along the
as much of the route as
practical. Mitigation should
also include planting of
mature trees along the road.
Also the type of road surface
used is a critical area to
address.
Further stakeholder
comment:
Dry Drayton requires more
time to examine the
proposed noise reduction
scheme of which it has only
just been made aware.
However, trees will take
many years to grow and
become effective, therefore it
is essential that noise fencing
is also sited along the tree
line, with the possibility of
removing it after, say, twenty
years, when the trees are
proved effective.
Dry Drayton parish has now
examined the proposed noise
mitigation measures and
believes them to be
inadequate. In particular the
noise barrier fencing from
Hacker’s farm to the Girton
Interchange should be made
continuous and not left with
gaps as in the present
proposals. HE has
responded to parishioner’s
enquiries stating that the cost
of additional fencing
outweighs the benefit.
However, the affected
parishioners continue to
request that all possible
steps be taken minimise the
noise which intrudes on their
properties, and which was
not noticeable until a few
years ago when A14 traffic
increased substantially.

population is affected by
the highest noise levels)
on the existing network
by 2021 with or without
the proposed scheme
(refer to section 14.2 of
the ES).
In addition, very Low
Noise Surfacing will be
incorporated on the
section of the scheme
between the point about
where Robin’s Lane and
Oakington Road join the
A14. The inclusion of
vLNS for this section of
the road was announced
during the Issue Specific
hearing held on 15
September 2015.
The proposed mitigation
measures specific to Dry
Drayton are as follows
(and are identified in the
plan in Appendix B):
Dry Drayton (Crouchfield
Villa and Westdene):
At Important Area HA ID
reference 5139, an
optimised 260m long 3m
high barrier proposed
would provide
substantial reductions in
road traffic noise at the
two dwellings and would
prevent the
unacceptable adverse
noise effects that
currently exist.
Dry Drayton (Cambridge
Crematorium):
A noise barrier would be
provided at this location
that is a continuation of
the one for Important
Area HA ID reference
5139. The optimised
barrier is 290m long and
3m high and reduces the
traffic noise exposure of
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visitors to the
crematorium.
Dry Drayton (Catch
Hall):
At Important Area HA ID
reference 5138, the
optimised mitigation in
the form of 200m long
3m high barrier would
provide substantial
reductions in road traffic
noise at the six
dwellings. Increasing the
height or length would
not lead to an
appreciable further
improvement.
Trees are planted for
landscape, visual and
ecological purposes but
not for noise reduction
for which they are not
effective.
The specification of plant
size for planting
purposes will be a matter
for detailed design. The
intention is to use small
nursery stock which is
found to establish faster
and more effectively in
the longer term.
However, there are
exceptions as stated on
the outline
environmental design
plans contained in figure
3.2 of the Environmental
Statement. In the Dry
Drayton area, the figure
shows the avenue of oak
trees along the local
access road to the south
of the A14 and
crematorium be planted
at standard size and a
semi mature specimen
tree to be planted on the
roundabout at the
junction of the local
access road with

HE/A14/EX/165
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Oakington Road.
10

Compulsory
Acquisition
There is a local
parcel of land
where the use is
not clear

The Townsland Trust rents
out land it owns to local
farmers – clarification is
required as it is not clear if
this land is within the land
take for the A14.
Dry Drayton Parish Council
understand that an access
route will be provided from
the link road and the A14.
Clarification is required if this
is not the case.

The plot of land (Plot No.
23/18) is owned by Dry
Drayton Townsland
Trust and is required for
planting and the
Development Consent
Order. The existing
access from the A14 is
being stopped up for
safety reasons. A new
access is proposed from
the local access road,
which would run
behind/west of
Cambridge
Crematorium.

Agreed.

11

Economic and
social effects
Local rural
sustainability

There is local concern that a
balance is needed between
growth and the need for local
communities to live
peacefully.
There is a strong sense of
local community, the scheme
needs to be sensitive to this
rather than destroy the
community. The rural nature
of communities to the west of
Cambridge need to be
protected where practical.
The scheme would result in
an inevitable increase in
traffic and further
development pressure.
Construction of the additional
A428 access we have
suggested would deliver
sustainable economic and
social benefit to the Dry
Drayton community. The
justification for this additional
access should take account
of both the A14 scheme and
the ongoing upgrades to the
A428.

An assessment of the
potential impacts of the
scheme on local
communities has been
undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 16 of
the Environmental
Statement. Improving
quality of life for local
communities is one of
the fundamental
objectives of the
scheme.
Reduction in the volume
of traffic and especially
heavy goods vehicles
would improve
conditions in towns and
villages along the
existing A14 route.
The effect of the scheme
on Dry Drayton is
assessed as slight
adverse in terms of
community impacts in
the environmental
impact assessment as
temporary disruption
during construction
would be likely.

Not agreed.

12

Traffic and
transportation

Construction traffic should
avoid using the local roads.

The majority of
construction traffic would

Agreed.
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Construction
traffic

This is a local concern that
requires action.
Tonnes of aggregate will be
hauled and this needs to be
carefully planned to minimise
local traffic impacts.

be within the DCO site
boundary, transporting
engineering fill material
between areas of the
site. These on-site
movements within the
DCO boundary would
take place mainly along
haul roads (location of
haul roads is shown in
Figure 3.1 of the
Environmental
Statement).
Dry Drayton junction
would be required for
regular movements
across the A14 during
construction. Temporary
haul routes would be
created off Dry Drayton
road and Oakington
Road thereby mitigating
the need for construction
traffic to travel via Dry
Drayton village.
In addition the Code of
Construction Practice
(document reference
6.3, appendix 20.2) sets
out control measures
and standards that
would be implemented
throughout construction
of the scheme. As part of
this the contractors
appointed to build the
scheme would be
required to prepare a
traffic management plan
which will describe the
traffic management,
safety and control
measures proposed
during construction of
the scheme.
The draft Development
Consent Order also
includes a requirement
to produce a traffic
management plan after
consultation with the

Further stakeholder
comment:
Dry Drayton are already
experiencing a growing
amount of heavy construction
traffic heading either to or
from Northstowe.
Early construction of the
additional A428 access we
have proposed would provide
a route for construction traffic
away from Dry Drayton.
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relevant planning
authority and this is set
out at paragraph 8 of
Part 1 of Schedule 2 of
the Draft Development
Consent Order
(application document
reference 3.1).
The traffic management
plan would include
details of measures to
be implemented to
reduce construction
traffic impacts as well as
a list of roads which may
be used by construction
traffic in the vicinity of
the site including any
restrictions to
construction traffic on
these routes. No
development of the
scheme can commence
until this traffic
management plan has
been approved.
It is not proposed to
provide a new link
between the A428 and
A14 as part of this
scheme and therefore
this route would not be
available for construction
vehicles. However, as
explained above, it is not
proposed to use local
roads in the vicinity of
Dry Drayton for the
movement of
construction vehicles.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

23.9.15

Name:

Howard Russell, Chairman

Signature:

By email: On behalf of Dry Drayton Parish Council, I approve this latest version
of the SOCG.

On behalf of:

Dry Drayton Parish Council

Date:

8th Sept, 2015
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Appendix A: Relevant representation
The following relevant representation was submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate.
‘As Chairman of the Parish Council, I need to present the views of the
residents I represent as to how the proposals will affect them:
1.

The main concern of Dry Drayton Parish Council (DDPC) is to
reduce, if not eliminate traffic, particularly heavy goods traffic passing
through the village. As things stand, Dry Drayton would be an obvious
link road, or "rat run" between two already heavily used major roads,
and the road through the village cannot bear the expected volumes of
traffic.

2.

DDPC would like to see a link road from the A428 eastbound to the
A14 westbound, and from the A14 eastbound to the A428 westbound
at Girton interchange. This is to eliminate through traffic, particularly
heavy goods traffic, passing through the village.

3.

DDPC would like to see a link road from the A428 eastbound to the
M11 southbound, and from the M11 northbound to the A428
westbound at Girton interchange. This is to considerably reduce
traffic, particularly heavy goods traffic from Madingley Hill and to
reduce congestion for local traffic going into Cambridge, especially at
the morning rush hour.

4.

DDPC would prefer the local road Swavesey / Bar Hill / Dry Drayton
to continue onto Huntingdon Road into Cambridge on the north side
of the A14. This would use far less land, reduce costs and simplify
local journeys into and out of Cambridge.

5.

DDPC would like ALL construction traffic banned from passing
through Dry Drayton.

6.

DDPC would like to see a weight restriction placed on the road
through the village.’
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Appendix B: Noise mitigation plan
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement
prepared jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order
(DCO) and another party. It sets out matters of agreement between
both parties, as well as matters where there is not an agreement and
matters which are under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed
and the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can
be used as evidence of these discussions in representations to the
Planning Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO
application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various
parties, including Parish Councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Fen Drayton Parish Council. It refers to the application
for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme
which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015 for examination by the
Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the
existing A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at
Milton. It includes a new bypass to the south of Huntingdon,
carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey and
Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of a section of the A1
trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and approximately 7
miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the detrunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk
road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal
of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at
Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the
discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and the Parish
Council, in line with the principal issues set out in
Annex C of the Rule 6 letter, including comments
from the Parish Council on whether the matters are
agreed, not agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and
accurate record of the discussions.

Appendix A

Relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate by Fen Drayton Parish Council.

Appendix B

Huntingdon Viaduct - Highways England’s
Response to the First Written Questions 1.7.9

Appendix C

Examining Authority’s questions 1.5.5, 1.5.6 and
2.12.18.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Fen Drayton is located 12 miles northwest of Cambridge, and eight
miles south east of Huntingdon. The parish stretches from the A14 to
the south and west and north to the River Great Ouse. The Parish
Council is responsible for local matters that impact upon the parish
both directly and indirectly.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between
Highways England and Fen Drayton Parish Council.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

4 March
2015

Parish Council
up-date
meeting

A representative from the Parish Council attended the
update meeting held on 5 March 2015. The update
presented the Development Consent Order application
process and in particular the examination process.

11 March
2015

Preexamination
relevant
representation

Please refer to Appendix A below.

27 May
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
(SoCG)
meeting

Meeting with Fen Drayton Parish Council to discuss
preparation of this SoCG. The meeting was attended by
Parish Council members and Highways England
representatives. Issues discussed are recorded in section 3
below.

31 July
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
meeting

Meeting with Fen Drayton Parish Council to discuss issues
under discussion, particularly Covell’s drain and flood risk.

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Fen Drayton Parish
Council.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5

The Parish Council’s relevant representation formed the basis for the
discussion at the SoCG meeting. A copy of the Parish Council’s
relevant representation can be found at Appendix A.

2.1.6

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2
and 3 of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Fen
Drayton Parish Council, and therefore have not been the subject of
any discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be
read as agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material
interest or relevance to Fen Drayton Parish Council.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways
England and Fen Drayton Parish Council at meetings on 27 May 2015
and subsequently on 31 July 2015. It outlines Highways England
responses to stakeholder issues raised and whether the stakeholder
agrees with this Highways England response. The matters are
addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of the Rule
6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

1

Transportation
and Traffic

Overall there is local
agreement with the upgrade as planned.

Your comment is duly
noted.

Agreed.

Local access is
recognised as slightly
better in accessing
Cambridge from the
planned improvements.

Your comment is duly
noted.

Agreed

Fen Drayton residents
prefer to access the A14
via Swavesey due to the
existing dangerous short
slip road at Fen Drayton.
A roundabout would
provide for better access
onto the A14 as it would
be safer and more
convenient. Failing this, a
longer slip road would be
safer.

The de-trunked section
of the A14 at Fen
Drayton would retain its
existing design, which is
illustrated in Sheet 13 of
the General Arrangement
plans.

Not agreed.

The local access road
will provide an alternative
route into Cambridge and
provide access into
properties. However, it is
insufficient for local traffic
if it is a single

The Transport
Assessment (document
reference 7.2) indicates
that the number of lanes
across the scheme has
been carefully
considered to ensure that

Not agreed.

There is a need
for the A14 and
its up-grade

The improvements to the
A14 are required to avoid
the situation getting
progressively worst.
The local roads become
congested when the A14
is blocked or congested.
Relieving this situation is
welcomed.

2

Design and
Engineering
Local access is
improved

3

Design and
Engineering
Access onto detrunked A14

4

Design and
Engineering
Local access
road concern
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5

Principal Issue

Design and
Engineering
Swavesey
Junction
complexity
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

carriageway. Although
this is not likely to be a
critical issue for Fen
Drayton residents.

sufficient capacity is
provided for the forecast
traffic flows.

Local access at
Cambridge Services onto
the A14 due to volume of
traffic will remain a pinch
point. Currently it is
difficult to turn west from
the A14 into Swavesey at
the current T junction
and to make a right-hand
turn across the flow of
traffic.

Swavesey junction
provides connections
between several routes
including the proposed
A14, the local access
roads, the de-trunked
A14, several other local
roads as well as serving
Cambridge services.

The design is
problematic with a
complex system of
roundabouts planned.
There is the prospect
that local traffic from the
area of St Ives, and
villages such as Fen
Drayton will debouche on
to the new A14 at the
earliest point that could
lead to congestion on slip
roads. In particular the
road from Swavesey to
the junction with the A14
is likely to become
congested as it is a point
where all the roads meet.
Possibly traffic lights
could the potential
solution.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

Not agreed

The proposed layout
limits conflict between
principal traffic flows
heading between the detrunked A14 and the new
A14, local traffic
travelling via the local
access road and traffic
bound for Cambridge
Services. The layout
would be straightforward
to sign and there would
be little confusion for
motorists as to the route
to take.
As a result of
consultation a dedicated
west bound diverge to
the Cambridge Services
has been added to
provide direct access
from the east. Access to
the services from the
west would be slightly
more complicated than at
present however, flows
on the route would be
largely un-impeded by
principal traffic flows
between the de-trunked
A14 and the A14. This is
set out in the Response
to Relevant
Representations report.
With the scheme, traffic
coming from villages to
the north of the A14
travelling east towards
Cambridge would use
the detrunked A14,
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

joining the A14
eastbound at the
Swavesey (Trinity Foot)
junction. This traffic
would oppose traffic
approaching the
Swavesey junction from
Bucking Way Road to the
north, however, the
results of operational
assessments undertaken
based on version 3a of
the Cambridge to
Huntingdon A14 Road
Model (CHARM3a) as
reported in Table A.6 of
the Traffic Modelling
Update Report (Applicant
reference HE\A14\EX\44,
PINS reference REP2018) indicate that the
Swavesey North
Roundabout would
operate within design
capacity (Ratio of Flow to
Capacity (RFC) of less
than 85%) in 2035 with
the scheme. The
forecast RFC on the
Bucking Way Road
approach is 79% in the
morning (AM) peak hour
and 70% in the evening
(PM) peak hour with
queues of 4 vehicles and
2 vehicles
respectively. As such,
the provision of traffic
signals at this location is
not considered to be
necessary.
6

Economic and
Social effects
Retain the
Huntingdon
viaduct

The Parish Council are in
favour of retaining the
viaduct for local access
as it would provide a
useful relief or detour
route in case the new
A14 was blocked.
Taking away the viaduct
will create build-up of
traffic, via
Godmanchester on the
Ermine Street (A1198)
which will generate
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The Response to the
First Written Questions,
Report 7: Economic and
Social Effects Question
1.7.9, discusses in detail
the option of retaining the
Huntingdon viaduct. An
excerpt from this
response regarding the
decision to remove the
viaduct is provided in
Appendix B below.

Not agreed

The reasons for removal
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Ref

Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

further local transport
impacts.

in the context of the
viaduct’s condition are
also explained in
Highways England’s
response to the
Examining Authority’s
questions 1.5.5 and 1.5.6
(application reference
HE/A14/EX/32,
examination reference
REP2-006). These are
provided in Appendix C
below. It is not proposed
to remove the viaduct
until the improved A14,
including the Huntingdon
southern bypass, is open
to traffic.
Highways England’s
Response to the Second
Written Questions1
(Applicant's reference
HE/A14/EX/93, PINS
reference REP7-028), in
particular, 2.12.18
provides information on
removing the viaduct.
This is referenced above
and inserts have been
included at Appendix C.
The traffic model
indicates that traffic will
reduce on Ermine Street
(A1198), contrary to the
stakeholders concern.
Please refer to page 191
in the Transport
Assessment for further
detail.
http://infrastructure.planni
ngportal.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/proje
cts/TR010018/2.%20Pos
tSubmission/Application%
20Documents/Other%20
Documents/A14%207.2

1

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%207/Highways%20England%2
0-%20HE-A14-EX93%20Response%20to%20ExAs%20Second%20Written%20Questions%20Huntingdon%
20Viaduct%20Response%20Collated.pdf
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

%20Transport%20Asses
sment.pdf
7

Noise and
Vibration
Noise impacts
require
mitigation

Noise impacts are a key
concern across the
village. The original plans
had the new A14 being
built further south and
therefore away from the
village. There is concern
that noise would be
made worse by
prevailing west winds.
The elevation of the road
is also a concern.

The potential for
operational noise and
vibration impacts from
the proposed scheme at
Fen Drayton has been
fully assessed in the ES
(document reference 6.1,
Chapter 14 and
Appendix 14.6). The
closest part of the centre
of Fen Drayton is around
500m from the existing
A14 and around 600m
from the proposed
bypass. The centre of
the village is represented
by Assessment
Locations 1015, 1016
and 1017. Appendix
14.6 and Figure 14.7 to
the ES show that the
forecast long term noise
increase at these
locations is at most a 1.4
dB increase (this is the
increase between 2020
without the scheme and
2035 with the
scheme). As noted in
paragraph 3.37 of DMRB
HD213/11, “In the long
term (typically 15 years
after project opening), a
3 dB LA10, 18h change
is considered
perceptible.” A 1.4 dB
increase is therefore
imperceptible in the long
term and hence the ES
identified no significant
noise effects at Fen
Drayton.

Agreed.

Homes located on Mill
Road and Middleton Way
(between the existing
A14 Huntingdon Road
and Fen Drayton) would
experience even smaller
increases and those
closest to the existing
A14 would benefit from
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

noise reductions
(Assessment Locations
648, 649 and 654).
Noise levels with the
proposed scheme in
operation have been
forecast using the
Government’s
Calculation of Road
Traffic Noise. This
method errs on the side
of caution and assumes
that the wind
continuously blows from
the road being assessed
to the receptors under
consideration (re DMRB
HD213/11 para A4.56).
8

Noise and
Vibration
Horse and Gate
Street

There are six properties
directly facing onto the
road along Horse and
Gate Street and 17
properties already
damaged due to vibration
along Horse and Gate
Street.
Issues relating to
vibration are being
discussed with
Cambridge Country
Council, the highways
authority for the street.
The concern is that this
could be exacerbated by
the construction of the
A14.
Our concern is that the
disruption caused by the
A14 upgrade will force
traffic to seek alternative
routes and severely
impact the buildings
along Horse and Gate St.
A weight restriction will
significantly reduce
heavy traffic.

Horse and Gate Street is
in the centre of the
village and is therefore
over 500m from the
existing and to be detrunked A14 and hence
over 500m from any of
the construction or
operation of the
proposed scheme.

Not agreed.

As set out in Volume 6.1
Chapter 14 of the ES,
based on best practice
the study area for
construction vibration is
300m from the works
(para 14.2.1). Properties
on Horse and Gate
Street are therefore
substantially outside the
study area.
The Environmental
Statement therefore
reports no significant
construction vibration
effects at Fen Drayton
and this conclusion is
unchanged by the
information about the
existing condition of the
properties identified by
the Parish Council.
Weight restrictions are a
matter for the local
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

highways authority,
Cambridgeshire County
Council.

9

Water Issues
Oxholme Brook
and local flood
risk through the
2
existing drain

A drainage ditch runs
through Fen Drayton.
A small catchment could
be overrun with the water
from a large arterial road.
The brook represents a
potential flood risk if
there is greater levels of
concentrated run-off then
the scheme could
exacerbate the run-off
water and increase risk.
Water could run off
Covells Drain which
could be used as an
alternative catchment.
Flood defence banks
were built by South
Cambridge District
Council to protect the
village from the Ouse.
This could be resolved
during detailed design to
divert the run off.
‘The flood defence
system is dependent
upon a low volume of
water from the Oxholme
catchment during periods
of inundation from the
Ouse as this flow is
trapped behind the flood
barrier and only a limited
sump is available as a
buffer for water retention.
A14 water should be
diverted into the Covell’s
Drain catchment where a
balancing pond is

The scheme would cross
both watercourses
(Oxholme drain and
Covells drain) on an
embankment requiring
new culverts on both
watercourses. Hydraulic
modelling has been
undertaken as part of the
Flood Risk Assessment
to assess the impact of
the scheme on both
watercourses. The result
of the assessment is that
the scheme would have
a neutral impact on both
watercourses.

Agreed.

The hydraulic modelling
concludes that the flood
extents on the two
watercourses remain
separate for the 1%
Annual Exceedance
Probability (1 in 100 /
Flood Zone 3) event.
This does not correlate
with the flood zone maps
published by the
Environment Agency
which we are currently
discussing with them.
Runoff from the new A14
road would drain to
combined attenuation
and treatment ponds.
These ponds would have
two functions, which are:
•

To store excess
highway runoff and
release it at a

2

Additional correspondence. Covells Drain which comes under the A14 opposite where the Cambridge road from
Fen Drayton meets the A14.Public drain no. 1 (Covells Drain) has a significant catchment to the South of the A14 ,
running under the road then parallel to Cambridge Road towards the River Ouse. There is a balancing pond proposed
but there are large areas of road development to the immediate South and West which have a large area of run-off
and it is likely that at times of heavy rain, the volume of polluted water could be substantial. This will debouche into the
existing public drain. There is an existing problem, which occurs regularly, of overflow of water onto the road and land
(a serious impact on crops) at the road junction here. This is caused primarily by the drain executing a dog-leg
immediately after it emerges from the culvert under the A14 before it assumes its normal course northwards. Any
excess run-off will exacerbate this and it is suggested that there is an opportunity now to straighten the watercourse.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

provided as part of the
new development.’

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

controlled rate to the
receiving
watercourse; and
•

To provide pollution
control measures for
contaminants in
highway runoff in the
form of vegetated
treatment areas and
other facilities.

Highways England has
developed a procedure,
in collaboration with the
Environment Agency,
called Highways Agency
Water Risk Assessment
Tool (HAWRAT) for the
purposes of assessing
the ecological impact
caused by highway
runoff to watercourses.
Pollution control
measures would be
provided in accordance
with the HAWRAT
assessment. The
treatment measures
would be sufficient to
ensure that the effect of
runoff on water quality in
the receiving
watercourse, in this case
Covell's drain, would be
neutral.
10

Transportation
and traffic
Public rights of
way

There is currently a right
of way to Conington west
of the A14. Reinstating
the footpath and
bridleway and the
connection with
Conington with a bridge
over the de-trunked A14
would be welcomed.
The major issue
concerns the public right
of way joining Fen
Drayton with Conington.
Extensive work on the
Conington side includes
3 bridges over the new
A14 as shown on sheets
12 and 13:

HE/A14/EX/142

There would be no direct
impact upon Footpath
86/3 (Fen Drayton 3 as
shown in Sheet 13 of the
General Arrangement
plans).

Not agreed.

There is no plan to
reinstate this particular
footpath and bridleway,
however there would be
a new footpath provided
along the northern
boundary of the
eastbound de-trunked
A14 route from the Mill
Road/Huntingdon Road
junction to the point
where it would tie into the
proposed NMU route
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

1. Conington road bridge
(South of Fen Stanton).
2. New Barns road
bridge.
3. NMU bridge for
Conington Footpath 2.
The NMU bridge carries
the footpath to the detrunked A14 and stops.
The New Barns road
bridge also carries NMU
traffic to the de-trunked
A14 then turns left
carries on a NMU path
by the side of the A14 for
a couple of hundred
yards and stops.
There is no connection
between these two paths
and no other
communications link
other than by an
unmarked crossing of the
A14 to the NMU route
along the Northern side
of the A14 to the junction
of the Fen Drayton
Footpath 3.
It would be very
appropriate to create a
bridge over the detrunked A14 at this point
to link the NMU paths to
Conington with the NMU
path along the northern
part of the A14 and the
Fen Drayton Footpath.
This would create a
danger-free crossing,
restore the ancient
Conington/Fen Drayton
access route and provide
a wider link between the
NMU paths North and
South of the de-trunked
A14.
It does not seem to make
sense to provide a bridge
for the Conington

HE/A14/EX/142

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

commencing at
Swavesey junction. The
proposed new footpath
would also cross the detrunked A14
approximately 180m east
of 86/3 (Footpath
Conington 2 as shown in
Sheet 12 of the General
Arrangement plans) and
onto the new Conington
Road bridge over the
new A14. There would
therefore be much
greater connectivity
between 86/3 and other
routes suitable for NMU
greatly enhancing the
recreational and utility
value of the route.
Although 53/2 (Footpath
Conington 2) would be
permanently stopped up,
the new NMU route over
Conington bridge would
provide a new northsouth route and the
reduction of traffic flows
of 60 to 70% on the detrunked A14 would
provide an increased
opportunity for NMU to
cross the A14 and
continue journeys. The
overall enhanced
provision and
connectivity may attract
greater use of these
routes.
Connectivity of New
Barns Road would be
maintained with the
proposed new Conington
Road bridge which would
also have a new shared
NMU facility provided.
The reduction of traffic
flows of 60 to 70% on the
de-trunked A14 would
provide an increased
opportunity for NMU to
cross the de-trunked A14
and continue journeys,
improving the utility and
recreational value of the
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

footpath 2 over the new
A14 to abruptly end at a
major road when a
bridge over the detrunked A14 would
complete a very useful
link for all NMU traffic.
Without this latter bridge
to the Fen Drayton
Footpath 3 the bridge for
Conington Footpath 2
becomes almost
redundant as traffic will
not want to cross the A14
even when de-trunked.

route. This is set out in
Table 15.7 of the
Environmental
Statement.

The argument that NMU
traffic can go the very
long way round using the
new Connington road
bridge implies that the
New barns bridge and
Conington footpath 2
bridge are redundant.
We would urge that a
bridge over the detrunked A14 is necessary
to restore the public right
of way and cohesion
between the Parishes of
Fen Drayton and
Conington and provides
a useful connecting link
for NMU traffic either
side of this road.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

Huntingdon Southern
Bypass would
significantly reduce the
amount of traffic using
the de-trunked old A14.
Consequently the
viability of the existing
crossing point would be
improved. Any further
improvements to the
footpath crossing or
amendments to the road
junction (New Barns
Lane/Cambridge Road)
would be a matter for
Cambridge County
Council as the relevant
highway authority.
A non-motorised user
(NMU) facility is
proposed on the northeast side of the existing
A14 from Fenstanton,
south-eastwards to
Girton along the existing
A14 and proposed Local
Access Road. This
facility would link existing
bridleways and footpaths
on the north-east side of
the A14 corridor,
communities along the
route, and crossing
points of the new A14
route at various locations
including Swavesey, Bar
Hill and other road
bridges. There is an
existing road bridge
across the
A14 (to be de-trunked) at
Fenstanton.
The footpath, Conington
2 (which joins the northwest side of the A14
some distance northwest of the junction of
New Barns Lane with
A14) would be
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Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

extinguished and
replaced by a new NMU
facility extending from its
current junction with New
Barns Lane, initially in
the field adjoining the
road and then
subsequently in the
western verge, crossing
the proposed bridge over
the new A14 alignment,
continuing until it reaches
the existing A14.
Whilst the historic links
mentioned are
understood, provision of
a bridge to span the
existing A14, which is to
be de-trunked, would
involve considerable
expense, additional land
on each side of the road,
and extensive ramps to
accommodate cyclists
and equestrians.
The existing A14 would
have significantly
reduced traffic flows after
completion of the
scheme, and especially
during off-peak periods
(document reference 7.2
– Transport Assessment
– Figure 7.6). In these
circumstances, it is
considered that the
proposed scheme, which
retains an existing atgrade crossing, would
provide appropriate
facilities for nonmotorised users in this
area. The provision of a
roundabout at this
location is not necessary
from a traffic viewpoint to
link Conington and Fen
Drayton, as vehicular
access across the
existing A14 would still
be possible at
Fenstanton, and the
route is convenient,
being only approximately
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

2km longer.

11

Compulsory
acquisition
Compulsory
purchase of
Town Lands
adjacent to the
A14

Reassurance is needed
that access will remain to
the Town Lands which
the Parish Council are
trustees of and is
currently rented out
under a charitable trust.
The land has direct legal
access onto the A14.
Income from renting the
land is used for the local
community work.
This issue will certainly
form part of the written
representation. It needs
to be managed
appropriately to alleviate
local concern.

12

Transportation
and Traffic
Construction
traffic and
potential
impacts in Fen
Drayton

There is recent
experience from the
building of the guided
busway where heavy
goods vehicles used the
village as access. Is
there provision within the
Construction Code of
Practice to prevent rat
running and construction
traffic?

Highways England have
reviewed this matter and
confirm that the
proposed stopping up will
be removed. Highways
England will be revising
the Right of Way &
Access Sheet 16 and
other associated
documents DCO
documents to show that
this field access
(reference C on sheet
16) will be retained.

Agreed.

A request for changes to
the scheme which
includes this change will
be submitted to the
Examining Authority.
The construction traffic
impacts at Fen Drayton
would be mitigated using
the same measures as
those at Madingley, Dry
Drayton, Coton
Brampton and Boxworth.
The details of these
measures can be found
in the response provided
for the first written
questions, Question
1.12.6 (Report 12:
Transportation and
Traffic – HE/A14/EX/39).

Agreed.

The contractors
appointed to build the
scheme would be
required to prepare a
traffic management plan
which will describe the
traffic management,
safety and control
measures proposed
during construction of the
scheme. The traffic
management plan would
include details of
measures to be
implemented to reduce
construction traffic
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Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

impacts as well as a list
of roads which may be
used by construction
traffic in the vicinity of the
site including any
restrictions to
construction traffic on
these routes.
The appointed
contractors would consult
with local roads
authorities regarding
access routes that may
be used by the appointed
contractors to access the
construction sites,
including consultation
regarding any particular
timing restrictions on the
use of roads. Signing
would be provided by the
contractor, including
seeking any approvals or
consents necessary.
Where appropriate, the
main contractors would
provide haul routes
through the works for use
by construction vehicles
to reduce the need to
use public roads. Site
access points would be
positioned to enable the
use of haul routes to be
maximised, subject to
safety considerations in
the design and
construction of
appropriate access
points. Further detail on
construction traffic
impacts is detailed in
Appendix 20.2, Chapter
15 of the Environmental
Statement.
Dedicated haul routes
are identified on the
scheme and are set out
in the Construction
Strategy – document 6.2
of the Environmental
Statement, Figure 3.1,
sheet 4.
(http://infrastructure.plan
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

ningportal.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/proje
cts/TR010018/2.%20Pos
tSubmission/Application%
20Documents/Environme
ntal%20Statement/A14%
206.2%20ES%20Figure
%2003.01.pdf).
As shown on Figure 3.1,
there are no dedicated
haul routes currently
planned through Fen
Drayton.
13

Transportation
and Traffic
Impact on local
roads

HE/A14/EX/142

What funds will be
available for traffic
calming in Fen Drayton?

Your comment is duly
noted. The transport
modelling is considered
to be robust and by
improving the reliability
and resilience of the A14
the impact on local roads
would be lessened.
Therefore, traffic calming
measures at Fen Drayton
are not anticipated to be
necessary.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

10 September 2015

Name:

Harry Webster, Chair

Signature:

Email sign off

On behalf of:

Fen Drayton Parish Council

Date:

10th September 2015
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Appendix A: Relevant representation

The following relevant representation was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate.
1. The new A14 will be not much further from Fen Drayton as is the existing
A14. It will be at a higher elevation and there should be adequate noise
reduction measures.
2. The village has a new flood defence system based on existing drainage
from the catchment of the Oxholme Brook. Measures should be in place
to ensure any run-off from the A14 does not impact the current drainage
system.
3. Maintenance of current, and restoration of pre-existing rights of way.
4. The A14 viaduct at Huntingdon should be maintained (possibly with a
weight limit) to alleviate the congestion at Godmanchester and
Huntingdon and act as a relief road in emergencies for the new A14. It
will also eliminate any need for a new road across the St Ives Meadows
that has been proposed as an area of outstanding natural beauty.
5. The service or secondary road from Swavesey to Cambridge is 2 lanes
which will be insufficient for the local traffic north of the A14 between
Girton and St Ives, particularly given the new village developments in
prospect.
6. Fen Drayton has an interest in any compulsory land3 purchase
arrangements affecting the parish.
7. During the development of the new A14 Fen Drayton would require that
construction traffic is not permitted to pass through the village.
Additionally, if it is discovered that the village is being used as an access
route or “rat-run”, means of addressing this should be provided (such as
vehicle restrictions or calming measures) by the Development
organisation.
8. Access would need to be retained to the Fen Drayton Town Lands field
from the A14.

3

We do have concerns that despite our registration for representation (ref 10031014), the A14 upgrade
could have a serious negative impact on the future income received by the Fen Drayton Parish Council.
This relates to council land which abuts the A14 and for which replacement access has not been
designated.
We would therefore welcome a statement addressing the remediation of this omission. Presumably
there are pro-formas which can be used to make a representation straightforward.
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6

Appendix B: Huntingdon Viaduct

6.1

Highways England’s Response to the First Written Question 1.7.9

The following response was provided to Written Question 1.7.9, (Chapter 7 of
Highways England’s Response to the First Written Questions) submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate regarding Huntingdon Viaduct. It is included here for your
information.
It is proposed to remove the viaduct for principally the following reasons:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Removal supports Huntingdon District Council’s strategic regeneration
objectives, as articulated in the West Area Action Plan, as well as enhancing
the character of the Huntingdon Conservation Area;
Removal is a condition of local authority financial contributions to the scheme;
Removal would improve air quality in the town as a consequence of the
redirection of strategic traffic to the new bypass;
Removal enables improved road connections within the town, to the existing
link roads, notably to the railway station, and also to the hospital and
secondary school for those travelling from Godmanchester;
Removal improves accessibility of the town for local travellers;
Due to continued use by strategic traffic, its retention would not resolve
congestion at Brampton Hut and Spittals Interchange;
There is an ongoing annual maintenance cost of £342,000 whilst the viaduct
remains; and
The economic life of the existing viaduct is ten years only in its current use,
due to anticipated increased traffic requiring widening which could only be
achieved through demolition and rebuild. This would require additional land
take in an urban area.

Environmental benefits in removal of viaduct
The Transport Assessment (document reference 7.1) states a reduction in traffic on
the A14 between the viaduct and Spittals Interchange from 78,600 to 27,600 annual
average daily traffic (AADT) flows in the opening year of the scheme. If the viaduct
were to remain then a proportion of this traffic would continue to use the existing
route, with consequential noise and air quality impacts.
The Huntingdon area is currently designated as an air quality management area
where annual mean NO2 concentrations exceed the relevant air quality objective.
Huntingdon is the main area where improvements in air quality are predicted to occur
as a result of the scheme; the re-routing of traffic onto the new road takes traffic away
from the urban areas of Huntingdon.
In addition, the continued use of the existing route by HGVs would detrimentally
impact on the safety objectives of the scheme in that a proportion of the strategic
traffic would continue to pass through an urban area rather than make use of the
bypass.
Economic development within Huntingdon
HE/A14/EX/142
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There are significant non-monetised benefits from removal of the viaduct through
addressing severance issues that the viaduct creates and also through improved
access to Huntingdon town centre and the railway station via the proposed new link
roads. These potential benefits reflect the Huntingdon West Area Action Plan,
prepared by Huntingdonshire District Council and adopted in 2011, which sets out a
plan for development of West Huntingdon and diversification of the local economy
based on the removal of the viaduct. Within the vision statement for the West Area
Action Plan it says:
‘New and improved transport routes will enable better, easier and more sustainable
travel patterns enabling new land uses that will reflect the improved accessibility of
the location. The new routes will help to break down the barrier caused by the main
roads and enhance the connections and inter-relationships between this area and the
rest of the town centre.’
The removal of the viaduct and the creation of local roads, as set out within the
proposed scheme, are essential to the achievement of the vision. The viaduct
currently passes through the Huntingdon Conservation Area; its removal would
therefore enhance the character of the conservation area.
Local connections and access
The proposed scheme includes the creation of a link road that connects the detrunked A14 to the East of Huntingdon with that to the West via a new road across
Mill Common, the Brampton Road making use of the Brampton Road Bridge over the
east Coast Mainline railway, and a new road crossing Views Common. This retains
an East/West passage for vehicles, other than heavy goods vehicles, through
Huntingdon and supports the scheme objective of connecting people by helping to put
the right traffic on the right roads. It improves access to the railway station and, in
connecting with the recently constructed link road running parallel with the railway
and the inner ring road within Huntingdon, it improves accessibility to the town centre.
Access to the hospital and secondary school via Brampton Road Bridge is
maintained.
The removal of the viaduct and the creation of local link roads would also improve
access into Huntingdon for residents of Godmanchester, providing them with an
alternative to the B1044 which crosses the Old Town Bridge, so reducing traffic levels
on this historic structure. This again supports the scheme objective of connecting
people.
Local authority support
For all of the above reasons, local authorities in Huntingdon and Cambridgeshire
have stated that they would not support any scheme which retained the A14 viaduct
over the East Coast Mainline railway as it would be a constraint to plans for local
regeneration and economic development and in conflict with their local plans.
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Appendix C: Examining Authority’s questions
1.5.5, 1.5.6, 2.12.18

Question 1.5.5 (application reference HE/A14/EX/32, examination reference REP2-006)
Briefly, what is the structural condition of the viaduct carrying the A14 over the East
Coast Mainline Railway and the B1514 Brampton Road, including reference to any
previous structural remedial work?
Response
The A14 Huntingdon Viaduct is a six span reinforced concrete structure which was
constructed in 1975.
The central deck span, over the railway, was constructed using two sections that cantilever
from the piers with the central section of the deck lifted into position supported off the
cantilevers. The type of joint between the central section and the cantilevers is known as a
half joint.
The central section consists of 32m long longitudinally pre-tensioned and transversely posttensioned concrete box beams with a reinforced concrete top slab. The cantilever sections
are tapered, post-tensioned concrete box beams. The two spans adjacent to the central
span (back spans) are also tapered post tensioned concrete box beams. The remaining
(approach) spans are 32.3m long longitudinally pre-tensioned and transversely posttensioned concrete box beams with a reinforced concrete topping. There are joints and
bearings between each of the approach spans and at the ends of the back spans.
The five piers of the Huntingdon viaduct consist of four concrete columns set square to the
deck.
The viaduct has required a high degree of maintenance due to construction defects including
voids within the grout filled ducts carrying the prestressing tendons in the back spans,
cracking in the half joints which support the main span over the railway, and suspected high
levels of chloride contamination of the concrete due to historic leakage of highway runoff
(including de-icing salts) through expansion joints in the bridge deck. Chloride contamination
can lead to accelerated corrosion of reinforcing bars and prestressing tendons in concrete.
Work to the viaduct over and above routine maintenance has included the installation of:
•
•
•
•
•

structural steel collars to strengthen the tops of piers;
access holes into voids in the post-tensioned decks to allow inspection;
a remote monitoring system for the post-tensioned half joints;
acoustic monitoring to detect wire breaks in the prestressing tendons in the
prestressed concrete deck; and
safeguarding structural steelwork to prevent catastrophic collapse of the viaduct
should the half joints fail.

In addition to this, a large amount of radiographic inspection and regrouting of the posttensioning tendons has been carried out.
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The safeguarding steelwork referred to above was not considered to be an adequate
permanent solution to the weak half joints. When the A14 Ellington to Fen Ditton scheme
was cancelled (and the viaduct would not therefore be demolished), it was decided that work
to replace the safeguarding steelwork with a permanent solution to strengthen the half joints
could proceed and this was installed in 2013. These are the large steel beams that are
visible on the structure today. These steel beams have reduced the headroom on Brampton
Road, leading to a narrowing of the carriageway and a height restriction of 4.4m being
implemented. There have been two recorded vehicle impacts since the enhanced
safeguarding was introduced.
The strengthening has addressed deterioration of the half joints which was the main concern
with the condition of the structure and there are no other critical works required to address
any defects. It does however remain the case that due to the age and condition of the
viaduct, a significant effort is required to monitor and inspect the viaduct. This work is made
more difficult and expensive due to the difficult access and restrictions on working because
of the proximity to the railway.
Question 1.5.6
Has the structural condition of the viaduct carrying the A14 over the East Coast
Mainline Railway and the B1514 Brampton Road influenced the decision to remove
the viaduct? If so, how, in terms of future costs including the cost of removing the
viaduct and providing the link roads, has the condition influenced the decision?
Response
As a consequence of repairs carried out in 2013, the structural condition of the viaduct
carrying the A14 over the East Coast Mainline railway is considered to be satisfactory and is
expected to remain so into the foreseeable future. As a consequence, its structural condition
has not influenced the decision to remove it, although ongoing maintenance costs are one of
the factors that were considered in making that decision. The factors considered in the
decision to remove the viaduct are described within the response to question 1.7.9.
The viaduct was expected to be demolished as part of the A14 Ellington to Fen Ditton major
improvement scheme and the Highways Agency had been managing the viaduct in line with
this expectation, with a strategy of extensive monitoring and targeted repair work. However,
the scheme was withdrawn pending further study in the October 2010 Comprehensive
Spending Review (CSR). In light of the delay and the ongoing issues with the structure, the
Highways Agency had to ensure that the structure was fit for purpose for the foreseeable
future and therefore brought forward significant intervention to fix the identified problem. A
decision on the nature of repair was taken whilst the A14 Study was ongoing, and whilst the
long term future of the viaduct remained uncertain. Consequently, works specified were the
minimum necessary for safety reasons.
In the order of £342,000 is spent annually on monitoring the condition of the viaduct and on
ongoing maintenance. In addition, the repairs carried out in 2013, comprising deep section
steel brackets, are unsightly and have had the effect of limiting the headroom below the
bridge. Impact mitigation works and carriageway realignment are currently in place on
Brampton Road Bridge to restrict traffic position away from low headroom areas. These
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measures consist of concrete vehicle barriers, vehicle activated signs and headroom
restrictions.
Question 2.12.8
Why is removal of the existing A14 Huntingdon viaduct and the associated road
works a necessary element of the A14 improvement scheme?
Response
Omission of the removal of the existing Huntingdon Viaduct (and associated road works in
Huntingdon) is expected to result in a significant proportion of people continuing to use the
existing A14, rather than the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass, because it would
remain the shortest route to the A1(M) and the north (refer to the response to written
question 2.5.4).
As outlined in the response to written question 2.12.17, a significant consequence of the
omission of the removal of the existing Huntingdon Viaduct would be a failure to deliver
traffic relief to the A14 through Huntingdon.
One of the objectives of the scheme is to combat congestion, making the route between
Huntingdon and Cambridge more reliable and providing capacity for future traffic growth. As
outlined in the response to written question 2.12.17 a failure to deliver traffic relief to A14 in
Huntingdon would mean that problems associated with congestion would continue to worsen
due to people continuing to use the existing A14. This would impact the local environment in
Huntingdon in terms of road traffic noise, air quality and related quality of life aspects. While
some traffic would transfer to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass as congestion worsens,
there would remain a large proportion of traffic that would continue to use the existing A14
through Huntingdon.
Removal of the existing Huntingdon Viaduct and provision of associated road works from the
scheme would deliver significant traffic relief to Huntingdon and its environs as a result of
traffic re-routing onto the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. This would provide associated
environmental benefits to the area in the form of reduced road traffic noise and air pollution.
Another scheme objective is to unlock growth, enabling major residential and commercial
developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth, regionally and nationally.
As outlined in the response to written question 2.12.17, removal of the existing Huntingdon
Viaduct and provision of road improvements in Huntingdon would also support local
regeneration in Huntingdon, notably local aspirations for development to the western side of
Huntingdon Town Centre.
Another scheme objective is to connect people, by placing the right traffic on the right roads
and freeing up local capacity for all types of road user, including pedestrians, cyclists and
equestrians. Removal of the viaduct would result in significant re-routing of traffic, notably
strategic ‘through’ traffic to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass traffic, freeing up capacity on
the exiting A14 for local traffic movements.
Another scheme objective is to improve safety, designing the proposed scheme to modern
highway standards, introducing better lane control, and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. Traffic growth in the area of the Huntingdon Viaduct without the
HE/A14/EX/142
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proposed scheme is projected to be 78,600 vehicles per day in 2020, which is significantly
above the design standard of 66,000 vehicles a day used when the road was built. This is
projected to increase by 15% between 2020 and 2035 to 90,500 vehicles a day,
exacerbating existing congestion problems. Removal of the viaduct would result in significant
re-routing of traffic onto a new, high-quality route designed to modern standards.
The benefits associated with the removal of the viaduct are widely recognised in adopted
local planning policy, including the Huntingdonshire District Council Core Strategy
Development Plan Document (DPD) and the Huntingdon West Area Action Plan (refer to the
response to written question 2.12.17).
As described in Chapter 4 of The Case for the Scheme (Applicant reference 7.1, PINS
reference APP-755), several options were considered and assessed during the scheme
development process. This process was guided by an examination of the identified issues
and objectives, and ultimately led to the scheme, as set out in the Development Consent
Order application, being identified as the preferred solution.
As a result of the decision not to toll the scheme, Highways England re-evaluated the
business case for the proposed scheme alongside the alternatives previously considered.
These alternatives included Option 5a, which provided a dual two-lane Huntingdon Southern
Bypass and retained the existing Huntingdon Viaduct, and Option 7b (the proposed
scheme), which provided a dual three-lane Huntingdon Southern Bypass and included detrunking of the existing A14 and removal of the existing Huntingdon Viaduct.
While none of the options evaluated were directly equivalent to a scenario in which the
Huntingdon Viaduct is retained as part of the proposed scheme, Option 5a is considered to
provide a good analogue because, regardless of the number of lanes provided on the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, the existing A14 through Huntingdon would remain the
shortest route to the A1(M) and the north. A significant proportion of people would therefore
continue to use the existing A14, rather than the Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The results of the above evaluation concluded that, while Option 5a would offer higher value
for money than the proposed scheme (Option 7b), it would only offer short term relief of
congestion and would require a further scheme to provide additional capacity within 10 to 15
years. It is likely that this would include additional lanes on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass
(additional widening to the Huntingdon Viaduct from two to three lanes in both directions
would not be possible without demolition of the existing structure), a junction between the
bypass and the A1 and speed restrictions on the A14 through Huntingdon.
Consequently, the proposed scheme, which includes removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct,
provides a long-term solution to the problems of congestion on the A14 between Cambridge
and Huntingdon. It is the only solution which meets all the strategic business case
objectives. It is also the scheme which would have the widest public and local authority
support (both Huntingdonshire District Council and Cambridgeshire County Council have
stated that they would not support any scheme which retained the Huntingdon Viaduct).
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and
another party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as
well as matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are
under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Fenstanton Parish Council. It refers to the application for the
proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was
submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline
railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–submission of
the DCO application. This includes meetings, emails and letters
related to the discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed between
Highways England and Fenstanton Parish Council, in line with
the principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter,
including comments from Fenstanton Parish Council on
whether the matters are agreed, not agreed or still under
discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record
of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate.

Appendix B

Extract from Construction Code of Practice.

Appendix C

Copy of the written representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Fenstanton is located 12 miles north west of Cambridge and 6.5 miles to
the east of Huntingdon. The parish stretches from the River Great Ouse to
the north, the A1096 and Potton Road to the west and Moore brook to the
east.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Fenstanton Parish Council.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

13
June
2014

Preapplication
Statutory
Consultation

Fenstanton Parish Council made a formal response to the statutory
consultation. The main issues identified in the response included the
following:
• The Parish Council are broadly in support of the proposed
scheme but reserves the right to withdraw support if the
proposed scheme changes
• The Parish Council states its intention to make further
comments when more detail of the scheme is made available
by Highways England
• Traffic modelling information is requested in respect to a
number of local roads
• The Parish Council requested a higher bund instead of the
proposed 2m bund as a more appropriate visual and noise
mitigation measure
• The Parish Council indicates willingness to accept compromise
in terms of noise mitigation in the form of planting of substantial
tree
• Parish Council reiterates its support of Mr & Mrs Pulley of Old
Clayfields Hilton Road

6
March
2015

Preexamination
relevant rep

A copy of the relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate is in Appendix A

4
June
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
(SoCG)

The aim of the meeting was to discuss preparation of a Statement of
Common Ground. The meeting was attended by a Fenstanton Parish
Council member and representatives of Highways England. Please
refer to section 3 below for the key issues raised at the meeting.
A subsequent exchange of comments and telephone discussion has
taken place to clarify the issue raised within the SoCG.

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Fenstanton Parish
Council.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5

The Parish Council’s relevant representation and written representation
formed the basis for the discussion at the SoCG meeting and for on-going
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discussions. A copy of the Parish Council’s relevant representation can be
found at Appendix A and written representation at Appendix C.
2.1.6

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2 and 3
of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Fenstanton Parish
Council, and therefore have not been the subject of any discussions
between the parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to
the extent that they are either not of material interest or relevance to
Fenstanton Parish Council.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and Fenstanton Parish Council at the meeting on 4 June 2015. It outlines
Highways England’s responses to stakeholder issues raised and whether
the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The matters
are addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of the Rule
6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

1

Transportation
and Traffic
In support of the
scheme in
principle

The Parish Council
accepts the current
route for the scheme,
as long as it does not
move any closer to
the village. Support
for this position is
being made on behalf
of Pear Tree Close,
Hilton Road, The
Gables residents and
the wider parish.
The impacts of delays
and frequent
disruption on the A14
and the knock on
effect on traffic in
Fenstanton needs to
be addressed.

Noted.

Agreed.

2

Transportation
and Traffic
Traffic modelling
requires greater
clarity

The results of the
revised traffic
modelling and local
impacts need to be
communicated.

Details of updated traffic projections
based on version 3a of the
Cambridge to Huntingdon A14 Road
Model (CHARM3a) are provided in
the Traffic Modelling Update Report
(document reference HE/A14/EX/44)
submitted at Deadline 2 of the DCO
Examination on 15 June 2015.
Table 2.13 in the Traffic Modelling
Update Report indicates that traffic
flows at the Fenstanton junction
(A14 Junction 27) are forecast to
reach 11,400 vehicles per day in
2035 without the scheme, compared
to 9,100 vehicles in 2014. With the
scheme traffic flows at the junction
are forecast to remain at similar
levels to 2014, with 9,200 vehicles
per day forecast in 2035.
Within the village itself, daily traffic

Under
discussion.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

flows on the High Street in 2035 are
forecast to fall from 9,800 vehicles
per day without the scheme to 8,200
vehicles per day with the scheme, a
reduction of 16%.
Highways England is currently
engaged with Cambridgeshire
County Council and Cambridge City
Council with regard to traffic
modelling. Local impact testing has
been agreed as a sensitivity test on
the CHARM3a model and is
explained in the Local Traffic Impact
Report submitted at Deadline 6
(HE/A14/EX/73).
The updates will be communicated
through Parish forums.
3

Noise and
Vibration
Mitigation

The Parish Council
are of the opinion that
the noise mitigation as
proposed is
inadequate. The
proposed 2 metre
earth bund should be
increased to 4 metres
for both noise and
visual reasons. There
is a clear request for a
commitment to a
higher bund to provide
protection, principally
would like screening
at Pear Tree Close
but requests that
mitigation take into
account the whole
parish.
Further stakeholder
comment:
The Parish Council
seeks a commitment
to providing a higher
bund to mitigate noise
and reduce visual
impact.

During operation, approximately 130
dwellings would Fenstanton would
be subject to minor or moderate
benefits from noise reductions as a
result of de-trunking the existing A14
and re-routeing the traffic out of town
and along the new bypass. The
existing Important Area 5144 at
Fenstanton where there are several
individual dwellings very close to the
A14 would, thus, benefit. With this
being an Important Area, there is an
assumption that Highways England
would have also completed
installation of low noise surfacing at
Important Areas (an area designated
where 1% of the population is
affected by the highest noise levels)
on the existing network by 2021 with
or without the proposed scheme
(refer to section 14.2 of the ES).
However, moderate adverse effects
would be felt at dwellings in the
vicinity of Pear Tree Close. A
request for increasing the height of
the 2 metre earth bund to mitigate
noise at the properties in the vicinity
of Pear Tree Close has been
determined to not be sustainable as
set out in section 14.5 of Chapter 14
in the Environmental Statement
particularly due to:
•

HE/A14/EX/165

PC10/6

Not agreed.

Benefit (monetised benefit of
noise reduction evaluated using
government’s WebTAG
methodology) compared to cost
September 2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme

Ref

Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 10

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

of the mitigation; and
Other environmental effects
potentially caused by the
mitigation (for example
landscape or visual effects).
This was subject to further noise
mitigation and a position statement1
(E/A14/EX/129) concluded in
September 2015 that “there is no
sustainable case for providing vLNS
on the A14 at the other locations
considered – e.g. past Hilton and
Fenstanton (Pear Tree Close).” This
was because there were negligible
noise benefits and adverse visual
impacts would be introduced with a 2
metre barrier (1,400m in length) and
the costs of RSI2 surfacing exceeds
the benefits.
A landscape barrier is proposed on
the northern side of the scheme, as
shown in Appendix 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement
Appendices (document reference
6.3) and Sheet 10 of Figure 14.7 of
the Environmental Statement
Figures (document reference 6.2).
No further noise screening is
proposed beyond that provided by
the scheme landscape barrier. This
is because additional noise
screening would not be effective at
this location given the distance
between the scheme and the
dwellings in Fenstanton.
Question 2.10.1 of Highways
England’s Response to ExA’s
Second Written Questions,
submitted at Deadline 7 (19 August),
provides information on postconstruction noise monitoring.
•

4

Landscape and
Visual Effects
Tree line and
visual impacts of
HGVs needs to

Tree cover between
Hilton Road and the
A14 is requested. The
trees planted need to
be mature to offer
visual protection. This

We will continue to discuss matters
of detailed design with Fenstanton
Parish Council.
It is proposed to plant trees and
shrubs on the embankment of the
Hilton Road overbridge as well as on

Not agreed.

1

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%208%20/Highways%20England%20-%20HE-A14-EX129%20Position%20Statement%20on%20Further%20Noise%20Mitigation.pdf
2
RSI stands for ‘Road Surface Influence’ and is a parameter used for quantifying road surfacing noise performance. See
Appendix A of DMRB HD 213/11 for more information
HE/A14/EX/165
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Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

be reconsidered

includes feathering of
the trees between
mature and saplings
to provide protection
immediately.

the environmental bund. There
would also be tree planting within the
ecological mitigation area associated
with the drainage pond. In
combination, this planting would
provide good visual separation
between nearby properties and the
scheme. The proposed mitigation
would reduce significance of visual
effects of the scheme between years
1 and 15 at residential properties as
set out in ES Appendix 10.2
(document reference 6.3). The types
of tree planting would be considered
at the detailed design stage.

Other Matters
Impact on the
Old Clayfields
property

The A14 is adjacent to
the property at Old
Clayfields. There are
concerns over the
sewerage pumping
station, potential
obstruction from
parked vehicles as
well as impact from
increase in traffic
along Hilton Road for
construction works.
The Parish Council
also raised the issue
of potential flood risk
due to surface water
run-off impacting on
the Old Clayfields
property.
Lastly, there is
concern regarding
access to the
attenuation ponds and
what the extra land
adjacent to this
property is used for.

In the design prepared for the DCO
application, at the north tie-in of the
realigned Hilton Road, road levels
would be similar to the existing road
levels for a distance of around 100m.
Hence the gradient down from the
bridge would not terminate
immediately next to the property
(see Engineering Sections Drawing
Sheet 16 document reference 2.09).
This would provide better sight lines
and road safety.
The alignment height is also
governed by the requirements of the
proposed Huntingdon southern bypass carriageway alignment,
drainage system and pavement
design, including compliance with
current design standards. The height
is required to provide effective
drainage to the foundation layers of
the pavement, which is required for
the longevity of the pavement, and to
provide sufficient height and falls to
achieve outfalls by gravity.
The points regarding the sewerage
pumping station are noted, however,
the pumping station is located
immediately to the north of Old
Clayfields, on the existing Hilton
Road and no works are proposed at
the sewerage pumping station
location. The safety of the proposed
scheme across the network area is
assessed in chapter 4 of the
Transport Assessment (document
reference 7.2).
The development side road tie-ins
would be considered in the light of

HE/A14/EX/165
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Agreed /
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/ Under
discussion

Agreed.

Agreed.

Not agreed.

Agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

the particular constraints in this
location at the detailed design stage.
All construction activities would be
carried out in accordance with the
limits set out in part 5.1 of the Code
of Construction Practice (CoCP)
(appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement Appendices, document
reference 6.3). If any deviation is
required from the core working
hours, as mentioned in the CoCP,
then prior agreement would be
sought from the local authority prior
to works commencing on site.
Engagement with residents will be
carried out in accordance with
Chapter 4 of the CoCP.
Runoff from side roads (including
from the Hilton Road bridge) will
drain to existing drainage ditches
north and south of the new A14. The
details of this arrangement, including
appropriate attenuation if required,
will be resolved at detailed design
after the development consent order
(if the application is granted) is
made.
The proposed balancing pond
access will be gated to prevent
public access. The balancing pond
site would also be protected with
suitable fencing.
In the overall context of land
drainage in this area, the additional
paved area of the realigned Hilton
Road is small. Adequate highways
drainage ditches and drainage
facilities will be provided in
accordance with the design
standards. The detailed design
would ensure that the flood risk to
the Old Clayfields property is not
increased.

6

Economic and
Social Effects
Construction
compound sites

HE/A14/EX/165

Construction workers
accommodation
arrangements need to
be communicated
locally. There is
specific concern about
accessing
construction camps.
The potential impacts
PC10/9

Highways England will be consulting
the community before construction
compound sites are established. The
proposed location of the construction
compound is adjacent to Cambridge
services at Swavesey. Construction
compound sites are expected to
accommodate office and welfare
facilities, plant and machinery

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

Agreed.

Under
discussion.

Agreed.

Under
discussion.

Agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

need to be managed
and monitored.

parking, storage facilities,
maintenance areas and workshops,
and on-site temporary residential
premises. There’s a more detailed
description in section 4.4 of the
Environmental Statement, Appendix
3.2.
Provision has been made for the
main contractor to potentially
establish site compound and welfare
facilities to the north-east of the
proposed Ermine Street Junction.
The main contractor would monitor
and manage any potential impacts
from these compound sites. The
Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP) (appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement
Appendices, document reference
6.3) provides details of the standards
that the contractor would be required
to meet. Compliance with the CoCP
would be secured by a requirement
in Schedule 2 to the Development
Consent Order.
As part of the Code of Construction
Practice, Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement, Highways
England would prepare a community
engagement strategy for the
construction stage of the scheme
which focuses on maintaining
effective community engagement,
informing affected communities in
advance of relevant construction
works and the timetable of such
works, as well as providing
information on the enquiry and
complaints procedures.
Highways England would be a key
member of the community focus
groups providing strategic insight
and feedback to and from the wider
scheme. Meetings would be
attended by the employer’s
representative and a Community
Liaison Officer together with
members of the main contractor’s
site team and local authorities as
may be necessary to cover matters
needing to be discussed.
During construction, a programme of
high quality, effective and sustained
communications would include

PC10/10

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

Agreed.

Agreed.

Agreed.
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Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

online engagement, newsletters,
provision of information on
construction works, and notifications
to parish councils, businesses, and
local residents, which would include
details on:
•
•
•

•
•

•

The location of the planned
works;
The activities to be carried out;
The duration of the planned
works and the periods within
which works would be
undertaken (i.e. whether during
normal working hours, during the
evening or overnight);
The anticipated effects of the
planned works;
The measures to be
implemented in line with the ES
and this CoCP to mitigate the
impact of the planned works;
and
Enquiries and complaints
procedure – as described in
Section 4.3, Appendix 20.2 of
the ES.

7

Economic and
Social Effects
Legacy

There is a potential
opportunity for borrow
pits to be used for
recreational use.
Legacy needs to be
considered subject to
the landowners’
preference.
Further stakeholder
comment:
The council would like
to explore the
potential legacy,
subject to landowner
agreement. Any
development of the
Borrow Pits for a
Nature Reserve or for
use for leisure should
involve HDC Tourism
who would be
responsible for future
maintenance.

Highways England would maintain
the borrow pits while in ownership of
the land for the committed 10 year
period or until any sale.
After the 10 year period, should the
land be sold, the purchaser would be
responsible for the maintenance of
the borrow pits with the potential to
convert the borrow pits into a new
use, including leisure.
The legacy opportunities of the
borrow pits will continue to be
explored with relevant stakeholders
whilst in Highways England’s
ownership.

Agreed.

8

Transportation
and Traffic
Effects during

Access roads to
connecting villages
should not be blocked

The main contractors would consult
with the local highway authority
regarding routes that may be used

Under
discussion.

HE/A14/EX/165
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

construction
periods

during construction.
Debris, mud and litter
needs to be regularly
cleaned to prevent
local impacts.
Continuity of travel
with planned
severance is
important and
agreeable within the
scheduling of works to
bridges.
During construction
and within operation,
the new A14 should
be used to haul
material from the
borrow pits. This
would be agreeable
locally subject to
Highways England
confirmation.

by the main contractors to access
the construction sites. Access routes
for construction traffic would be
limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road
network and main roads on the local
road network. Traffic management
plans for the construction works
would be submitted to Highways
England which would be reviewed
with the local authorities. Further
information on the contents of a
Traffic Management plan is
contained in document 6.3
Environmental Statement Appendix
20.2, section 15.1.
In accordance with the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP)
(appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement Appendices, document
reference 6.3), the main contractors
would form a Traffic Management
Working Group (TMWG) and would
consult with local authorities
regarding access routes that may be
used by the main contractors to
access the construction sites. This
would include consultation regarding
any particular timing restrictions on
the use of the roads. Access routes
for construction would be limited as
far as reasonably practicable, to the
trunk road network. Access along
local roads would be restricted but
may be necessary and access along
residential roads generally
prohibited. Construction impacts will
be managed and mitigated in
accordance with the CoCP (see
paragraph 5.4 in respect of lighting,
and chapter 13 in respect of noise).
Mass haul of borrow pit material
would generally be on temporary
roads within the footprint of the
construction site and are illustrated
in the Environmental Statement
Figures (document reference 6.2,
Figure 3.1).

Other Matters
Materials and
construction
impacts

There is a local
concern that residents
at Pear Tree be
protected from nighthour construction
activity. This needs to

As part of the Construction Code of
Practice, Highways England would
prepare a community engagement
strategy for the construction stage of
the scheme which focuses on
maintaining effective community

HE/A14/EX/165
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Agreed /
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/ Under
discussion

Agreed in
principle.
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quality and
emissions
Concern over
noise and air
quality

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 10

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

be firmed up in the
Construction Code of
Practice and
communicated to
residents in
Fenstanton.

engagement, informing affected
communities in advance of relevant
construction works and the timetable
of such works, as well as providing
information on the enquiry and
complaints procedures.
Please see Appendix B for further
information regarding noise and
complaints procedures.

Fenstanton Parish
has been exposed to
ever increasing and
unwanted air
pollution, noise
pollution and visual
pollution for too many
years.
Residents on Hilton
Road, The Gables
and Pear Tree Close
will be mostly affected
by poor air quality and
noise pollution
accumulating from
both directions.
Environmental
impacts are not
measured by the
Parish Council,
therefore it is looking
to the District Council
to measure air quality
parameters as the
scheme progresses. If
any impairment of air
is observed, the
Parish Council will
seek effective
mitigation.

Air quality in Fenstanton is predicted
to improve as a result of the scheme
as traffic will be moved away from
the existing A14 which is currently
located close to the south of
Fenstanton to the new road. All
receptors within 200m of the roads
affected by the scheme are included
within the assessment. Air pollution
from roads disperses in the
environment such that, 200m from
the roadside the contribution from
the road is very small (Highways
Agency Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) HA207/07).

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

Not agreed.

The Gables is located 160m from the
existing A14 and 740m from the
proposed road. Therefore the main
pollution source in the area would be
the existing road. Receptors closer
to the existing A14 are predicted to
experience an improvement in air
pollution concentrations. As such the
Gables would expect to experience
an improvement as at 740m the
contribution of the proposed road to
ambient pollution concentrations
would be negligible.
Pear Tree Close is located 400m
from the existing A14 and 500m from
the proposed road. Old Clayfields is
located 670 metres from the existing
A14 and 350 metres from the new
A14. Therefore the contribution of
the proposed road to ambient
pollution concentrations would be
negligible.
Highways England’s response to the
3
ExA’s Second Written Questions ,

3

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%207/Highways%20England%20-%20HE-A14-EXHE/A14/EX/165
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Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

Question 2.10.1 (HE/A14/EX/88)
provides information on postconstruction noise monitoring
requested by local authorities.
11

Other issues
Detailed design

Detailed design is
required. It is not
currently clear how
practicalities of the
existing A14 and new
road will work. The
Parish Council seeks
clarification on
matters such as the
gradient of the new
bridge on the Hilton
Road.

The vertical alignments of proposed
roads are indicated on sections
contained in the Engineering Section
Drawings (document reference 2.9).
Hilton Road is shown on drawing
A14-ARP-ZZ-00-DR-Z-04016. The
maximum gradient on the approach
to the bridge would be 6.83% (1 in
14.6).
The final vertical alignments of the
proposed roads along with the final
gradient of the approaching road to
Hilton Road Bridge would be
finalised during the detailed design
stage, after the development
consent order is made (if the
application is granted), based on the
design parameters indicated in the
Engineering Section drawings.
Highways England will consult on
the gradient of the new bridge and
points of detailed design in due
course (if the DCO is made).

Under
discussion

12

Other issues
Traffic mitigation
plans

What are the plans for
re-routing traffic in the
event of an accident
or breakdown of traffic
flows on the new
A14? The preference
would be to re-route
onto the de-trunked
A14 to avoid the traffic
using local roads.

Detailed mitigation plans need to be
developed between Highways
England and the emergency
services.
Highways England is in dialogue
with Cambridgeshire Fire & Rescue
Service (Fire), Cambridgeshire
Constabulary (Police) and East of
England Ambulance Service (the
“Emergency Services”) to prepare
traffic mitigation plans.
Traffic management plans in the
event of road closure are still being
considered. The Highways England
resilience group is working on this
issue and results will be provided to
Emergency Services when available.

Under
discussion

88%20Response%20to%20ExAs%20Second%20Written%20Questions%20Principal%20Issue%2010%20Noise%20and%2
0Vibration.pdf
HE/A14/EX/165
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

8.9.15

Name:

Paul Kent, Chairman, Fenstanton Parish Council
Signed via email

Signature:

Please accept my sign off.

On behalf of:

Fenstanton Parish Council

Date:

6th Sept, 2015.
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Appendix A – Relevant representation
The following is a copy of the relevant representation submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate:
‘As the Vice Chairman of Fenstanton Parish Council I have been authorised to
represent the Parish Council and Parish residents. We are broadly in favour of the
proposed A14 scheme assuming there is no deviation to the published route.
However, if the proposed route is moved closer to Fenstanton Village we reserve
the right to withdraw our support.
The Parish Council reserves the right to make further comments when more detail
is made available by the Highways Authority in respect the impact of the following
on Fenstanton Village: Noise Pollution, Air Pollution, Visual Pollution, Water &
Flooding risks.
The proposed A14 Bund on the Fenstanton side of the A14 is planned to be 2
meters high with young trees planted for protection from noise and visual pollution.
The Parish Council believe that this provides inadequate protection and a higher 3
to 4 meter Bund is require to shield the Village from passing A14 traffic both
visually and acoustically.
We also request that a combination of mature, feathered and small trees are
planted on the Bund to give immediate protection and consideration is given to
providing a further planting of a substantial tree screen which would act as a
barrier between the A14 and the Village, this tree screen should run between the
local road and the A14.
We also support the representation made by Mr & Mrs Pulley of Old Clayfields,
Hilton Road, Fenstanton, to move the start of the Hilton Road gradient which
commences outside their property entrance on the Fenstanton side of the Hilton
Road A14 flyover.
The current position of the gradient start introduces a danger of speeding traffic
en-route from Hilton and potential flooding of Old Clayfields driveway from excess
water running down the gradient during rainfall. Additionally, there is a Water
Pumping Station next to Old Clayfields driveway entrance, where water tankers
frequently park causing a hazard which would be accentuated by the close
proximity of the start of the flyover gradient. Moving the start of the flyover
approach gradient and providing sufficient parking space for the water tankers
would remove a potential Hilton road hazard.
On the latest plans we have viewed there is also an entrance gate way to the open
land on the Hilton side of Old Clayfields. This should be removed as it could
potentially provide access for travellers to park up on the open land between Old
Clayfields and the A14.’

HE/A14/EX/165
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Appendix B – extract from Construction Code of Practice
Highways England will be a key member of the community focus groups providing
strategic insight and feedback to and from the wider scheme. Meetings will be
attended by the employer’s representative and a Community Liaison Officer
together with members of the main contractor’s site team and local authorities as
may be necessary to cover matters needing to be discussed.
During construction, a programme of high quality, effective and sustained
communications will include online engagement, newsletters, provision of
information on construction works, and notifications to parish councils, businesses,
and local residents, which will include details on:
• The location of the planned works;
• The activities to be carried out;
• The duration of the planned works and the periods within which works will be
undertaken (i.e. whether during normal working hours, during the evening or
overnight);
• The anticipated effects of the planned works;
• The measures to be implemented in line with the ES and this CoCP to mitigate
the impact of the planned works; and
• Enquiries and complaints procedure – as described in Section 4.3.
Core working hours will be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The contractors will adhere to
these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably practicable or unless
otherwise permitted under Section 61 of the Control of Pollution Act 1974.
To maximise productivity within the core hours, the contractors will require a period
of up to one hour before and up to one hour after normal working hours for start-up
and close down of activities. This will include but not be limited to deliveries,
movement to place of work, unloading, maintenance and general preparation
works. This will not include operation of plant or machinery likely to cause a
disturbance to local residents or businesses.
These periods will not be considered an extension of core working hours. Further
information on working hours can be found in Section 5, Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

HE/A14/EX/165
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Appendix C – Written representation
Fenstanton is a village of approximately 3,000 parishioners who reside in
approximately 1300 homes within the Parish. We are a substantial
community that wishes to exercise its right to make Written Representation
regarding the construction of the new A14.
When the existing A14 was constructed in the late 1960’s it disected the
Fenstanton community and residents on the south side of the village are
required to use an underpass to gain walking access the village high street.
Over the following years the village has been subjected to a significant
deterioration in the level of visual pollution, noise pollution and air pollution
as the volume of A14 traffic has increased beyond all initial expectations.
With the construction of the new A14, many of our residents will be
sandwiched between the old and new roads which will converge a short
distance East of the village. Residents on Hilton Road, The Gables and
Pear Tree Close will be mostly affected by poor air quality and noise
pollution accumulating from both directions.
When there is a traffic incident on the existing A14 the village high street
experiences significant increases in traffic through the village centre which
already suffers from unacceptable levels of traffic negotiating parked
vehicles. During peak travel times and/or when there is a traffic incident on
the existing A14 the village centre and Low Road become blocked by traffic
diverting off the A14 through the village and using Low Road as a rat run to
and from St Ives to circumvent the traffic problems being experienced on
the existing A14.
The CCC, HDC & Parish plan for 2036 has identified 4 major development
areas which include building approximately 80 additional houses on the
abandoned Fenstanton Dairy Crest site and approximately 40 additional
houses on the on ‘The Park’ land north of existing A14. Additionally there
are existing allotments which are used by residents. All of this land abounds
the existing A14 on the Northern side of the village. The Fenstanton 2036
plan also includes a further two developments and specifically excludes any
future proposals for widening the existing A14 through Fenstanton Village.
Fenstanton parish has been exposed to ever increasing and unwanted air
pollution, noise pollution and visual pollution for too many years. Now is the
time to take advantage of the new A14 proposed route to reduce the effects
on our village. We are not in favour of any alternative proposals which
would move the new A14 closer to Fenstranton village or any proposals
which would widen the existing A14 along the existing route where it passes

HE/A14/EX/165
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through Fenstanton, such proposals will encounter significant resistance
from Fenstanton residents and the Parish Council.
Fenstanton Parish Council has taken this opportunity to submit a written
representation, some elements of the following topics are also contained in
our Statement of Common Ground, to be agreed and signed off with
Highways England: In favour of the scheme: It is agreed that the current line
of the scheme is acceptable, as long as it does not move any closer to the
village. Support for this position is being made on behalf of Pear Tree
Close, Hilton Road, The Gables residents and, the wider parish.
Borrow pits and their legacy use for leisure: The parish council welcomes
the potential opportunity for recreational use of borrow pits beside Hilton
Road. The council would like to explore the potential legacy, subject to
landowner agreement. Any development of the Borrow Pits for a Nature
Reserve or for use for leisure should involve HDC Tourism who would be
responsible for future maintenance.
Bunding needs to be higher than 2m: Mitigation of noise pollution is not
considered adequate as currently proposed. The parish council seeks a
commitment to providing a higher bund to mitigate noise and reduce visual
impact.
Tree line and visual impacts of HGVs needs to be re-considered: Visual
screening is required as well as a higher earth bund. The parish council
seeks a commitment to establish additional tree cover between Pear Tree
Close on the Hilton Road and the new A14. Further it wishes to see a
feathering of the trees between mature and saplings to provide immediate
protection.
Air quality, light and noise pollution are concerns: The de-trunking of the
existing road and the new A14 leaves the southern part of Fenstanton (i.e.
south of the current A14) in a triangle between new and de-trunked roads.
Environmental impacts are not measured by the Parish Council, therefore
we are looking to the District Council to measure air quality parameters as
the scheme progresses. If any impairment of air is observed, the parish
council will seek effective mitigation.
Old Clayfields: The Hilton Road is adjacent to the property. The northern
edge of the proposed bridge over the new A14 ends at the front of this
property. There is also a sewage pumping station at this location where
tankers regularly park. There is insufficient space for parking and this
presents a danger that needs to be taken into account. The current position
of the proposed Hilton Road bridge gradient on the northern side also
commences directly in front of Old Clayfields, which introduces a danger of
speeding traffic en-route from Hilton. We would propose that the start of the
HE/A14/EX/165
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gradient is moved away from the driveway entrance. Culverts from Hilton
and Conington meet at this location. The property owner has used hard
core and soil to raise the level of their property to reduce flooding risk. The
parish council, on behalf of the property owner is concerned that surface
run off from the new Hilton Road bridge will increase flood risk to the
property. South of Old Clayfields on the eastern side of Hilton road, a new
access is proposed to access the attenuation ponds. The parish council is
concerned that without specific security measures to limit access the land
could be used by travellers.
Access roads to connecting villages should not be blocked during
construction: Continuity of travel with planned severance is important to
Fenstanton residents. The parish council seeks assurance that connectivity
will not be lost during construction of the Hilton Road and Conington Road
bridges. The roads are used to transport schoolchildren to and from Hilton
and Conington to attend Fenstanton Primary School. The parish council
also seeks assurance that debris, mud and litter will be regularly cleaned to
prevent local impacts.
Workers accommodation arrangements need to be communicated locally:
The Parish Council seeks to identify where workers will be accommodated
during construction. The parish council seeks assurance that potential
impacts will be managed and monitored.
Materials and construction impacts: The parish council seeks assurance
that that residents at Old Clayfields & Pear Tree Close are protected from
night-time construction activity. This needs to be firmed up in the code of
construction practice and communicated to residents in Fenstanton.
Construction impacts, including light and noise pollution: During
construction and within operation, haul road use needs to be maintained on
the existing A14 to access the borrow pits. This would be agreeable locally
subject to Highways England confirmation.
Detailed design is required, it is not currently clear how practicalities of the
existing A14 and new road will work: The parish council seeks clarification
on matters such as the gradient of the new bridge on the Hilton Road.
Traffic modelling requires greater clarity: The impacts of delays and
frequent A14 log-jams create substantial build-up of traffic in Fenstanton.
The parish council awaits the revised traffic modelling to understand
potential local impacts and should align with the County Council Transport
Plan.
General Observation: Fenstanton Parish Council wish to see the
declassification of the current A14 to include the removal of the elevated
HE/A14/EX/165
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section of the A14 in Huntingdon. Were this not to happen village residents
on the south side of the A14 who will be sandwiched between the old and
new roads will suffer from noise and air pollution resulting from the use of
both the old and new A14 roads by HGV’s as such pollution will accumulate
from both directions.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement
prepared jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order
(DCO) and another party. It sets out matters of agreement between
both parties, as well as matters where there is not an agreement and
matters which are under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed
and the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can
be used as evidence of these discussions in representations to the
Planning Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO
application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various
parties, including Parish Councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Hilton Parish Council. It refers to the application for the
proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which
was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the
existing A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at
Milton. It includes a new bypass to the south of Huntingdon,
carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey and
Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of a section of the A1
trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and approximately 7
miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the detrunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk
road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal
of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at
Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the discussions,
including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and Hilton Parish Council,
in line with the principal issues set out in Annex C of the
Rule 6 letter, including comments from Hilton Parish
Council on whether the matters are agreed, not agreed
or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to the
Planning Inspectorate by Hilton Parish Council.

Appendix B

Bridge height requirements for standard overbridges.

Appendix C

Example earth bund from Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges.

Appendix D

Noise modelling update note.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The table below records the engagement undertaken between
Highways England and Hilton Parish Council.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

10 February
2014

Pre-application
ongoing
correspondence

Letter from Hilton Parish Council to Highways
England regarding:
• Decision to abandon tolling
• Preferred route option
• Opportunity for further engagement and
consultation
• Outline of impact of scheme on Hilton

21 February
2014

Pre-application
ongoing
correspondence

Response from Highways England to Hilton Parish
Council providing:
• Progress update and consultation programme
• Response to query on design options and
environmental impacts

20 March
2014

Pre-application
ongoing
correspondence

Informal early engagement meeting with Hilton Parish
Council:
• Discussion on process, actions going forward
and need for early engagement
• Outline of main concerns including ratrunning, impact on air quality, design of
scheme, availability of detailed information,
and borrow pits.
• Discussion on legacy proposal, and further
engagement opportunities.

08 June 2014

Pre-application
ongoing
correspondence

Informal village meeting with Hilton Parish Council
and local community:
• Discussion on progress
• Discussion of key issues and concerns
including the proximity of the road to the north
of the village, height of the road, visual and
noise impact, drainage and flooding, traffic
congestion within village, impact on property
value, air quality and noise monitoring and
consultation process

12 June 2014

Pre-application
ongoing
correspondence

Letter from Hilton Parish Council following public
exhibitions and discussions with Highways England:
• Outline of main concerns including: road
route, road height, impact on local transport
journeys, traffic congestion, visual impact,
construction phase
• Discussion on mitigation measures
• Further engagement
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Date

Type of
engagement

13 June 2014

Pre-application
ongoing
correspondence

17 June 2014

Pre-application
ongoing
correspondence

19
September
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
letter

Letter from Hilton Parish Council:
• Requesting further opportunity to comment on
the A14 proposal prior to completion of
detailed design process
• Discussion of key areas of concern including
choice of southern bypass route; road height;
increased air, light and noise pollution; visual
impact; drainage and flood risk; rat running;
and traffic congestion.
• Invitation to attend village exhibition

16 October
2014

Pre-application
ongoing
correspondence

Meeting to update Hilton Parish Council on changes
to scheme and to gain feedback from village
exhibition:
• Outline of history of route options, and
assessment of various options
• Update on progress and DCO process and
programme
• Discussion on best mitigations against
possible effect of new road
• Outline of concerns including impact on air
quality, rat running and excess HGVs, borrow
pits, construction issues
• Discussion regarding design changes and
public consultation

02 March
2015

Relevant
Representation

A copy of the relevant representation made to the
Planning Inspector is in Appendix A

04 March
2015

Parish Council
Up-date
meetings

A representative from the parish council attended the
update meeting held on the 2 March 2015. The
update presented the Development Consent Order
application process and in particular the examination
process

HE/A14/EX/165

Summary of discussion
Letter from Highways England inviting Hilton Parish
Council to attend a meeting to discuss representations
that have been received:
• Main objective of meeting to discuss:
groundswell of opinion
• Acknowledge the ramifications of the pre
application consultation
• Highlight the differences between the 1980
Highways Act and the 2008 Planning Act and
the misunderstandings that have arisen
• The future opportunities of consultation
available and
• Discuss, in detail, the proposals improvements
of the off line section north of Hilton.
Meeting held with local councillors to discuss EIA
report and key issues.
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Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

08 June 2015

Statement of
Common Ground
(SoCG) meeting

The aim of the meeting was to discuss preparation of
a Statement of Common Ground and was attended
by members of Hilton Parish Council and
representatives of Highways England. Please see
section 3 below for the issues that were discussed.

22 July 2015

Statement of
Common Ground
(SoCG) meeting

A meeting was held to inform this SoCG with
members of Hilton Parish Council and
representatives from Highways England.

11 August
2015

Statement of
Common Ground
(SoCG) meeting

15
September
2015

Statement of
Common Ground
(SoCG) meeting

A meeting was held to inform this SoCG with
members of Hilton Parish Council and
representatives from Highways England. Section 3
below provides an up-date of the issues discussed.
A meeting was held to inform this SoCG with
members of Hilton Parish Council and
representatives from Highways England. Section 3
below provides an up-date of the issues discussed.

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Hilton Parish
Council.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.4

The Parish Council’s relevant representation formed the basis for the
discussion at the SoCG meeting. A copy of the Parish Council’s
relevant representation can be found at Appendix A.

2.1.5

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2
and 3 of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Hilton
Parish Council, and therefore have not been the subject of any
discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be read
as agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material
interest or relevance to Hilton Parish Council.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways
England and Hilton Parish Council at the meeting on 8 June 2015, 11
August and 15 September 2015. It outlines Highways England’s
responses to stakeholder issues raised and whether the stakeholder
agrees with this Highways England response. The matters are
addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of the Rule
6 letter.

Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not agreed /
Under
discussion

1

Noise and
vibration

The Parish Council
disagree that a 3dB
increase in noise
would not constitute a
likely significant
effect.
Hilton Parish Council
suggests that due to
the close proximity of
the proposed road
this increase in noise
will be near constant,
and not as is
currently the case
where the effect of
the current A14 is
dependent on wind
conditions.
Therefore the
increase of 3dB as an
average will be
significant
considering the
current tranquil
setting Hilton enjoys.

The use of the term
‘significant’ is industry
standard wording used
within the Environmental
Impact Assessment and
has been applied within
this context. We note
your difference of opinion.

Not agreed.

2

Noise and

HE/A14/EX/165

Clarification is
required as to the

The Infrastructure
Planning (Environmental
Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2009 require
the identification of ‘likely
significant effects’.
Where in terms of
government noise policy
the calculated noise or
vibration indicates a
significant adverse impact
on health and quality of
life (i.e. the level exceeds
the relevant Significant
Observed Adverse Effect
Levels), then this
assessment identifies a
likely significant observed
adverse effect at each
receptor.
In accordance with
government guidance
PPG-Noise (DCLG, 2014)
this is where, for example,
noise would disrupt
activities indoors.
The height of the
proposed landscaping
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actual height of the
proposed bund on the
southern side of the
bypass (between
Potton Road and
Hilton Road bridges).
The drawing
suggests the bund is
2m but could be
decreased in height
by 1 meter.
The Parish Council
are concerned that
the application for
limits of deviation
could lead to a
reduced height of the
screening bunds.
The Parish Council
would like this to be
higher with an
additional fence
(material to be
specified by a barrier
expert) and planting
to provide maximum
screening and
mitigation. The
DMRB guidelines are
not sufficient in this
case. (Please refer to
the document
‘Response to A14
C2H Statement of
Observations by
SBS, Hilton A14
Environmental Noise
Mitigation Study;
27.8.15)
An example of the
type of bund is given
in Appendix B. Clarity
as to whether
plastic/metal noise
barriers can be used,
similar to that used
across Europe.
The Parish Council
has commissioned an
independent report in
relation to noise
barriers which they
will be considering.
Clarification required
as to whether there is
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bund as appears on the
drawing is 2m – this bund
was incorporated for
landscape and visual
reasons only. The height
of the road above existing
ground level is 3 metres.
The total height of the
bund above existing
ground level is 5 metres.
There is currently no noise
fence proposed along the
scheme adjacent to Hilton.
Given the distance
between the road and the
village noise barriers
would not provide any
additional mitigation. The
scheme would include low
noise surfacing which
would provide a 3dB(A)
reduction over hot rolled
asphalt, this represents a
degree of mitigation from
a traditional road surface.
The scheme with
mitigation that has been
developed as part of the
DCO proposals has been
assessed as not giving
rise to likely significant
effects. It is not
considered necessary
therefore to consider
additional noise mitigation.
Highways England’s
response to the Second
Written Questions,
Question 2.10.10,
submitted at Deadline 7
further explained the
dialogue between Hilton
Parish Council and
Highways England
regarding the independent
noise report.
Highways England
submitted a further
response to the ExA at
Deadline 8
(HE/A14/EX/145). This
demonstrated that the
proposed 4m barrier
would provide no acoustic
benefit.
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any mitigation which
could reduce noise in
this case.
The Parish Council
would like the screen
bunds to have a
vertical face to the
A14 to save land take
and provide noise
attenuation.
Hilton Parish Council
challenges the
Highways England
statement that
‘screen bunds with a
vertical face would
have no benefit in
noise terms’. The
noise report
commissioned by
Hilton Parish Council
suggests otherwise.

In addition, two mitigation
options were assessed
and presented in the
Position Statement
submitted to the EXA at
Deadline 7 on noise
mitigation
(HE/A14/EX/129). The
conclusion reached was
that additional mitigation
(vLNS or a 2 m barrier) is
not sustainable1 at Hilton,
as set out in the noise
assessment position
statement2.
Further discussions were
held after the Issue
Specific Hearing on the 15
September. Highways
England agreed to
undertake further work.
Highways England
discussed the differences
in noise benefit of a
proposed 4m high noise
barrier compared to the
Environmental Statement
(ES) design at Hilton.
A note has been prepared
in response to this
discussion setting out the
results of additional
modelling which will be
shared with Hilton Parish
Council shortly.

3

Noise and
Vibration
Assessment
of
meteorologic
al conditions

Clarification is
required as to
whether assessments
had taken into
account variable or
specific
meteorological
conditions.

The ‘with scheme’ and
‘without scheme’ model
assumes the same
meteorological conditions
(i.e. moderately adverse
propagation conditions via
Calculation of Road Traffic
Noise - the national
standard for predicting
road traffic noise),
enabling a like-for-like
comparison. Specific
metrological conditions

Agreed.

1

As defined by the National Policy Statement for National Networks (NPSNN) which requires Best
Available Techniques to reduce noise impact to be considered and for adverse impacts/effects on health
and quality of life to be mitigated and minimised where it is sustainable to do so.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-policy-statement-for-national-networks
2
http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%208%20/Highways%20England%20-%20HEA14-EX-129%20Position%20Statement%20on%20Further%20Noise%20Mitigation.pdf
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have been assessed.
4

Design and
Engineering
Standards
Height of
overbridges

5

Landscape
and visual
effects

Clarification is
required on actual
height of bridges
above existing
ground level. The
Potton Road and
Hilton Road bridges
appear to be up to 2
metres higher than
what is actually
required with Potton
Road at 11m; and
Hilton Road bridge at
10.7m. More detailed
engineering drawings
are required and
engagement at the
detailed design stage.
Highways England
subsequently stated
the additional height
is due to the single
span of the bridge
across all six lanes
with no central
support.

There is scope for
refinement at detailed
design stage when exact
structural options are
determined. There will be
opportunity for
consultation and
engagement during
detailed design stage, at
which stage there will be
opportunities to comment
on designs.

Concerns regarding
the visual impact and
appearance of
structures along the
route.

In view of the concerns
raised about visual
impacts as the road
passes Hilton (in particular
relating to the Potton
Road over bridge), a desk
study has been
undertaken to identify a
proposed additional and
representative viewpoint
on the north edge of the
village which places the
overbridge clearly in view
without intervening
screening. It is to show
the proposed scheme and
the Potton Road bridge
before construction and at
year 1 and year 15 after
construction.

Hilton Parish Council
request to get the
best mitigation
possible for the
people of Hilton.
Hilton Parish Council
also questions the
rules and guidelines
which Highways
England contractors
will have to work to.
Hilton Parish Council
are concerned about
the impact of light
pollution from high
sided vehicles hence
the wish for a higher
barrier up to 4m in
height.
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Under
discussion.

At detailed design the
elevation of side roads
crossings will be
minimised to reduce both
impacts and costs. Please
refer to Appendix B.
In the meantime we will
continue to discuss the
height and appearance of
structures with you.

Under
discussion.

This viewpoint was shared
with Hilton Parish Council
and a site meeting was
held with the Parish
Council on 3 June 2015 to
assess the suitability of
this and potential
alternative viewpoints
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suggested by the Parish
Council. The Parish
Council concurred that
Highways England's
proposed viewpoint is
suitable for an additional
photomontage.
The photomontages from
the agreed viewpoint can
be found within Highways
England’s Response to
the First Written
Questions Report 9:
Landscape and Visual
Effects, Applicant
reference HE/A14/EX/363,
PINS reference REP2010.
The response to WQ1.9.7
is on pages 18-20 of the
document and the
photomontages are within
the appendices at pages
40/41.
The additional
photomontage confirms
and illustrates the findings
of the ES visual impact
assessment and
demonstrates that there
would be a moderate
adverse visual effect
during construction and in
year 1 including views of
traffic on Potton Road
bridge. This reduces to a
slight adverse effect by
year 15 as mitigation
planting establishes.
The headlights of high
sided vehicles would be
lower than 2 metres,
although occasional
vehicles would have lights
on the upper parts of the
vehicle these are less
obtrusive and would be
largely concealed by
mitigation planting in the
long term.

3

http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%202/HE-A14-EX36%20ExAQ1%20Report%209%20Landscape%20and%20Visual%20Effects.pdf
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Furthermore, it is not
proposed to light the
mainline A14 adjacent to
Hilton, nor Potton Road
nor Hilton Road, the side
road crossings near
Hilton.
6

Landscape
and visual
effects
Additional
Photomonta
ge 14
provided in
response to
ExA’s First
Written
Question
1.9.7.

Concerns regarding
Photomontage 14
(provided in
Highways England’s
response to ExA’s
First Written Question
1.9.7) where
elements of the
landscape appear
smaller.
There appears to be
little difference
between the year 1
and year 15 views.
Commented that it is
hard to discern the
bridge and vehicles.
Having received the
A3 prints from
Highways England,
Hilton Parish Council
still hold the view that
they are not
representative of the
true visual effect of
the new road.
It may be the view
chosen flatters the
new road or there is
some inaccuracy with
the modelling.

The photomontage was
undertaken in accordance
with the methodology
provided in ES Appendix
10.7 Detailed
methodology for the
production of zone of
theoretical visibility and
photomontages. The
viewpoint chosen was
agreed on site with
representatives of Hilton
Parish Council.
Photomontages are for
illustration purposes only;
assessments of visual
impact are undertaken in
the field.

Not agreed.

The plans are correct and
to scale at the paper size
of A3.The plans should
therefore be printed at A3,
not A4. Highways England
have sent several sets of
the plans to the
stakeholder at the correct
paper size of A3.
This is partly a result of
viewing at the incorrect
paper size of A4. The
bridge and road constitute
a small part of the wider
view due to the
intervening distance of
circa 1,000m, hence it is
quite small in the
photomontage.
Highways England also
provided an A3 sheet
which mounts the year 1
and year 15
photomontages together.

7

Landscape
and visual
effects
Headlights

HE/A14/EX/165

Concerns regarding
headlight glare from
vehicles approaching
the village crossing
and coming down

Details of the proposed
lighting are provided in
Chapter 3 (Description of
the scheme) of the ES
(doc 6.1).
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from Potton Road
and Hilton Road overbridges.
The Highways
England response
does not allay our
concern.
Although there would
be fewer vehicles at
night the visual
impact will be greater.
We cannot see how
the proposed lighting
scheme could
address the problem
of elevated night time
traffic crossing the
bridges.

The visual impact
assessment reported in
Chapter 10 of the ES
assesses all elements of
the view - lighting, signs,
gantries and traffic day
and night, but does not
separate day and night
time effects.
In general terms if traffic
can be seen during the
day then headlights would
be seen at night and both
would have an effect – in
most instances the day
time assessment would be
the worst case. For
example on a length of
road during the day the
bulk of the traffic would be
visible and at night just the
headlights would be
visible. Also as a general
principle night time
receptors with views of
headlights could be
considered to be less
numerous and less
sensitive, and therefore
the significance of effect is
reduced – for example
users of rural public rights
of way are unlikely, and
the majority of residents
would be indoors with
lights on and curtains
drawn.
Headlight glare from
vehicles travelling
southwards on the two
bridges would be greatest
when viewed head on, i.e.
from the road itself. There
would also be oblique
views which in due course
would be mitigated by
woodland planting on the
bridge embankments
where not already
intercepted by existing
vegetation.
The effects would be
potentially greater at
Potton Road bridge due to
straight alignment of the
approach road, whereas
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there is a double curve in
the approach road to the
Hilton Road bridge which
combined with
embankment planting
could have greater
mitigating effect for head
on views which would be
shorter.
There may be
opportunities for suitable
fencing to be incorporated
into guard
railings/parapets on either
side of the road to reduce
headlight glare. This
would be looked into as
an option during detailed
design.
8

Air quality
and
Emissions
Air quality
standards

HE/A14/EX/165

Clarity is required
with regard to
whether the scheme
needs to respond to
new air quality
standards in light of
the recent high court
judgement.
As the new plan to
meet the nitrogen
dioxide requirements
is not yet complete
how do Highways
England know that
the current scheme
will comply?
In Hilton Parish
Council’s view, it is
not acceptable to
average out the
benefits of moving
the A14 from
Fenstanton,
Hemingfords et al
against
disadvantaging
relatively small
populations of Hilton
Village or Conington.

The Supreme Court's
judgment relating to the
application made by
ClientEarth has no effect
on the proposed scheme.
The judgment required the
UK to prepare a new plan
to meet the limit values for
nitrogen dioxide. This plan
is required because the
UK had not complied with
the limit values by the due
date required by the Air
Quality Directive. The UK
must now prepare this
plan by the end of 2015.
This plan must show that
the UK will work to meet
the limit values in as short
a time as possible and will
address how to reduce
nitrogen dioxide
concentrations in areas
that are currently above
the limit value.

Not agreed.

The assessment of the
A14 scheme (including
cumulative impacts) has
shown that there are no
risks to compliance with
the air quality limit value in
the opening year or any
future year, this would not
affect the revised plan that
is required to be prepared
as a result of the Supreme
Court's judgment in the
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Client Earth case. With
the use of World Health
Organisation limits the
scheme would be within
the requirements.
For further information on
this, please refer to the
response provided to
question 1.1.15 of the
Response to the First
Examining Authority
Questions – Air Quality
and Carbon Emissions
report submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate on
15 June 2015 (applicant
reference HE/A14/EX/28,
PINS reference REP2002).
9

Design and
Engineering
Weight limits
and through
traffic

A weight limit along
the B1040 is required
to prevent HGV
through traffic in
Hilton.
Hilton Parish Council
acknowledge the
Highways England
statement that should
through traffic
increase through
Hilton that corrective
traffic calming
schemes will be
funded by Highways
England, not the local
authority.
We would like this
statement confirmed.

The County Council are
the local highways
authority responsible for
weight limits.

Under
discussion.

It was agreed at the
meeting on 15 September
that Highways England
will continue to discuss
the issue of weight limits
and through traffic with
Hilton Parish Council in
conjunction with the
County Council.
At deadline 9 Highways
England published a
progress report4 on
discussions regarding
post scheme monitoring of
traffic on local roads and
mitigation (Applicant ref.
HE/A14/EX/147, PINS ref.
REP9-022).
Highways England can
confirm that post scheme
monitoring of traffic will be
carried out on Graveley
Way.
Paragraph 1.1.5 of report
agrees to implement traffic
monitoring, with both

4

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%209%20/Highways%20England%20-%20HEA14-EX147%20Progress%20report%20on%20discussions%20regarding%20post%20scheme%20monitoring%2
0of%20traffic%20on%20local%20roads%20and%20mitigation.pdf
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baseline and post opening
surveys, together with a
number of control sites to
monitor background
growth. If monitoring
shows that there is a
significant adverse impact
due to the A14 in excess
of that predicted by
CHARM3a + LIT + S2
forecasts, Highways
England will consult with
Cambridge County
Council and relevant local
authorities, with respect to
reasonable and
appropriate mitigation,
and will fund such
mitigation as is reasonably
agreed, to the extent that
it is needed to mitigate an
impact of the A14
improvement scheme.
10

Landscape
and visual
effects Gantries
Light
pollution

If gantries are going
to be illuminated it is
requested that these
be ‘blinkered’ to
minimise light
pollution.

Gantry mounted direction
signage would be
illuminated with LED units
mounted into the
structure. They would be
focused with a tight
distribution that can be
adjusted on site (shields
and louvres can also be
used to control the
spread). Where the signs
form an irregular shape
(meaning the lighting may
be passing through or
over the sign), blanking
backing plates can be
provided to make the
structure into a rectangle.

Not agreed.

For gantry mounted
variable message signs
there would be limited
spillage of light. LEDs are
set in narrow cones to
limit the visibility of the
message and should only
be seen from one
carriageway.
Gantries for advanced
signs are used when it is
thought that there is a risk
of verge mounted signs
being obscured by other
traffic. They are used for
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dual carriageways with
three or more lanes, and
where there is a high
percentage of HGV traffic,
both of which are relevant
to the A14 scheme.
Please refer to section 5
and 6 of the Design
Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DRMB) TD
18/85, found at the
following link, for further
information
http://www.standardsforhi
ghways.co.uk/dmrb/vol9/s
ection1/td1885.pdf.
This is a detailed design
issue and we will continue
to discuss it through the
detailed design stage.
11

Transportati
on and
Traffic
Traffic
congestion

HE/A14/EX/165

There is concern that
a bottle neck will be
created where the
southern bypass
reduces from three
lanes down to two
lanes at Brampton

The number of lanes on
each section of the
mainline carriageway has
been carefully considered
to ensure that sufficient
capacity is provided for
the forecast traffic flows.
Analysis of the forecast
traffic figures on the
proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass
(travelling westbound
towards Brampton
Interchange), indicates
that a high proportion of
the mainline flow would
leave the carriageway to
join the A1 northbound,
therefore there is no
requirement to continue
three lanes northbound on
the A14 from this
point. Similarly, a high
proportion of traffic would
join the A14 from the A1
southbound, requiring an
increase from two to three
lanes on the A14
eastbound carriageway at
this location. It is
proposed to continue
three lanes on the A14
mainline from the
Huntingdon Southern
Bypass through Swavesey
Junction; there is no lane

PC11/16
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reduction proposed at this
location.
12

Other
matters
Climate
change
agenda

HE/A14/EX/165

The government’s
climate change
agenda is
contradicted by the
building of more
roads, clarification
required as to
whether alternatives
options have been
explored i.e. rail
networks.
If this response from
Highways England is
to be considered valid
and only marginal
gains can be
achieved by
upgrading the rail
network then the shift
of goods traffic from
road to rail as a
concept is flawed,
this we all implicitly
know is not correct.
Highways England
have told Hilton PC
that the A14 scheme
has not been
modelled or
accurately assessed
in conjunction with
other transport
schemes such as the
Felixstowe to
Nuneaton rail
improvements and
the new A428
upgrade.
We remain
unconvinced that
building more roads
is an intelligent way
to deal with the UK’s
transport
requirements.
Highways England’s
application does not
comply with the
government’s
objectives outlined in
the government’s
objective outlined in
the 2007 Rail White
Paper which led to

As confirmed by Highways
England during the SoCG
meeting, research has
shown that an upgrade of
the rail network would only
marginally reduce the
number of vehicles on the
road.

Not agreed.

The A14 scheme is
already part of a multimodal solution including
alternative transport
modes such as rail freight
links. In 2011 the
Department for Transport
commissioned the A14
Study to look at multimodal transport solutions
in response congestion in
the trunk road corridor
between Huntingdon.
It identified a range of
interventions, which
comprised a public
transport package, a railfreight package and a
road package. It
concluded that packages
in isolation would not
solve the problems but
that all packages were
needed.
The freight package
aimed to reduce HGV
traffic on the A14 by
encouraging a transfer of
freight movements from
road to rail. This centred
on traffic moving between
the Haven Ports and the
Midlands. It also
concentrated on
measures for improving
the Felixstowe to
Nuneaton route to achieve
shorter journey times and
to enable longer trains
and additional freight
paths to be introduced.
The rail freight package
was forecast to reduce
HGV traffic on the A14 in
the core study area by up
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funding of the
Strategic Freight
Network (SNF).

to 11 per cent, which
would offset 60 to 80 per
cent of the forecast growth
in HGV traffic on the A14
between 2011 and 2031.
Rail freight proposals
within the A14 Study have
either been completed or
are programmed to be
carried out within the
current control period
which runs until March
2019.

13

Economic
and social
effects

It is felt that Hilton is
the ‘biggest loser’ of
the villages affected
by the scheme.
Hilton Parish Council
have been told in a
public meeting by the
design team from
Jacobs that Hilton will
be ‘a big loser’ if the
A14 scheme remains
in its current form.

Highways England notes
Hilton Parish Council’s
concern and will continue
to have discussions with
the parish council about
the scheme concerning
detailed design.

14

Noise and
Vibration

That further
consideration should
be given to noise
mitigation.
Moreover, that the
conclusions reached
in the deadline 9
submission
(HE/A14/EX/145) are
not agreed in respect
of the lack of
provision of very low
noise surfacing and
lack of mitigation by
way of a barrier.

Highways England
responded to Hilton’s
Deadline 8 submission at
Deadline 9 (applicant ref.
HE/A14/EX/1455, PINS ref
REP09-020).
The conclusion to
Highways England’s
position statement on
further noise mitigation,
(Applicant ref.
HE/A14/EX/129, PINS ref
REP8-023) reported that
the use of very low noise
surfacing or a 2m high
noise barrier option is not
sustainable.
It clearly follows that a 4m
high barrier would not be
justified given that, as
evidenced in the Deadline
8 report:
• A 4m barrier would
provide no noise
reduction benefit in

Not agreed.

5

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%209%20/Highways%20England%20%20HE-A14-EX-145%20Comments%20on%20Deadline%208%20Submissions.pdf
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•

comparison to a 2m
high barrier option;
and
The significant
additional costs
associated with a 4m
high barrier.

A note has been prepared
in response to discussions
with the Parish Council on
this issue at the Issue
Specific Hearings on 15
September, setting out the
results of additional
modelling which will be
shared with Hilton Parish
Council shortly. The note
has also been submitted
to the Examining Authority
in the ‘Noise and Air
Quality Issue Specific
Hearing Matters Arising
Note’.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:

Hilton Parish Council

Date:
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Appendix A – Relevant representation
We believe that Hilton will be significantly, and adversely, affected by the
construction and operation of this proposed new road. Our detailed
representations will cover, inter alia, the following matters:
•

The consultation process, which lacked transparency and did not, in
our view, comply with the Planning Act 2008.

•

During the consultation process, HA/Jacobs referred to Hilton being
“one of the losers” in the A14 project yet there were few references to
Hilton in the DCO application and not a single change to the
proposals in response to Hilton’s representations.

•

The lack of value for the use of public money in creating a new road
when existing roads could be enhanced (including the A428 upgrade)
without further destroying the local countryside

•

The choice of route, which seems to have been pre-determined, and
why it must pass so close to Hilton. (Volume 7.1 Case for the
Scheme) adds nothing to our understanding of this matter.

•

The design, which calls for the road to be elevated by 3 metres as it
passes Hilton, with bridges being as high as 9 metres.

•

The lack of effective measures to mitigate ongoing traffic intrusion,
including rat-running, and visual, noise, air quality and night time light
pollution.

•

The lack of detail in the available documentation particularly defining
mitigation measures, traffic modelling and environmental impact.

•

The construction phase which, without mitigation, will bring intolerable
levels of heavy goods vehicles through the village.

•

The lack of any consideration of the intrusion by the scheme into the
existing tranquil nature of Hilton Village and of the historic and
architectural assets of the village with the resultant reduction in
Quality of Life for the residents and in contradiction to a stated
objective of creating a positive legacy for the residents of Hilton (# 3.6
Volume 7.1 Case for the Scheme).
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Appendix B – Bridge height requirements
As set out in Highways England’s response to the First Written Questions,
Question 1.9.9, the majority of the new bridge structures on the scheme,
including those on the Huntingdon Southern bypass section, are similar in
nature and have been developed as a family of structures known as the
‘Standard Overbridges’.
Preliminary design of this family of structures has been carried out with key
consideration to the impact on the landscape, which is predominantly flat and
open rural in nature. Solutions with ‘open abutments’, with small bankseat
abutments, allowing the slopes of the approach earthworks to extend below the
bridge deck, have been preferred as they are less visually obtrusive. A three
span arrangement has been chosen as this is more visually appealing and
avoids maintenance issues with a two span arrangement with pier in the A14
central reserve.

At detailed design the elevation of side roads crossings will be minimised to
reduce both impacts and costs.
The typical height of an overbridge is 11.2 metres above ground level, this
height is a summation of the following requirements:
1. The height of the mainline above ground level is driven by drainage
requirements;
2. A 5.3 - 5.7 metre headroom is required under the bridge to accord
with design standards (this depends on the structures impact
resistance, so the scheme uses 5.7 metre structure to keep
structure options open;
3. A structural depth of 2.0 metres is typically required (dependent
upon the structure type and span);
4. Allowance for construction on bridge;
5. Allowances for road crossfall, gradient, construction and settlement
etc.
The calculation is therefore as follows:
•

HE/A14/EX/165

3m + 5.7m + 2m + 0.5m = 11.2 metres above ground level.
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Appendix C – Environmental barrier example
Design Guide for Environmental Barriers (2001)6.

6

DfT. (2001) Design Guide for Environmental Barriers [online] available at:
http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/dmrb/vol10/section5/ha6594.pdf
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Appendix D – Noise Modelling Update
To follow
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement
prepared jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order
(DCO) and another party. It sets out matters of agreement between
both parties, as well as matters where there is not an agreement and
matters which are under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed
and the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can
be used as evidence of these discussions in representations to the
Planning Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO
application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various
parties, including Parish Councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Histon & Impington Parish Council. It refers to the
application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme which was submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the
existing A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at
Milton. It includes a new bypass to the south of Huntingdon,
carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey and
Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of a section of the A1
trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and approximately 7
miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the detrunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk
road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal
of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at
Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG;

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the discussions,
including a summary of each;

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and the Parish Council, in
line with the principal issues set out in Annex C of the
Rule 6 letter, including comments from the Parish
Council on whether the matters are agreed, not agreed
or still under discussion;

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions; and

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to the
Planning Inspectorate.

Appendix B

Figure indicating proposed very low noise surfacing.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Histon and Impington is situated four miles to the north of Cambridge.
The primary role of the Parish Council is to represent parishioners on
issues affecting the community, to District, County and central
government.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between
Highways England and Histon & Impington Parish Council.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

1 April
2014

Pre-application
statutory
consultation

Histon & Impington Parish Council response to EIA
scoping report is summarised below:
• Lack of consideration of PM2.5s and concern at
the standard and consistency of monitoring of
both PM10s and PM2.5s
• Concern at the lack of baseline data for noise
measurements
• Provision of noise pollution mitigation
• Replacement of noise barriers at Orchard Park
• Water runoff from the carriageway between
Histon and Girton and conflict between plans for
balancing ponds and Darwin Green
• Provision and maintenance of sound reducing
surface between Girton to Milton
• Maintenance of footpaths and public rights of
ways

1 April
2014

Pre-application
non-statutory
communication

The aim of the meeting was to update the Parish Council
on changes to the scheme following the public
consultation, and to discuss the DCO process going
forward.
The key issues discussed include:
• The Parish Council explained that an A14
working group has been formed and expressed
disappointment with the consultation.
• The Parish Council highlighted the need for
noise attenuation at the south end of the village
at the new balancing pond and the need for
noise monitoring to take place in all wind
conditions.
• Air quality was identified as a key concern for the
village
• A lower speed limit was suggested by the Parish
Council to help road flow and grid lock issues.
• Concern regarding peak hour congestion at
Milton and Histon-Impington junctions and
missing cycle link to the new NMU route west of
Girton was raised by the Parish Council.

13 June
2014

Pre-application
statutory
consultation

The response outlines the parish council’s main areas of
concerns. These are summarised below:
• Scheme design with regards to traffic capacity,
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

abrupt end of scheme at the Milton interchange
and peak congestion at Histon junction
Air quality – Lack of focus on PM2.5s, and
monitoring of PM10s and PM2.5s
Baseline data for noise measurements, noise
impact and noise mitigation
Drainage – water runoff from carriageway
between Histon and Girton, and conflict between
balancing ponds and Darwin Green earth bunds
Lower speed limit
Traffic congestion
Asymmetric widening of Histon-Milton stretch
Lighting of guided busway and connecting NMU
provision with NIAB accommodation bridge
Construction especially at peak hours
Replacement of felled trees

2 March
2015

Parish Council
up-date
meeting

A representative from the parish council attended the
update meeting held on the 3 March 2015. The update
presented the Development Consent Order application
process and in particular the examination process.

12
March
2015

Preexamination
relevant
representation

A copy of the relevant representation submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate is in Appendix A.

22 May
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
discussion

23
Sept.
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
discussion

The aim of the meeting was to discuss preparation of a
Statement of Common Ground. The meeting was
attended by Histon and Impington Parish Council
members and representatives of Highways England.
Please refer to section 3 below for the key issues raised
at the meeting.
Further discussion on the proposed mitigation measures
and results of the assessment of further noise mitigation
reported in HE/A14/EX/129 in order to up-date the
Parish.

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Histon & Impington
Parish Council.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5

The Parish Council’s relevant representation formed the basis for the
discussion at the SoCG meeting. A copy of the Parish Council’s
relevant representation can be found at Appendix A.

2.1.6

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2
and 3 of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Histon
and Impington Parish Council, and therefore have not been the subject
of any discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be
read as agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material
interest or relevance to Histon & Impington Parish Council.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways
England and Histon and Impington Parish Council at the meeting on
22 May 2015 and telephone discussion on 23 September. It outlines
Highways England responses to stakeholder issues raised and
whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response.
The matters are addressed in line with principal issues identified in
Annex C of the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

1

Transportation
and Traffic

The Parish Council
agree that the A14 is
not fit for purpose and
that there is a need
for enhancement to
improve access to the
East of England and
the Midlands.

Support is duly noted.

Agreed.

Improvement is
required in order to
access employment
sites in Cambridge.

The scheme would
help to improve traffic
flow, alleviate
congestion and
enhance journey
reliability into
Cambridge. The
scheme includes the
widening of the A14
between Histon and
Milton to three lanes
in each direction. This
would take place in
addition to the current
Highways England
‘Pinchpoint Scheme’
which is doing the
same between Girton
and Histon. These
improvements would
increase local and
strategic capacity
whilst also improving
accessibility and
connectivity into
Cambridge.

Not agreed.

Broadly in favour
of the need to
improve the A14

2

Economic and
Social Effect
Better access
into Cambridge

Histon residents who
work at the West
Campus and in the
centre of Cambridge
require better
connectivity.

In addition, the
scheme includes
provision of high
quality NMU facilities
HE/A14/EX/190
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

suitable for
pedestrians, cyclists
and equestrians,
including the
modification of
existing footways,
cycleways and
signalised crossings
at Histon Junction to
accommodate
proposed junction
improvements.
Furthermore,
residents of Histon will
be able to utilise
existing NMU facilities
such as Bridleway 20
and footpath 4 to
access the improved
NMU improvements at
Girton Interchange to
access west and north
west Cambridge. The
proposed new NMU
facility is intended to
link a number of
existing bridleways
and footpaths and
provide/improve links
between Cambridge,
and a number of
villages.
3

Design and
Engineering
Junction
strategy and
design

The Parish Council
states that Histon
roundabout requires
increased capacity to
work, especially given
the AM peak and
considers that the
scheme is designed
for off-peak levels of
traffic.
The Parish Council
considers that the
A14 / B1049 crossing
is in conflict with the
priority lights for exit
off the A14 and
expresses concern
that without capacity
increases the village

HE/A14/EX/190
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

will suffer congestion;
and this will not be
resolved.

improvements to both
Histon and Milton
junctions have been
designed to
accommodate the
forecast increase in
traffic flow. All arms of
the roundabout have
been assessed for AM
peak and PM peak
flows as described in
the Traffic Modelling
Update Report, which
indicated that
increased capacity
provided due to the
improvements on the
B1049 connection
from Histon village
would provide
sufficient capacity for
forecast AM peak and
PM peak flows in
2035.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

The slip roads and
signage at Histon
junction would be
improved including
widening and
realignment works.
Improvements to the
junction with the
B1049 would also be
provided adding
capacity and
increasing safety.
The scheme would
also provide
increased capacity for
local and strategic
traffic by widening the
A14 between Histon
and Milton to three
lanes in each direction
in addition to the
current Highways
England ‘Pinchpoint
Scheme’ which is
doing the same
between Girton and
Histon.
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

4

Design and
Engineering

The Parish Council
suggests that the
scheme at Milton
requires extending by
200 metres to enable
better traffic flows and
amendments made to
the red line boundary
and construction
programme in order
to facilitate this.

The mainline A14
widening works would
end at the Milton
eastbound diverge
slip road (where the
third lane would
continue onto the slip
road as a ‘lane drop’
arrangement) and the
Milton westbound
merge slip road (the
third lane would
continue from the slip
road to the mainline
as a ‘lane gain’
arrangement.

Not agreed.

Milton
Interchange
(A10
roundabout)

The scheme should
not end at a junction
but just after it, for
example 200m. There
are case studies of
where reducing the
number of lanes at a
junction causes
congestion, e.g.
A10/M25.

From this point, the
mainline would
continue to the east
with two lanes in each
direction, as
existing. In doing so
the scheme would
enhance capacity at
Milton junction by
improving the west
facing slip roads,
adding an extra left
turn lane to the A10
north and adding an
extra lane over the
east bridge on the
circulatory. This would
improve capacity
however it would
remain a busy
junction.
Extending the length
of 3 lane dual
carriageway 200m to
the east of Milton
Junction would not
provide increased
capacity for traffic as it
would be necessary to
provide a merge to
two lanes at the
termination of the 3
lane width section.
This would reduce
capacity at the start of
the two lane section
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

by introducing
additional vehicle
manoeuvres and
would also reduce the
effectiveness of the
west facing slip roads,
which require lane
drop/lane gain
arrangements to
accommodate the
forecast
diverging/merging
traffic flows.
The improvements to
Milton junction have
been designed to
ensure that future
conditions with the
scheme would be the
same as if the
scheme does not go
ahead even with the
forecasted increase in
traffic using the
junction.
5

Transportation
and Traffic
Histon to Milton
speed limits are
not safe

Traffic movement
Dangerous speed
differential between
on-going traffic and
traffic exiting at Histon
or Milton
roundabouts. A
reduced speed limit
across this whole
section would be
preferred.

One of the key
objectives of the
scheme is to improve
safety and this
includes consideration
of speed differentials.

Not agreed.

The proposals would
be built to modern
highway standards as
set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB) and
The Traffic Signs
Regulations and
General Directions
(TSRGD), introducing
better lane control and
providing adequate
capacity for predicted
traffic levels.
The proposed
improvements would
be suitable for
comfortable and safe
use at speeds up to
70mph. It is also

HE/A14/EX/190

PC12/9
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Improvement scheme

Ref

Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

proposed to provide
gantry mounted
signals to inform
drivers of congestion
and incidents and to
advise reduced
speeds during
congested periods.
6

Design and
Engineering
Junction
rationalisation

The Parish Council
considers that the
closure of OakingtonDry Drayton
intersection onto A14
will result in more
traffic through the
villages of Histon and
Oakington.
Closing this junction
might also push more
traffic through
Madingley to access
the M11 from the
Madingley Road.

The reasons for the
closure of the Dry
Drayton junction
(Junction 30) are
safety driven. First,
the Dry Drayton
junction is located
less than 1.5km from
the Bar Hill junction,
which is well below
Highways England’s
recommended
junction spacing of
2km and introduces a
conflict where traffic
joining the A14 at Bar
Hill (Junction 29) has
to cross traffic leaving
the A14 at Dry
Drayton (and viceversa).

Not agreed.

Second, with the
proposal to widen the
A14 to 4 lanes in each
direction between Bar
Hill and Girton, traffic
joining the A14 at Dry
Drayton would need
to cross more lanes of
traffic.
Both of these are
significant road safety
issues that have the
potential to cause
congestion and
delays. Highways
England therefore
considers it is most
appropriate to close
Junction 30. Access
to the surrounding
villages would be
maintained via the
HE/A14/EX/190

PC12/10
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Ref

Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

local access road.
Residents of Girton,
Oakington and Dry
Drayton would need
to travel via Bar Hill to
access the M11 and
A14 East, an
additional distance of
approximately 3.2km
compared with the
existing arrangement.
The Highways
England's traffic
forecasts indicate that
the additional journey
time associated with
this diversion would
be offset by the
journey time savings
associated with the
improved operation of
the A14 between Bar
Hill and Girton, with
no net change in
overall journey time.
This is reflected in the
Traffic Modelling
Update Report, which
shows that there will a
0% change in traffic
on the B1049 through
Histon and Impington
as a result of the
Scheme.
Currently, congestion
and uncertain journey
times on the A14 lead
to some drivers
choosing to use
alternative routes. The
improvements to the
A14 would reduce
journey times and
make them more
reliable.
The A14 scheme is
forecast to reduce
traffic flows through
Oakington in both
2020 and 2035. There
are two main reasons
HE/A14/EX/190

PC12/11
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Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

for this; the closure of
the Dry Drayton
junction on the A14
and the provision of
additional capacity on
the Cambridge
Northern Bypass.
Without the scheme,
both long-distance
traffic on the M11,
A14 and A428 and
local traffic from
villages along the A14
and A428 corridors is
forecast to use the
route through
Oakington to reach
towns and villages to
the north of
Cambridge (e.g.
Cottenham,
Haddenham,
Wilburton and
Stretham) in order to
avoid congestion on
the Cambridge
Northern Bypass.
This is set out in
HE/A14/EX/391, page
42.
7

Transportation
and Traffic
Reduction in
speed limits,
especially for the
GirtonInterchange.

The Parish Council
considers the
cheapest way to
achieve many goals
would be to reduce
the Girton
Interchange speed
limits to 50-60 mph
which will result in a
reduction in
accidents. In effect
implementing active
traffic management
would reduce
congestion like on a
motorway. This would
also help mitigate

As part of the design
process, the capacity
and safety of each of
the links at Girton
interchange has been
considered. The
proposed
improvements would
provide adequate
capacity to
accommodate
forecast traffic flows in
2035. Speed of
vehicles is therefore
not considered to be
an issue in terms of
congestion at Girton

Under
discussion.

1

http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%202/HE-A14-EX39%20ExAQ1%20Report%2012%20Transportation%20and%20Traffic.pdf
HE/A14/EX/190

PC12/12
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Ref

8

Principal Issue

Design and
Engineering
Widening of
carriageway

HE/A14/EX/190

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

noise.

Interchange.

We now note that
both Girton Parish
Council and
Cambridgeshire
Constabulary are
quoted as supporting
a lower speed limit to
reduce accidents and
congestion for a
complex set of
junctions and vehicle
movements. Girton
Interchange to include
the A428 which can
have the highest
speeds of the 3
converging flows.

Where the speed of
vehicles could cause
safety concerns, due
to the geometry of the
link, reduced speed
limits have been
considered to improve
safety. This only
applies to one link: the
westbound A14 link,
which would have a
50mph speed limit to
ensure that vehicles
negotiate the low
radius link at an
appropriate speed.

It is the Parish
Councils view that
asymmetric widening
could increase noise
impacts by moving
the carriageway
closer to residential
properties with line of
sight of the A14 and
the noise issues will
be exacerbated. This
may have impacts on
the lake and
permissive footpath
adjacent to the
Holiday Inn.

Between Histon and
Milton junctions the
scheme would be
implemented using
asymmetric widening
(to the north) to
minimise the impact to
existing sensitive
environmental
receptors and
buildings and
dwellings to the
south.

PC12/13

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

It should also be
noted that the use of
variable mandatory
speed limits is not
currently permitted on
non-motorway routes
and therefore is not
suitable for use at
Girton Interchange.
Not agreed.

Asymmetric widening
would make the
construction easier
and quicker with
improved access,
reduced noise during
construction, and
would be safer with
more works away
from live traffic.
Environmentally there
are no significant
October 2015
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Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

negative effects to the
north. Construction
around the area would
temporally require the
footpath to be closed,
however it would be
reinstated at the
completion of
construction.
A noise impact
assessment has been
undertaken and is
reported in Chapter
14 of the
Environmental
Statement. During
construction,
approximately 25
dwellings on Lone
Tree Avenue and
Cambridge Road
would experience
about one month of
noise impact.
For operation,
extensive mitigation
measures have been
designed into the
scheme to reduce
noise impacts during
operation including
the alignment and
cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and
landscape earthworks
to mitigate visual
impact and reduce
noise.
Issues 13, 14, 15 & 16
below provide
additional information
regarding noise.
9

Design and
Engineering
Bridge and
lighting for NMU
needs resolving

HE/A14/EX/190

Lighting needs to be
resolved in detailed
design. Currently, the
guided bus has an
unlit underpass
beneath the A14, and
associated nonmotorised user
footpath. Adding extra
PC12/14

The need for lighting
of the guided busway
underpass would be
assessed at the
detailed design stage
in association with the
local highway
authority,
Cambridgeshire

Under
discussion.

October 2015
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Ref

10

Principal Issue

Design and
Engineering
Non-motorised
users (MNU)
need better
provision

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

lanes at this point
makes lighting of the
underpass necessary.

County Council. If
this assessment
indicates that lighting
is required, this would
be designed in
accordance with BS
5489.

Orbital routes for
NMU use are lacking.
In particular, Histon &
Impington would wish
to see more direct
access from the
parishes to the west
of Cambridge, ideally
via the NIAB
accommodation
bridge.

The conversion of the
Woodhouse
Accommodation
Bridge for NMU use is
understood to be part
of the highway
proposals for the
Darwin Green
(formerly NIAB)
development. NMU
facilities within that
development would
be a matter for
Cambridgeshire
County Council, in its
planning and
highways role.

Not agreed.

The likely significant
effects on air quality
are assessed as part
of the Environmental
Impact Assessment
and are reported in
Chapter 8 of the
Environmental
Statement.

Not agreed.

It is recognised that
options to provide
better access are
limited due to
restricted public rights
of way and crosscountry routes.
11

Air Quality and
Emissions
Air quality needs
further
consideration

PM2.5s are deemed
to be more hazardous
to health than PM10s
yet they are not
monitored.
The country is below
UK limits and the
scheme will
exacerbate this. The
lack of local
monitoring and
baseline data is a
concern.
Monitoring is currently
to the south of the
carriageway and
prevailing wind
means that pollutants
are generally blown
away from the air
quality monitoring
station toward Histon
and Impington.
If no assessment of
PM2.5 has been

HE/A14/EX/190

PC12/15

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

The air quality
assessment
considered the main
pollutants of concern
from vehicle
emissions, which are
fine particulate matter
(PM10 and PM2.5)
and NOx and NO2.
CO was not included
within the assessment
because it is no
longer a pollutant of
concern in the UK (no
monitoring sites
measure an
exceedance of the
October 2015
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Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

done, how can you
come to that (or any)
conclusion? PM 2.5s
are considered the
most harmful to
health.

standard) and CO has
“not been identified as
being at risk of
exceeding the
objectives in the area
managed by
Cambridge City,
South Cambridgeshire
and Huntingdonshire
Councils” (see
paragraph 8.1.4, ES).

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

The air quality
assessment
concluded that for
PM10 and NO2 there
are no exceedances
of the objectives or
limit values and
therefore “no
significant impacts
were identified as
requiring mitigation in
the operational phase”
and “the scheme is
predicted to improve
air quality in a number
of areas” (paragraphs
8.6.5-8.6.6, ES).
A PM2.5 assessment
has not been included
in the ES as
monitoring indicates
that across the UK
and particularly within
the area surrounding
the scheme, the limit
values introduced for
PM2.5 in the EU
Directive are met and
therefore PM2.5 was
not identified as a
pollutant of concern.
The focus of our
assessment is
pollutants which have
the potential to exceed
an air quality objective
as a result of the
scheme. The two
pollutants which are at
risk of this are NO2
and PM10. PM2.5 is
HE/A14/EX/190

PC12/16
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SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

not at risk of exceeding
the air quality objective
in the UK. Therefore
along with the other
pollutants such as
SO2, ozone and VOCs,
PM2.5 was scoped out
of the assessment.

Full results of all
monitoring used in the
assessment are
provided in ES
Appendix 8.1
(document reference
6.3), this provides a
robust assessment of
the baseline
conditions for these
pollutants.
12

Noise and
Vibration
Impact and
Mitigation

Noise is the greatest
concern locally and
the area which is
most likely to lead to
an objection. The
original road built in
the 1970s never
delivered promised
noise barriers and the
existing wooden
fencing is inadequate.
Locally it is a very
sensitive issue and
needs resolving.
The local MP has
been lobbied and
made representations
to the Minister for
Transport to provide
assurance.
The Pinchpoint
scheme has not
delivered or provided
the noise barrier
solution required and
it is up to the A14
scheme to do so.
Lone Tree Avenue
residents are within
metres of the
carriageway, this
means it an option to

HE/A14/EX/190

PC12/17

The noise
assessment and
mitigation measures
reported in Chapter
14 of the
Environmental
Statement (Applicant
reference 6.1, PINS
reference APP-345)
predicts that there will
be a minor beneficial
effects at properties to
the north of Impington
Junction. Extensive
mitigation measures
have been designed
into the scheme
including very low
noise road surfacing
along the whole
length of the
Cambridge Northern
Bypass. Barriers
would be provided at
the A14/B1049
junction to screen
Histon and Impington
as follows.

Not agreed.

M29 Impington
Important Area HA ID
reference 5044,
represents four
October 2015
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Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

use the garden or
have the windows
open. Background
noise levels are not
level is not
acceptable.

dwellings at
Woodhouse Farm.
The mitigation
measures proposed
would result in major
beneficial impacts to
three of these
dwellings. The
optimised mitigation is
in the form of a 250m
long 2m high barrier.

Potential noise
reduction surface
offers the ability for
improvement. Noise
barriers were
mandated, to WHO
standards, when the
guided busway was
constructed.
Baseline noise
measurements need
to be made from
various line of sight
points around our
villages so that their
effect can be properly
measured, and
mitigated when
required. This would
include the
Percheron/Woodcock
Close Area, South
Road, as well as the
new development at
the end of Villa Road.
It cannot be
overstated how
important adequate
noise protection is to
residents of Lone
Tree Avenue and
Cambridge Road as
well as the villages at
large.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

M30/M33 Impington
Important Area HA ID
6109 represents
dwellings in Impington
adjacent to the
existing A14. There is
an existing noise
fence barrier to the
north of the existing
A14 at this location
which would be
enhanced and
expanded as part of
the scheme, reducing
road traffic noise
levels at the
dwellings.
The optimised
mitigation consists of
replacing the existing
2m high barrier with a
new 320m long 4m
high absorptive
barrier. In addition,
the existing barrier
would be extended by
250m with a 3m high
absorptive barrier.
A further mitigation of
3,000 m of 7.5dB RSI2
road surfacing (with
the barriers specified
in the Environmental
Statement) has been
agreed at Histon and
Impington, with the
further noise

2

RSI stands for ‘Road Surface Influence’ and is a parameter used for quantifying road surfacing
noise performance. See Appendix A of DMRB HD 213/11 for more information.
HE/A14/EX/190

PC12/18
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SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

mitigation concluding
that the benefits are
significantly greater
than costs.
A statement on further
noise mitigation was
published3 in
September 2015,
(HE/A14/EX/129). It
assessed a 220 metre
extension of barrier
M30 and a 70 metre
extension of barrier
M33, both 4 metres in
height with an
absorptive inner face.
It concluded for
Impington that the
cost of the barrier
extensions exceeds
the benefit.
A further extension to
the proposed new 4
metre barriers (M30
and M33) was
considered but
discounted on the
basis that the cost of
the barrier extensions
were three times
greater than the
estimated benefits.
This can be explained
by the fact that: a) the
current barrier will be
replaced and
increased in height to
4m and b) the new
barrier (M30) will
extend the barrier
from the current
extent, further west,
so that it screens the
A14 from those
properties located at
the western fringe of
Histon.

3

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%208%20/Highways%20England%20%20HE-A14-EX-129%20Position%20Statement%20on%20Further%20Noise%20Mitigation.pdf
HE/A14/EX/190

PC12/19
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13

Principal Issue

Noise and
Vibration
Noise barriers
need to be
absorptive

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Reflective noise
barriers at Orchard
Park across open
countryside have
exacerbated local
problems. There are
solar powered noisecancelling solutions
that could be
explored, the
outcome of the trials
could be instructive.
If reflective barriers
are used opposite
Rotary Avenue that
would not be
welcomed locally.
The specification of
the noise barriers
need to be resolved
to satisfy local
sensitivities.
Residents, even
those some distance
from the A14 suffer
with open countryside
suffer from noise and
air quality pollution.

Highways England
Response

The extent of the
proposed 4 m barriers
can be seen in Figure
14.7 (Sheet 16) of the
Environmental
Statement. The
results of assessment
of the additional
barrier extensions
considered can be
seen at Table C8 of
HE/A14/EX/129.
Noise-cancelling
solutions are not
effective for road
noise mitigation.
Instead, noise barriers
and low-noise road
surfaces have been
specified to mitigate
noise.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

Agreed.

As set out in Table
14.21 in Chapter 14 of
the ES, all noise
barriers proposed
between the Girton
interchange and
Milton will have
sound-absorbent
inner faces.
Mitigation identified in
the Environmental
Statement includes
the following barriers
in the area of the
A14/B1049 and are
illustrated on Sheet
16, Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental
Statement.
On the south side a
new 2m high 250m
long absorptive barrier
for properties in
Orchard Close and
Woodhouse Farm,
just west of Junction
32; on the north side
replacement of the
existing 2m high
barrier with new 4m

HE/A14/EX/190

PC12/20
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Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

high absorptive
barrier, and also
extension to the west
by 250m with a 3m
high absorptive
barrier. The barriers
are shown on Sheet
16, Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental
Statement.
Highways England
would retain the
existing highways
standard barrier
adjacent to Orchard
Park as assessment
has shown there
would be no
significant benefit
from altering the
current barrier.
Noise insulation would
be provided for
properties close to
construction activities
where noise would
otherwise be
disruptive and during
operation where road
traffic noise levels
meet the scheme
criteria for noise
insulation.
14

Noise and
Vibration
Sound-reducing
surface

HE/A14/EX/190

The ongoing
maintenance of low
noise surfaces is
critical, to ensure
performance over its
lifetime.

PC12/21

In light of the on-going
development of the
package of mitigation
measures, Highways
England confirms that it
will incorporate the
following additional
mitigation within the
scheme that would
reduce noise levels
further at Orchard
Primary School,
Neighbourhood
Play/Recreation Area,
Cambridge Regional
College and all
receptors at Orchard
Park, Histon and
Girton:

Agreed.

October 2015
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SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

• 2km of very low
noise surfacing
(vLNS) on A14 at
Girton;
• 3km of vLNS on A14
at Orchard Park.
Refer to Appendix B for
a map of where this
vLNS is proposed.

15

Noise and
Vibration
Earth bunds
need to be
widely used

Vegetation cover is
required on both
sides of the road to
mitigate pollution and
noise. Especially the
use of trees which
can help absorb
pollution.
The Pinchpoint
scheme removed
vegetation which
proved to be a shock
to residents.

The detailed planting
scheme will be
considered as part of
the detailed design.

Under
discussion.

The vegetation cover
will be no acoustic
benefit. It is provided
for landscape and
visual reasons only.

The landscaping and
planting scheme
needs to be
communicated to
residents. Whilst the
detailed planting
scheme may be
subject to the detailed
design phase, we
want agreement in
principle that planting
schemes are part of
the solution.
16

Water Issues
Drainage and
water run-off
needs to be
managed

This is locally
sensitive and
especially in light of
the August 2014
flooding events. The
total volume of water
and polluted run-off
needs to be
considered.
Sustainable drainage
is required.
An Environment
Agency study
identifies the cost of

HE/A14/EX/190

PC12/22

Resolving existing
local problems sits
outside the scope of
the Development
Consent Order.

Not agreed.

Measures are
included in the
scheme to ensure
there is no change to
existing levels of flood
risk. Runoff from the
new A14 road would
drain to attenuation
ponds where it would
October 2015
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Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

£1 million to resolve
the issues locally, it
would be encouraging
to identify where the
A14 balancing ponds
can alleviate local
problems.

be stored and
released at a
controlled rate to the
receiving
watercourse.

The Parish Council is
concerned at the
extra area of
tarmacked surface
introduced through
this scheme (MiltonHiston) and the pinch
point scheme (Histon
to Girton) and the
ground/water-borne
pollutants contained
therein (e.g. discbrake particles,
engine oil, etc). This
water then flows
through our villages
so must not be
conveyed with it.
The area of existing
problems we are
asking to be fixed
during this scheme is
the inadequate
access facilities to
balancing ponds
meaning that they
have been woefully
maintained over the
years (as no-one
could get to them).
We only request that
the balancing ponds
that are properly
maintained and in
order to facilitate that,
that they are able to
accessed.
17

Transportation
and Traffic
Construction
traffic needs to
be effectively
managed

HE/A14/EX/190

Highways England
need to communicate
detailed plans that
contractors are
required to commit to
within the code for
good construction
PC12/23

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

The outfall rate from
these attenuation
ponds would be
limited to greenfield
rates to mimic the
response of the
natural (undeveloped)
catchment. The ponds
have been designed
to store the volume
that would be
generated from a
storm predicted to
occur on average
once every one
hundred years plus an
allowance for climate
change. Consequently
there would be no
change to existing
flows up to and
including such an
event in accordance
with Highways
England design
guidance: Design
Manual for Roads and
Bridges (HND45/09)
Volume 11 Section 3
Part 10.
Highways England is
committed to ensuring
adequate
maintenance is
carried out, including
the necessary access
points are available.

Chapter 15 of the
Code of Construction
Practice (document
reference 6.3,
appendix 20.2) sets
out the general
provisions for traffic,

Agreed.
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Principal Issue

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 13

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

practice. In particular,
Histon and Impington
want strict controls of
any construction
traffic.

transport and all
travellers during
construction.

It has become clear
during the ongoing
pinch point work and
especially in warm
periods over the
summer that work
force needs to be
much more aware
and conscientious of
quite how close some
dwellings are to the
A14 – the houses at
the end of Cambridge
Road as well as Lone
Tree Avenue have
greatly suffered from
repeatedly reversing
vehicles, shouting
and lighting overnight
on some the hottest
nights of the year,
when too close all
windows would be
insufferable.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

The contractors
appointed to build the
scheme would be
required to prepare a
traffic management
plan which will
describe the traffic
management, safety
and control measures
proposed during
construction of the
scheme. The
requirement to
produce a traffic
management plan
after consultation with
the relevant planning
authority is set out at
paragraph 8 of Part 1
of Schedule 2 of the
Draft Development
Consent Order
(Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/96, PINS
reference REP7-030).
The main contractors
would consult with the
local highway
authority regarding
routes that may be
used by the main
contractors to access
the construction sites.
Access routes for
construction traffic
would be limited, as
far as reasonably
practicable, to the
trunk road network
and main roads on the
local road network.
As part of the
Construction Code of
Practice, Highways
England would
prepare a community
engagement strategy
for the construction

HE/A14/EX/190

PC12/24
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

stage of the scheme
which focuses on
maintaining effective
community
engagement,
informing affected
communities in
advance of relevant
construction works
and the timetable of
such works, and
provide information on
enquiry and
complaints
procedures.

HE/A14/EX/190

PC12/25
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:

Histon & Impington Parish Council

Date:

HE/A14/EX/190

PC12/26
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Appendix A – Relevant representation
‘Histon & Impington Parish Council wish to make the following statement to
summarise our concerns on the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement
Scheme:
Scheme Design
-

The scheme is designed for off-peak levels of traffic, including our
own junction. We already have a scheme like that and are spending
£1.5Bn to rectify it.

-

Scheme ends abruptly at Milton Interchange, leaving a flawed
topology (3 lanes to 2 AND having an off slip - re A10-M25 junction
until fixed). Scheme should be extended e.g. 200m.

-

Restricted access onto A14 Southbound at Oakington could force
more traffic on to B1049 exacerbating peak-congestion at the Histon
Interchange.

Air Quality
-

PM2.5s are not properly addressed – and are considered more
hazardous to health then PM10s and NOxs.

-

Lack of baseline air quality data for PM10s and PM2.5s in existing Air
Quality Management Area, especially on north side of Carriageway
Noise.

-

Lack of baseline noise data in all conditions (weather and traffic) and
at multiple residential sites around Histon and Impington.

-

Absolute noise levels are already too high (European Union and
World Health Organisation standards)

-

WHO standards were adopted by The Inspectorate at the Public
Inquiry into the Guided Busway, and therefore (by case-law) will be
regarded as minimum standard for the A14.

-

Noise barriers must be absorptive not reflective - developer installed
reflective at Orchard Park and exacerbated problems in Histon and
Impington.

-

Sound-reducing surface and be properly maintained as such
especially in open landscape between Girton and Milton.

-

Earth bunds and vegetation cover required to reduce visual, light and
sound pollution & intrusion as well as providing pollutant absorption
given the correct choice of species

-

Drainage. Water runoff from the carriageway between Histon and
Girton with any pollutants ending up in Award Drain 164 which runs to
The Green at Histon

Speed Limits
-

HE/A14/EX/190

Slower speeds at the Girton-Interchange would allow safer merging
on an overly-complex junction with dangerously high speed
differentials - a 50 or 60mph limit through Impington would also
increase the capacity and throughput of the road, reduce fuel
consumption, noise and pollution. E.g. the M1 near Sheffield, the A34
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past Oxford, the A3 by Guildford and at the A1 Black Cat Roundabout
approach and at Elkesley and proposed for the M3 Histon-Milton
-

Effect of Asymmetric widening on residents with line-of-sight to the
A14.

-

Viability and stability of earthworks for Asymmetric widening by lake.

-

Viability of well-used maintenance footpath between embankment
foot and Chivers Lake Guided Busway.

-

Lighting issues under bridge at Orchard Park.

Construction
-

Construction traffic must be kept off the B1049 and road network as a
whole during peak hours Non-Motorised Users (NMU).

-

Opening the Woodhouse (or NIAB) Accommodation Bridge would
match what is proposed along most of the rest of the scheme.

HE/A14/EX/190
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6

Appendix B: Proposed vLNS

6.1

The figure below indicates where very low noise surface is proposed.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement
prepared jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order
(DCO) and another party. It sets out matters of agreement between
both parties, as well as matters where there is not an agreement and
matters which are under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues
discussed and the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The
SoCG can be used as evidence of these discussions in
representations to the Planning Inspectorate as part of their
examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) (TR010018) refers to
SoCGs and recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with
various parties, including Parish Councils and Meetings.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Lolworth Parish Meeting. It refers to the application
for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement
scheme which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31
December 2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015 for examination
by the Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the
existing A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at
Milton. It includes a new bypass to the south of Huntingdon,
carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey and
Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of a section of the A1
trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and approximately 7
miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the detrunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk
road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal
of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at
Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the
discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and Lolworth Parish
Meeting, in line with the principal issues set out in
Annex C of the Rule 6 letter, including comments
from Lolworth Parish on whether the matters are
agreed, not agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and
accurate record of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to PINS.

Appendix B

ES Chapter 14, Section 5 – Noise Mitigation.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Lolworth is a small village of approximately 60 houses situated five miles
northwest of Cambridge. Due to its size, Lolworth has a Parish Meeting
rather than a Parish Council. The Parish Meeting meets twice a year to
discuss issues affecting Lolworth and the surrounding area.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between
Highways England and Lolworth Parish Meeting.

Date

Type of engagement

Summary of discussion

31 March
2015

Pre-application nonstatutory
communications

Meeting held regarding updates to the
parish on changes to the scheme since
public consultation and gain feedback from
the Hilton exhibition.
Attendees included: John Houlton Lolworth
Parish Meeting, Ged Corbett Lolworth
Parish Meeting, Jon Lewell Jacobs, and
Alan Hendry Jacobs.

6 March
2015

Relevant
representation

Please refer to Appendix A.

29 June
2015

SoCG discussion

Meeting held between Lolworth Parish
Meeting and Highways England
representatives to discuss and prepare a
Statement of Common Ground.
Section 3 of this report provides a summary
of the issues raised.

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Lolworth Parish
Meeting.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5

The Parish Meeting’s relevant representation formed the basis for the
discussion at the SoCG meeting. A copy of the Parish Meeting’s
relevant representation can be found at Appendix A.

2.1.6

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2
and 3 of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to
Lolworth Parish Meeting, and therefore have not been the subject of
any discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be
read as agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material
interest or relevance to Lolworth Parish Meeting.

HE/A14/EX/165
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3

Matters discussed

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways
England and Lolworth Parish Meeting at the meeting on 29 June
2015. It outlines Highways England responses to stakeholder issues
raised and whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways
England response. The matters are addressed in line with principal
issues identified in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

1

Support for
the scheme

Fully supportive of the
Scheme in principle.

Your comment is noted.

Agreed.

The Traffic Modelling Update
Report (available under PreExamination documents on
the PINS Website, published
12/5/15) builds upon the
Traffic Report (Reference 7.2)
and includes additional detail
on the matter of capacity in
2035, which can be discussed
through further meetings if
needed.

Not
agreed.

The volume of traffic has
increased exponentially,
the road is of international
and strategic importance.
In terms of access and
egress into Lolworth there
are a number of issues.
There is one way in, locally
it is important to
understand the road well,
and it is a dangerous road,
especially the short exit slip
road from the village onto
the main, busy A14
carriageway.
Therefore, locally, people
are supportive of the flyover and the principle of
separating local traffic from
through motorway traffic.
2

Transportation
and Traffic
Traffic
modelling

The traffic modelling has
not been shared and it is
important to understand the
projections onto the local
access road from the build
out at Northstowe. The
impact of Northstowe and
traffic volumes are a
concern, traffic will largely
use the local road.

Highways England have
undertaken extensive traffic
modelling and are confident
that it is robust and this will be
assessed through the formal
Examination.
The Northstowe Area Action
HE/A14/EX/165
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

Plan ultimately includes plans
for up to 10,000 homes.
Planning approval has not yet
been granted for these
additional homes and
therefore they are not
included as part of the ‘core’
scenario. Nonetheless,
Highways England has
committed to safeguard land
and provide earthworks and
structures at Bar Hill that are
capable of accommodating
the full build out of
Northstowe, providing a
scheme such that only
relatively modest alterations
would be required to be
implemented by the developer
to accommodate the full build
out and hence limit disruption
to the travelling public. Other
junctions in the vicinity of the
Northstowe development
have also been assessed to
determine whether the
proposed designs are capable
of accommodating the
additional traffic generated by
the development. In order to
ensure that the junction
designs are robust, a series of
operational assessments
have been undertaken for the
2035 DS++ (high
development) scenario.
The results show that the
junctions assessed (Section
3.4 of the Traffic Modelling
Update Report) operate within
capacity with the full build of
Northstowe, albeit with
increased saturation. At Bar
Hill junction, to provide an
additional robustness to cater
for future traffic flows, the
design as submitted as part of
the DCO application provides
passive provision in the
earthworks and bridges for
widening the circulatory
carriageway of the
roundabout to three lanes.
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

3

Air Quality
and Emissions

Local issues are
paramount, air pollution in
particular. It is recognised
that there are limits to
practical measures,
however mitigation is
important.

An Environmental Impact
Assessment has been
undertaken to assess the
effects of the scheme
(including on Lolworth where
appropriate) and is reported in
the Environmental Statement.
Mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce
significant environmental
effects. No exceedances of
air quality are predicted
during operation.

Not
agreed.

Mitigation

Section 8.6 of the
Environmental Statement sets
out mitigation measures for
the scheme: including
management of dust from
construction and demolition
through Construction Code of
Practice and Local
Environmental Management
Plans.
Highways England does not
consider there to be a
requirement for post-scheme
monitoring as no significant
impacts or exceedances of
the air quality objectives or
limit values have been
predicted. The proposed
opening year (2020)
concentrations of PM10 and
NO2 are predicted to be
below the objectives at all
sensitive receptors affected
by the scheme.
Confidence in the results is
provided by the sensitivity
testing in the Environmental
Statement (Applicant
reference 6.1, PINS reference
APP-339) carried out to
determine the possible effects
of vehicle emissions not
improving as anticipated
within the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs' (Defra’s) calculations.
These showed that the
conservative results from
sensitivity testing did not
result in any significant
HE/A14/EX/165
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

impacts.
Therefore no monitoring is
required across the scheme
area during the operational
phase.
4

Noise and
Vibration
Mitigation

Local issues are
paramount, noise in
particular. It is recognised
that there are limits to
practical measures,
however mitigation is
important.
The best technical low
noise road surface is
required. The newer
surfaces reduce tyre noise
and technology, which will
develop up until 2016. The
lowest possible noise
surface is required to assist
in noise reduction. This is
the prime concern.
Further stakeholder
comment:
The lack of residual
significant effects having
been identified in Lolworth
Village is contrary to the
previous advice.
We were advised during
the CHUMMS consultation
period by a Public Liaison
Officer for Costain Skanska
JV, that measures would
be taken to reduce the
environmental impact of
this project, including noise
reducing measures.
Subsequently, at a Parish
Meeting on 17th December
2008 we were informed
that landscaping was likely
be a 20 metre tree belt which was expected to
have no impact on noise
levels.

Noise mitigation included in
the base scheme is identified
in 14.2.18 to 14.2.23 of ES
Chapter 14. Envisaged
additional noise mitigation to
avoid or reduce significant
noise effects is set out at ES
Chapter 14, section 5
(repeated here as Appendix
B for ease of reference).

Not
agreed.

The justification for further
detail relating to the additional
mitigation is presented in ES
Chapter 14, sections 5 and 6
in line with the noise
mitigation strategy.
Supporting information is
provided in ES Volume 3,
Technical Appendices 14.5
and 14.6.
A noise and vibration impact
assessment has been
undertaken (including with
respect to Lolworth Village)
and is reported in Chapter 14
of the Environmental
Statement. Extensive
mitigation measures have
been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise
impacts during operation,
including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road
surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.
During construction, the
following mitigation is
proposed; control of working
hours and temporary noise
insulation (Section 14.2 of the
ES) and would be set out in
the Construction Code of
Practice.
Noise barriers, would be
installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

effects at various locations
where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government
noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of
benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation.
No residual likely significant
effects have been identified in
Lolworth Village.
5

Landscape
and Visual
Effects
Mitigation
measures

The fact that Lolworth is on
the hill does not mean that
there are no mitigation
measures. For instance,
coverage with trees would
help with visual and
potential noise impacts.

Whilst vegetation in line of
sight between a sound source
and receiver may appear to
provide some noise
screening, it has negligible
beneficial effect in terms of
noise reduction.

Under
discussion.

Regarding mitigation for
visual impacts, the scheme
includes 20m wide belts of
tree planting to screen the
A14 east of Robins Lane
Bridge in views from
properties at Lolworth and
Grange Farm. Views from
Lolworth toward the A14 west
of Robins Lane are screened
by an existing (40-70m wide)
wood north of the property
Long Acre. Existing trees on
Robins Lane would provide
substantial screening of the
proposed Robins Lane
bridge. This would be
supplemented with tree
planting on the bridge
embankments and on a
triangle of severed land
between the existing and
realigned portions of Robins
Lane. Some houses on the
Robins Lane/The High Street
and Redlands Lane at
Lolworth currently have
distant (1km+) north-westerly
views of the highway from
upper floor windows. This
would continue to be the case
with the proposed scheme
although partial screening
HE/A14/EX/165
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

would be provided with trees
and hedges along the road
verge. Clare College Farm
has a closer view of the A14
framed by trees on the
property. The proposed
roadside tree and hedge
planting would provide partial
screening for this property,
however partial views of the
countryside from the A14
would also be provided
reduce monotony for
drivers.
6

Transportation
and Traffic
NMUs

Further clarification is
required concerning the
adequacy of measures for
NMUs.
The width appears to be
the minimum standards for
pedestrians and cyclists –
this does not cater for use
by equestrians. ‘Combined
use figures’ for
equestrians, cyclists and
pedestrians and for all
NMUs have not been
tabled. It is understood that
horses are not part of the
equation and there is a
local riding school in
Lolworth.
To enable cyclists to use
the NMU provision properly
the path needs to be
further away from the local
access road. It is
preferable to enhance the
design specification so as
to encourage cycling,
especially for children
cycling to school. It is
recognised that there is a
land-take implication.
There is an opportunity to
encourage cycling and this
needs to be built into the
scheme design.

High quality NMU facilities are
provided in the scheme,
which provide sufficient width,
limits of curvature and
gradient, and design speed
(cyclists) for safe and
convenient shared use. The
combined needs of all NMUs
have been considered and
the route adjacent to the local
access road would be a
footway, cycleway and
equestrian track.

Not
agreed.

The latest Department for
Transport guidelines have
been used, in conjunction with
Highways England’s design
standards, which allow also
for separation from
carriageways and widening
for edge shyness where
vertical features are located at
the rear of the facilities.
This would be demonstrated
in many locations in the
scheme (around 30 km of
new NMU facilities would be
provided as part of the
scheme).
A particular example of a high
quality NMU facility would be
provided from Fenstanton, on
the length of A14 to be detrunked, and Girton at the
southern end of the scheme.
This links to existing facilities
at each end.
The local access road route
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

would be designed to cater for
360 users per hour north of
Dry Drayton bridge and 480
users per hour south of the
location. The scheme would
provide for existing paths
affected by the route to have
connection to the new facility.
Existing paths on the southwest side of A14 north of Bar
Hill would be connected to an
existing bridleway to create
linkage to Bar Hill and the
Non-Motorised User (NMU)
bridge from Lolworth.
North of Dry Drayton bridge, it
would comprise a 3m wide
metalled path, with a 2 metre
wide verge at the rear, and
south of Dry Drayton bridge, a
4 metre wide metalled path,
with a 2 metre wide verge at
the rear. This facility would
link two high quality NMU
bridges across the A14, which
would be provided at
Swavesey and Bar Hill, a
number of existing bridleways
currently truncated by A14,
and a number of existing and
proposed residential and
business developments. Atgrade NMU crossing points of
major traffic flows on the local
access road at Bar Hill,
western slip roads at Histon
junction, the western arm of
the signalised junction at
Brampton Hut, and all
crossing locations in
Huntingdon would be
signalised for cyclists and
pedestrians. Bridleways
would have an unbound,
compacted surface to
facilitate comfortable use by
equestrians.
7

Transportation
and Traffic
NMU
improvements

HE/A14/EX/165

There is an opportunity to
improve routes for NMUs,
including children going to
Swavesey College and the
public right of way to Bar
Hill
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

Pedestrian routes into
Cambridge are convoluted.
A combination of
improvements to path width
and better routes are
required. The public rights
of way to Boxworth and
Elsworth are well used by
walkers and these need to
be enhanced where the
scheme can.

the de-trunked section of A14
would be a matter for
Cambridgeshire County
Council if considered
appropriate.
The introduction of the new
non-motorised users’ route
between Fenstanton and
Girton would greatly improve
connectivity for non-car based
travel.
New routes, footbridges and
footways would be provided
to ensure continued
connectivity in the public
rights of way network north
and south of the new
Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
An assessment of impact on
all travellers, including NMUs,
has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 15 of the
Environmental Statement.
During operation, the scheme
would have beneficial effects
on the ability to undertake
journeys on foot, bicycle or by
horse.

8

Water Issues
Drainage
issues

Surface water run-off is an
issue. Flooding on the A14
can be exceptional. In
winter there is an issue of
standing water on adjacent
agricultural land, the road
needs to eliminate this.

Likely significant effects on
surface water quality have
been assessed using the
Highways Agency water risk
assessment tool (HAWRAT).

Not
agreed.

The highway surface water
collection system would be
designed to national
standards published by
Highways England. These
standards would ensure that
excess highway runoff would
be contained within the
highway boundary in all but
extreme storm events.
Therefore, the effect of
highway runoff on standing
water in adjacent agricultural
land would be minimal.
Mitigation for the operational
phase would be provided by
Sustainable Drainage
Systems (SuDS), designed to
manage flood risk and
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

improve water quality. With
these measures in place
effects during scheme
operation would range from
neutral to slight adverse for all
individual watercourses.
Further information on road
drainage is set out in ES
(document reference 6.1)
Chapter 17.
Utton’s Drove Drain has no
historic records of flooding on
this watercourse. It was
assessed for flood risk during
construction and operation.
The potential impacts on
Utton’s Drove Drain (as set
out in Table 17.18 and 17.19
of the ES) includes loss of
flood plain leading to an
increase in water levels,
during operation the increase
in water levels would cause
flooding downstream of the
new A14 crossing. Mitigation
proposed includes flood plain
compensation areas with the
aim that the Scheme would
result in a negligible (or
beneficial) impact on all
sources of flood risk.
The purpose of the floodplain
compensation areas located
near to Hill Farm Cottages
and Utton’s Drove Drain are
to safely store flood water
displaced by the scheme.
Floodplain compensation
would be designed to replace
the areas of floodplain lost as
a result of the scheme.
9

Design and
Engineering
Clarification on
flyover

The flyover alignment
needs to be clarified in
detailed design because 35
tonne trucks need to be
able to access local farms
and therefore concerns
have been expressed in
relation to the turning
circles provided for on the
bridges.
On balance people are
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

delighted that there is a
Lolworth flyover and single
track road for access.

(Authorisation of Special
Types) General Order
(STGO) Regulations 2003.

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

Turning circles are designed
to be within industry
standards. The radii and
carriageway widths will be
wide enough to accommodate
the ‘swept paths’ of the
expected vehicular usage.
10

Transportation
and Traffic
Construction
impacts

Maintaining good access to
the village during
construction of the road is
required, this has to be
operational 24 / 7. The
Parish Meeting does not
want an escort system as
they state that “an escort
system is a disaster with
time delays and confusion
from gatemen”.
A temporary road to
Cambridge Services or the
local access road needs to
be built first to enable this.

Construction works
associated with a road
scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts
on local communities and the
environment of which have
been assessed in the
Environmental Statement
(Section 7.5). Measures to
mitigate likely significant
adverse impacts are also
reported in the ES, including
the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP) (Appendix
20.2).

Under
discussion.

The CoCP sets out control
measures and standards that
would be implemented
throughout construction of the
scheme. As part of this the
contractors appointed to build
the scheme would be required
to prepare a traffic
management plan which will
describe the traffic
management, safety and
control measures proposed
during construction of the
scheme. The requirement to
produce a traffic management
plan after consultation with
the relevant planning authority
is set out at paragraph 9 of
Part 1 of Schedule 2 of the
Draft Development Consent
Order (application document
reference 3.1).
The traffic management plan
will include details of
measures to be implemented
to reduce construction traffic
impacts as well as a list of
roads which may be used by
HE/A14/EX/165
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not
Agreed /
Under
discussion

construction traffic in the
vicinity of the site including
any restrictions to
construction traffic on these
routes.
11

Design and
Engineering
Design of the
route

Spitalls Interchange and
the adverse camber
causes lorries to fall over.
This causes disruption and
delays. Such problems
need to be included within
the design of the new A14
and local access road.
Another concern is that the
road moves closer to the
village with asymmetric
widening, the Parish is
seeking clarification on this.

All roundabouts inevitably
have sections of adverse
camber for certain turning
movements. Highways
England monitors and
analyses accident statistics
for trends and proposes
safety enhancement schemes
where appropriate.
Cambridgeshire County
Council would continue this
responsibility if the A14 is detrunked.

Under
discussion.

The scheme favours
asymmetric widening as it is
less disruptive to users,
allows safer offline
construction and enables the
redundant eastbound
carriageway to be reused as a
local access road. Options
where the local access road
was routed to the north of the
sewerage works and
commercial properties
between Lolworth and
Swavesey were considered
earlier in the project but were
not taken forward due to
higher construction costs
when considered in
conjunction with asymmetric
widening, and the severance
of farmland.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

23.9.15

Name:

John Houlton, Clerk

Signature:

On behalf of:

Lolworth Parish Meeting

Date:

20 September, 2015
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Appendix A: Relevant representation
The major concerns of the Parish are:
1 noise attenuation
2 air pollution
3 access to the A14 during construction
4 an adequate NMU
5 details of the flyover
6 adequate drainage of surface water
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Appendix B: ES Chapter 14, Section 5
Noise Mitigation, Construction
The base case assessment assumes that the works would be undertaken following
the principles and processes set out in the Code of construction practice (Appendix
20.2).
As set out in section 14.4 of this chapter and in Chapter 20, further mitigation could
be detailed as required in the local environmental management plans following
dialogue with local authorities.
Noise Mitigation, Operation
The scheme noise policy (Appendix 14.1) sets out how noise and vibration from
the operation of the scheme would be controlled through detailed design, post
consent of the Development Consent Order (if granted).
To avoid significant observed adverse effects from the scheme, minimise as far as
sustainable other likely significant adverse effects from the scheme and reduce
existing and future significant observed adverse effects in a number of Important
Area, the additional mitigation described in Table 14.21 is envisaged. This includes
the replacements or upgrade of existing barriers in a number of locations.
Equivalent or better mitigation would be developed during detailed design of the
scheme.
To ensure that additional mitigation is sustainable, the provision has been subject
to the following tests:
•
•
•
•

Benefit (monetised benefit of noise reduction evaluated using WebTAG1)
compared to cost of the mitigation;
Engineering practicability;
Other environmental effects potentially caused by the mitigation (for
example landscape or visual effects); and
Stakeholder engagement and consultation responses.

Please refer to Table 14.21 of the Environmental Statement 6.1 for envisaged
noise mitigation measures for operation of the scheme.

1

Additional weight has been given to significant or unacceptable observed adverse effects (refer to Table 14.1).
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning Inspectorate
as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the Applicant,
and Madingley Parish Council. It refers to the application for the proposed
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to
the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014 and accepted on 27
January 2015 for examination by the Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and
approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the
de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk road
between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–submission of
the DCO application. This includes meetings, emails and letters
related to the discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed between
Highways England and Madingley Parish Council, in line with
the principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter,
including comments from Madingley Parish Council on whether
the matters are agreed, not agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record
of the discussions.

Appendix A Copy of the relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate by Madingley Parish Council.
Appendix B Copy of the written representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate by Madingley Parish Council.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Madingley Parish Council.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

25
March
2014

Preapplication
non-statutory
comms

The Parish Council raised concerns that they would like less
traffic and slower traffic. There were also concerns raised about
rat running through the village which is used for:
• Access from the A428 Madingley roundabout to the A14 and
Dry Drayton / Bar Hill / Oakington;
• Access from Madingley Hill roundabout via Cambridge Road
Madingley and thence onto the A1303 thereby avoiding over a
mile of morning traffic queues in the morning; and
• Access from the A14 / M11 when the A14 is blocked to get to
the A428 and thence onto the A1. Residents in Madingley
know within minutes when there is a jam on the A14 because
there is a large increase in traffic coming through the village.

21
May
2014

Preapplication
non-statutory
comms

13
June
2014

Preapplication
statutory
consultation

Madingley Parish Council provided solutions to these issues. The
solutions have been passed on to Highways England. The Parish
Council also wishes to be involved in plans and monies available
for cycling. There are huge plans in the village for new cycle
paths and we believe very intelligent use of public funds can
be made if we can put our "heads together."
Non statutory correspondence following meeting raising questions
below:
• Is the Avenue to be closed where it currently joins the A14?
• What width is the link road from Dry Drayton?
• Does the link road have a separate cycle path, if so please
provide details
• While construction is under way will the Highways Agency
instruct all contractors not to pass through Madingley Village
• Madingley continue to have considerable concerns about the
volume of future traffic no’s using the Bar Hill junction.
• What traffic measures can the Highways Agency offer
Madingley to reduce the volume and speed of traffic in the
village, which we now note sometimes goes on throughout the
night keeping residents in the High Street awake in the middle
of the night.
• Will you please share with Madingley all changes to paths and
tracks that the A14 project will cause?
The Parish Council remains very concerned that at the Girton
interchange the A428 traffic going East cannot access the M11
and Huntingdon Road. Until this happens this Council will object
to the Cambridgeshire Transport plan and the South
Cambridgeshire District Council Development plan. Without this
link the traffic exiting the A428 and joining the A1303 at Madingley
Hill will remain at an unacceptable capacity and will pose a
constant safety risk.
It is the Parish Council's wish that the policy of less traffic and
slower traffic through the village of Madingley should be
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Summary of discussion
respected and acted upon.
The Parish Council also wish to remain briefed on the following
issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Details of any proposed path or track changes, alterations,
improvements and closures
Details of plans for the Avenue
Details of the proposed link road
Details of the proposed contractors site - before it happens
Details of any proposed soil store - before it happens
Details of any other highway changes to the current plans
Details of any other representations which you believe
strongly conflict with the present proposals and effect our
parish in any way
Details of plans for the proposed soil borrow pits on the east
side of the A14
Details of the exact future design of the Dry Drayton bridge
and how this will accommodate cyclists and pedestrians and
horses
Details of all the proposed balancing ponds
Details of plans for any potential replacement special category
land

10
March
2015

Preexamination
relevant
representation

Please see Appendix A for a copy of the relevant representation
made to the Planning Inspectorate.

14
June
2015

Written
representation

Please see Appendix B for a copy of the written representation
made to the Planning Inspectorate.

10
August
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
meeting

The aim of the meeting was to discuss preparation of the SoCG.
The meeting was attended by the chair of Madingley Parish
Council and a group of villagers representing the interests of
Madingley Parish Council and representatives of Highways
England.

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Madingley Parish Council.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.4

The Parish Council’s relevant representation has formed the basis for the
discussion at the SoCG meeting. A copy of the Parish Council’s relevant
representation can be found at Appendix A.

2.1.5

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 2 and 3 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Madingley Parish
Council, and therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between
the parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent
that they are either not of material interest or relevance to Madingley Parish
Council.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and Madingley Parish Council at the meeting on 10 August 2015. It outlines
Highways England responses to stakeholder issues raised and whether the
stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The matters are
addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of the Rule 6
letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

1

Noise and
Vibration

We insist that
reference is made to
our continuing
concerns about this
issue concerning the
Zoology sub
department.

Highways England has undertaken a
separate Statement of Common Ground
to address the concerns regarding noise
and vibration made by the Zoology sub
department.

Not agreed.

2

Design and
engineering

There is a request for
the re-evaluation of the
existing A428
connection to the M11
to benefit peak time
traffic flows.
This number (3,300
vehicles per day) is
based on the CHARM
Model that we have
expressed serious
concerns about.

The linkages between the A428 and
M11 would be considered as part of the
work to look at the possible Expressway
between Oxford and Cambridge as
identified in the Roads Investment
strategy published in the 2014 Autumn
Statement and therefore fall outside the
scope of the scheme.

Not agreed.

It should be noted
Highways England are
trying to garner our
agreement as to the
validity of the traffic
flows produced by the
model whilst accepting
there are issues with
the numbers of
vehicles per day
shown in its local
traffic report. They
can’t have it both
ways, so this figure of
3,300 must be as
suspicious as the
4,500 vehicles having
a journey’s end in
Madingley by 2035
(HE/A14/EX/39
Response to the First
HE/A14/EX/165

However, as set out in Highways
England's response to Examining
Authority's question 1.5.10, the daily
volume of 2-way traffic that is forecast to
travel between the A428 and M11 south
in the 2035 Do Something+ scenario
(modelled traffic flows using the A1303
for this movement) equates to 3,300
vehicles per day. This level of demand
would not justify the provision of an
additional link as it would require a
number of costly structures (dependent
on the layout option selected), and there
is an existing more direct route available
between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11
Junction 13.
Whilst it is not proposed as part of the
scheme to provide connections at Girton
Interchange between the A428 and the
A14 or M11, the scheme does not
preclude the provision of works to
accommodate these movements.
Provision for these additional
movements has been considered during
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Written Questions
(Report
12,Transportation and
Traffic) June 2015
Page 20 Table 12-6:
Forecast flows on
through Madingley in
2035 (Total Vehicles,
AADT).

the development of the scheme.
Question 1.5.10 of the Response to the
First Written Questions (Report 5,
Design and Engineering Standards)
provides an explanation for why these
movements are not provided, applicant
reference HE/A14/EX321.

The connections
requested between the
A428 and M11 would
allow for a dedicated
bus way to be
provided linking to the
existing P&R at
Madingley Road and
the M11 southbound.

3

Transportation
and Traffic

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

Question 1.5.9 of the Response to the
First Written Questions (Report 5,
Design and Engineering Standards,
applicant reference HE/A14/EX32)
indicates a possible future solution
separate from the scheme which
provides for movements between:
•
•

A428 eastbound and A14
westbound;
A428 eastbound and M11
southbound (via the new local
access road); and
M11 northbound and A428
westbound.

Linking the A428 with
the proposed Local
Access Road would
help reduce traffic
currently using Dry
Drayton and
Madingley as a ‘rat
run’ between the A14
and the A428.

•

There is a requirement
for actual data of traffic
movements through
the village.
We need to be clear
that Madingley Parish
Council has absolutely
no confidence
whatsoever in the
traffic flows predicted
by the CHARM model
in relation to
Madingley and the
surrounding area.

Traffic flows have been modelled and
subject to updates. It is recognised that
there were some difference in the local
perception of actual movements to those
modelled, however, the model is
considered robust and has been subject
to sensitivity testing. A robust matrix
estimation exercise has been
undertaken to improve the base year trip
matrices and provide better model
performance. The traffic model has been
calibrated and validated against
observed traffic flows at in excess of 400
locations covering the whole of the study
area. This is a significantly higher
number of calibration and validation
sites than would normally be expected
for a strategic highway assignment
model of this nature.
In the vicinity of Madingley and Dry
Drayton, the traffic model has been

Highways England
consider the model
robust, the County
Council say it lacks
accurate traffic count

Not agreed.

1

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%202/HE-A14-EX32%20ExAQ1%20Report%205%20Design%20and%20Engineering%20Standards.pdf
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

data and Madingley
Parish Council have
insisted that traffic
counts are conducted
on all roads in and out
of the village to TA22
standard before the
end of the
examination, so that
the actual traffic count
data can be presented
as evidence to the
inspectors.

calibrated and validated against
observed traffic data collected during
either February or May 2014 in the
following locations:

Having accurate
baseline data is we
believe essential when
trying to forecast future
traffic flows on the
local transport
network. In particular
the modelling
Highways England
have done to support
their case for the
location of the Local
Access Road to the
south of the A14
depends heavily on
the projected volumes
and flows of traffic that
the believe will need to
use this road. We
believe the volumes
and flows projected by
Highways England are
vastly inflated and are
way beyond the
capacity of the roads
within Madingley and
Dry Drayton to
accommodate.

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

Dry Drayton Road eastbound and
westbound (west of Madingley);
• A14 junction 30 at Dry Drayton,
including separate link counts at:
o Oakington Road northbound
and southbound (south of A14
Junction 30);
o Dry Drayton Road northbound
and southbound (north of A14
Junction 30); and
o Dry Drayton junction overbridge
northbound and southbound.
• A14 eastbound and westbound
(north of The Avenue);
• A428 eastbound and westbound
(through the Dry Drayton junction);
• A428 eastbound and westbound
(between Cambourne and
Hardwick); and
A428 eastbound and westbound (west
of A1303 junction).Figures 11.1 to 11.3
of the Cambridge to Huntingdon A14
Roads Model version 3a (CHARM3a)
Local Model Validation Report (LMVR),
which is appended to Highways
England’s Response to ExA’s Second
Written Questions: Highways England
Traffic Modelling Update Report
(Applicant reference HE-A14-EX-92,
PINS reference Rep7-027) demonstrate
that the modelled base year traffic flows
2
meet WebTAG GEH validation criteria
(GEH < 5) at all of the above sites in all
time periods and directions, indicating
that the traffic model is well validated in
the vicinity of Madingley and Dry
Drayton.
Whilst Highways England accepts that
there is no observed traffic count data
for The Avenue, the above count
locations are considered appropriate for
a strategic model designed to test an
intervention of the nature of that
submitted in the DCO.
Additional modelling has also been
undertaken in response to ongoing
•

2

WebtTAG provides guidance on transport modelling and appraisal in the form of ‘transport analysis guidance’
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/transport-analysis-guidance-webtag and GEH is an empirical formula devised for the
purpose of traffic analysis to compare traffic volumes and data obtained from a travel demand forecasting model.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

engagement with local authorities.
Following submission of the application
in December last year, Cambridgeshire
County Council and Cambridge City
Council requested that further work was
done regarding the impacts of the
scheme on the local road network (i.e.
local traffic impacts). Highways England
has been working with the local
authorities on these points and has
addressed some of them in the updated
modelling referred to above. Highways
England has since undertaken further
local traffic impact testing, including
sensitivity testing of relevant
environmental impacts. This information
was submitted at Deadline 6 of the
Examination in the ‘Local Traffic Impact
Report’ (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/73, PINS reference REP6003) and has subsequently been
reviewed and accepted by the Local
Authorities as noted in the ‘Joint Local
Impact Report v2’ (PINS reference
REP8-011).
Road Traffic Forecasts 2015: Highways
England have undertaken an initial
assessment of the implications of this
new information on the application.
There is a decrease in HGV trips and
total trips across the study area as a
result of adopting the new growth
forecasts. This reduction results in some
small changes to forecast flows but not
to the extent that it would be reasonable
to expect any changes to be required to
the DCO or to the conclusions of the
Environmental Statement. This is
explained in the Traffic Modelling
Update Report (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/44, PINS reference REP2018) that has been submitted to the
Examination.
Highways England notes Madingley
Parish Council’s intention to collect
traffic data on all roads in to and out of
the village. Should this traffic data be
made available to Highways England by
Deadline 11, it may be possible to use
this data to independently verify the
modelled base year traffic flows through
the village, although it should be noted
that the data collected would not be
directly compatible with the base year
HE/A14/EX/165
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

model which is calibrated to conditions
in February 2014. However, there will
not be sufficient time to incorporate this
data into the base year traffic model,
recalibrate it and produce updated traffic
forecasts before the end of the DCO
Examination.
4

Transportation
and Traffic

There is a need to
enforce an HGV
weight restriction.
Madingley Parish
Council is investigating
a Traffic Regulation
Order (TRO) to restrict
HGV access for
loading and unloading
only.
As part of this a
Community
Speedwatch group has
been formed to collect
traffic data in support
of the TRO application.
HGVs that are
misrouted by satnavs
are of most concern,
which occurs when
there are problems
with the A14 / M11.

The use of weight limits following
completion of the scheme is a matter for
the local highways authority and
enforcement is recognised as a local
concern, however, this is beyond the
remit of Highways England.

Not agreed.

Highways England has undertaken a
number of further sensitivity tests to
examine the potential impacts of a full
and partial closure (left in, left out only)
of The Avenue on the local roads around
Madingley and Dry Drayton. Further
details about the results of these
sensitivity tests will be reported at
deadline 10.

Of particular concern
is proposed Local
Access Road and its 4
way connection with
The Avenue, and the
amount of extra traffic
including HGVs that
would use this
connections as a way
to connect with the
A428.
5

Transportation
and Traffic

HE/A14/EX/165

Reconsideration of the
local access road with
consideration of the
benefits of moving this
to the east side of the
A14.
Hackers and the
Crematorium will have
access from Oakington
Road Dry Drayton, so
would not need the
local access road.

The main issue at this location is that
there are existing private means of
access to properties and land alongside
both the eastbound and westbound A14
carriageways. Therefore in order to
remove all at-grade private means of
access from the A14, improving safety
for road users, an off line route would
need to be provided to each property
and land plot.

Not agreed.

On the southern side of the A14
between Dry Drayton and Girton
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

Catch Hall Farm is
owned by Trinity
college that will retain
its access to this site
through its own land.
At least two of the
Catch Hall Farm
cottages (number 3
and number 5) are
owned by the
Highways Agency and
let on Crown
Tenancies. These
residential properties
fall within an Air
Quality Management
area and should be
considered for
demolition with
reprovision of the
accommodation that
would be lost through
a land swap
arrangement perhaps
with riparian owners
who stand to benefit
from S116 ‘stopping
up’ orders, to provide
land for new affordable
homes to be built on
an exception site
either within Madingley
or Dry Drayton parish.

Interchange there are a number of
locations that require access, including
Cambridge Crematorium, Hackers Fruit
Farm, Catch Hall Farm and Cottages
and numerous field accesses.
Provision of the main Local Access
Road to the north of the A14 (the east
side as referred to in Madingley Parish
Council’s written representation) would
require the construction of a large new
bridge crossing over the A14 eastbound
interchange link to provide a link
between Huntingdon Road and the
Local Access Road. It may also require
additional land to widen the bridge over
the A428. New accesses would also
need to be provided to all locations that
are currently accessed directly from the
westbound A14 carriageway that are
proposed to be removed as part of the
scheme, such as the City Crematorium.
This option would be significantly more
costly than the proposed scheme to
provide the main Local Access Road to
the south of the A14, which uses the
existing Bulls Close Bridge to connect
the Local Access Road to Huntingdon
Road, passing underneath the M11. The
proposed scheme is therefore
considered to be more feasible and cost
effective than the suggested option to
provide the Local Access Road to the
north of the A14.

All fields are owned by
the University or Trinity
College and all are
adjacent to existing
land that has highways
access.
Moving the Local
Access Road north of
the A14 allows for
significant cost savings
and we challenge
Highways England to
show how it would be
more costly.
6

Transportation
and Traffic

HE/A14/EX/165

Confirmation of zero
construction traffic
through Madingley
during the A14
development.

The management of construction traffic
during construction of the scheme is set
out below, and construction traffic would
avoid local roads where this is feasible.
However, the complete avoidance of
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

There is no provision
within the DCO to
prevent contractors
from using local roads,
especially the use of
HGV’s.

Madingley may not be achievable in
practice.
The main contractors will each prepare a
traffic management plan which will
describe the traffic management, safety
and control measures proposed during
construction of the scheme. The
requirement to produce a traffic
management plan after consultation with
the relevant planning authority is set out
at paragraph 9 of Part 1 of Schedule 2 of
the Draft Development Consent Order
(application document reference 3.1,
reference HE/A14/EX/11).
The traffic management plan will include
details of measures to be implemented
to reduce construction traffic impacts as
well as a list of roads which may be
used by construction traffic in the vicinity
of the site including any restrictions to
construction traffic on these routes.
Access routes for construction traffic will
be limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road network
and main roads on the local road
network. Access along other local roads
will be restricted but may be necessary,
for example, to enable transport or
delivery of locally sourced materials.
Access along residential roads will
generally be prohibited. In instances
where access along lower class local
roads and roads within residential areas
is required, the contractor will keep this
to a reasonably practical minimum.

7

Transportation
and Traffic
NMU provision

HE/A14/EX/165

To clarify the provision
for non-motorised
users (pedestrians,
equestrians and
cyclists) and to provide
consideration of
alternative routes.

In addition, a range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to
reduce the impact of HGV traffic. During
construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction
Practice (Appendix 20.2, reference
HE/A14/EX/123), the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of
alternative routes with adequate signage
and the use of noise screens and low
noise equipment.
The non-motorised facilities that would
be provided as part of the scheme are
designed to meet key objectives set out
in the NMU Context Report, which
include:
•

PC14/11
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Stakeholder Issue

The alternative cycle
path proposals
connecting Bar Hill to
Coton are shown in
the appendix and
would provide a much
more popular and
much safer route than
anything proposed by
Highways England.
In terms of NMU
provision between
Girton and Fenstanton
this could be easily
accommodated
alongside the LAR if it
were placed to the
north of the A14
between Dry Drayton
and Girton.
The bridleways which
would be provided on
the south-west,
northwest and northeast quadrants of
Girton Interchange
intended to provide
connectivity for nonmotorised users
between Madingley
Accommodation
Bridge, the facility on
the LAR, the proposed
North West Cambridge
Development, Girton
Accommodation
Bridge and Dry
Drayton bridge would
be little used, even
less so than they are
at present.

HE/A14/EX/165

Highways England Response

•

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

communities and other traffic
generators along the A14 route
between Girton and Fenstanton
(along the new Local Access Road
(LAR)), and to tie into existing
facilities north of Fenstanton and
south of Girton.
To provide connectivity, where
practical, between new facilities and
with existing footpath and bridleway
facilities which are curtailed currently
where they intersect with the A14.

The shared footpath, cycle and
equestrian track proposed along the
local access road (LAR) would achieve
the first objective. This facility would
benefit from lighting where junctions are
proposed to be lit. At the detailed design
stage after the development consent
order (if the application is granted) is
made, solar-powered road studs, which
have been suggested by
Cambridgeshire County Council, would
be considered in unlit areas of the NMU
route adjacent to the local access road,
to provide guidance for users,
particularly cyclists. Safety reviews of
this facility (undertaken with
Cambridgeshire County Council who will
operate this facility), will inform the
detailed design and, if appropriate,
further lighting will be considered.
The bridleways which would be provided
on the south-west, northwest and northeast quadrants of Girton Interchange
would provide connectivity for nonmotorised users between Madingley
Accommodation Bridge, the facility on
the LAR, the proposed North West
Cambridge Development, Girton
Accommodation Bridge and Dry Drayton
bridge; thus meeting the second
objective above comprehensively. These
paths would be rural bridleways and
unlit. However, those in the vicinity of
the Girton Interchange would benefit
indirectly from lighting from the main
carriageways.
Non-motorised users would be able to
travel south-westwards from the facilities
proposed using existing bridleway 154/2
and existing footpaths 154/3 and 154/4
to travel towards the American
Cemetery and the Coton area, if desired.
It is considered that the scheme would
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

provide the broadest connectivity for
NMUs between communities,
developments and other destinations
within the route, and as a result, should
progress as proposed.
The NMU route alongside the LAR is
designed to link communities which
would otherwise be severed by the A14
and other roads and provide a route for
multi-purpose users, such as commuters
and also leisure users (the latter may
wish to use the facility to gain access to
other areas and the bridleway/footpath
network).
In contrast, the Madingley outline route
would appear to provide potential leisure
routes and links to the south-west of
Girton interchange, whereas the scheme
proposal provides links to facilities to the
centre of Cambridge. The Madingley
proposal would require further
discussion with Cambridgeshire County
Council as there are additional changes
required to achieve it. However, users
from Madingley could, as previously
noted join the LAR route and gain
access to the PROW network via the link
to bridleway 6 at Girton interchange.
There is a potential legacy scheme
which may be an option to consider. The
legacy approach is one of partnership
and is overseen by the Strategic
Stakeholder Board (members include
the Tier 1 local authorities, the LEP, the
IDT and Highways England).
NMU facilities are one of the identified
strands in the Legacy Strategy. The
partnership will be looking at ways,
working in partnership, to promote NMU
routes.
In parallel Highways England will also be
running a small grant scheme (projects
up to £10k) which will include NMUs.
This grant scheme, is set up by
Highways England, who, as part of the
on-going legacy of the scheme will work
with local stakeholders and the County
Council to explore opportunities to
support NMU provision. This includes a
measure through the establishment of a
Community Fund that would be subject
to a competitive bidding process.
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

8

Transportation
and Traffic

The importance of a
suitable development
of bus services to the
four main areas of
employment.
The City Deal is a
material consideration
that cannot be ignored
by the Inspectors
when determining the
DCO for the A14
scheme
In particular the
proposal for a new
park and ride facility
near Madingley and a
new dedicated busway
to connect Cambourne
with Cambridge
provides further weight
behind the argument
to consider how the
under used A428 link
from the Madingley
Muclh roundabout to
the A14 could be
better utilised, by using
to provide a busway
link to Huntingdon
Road and the M11, to
allow connectivity with
the existing P&R on
Madingley Road and
to Addenbrookes
beyond.

The provision of bus services is beyond
the remit of Highways England.

9

Transportation
and Traffic

The parish would like
the Avenue to be
closed to all through
traffic.
The County Council
would happily close
The Avenue and ask
Highways England to
pay for it subject to
MPC seeking the
requisite S116.
This response is
based on the CHARM
model, the accuracy of
which is disputed.
We do not understand
where this comes from
– despite looking at
this dozens of times

We understand that there are on-going
discussions with the County Council who
are the local highways authority.

HE/A14/EX/165

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion
Not agreed.

Not agreed.

Highways England's response to
Examining Authority's Question 1.5.4
explains why the scheme does not close
the Avenue's connection with the
proposed Local Access Road.
In summary, this explains that the
Avenue should remain open because
closing The Avenue to the north of
Madingley would have a significant
impact on local traffic, resulting in an
additional 3,000 trips per day to and
from Madingley (in 2035) having to use
alternative routes. Furthermore:
• Alternative access to adjacent land
would need to be provided, incurring a
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

we cannot see where
the logic is in the
Highways England
argument. How would
closing the Avenue
generate more traffic
in Madingley?
Highways England
should pay as the
closure of the Avenue
is required to reduce
the volume of traffic
through Madingley that
would otherwise arise
due to the connection
between The Avenue
and the new local
access road.
The County would
insist the road is
removed and that the
riparian owners make
their own private
arrangements for
access
The adjacent land
owners are the
University and Trinity
College who would, no
doubt, be ‘delighted’ to
gain riparian rights
over the existing
highway. Beck Brook
Farm is the only land
owner who would need
to negotiate an access
arrangement with the
College and the
University.
There is one water
main that crosses the
highway which can be
dealt with by means of
a wayleave with the
riparian owners of the
adjacent land. There
are no other utilities
that would need to be
addressed.

cost;
• All existing utilities within The Avenue
would need to be diverted, incurring a
cost; and
• The stopped up area of The Avenue
would result in a length of redundant
highway, possibly increasing the
likelihood of anti-social behaviour or
fly tipping.
Closure of The Avenue would severely
restrict access for local residents of
Madingley, particularly if alternative
routes are closed due to incidents or
emergency works.
Highways England’s response to the
Examining Authority’s, Second Written
Questions, Question 2.12.2 to 2.12.5
(ref. HE/A14/EX/893) provides further
information regarding the connectivity
between the Avenue and the Local
Access Road. Highways England has
undertaken a number of further
sensitivity tests to examine the potential
impacts of a full and partial closure (left
in, left out only) of The Avenue on the
local roads around Madingley and Dry
Drayton. Further details about the
results of these sensitivity tests will be
reported at deadline 10.

3

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%207/Highways%20England%20-%20HE-A14-EX89%20Response%20to%20ExAs%20Second%20Written%20Questions%20Principal%20Issue%2012%20Transportation%
20and%20Traffic.pdf
HE/A14/EX/165
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

With three other roads
leading out of the
village Madingley
residents would not
suffer any restrictions
on access to and from
the village. It should
be noted that because
of the proposed
improvements to the
A14 we would lose
access via the Avenue
to the M11 and A14
that we have at
present.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

23.9.15

Name:

Edward Byam-Cook

Signature:

On behalf of:

Madingley Parish Council

Date:

18th September, 2015
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Appendix A: relevant representation
Copy of the relevant representation submitted to the Planning Inspectorate
“On behalf of Madingley Parish Council we believe the scheme as currently
designed has NOISE issues for our village. We request that NO
CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC enters the village during the construction
contract. We request as democratically decided that the AVENUE is closed
to traffic as part of the scheme, we believe the PATH and CYCLE PATH
proposals could be much improved, we request that as part of the scheme
attention and funding is provided to reduce TRAFFIC VOLUME AND SPEED
through the village, we request to greatly improve traffic routing in the area
that a full interchange is constructed at the GIRTON INTERCHANGE, we
humbly suggest that the scheme will be greatly improved and money saved
if the LINK ROAD from the Dry Drayton Bridge to Huntingdon Road is built
on the EAST side of the A14. All these issues have wide support from the
village.”
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Appendix B: Written representation
Copy of the written representation submitted to the Planning Inspectorate:
The village warmly welcomes that at long last it is proposed to improve the
A14. ISSUES WITH THE CURRENT PROPOSALS
1. NOISE - The Council are very concerned that the noise level will be
raised by the construction and later use of the upgraded A14. In particular
the high embankment at the Girton Interchange will greatly exacerbate the
noise level for the whole village. The Inspector will wish to note that a
considerable length of the existing northern bypass was put in a cutting
close to Madingley to cut down on the road noise level, this was requested
by the University of Cambridge research team that works in Madingley
which is the Sub-Department of Animal Behaviour of the Department of
Zoology. The proposed embankment flies in the face of the previous
sensible road design.
2. CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC – The Council is asking for a complete
ban on construction traffic passing through Madingley, Dry Drayton and
Coton villages.
3. The Avenue – The road in Madingley called the Avenue is to be cut off
alongside the A14 as part of the scheme. The Highways Agency suggested
to the village that the junction between the Avenue and the new link road
could provide and on off junction or it could be closed to traffic. The
Highways Agency suggested that the village should consult on this matter
and then hold a referendum. This has now been done and the County
Council is ignoring that the village voted by a two thirds majority to have the
Avenue closed to traffic at the link Road junction. While we appreciate this
is a decision for Cambridgeshire County Council, the village is very
aggrieved that the democratic process that has taken place is being
ignored.
4. PATH AND CYCLE PATHS – Madingley questions the positioning and
the need for some of the proposed paths in the scheme. Paths which are
unlit and go deep into rural country will not be used at night by the more
vulnerable members of society and do pose a safety issue. A much better
route has long been promoted between Bar Hill and the Coton junction with
the A1303 by the parishes of Bar Hill, Dry Drayton, Madingley and Coton.
5. TRAFFIC CALMING and TRAFFIC NUMBERS – All the village wish to
see a reduction in traffic numbers and volume and we understand the
scheme allows for financial help with this for local communities close to the
A14 like Madingley village. This help is requested.
6. GIRTON INTERCHANGE – The scheme currently does NOT include
any access to the A14 for traffic travelling East on the A428 Traffic exiting
Cambridge on the Huntingdon Road Traffic travelling towards Cambridge
on the link road With a full interchange which we suggest could be
achieved with a large roundabout the traffic travelling East would be able to
avoid using the A1303 /Madingley Hill which is very congested every
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weekday morning. Also this link would be a huge advantage to traffic
exiting Cambridge from The NIAB and NW Cambridge sites and Cambridge
itself.
7. Madingley Parish Council would like the Highways Agency to look
carefully at the feasibility of abandoning the link road from the Dry Drayton
bridge to Huntingdon Road, and replace this by continuing the link road
from Bar Hill on the EAST side of the A14 which can easily merge with the
existing A14 link to Huntingdon road. In addition a short link road only will
be required on the West side from the Dry Drayton bridge to allow access
to the County Crematorium. We suggest this will entail far less road
construction and cost and it will achieve the same object. Part of this
revised link road would still have the currently planned footpath and cycle
path to Girton.

HE/A14/EX/165
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and
another party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as
well as matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are
under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including parish councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Bourn Parish Council (on behalf of the Coalition of Parish
Councils, comprising 16 parish councils concerned about the transport and
other impacts of unsustainable housing developments in the A428 corridor ‘Bourn Coalition’. It refers to the application for the proposed A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014 and accepted on 27 January
2015 for examination by the Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline
railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the discussions,
including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and Bourn Coalition, in line
with the principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6
letter, including comments from Bourn Coalition on
whether the matters are agreed, not agreed or still under
discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The Coalition of Parish Councils currently comprises 16 parish
councils: Arrington, Bourn, Boxworth, Caldecote, Cambourne,
Caxton, Conington, Croxton, Elsworth, Eltisley, Eversdens, Hardwick,
Knapwell, Longstowe, Madingley and Toft working on behalf of local
communities in respect of the impact of plans for the A14 scheme.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between
Highways England and Bourn Coalition.

Date

Type of engagement

Summary of discussion

Ongoing

There has been
engagement with many of
the coalition parish
councils individually as
part of the statutory and
non-statutory consultation
and ongoing
engagement.

The 16 parish councils are:
Arrington, Bourn, Boxworth,
Caldecote, Cambourne, Caxton,
Conington, Croxton, Elsworth,
Eltisley, Eversdens, Hardwick,
Knapwell, Longstowe, Madingley
and Toft.

27 February
2015

Pre-examination relevant
representation submitted
to the Planning
Inspectorate in regard to
the scheme.

Please see appendix A for a
copy of the representation made
by Bourn Coalition.

4 June 2015 Statement of Common
Ground (SoCG) meeting

The aim of the meeting was to
discuss preparation of this
Statement of Common Ground.
The meeting was attended by
representatives of Highways
England and representatives
from Bourn Parish Council,
Elsworth Parish Council,
Knapwell Parish Council and
Conington Parish Council.

5 August
2015

The Coalition of Parish Councils
was unhappy with the way its
views were represented in the
SoCG Draft 1. It has up-dated
this version of the document with
its written comments.

Statement of Common
Ground (SoCG) on-going
correspondence

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Bourn Coalition

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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2.1.5

The Coalition of Parish Councils currently comprises 16 parish councils:
Arrington, Bourn, Boxworth, Caldecote, Cambourne, Caxton, Conington,
Croxton, Elsworth, Eltisley, Eversdens, Hardwick, Knapwell, Longstowe,
Madingley and Toft.

2.1.6

The Bourn Coalition relevant representation formed the basis for the
discussion at the SoCG meeting. A copy of the relevant representation can
be found at Appendix A.

2.1.7

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2 and 3
of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Bourn Coalition,
and therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between the
parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent
that they are either not of material interest or relevance to Bourn Coalition.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and Bourn Coalition at the meeting held on 4 June 2015. It outlines
Highways England’s responses to stakeholder issues raised and whether
the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The matters
are addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of the Rule
6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

1

Traffic and
Transportation

There is agreement in
principle that there is an
urgent need for the A14
to be improved.

Noted.

Agreed.

There is a need for up to
date and accurate traffic
forecasts.

The Traffic Modelling Update
Report was submitted on 15
June 2015. Local traffic impacts
were reported at Deadline 6
(reference HE/A14/EX/73). The
purpose of the report was to
present the findings of sensitivity
testing undertaken in response to
concerns raised by
Cambridgeshire County Council
and Cambridge City Council.

Under
discussion.

Agreement in
principle
2

Transportation
and Traffic
Existing traffic
flow surveys
are out of date

The Response to ExA’s Second
Written Questions on the
Highways England Traffic
Modelling Update Report was
submitted at Deadline 7
(reference HE/A14/EX/92).
These reports provide further
information on the traffic flows
and impacts.
3

Economic and
Social Effects
Alternative
option to the
A14
improvement
scheme

HE/A14/EX/165

A strategic solution to
the scheme would be a
freight rail link from
Felixstowe to
Birmingham. This would
be an alternative
solution to the HGV/
freight issues on the
A14.

The A14 scheme is already part
of a multi-modal solution
including alternative transport
modes such as rail freight links.
In 2011 the Department for
Transport commissioned the A14
Study to look at multi-modal
transport solutions in response to
congestion in the trunk road
corridor between Huntingdon. It
identified a range of
interventions, which comprised a
public transport package, a railfreight package and a road
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

package. It concluded that
packages in isolation would not
solve the problems but that all
packages were needed. The
freight package aimed to reduce
HGV traffic on the A14 by
encouraging a transfer of freight
movements from road to rail.
This centred on traffic moving
between the Haven Ports and the
Midlands.
It also concentrated on measures
for improving the Felixstowe to
Nuneaton route to achieve
shorter journey times and to
enable longer trains and
additional freight paths to be
introduced. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce
HGV traffic on the A14 in the
core study area by up to 11 per
cent, which would offset 60 to 80
per cent of the forecast growth in
HGV traffic on the A14 between
2011 and 2031. Rail freight
proposals within the A14 Study
have either been completed or
are programmed to be carried
out within the current control
period which runs until March
2019.
4

Economic and
Social Effects
Implications of
de-trunking of
the A14 and
capital
resources
dedicated to its
upkeep

It is the Bourn Coalition’s
understanding that
Highways England will
transfer money to
Cambridgeshire Country
Council - is it an
unspecified lump sum or
is it compensation for
the extra expense of
maintaining the A14,
depending on its
condition and lifespan
when it is transferred.
Clarification is required
on this point.
It is recognised that this
is a political decision.
The ability to influence
this needs to be
communicated.
There is a question that
remains of what level, if

HE/A14/EX/165

Cambridgeshire County Council
would receive a settlement from
central government which is
based on a number of factors
including an element related to
the length of highway under the
County Council’s control. In this
way the budget for additional
maintenance for the de-trunked
roads is covered.

Agreed.

The Department for Transport
provided £4.5 million to
Cambridgeshire County Council
in 2003/04 for traffic calming
measures to be implemented in
local villages to mitigate against
A14 avoidance.
Regarding upkeep of local roads,
this is a matter for the local
highways authority. We are in
discussion with the highways
authority for appropriate locations
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Design and
Engineering
Separation of
local and
through traffic
is advisable

6

Design and
Engineering
Girton
Interchange
remains an
anomaly
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

any, County Council
funds have been set
aside for upkeep of local
roads and if this is a
ground for objection to
the Inspector.

for monitoring.

The future operation of
the highway network for
local communities
requires further
clarification.

Currently, congestion and
uncertain journey times on the
A14 lead to some drivers
choosing to use alternative
routes. The scheme would
therefore deliver benefits to the
local highway network and
communities by reducing journey
times and making journeys more
reliable on the A14 and therefore
reducing rat running on local
roads.

Not
agreed.

There is a need for an
interchange at
Madingley – Girton to
facilitate A428
westbound to M11
southbound turns to
serve future housing
development and to
access employment
south of Cambridge.

Whilst it is not proposed as part
of the scheme to provide
connections at Girton
Interchange between the A428
and the A14 or M11, the scheme
does not preclude the provision
of works to accommodate these
movements. Provision for these
additional movements has been
considered during the
development of the scheme.

Not
agreed.

Currently, traffic from the
A428 rat-runs through
local villages to reach
the M11 via the A603.
This is necessary
because:
•

•

Traffic cannot turn
south from the A428
to the M11; and
Madingley Hill, the
A1303, is gridlocked in morning
rush hours (it takes
40-45 mins to drive
2.4 kms).

Highways England’s response to
question 1.5.10 of the First
Written Questions (Report 5,
Design and Engineering
Standards) provides an
explanation for why these
movements are not provided.
The response to question 1.5.9
of the First Written Questions
(Report 5, Design and
Engineering Standards) indicates
a possible future solution
separate from the scheme which
provides for movements
between:
•
•

•

HE/A14/EX/165

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

7

Design and
Engineering

The A14 scheme
proposes that the
existing A428 dual
carriageway effectively
reduces to single
carriageway where it
joins the A14. Although it
is shown as a 2 lane
road, Highways England
staff has told us that it
will be ‘cross-hatched’,
which means it is
effectively a single lane.

Further clarification is provided
regarding road terminology:

Not
agreed.

Arrangements
for the A428
around the top
of the new
junction on the
A14 are not
supported
locally.

This is not an
improvement. This is a
fundamental flaw in the
design and negative
impact on traffic
movements locally. This
is a constant theme and
needs to be addressed
at a strategic level.
Current provision is
inadequate and will
remain the case. A
three way or four way
junction also creates
adverse environmental
impacts. An integrated
solution is needed.

•

•

Dual carriageway means
there is one lane at least in
each direction separated by
a central reserve.
A two lane road means a
single carriageway road with
one lane in each direction
with only white lanes
between.

The proposed lane arrangement
at Girton Interchange can be
seen on Sheet 21 of the General
Arrangement drawings, DCO
submission document reference
2.2. At no point is the A428
proposed to be reduced from a
dual to single carriageway.
West of Girton Junction, Sheet
21 of the General Arrangement
plans shows the A428 as a dual
carriageway with two lanes in
each direction (as existing).
However, the outside lane in the
eastbound direction would be
hatched out on the Girton
junction approach (thus
restricting it to one lane in that
direction) in order to ease the
larger merging flows from the
M11 loop and the A14 eastbound
slips.
A single lane would be sufficient
at that location to cater for the
predicted peak hour flow, but the
second lane could be brought
into operation if in actual
operation it was deemed
necessary.
The number of lanes proposed at
each location throughout the
junction is consistent with the
forecast traffic flows, and this
varies from one lane up to three
lanes dependent on location.
Highways England agrees
current provision is inadequate
for future traffic levels and this is
why the improvements are
proposed.
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

8

Design and
Engineering

The consequence of not
resolving Girton
Interchange will be ratrunning through villages.

The proposed link roads at Girton
interchange have been sized to
cater for the predicted traffic
flows. It is not envisaged that
longer distance strategic traffic
would need to leave the trunk
road network and route through
villages in order to avoid
congestion at Girton.

Not
agreed.

Girton
interchange

Our concerns are as
follows:
There is already ratrunning through our
villages, south of the
A428, for the reasons
(see row 4 above);
This will become worse
as a result of Highways
England’s dualling of the
A428 from the A1 to
Caxton Gibbett and
housing developments
which will increase traffic
volumes on the A428,
some of which will rat
run south to the biomedical park and other
job opportunities south
of Cambridge; and

The number of lanes proposed at
each location throughout the
junction is consistent with the
forecast traffic flows, and this
varies from one lane up to three
lanes dependent on location.
As set out above, a single lane
would be sufficient on the A428
eastbound to cater for the
predicted peak hour flow, but the
second lane could be brought
into operation if in actual
operation it was deemed
necessary.

It will also be
exacerbated by the
effective restriction of
the A428 to a single lane
at the Girton
Interchange. In our view,
Highways England
should have planned the
upgrading of the A14
and A428 together, as
an integrated package.
The plan as proposed is
unsound from the
perspective of local
communities.
9

Design and
Engineering
Swavesey
interchange

There are issues with
the rationalisation of
access onto the A14.
Bar Hill and Swavesey
junction are too close.
These need to be
addressed.
The intensive use of the
Swavesey interchange
and the issue of ratrunning is a key
concern. One option is
to limit traffic leaving at

HE/A14/EX/165

Swavesey junction provides
connections between several
routes including the proposed
A14, the local access roads to
villages to the north and south of
the road, the de-trunked A14,
several other local roads as well
as serving the Cambridge
Services area. As a result of
consultation a dedicated west
bound diverge to the Cambridge
Services has been added to
provide direct access from the
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Ref

Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

the Swavesey
interchange and
removing the option to
turn south to Boxworth.
This would replicate the
solution they have at
Barr Hill where there is
no access to the back of
the village to prevent ratrunning. There is a
request for this solution
to be implemented at
Swavesey.

east.

Swavesey interchange
will allow vehicles to exit
south towards the A428
and rat-run through the
villages of Boxworth,
Knapwell and Elsworth
and impact locally. The
local roads are not
adequate.
10

Design and
Engineering
Access to the
A14 at
Cambridge
Services

The planned design at
Cambridge Services will
enable traffic to rat run
through villages en route
to access employment to
the south of Cambridge.
This will result in an
increase in traffic
volumes and associated
impacts.
What is the strategic
imperative to preserving
Cambridge Services,
other than the petrol
station?
There are no obvious
commercial sites that
require that level of
access proposed for
Cambridge Services.

HE/A14/EX/165

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

The proposed layout limits
conflict between principal traffic
flows heading between the detrunked A14 and the new A14,
local traffic travelling via the local
access road and traffic bound for
Cambridge Services. The layout
would be straightforward to sign
and there would be little
confusion for motorists as to the
route to take. We would welcome
the opportunity to meet and
discuss this issue with our
technical specialists.

The number of lanes on the
proposed A14 has been selected
to cater for the predicted traffic.
Consequently congestion is likely
to be far less frequent that it is
now. It is not envisaged that
longer distance strategic traffic
would need to leave the trunk
road network and route through
villages in order to avoid
congestion on the A14 near
Swavesey.

Not
agreed.

On this category of road it is
Highways England’s policy to
support the provision of ‘offline’
service areas (fuel, parking, food,
toilets etc) at regular intervals
(less than 30 minutes driving
time, approx. 30 miles) with
access via full junction standard
merge and diverge slip roads,
rather than traditional ‘online’
road side filling stations, cafes
and laybys. These features
interrupt the main traffic through
flow by mixing slower
accelerating and decelerating
traffic, thereby reducing traffic
capacity and possibly reducing
safety, and are consequently not
proposed for the A14
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Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue
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Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

improvement scheme.
Cambridge Services meets the
provision criteria; the next service
area on the M11 being
Birchanger at M11 j8, some
50km (31 miles) to the south, and
Brampton Hut 19km (12 miles) to
the north. Cambridge Services
will remain at Swavesey junction.
11

Design and
Engineering
The A1198 is
more suitable
than local
roads for
access

The A1198 needs to be
incorporated into a
strategic solution.

It is anticipated that the A14
scheme would provide some
relief of congestion on roads
including the A1198. In times of
congestion on the A14, the
A1198 and A428 are used as an
alternative route. The
improvements to the capacity of
the A14 would allow these trips
to return to either the new
Huntingdon Southern Bypass or
to the de-trunked A14. However,
it is expected that the capacity
created on the A1198 would be
backfilled by other local traffic
that would otherwise be ratrunning on the local roads.

Agreed.

As a result of this rerouting of
traffic, Highways England’s traffic
forecasts suggest that flows on
the A1198 to the south of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would increase by around 4% in
2035 as a result of the scheme,
but many local roads would be
relieved of traffic. Flows on the
A1198 to the north of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass are
forecast to be reduced by over
30%.
While the A14 scheme would
result in some changes in traffic
flow on the A1198, increases to
the south of the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass are not
predicted to result in material
detriment.
12

Design and
Engineering
Detailed design
is not known

The impact of drainage,
landscaping etc has not
been communicated
locally.

Relevant details have been
discussed during the preapplication consultation and preexamination consultation.

Under
discussion.

We will continue to discuss
matters of detailed design with
HE/A14/EX/165
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Ref

Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

the Coalition. These issues will
also be discussed as part of the
parish updates and through
landowner engagement.
13

Air Quality
and Emissions
Air quality
deterioration

Particulates will become
more widespread and
mitigation will be
challenging.

Air quality is currently affected by
vehicle emissions from roads in
Cambridge and Huntingdon, and
along the existing A14. As the
scheme would enable traffic to
use the new Huntingdon
southern bypass, a significant
improvement in air quality is
predicted in several areas, most
notably in Huntingdon and along
the existing A14 between
Swavesey and Girton as the
majority of existing traffic would
be diverted away from these
areas.

Not
agreed.

The scheme would also improve
air quality at a number of
locations across the area that
have been identified as air quality
management areas due to
existing pollution.
Schedule 2, Part 1, Requirement
3 of the Revised Draft
Development Consent Order
(DCO) (Applicant reference HEA14-EX-59 , PINS reference
REP4–021) states that:
“The authorised development
must be carried out in
accordance with the scheme
design shown on the works plans
and the engineering drawings
and sections unless otherwise
agreed in writing by the
Secretary of State following
consultation with the relevant
planning authority on matters
related to its functions.”
The need to adhere to
Requirement 3 ensures that the
development must be carried out
in accordance with the scheme
design. The design of the
scheme is adequate to ensure
that the air quality effects would
not be significant, and therefore,
as a result of compliance with
this requirement, no changes to
HE/A14/EX/165
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue
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Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

the air quality impacts shown in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement (Applicant reference
6.1, PINS reference APP-339)
would be anticipated during the
operation of the scheme.
Highways England does not
consider there to be a
requirement for post-scheme
monitoring as no significant
impacts or exceedances of the
air quality objectives or limit
values have been predicted.
Highways England’s response to
the Second Written Questions,
Question 2.1.8 provides further
explanation on why the overall
conclusions remain the same
even if higher traffic growth rates
or higher than expected
emissions rates are applied.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

23.9.15

Name:

Stephen Jones

Signature:

On behalf of:

Bourn Parish Council on behalf of a Coalition of 16 Parish
Councils

Date:

11 September 2015
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Appendix A – Relevant representation
Bourn Parish Council represents a coalition of 14 parish councils
(subsequently increased to 16) south of the A14. We are concerned about
the impact of the proposed A14 improvements on increased traffic flows (rat
running) through our villages directly and indirectly by:
•

Reducing the A428 effectively to one lane at the A14/M11/A428
intersection; and

•

The failure to include provision for all all-ways interchange at the
junction enabling A428 traffic to turn south on the M11 to the new
centres of employment in and around the biomedical park, south of
Cambridge.

•

There is a general mandate for the Bourn Coalition to agree the
respective position. A transport consultant has been retained for the
Local Plan as this mechanism shares the cost and the working
principles have been applied to the SoCG discussion.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning Inspectorate
as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the Applicant,
and Bar Hill Parish Council. It refers to the application for the proposed A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and
approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the
de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk road
between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–submission
of the DCO application. This includes meetings, emails and
letters related to the discussions, including a summary of
each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed between
Highways England and Bar Hill Parish Council, in line with
the principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter,
including comments from Bar Hill Parish Council on whether
the matters are agreed, not agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.

Appendix A Copy of the relevant representation made from a Bar Hill
Parish Councillor to the Planning Inspectorate.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Bar Hill Parish Council.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

April 2014

Preapplication
non-statutory
comms

Meeting with the Parish Council to identify issues and discuss the
DCO process. Key issues includes:
 The PC expressed concern about grid lock at the Bar Hill
junction with traffic from Northstowe and Bar Hill competing to
access the A14.
 Concern about traffic coming into the village from the A14
particularly lorries but cars too.
 Concern that Barr Hill is viewed as an unofficial truck stop
which brings issues for the village. PC do not want Bar Hill to
be signed as “Services”.
 The PC raised significant concern about having to turn right on
the service road coming from the east as this is viewed as
dangerous and the PC expect this will be a very busy road. PC
would like to see this as a double roundabout, PC note this
currently works well at Hardwick and Dry Drayton.
 Concerns were also raised about the cycle crossing at the Bar
Hill junction crossing the service road. This is not a sufficient
dedicated NMU route and the PC would prefer that the route is
moved to a point where traffic is more likely to be stationery.
PC enquired if the existing bridge can be left as a dedicated
cycle route.
 PC are keen that the roundabout element of the junction is
pushed westwards to lessen impact on the residential element
of the village and push towards the industrial end of the village.
 PC are keen to know if there is any provision being made for a
new service area to reduce the need for Bar Hill being used for
this purpose and how this relates to lorries tacho-graphs which
necessitate a stop in the Bar Hill area. The PC assert that the
facilities at Swavesey are inadequate and often full and do not
provide a realistic alternative.
 PC requested to know what the details of noise attenuation will
be running along the A14, it was noted that this was an issue
to be taken up with the hotel. The village had previously been
promised noise attenuation but this wasn’t delivered by the
developer of Bar Hill when it was developing.

September
2014

HE/A14/EX/190

Preapplication
non-statutory
comms

A question was asked about any land-take from the Parish
Council land to facilitate the A14 development. To be confirmed at
public consultation.
Email correspondence discussing DCO process.
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Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

March 4
2015

Parish Forum
update

Bar Hill Parish Council representatives attended a parish forum
update which provides the opportunity for questions to be heard
and an update on the DCO process.

24 June
2015

Parish Forum
update

12 October
2015

Parish forum
update

Bar Hill Parish Council representatives attended a parish forum
update which provides the opportunity for questions to be heard
and an update on the DCO process.
Bar Hill Parish Council representatives attended a parish forum
update which provides the opportunity for questions to be heard
and an update on the DCO process.

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Bar Hill Parish Council.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.4

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 2 and 3 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Bar Hill Parish Council,
and therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between the
parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent that
they are either not of material interest or relevance to Bar Hill Parish Council.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and Bar Hill Parish Council during the Compulsory Acquisition hearing held
on 21 October 2015. It outlines Highways England responses to stakeholder
issues raised and whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways
England response. The matters are addressed in line with principal issues
identified in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

1

Transportation
and traffic

Bar Hill PC broadly
support the A14 C2H
Improvement Scheme.

Your support is duly noted.

Agreed.

2

Transportation
and traffic

Bar Hill PC have no
objections to the
proposals at Bar Hill
junction in particular,
including the inclusion
within the red line
boundary of land
owned by Bar Hill PC.

Your comment is noted.

Agreed.

3

Water Issues

Bar Hill PC have
highlighted the
drainage outfall
function of the pond
within the current
junction loop layout
and its importance to
Bar Hill. The pond is
currently owned and
maintained by Bar Hill
PC. It was cleared and
desilted in the last year
at Bar Hill PC’s
expense following
previous flooding in
August 2014.

The pond would be acquired by
Highways England as part of the
scheme.

Agreed.

Highways England can confirm that a
replacement drainage pond/outfall will
be designed and constructed as part of
the A14 scheme to suitable criteria such
that its performance in terms of storage
and discharge capacity would give rise
to no reduction in effectiveness.
Highways England can also confirm that
the pond would be maintained to an
appropriate standard as part of the trunk
road network.

Bar Hill PC note that it
provides the drainage
outfall for a large area
of NW Bar Hill
including Tesco area.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:

Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:

On behalf of:

Date

Name:

Signature:

Highways England

30 October 2015

Bunty Waters, Chairman of Bar Hill Parish Council

Email confirmation of acceptance

On behalf of:
Bar Hill Parish Council
Date
28 October 2015
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Appendix A: relevant representation

5.1.1

Copy of the relevant representation submitted by Roger Hall, a Bar Hill
Parish Councillor, to the Planning Inspectorate:
“As a long-time resident of Bar Hill and currently a Parish and District
Councillor, I have a direct interest as to how the proposals will affect Bar Hill
and the neighbouring villages which I represent.”
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Natural England
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008
for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme. The
application for an order granting planning permission was submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014. An Environmental Statement
was submitted as part of the application documentation.

1.1.2

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 58-65 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government's "Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent" (March 2015).
Paragraph 58, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.3

"A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it is
also useful if a statement identifies those areas where agreement has not
been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence."

1.1.4

SoCGs are a useful and established means of ensuring that the evidence
at the post-application examination focuses on the material differences
between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more efficient
examination process.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Natural England (NE).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
network is made up of England’s motorways and all-purpose trunk roads
(the major “A” roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible.
Following the Scheme being
constructed Highways England will be responsible for operating and
maintaining the improved A14.

1.2.3

Natural England is the government’s adviser on the natural environment,
providing practical scientific advice on how to look after England's
landscapes and wildlife.

1.3

Structure of the statement of common ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
Natural England in relation to the proposed scheme:
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1.3.2

•

Section 2 provides an overview of consultation to date between
Highways England and NE. Copies of key letters and meeting minutes
are provided in the Appendix.

•

Section 3 provides a summary of the information considered in this
SoCG.

•

Section 4 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and
areas that have not been agreed.

•

Section 5 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

•

Section 6 provides a succinct summary of the matters contained within
this SoCG.

•

Section 7 includes the signatures of all parties to indicate agreement
that this is an accurate record of issues and discussions.

•

A copy of key correspondence referenced in Section 2 is provided in the
appendix to this SoCG.

Throughout this SoCG:
•

Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as agreed by Highways England and Natural
England.

•

Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", this signifies a matter that
has been specifically stated as not agreed by Highways England and
Natural England.

•

Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion" this signifies a matter
that is still under discussion by Highways England and Natural England.

•

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 4
and 5 of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Natural
England, and therefore have not been the subject of any discussions
between the parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed,
only to the extent that they are either not or material interest or
relevance to Natural England.

2.

Overview of Engagement

2.1.1

A summary of the meetings and correspondence that has taken place
between Highways England and Natural England in relation to the scheme
is outlined in the table below.

2.1.2

Copies of key letters of advice from Natural England and minutes of
meetings referred to below are provided in the Appendix for convenient
reference.
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Appendix Date
ref

Form of contact
or type of
correspondence

Summary of that contact and
key outcomes and points of
discussion

1

29 Jan 2014

Environmental
Stakeholders
Forum

General introduction to the
Scheme and DCO process.
Gordon Wyatt (NE) in
attendance.

2

21 Mar 2014

Letter from EIA
Land Rights
Advisor on Behalf
of the Secretary
of State.

Consultation on Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA)
Scoping.

3

4 Apr 2014

Email / Letter

Pre application publicity for
proposed A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdonshire Improvement
Scheme for information.

4

15 Apr 2014

Office meeting

Discussion on European
Protected Species (EPS)
Licences and survey
requirements. Written advice
subsequently provided by
Natural England in letter of 30
Apr 2014.

5

A.1

17 Apr 2014

Letter to PINS

Natural England response to
consultation dated 21 Mar 2014
on EIA Scoping – as related in
PINS scoping opinion Apr
2014.

6

A.2

30 Apr 2014

Letter

Natural England response to
request for Discretionary
Advice Service on survey
methods, mitigation and
requirements to secure a letter
of no impediment.

7

A.3

13 Jun 2014

Letter

Natural England response to
consultation dated 4 Apr 2014
and Preliminary Environmental
Information Report (PEIR).

22 Jul 2014

E-mail
correspondence

Consultation on assessment of
implications on European sites
(AIES).

8
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9

29 Jul 2014

Environmental
Stakeholders
Forum

Highlighted detail needed by
Natural England in connection
with licensing in parallel to
DCO process.
Discussion on specific aspects
of the scheme including
proposed borrow pits.
Janet Nuttall (Natural England)
in attendance.

10

A.4

11 Aug 2014

Letter

Natural England response to
email consultation made on 22
July 2014 on assessment of
implications on European sites
(AIES).

11

A.5

29 Aug 2014

Telephone
conference

Discussion of the approach for
considering ecological issues
(including European Protected
Species).

12

6 Oct 2014

E-mail
correspondence

Further explanation of the
approach for considering
ecological issues (including
European Protected Species)
following telephone conference
on 29 Aug 2014.

13

20 Oct 2014

Presentation to
environmental
stakeholders

ES headlines presentation to
project stakeholders. Janet
Nuttall (Natural England) in
attendance.

14

November 2014

Release of draft ES for
information.

15

A.6

9 Dec 2014

Letter

NE response to request for
Discretionary Advice Service
on ecological elements of the
draft ES and revised AIES.

16

A.7

15 Jan 2015

Telephone
conference

SoCG introductory meeting
between Natural England and
Highways England.

17

A.8

21 April 2015

Telephone
conference

Discussion on matters arising
from Relevant Representation.

18

A.9

13 July 2015

Letter

Advice from Natural England in
relation to HE-A14-EX-59
Revised Draft DCO.

19

A.10

13 August 2015

Letter

Letter of no impediment –
water voles. Natural England
response to the draft licence
application.
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20

A.11

13 August 2015

Letter

Letter of no impediment – bats.
Natural England response to
the draft licence application.

21

A.12

19 August 2015

Letter

Natural England response to
2nd written Questions from ExA.
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A.13

25 August 2015

Letter

Letter of no impediment –
badger. Natural England
response to the draft licence
application.

22

A.14

26 August 2015

Letter

Letter of no impediment –
Great Crested Newts. Natural
England response to the draft
licence application.

28 August 2015

Email exchange

24.08.15. Discussion on PINS
Written Question 2.2.24.
Confirmation of agreement
between Natural England and
Highways England on
qualifying features of the Ouse
Washes SPA.

23

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Natural England in
relation to the matters recorded in Section 4.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

3.

Documents considered within this SoCG

3.1.1

The following documents have been considered within this SoCG:
•

Environmental Scoping Report (March 2014);

•

Preliminary Environmental Information Report (April 2014);

•

Draft Environmental Statement (ES) (November 2014)

•

Assessment of Implications on European Species (AIES) (November
2014)

•

Environmental Statement (ES) (December 2014);

•

Register of environmental actions and commitments (ES Appendix 20.1)

•

Code of construction practice (ES Appendix 20.2)

•

NE letters of advice dated 17 April 2014, 30 April 2014, 13 June 2014,
11 August 2014, 9 December 2014 and 13 July 2015;

•

Ecology pre-design material (draft EPS licences). (issued 27th February
2015 and related correspondence);

•

Relevant Representations from Natural England; and
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3.1.2

•

Written Representations from Natural England.

•

Written Questions from PINS during DCO examination.

The matters of relevance that have been the subject of correspondence
and discussion to date between Highways England and Natural England
are documented in detail in:
•

ES Nature conservation appendices:
o Appendix 11.1 Phase 1 habitats;
o Appendix 11.4 Great crested newts (GCN);
o Appendix 11.5 Reptiles;
o Appendix 11.6 Birds;
o Appendix 11.7 Barn owl (confidential);
o Appendix 11.8 Bats;
o Appendix 11.9 Riparian Mammals;
o Appendix 11.10 Badgers (confidential);
o Appendix 11.11 Compliance with protected and controlled species
legislation; and
o Appendix 11.12 Assessment of implications on European sites.

•

Draft EPS licences:
o Bat tree licence;
o Bat building licence;
o GCN licence West of Brampton Hut;
o GCN licence Huntingdon town centre;
o GCN licence Godmanchester;
o GCN licence Fenstanton;
o GCN licence Crematorium;
o Water Vole licence
o Badger licence

•

In relation to Soils and Best and Most Versatile Agricultural Land
o ES Chapter 12 Geology and Soils
o ES Appendix 12.2 Soil Management Strategy
o ES Chapter 16 Community and Private Assets
o Soils Management Strategy - Technical Annex (Submitted to PINS at
Deadline 8)
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4.

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters agreed

Ref

1

Issue

Scoping

Matters agreed
Natural England agrees with the broad
scope of the EIA and has provided
technical advice for consideration in the
assessment.

Record of
agreement
NE letters 17 April
2014, ref: 116310;
13 June 2014, ref:
118323 and
Ref 9 Dec 2014:
DAS/7916/ 135863

2

Draft Environmental
Statement
December 2014

The Environmental Statement provides
a comprehensive and robust
assessment of the likely significant
impacts of the proposed scheme on
relevant ecological features including
designated sites, protected species and
wider biodiversity.

3

Assessment of
Implications for
European Sites (AIES)

Natural England is satisfied with the list
of sites scoped into the AIES and the
conclusion that the Scheme would have
no likely significant effect on these sites.

NE letter 9 Dec
2014: DAS/7916/
135863

4

Assessment of impacts
on Sites of Special
Scientific Interest
(SSSI)

Natural England is satisfied that the
correct Sites of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSIs) have been scoped into
the EIA and with the conclusion that
Scheme would have no likely significant
effect on the features for which the sites
were notified, subject to the
implementation of mitigation which will
need to be secured through the DCO.

NE letter 9 Dec
2014: DAS/7916/
135863

6

Process / programme
for EPS licensing

NE has provided letters of no
impediment in respect of licensing for
water voles, bats, badgers and Great
Crested Newts.

NE letters of 13
August, 25 August
and 26 August
2015.

Natural England is satisfied with the
DCO Requirements.

Telephone
Conference
Meeting Minutes,
21 April 2015

7

8

DCO Requirements

Breeding Birds

Highways England and Natural England
agree on the principles of providing
mitigation for protection of breeding
birds. Mitigation will be further
developed during detailed design and
Highways England will continue to
consult with stakeholders with an
interest in ecological matters including
the Barn Owl Trust.

NE letter 9 Dec
2014: DAS/7916/
135863

NE Letter of 19
August 2015.

A draft method statement has been
agreed with Natural England. This will
be appended to the LEMPs and its
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Ref

Issue

Matters agreed

Record of
agreement

implementation would be secured
through the CoCP when the DCO is
made (if the application is granted).

9

10

Otters

Soils

Restoration of borrow
pits
11

12

13

Need for an Ecological
Mitigation Table
presenting impacts,
mitigation measures,
the Environmental
Statement document
references, the
Mitigation or
Management Plan that
captures the
associated actions,
timetables and
responsibilities.
Need for a Habitat
Management and
Maintenance Plan for
habitat creation areas
clearly setting out who
will be responsible for
carrying these works
out.

HE/A14/EX/122

No breach of legislation protecting
otters is currently anticipated, but further
pre-construction surveys are planned in
2015 to provide up to date information
to inform the possible need for otter
licence applications.
Based on the information available (ES
Chapter 16 and the 2009 scheme
detailed soil survey), Natural England
agrees with the overall conclusion
drawn in the ES by Highways England
regarding the impact of the scheme on
agricultural land.
Proposals for restoration of the borrow
pits will be developed during detailed
design. Highways England will consult
with Natural England on these plans.
Highways England currently anticipates
a 10 year after care period. Habitat
created on areas of land within restored
borrow pits which may be sold on in the
future will be protected by covenant.
The LEMPs will contain a summary
ecological mitigation table which will be
provided once the detailed design is
developed. This will be issued to
Natural England for advice when
available.

Agreed by means
of this SOCG.

Telephone
Conference
Meeting Minutes,
21 April 2015
Agreed by means
of this SOCG.

Agreed by means
of this SOCG.

The CEMP is secured by Section 3.3 of
the CoCP, which is secured by
Schedule 2, Requirement 4 of the DCO.

A Habitat Management and
Maintenance Plan will be prepared as
part of the Handover Environmental
Management Plan (HEMP). The
HEMP would be secured when the DCO
is made (if the application is granted) by
means of an amendment to the Code of
Construction Practice, document ref.
HE/A14/EX/62, Section 3.10.
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Ref

Issue

14

This plan will be provided during
detailed design and is provided for and
secured by means of the requirement at
para 5(2) of Part 1 of Schedule 2 of the
draft DCO which was amended at
Deadline 7 to read :
Need for a lighting plan
so that essential
lighting is used only
where needed and light
spill onto bat
commuting and
foraging areas is
minimised.

15

16

17

Matters agreed

Information on the
mitigation of impacts on
habitat severance
including underpass
structures designed for
wildlife.
Soil resource surveys
need to be included in
the Soil Management
Strategy to cover all
areas of the application
site where significant
impacts on the soil
resource is likely.

The detailed design of
the ecological mitigation
area to the west and
north of Brampton
Meadow SSSI,
including provision for
maintenance access by
road vehicle, must be
fully integrated with the
management of the

HE/A14/EX/122

“Where a protected species is shown to
be, or where there is a reasonable
likelihood of it being present, the
relevant parts of the relevant works
must not begin until a scheme of
protection and mitigation measures
including their design and management
has been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Secretary of State after
consultation with Natural England.
Except to the extent otherwise
approved, the scheme of protection and
mitigation measures including their
design and management must be in
accordance with the guidance in the
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
(Volume 10, section 4).”
This information will be provided during
detailed design. This is provided for
and secured by means of the
requirement at para 5(2) of Part 1 of
Schedule 2 of the draft DCO.
A Technical Annex has been prepared
which sets out the requirements for soil
resource surveys and subsequent soils
management to be implemented before
any soils are stripped. Highways
England has consulted Natural England
on the content of the SMS and the
Technical Annex which will be
submitted at Deadline 8.
Compliance with the SMS would be
secured by Section 9.1.4 of the CoCP
when the DCO is made (if the
application is granted).
The detailed design of ecological
mitigation areas is now secured through
a requirement added to the draft DCO
at Deadline 7. The wording of this
agreement has been agreed with
Natural England to read:
“Work Nos. 1, 2, 3, 40, and 44 must not

Record of
agreement
NE letter of 19
August.

NE letter of 19
August.

Agreed by means
of this SOCG.

NE Letter of 19
August.

commence until the details of the
establishment and management of the
mitigation areas to be provided under
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Ref

Record of
agreement

Issue

Matters agreed

SSSI in consultation
with Natural England.
This will help ensure
that opportunities to
complement and benefit
the SSSI habitat are
maximised.

Works Nos. 2 and 3 to the north and west
of Brampton Meadows Site of Special
Scientific Interest (as shown in plot 5/38a
and part of plots 5/11 and 5/10 of the
Land Plans), including details of all
proposed planting, landscaping and
access works, has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Secretary of
State, after consultation with Natural
England.”

18

Letter of no impediment
required in respect of
licensing for Water
Vole.

Natural England has issued a letter of
no impediment required in respect of
licensing for Water Vole.

NE letter of 13
August

19

Letter of no impediment
required in respect of
licensing for bats.

Natural England has issued a letter of
no impediment required in respect of
licensing for bats.

NE letter of 13
August

20

Letter of no impediment
required in respect of
licensing for badgers.

Natural England has issued a letter of
no impediment required in respect of
licensing for badgers.

NE letter of 25
August

21

Letter of no impediment
required in respect of
licensing for Great
Crested Newts.

Natural England has issued a letter of
no impediment required in respect of
licensing for Great Crested Newts.

NE letter of 26
August

4.2

Matters not agreed

4.2.1

None to report.
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5.

Record of matters still under discussion

5.1

Matters still under discussion

5.1.1

None to report.
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6.

Summary

6.1.1

A comprehensive list of issues relevant to Natural England has been
agreed and a programme of documentation and consultation agreed to
resolve these. There are no areas of disagreement.
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7.

Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

1 September 2015

Name:

Kathleen Covill

Signature:

Position:

Senior Adviser, Sustainable Development Team

On behalf of:

Natural England

Date:

1 September 2015
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APPENDIX 1 Correspondence
A1. Letter from NE, dated 17.4.2014. Advice on EIA Scoping.
A2. Letter from NE, dated 30.4.2014. Advice on survey methods,
mitigation and requirements to secure a letter of no impediment.
A3. Letter from NE, dated 13.6.2014. Advice on pre-application
publicity information and Preliminary Environmental Information
Report.
A4. Letter from NE, dated 11.8.2014. Advice on Assessment of
Implications on European Sites.
A5. Meeting minutes. 29.8.2014. Programme for consideration of
ecological issues.
A6. Letter from NE, dated 09.12.2014. Advice on draft ES and final
comments on Assessment of Implications on European Sites.
A7. Meeting minutes. 15.1.2015. Statement of Common Ground,
Introductory Meeting.
A8. Meeting minutes. 21.4.2015. Statement of Common Ground
Meeting – Matters arising from Relevant Representation.
A9. Letter from NE, dated 13.7.2015. Advice in relation to HE-A14EX-59 Revised Draft DCO.
A10. Letter from NE, dated 13.8.2015. Letter of no impediment –
water voles
A11. Letter from NE, dated 13.8.2015. Letter of no impediment –
bats
A12. Letter from NE, dated 19.8.2015, NE response to second
written questions from ExA.
A13. Letter from NE, dated 25.8.2015. Letter of no impediment –
badgers
A14. Letter from NE, dated 26.8.2015. Letter of no impediment –
Great Crested Newt
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Date:
17 April 2014
Our ref: 116310
Your ref: TR010018

Hannah Nelson
EIA and Land Rights Advisor
on Behalf of the Secretary of State

BY EMAIL ONLY

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ
T 0300 060 3900

Dear Ms Nelson
Planning Act 2008 (as amended) and the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2009 (as amended) – Regulations 8 and 9

Application by the Highways Agency for an Order Granting Development Consent for the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdonshire Improvement Scheme
Scoping consultation and notification of the applicant’s contact details and duty to make
available information to the applicant if requested
Thank you for consulting Natural England on the above in your letter dated 21st March 2014.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future
generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Case law1 and guidance2 has stressed the need for a full set of environmental information to be
available for consideration prior to a decision being taken on whether or not to grant planning
permission. Annex A to this letter provides Natural England’s advice on the scope of the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for this development.
Should the proposal be amended in a way which significantly affects its impact on the natural
environment then, in accordance with Section 4 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities
Act 2006, Natural England should be consulted again.
We would be happy to comment further should the need arise but if in the meantime you have any
queries please do not hesitate to contact us. For any queries relating to the specific advice in this
letter only please contact Janet Nuttall on 0300 060 1239. For any new consultations, or to provide
further information on this consultation please send your correspondences to
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk.
We really value your feedback to help us improve the service we offer. We have attached a
feedback form to this letter and welcome any comments you might have about our service.
1

Harrison, J in R. v. Cornwall County Council ex parte Hardy (2001)
Note on Environmental Impact Assessment Directive for Local Planning Authorities Office of the Deputy Prime
Minister (April 2004) available from
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http://www.communities.gov.uk/planningandbuilding/planning/sustainab
ilityenvironmental/environmentalimpactassessment/noteenvironmental/
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Yours sincerely

Janet Nuttall
Sustainable Land Use and Regulation
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Annex A – Advice related to EIA Scoping Requirements
1. General Principles
Schedule 4 of the Town & Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2011,
sets out the necessary information to assess impacts on the natural environment to be included in
an ES, specifically:
 A description of the development – including physical characteristics and the full land use
requirements of the site during construction and operational phases.
 Expected residues and emissions (water, air and soil pollution, noise, vibration, light, heat,
radiation, etc.) resulting from the operation of the proposed development.
 An assessment of alternatives and clear reasoning as to why the preferred option has been
chosen.
 A description of the aspects of the environment likely to be significantly affected by the
development, including, in particular, population, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors,
material assets, including the architectural and archaeological heritage, landscape and the
interrelationship between the above factors.
 A description of the likely significant effects of the development on the environment – this
should cover direct effects but also any indirect, secondary, cumulative, short, medium and
long term, permanent and temporary, positive and negative effects. Effects should relate to
the existence of the development, the use of natural resources and the emissions from
pollutants. This should also include a description of the forecasting methods to predict the
likely effects on the environment.
 A description of the measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and where possible offset any
significant adverse effects on the environment.
 A non-technical summary of the information.
 An indication of any difficulties (technical deficiencies or lack of know-how) encountered by
the applicant in compiling the required information.
It will be important for any assessment to consider the potential cumulative effects of this proposal,
including all supporting infrastructure, with other similar proposals and a thorough assessment of
the ‘in combination’ effects of the proposed development with any existing developments and
current applications. A full consideration of the implications of the whole scheme should be included
in the ES. All supporting infrastructure should be included within the assessment.
2. Biodiversity and Geology
2.1 Ecological Aspects of an Environmental Statement
Natural England advises that the potential impact of the proposal upon features of nature
conservation interest and opportunities for habitat creation/enhancement should be included within
this assessment in accordance with appropriate guidance on such matters. Guidelines for
Ecological Impact Assessment (EcIA) have been developed by the Chartered Institute of Ecology
and Environmental Management (CIEEM) and are available on their website.
EcIA is the process of identifying, quantifying and evaluating the potential impacts of defined actions
on ecosystems or their components. EcIA may be carried out as part of the EIA process or to
support other forms of environmental assessment or appraisal.
The National Planning Policy Framework sets out guidance in S.118 on how to take account of
biodiversity interests in planning decisions and the framework that local authorities should provide to
assist developers.
2.2 Internationally and Nationally Designated Sites
The ES should thoroughly assess the potential for the proposal to affect designated sites.
European sites (eg designated Special Areas of Conservation and Special Protection Areas) fall
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within the scope of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010. In addition
paragraph 118 of the National Planning Policy Framework requires that potential Special Protection
Areas, possible Special Areas of Conservation, listed or proposed Ramsar sites, and any site
identified as being necessary to compensate for adverse impacts on classified, potential or possible
SPAs, SACs and Ramsar sites be treated in the same way as classified sites.
Under Regulation 61 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 an appropriate
assessment needs to be undertaken in respect of any plan or project which is (a) likely to have a
significant effect on a European site (either alone or in combination with other plans or projects) and
(b) not directly connected with or necessary to the management of the site.
Should a Likely Significant Effect on a European/Internationally designated site be identified or be
uncertain, the competent authority (in this case the Local Planning Authority) may need to prepare
an Appropriate Assessment, in addition to consideration of impacts through the EIA process.
Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) and sites of European or international importance
(Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protection Areas and Ramsar sites)
The development site is adjacent to the following designated nature conservation site(s):






Brampton Meadow SSSI;
Brampton Wood SSSI;
Brampton Racecourse SSSI;
Portholme SSSI;
Histon Road SSSI

We are aware that a recent addition to the scheme is the proposed widening of approximately 6km
of the A1 between Buckden and Alconbury and the inclusion of 7 areas of borrow pits, including one
area in close proximity to Brampton Wood SSSI. Given the potential for the construction of borrow
pits to affect groundwater it will be important for the Environmental Statement to include a detailed
assessment of effects on the natural environment, through changes in hydrology and/or water
quality, and in particular on the interest features of Brampton Wood.
Eversden and Wimpole Woods SSSI is located some distance from the scheme; however, this site
is also designated as a Special Area of Conservation since it supports a summer maternity roost of
barbastelle bats. Due to the extensive foraging habitats of barbastelle bats it will be necessary to
assess the impacts of the scheme on this qualifying interest feature and potential foraging habitat,
through the Habitats Regulations Assessment process, as detailed below.


Further information on the SSSIs and their special interest features can be found at
www.natureonthemap.naturalengland.org.uk. The Environmental Statement should include a
full assessment of the direct and indirect effects of the development on the features of
special interest within these sites and should identify such mitigation measures as may be
required in order to avoid, minimise or reduce any adverse significant effects.



Natura 2000 network site conservation objectives are available on our internet site here.

In this case the proposal is not directly connected with, or necessary to, the management of a
European site. In our view it is likely that it will have a significant effect on internationally designated
sites and therefore will require assessment under the Habitats Regulations. We recommend that
there should be a separate section of the Environmental Statement to address impacts upon
European and Ramsar sites entitled ‘Information for Habitats Regulations Assessment’. This should
include an assessment of the impacts of the scheme on the conservation objectives and qualifying
features of the following sites:
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Portholme Special Area of Conservation
Eversden and Wimpole Woods Special Area of Conservation

We note from the EIA Scoping Report that a Stage 1 assessment will be undertaken in 2014 to
determine whether the Scheme would have any likely significant effects on the integrity of Eversden
and Wimpole Woods through impacts that could affect its barbastelle bats qualifying features.
Natural England welcome this.
The Report also states that, based on the 2009 Appropriate Assessment Screening Report for
Portholme SAC, it is thought unlikely that stages 2-4 would be required on the Scheme as
significant effects on the SAC were considered to be unlikely. We welcome that the 2009 report will
be reviewed against the latest Scheme design and current DMRB best practice guidance, then
updated and submitted to Natural England for its opinion in 2014. We are satisfied that the full
details of the appropriate assessment screening will be detailed in the environmental statement.
2.3 Regionally and Locally Important Sites
The EIA will need to consider any impacts upon local wildlife and geological sites. Local Sites are
identified by the local wildlife trust, geoconservation group or a local forum established for the
purposes of identifying and selecting local sites. They are of county importance for wildlife or
geodiversity. The Environmental Statement should therefore include an assessment of the likely
impacts on the wildlife and geodiversity interests of such sites. The assessment should include
proposals for mitigation of any impacts and if appropriate, compensation measures. Contact the
Wildlife Trust for Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Northamptonshire and the Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Environmental Records Centre and Geo-East for further information.
2.4 Protected Species - Species protected by the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as
amended) and by the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010
The ES should assess the impact of all phases of the proposal on protected species (including, for
example, great crested newts, reptiles, birds, water voles, badgers and bats). Natural England does
not hold comprehensive information regarding the locations of species protected by law, but advises
on the procedures and legislation relevant to such species. Records of protected species should be
sought from appropriate local biological record centres, nature conservation organisations, groups
and individuals; and consideration should be given to the wider context of the site for example in
terms of habitat linkages and protected species populations in the wider area, to assist in the impact
assessment.
The conservation of species protected by law is explained in Part IV and Annex A of Government
Circular 06/2005 Biodiversity and Geological Conservation: Statutory Obligations and their Impact
within the Planning System. The area likely to be affected by the proposal should be thoroughly
surveyed by competent ecologists at appropriate times of year for relevant species and the survey
results, impact assessments and appropriate accompanying mitigation strategies included as part of
the ES.
In order to provide this information there may be a requirement for a survey at a particular time of
year. Surveys should always be carried out in optimal survey time periods and to current guidance
by suitably qualified and where necessary, licensed, consultants. Natural England has adopted
standing advice for protected species which includes links to guidance on survey and mitigation.
Natural England is providing separate pre-application advice to the ecological consultants on the
survey methodology and mitigation design for great crested newts and bats.
2.5 Habitats and Species of Principal Importance
The ES should thoroughly assess the impact of the proposals on habitats and/or species listed as
‘Habitats and Species of Principal Importance’ within the England Biodiversity List, published under
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the requirements of S41 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006.
Section 40 of the NERC Act 2006 places a general duty on all public authorities, including local
planning authorities, to conserve and enhance biodiversity. Further information on this duty is
available in the Defra publication ‘Guidance for Local Authorities on Implementing the Biodiversity
Duty’.
Government Circular 06/2005 states that Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) species and habitats, ‘are
capable of being a material consideration in the making of planning decisions’. Natural England
therefore advises that survey, impact assessment and mitigation proposals for Habitats and Species
of Principal Importance should be included in the ES. Consideration should also be given to those
species and habitats included in the relevant Local BAP.
Natural England advises that a habitat survey (equivalent to Phase 2) is carried out on the site, in
order to identify any important habitats present. In addition, ornithological, botanical and invertebrate
surveys should be carried out at appropriate times in the year, to establish whether any scarce or
priority species are present. The Environmental Statement should include details of:
 Any historical data for the site affected by the proposal (eg from previous surveys);
 Additional surveys carried out as part of this proposal;
 The habitats and species present;
 The status of these habitats and species (eg whether priority species or habitat);
 The direct and indirect effects of the development upon those habitats and species;
 Full details of any mitigation or compensation that might be required.
The development should seek if possible to avoid adverse impact on sensitive areas for wildlife
within the site, and if possible provide opportunities for overall wildlife gain.
The record centre for the relevant Local Authorities should be able to provide the relevant
information on the location and type of priority habitat for the area under consideration.
3. Designated Landscapes and Landscape Character
Nationally Designated Landscapes
The scheme is not located within close proximity to designated landscapes and is therefore unlikely
to have any adverse impact upon these.
Landscape and visual impacts
Natural England would wish to see details of local landscape character areas mapped at a scale
appropriate to the development site as well as any relevant management plans or strategies
pertaining to the area. The EIA should include assessments of visual effects on the surrounding
area and landscape together with any physical effects of the development, such as changes in
topography. The European Landscape Convention places a duty on Local Planning Authorities to
consider the impacts of landscape when exercising their functions.
The EIA should include a full assessment of the potential impacts of the development on local
landscape character using landscape assessment methodologies. We encourage the use of
Landscape Character Assessment (LCA), based on the good practice guidelines produced jointly by
the Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental Assessment in 2013. LCA provides a sound
basis for guiding, informing and understanding the ability of any location to accommodate change
and to make positive proposals for conserving, enhancing or regenerating character, as detailed
proposals are developed.
Natural England supports the publication Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment,
produced by the Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Assessment and
Management in 2013 (3rd edition). The methodology set out is almost universally used for
landscape and visual impact assessment.
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In order to foster high quality development that respects, maintains, or enhances, local landscape
character and distinctiveness, Natural England encourages all new development to consider the
character and distinctiveness of the area, with the siting and design of the proposed development
reflecting local design characteristics and, wherever possible, using local materials. The
Environmental Impact Assessment process should detail the measures to be taken to ensure the
building design will be of a high standard, as well as detail of layout alternatives together with
justification of the selected option in terms of landscape impact and benefit.
The assessment should also include the cumulative effect of the development with other relevant
existing or proposed developments in the area. In this context Natural England advises that the
cumulative impact assessment should include other proposals currently at Scoping stage. Due to
the overlapping timescale of their progress through the planning system, cumulative impact of the
proposed development with those proposals currently at Scoping stage would be likely to be a
material consideration at the time of determination of the planning application.
The assessment should refer to the relevant National Character Areas which can be found on our
website. Links for Landscape Character Assessment at a local level are also available on the same
page.
We are pleased that the Scoping Report identifies that the landscape and visual impacts of the
scheme will broadly follow the above recommendations; however, some additional comments are as
follows:
Landscape and visual receptors identified in the report appear appropriate and include key
environmental features such as the Great Ouse and Alconbury Brook, designated sites such
Brampton Wood SSSI and CWSs, Milton Country Park, Public Rights of Way and other significant
access routes such as the Ouse Valley Way.
Loss of existing vegetation will have an adverse visual impact but is unavoidable, in view of the
physical constraints and requirements of the proposed scheme.
Lighting will represent a significant visual intrusion, particularly at night. The introduction of
additional artificial lighting is also likely to be detrimental to many species of wildlife. All reasonable
measures should be taken to reduce both light-spill beyond the target areas and visual glare when
seen from more distant viewpoints. We therefore welcome proposals for implementation of sensitive
lighting design.
The visual impact of artificial structures such as retaining features and noise reduction measures
may requires erection of environmental barriers in some locations. The visual impact of these
artificial structures should, wherever possible, be reduced by the provision of tree and shrub
planting in order to provide a degree of screening. Such planting may also have the secondary
benefit of providing linear habitat features which may be used by foraging bats.
Overpasses or overhead gantries should where possible be located where they can at least be
partially screened from most distant views by the presence of adjacent trees or other features.
Efforts should be made to avoid placing overhead structures on the brow of a hill, where they are
most likely to affect views by intruding on the skyline.
Natural England welcomes the proposal to implement mitigation through planting and design,
creation of species rich grassland and creation of wildlife corridors. New planting of trees and
shrubs should primarily utilise native species of local origin and which are already prevalent in the
local area. Ideally, the choice of species to be planted at any given location should also take into
account any variation between landscape character areas, as identified through landscape
character assessments. In some locations it may be necessary to use non-native species in order to
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provide rapid visual or acoustic screening. However, any such species should be non-invasive and,
where possible, should serve only as a temporary measure in the capacity of nurse-crop to native
species.
Natural England welcomes recognition of the potential overlap between impacts associated with
landscape, noise and ecology and that mitigation for noise and ecology will be incorporated into the
overall environmental masterplan and landscape mitigation will be taken into account in the
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment.
Heritage Landscapes
You should consider whether there is land in the area affected by the development which qualifies
for conditional exemption from capital taxes on the grounds of outstanding scenic, scientific or
historic interest. An up-to-date list may be obtained at www.hmrc.gov.uk/heritage/lbsearch.htm and
further information can be found on Natural England’s landscape pages here.
4. Access and Recreation
Natural England encourages any proposal to incorporate measures to help encourage people to
access the countryside for quiet enjoyment. Measures such as reinstating existing footpaths
together with the creation of new footpaths and bridleways are to be encouraged. Links to other
green networks and, where appropriate, urban fringe areas should also be explored to help promote
the creation of wider green infrastructure. Relevant aspects of local authority green infrastructure
strategies, including the Cambridgeshire Green Infrastructure Strategy 2011 (Cambridgeshire
Horizons) should be incorporated where appropriate.
We are pleased that the Scoping Report identifies that impacts on Non-Motorised Users
(pedestrians, equestrians and cyclists) will be assessed. Consideration should be given to those
projects and proposals identified within the Cambridgeshire Green Infrastructure Strategy. The
scheme should seek to ensure NMU links to existing green spaces, including SSSIs, County Wildlife
Sites and Local Nature Reserves are maintained and enhanced so that people can access and
enjoy these sites without having to use motorised transport.
Consideration should be given to provision of enhanced access to Brampton Wood by nonmotorised users as this is important for the local residents of Brampton for recreational purposes.
Current access is not ideal as this involves several hundred metres along the busy Park Road and
Grafham Road before eventually reaching bridleway BW19 to head north towards the wood.
Options to improve this important local access link should be considered; ideally this should be offroad.; the requirement for this has already been identified through the local green infrastructure
plan. Consideration should also be given to further improvements to green infrastructure to benefit
biodiversity and public access beyond Brampton Wood to Grafham Water.
Rights of Way, Access land, Coastal access and National Trails
The EIA should consider potential impacts on access land, public open land, rights of way and other
access routes in the vicinity of the development. We are pleased to note, through the Scoping
Report, that consideration will be given to the potential impacts of the scheme on PRoW and the
Ouse Valley Way, the National Cycle Network Route 51. We recommend reference to the relevant
Right of Way Improvement Plans (ROWIP) to identify public rights of way within or adjacent to the
proposed site that should be maintained or enhanced.
The scheme should seek to ensure continuity and minimise severance of access routes/public
Rights of Way. The scheme should result in no net loss of access routes and should ideally seek to
enhance existing links and create new links where possible, particularly where these can join
existing networks and areas of greenspace.
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Whilst Natural England welcomes any measures to enhance public access to the countryside,
where this is likely to result in increased access to sensitive habitats, including designated sites, the
ES should include an assessment of such effects and identify suitable mitigation to ensure that
adverse effects are minimised.
Provision of bridleway enhancements should consider the effects of noise, pollution and impacts on
visual amenity. Enhancements to benefit cyclists and horse riders should also be considered.
5. Soil and Agricultural Land Quality
We note from the Scoping Report that all existing data will be verified with the most recently
available ALC data, however, based on previously available information it is considered that most of
the scheme would fall within the best and most versatile agricultural land (BMV) category. We are
pleased that the planning and engineering work will seek to minimise the loss of BMV land where
possible.
Impacts from the development should be considered in light of the Government's policy for the
protection of the BMV agricultural land as set out in paragraph 112 of the NPPF. We also
recommend that soils should be considered under a more general heading of sustainable use of
land and the ecosystem services they provide as a natural resource in line with paragraph 109 of
the NPPF.
Soil is a finite resource that fulfils many important functions and services (ecosystem services) for
society, for example as a growing medium for food, timber and other crops, as a store for carbon
and water, as a reservoir of biodiversity and as a buffer against pollution. It is therefore important
that the soil resources are protected and used sustainably.
The applicant should consider the following issues as part of the Environmental Statement:
1. The degree to which soils are going to be disturbed/harmed as part of this development and
whether ‘best and most versatile’ agricultural land is involved.
This may require a detailed survey if one is not already available. For further information on the
availability of existing agricultural land classification (ALC) information see www.magic.gov.uk.
Natural England Technical Information Note 049 - Agricultural Land Classification: protecting the
best and most versatile agricultural land also contains useful background information.
2. If required, an agricultural land classification and soil survey of the land should be undertaken.
This should normally be at a detailed level, eg one auger boring per hectare, (or more detailed
for a small site) supported by pits dug in each main soil type to confirm the physical
characteristics of the full depth of the soil resource, i.e. 1.2 metres.
3. The Environmental Statement should provide details of how any adverse impacts on soils can
be minimised. Further guidance is contained in the Defra Construction Code of Practice for the
Sustainable Use of Soil on Development Sites.
Natural England advises that severance of drainage systems and other semi-natural corridors which
may be of importance to wildlife should be minimised. The proposal should aim to maintain access
to land severed by the scheme.
The ES should assess any impacts from the proposal on agri-environment schemes and, where
necessary, identify measures to ensure that compliance with these can be maintained wherever
possible.
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6. Air Quality
We are pleased to note that an assessment of the construction and operational effects of the
scheme on sites designated at international, European and national level within 200m of the
affected road network will be undertaken.
Air quality in the UK has improved over recent decades but air pollution remains a significant issue;
for example over 97% of sensitive habitat area in England is predicted to exceed the critical loads
for ecosystem protection from atmospheric nitrogen deposition (England Biodiversity Strategy, Defra
2011). A priority action in the England Biodiversity Strategy is to reduce air pollution impacts on
biodiversity. The planning system plays a key role in determining the location of developments
which may give rise to pollution, either directly or from traffic generation, and hence planning
decisions can have a significant impact on the quality of air, water and land. The assessment should
take account of the risks of air pollution and how these can be managed or reduced. Further
information on air pollution impacts and the sensitivity of different habitats/designated sites can be
found on the Air Pollution Information System (www.apis.ac.uk). Further information on air pollution
modelling and assessment can be found on the Environment Agency website.
7. Climate Change Adaptation
The England Biodiversity Strategy published by Defra establishes principles for the consideration of
biodiversity and the effects of climate change. The ES should reflect these principles and identify
how the development’s effects on the natural environment will be influenced by climate change, and
how ecological networks will be maintained. The NPPF requires that the planning system should
contribute to the enhancement of the natural environment ‘by establishing coherent ecological
networks that are more resilient to current and future pressures’ (NPPF Para 109), which should be
demonstrated through the ES.
8. Cumulative and in-combination effects
A full consideration of the implications of the whole scheme should be included in the ES. All
supporting infrastructure should be included within the assessment.
The ES should include an impact assessment to identify, describe and evaluate the effects that are
likely to result from the project in combination with other projects and activities that are being, have
been or will be carried out. The following types of projects should be included in such an
assessment, (subject to available information):
a.
b.
c.
d.

existing completed projects;
approved but uncompleted projects;
ongoing activities;
plans or projects for which an application has been made and which are under consideration
by the consenting authorities; and
e. plans and projects which are reasonably foreseeable, i.e. projects for which an application
has not yet been submitted, but which are likely to progress before completion of the
development and for which sufficient information is available to assess the likelihood of
cumulative and in-combination effects.
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Date:
30 April 2014
Our ref: DAS/7916 116499
Your ref: Click here to enter text.

Mr Tom Lees
Jacobs UK Ltd
95 Bothwell Street
Glasgow
G2 7HX

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ

BY EMAIL ONLY
0300 060 3900

Dear Mr Lees
Discretionary Advice Service (Charged Advice)
DAS/7916/116499
Development proposal and location: A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 27th February 2014.
This advice is being provided as part of Natural England’s Discretionary Advice Service and
formalises the advice Natural England provided in our meeting with Nick Clark and Ken Lipscomb
on 15th April 2014. Jacobs has asked Natural England to provide advice upon:




Scope of survey methodology for protected species, particularly bats and great crested
newts;
Proposed ecological mitigation design for protected species;
The requirements for the project to secure a letter of no impediment to support the
Development Consent Order (DCO) submission.

This advice is provided in accordance with the Quotation and Agreement dated 17th April 2014.
Protected species
The following advice is based upon the information provided within the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Environmental Impact Assessment Scoping Report, Reference
B2410000/3/D/R/0002 (11 March 2014) and associated appendices and drawings. This advice is
represents the detailed minutes of our meeting with Jacobs on 15th April 2014.
Scheme Overview
Jacobs provided an overview of the scheme including current and proposed ecological survey work.
The previous 2009 scheme extended to the junction east of the River Cam on the outskirts of
Cambridge whereas the new 2014 proposed scheme is shorter and ends at the earlier junction at
Milton. The new scheme also includes widening of the A1 between Brampton Hut and Alconbury, a
total of 6km. The scheme includes a total of 19km of offline new road. From Swavesey/Bar Hill
junction to Cambridge the scheme includes on-line widening. It is intended to complete field surveys
this season to inform the Environmental Statement (ES) for the DCO application. The submission
deadline for this is 31st October 2014.
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Jacobs’ ecological survey work builds on the earlier survey work undertaken by the previous
consultants for the 2009 scheme. Jacobs took over in 2013 and undertook a rapid gap analysis and
review of previous survey data, much of it raw data, and this has been used to draft the scoping
report. The DCO examination date is 18th January 2016 hence DCO could be granted on 19th
January 2016. If so, scheme construction would be expected to begin at the end of 2016.
The scheme will include 7 borrow pits in total, although these are not currently referenced in the
scoping report. Specific locations for these have only just been identified. They are located
predominantly on arable land, with buffers incorporated, to minimise ecological impact/habitat loss.
The borrow pits cover huge areas and ecological surveys have been undertaken in those areas not
already surveyed. (N.B. borrow pit 4 has been removed from the scheme).
One of the main changes to the scheme is the addition of the proposed A1 widening between
Brampton Hut and Alconbury, requiring additional survey work from the previous 2009 scheme. The
previous consultants included a 250m habitat survey buffer for the whole scheme. The great crested
newt survey included a 500m buffer for the off-line part of the scheme and a 250m buffer for the online section. Similar buffers were applied to surveys for otters and water voles. For bats, trees and
buildings within 100m of the scheme were assessed and static monitoring was implemented within
250m. Jacobs have undertaken a Phase 1 habitat survey and other surveys to pick up the additional
A1 widening part of the scheme. They have also undertaken tree and building surveys where these
were not addressed through the previous scheme.
Barn owl surveys are being undertaken. Breeding bird surveys are being carried out in two separate
sections of arable farmland around Connington and also in the Great Ouse/Buckden gravel pits
area. They are now also undertaking breeding bird survey work for the A1 widening scheme
following the previous consultants approach. Wintering bird surveys have been carried out in the
Great Ouse/Buckden gravel pits area and between Offord Cluny and Connington. Natural England
advised that it is satisfied with Jacobs’ current /proposed bird survey effort for the scheme.
The previous consultants undertook bat surveys in a 100m wide corridor looking at all buildings and
trees. Jacobs have focussed on those with bat potential, undertaking tree climbing surveys; a lot
had potential and a number of additional trees have been surveyed that were overlooked as part of
the previous scheme due to trees being in leaf etc. The previous consultants undertook a tree
survey in 2013 and identified 71 trees – Jacobs identified significantly more. The previous
consultants only looked at features directly impacted; Jacobs are now carrying out further work to
pick up those features missed by the previous consultants. Jacobs are also undertaking additional
survey work in the newly identified borrow pit locations. The survey work has identified the need for
195 dusk/dawn surveys for trees. A couple of buildings are to be demolished as part of the scheme,
one being the Trinity Foot pub and another being a cottage near the A1/A14 overbridge. These were
not looked at by the previous consultants. Jacobs will do a dawn/dusk survey of these buildings.
Survey effort for bats will differ between the on-line and off-line parts of the scheme – the off-line
scheme crosses largely through open countryside so there is a potential for higher impact. The offline section will be assessed in accordance with
current Bat Conservation Trust (BCT) guidelines
between 0-50m of the scheme. A minimum of 3 repeat surveys will be carried out for category 1
features. Between 50-100m, effort will be reduced by 1 survey per tree (no survey for low potential
trees, 1 repeat survey for category 1 and 2 for 1*). The reason for this is that the scale of the
scheme requires a pragmatic approach. With the on-line scheme, bats will already be accustomed
to the presence of the road. Within 25m of the on-line scheme, BCT guidelines will be used (3
repeats for 1* trees, 2 repeats for category 1 and 1 for category 2). Between 25-100m of the on-line
works, where the road already exists, they will only confirm whether trees include a roost or have
high potential for a roost (1* trees). This is related to the likelihood of perceived disturbance impacts.
Jacobs have contacted the BCT for their views on this methodology and have received no
comments so far. Jacobs are planning a full suite of surveys in accordance with this. At the moment
they are not aware of any roosts to be directly lost and are therefore not aware of any licensing
requirements however further surveys will confirm this requirement.
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Jacobs will require a ‘letter of no impediment’ from Natural England by the DCO submission date of
31st October 2014. In order to secure this, Natural England advises that they will need to submit
details equivalent to those required for a European Protected Species (EPS) licence application by
that date. Applications for licence will not be made until 2016 when the works start. Between the
DCO submission date and the EPS application, further surveys will be required to update survey
information, monitor species status and identify any requirements to modify mitigation proposals.
Work between Girton and Histon, known as the ‘pinch-point scheme’, is part of a separate scheme
from the DCO application. Ecological surveys were undertaken and work is already underway.
Eversden and Wimpole Woods Special Area of Conservation (SAC) - Habitats Regulations
Assessment
At its closest, the scheme is 10km from Eversden and Wimpole Woods SAC; the site supports
barbastelle bat maternity roost as a qualifying feature. 37 Barbastelle records have been identified
along the A14 scheme, the closest being 16km from the off-line scheme and 10km from the on-line
section. Jacobs are currently looking at these figures to determine impacts on Barbastelle
associated with the SAC. As part of this work, Jacobs have acquired a plan from South
Cambridgeshire District Council’s Local Plan showing a buffer around Eversden and Wimpole
Woods SAC, apparently suggesting the extent that Barbastelles travel from the SAC, based on
suitable habitat. Natural England advised that a Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA screening
assessment) for the SAC should accompany the DCO and that generic mitigation measures, e.g.,
maximising culvert height and width, can be taken into consideration as part of this screening
assessment.

Bat survey work and mitigation
Survey work will determine EPS licensing requirements. This year Jacobs will be in a position to
submit information identifying whether significant roosts exist etc. They need to be aware of the
need to resurvey until the actual EPS licence application. Natural England believes the tree survey
methodology for bats to be generally adequate. Given the large number of tree surveys required,
Jacobs have asked whether it would be possible to replace one dusk/dawn survey per tree with a
climbing survey to try and reduce the survey burden. Natural England advised that climbing should
be a recommended element of bat survey work as particularly during summer it can be difficult to
identify the potential for trees to support roosts; it is therefore important to do climbing surveys
where required. This is also a better way of looking for signs and picking up larger roosts. On this
basis, Natural England would be satisfied with Jacobs' proposal and advise that they should seek to
use the most applicable suite of techniques for each tree.
Jacobs are also proposing bat tracking surveys of larger woodland blocks – and also looking at the
potential of bridges and culverts to support roosts and commuting habitat. Natural England advised
on the need to also think about the potential for hibernation roosts in these features. External
assessments will be undertaken and perhaps some CCTV footage will be used where available.
Natural England asked whether remote loggers would be used – Jacobs advised that in certain
locations, they are. Jacobs believe that most culverts within the scheme are of too small a diameter
for bats to use (based on guidance). Jacobs are advocating larger (2.5m diameter) culverts based
on published guidelines and where this is possible from an engineering viewpoint.

In relation to bat commuting habitat, the scheme will not be lit, except at junctions, and a sensitive
lighting scheme will be implemented using LED and down-lighting with minimal light spill and no uplighting etc. Natural England advised that avoiding UV light is good and that in terms of lux targets
for sensitive areas, they should aim for less than 0.1 lux, noting that some species are more tolerant
of lighting than others.
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Surveys of bat commuting routes are being undertaken through transects and static location
surveys. Culverts are being surveyed by human observers.
The Great Ouse/Buckden gravel pits area will have a clear span bridge. Embankment work
associated with this will have an impact, including loss of bat foraging habitat, through the partial
infilling of a lake. Measures will be implemented to minimise light/noise effects. There is also a
proposal to make the bridge as high as possible and maximise the span to minimise impacts on bat
commuting / foraging.
Impacts on commuting corridors for bats will be assessed using static detectors and these may
need to be supplemented with dawn/dusk surveys to look at bat activity, confirm species mix and
identify exact corridor location and flight height (based on Berthinussen and Altringham, 2012).
Natural England advised that bat underpasses need to be of dimensions at which they are likely to
work. Where maximum 2.5m culverts are not possible, screen planting, low level bollard lighting and
hop-overs etc. could be used to try to minimise impacts. Jacobs have not analysed the previous
consultant’s bat detector and transect work in detail to identify commuting corridors. Natural
England advised that this should be looked at promptly so important commuting corridors can be
identified and further advice on survey effort and mitigation can be given if required.
Natural England advised Jacobs that it would be useful to refer to the requirements for the similar
A556 proposal in Cheshire.
Natural England asked how new balancing lakes would affect bat activity and how this would be
assessed through the scheme, given the potential for offsetting some impacts and creating new
alternative foraging habitat. Jacobs stated that this would be considered as part of the assessment
and mitigation design.
Natural England advised that the A556 scheme has a green bridge where the road bisects ancient
woodland. Jacobs were asked to consider implementing a green bridge near Silver Street in
Godmanchester; however, this would only provide landscape enhancements, is of no ecological
benefit and hence will not be considered further as part of the scheme.
Natural England advised that, in relation to bats, one EPS licence application for the entire site is
likely to be sufficient. Bat annexed licensing came into operation at the end of March 2014 and all
new bat licence applications after this time must be submitted in this new format. When bat licence
applications are prepared, the current guidance must be followed.
Great Crested Newt survey work
Jacobs confirmed that the survey buffer is 500m for the offline works and 250m for the on-line
works. Additional ponds have been identified that were not surveyed as part of the 2009 scheme.
The first surveys were undertaken week commencing 7th April 2014. Natural England advised that
Jacobs will need to specify where access has not been possible for survey work, in order to obtain a
letter of no impediment.
Jacobs requested advice regarding surveys of ditches, specifically, for ponds where GCN are
confirmed absent whether ditches within 500m can be assumed not to support GCN. Natural
England advised that suitable ditches should be identified based on presence of suitable habitat for
GCN breeding and survey effort should be focused on those ditches. Natural England advised that
many ditches will be dry and therefore unsuitable and could be eliminated on this basis; however,
this years’ particularly wet winter may mean that some previously dry ditches will now be wet, hence
care is required in making this judgement. Jacobs have identified 133 wet ditches and 84 dry
ditches (total of 45km) hence they are keen to minimise survey effort as far as possible.
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Natural England advised that eDNA surveys to confirm presence/absence would be acceptable (can
begin today, 15th April 2014, in accordance with Natural England guidelines) – samples are sent for
lab analysis (currently the only lab is in France). The results of eDNA can be used to target further
survey effort. Jacobs suggested this option may now be difficult within the time constraints of the
DCO application.
Jacobs explained their strategy of not surveying ditches within 500m of ponds that will be surveyed
in 2014 on the basis that it is assumed that GCN within this radius would be breeding in ponds
rather than ditches. Suitable ditches over 500m from surveyed ponds would then be surveyed as
appropriate. Natural England has discussed this internally and our advice is that this strategy would
not be appropriate: ditches across the scheme should have an appropriate level of survey based
upon the impact on them in the area (see guidance on appropriate level of surveys in the GCN
Method statement template). Presence absence surveys may be appropriate with justification.
Natural England advises that all ditches within 500m of ponds are assessed using Habitat Suitability
Index (HSI) type assessment; key characteristics to determine whether they are likely to support
GCN are a) whether they dry out and b) if they support fish (both being unsuitable for GCN). Ditches
could be scoped out of further survey effort on this basis; however, eDNA could be used to quickly
scope out those ditches beyond 500m of ponds, time permitting.
Natural England advised that presence of stickleback in ditches should be determined through the
netting method.
The draft EPS licence application will need to include full survey data. Where presence/absence
surveys have been used (for example for the ditches), this will need to be justified against our
guidance. The draft licence application will need to include all relevant methodology and mitigation,
plus details on land ownership and post development site security, safeguard and monitoring.
Great Crested Newt mitigation
In relation to mitigation Natural England described a similar scheme (Highways Agency A556) and
advised Jacobs to be aware of the following key issues:









a key problem associated with road schemes is the isolation of GCNs through fragmentation
of habitat;
Where meta-populations are bisected suitable connecting habitat should be provided to
maintain a link between the populations;
translocation areas should be provided as close to the location of the meta-population as
possible;
tunnels and guide fencing should be located appropriately in relation to the location of the
population and suitable habitat;
long term management of mitigation areas and features is also crucial to the success of the
mitigation scheme, hence Natural England advises that a management body is identified for
the A14 scheme at the DCO submission stage if at all possible. This can be formally agreed
through the S106 agreement;
Relevant access permissions, land acquisitions etc. required to deliver mitigation should be
agreed by the DCO submission stage, bearing in mind that if this is left to the EPS licence
stage and permissions cannot then be secured, a licence will not be granted;
Width of GCN tunnels should be maximised as far as possible to prevent drying out which
will make them less likely to be used. Flooding is also an issue and this risk should be
minimised wherever possible.

Due to the scale of the scheme Natural England advised that several EPS licences may be required
across the site based on locations of meta-populations and associated mitigation measures such as
newt tunnels but this will be dependent on the build out of the scheme and the timings. However,
one draft licence application should be submitted for the letter of no impediment.
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Natural England explained the new GCN licence which no longer includes a method statement – the
licence now includes an annex incorporating all enforcement details. Natural England advised that it
will be acceptable for Jacobs to simply include the key details in the main form and present all the
additional details in a Word document appendix where the sections of the excel method statement
are not sufficient to include all relevant information.
Jacobs enquired about the method of submitting information at the DCO submission stage and
whether an individual application would need to be made for each species and whether a template
is available for this. Natural England advised that a separate application will need to be made for
each species.
The advice on this proposal, and the guidance contained within Natural England’s standing advice
relates to this case only and does not represent confirmation that a species licence (should one be
sought) will be issued. Please see Annex 1 for information regarding licensing for the following
European Protected Species: Great crested newts and bats.
In addition to the above advice you should be aware that Natural England has produced Standing
Advice which is available on its website. Whilst this advice is primarily designed to assist local
planning authorities better understand the information required when assessing the impact of
developments upon protected species, it also contains a wealth of information to help applicants
ensure that their applications comply with good practice guidelines and contribute to sustainable
development. In particular, I would draw your attention to the flow chart which gives guidance on the
species that are likely to be present on the application site based upon readily identifiable habitat
features. Please refer to this Standing Advice for further information on what information may be
required in terms of survey and mitigation proposals.
Further information can also be obtained from The Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental
Management, The Bat Conservation Trust and Biodiversity Planning Toolkit for more guidance.
For clarification of any points in this letter, please contact Janet Nuttall on 0300 060 1239.
This letter concludes Natural England’s Advice within the Quotation and Agreement dated 17th April
2014.
As the Discretionary Advice Service is a new service, we would appreciate your feedback to help
shape this service. We have attached a feedback form to this letter and would welcome any
comments you might have about our service.
The advice provided in this letter has been through Natural England’s Quality Assurance
process
The advice provided within the Discretionary Advice Service is the professional advice of the Natural
England adviser named below. It is the best advice that can be given based on the information
provided so far. Its quality and detail is dependent upon the quality and depth of the information
which has been provided. It does not constitute a statutory response or decision, which will be made
by Natural England acting corporately in its role as statutory consultee to the competent authority
after an application has been submitted. The advice given is therefore not binding in any way and is
provided without prejudice to the consideration of any statutory consultation response or decision
which may be made by Natural England in due course. The final judgement on any proposals by
Natural England is reserved until an application is made and will be made on the information then
available, including any modifications to the proposal made after receipt of discretionary advice. All
pre-application advice is subject to review and revision in the light of changes in relevant
considerations, including changes in relation to the facts, scientific knowledge/evidence, policy,
guidance or law. Natural England will not accept any liability for the accuracy, adequacy or
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completeness of, nor will any express or implied warranty be given for, the advice. This exclusion
does not extend to any fraudulent misrepresentation made by or on behalf of Natural England.
Yours sincerely

Janet Nuttall
Sustainable Land Use and Regulation
Cc commercialservices@naturalengland.org.uk
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Annex 1
European Protected Species
A licence is required in order to carry out any works that involve certain activities such as capturing
the animals, disturbance, or damaging or destroying their resting or breeding places. Note that
damage or destruction of a breeding site or resting place is an absolute offence and unless the
offences can be avoided (e.g. by timing the works appropriately), it should be licensed. In the first
instance it is for the developer to decide whether a species licence will be needed. The developer
may need to engage specialist advice in making this decision. A licence may be needed to carry out
mitigation work as well as for impacts directly connected with a development. Further information
can be found in Natural England’s ’How to get a licence’ publication.
If the application requires planning permission, it is for the local planning authority to consider
whether the permission would offend against Article 12(1) of the Habitats Directive, and if so,
whether the application would be likely to receive a licence. This should be based on the advice
Natural England provides at formal consultation on the likely impacts on favourable conservation
status and Natural England’s guidance on how the three tests (no alternative solutions, imperative
reasons of overriding public interest and maintenance of favourable conservation status) are applied
when considering licence applications.
Natural England’s pre-submission Screening Service can screen application drafts prior to formal
submission, whether or not the relevant planning permission is already in place. Screening will help
applicants by making an assessment of whether the draft application is likely to meet licensing
requirements, and, if necessary, provide specific guidance on how to address any shortfalls. The
advice should help developers and ecological consultants to better manage the risks or costs they
may face in having to wait until the formal submission stage after planning permission is secured, or
in responding to requests for further information following an initial formal application.
The service will be available for new applications, resubmissions or modifications – depending on
customer requirements. More information can be found on Natural England’s website.
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Date:
13 June 2014
Our ref: 118323
Your ref: A14-PC105

Ian Parker
Major Projects
Highways Agency
Woodlands
Mantons Industrial Estate
Manton Lane
Bedford MK41 7LW

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ
T 0300 060 3900

BY EMAIL ONLY
Dear Mr Parker
Proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdonshire Improvement Scheme
Pre-application Publicity, Section 48 Planning Act 2008
Regulation 11, Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2009
Thank you for consulting Natural England on the pre-application publicity for the above scheme in
your letter dated 4th April 2014.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future
generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
The only additional information included in the current consultation, on which Natural England is
likely to offer comment, is the Preliminary Environmental Information Report (Highways Agency,
April 2014). The report appears to identify the range of environmental issues, including biodiversity,
soils and geology, landscape, air quality and access, that Natural England would expect to be
considered through the detailed environmental impact assessment. Our comments below focus on
this document and largely reiterate comments in our response to the consultation by the Planning
Inspectorate (ref: TR010018) on the EIA scoping for this scheme, in our letter dated 17th April 2014
(ref: 116310).
Air Quality and Noise
We are pleased to note that an assessment of the air quality impacts of the construction and
operational phases of the scheme within 200m of the affected road network will be undertaken.
Relevant designated sites such as Brampton Wood SSSI should be considered as sensitive
receptors and impacts on biodiversity should be fully considered through the detailed assessment.
Air quality in the UK has improved over recent decades but air pollution remains a significant issue;
for example over 97% of sensitive habitat area in England is predicted to exceed the critical loads
for ecosystem protection from atmospheric nitrogen deposition (England Biodiversity Strategy, Defra
2011). A priority action in the England Biodiversity Strategy is to reduce air pollution impacts on
biodiversity. The planning system plays a key role in determining the location of developments
which may give rise to pollution, either directly or from traffic generation, and hence planning
decisions can have a significant impact on the quality of air, water and land. The assessment should
take account of the risks of air pollution and how these can be managed or reduced. Further
information on air pollution impacts and the sensitivity of different habitats/designated sites can be
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found on the Air Pollution Information System (www.apis.ac.uk). Further information on air pollution
modelling and assessment can be found on the Environment Agency website.
Landscape and Visual Amenity
Natural England supports the publication Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment,
produced by the Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Assessment and
Management in 2013 (3rd edition). The methodology set out is almost universally used for
landscape and visual impact assessment.
In order to foster high quality development that respects, maintains, or enhances, local landscape
character and distinctiveness, Natural England encourages all new development to consider the
character and distinctiveness of the area, with the siting and design of the proposed development
reflecting local design characteristics and, wherever possible, using local materials. The
Environmental Impact Assessment process should detail the measures to be taken to ensure the
building design will be of a high standard, as well as detail of layout alternatives together with
justification of the selected option in terms of landscape impact and benefit.
The assessment should also include the cumulative effect of the development with other relevant
existing or proposed developments in the area. In this context Natural England advises that the
cumulative impact assessment should include other proposals currently at Scoping stage. Due to
the overlapping timescale of their progress through the planning system, cumulative impact of the
proposed development with those proposals currently at Scoping stage would be likely to be a
material consideration at the time of determination of the planning application.
The assessment should refer to the relevant National Character Areas which can be found on our
website. Links for Landscape Character Assessment at a local level are also available on the same
page.
We are pleased that the Scoping Report identifies that the landscape and visual impacts of the
scheme will broadly follow the above recommendations; however, some additional comments are as
follows:
Landscape and visual receptors identified in the report appear appropriate and include key
environmental features such as the Great Ouse and Alconbury Brook, designated sites such
Brampton Wood SSSI and CWSs, Milton Country Park, Public Rights of Way and other significant
access routes such as the Ouse Valley Way.
Loss of existing vegetation will have an adverse visual impact but is unavoidable, in view of the
physical constraints and requirements of the proposed scheme.
Lighting will represent a significant visual intrusion, particularly at night. The introduction of
additional artificial lighting is also likely to be detrimental to many species of wildlife. All reasonable
measures should be taken to reduce both light-spill beyond the target areas and visual glare when
seen from more distant viewpoints. We therefore welcome proposals for implementation of sensitive
lighting design.
The visual impact of artificial structures such as retaining features and noise reduction measures
may requires erection of environmental barriers in some locations. The visual impact of these
artificial structures should, wherever possible, be reduced by the provision of tree and shrub
planting in order to provide a degree of screening. Such planting may also have the secondary
benefit of providing linear habitat features which may be used by foraging bats.
Overpasses or overhead gantries should where possible be located where they can at least be
partially screened from most distant views by the presence of adjacent trees or other features.
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Efforts should be made to avoid placing overhead structures on the brow of a hill, where they are
most likely to affect views by intruding on the skyline.
Natural England welcomes the proposal to implement mitigation through planting and design,
creation of species rich grassland and creation of wildlife corridors. New planting of trees and
shrubs should primarily utilise native species of local origin and which are already prevalent in the
local area. Ideally, the choice of species to be planted at any given location should also take into
account any variation between landscape character areas, as identified through landscape
character assessments. In some locations it may be necessary to use non-native species in order to
provide rapid visual or acoustic screening. However, any such species should be non-invasive and,
where possible, should serve only as a temporary measure in the capacity of nurse-crop to native
species.
The EIA should include a full assessment of the potential impacts of the development on local
landscape character using landscape assessment methodologies. We encourage the use of
Landscape Character Assessment (LCA), based on the good practice guidelines produced jointly by
the Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental Assessment in 2013. LCA provides a sound
basis for guiding, informing and understanding the ability of any location to accommodate change
and to make positive proposals for conserving, enhancing or regenerating character, as detailed
proposals are developed.
Nature Conservation
The report identifies that initial assessment work indicates that the scheme will not have a significant
effect on designated wildlife sites including several Sites of Special Scientific Interest; however,
detailed assessment will be required to confirm this. We note that at this stage no assessment work
has been undertaken to assess the effects of the scheme on the barbastelle bat notified interest of
Eversden and Wimpole Woods SSSI and SAC. Due to the extensive foraging habitats of barbastelle
bats it will be necessary to assess the impacts of the scheme on this qualifying interest feature and
potential foraging habitat, through the Habitats Regulations Assessment process, as detailed below.
Under Regulation 61 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 an appropriate
assessment needs to be undertaken in respect of any plan or project which is (a) likely to have a
significant effect on a European site (either alone or in combination with other plans or projects) and
(b) not directly connected with or necessary to the management of the site. We recommend that
there should be a separate section of the Environmental Statement to address impacts upon
European and Ramsar sites entitled ‘Information for Habitats Regulations Assessment’. This should
include an assessment of the impacts of the scheme on the conservation objectives and qualifying
features of the following sites:
Natural England welcomes the revised layout of the Brampton Interchange. As well as having a
smaller footprint the revised scheme is located further away from Brampton Wood SSSI.
We are aware that a recent addition to the scheme is the proposed widening of approximately 6km
of the A1 between Buckden and Alconbury and the inclusion of 6 areas of borrow pits, including at
least one in close proximity to Brampton Wood SSSI. Given the potential for the construction of
borrow pits to affect groundwater it will be important for the Environmental Statement to include a
detailed assessment of effects on the natural environment, through changes in hydrology and/or
water quality, and in particular on the interest features of Brampton Wood.
With regards to protected species you should refer to Natural England’s detailed advice, through our
Discretionary Advice Service, on the Highways Agency’s proposed protected species survey
methodology and mitigation (letter dated 30th April 2014, ref: DAS 7916/116499). We welcome that
the assessment will include consideration of species mortality through vehicle collision and
disturbance from road lighting.
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We welcome the proposed consideration of the impacts of the scheme on the ecological
status/potential of Water Framework Directive surface water bodies. The report also acknowledges
that there are a number of nature conservation sites, including Portholme SAC and the River Great
Ouse and Buckden Gravel Pits CWSs, as well as non-designated areas of wildlife value, that may
be dependent on water within the proposed scheme area. Detailed assessment will need to
consider how the construction and operation of the scheme may impact on the biodiversity of these
areas through the changes in the hydrological regime and water quality.
Natural England notes and encourages the suggested creation of new habitat, where land is
available, to allow adequately sized ponds and additional wetland or set aside habitat. The report
identifies that drainage will comply with the principles of SuDS, which we support.
We generally welcome the guiding principles for mitigation, particularly the maintenance of key
wildlife habitats and corridors and habitat connectivity where possible; however, we would advise
that the scheme should generally seek to deliver net biodiversity gain, rather than no net loss, in line
with the National Planning Policy Framework.
Geology
The report identifies that, based upon assessment of the January 2014 scheme in relation to
preliminary information, no significant effects upon geology and geological sites are considered
likely. We agree that the scheme is unlikely to affect Histon Road SSSI.
We support the recommendation that further consultation is required to check for the presence of
important geological/geomorphological sites. (RIGS).
Soils
The report recognises that, since the scheme crosses land predominantly categorised under the
Agricultural Land Classification as grades 1-3a, the scheme has the potential to have an adverse
effect on Best and Most Versatile (BMV) land. We agree that there are limited opportunities to avoid
affecting high quality agricultural land and soils since much of the surrounding landscape within
Cambridgeshire supports equally valuable agricultural land. We therefore welcome the proposed
implementation of a soil management strategy to help reduce the risk of losing, damaging or
contaminating valuable soil resources during construction. We advise that reference is made to the
following: Defra Construction Code of Practice for the Sustainable Use of Soil on Development
Sites.
Natural England advises that severance of drainage systems and other semi-natural corridors which
may be of importance to wildlife should be minimised. The proposal should aim to maintain access
to land severed by the scheme.
The ES should assess any impacts from the proposal on agri-environment schemes and, where
necessary, identify measures to ensure that compliance with these can be maintained wherever
possible.
People and Communities
Whilst we welcome that mitigation will seek to minimise impacts on open space and the network of
routes for by non-car users, including Public Rights of Way, we believe that every opportunity
should be taken to ensure continuity and minimise severance of access routes/public Rights of Way.
The scheme should result in no net loss of access routes and should ideally seek to enhance
existing links and create new links where possible, particularly where these can join existing
networks and areas of greenspace.
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Natural England encourages any proposal to incorporate measures to help encourage people to
access the countryside for quiet enjoyment. Measures such as reinstating existing footpaths
together with the creation of new footpaths and bridleways are to be encouraged. Links to other
green networks and, where appropriate, urban fringe areas should also be explored to help promote
the creation of wider green infrastructure. Consideration should be given to relevant projects and
proposals identified within the Cambridgeshire Green Infrastructure Strategy (Cambridgeshire
Horizons, 2011). The scheme should seek to ensure NMU links to existing green spaces, including
SSSIs, County Wildlife Sites and Local Nature Reserves are maintained and enhanced so that
people can access and enjoy these sites without having to use motorised transport.
Consideration should be given to provision of enhanced access to Brampton Wood by nonmotorised users as this is important for the local residents of Brampton for recreational purposes.
Current access is not ideal as this involves several hundred metres along the busy Park Road and
Grafham Road before eventually reaching bridleway BW19 to head north towards the wood.
Options to improve this important local access link should be considered; ideally this should be offroad.; the requirement for this has already been identified through the local green infrastructure
plan. Consideration should also be given to further improvements to green infrastructure to benefit
biodiversity and public access beyond Brampton Wood to Grafham Water.
The EIA should consider potential impacts on access land, public open land, rights of way and other
access routes in the vicinity of the development. We are pleased to note, through the Scoping
Report, that consideration will be given to the potential impacts of the scheme on PRoW and the
Ouse Valley Way, the National Cycle Network Route 51. We recommend reference to the relevant
Right of Way Improvement Plans (ROWIP) to identify public rights of way within or adjacent to the
proposed site that should be maintained or enhanced.
Whilst Natural England welcomes any measures to enhance public access to the countryside,
where this is likely to result in increased access to sensitive habitats, including designated sites, the
ES should include an assessment of such effects and identify suitable mitigation to ensure that
adverse effects are minimised.
Provision of bridleway enhancements should consider the effects of noise, pollution and impacts on
visual amenity. Enhancements to benefit cyclists and horse riders should also be considered.
Other comments
We welcome that the scheme design will incorporate climate change resilience features, such as
enhanced sizing of the drainage network, balancing ponds and culverts, to include a suitable
allowance for the predicted impacts of future climate change as agreed with
the Environment Agency. The England Biodiversity Strategy published by Defra establishes
principles for the consideration of biodiversity and the effects of climate change. The ES should
reflect these principles and identify how the development’s effects on the natural environment will be
influenced by climate change, and how ecological networks will be maintained. The NPPF requires
that the planning system should contribute to the enhancement of the natural environment ‘by
establishing coherent ecological networks that are more resilient to current and future pressures’
(NPPF Para 109), which should be demonstrated through the ES.
We welcome that the assessment will consider the cumulative environmental effects of the scheme
with other major projects. This should consider all supporting infrastructure.
We would be happy to comment further should the need arise but if in the meantime you have any
queries please do not hesitate to contact us. For any queries relating to the specific advice in this
letter only please contact Janet Nuttall on 0300 060 1239. For any new consultations, or to provide
further information on this consultation please send your correspondences to
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk.
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Yours sincerely

Janet Nuttall
Sustainable Land Use and Regulation
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Date:
11 August 2014
Our ref: 127183
Your ref: Click here to enter text.

John Rowland
A14 Project Manager
Highways Agency
Woodlands
Manton Lane
Bedford
MK41 7LW

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ
T 0300 060 3900

BY EMAIL ONLY
Dear Mr Rowland
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme – Assessment of Implications on
European Sites (AIES)
Thank you for consulting Natural England on the above in your e-mail of 22nd July 2014.
Natural England is the Government agency that works to conserve and enhance biodiversity and
landscapes, promote access to the natural environment, and contribute to the way natural resources
are managed so that they can be enjoyed now and by future generations.
We understand that the proposed scheme involves the following:












A dual two-lane continuation of the A14 from the western tie-in at Ellington to the A14/A1
junction south of Brampton;
A dual three-lane trunk road running from the A14/A1 junction south of Brampton to the Bar
Hill junction; transitioning to a dual four-lane trunk road from Bar Hill junction to the
interchange with the M11 (Junction 14) at Girton. The route from Ellington to Fen Drayton
would be an entirely new route, after which it would be close to or partly on the same
alignment as the existing A14;
Widening of the A1 to a dual three-lane carriageway from the junction south of Alconbury to
the A14/A1 junction south of Brampton;
Widening of the existing A14 from dual two-lane to dual three-lane along the Cambridge
Northern Bypass from Histon Junction to Milton Junction;
Provision of a local access road (LAR) along one side of the A14 between Fen Drayton and
the A1307 Huntingdon Road into Cambridge;
New and improved junction with the A14, LAR, Cambridge Services and local roads at
Trinity Foot;
New and improved junction with the A14, LAR, local roads, and the proposed Northstowe
development at Bar Hill;
Improvements at Girton Interchange to provide two lanes in each direction for A14 traffic
through the Interchange;
A range of crossings over the new route to provide local access for vehicles and other users
of the local roads and public rights of way; and
Provision of links from the existing A14 alignment into the local road network at Huntingdon
to provide a suitable scheme for all users once the existing viaduct over the East Coast Main
Line railway is removed, after the opening of the A14 new route.
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The Scheme is approximately 37m from Portholme Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and
approximately 10km from Eversden and Wimpole Woods SAC. The screening assessment has
considered the European Sites’ Conservation Objectives and Vulnerabilities in relation to the
following potential likely significant effects:






Habitat loss and fragmentation;
Changes to water levels and water quality;
Inappropriate management;
Air pollution; and
Introduction of invasive species.

We welcome consideration on in-combination effects with other relevant plans and projects. This
should probably also include consideration of the North West Cambridge development, between
Huntingdon Road and Madingley Road.
We note that the AIES has been undertaken following guidance in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB) HD 44/09: Assessment of implications (of Highways and/or Roads Projects) on
European Sites (Including Appropriate Assessment) and the Planning Inspectorate’s (PINS) Advice
Note Ten: Habitat Regulations Assessment relevant to nationally significant infrastructure projects.
We understand that the assessment is based on survey data collected between 2003 and 2013 and
assessments within Environmental Statements and AIESs on previous designs of the Scheme in
2007, 2009 and 2013. Natural England has provided comments on previous AIES reports as the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme has been updated and design details have
emerged.
Natural England is satisfied that the scope and detail of the assessment generally accords with the
requirements of the Conservation (Habitats & Species) Regulations 2010. The report concludes that
the proposed scheme is unlikely to have a significant effect on Portholme SAC or Eversden and
Wimpole Woods SAC, hence it is not necessary to undertake a Stage 2 Appropriate Assessment of
the Scheme proposals, subject to implementation of the mitigation measures identified. Whilst
Natural England does not disagree with this, we advise that the findings and conclusion of the AIES,
including mitigation requirements, will need to be updated as the findings of the ongoing
Environmental Impact Assessment emerge.

Natural England Discretionary Advice Service
Natural England recommends that further requests for advice at the pre-application stage are made
through our Discretionary Advice Service (DAS). Natural England’s DAS aims to provide developers
and consultants with greater access to our advice at the pre-application stage and to take
appropriate account of environmental considerations at an early stage of proposal development,
particularly relating to issues where Natural England is a statutory consultee (for example SSSIs).
This will potentially save the customer time and money in the planning process, whilst also securing
good outcomes for the natural environment. The link below provides you with more information
about this service.
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/planningdevelopment/spatialplanning/das/default.aspx
Please note that initial pre-application advice is free of charge; additional, more complex advice on
the proposals, for example exploring options to minimise environmental risk and maximise benefits
or review of information for an Environmental Statement will be charged. The tariff system is
explained on the website.
Should you wish to use this service and receive advice at the pre-application stage, including free
initial advice, you can complete the Request Form on the website and send this to
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk .
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I hope you will find these comments are helpful. For clarification of any points in this letter, please
contact Janet Nuttall on 0300 060 1239. Please send any further consultations to:
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk.
Yours sincerely

Janet Nuttall
Sustainable Land Use Adviser
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Project:

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme

Meeting
title:

Programme for consideration of ecological issues

Date:

29/08/14

Attendees:

Janet Nuttall (JN) - Natural England
Russell Cryer (RC) – J2A
Tom Rogers (TR) – J2A
Tom Lees (TL) – J2A

Apologies:

N/A

Circulation:

Above

Time: 10:00 – 10:30

Location:

Teleconference
call

Action points
No. Item
JN was to confer with her Natural England (NE) senior adviser (who
1.
was not available for the call due to a/l) and return to us on the subject
of the correct governance on matters of EPS licencing, discretionary
advice service. JN confirmed that she would co-ordinate the required
EPS experts and senior responsible officers on matters pertaining to
the Development Consent Order (DCO).

Owner
JN

2.

JN asked for J2A’s expectations for levels of advice required from NE
over the next 6 months to be sent in an email.

SH/ AF to review
TL to send out

3.

JN asked for minutes of other ecology meetings, such as with
Cambridgeshire County Council on the 26th.

TL

4.

Circulation of note / programme for considering ecological issues

Teleconference call with Natural England
The telecom with Natural England focussed primarily on the process of considering
ecological issues in the context of the DCO process. RC confirmed that J2A have said that
they will circulate an explanation of their thoughts on this, which will help in developing a
common understanding of what will happen when.
During the telecom with Natural England, JN asked that the update email we send her would
include what advice was required from NE and relate that to the Discretionary Advice Service
(DAS) request we submitted. The Programme for consideration of ecological issues section
details what advice we are asking for at different stages of the process, but we need to state
how this relates to the DAS request.
Engagement with non-Natural England stakeholders
NE suggested that engagement with the Environment Agency (EA) should be included in
parallel (and possibly together) with that with NE. J2A discussions so far on ecological
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engagement has focussed on NE and the local authority ecologists. RC was unaware of any
plans to meet with the EA.
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Programme for consideration of ecological issues
A programme for the consideration of ecological issues in the context of the DCO process is
outlined in the Gantt chart below. Dates are approximate at this stage as PINS will determine
the programme of the post DCO submission process.
The DCO submission is expected by the end of November 2014. This will be based on the
Preliminary design as described in the Environmental Statement. Following the submission,
PINS will set out the programme for the Acceptance, Pre-Examination and Examination (Inc.
Hearings) stages of the process. PINS will formally consult with stakeholders and there will
be a formal exchange of written evidence via PINS during this process.
In parallel to the formal PINS consultation and exchange of evidence, PINS wish to see
engagement with stakeholders to provide a Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) by the
end of the pre-examination period. This will remain a live document until the hearings at the
end of the examination period and so can be amended through the process.
Also in parallel to the formal DCO and SoCG processes, the Highways Agency will be
developing detailed environmental design immediately after submission of the DCO in order
to accelerate the programme. This detailed design will be based on the Preliminary design,
but the standards, outcomes and commitments of the design developed during this period
will be appended to the live Register of Environmental Actions and Commitments (RoEAC).
When the final Detailed Designer and Contractor are appointed in February/March 2015,
they will be required to ensure their design achieves the same standards and outcomes.
As the devil is usually in the detail within ecological assessments, the outputs from this early
detailed environmental design will be available to act as a vehicle to discuss issues arising
within the formal PINS consultation and SoCG processes.
A programme for engagement with ecological stakeholders is suggested below:
Action points
No. Item
Workshops to present findings of EIA and
5.
consideration of protected species (as
required by stakeholders, but from now until
the DCO submission – when PINS will begin a
formal consultation)
Issue a draft/template SoCG together with
6.
draft detailed ecological design products
(potentially Method Statements and
Specifications of ecological mitigation and
Draft Licence Applications)

Timescale
Sep 14 –
Nov 14

Advice sought
None.
The purpose is to inform
stakeholders of findings of EIA
and answer questions

Dec 14 –
Jan 15

None.
The information is to inform
stakeholders and the draft
SoCG is to provide structure to
discussion of areas of
agreement / disagreement
Stakeholder’s position on
issues* relating to the EIA and
consideration of protected
species that are agreed and/or
not agreed
Agreement that the draft SoCG
is an accurate reflection of the
position of the stakeholder

7.

Meetings with stakeholders to discuss the draft
detailed design products and draft SoCG

Jan 15

8.

Amendments to draft detailed design products
and SoCG in context of engagement and
issuing of documents to PINS by the end of
the pre-examination period
Ongoing engagement with Detailed Designer
and Contractor

Jan 15 –
Feb 15

9.

Mar 15 –
Nov 15

Exchange of views on issues*
that are agreed / not agreed
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*Issues within the ecological assessment and protection process that may or may not be
agreed include the adequacy of the following. For some (e.g. scoping) it should be possible
to agree the position immediately as they are already complete and reported. Others (e.g.
the pre-construction survey and monitoring plan) cannot be agreed until further detailed
design has been carried out and so will be part of the ongoing engagement:

Stages
1
2

Scoping
Surveys

3

Impact assessment

4

Register of environmental
actions and commitments
Process of consideration of
ecological issues

5

Methodology
Delivery
Results
Evaluation
Potential impacts
Design mitigation
Impacts considered in detail
Mitigation for EIA purposes
Mitigation for licensing purposes

Programme for EIA, DCO submission, detailed
design and licensing
Documentation of ecological issues
Ongoing consultation
Pre-construction surveys and monitoring
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Programme for consideration of ecological issues
Sep-14 Oct-14 Nov-14 Dec-14 Jan-15 Feb-15 Mar-15 Apr-15 May-15 Jun-15
DCO submission (Based on Preliminary design)
DCO acceptance
DCO Pre-Examination (PINS formal consultation) - Exchange of written evidence
DCO Examination (Inc. Hearings) - Exchange of written evidence
Workshops to present findings of EIA and consideration of protected species (as
required by stakeholders)
Draft detailed ecological design (Method Statements and Specifications of
ecological mitigation and Draft Licence Applications (based on preliminary
design). Issue Draft detail design products.
Issue 1st draft / template Statement of Common Ground (SoCG)
Meetings with stakeholders to discuss SoCG
Amend Detailed mitigation following stakeholder engagement and PINS
consultation / exchange of evidence
Amend SoCG in light of stakeholder responses - submit SoCG to PINS
documenting agreement / disagreement with stakeholders
Detailed designer and Contractor Appointed (Continue detailed design
incorporating standards / outcomes committed to in detailed ecological design
for preliminary design). Continue stakeholder engagement and complete the
DCO process
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Jul-15 Aug-15 Sep-15 Oct-15 Nov-15 Dec-15

Date:
09 December 2014
Our ref: DAS/7916/135863
Your ref: Click here to enter text.

Mr Tom Lees
Jacobs UK Ltd
95 Bothwell Street
Glasgow
G2 7HX

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ

BY EMAIL ONLY
0300 060 3900

Dear Mr Lees
Discretionary Advice Service (Charged Advice)
DAS/7916/135863
Development proposal and location: A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 27th October 2014.
This advice is being provided as part of Natural England’s Discretionary Advice Service. Jacobs has
asked Natural England to:




Review and provide high level comments on the ecological assessment and mitigation
elements of the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme Environmental
Statement Volume 1: Main Document (A14-JAC-ZZ-XX-RP-V-00071 November 2014) and
associated documents, with a focus primarily on protected species.
To review and provide final comments on the Assessment of Impacts on European Sites
(AIES) document (A14-JAC-ZZ-XX-RP-V-00076, November 2014).

This advice is provided in accordance with the Quotations and Agreements dated 13th November
2014 and 2nd December 2014.
Our comments on the draft Environmental Statement (ES) focus on Chapter 11 Ecology and Nature
Conservation. As requested we have also provided comments on ecological information presented
within other Chapters of the draft ES including Appendix 11.12: Assessment of Implications on
European sites Stage 1: no significant effects report. We have provided a summary of our key
comments and advice below. More detailed comments are provided in Annex 1 to this letter.
Natural England is generally satisfied that the Environmental Statement provides a comprehensive
and robust assessment of the potential impacts of the proposed scheme on relevant ecological
features including designated sites, protected species and wider biodiversity. Natural England
provided advice on the EIA scoping for this scheme in our letter to PINS dated 17th April 2014. We
are pleased to note that comments and advice provided by Natural England appear to have been
largely addressed through in the ES.
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Natural England welcomes that the ES has been prepared in accordance with latest best practice
CIEEM guidance1, Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Volume 11, Section 3, Part 4 – ‘Ecology
and Nature conservation’ (Highways Agency et al., 1993) and Interim Advice Note (IAN) 130/10,
'Ecology and Nature Conservation: Criteria for Impact Assessment', (Highways Agency, 2010), as
well as current best practice guidance documents for the survey and assessment of specific species
and habitats.
We generally welcome the ecological mitigation and enhancement measures proposed in Figure
11.13 although full details of all measures will need to be provided.
Designated sites
The ES identifies that the proposed scheme is unlikely to have any significant adverse effect on
designated sites with the implementation of mitigation measures which will need to be secured
through an appropriate requirement in the Development Control Order.
The air quality assessment presented in Chapter 8 indicates a reduction in NOx concentrations and
N deposition at all designated sites assessed with the exception of Great Stukeley Railway Cutting
SSSI. However, the increase in total deposition is very small amounting to just 0.1% of the lower
critical load.
Natural England agrees that subject to the implementation of the ecological mitigation area adjacent
to the Brampton Meadow SSSI, the proposed scheme is unlikely to have any adverse effect on this
SSSI. We advise that the detailed design of the ecological mitigation area must be fully integrated
with the management of the SSSI and agreed with Natural England. This will help ensure that
opportunities to complement and benefit the SSSI habitat are maximised.
We support proposals to incorporate biodiversity and recreation enhancements into the borrow pit
restoration schemes, particularly where these will complement and provide habitat and access
connectivity to sites such as Brampton Wood SSSI and local wildlife sites.
Protected species
Natural England advises that an Ecological Mitigation Table is assembled that ties together impacts
(geographically specific would be helpful where appropriate on a development of this scale),
mitigation measures, the Environmental Statement document references, the Mitigation or
Management Plan that captures the associated actions, timetables and responsibilities.
Great crested newts
Surveys undertaken and criteria for ruling out ditches which are prone to drying or contain fish are
generally acceptable. However, further comments and advice in relation to great crested newt
surveys, assessment and mitigation measures are provided in Annex 1.
We are pleased to note that the road will not destroy any breeding ponds hence the most significant
impact will be through habitat fragmentation.
A full draft licence application will need to be made in order for Natural England to assess the NSIP
scheme.
If the works are to be phased and more than one licence is required, a licensing masterplan may be
required to set the individual licences in context.

1

Guidelines for Ecological Impact Assessment in the United Kingdom (Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental
Management (CIEEM) 2006).
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Bats
Surveys undertaken in relation to bat roosts and bat activity are generally acceptable. However,
further comments and advice in relation to bat roost and activity surveys, assessment and mitigation
measures are provided in Annex 1.
Other species
Natural England is generally satisfied with survey, assessment and mitigation measures for other
protected and biodiversity species including otters, water vole, invertebrates, reptiles, badgers and
birds. However, we have provided more detailed comments and advice in Annex 1.
Appendix 11.12: Assessment of Implications on European sites
We are satisfied that the AIES provides an accurate and detailed record of the assessment of likely
significant effects on European sites, and that this has been undertaken in accordance with the
requirements of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended). We
agree with the conclusion of the assessment that, with the implementation of mitigation, the scheme
is unlikely to have significant effects on the conservation objectives of European sites including
Portholme SAC, Ouse Washes SAC/SPA/Ramsar or the Eversden and Wimpole Woods SAC.
Natural England advises that mitigation measures will need to be secured through the Development
Control Order. It is therefore not necessary to undertake a Stage 2 Appropriate Assessment of the
scheme proposals for the purposes of compliance with the Conservation of Habitats and Species
Regulations 2010 (as amended).
The advice on this proposal, and the guidance contained within Natural England’s standing advice
relates to this case only and does not represent confirmation that a species licence (should one be
sought) will be issued.
In addition to the above advice you should be aware that Natural England has produced standing
advice which is available on its website. Whilst this advice is primarily designed to assist local
planning authorities better understand the information required when assessing the impact of
developments upon protected species, it also contains a wealth of information to help applicants
ensure that their applications comply with good practice guidelines and contribute to sustainable
development. In particular, I would draw your attention to the flow chart which gives guidance on the
species that are likely to be present on the application site based upon readily identifiable habitat
features. Please refer to this Standing Advice for further information on what information may be
required in terms of survey and mitigation proposals.
Further information can also be obtained from The Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental
Management, The Bat Conservation Trust and Biodiversity Planning Toolkit for more guidance.
For clarification of any points in this letter, please contact Janet Nuttall on 0300 060 1239.
This letter concludes Natural England’s Advice within the Quotation and Agreement dated 13th
November and 2nd December 2014.
As the Discretionary Advice Service is a new service, we would appreciate your feedback to help
shape this service. We have attached a feedback form to this letter and would welcome any
comments you might have about our service.
The advice provided in this letter has been through Natural England’s Quality Assurance
process
The advice provided within the Discretionary Advice Service is the professional advice of the Natural
England adviser named below. It is the best advice that can be given based on the information
provided so far. Its quality and detail is dependent upon the quality and depth of the information
which has been provided. It does not constitute a statutory response or decision, which will be made
by Natural England acting corporately in its role as statutory consultee to the competent authority
after an application has been submitted. The advice given is therefore not binding in any way and is
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provided without prejudice to the consideration of any statutory consultation response or decision
which may be made by Natural England in due course.
The final judgement on any proposals by Natural England is reserved until an application is made
and will be made on the information then available, including any modifications to the proposal
made after receipt of discretionary advice. All pre-application advice is subject to review and
revision in the light of changes in relevant considerations, including changes in relation to the facts,
scientific knowledge/evidence, policy, guidance or law. Natural England will not accept any liability
for the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of, nor will any express or implied warranty be given
for, the advice. This exclusion does not extend to any fraudulent misrepresentation made by or on
behalf of Natural England.
Yours sincerely
Janet Nuttall
Sustainable Land Use and Regulation
Cc commercialservices@naturalengland.org.uk
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Annex 1:DAS/7916/135863 Natural England comments on the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme Environmental Statement Volume 1: Main Document (A14-JAC-ZZ-XXRP-V-00071 November 2014).
Chapter 2 Location and Context
Environmental Constraints identified in section 2.7 and figures 2.2 and 2.3 appear to correctly
identify the relevant statutory designated sites relevant to this scheme including:









Portholme Meadow SSSI, SAC,
Eversden and Wimpole Woods SSSI, SAC;
Brampton Meadow SSSI;
Brampton Wood SSSI;
Brampton Racecourse SSSI;
Madingley Wood SSSI;
Little Paxton Pits, although this is located beyond the scope of Figure 2.3;
St Neots Common SSSI, although this is located beyond the scope of Figure 2.3.

We advise that Great Stukeley Railway Cutting SSSI and Overhall Grove SSSI should be included
in this list as potential impacts on these sites are discussed within the wider ES, including Chapter 8
Air Quality.
We welcome that Natural England’s Impact Risk Zones tool has been used to identify those SSSIs
with particular sensitivities to, and within the zone of influence for, potential impacts from the
scheme. This is explained in Chapter 11.
Chapter 3 Description of the Scheme
Section 3.9 Environmental Design explains that mitigation is incorporated as part of the
environmental assessment process and identified in figures 3.2 and 3.3. Natural England has not
commented in detail on the environmental design features in figures 3.2 and 3.3. The plans include
a significant amount of detail and it has not been possible to review and provide detailed comments
on this within the scope of the current request. We have also been unable to print the plans. We
note that much of the detail relating to ecological mitigation is repeated in Figure 11.13 and we have
provided some comments on this below.
We generally welcome the measures proposed including retention of existing vegetation where
practicable (Figure 3.4), maintenance of habitat and drainage connectivity and incorporation of new
habitat. Proposed planting would generally consist of native tree and shrub species appropriate to
the area. Outline environmental design incorporates replacement habitat for affected protected and
notable species where required. This would include appropriate receptor sites for amphibians,
reptiles, mammals, invertebrates and birds. In addition to receptor sites, specific hibernacula/refugia
would be created to accommodate amphibians and reptiles, artificial setts and foraging grounds for
badger, and replacement bat roosts. Receptor sites would be fenced to prevent encroachment and
delineate a sensitive management regime.
We note that the environmental design features will be developed further during the detailed design
phase of the scheme. Natural England will be pleased to comment further on these as the detailed
design is developed. We have provided some comments on relevant design features as these relate
to statutory sites and protected species below.
Six borrow pits have been identified to provide sand, gravel and clay as primary construction
materials for the scheme. Issues relating to their design and environmental aspects are considered
in conjunction with the rest of the proposals. The full borrow pit restoration plan is detailed in
Appendix 3.3. Borrow pit 5 is anticipated for restoration largely to agricultural use and borrow pit 6,
at least partly restored to farmland. The remaining four borrow pits (1, 2, 3 and 7) would be
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expected to be flooded by ground water to form lakes. Natural England welcomes proposals to
incorporate biodiversity and recreation enhancements into the restoration schemes, particularly
where these will complement and provide habitat and access connectivity to sites such as Brampton
Wood SSSI and County Wildlife Sites. Natural England advises the Highways Agency to continue to
seek expert advice on the borrow pit restoration schemes to ensure that opportunities for
biodiversity enhancements and contribution to the delivery of BAP targets is maximised.
Chapter 6 Approach to the EIA
Section 6.4 Scope of the Assessment: Natural England believes the approach to the EIA, as
outlined in this chapter, is appropriate. The scope of the EIA is comprehensive and seeks to
address the potential impacts of the scheme on relevant issues within our remit. We are satisfied
that the study area is appropriate and that all sensitive receptors and resources relevant to our
remit, have been identified.
Chapter 8 Air Quality
Natural England understands that the following sites need to be screened against appropriate air
quality criteria:
 Brampton Meadow SSSI
 Brampton Racecourse SSSI
 Brampton Wood SSSI
 Portholme SAC/SSSI
 Hemingford Grey Meadow SSSI
 Madingley Wood SSSI
 Travellers Rest Pit SSSI
 Histon Road SSSI
 Godmanchester Eastside Common SSSI
 Great Stukeley Railway Cutting SSSI
 Overhall Grove SSSI
Paragraph 8.2.36 refers to Figure 8.3 Ecological receptor locations. Natural England does not
appear to have been provided with a copy Table 3.1 of Appendix 8.1, but has referred to Figure 8.3
Ecological receptor locations and the text of Chapter 8 Air quality to generate the list of sites above which may not exactly match Table 3.1.
Ecological receptors within 200m of the affected road network (ARN) have been identified, in
accordance with recognised DMRB best practice guidance2. Natural England is satisfied that the
relevant statutory designated sites have been considered as part of this assessment.
We are satisfied that effects at ecological receptors have been assessed in accordance with
recognised DMRB best practice guidance. Ecological sites located within the study area appear to
correctly identified in Table 3.1 of Appendix 8.1 and shown on Figure 8.3. It is noted that Histon
Road SSSI lies within 200m of the ARN for the opening and design year. Natural England agrees
that, as this site is designated for geological features, it is not sensitive to changes in air quality.
We note that receptor transects at up to 200m from the source have been included to allow
assessment of the drop off in emissions and deposition at increasing distances from the road. All
ecological receptor locations were modelled at a height of 0m.
We welcome the use of Air Pollution Information System (APIS) website (Centre for Ecology and
Hydrology, 2014) critical loads for nitrogen deposition for those habitats considered sensitive to
nitrogen and average nitrogen deposition rates for all designated sites in the UK. Critical loads, as
2

Annex F of Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) HA207/07 Highways Agency et al., 1993.
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well as existing nitrogen deposition rates at each of the designated sites assessed are presented in
Table 3.2 of Appendix 8.1.
Little Paxton Pits SSSI is designated for standing open water and does not therefore have an
established critical load. As such this site has not been included in the assessment of nitrogen
deposition as it is unlikely to be sensitive to changes to nitrogen deposition.
Predicted changes at ecological receptor locations as a result of the scheme in the opening year
2020 and future year 2035 are described. The modelled results for both the opening and future year
of the scheme predict a reduction in annual mean NOx concentrations at all designated sites
assessed with the exception of Great Stukeley Railway SSSI. However, an increase in annual mean
NOx concentrations is predicted at Great Stukeley Railway SSSI is negligible and the total NOx is
well below the EU limit value for NOx (30μg/m3 for the annual mean).
The impact of the scheme on air quality in all the designated sites except Great Stukeley Railway
SSSI is a reduction in NOx concentrations and there are no sites exceeding the annual mean NOx
objective in any of the future year do something scenarios (2020 and 2035).
The modelled results for both the opening and future year of the scheme indicates a reduction in
nitrogen deposition rates at all designated sites assessed with the exception of Great Stukeley
Railway SSSI. At this site predicted total deposition rates in the opening year are within the critical
load range even with the increase as a result of the scheme. The increase in total deposition is very
small, with a maximum predicted change of 0.2kgN/ha/yr. This is 0.1% of the lower critical load.
Whilst predicted total deposition rates are greater than the critical load range for Madingley Wood
SSSI in the opening year and Overhall Grove SSSI in the future year, this is due to background
nitrogen deposition at these locations and does not occur as a result of the scheme. At Madingley
Wood SSSI, the scheme results in a very small decrease in total nitrogen deposition rates. No
change is predicted at Overhall Grove SSSI.
Chapter 11 Nature Conservation
The assessment has identified a number of statutory and non-statutory designated sites within the
immediate vicinity of the scheme and the area supports a number of valuable habitats present,
specifically woodland, standing and running water, swamp and marginal vegetation and semiimproved grassland. These support a range of notable and protected species including: aquatic and
terrestrial invertebrates; fish; great crested newt; breeding and wintering birds, including barn owl;
bats; otter; and water vole.
The ES has predicted adverse effects for breeding and wintering birds in sensitive areas such as
Buckden Gravel Pits as a result of disturbance during the operational phase of the scheme. This
finding takes into account a lack of certainty over how birds will respond or habituate to traffic noise
and how they will utilise habitats created as part of the scheme.
It is also considered probable that bats would suffer moderate adverse effects as a result of
disturbance during both construction and operation and as a result of direct mortality during
operation. Mitigation measures to reduce these effects include habitat creation, provision of bat
boxes and additional roost sites, timing of works to avoid sensitive periods, and the provision of
culverts, bat hop-overs and linear planting.
Beneficial effects are anticipated from habitat created for groups/species including aquatic
invertebrates, terrestrial invertebrates, fish, great crested newt, bats and water vole.
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1.1 Introduction
Natural England welcomes that the ES has been prepared in accordance with latest best practice
CIEEM guidance3, Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Volume 11, Section 3, Part 4 – ‘Ecology
and Nature conservation’ (Highways Agency et al., 1993) and Interim Advice Note (IAN) 130/10,
'Ecology and Nature Conservation: Criteria for Impact Assessment', (Highways Agency, 2010), as
well as current best practice guidance documents for the survey and assessment of specific species
and habitats.
As indirect impacts can occur through changes in hydrology, pollution of air and water and via noise,
this chapter is supported by information from chapters 8 (Air Quality), 14 (Noise and Vibration) and
17 (Road Drainage and the Water Environment) of the ES. Chapter 11 is also supported by
information from the Code of Construction Practice (Appendix 20.2) and the scheme description
(Chapter 3). Natural England has therefore reviewed and provided brief comments on the relevant
sections of these chapters.
Natural England notes that comprehensive reference is made to relevant legislation and local policy
requirements relating to biodiversity and nature conservation.
11.2 Method of assessment
The phased approach to ecological evaluation is appropriate. Initial desk study and review of
previous work undertaken in relation to the scheme prior to 2014 has been followed up with detailed
baseline field surveys and assessments as required. The results of these surveys, assessments and
consultations form the basis of the detailed assessment. We welcome that whilst historical records
have been included within this assessment for context, there is no reliance on information that may
be considered out of date within the conclusions of this report.
The desk study has collated information from relevant sources including Cambridge and
Peterborough Biological Records Centre (CPBRC), The Environment Agency, Barn Owl
Conservation Network; Cambridgeshire mammal and bat groups, British Trust for Ornithology
(BTO); and Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Biodiversity Partnership (otter road traffic
mortalities).
Advice: we would recommend that the local Wildlife Trust and RSPB are consulted for relevant
records, information and advice.
Natural England notes that the impact assessment is based on a construction phase lasting four
years, with works commencing in early 2016. This would include phasing of the six different sections
of the scheme, starting in March 2016 and ending in April 2021.
We agree that ongoing consultation with relevant stakeholders, including Natural England, has
taken place as the scheme has progressed.
Advice: We recommend that the Highways Agency continues to consult with Natural England as
the scheme progresses, particularly in relation to detailed ecological mitigation for designated sites
and protected species.
We welcome that all field surveys were led by suitably qualified and experienced ecologists holding
the relevant survey licences.

3

Guidelines for Ecological Impact Assessment in the United Kingdom (Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental
Management (CIEEM) 2006).
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The ecological study area includes the development footprint plus an appropriate ecological buffer
that varies according to the spatial characteristics of each species or habitat potentially impacted
(i.e. the ecological features). In each case, the aim has been to identify the likely zone of significant
ecological influence that the scheme would have, informed by published guidance2 and professional
judgement. Natural England supports this approach.
The survey scope, methodology and limitations, outlined in paragraphs 11.2.24 – 11.2.39 and Table
11.2 appear to be appropriate for those habitats and species screened in for detailed assessment.
Paragraphs 11.2.40 – 11.2.49 discuss resource valuation, characterisation of ecological effects and
determining significance of impact. We note this is based on best practice guidance2 and we
generally support the approach taken.
11.3 Baseline conditions
Paragraph 11.3.2 discusses the ecological baseline in relation to statutory and non-designated
sites, habitats and species based on the results of the desk-study and field survey and evaluation of
these. Table 11.5 provides a summary of the statutory designated sites considered to have potential
to be impacted by the scheme. We welcome that Natural England’s Impact Risk Zones have been
used in this process. The statutory sites in Table 11.5 have effectively been screened in for further
assessment. We agree with the sites identified and are not aware that any further sites need to be
considered.
Advice: : Paragraph 11.3.2 lists the SACs and SSSIs that fall within Natural England’s Impact Risk
Zones in table 11.5. This list should include all the SSSIs considered in the ES, including Great
Stukeley Railway Cutting SSSI which is discussed in Chapter 8 Air Quality.
We have not provided comments on non-designated sites, such as County Wildlife Sites, as these
are not within our remit.
Advice: The Wildlife Trust should be consulted for their views and advice in relation to the impacts
of the proposed scheme on County Wildlife Sites.
Table 11.7 and Figure 11.1 summarise the Phase 1 habitats recorded including large expanses of
arable land and improved grassland but also some areas of species-rich grassland, broadleaved
woodland, aquatic and other habitats. Appendix 11.1 presents the Phase 1 Habitat Survey Report
and target notes. Natural England welcomes the use of CIEEM guidance2 to evaluate the habitats in
the study area. All habitats identified have been evaluated as site or local importance only.
Paragraphs 11.3.6 – 11.3.114 present the results of Phase 1 Habitat Survey and desk-study and
field survey results for key species across the study area. This, together with detail in the respective
technical appendices, provides a comprehensive evaluation of biodiversity features including
aquatic and terrestrial invertebrates, fish, great crested newts, reptiles, birds, bats, brown hare,
water vole, otter and badger. Table 11.20 provides an evaluation of the ecological features present.
Other than statutorily designated sites features of greatest value include County Wildlife Sites,
terrestrial invertebrates, some bat and bird species, including barn owl. These are all valued as
County level importance. City Wildlife Sites, fish and several other bird and bat species are
evaluated as district level importance. Other habitats and species are otherwise considered to be of
local or site-wide importance. Natural England generally agrees with this evaluation.
11.4 Generic mitigation
Figure 11.13 illustrates both the proposed landscaping scheme, plus additional areas proposed for
ecological mitigation and enhancement that have been designed into the scheme, for use to meet
specific habitat and species requirements. The measures include:
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Tall screen planting to elevate bats and barn owls above the impact zone of the scheme;
Enhancement of attenuation ponds for biodiversity;
Ecological mitigation/habitat creation adjacent to Brampton Meadow SSSI to complement
and enhance the SSSI interest and minimise the severance effects of the scheme;
Culverts designed to allow access by otters, badger and bats through provision of ledges,
separate dry tunnels, access to banks, guidance planting and use of sensitive lighting;
Ecological receptor sites, particularly for great crested newt and water vole;
Incorporation of badger / great crested newt underpasses;
Hop-over planting for bats in conjunction with fencing and maintenance of habitat linkages;
Enhanced and extended habitat corridors for bats, dormice and other species;
Sensitive bridge design: sufficient height and minimal piers, sensitive lighting to allow free
passage of wildlife;
Habitat enhancement and creation for biodiversity / species mitigation including ponds for
great crested newt;
Replacement of lost habitat, including woodland.

Advice: whilst we generally support the ecological mitigation identified in Figure 11.13 the details of
this will need to be included in an Ecological Mitigation and Management Plan for the scheme. This
will need to include details of design, implementation, proposed management and monitoring of all
the ecological mitigation and enhancement measures including a time-schedule for its delivery.
Natural England will be pleased to provide comments on the detailed ecological mitigation
measures when these are available.
Natural England welcomes the application of the avoidance-mitigation-compensation principle, as
recognised through ecological best practice guidance2.
Detailed design and construction mitigation measures are presented in Appendix 20.1 and Appendix
20.2 to the ES. Natural England is not aware that this information has been provided as part of this
consultation.
Advice: we will be pleased to provide comments on the ecological aspects of design and
construction mitigation when details of Appendix 20.1 and Appendix 20.2 are made available by the
Highways Agency.
Natural England supports mitigation principles such as careful siting of ancillary works to minimise
disturbance of environmentally sensitive areas, use of exclusion zones to avoid damage and
disturbance, appropriate timing of works to avoid sensitive times for protected species, ensuring no
net loss of valued semi-natural habitat and maximising and enhancing connectivity, creation and
long-term management of new BAP habitat including in the restored borrow pit areas and specific
measures implemented through Local Environment Management Plans (LEMP) and a Construction
Environment Management Plan (CEMP).
11.5 Impacts, mitigation and significance of effects
This section identifies the likely residual effects of the scheme taking into consideration baseline
information, generic mitigation measures, identified in paragraph 11.4 and Figure 11.13, and
specific mitigation measures identified for all ecological features screened in for assessment.
Natural England agrees that the main pathways to potential impacts from the scheme on ecological
features are:






Habitat loss;
Changes in environmental conditions;
Disturbance (construction and lighting);
Severance/fragmentation;
Species mortality (construction and vehicle collisions);
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Advice: Natural England advises that an Ecological Mitigation Table is assembled that ties together
impacts (geographically specific would be helpful where appropriate on a development of this
scale), mitigation measures, the Environmental Statement document references, the Mitigation or
Management Plan that captures the associated actions, timetables and responsibilities.
Madingley Wood SSSI, Little Paxton Pits SSSI and St Neots Common SSSI
The ES identifies that the scheme will have no impact on these sites due to lack of hydrological links
and its location more than 50m from construction areas. Natural England supports this conclusion.
Brampton Wood SSSI and Brampton Racecourse SSSI
Potential adverse effects on these sites have been screened as neutral as a result of design
mitigation through the use of avoidance measures and the implementation of best practice
measures. Natural England agrees that subject to the full implementation of the mitigation measures
as detailed in section 11.4, Appendix 20.2 and Figure 11.13, the proposed scheme is unlikely to
have an adverse effect on Brampton Wood and Brampton Racecourse SSSIs.
Portholme SSSI, SAC
The scheme will not result in habitat loss for Portholme SSSI, SAC.
Detailed advice on air quality and water quality impacts is provided under 8 Air quality and the AIES
below. Natural England agrees with the assessment of no likely significant effect from air quality or
water quality or quantity impacts from the scheme on the SAC or negative impacts on the SSSI
features of interest. Water quality and quantity mitigation measures can be secured through an
appropriate requirement in the Development Consent Order.
Eversden and Wimpole Woods SSSI, SAC
Further information on the impact assessment for Eversden and Wimpole Wood SAC is provided in
the Assessment of Impacts on European Sites (AIES) (Appendix 11.12). Natural England has
provided comments on the AIES below.
Natural England agrees that there will be no likely significant effects on the SAC and no adverse
impacts on the features of interest of the SSSI from the scheme. Natural England advises that
paragraph 11.5.29 is slightly modified so that it refers to a low possibility of association between
barbastelle maternity colonies in Eversden and Wimpole Woods SAC and Brampton Wood SSSI.
Barbastelles fly long distances so an interchange of individuals, or at least genetic exchange
between the colonies, cannot be reasonably ruled out at only 23km distance between the sites.
Brampton Meadow SSSI
The SSSI is within the red line boundary and potential impacts could occur as a result of changes in
environmental conditions (water and air quality); and severance.
Standard construction best practice measures will mitigate for any potential construction impacts
through dust or surface water run-off hence effects are considered to be neutral.
The air quality assessment of effects on ecologically designated sites from nitrogen oxides and
nitrogen deposition has demonstrated a decrease in annual NOx concentration and nitrogen
deposition at Brampton Meadows SSSI. Effects are therefore considered to be neutral.
The creation of a new access road between the A1 and A14 north of the scheme would leave the
Brampton Meadows SSSI isolated and surrounded on all sides by roads. However, the ecological
mitigation plan (Figure 11.13) includes an ecological mitigation area on land to the west of Brampton
Meadows SSSI, incorporating semi-improved grassland designed to complement the adjacent SSSI
by enhancing the resilience and value of SSSI habitat. This will enhance the current arable habitat
and mammal crossings (culverts), proposed for alignment with Ellington Brook that runs along the
northern boundary of the SSSI and would retain the connection of this area to the wider countryside
for mobile species. Effects of this on Brampton Meadow SSSI are considered to be neutral/slight
beneficial for the operational phase of the scheme.
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Natural England agrees that subject to the implementation of the ecological mitigation area adjacent
to the Brampton Meadow SSSI, the proposed scheme is unlikely to have any adverse effect on this
SSSI.
Advice: the detailed design of the ecological mitigation area must be fully integrated with the
management of the SSSI and agreed with Natural England. This will help ensure that opportunities
to complement and benefit the SSSI habitat are maximised.
Advice: vehicular access will be necessary for the management of the SSSI and this will need to be
shown on the plans; access rights may also need to be agreed. See comments on Figure 11.13
Ecological mitigation Sheet 2 of 14 above.
Great Crested Newts
1) Project timescales and licensing issues
A full draft licence application will need to be made in order for Natural England to assess the NSIP
scheme.
If the works are to be phased and more than one licence is required, a licensing masterplan may be
required to set the individual licences in context.
Newts are not present along many areas of the scheme so licensing will not be required for large
stretches of the road. It is not clear where the boundaries of the licensable areas currently are.
2) Surveys
The survey radii of 500m from the offline sections of the road and 250m from the online (widening)
sections of the road are acceptable.
The criteria for ruling out ditches which are prone to drying or contain fish are acceptable.
Advice: It would be helpful to indicate the GCN breeding ponds clearly on all maps with the radii
around the breeding ponds clearly shown across referencing back to the survey maps takes a lot of
time. Typically speaking, breeding ponds are generally assumed to be connected if they are within
250m of each other, not 500m.
35 water bodies were not surveyed because of access issues.
Advice: A draft licence application would need to include evidence of attempts to agree access for
these ponds, and a full discussion of this would be required. A figure showing these ponds would be
helpful to put this into context, if HSI scores are available for these ponds they should be provided.
It is likely that follow up surveys of the scheme will be undertaken between the draft and full licence
applications, it may be appropriate to start access discussions early in the hope of surveying as
many ponds as possible. This would also apply to ponds found late in the season.
Advice: The reasons for not surveying ponds because of health and safety reasons should be fully
explained in a draft licence application.
Advice: The dates of the surveys for each pond should be provided.
Advice: One of the ponds with a historic population is pond 33, this is incorrectly referenced pond
23 in the text.
Advice: There are 2 different waterbodies both referenced pond 49 on the figures.
Advice: There are many constraints in the survey. Any draft licence application must fully evaluate
the constraints and discuss if there is likely to have been underreporting.
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Advice: Population size class assessments can only be made if all the ponds in a metapopulation
have been surveyed in the same year.
Advice: The general principles of the 2014 survey appear to be sound; a draft licence application
must include access evidence, more information on the dates of survey and a full evaluation of any
constraints. It is not possible to give an indication on whether the survey would be acceptable for the
draft licence application in the absence of this information.
3) Field survey results and impacts
35 ponds were found to contain newts, and there are 4 with historical records. These tend to occur
in discrete clusters along the route.
Natural England is pleased that the road will not destroy any breeding ponds so the most significant
impact of the scheme will therefore be through habitat fragmentation.
Advice: The impacts of the scheme on the newt populations will need to be fully explained in a draft
licence application along with figures clearly setting this out. Permanent habitat losses (road
footprint) will need to be differentiated from temporary losses (borrow pits etc), and any
fragmentation impacts need to be clearly explained for the relevant meta-population. Fragmentation
of terrestrial habitats (where the road splits terrestrial habitats and potentially foraging newts from
breeding ponds) is often overlooked and this will need to be assessed.
Is it likely that ponds 34 and 33 at Debden Top Farm are connected to N28, 31, 31b and 32? These
ponds are more than 500m apart. If the habitat between the ponds is arable (it is difficult to tell from
the figures) is it likely that newts move regularly between the ponds to the extent that the road would
sever a dispersal route?
Advice: Fully evaluating fragmentation impacts helps to determine the need for mitigation (usually
underpasses). Amphibian underpasses are expensive to create and maintain and there is a degree
of uncertainty about their success so they should only be used if there is no other solution and if
they are likely to be effective.
Similarly, the population at Cambridge Crematorium will be enclosed by roads. How much of a
barrier will these roads be; are they to be kerbed and what will their use be like (particularly at
night)?
Advice: Underpasses may be needed here, but it is unlikely that three would be needed. If the road
use is low and the roads are not kerbed, it may not be necessary to include underpasses here.
4) Mitigation and compensation
Advice: There is no information on which areas are to be trapped out of newts; the methodology of
clearance of newts would be a key part of the draft licence application. Trapping may need to
consider both sides of any amphibian fencing where fragmentation may be an issue.
10 receptor sites are shown and these are generally in areas near to impacted newt populations.
Advice: The draft licence application must clearly show habitat creation/enhancement/restoration
with respect to great crested newts. It is important to only include habitats which newts will be able
to access, for example habitats over 500m from breeding ponds should not be included. Balancing
ponds should not be included. Given the relatively low amount of permanent loss, it should be
possible to mitigate the losses within the DCO boundary but as this information is missing at present
it is not possible for Natural England to comment further.
Advice: The mitigation includes a number of underpasses. These should only be included where
they are necessary, and the draft licence application must include dimensions (length/width/height)
and the figures should show permanent fencing used to guide newts into the underpasses.
Advice: A clear method of monitoring underpasses will be needed.
Advice: Post development habitat management and maintenance will be needed of habitat creation
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areas. For a scheme such as this a Habitat Management and Maintenance Plan will be required.
Advice: Post development pond monitoring will be needed of at least some of the ponds
Advice: Consent from relevant landowners for post development works must be secured and
included within the draft licence application. It will also be necessary to clearly set out who will be
responsible for carrying these works out.
Advice: Ponds should usually be created at least 6 months in advance of any translocation.
Bat activity
Documents consulted:
 11 Nature Conservation – paragraph numbers below refer to this document unless stated
 Environmental Statement Volume 3: Technical appendices Appendix 11.8: Bats
 Figure 11.1 Phase one habitat survey
 Figure 11.9 Bat activity survey
 Figure 11.10 Bat roost surveys
 Figure 11.3 Ecological mitigation
Table 11.2 The survey effort for bat activity comprised 20 walked transects and 45 static detector
surveys. Walked transects were conducted mostly monthly throughout 2013 which is in line with
published guidance for major infrastructure projects. Static detector surveys were run for 5 nights
per month. Activity surveys were supported by dusk/dawn surveys of structures over or under the
carriageways that may contain roosts and commuting routes. Natural England is satisfied that the
areas selected for surveys are the areas most likely to support high bat activity and/or are
commuting routes that cross the development site based on the criteria listed in paragraph 4.2.4 of
Appendix 11.8: Bats.
Paragraph 11.3.85 states that 73% of bats observed (n=99) flying adjacent to or over the A14 were
over 4m with 17% below 2m. It is encouraging that where bats were observed seen crossing the
A14 were above car height but they were below the height of HGVs which are up to 5m tall.
Berthinussen and Altringham (2012)4 used 5m to define the minimum height for low risk flight over
roads. It is probably not possible to re-analyse this information but it is worth noting for future
surveys.
Table 11.16 Static detectors (SD) identified the following areas of the highest value for bat activity
(all species):
 SD5 hedge near Brampton Wood;
 SD8 watercourse/ditch near Brampton Wood;
 SD10, SD11 and SD12 Buckden Gravel Pits and River Ouse;
 SD22 near Fenstanton Gravel Pits;
 SD28 drainage channel north of A14;
 SD6 Lenton Lakes;
 SD41 A1 north of A14 junction.
Moderate or high barbastelle activity was associated with SD41 and SD42, SD5, SD9, SD33 and
SD35.

4
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Table 11.17 Transect surveys identified the following areas as being of the highest value for bat
activity (all species):
 Transect 3 Buckden Gravel Pits;
 Transect 5 A1198/A14 new junction;
 Transect 13 adjacent to Cambridge crematorium/west of improved A14/M11 junction;
 Transect 19 near Impington guided busway bridge.
Paragraph 11.3.94 Surveyor observed bridges and culverts that were seen to support bats
commuting over or under existing roads were:
 Feature 6 Impington guided busway bridge;
 Feature 14 Girton Bridge west;
 Features 28 and 29 Huntingdon Life Sciences/A1 culvert;
 Feature 31 Ellington Brook culvert;
 Feature 37 A1 overbridge.
Paragraph11.3.96 Sites and structures surveyed using static detectors that demonstrated variable
values for bats and comprised:
 the area around Feature 37 A1 Overbridge (high bat activity and species diversity)
 Feature 14 Girton Bridge West had low bat activity and species diversity
 Feature 15 Beck Brook had moderate bat activity and high species richness.
Advice: there may be a discrepancy between paragraph 11.3.94 which states that Feature 14
Girton A14 Bridge West has ‘common and soprano pipistrelles recorded commuting under the
footbridge under the M11’ whereas paragraph 11.3.97 states that for Feature 14 ‘bats were not
utilising the bridge for commuting or foraging’..
Natural England is in broad agreement with the avoidance and mitigation principles set out in
paragraph 11.4.3, e.g,. maintain key north-south wildlife dispersal corridors across the scheme,
although this principle should also apply to east-west dispersal corridors across the A1.
Natural England agrees with the potential impacts on commuting and foraging bats raised in the
paragraph 11.5.2.
Advice: road noise is a potential impact as it is increasingly thought to a source of disturbance,
although the evidence for this is currently not well developed. We advise that road noise is
highlighted under the third bullet point Disturbance.
Section 11.5.198 refers to bats ’commuting under the footbridge under the M11’.
Advice: Should this refer to bats commuting under the M11 using the footpath tunnel? The
reference to bats commuting under the bridge under the footbridge under the M11 is also mentioned
at paragraph 11.3.94,11.3.97 (see above) and paragraph 5.2.9 and Table 5.3 in Appendix 11.8:
Bats.
Paragraphs 11.5.184 and 11.5.185 and Table 11.21 state the size of the terrestrial habitats that will
be created that will provide foraging and commuting opportunities for bats. Linear habitats alongside
the A1 and A14 will therefore be enhanced for foraging bats and bats commuting parallel with the
new road.
Paragraphs 11.5.198 and 11.5.199 state that many of the areas of the highest bat activity will not be
impacted upon or mitigation should minimise impacts, e.g., Feature 3 Buckden Gravel Pits and
River Great Ouse, will largely be spanned by a tall bridge. Existing culverts used by bats under the
A1 and A14 will be extended; this should be successful as long as features such as hedgerows are
realigned to the new structures.
Natural England has concerns about Transect 5 (A1198/A14 new junction) which is an area of high
bat activity. Figure 11.13 Ecological mitigation (Sheet 6) states that hop-over/tall screen planting,
guiding planting and sensitive lighting and screens/lighting bollards will be used to direct bats across
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the new A14 and towards the new bridge.
Advice: a lighting plan should be developed so that essential lighting is used only where needed at
this, and all, junctions. The use of lighting bollards should be considered thoroughly due to the light
spill that they create.
Advice: the effects of planting should be accelerated by the targeted use of standard trees, rather
than planting whips.
Advice: Natural England therefore does not agree with the statement at paragraph 11.5.200 that
the impact of severance (of habitat) is assessed as being neutral as more information on the
mitigation of impacts on habitat severance is required.
Natural England notes that important barbastelle activity areas identified at SD5, SD9 and SD35
appear to be most at risk from the development. Barbastelles have been observed crossing major
roads (Kerth, 2009)5, and quite possibly do so already, e.g. at SD5 and near SD9. Figure 11.13
(Sheet 3) shows hop-over planting and a large-diameter culvert south of SD5. It is not clear whether
this culvert is designed for bats but we advise that this possibility is looked at. Again, Natural
England questions the use of lighting bollards near SD5 as their effects could be very unpredictable.
It is unclear whether the underpass for Brampton Road to be lit.
Advice: We advise that the Brampton Road underpass is not lit and that thought be given to
hedgerow linkages to the surrounding area. We cannot currently agree with the assessment at
paragraph 11.5.200 that the impact on severance will be neutral until more detail on the mitigation
proposals is provided.
Paragraphs 11.5.204 to 11.5.207 address bat mortality from the new road and the altered existing
roads. Berthinussen and Altringham (2102) have some useful information on flight height of bats
across roads and advocate the use of road cuttings, a feature of the A1198/A14 new junction, an
area of high bat activity (see comments above). The same paper reports mixed effectiveness of new
culverts and Natural England questions whether any new structure, whether a culvert or road
overbridge, not on an accurately identified crossing point is likely to be adopted promptly by bats
and reduce mortality risk. The Environmental Statement does not address the subject of
culvert/tunnel positioning in detail, so together with our advice on the use of lighting, we agree with
the assessment at 11.5.207 that there is a permanent, moderate adverse effect as a result of bat
mortality.
Advice: It is not clear whether the new, large diameter culverts and general wildlife underpasses,
e.g. at West Brook Bridge, Hilton Road overbridge, the new junction near Conington, Dry Drayton
Road and Beck Brook, are all designed for bats. Natural England welcomes their inclusion in the
plan but advises that more information is given on planting, lighting, etc.
Advice: From experience gained from other Planning Act applications and given the complexities of
the mitigation for foraging and commuting bats, Natural England advises that an Ecological
Mitigation Table is assembled that ties together impacts (geographically specific would be helpful
where appropriate on a development of this scale), mitigation measures, the Environmental
Statement document references, the Mitigation or Management Plan that captures the associated
actions, timetables and responsibilities. Note that this advice is repeated for all ecological impacts in
the main section of this letter.
Bat roosts
Our comments below relate specifically to the impact of the proposed scheme on bat roosts and the
subsequent licensing and mitigation requirements for these impacts. We have not made comments
on landscape scale impacts in relation to bats.

5
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1) Surveys
The desk surveys appear to be adequate and it is noted that of the 34 roosts identified within 1km of
the site, no bat roosts were located within the footprint of the development.
In relation to field surveys, all trees, structures (including bridges, culverts and buildings) and
woodlands within 100m of the scheme were assessed through physical inspection and/or through
dusk/dawn surveys in 2013 and 2014. Survey methodology is provided in adequate detail and is
sufficient.
Surveys were conducted during the summer of 2014 and therefore the data is as up-to-date as
possible at this time. Providing further surveys are undertaken in 2015 in relevant areas and
concentrating on high potential and known roost features to be affected by the initial phases (this
has been proposed) then survey data will continue to be up-to-date and sufficient to inform bat
licence applications.
2) Survey results and impacts
A total of 38 category 1* trees and 137 category 1 trees were identified within 100m of the scheme
and a further nine category 1 trees close to the perimeters of borrow pits. A total of 11 tree roosts
and eight building roosts were identified from field surveys undertaken in 2013 and 2014 and no
evidence of roosts were recorded in any of the culverts or bridges surveyed. Woodland backtracking
surveys identified two confirmed roosts, two likely roosts and three possible roosts.
Almost all identified roosts were confirmed as non-maternity roosts for small numbers of bats with
only the Crematorium building confirmed in the desk study as housing a maternity roost for brown
long-eared bat, but field surveys only identified small numbers of brown long-eared bat and common
pipistrelle. It would appear that the development will not affect the crematorium building (nor any
other building) and on that basis, any impact caused by the development on the roosts present is
unlikely to be licensable. Some consideration should be given to this roost when assessing the
impact of habitat connectivity and severance.
It is noted on table 11.15 that ‘pipistrelle sp’ are given a ‘rare’ status and Natural England has
assumed this is because in the absence of getting to species, the species is assumed to be a
Nathusius’, a rarer bat.
Based on the survey data gathered so far, the scheme would directly account for the loss of three
BLE tree roosts and one pipistrelle species tree roost, i.e. these roosts are in the direct footprint of
the development.
A further two common pipistrelle tree roosts and an unnamed tree in woodland 7 are on the edge of
the development footprint and are unlikely to be affected.
It is noted that there are a high number of high potential trees in and close to the development and
further surveys in later years might well indicate that roosts are present.
Advice: The transitory nature of tree use by bats means activity surveys will never provide an
accurate picture of how bats are using them but should pick up larger more important roosts.
3) Project timescales and licensing issues
It is noted that this scheme will involve six different phases and is due to commence in March 2016
and end in April 2021. Based on survey and assessment 11 roosts have been identified and these
may not be damaged or destroyed during each of the six phases.
Advice: Further surveys will be required ahead of each phase and will inform the need for licenses.
Separate bat licence applications to Natural England will be required ahead of each phase where
licensable activities will take place.
Advice: Natural England requests that each bat licence application is supported by good survey
data including at least some from the most recent active period for bats. Bat surveys will therefore
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need to be undertaken in 2015 onwards to support the various applications being made. These
should be accompanied by a masterplan.
4) Licensable actions
Based on the information presented, some licensable actions will take place during the development
but these will most likely have a cumulatively low impact.
Advice: In the cases where trees must be felled a licence will be required to cover destruction of the
roosts.
Noise and vibration during construction is raised as a possible impact on roosts during the day and
night and could in some cases cause premature departure from roosts during daylight hours.
Advice: This could make roosts unusable for periods of time and therefore could be a licensable
activity. However, the ‘disturbance’ of small numbers of bats from time to time is unlikely to be
licensable. Consideration should be given to known roosts in relation to disturbance and exclusion
of bats from roosts under a licence should be considered if disturbance in likely to cause roost
abandonment. It is noted that an exclusion zone will be created around roosts and this should
include higher potential trees which are not confirmed roosts also.
5) Mitigation and compensation
Mitigation methodology has been provided for the licensable destruction of known tree roosts and
this is considered adequate.
Pre-construction surveys of higher potential trees, i.e. category 1 and 1* will take place before
construction. This is acceptable and will cover the transitory way that bats can use trees.
Bat habitat created in deadwood and a minimum of three bat boxes provided for each category 1
and 1* tree felled is considered acceptable.
We note that 200 bat boxes will be installed as part of the Highways Agency’s BAP.
Natural England is satisfied that the impacts of lighting on bat roosts has been adequately
considered and suitable mitigation identified.
Advice: Please note that Natural England will only include compensation in the licence which is
proportionate to the licensable impacts to be covered by the licence. Therefore, if licensable impacts
relating to a bat licence application are low, only small amounts of compensation will be covered by
the licence. This inclusion of larger numbers of bat boxes and bat habitat as part of the wider
scheme, i.e. Highways Agency BAP, is unaffected by this.
Breeding birds
Appendix 11.6: Birds identifies that desk-survey was based on records from Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Environmental Records Centre. Field surveys were based on best practice Breeding
Bird Survey methodology6 and undertaken in spring/early summer 2013 and 2014. We support this
approach which is broadly in line with Natural England’s standing advice for wild birds.
The population of birds within the study area was valued using Guidelines for Ecological Impact
Assessment in the United Kingdom (CIEEM, 2006). This method is in line with the most recently
published guidance (Interim Advice Note 130/10 Ecology and Nature Conservation: Criteria for
Impact Assessment (Highways Agency, 2010)) and represents best practice guidance. Natural
England believes this approach to be generally acceptable and supports the assessment criteria set
out in Table 4.1 to assess the biodiversity value of bird assemblages recorded.
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Key impacts are identified at Buckden Gravel Pits CWS due to the presence of two species of
county value (cuckoo and Cetti’s warbler) and four species of district value (grasshopper warbler,
linnet, yellowhammer and yellow wagtail). The proposed scheme will directly impact the CWS.
Additional areas and habitats considered to be important include further wetland features adjacent
to the scheme that support diverse wetland bird assemblages, areas of arable farmland that support
populations of corn bunting, linnet, yellowhammer and yellow wagtail and watercourses (including
ditches).
Impacts are likely to occur through habitat loss, severance, disturbance and species mortality.
A staged approach to construction works will mitigate for habitat loss during the construction period
and the loss of <1% of habitats at Buckden Gravel Pits CWS is considered unlikely to be significant.
During operation, impacts resulting from direct habitat loss would be fully addressed by the design
mitigation. This includes creating habitat suitable for use by breeding birds, such as widespread
planting of native shrubs and trees and creation of waterbodies such as ponds. By the design year,
this planting should be sufficiently mature to provide foraging and nesting habitats for breeding
birds. These areas would be managed as part of the highways soft estate in order to optimise their
value to breeding birds. Restoration of the borrow pits will provide additional bird breeding habitat,
although beyond the five year scheme maintenance period these may not form part of the
permanent Highways Agency soft estate. As such, residual impacts on breeding birds during
construction due to habitat loss are considered to be neutral. Natural England supports this
conclusion.
Residual impacts on breeding birds during the construction and operational phases of the scheme
are considered to be neutral. Generic mitigation and design mitigation measures including timing of
activities, habitat manipulation, placement of new landscaping away from road network,
maintenance and enhancement of habitat and connectivity. Natural England generally supports this
conclusion and the outline mitigation measures proposed.
Advice: detailed mitigation measures will need to be provided and should be agreed with relevant
stakeholders.
Wintering birds
Desk-survey was based on records from Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Environmental Records
Centre. Baseline wintering bird surveys have been conducted by the Highways Agency in winter
2012 to 2013, covering section A and section B. During these surveys, 12 visits to 10 vantage points
were made from December through to March inclusive. Baseline surveys were also undertaken by
the Highways Agency in winter 2013 to 2014 to cover parts of the scheme not visited by the survey
in 2012 to 2013. During these surveys, two visits were made to 16 vantage points from December to
February inclusive. Additional survey visits were undertaken in November 2013 to the same sites
covered in the 2012 to 2013 survey to supplement coverage of the early part of the winter season.
We note that a number of night surveys were also undertaken.
The population of birds within the study area was valued using Guidelines for Ecological Impact
Assessment in the United Kingdom (CIEEM, 2006). This method is in line with the most recently
published guidance (Interim Advice Note 130/10 Ecology and Nature Conservation: Criteria for
Impact Assessment (Highways Agency, 2010)) and represents best practice guidance. Natural
England believes this approach to be generally acceptable and supports the assessment criteria set
out in Table 4.1 to assess the biodiversity value of bird assemblages recorded.
Key impacts are likely at Buckden Gravel Pits CWS, due to the presence of three species of county
value (bittern, goldeneye and shoveler) and one species of district value (pochard). A staged
approach to construction works will mitigate for habitat loss during the construction period and the
loss of <1% of habitats at Buckden Gravel Pits CWS is considered unlikely to be significant. Habitat
creation measures are proposed to mitigate adverse effects and impacts are considered to be
neutral.
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Noise disturbance and lighting impacts through the construction and operational stages will be
addressed though outline environmental design measures illustrated in Figure 3.2 and standard
mitigation measures described in Section 11.4. The detailed design of the ecological mitigation
areas and landscape planting would comprise habitats that are suitable for certain species of
wintering birds. This should be sufficient to offset any reduction in wintering bird densities which
may arise due to noise disturbance from the scheme. However, due to the uncertainty of whether
species of county and district value would use the ecological mitigation areas to the extent that they
fully offset the effects of disturbance, a precautionary approach to the assessment has been applied
and the residual impacts on wintering birds during operation due to disturbance are considered to
be permanent, moderate adverse.
Any impacts resulting from severance would be screened out due to the general mitigation
principles proposed. Key wildlife dispersal corridors and habitat connectivity across scheme would
be maintained through structural planting, appropriate fencing and sensitive lighting. Although the
off-line section of the scheme would create north-south severance, the landscape planting and
ecological mitigation would create additional connective habitat east-west. Residual impacts on
wintering birds during the operational phase due to severance are considered to be neutral.
Residual impacts on wintering birds during the operational phase due to direct mortality are
considered to be neutral. Mitigation will ensure that planting schemes and habitat creation attractive
to birds is set back from the highway.
Natural England generally agrees with the assessment of impacts and proposed mitigation
measures for wintering birds.
Advice: detailed mitigation measures will need to be provided and should be agreed with relevant
stakeholders.
Barn owl
Appendix 11.7 identifies that desk-study included a records request from CPERC extending to 5km
each side of the scheme. A database of incidental records of species of interest recorded by other
surveyors on the scheme was reviewed for information of relevance to this report. Anecdotal
evidence from local residents and other members of the public was also recorded during the barn
owl survey.
Field surveys were conducted from July to September 2013 and in March, June and July 2014. The
survey area consisted of a 200m buffer around the online section of the A1 from Alconbury to
Brampton which is to be widened, a 1.5km survey buffer around the proposed footprint of the offline
section of the A14 from Ellington to Fen Drayton and a 200m buffer around the online section of the
A14 between Fen Drayton and Girton. Field survey consisted of on-site scoping survey,
investigative field survey, nest site verification and emergence survey.
Natural England generally supports the approach to barn owl surveys, together with the evaluation
criteria, based on CIEEM best practice guidance2, to evaluate habitats and potential nest sites.
Impacts centre on habitat loss, severance, disturbance and risk of mortality. One confirmed and two
potential breeding sites will be lost or heavily disturbed by the scheme. A further 11 potential nest
sites could be subject to construction disturbance. It is proposed to undertake further surveys.
Mitigation measures include habitat creation in the ecological mitigation areas, to be subject to long
term management. Barn owl boxes or towers may be erected in consultation with the Barn Owl
Trust.
Landscape design and construction mitigation measures will address disturbance impacts. Sensitive
planting along verges and tall screen planting aims to minimise direct mortality through vehicle
collision. North-south habitat severance will be compensated by landscape planting and ecological
mitigation to enhance connective habitat east-west.
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With the outline mitigation measures the residual impacts of the scheme on barn owl are considered
to be neutral. Natural England generally supports this conclusion and advises that mitigation
measures appear adequate in principle. We advise that details of further survey work and mitigation
measures should be provided.
Advice: detailed mitigation measures will need to be provided and should be agreed with relevant
stakeholders including the Barn Owl Trust.
Water vole
Survey, evaluation and assessment techniques for water voles are outlined in Appendix 11.9:
Riparian Mammals. Desk-study and field surveys were based on DMRB7 best practice guidance and
the Water Vole Conservation Handbook (Strachan et al., 2011) by qualified and experienced
ecologists. Where possible both banks of all watercourses bisected by the scheme were surveyed.
Surveys extended up to 250m in 2013 and up to 500m in 2014, up and downstream to identify the
presence/absence of water vole. Evaluation and assessment is based on CIEEM best practice
guidance. As such Natural England is satisfied that survey, evaluation and assessment of the
impacts of scheme on water voles is broadly in line with its standing advice for water voles.
Water voles were identified at two locations on the Alconbury Brook, within the A1 Alconbury to
Brampton Hut Section of the scheme. Potential impacts focus on habitat loss; direct killing or injury
during construction, disturbance; severance; changes in water quality; flow conditions & dewatering.
Habitat loss through realignment or culverting of watercourses and loss of potential feeding areas
and areas for burrows will be mitigated. A water vole receptor site on the A1 Alconbury to Brampton
Hut Section of the scheme will provide suitable aquatic and terrestrial habitat for this species. A
maximum of 0.8ha of running water habitat will be lost as part of the scheme with a potential gain of
17.7ha. Retained habitats within the scheme boundary would be managed to maximise their value
for biodiversity.
Mitigation to minimise direct killing or injury through construction include pre-construction walkovers,
translocation, implementation of a 5m working buffer along affected watercourses, and
discouragement measures through habitat manipulation and exclusion techniques.
Disturbance impacts will be mitigated through pre-construction walkover surveys, implementation of
working methods to reduce disturbance, including buffer zones. Features such as the clear span
bridge at Ellington Brook, where no close bank work would occur but work in proximity to the bank
would arise, has the potential to disturb water vole, through noise and lighting. General mitigation
such as minimising lighting and use of noisy plant in relevant areas means that disturbance can be
screened out as having a significant effect during both construction and operational phases of the
scheme.
Severance of habitat through the offline scheme will be mitigated through the incorporation of
oversized culverts, in conjunction with guiding planting and sensitive lighting designs would allow
water vole to disperse and thus severance is screened out as having a significant effect.
Design mitigation and pollution control measures would mitigate for any potential impacts arising
from the creation of dust or surface water run-off during construction. In general, water quality is
expected to improve in the area around Huntingdon at the northern end of the scheme where water
vole have the greatest potential to be impacted by the scheme
To minimise the impacts of increased / reduced flow conditions, appropriate drainage and retention,
balancing ponds/swales for controlled discharge into watercourse would be implemented.
Following the implementation of scheme mitigation all effects are considered neutral or neutral/slight
positive. Any slight positive effects (which would be permanent) would be as a result of re-alignment
7
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activities creating additional channel habitats for water burrows, thus providing a net gain in water
vole habitat in accordance with mitigation requirements.
Advice: Natural England generally agrees with the conclusions of the assessment and outline
mitigation measures proposed in relation to water vole. We advise that details of mitigation
measures will need to be provided. This should incorporate any advice from the Environment
Agency as the lead authority on water vole conservation.
Otter
Survey, evaluation and assessment techniques for otters are outlined in Appendix 11.9: Riparian
Mammals. Desk-study and field surveys were based on DMRB5 best practice guidance and
undertaken by qualified and experienced ecologists. Where possible both banks of all watercourses
bisected by the scheme were surveyed. Surveys extended up to 250m in 2013 and up to 500m in
2014, up and downstream to identify the presence/absence of water vole. Evaluation and
assessment is based on CIEEM best practice guidance. As such Natural England is satisfied that
survey, evaluation and assessment of the impacts of scheme on otters is broadly in line with its
standing advice for otters.
Evidence of otter was recorded on the major tributaries within the area of the scheme including
Alconbury Brook, Cock Brook and Ellington Brook although no holts or couches were identified.
Scheme activities include the creation of outfalls and culverts, realignment and bridging which could
impact through habitat loss, direct killing or injury during construction, disturbance; species mortality
vehicle collisions, severance; and changes in water quality and flow conditions.
Mitigation measures include the incorporation of appropriate habitat along re-profiled, realigned and
culverted rivers, incorporation of ledges and banks access within culverts and habitat creation along
fencing leading to culverts and underpasses.
Pre-construction surveys will be undertaken to identify any new holts in the vicinity of the works that
could be impacted.
Other measures to prevent direct impacts on otters will include toolbox talks and minimising work in
sensitive areas, at night. Disturbing activities and night work would be avoided and where this is not
practicable, working methods to reduce disturbance would be implemented including minimising
lighting and use of noisy plant.
Species mortality through vehicle collision will be minimised through construction of dry
underpasses and mammal ledges.
Habitat severance will be mitigated by incorporating large culverts and associated ledges for periods
of high flow. These will be suitably sized culverts with ledges and dry underpasses.
Design mitigation in addition to pollution control measures will mitigate for any potential impacts
arising from the creation of dust or surface water run-off during construction.
To minimise the impacts of increased / reduced flow conditions, appropriate drainage and retention,
balancing ponds/swales for controlled discharge into watercourse would be implemented. Control
and maintenance of current water levels, would be achieved with the use of SuDS (Chapter 17). In
order to further achieve controlled flow in areas of culverting, CIRIA/Environment Agency culvert
design best practice would include natural substrate in culvert beds to ensure no net gain in velocity
and that conditions are retained for an abundance of prey species. Ledges would be incorporated
into the proposed culverts to allow otter to leave the channel should periods of high flow occur as
otter pass through enclosed areas. Given the design and best practice mitigation outlined above, no
significant effects are anticipated on otter as a result of changes in flow conditions.
With mitigation, the residual impact of the scheme through construction and operation, is considered
to result in neutral effects on local otter populations.
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Advice: Natural England broadly supports this conclusion and the mitigation measures proposed.
We advise that a Natural England European Protected Species Licence will be required for works
that could breach the legislation protecting otters.
Other species
With regards to aquatic and terrestrial invertebrates, reptiles, badger and freshwater fish, we are
satisfied that surveys, evaluation and assessment has been undertaken in accordance with CIEEM
best practice guidance2 and Natural England’s protected species standing advice. Natural England
is generally satisfied that subject to the implementation of mitigation the scheme is unlikely to have
a significant adverse effect on these species.
11.6 Cumulative impacts
This section considers the potential for the proposed scheme to give rise to cumulative effects with
other projects and plans. Potential impacts centre on habitat loss, changes in environmental
conditions and severance.
The predominant habitat lost through the scheme will be arable land of low biodiversity interest and
the scheme proposes significant ecological enhancement. Changes in environmental conditions,
including air quality and water quality, would be mitigated as part of the scheme design and no
significant effects on ecological features have been identified. Given this and the location and nature
of relevant plans and projects cumulative effects through habitat loss and changes in environmental
conditions are not considered significant.
Given the nature and location of relevant plans and project no significant cumulative effects as a
result of severance are anticipated with effects considered to be neutral.
Advice: Natural England is generally satisfied with this conclusion; however, we believe other
relevant schemes, such as the proposed Northstowe development, should be given further
consideration. We note this is considered within Chapter 18 Cumulative effects and impact
interactions.
11.7 Summary of residual effects
Table 11.28 summarises the assessment of residual effects for each ecological feature of value, in
light of the proposed mitigation measures.
Potential permanent, positive effects are anticipated as a result of habitat creation for Brampton
Meadow SSSI, aquatic invertebrates, terrestrial invertebrates, fish, GCN bats and water vole.
Permanent, moderate adverse effects are predicted as a result of disturbance to both breeding and
wintering birds of County value during the operational phase of the scheme. Permanent, moderate
adverse effects are also considered probable for bats in respect of disturbance during and direct
mortality (vehicle collisions) during operation.
In accordance with Table 11. 3, overall the project is considered to have moderate adverse effects
on ecological features during both construction and operation. The ES considers that whilst these
effects may be important they are not likely to be key decision-making factors. Natural England
generally agrees with this conclusion.
Chapter 14 Sound, noise and vibration
We note that the effects of sound, noise and vibration on ecological receptors is reported within
Chapter 11 hence we have no specific comments to make on Chapter 14.
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Chapter 17 Road drainage and the water environment
We note that the effects of road drainage and the changes to the water environment on ecological
receptors is reported within Chapter 11. As a result we have no specific comments to make on
Chapter 17; however, we welcome that the assessment confirms that de-watering of Borrow Pit 1
will have no impact on Brampton Wood SSSI.
Chapter 18 Cumulative effects and impact interactions
This chapter considers the potential cumulative effects of the scheme with other relevant plans and
projects on all aspects of the environment.
Generally cumulative effects on ecological features, including Brampton Wood SSSI, are considered
insignificant. This is based largely on the location and nature of other relevant developments.
The cumulative effect of severance, loss and disturbance of habitats during construction is
anticipated to be minor.
Overall minor impacts are identified in relation to improved biodiversity as a result of the
implementation of habitat enhancement proposals of the scheme and other development.
Consequently no mitigation over and above that already put forward for the scheme has been
identified to further mitigate adverse cumulative effects. Natural England is generally supportive of
this conclusion.
Chapter 19 Summary of the Environmental Impact Assessment
This chapter summarises the potential impacts and mitigation measures for environmental
receptors, including ecology. Impacts and mitigation proposals in relation to ecology are detailed in
Chapter 11 Ecology and Nature Conservation. Since we have provided detailed comments on
Chapter 11 above, we have no additional comments to make on Chapter 19.
Chapter 20 Environmental Management
This chapter sets out the general process for the management of the environmental effects of the
proposed scheme. We note and welcome that this is based on Highways Agency best practice
guidance. Natural England has no detailed comments to make on the information provided.
Appendix 11.12: Assessment of implications on European sites Stage 1: No significant
effects report ( A14-JAC-ZZ-XX-RP-V-00076, November 2014)
Natural England provided comments on the earlier version of this document in our letter dated 11th
August 2014 (ref: 127183).
We welcome that the AIES has been undertaken following guidance in the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) HD 44/09: Assessment of implications (of Highways and/or Roads
Projects) on European Sites (Including Appropriate Assessment) and the Planning Inspectorate’s
(PINS) Advice Note Ten: Habitat Regulations Assessment relevant to nationally significant
infrastructure projects. We understand that the assessment is based on survey data collected
between 2007 and 2014 and the assessment within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.
Natural England agrees with that the correct European sites, namely Portholme SAC and Eversden
and Wimpole Woods SAC have been identified for screening. Natural England is satisfied that the
list of projects that are considered in combination with this development proposal is up to date
(paragraph 2.2.5).
Natural England is satisfied that the correct impacts on both SACs, namely water quality and
quantity issues, air quality, habitat loss and fragmentation, inappropriate management and the
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introduction of invasive species have been identified.
Natural England is satisfied that provided suitable mitigation is secured in the Development Consent
Order, e.g. to contain spills of contaminants, that the conclusion of no likely significant effect on
Portholme SAC is justified.
Natural England is satisfied that the barbastelle bats detected are more likely to be associated with
a roost in Brampton Woods, not Eversden and Wimpole Woods SAC and that barbastelle bats from
the SAC are unlikely to be impacted upon by the scheme by habitat severance or mortality risk.
Natural England agrees with the conclusion of no likely significant effect on Eversden and Wimpole
Woods SAC.
Advice: please note our advice above on SSSI Impact advice: Eversden and Wimpole Woods
SSSI. Paragraph 6.1.10 should be modified slightly to reflect the fact that while individual
barbastelle bats probably do not commonly move between the two woods, genetic exchanges may
well occur.
Natural England welcomes consideration of in-combination effects with other relevant plans and
projects. We are satisfied that the list of plans and projects that are considered in combination with
this development proposal is up to date (paragraph 2.2.5); we note this now includes consideration
of the North West Cambridge development, as recommended in our previous response.
We advise that the AIES provides an accurate and detailed record of the assessment of likely
significant effects on European sites, and that this has been undertaken in accordance with the
requirements of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended). We
agree with the conclusion of the assessment that the scheme is unlikely to have significant effects
on the conservation objectives of European sites including Portholme SAC, Ouse Washes
SAC/SPA/Ramsar or the Eversden and Wimpole Woods SAC. It is therefore not necessary to
undertake a Stage 2 Appropriate Assessment of the scheme proposals for the purposes of
compliance with the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended).
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SoCG Introductory Meeting
Project:

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme

Meeting title:

SoCG Introductory Meeting

Date:

15/01/2015

Attendees:

Time:

15:30 – 16:00

Location:

Telephone
conference
call
Janet Nuttall (Natural England (NE) – Planning & Conservation Adviser)
Nick Tribe (Natural England (NE) – Senior Adviser)
Adrian Dawes (J2A – EIA Coordinator)
Russell Cryer (J2A) – Ecology Lead)

Apologies:
Circulation:

As above

Action points
No.

Item

Owner

1.

Forward ‘list of contents’ as a guide to structure of the draft license package

Adrian Dawes

2.

Confirm whether pre-application fee will be required by NE to review draft
license package
Confirm best media for electronic file transfer of draft license package

Nick Tribe

Provide electronic copies of draft licence package and draft statement of
common ground

Adrian Dawes

3.
4.

Nick Tribe

5.
6.
Notes of Meeting:
The purpose of the meeting was to give an update of progress with the DCO and to discuss the
process for agreeing a Statement of Common Ground (SoCG).

DCO Update
The DCO application was submitted at the end of December 2014 and is currently undergoing
acceptance. Pre-examination is then anticipated to run through to April 2015.
The J2A team is currently drafting a comprehensive package of draft ecology licenses for bats, GCN,
water vole, badger, breeding bird and reptiles:
 EPS licenses:
o Bat tree roost loss;
o Bat building roost disturbance;
o 5 no. great crested newt licenses for five separate metapopulations;
 Other documents to provide comprehensive context and integrated package of mitigation:
o Water vole conservation licence (one area);
o Badger licence (closure of 15 setts); and
o Method statements for reptiles and exclusion of breeding birds;
o Integrated delivery programme; and
o Integrated drawings showing works in pre-construction survey, advanced works,
construction and post-construction stages.
Approach to SoCG
HA are seeking to submit a joint NE/HA SoCG to PINS before conclusion of the pre-examination and
for NE to subsequently issue a formal letter of no impediment before the end of the examination
period.
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SoCG Inception Meeting
J2A will submit a draft license package to NE as the basis to support a letter of no impediment.
J2A will issue the draft licence package to NE by Friday 27 February. NE will provide their response
to J2A by Friday 27 March.
NE have already provided DAS comments on the draft ES. J2A will summarise this into tabular form
noting areas of agreement and providing a response to indicate how NE advice has taken on board on
issues for which agreement is not yet reached. This table will be incorporated directly into the SoCG.
J2A will provide the response to NE DAS comments by Friday 27 February at the same time as the
draft license package is provided. NE will indicate their agreement to those points considered to be
resolved by Friday 27 March.
Any necessary technical discussion will take place in the first week of April with a view to agreeing a
th
SoCG by Friday 10 April.
J2A staff are available for discussion at any time during the review by NE if it will be helpful.
Practicalities
J2A will arrange for transfer of the draft license package in format preferred by NE e.g. CDROM,
memory stick, etc. Nick Tribe will advise.
Russell Cryer offered for a J2A ecologist to visit NE reviewers and explain the package or component
st
details in the 1 week of NE’s review, or at any other time, if that would be useful.
NE may require to recover their costs for pre-application review of the draft license package. Nick
Tribe will advise. J2A request an early indication on this so as not to delay the tight programme for
review and agreement of SoCG by end of the DCO pre-examination.
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SoCG Inception Meeting
Post Meeting Note:
Draft Table of Contents for draft license package:

Document
Introduction
Programme

Sub document

Summary Ecological mitigation Pre-construction surveys
drawings (each 53 sheets)
Advanced works
Site clearance
Construction
Post construction
Bat tree licence
Application form
Method statement
Work schedule
Reasoned statement
Part G: References
Annex H1: Bat Technical report + 2 Drawings
(11.9/11.10
Annex H2: Raw data
Annex H3: Photographs
DWG B2.2
DWG C5A
DWG C5B
DWG C5C
DWG C6
DWG D
DWG E2A
DWG E3
DWG E4
Bat building licence
Application form
Method statement
Work schedule
Reasoned statement
Part G: References
Annex H1: Bat Technical report + 2 Drawings
(11.9/11.10
Annex H2: Raw data
Annex H3: Photographs
DWG B2.2
DWG C5A
DWG C5B
DWG C5C
DWG C6
DWG D
DWG E2A
DWG E3
DWG E4
GCN licence West of
Application form
Brampton Hut
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SoCG Inception Meeting

GCN licence Huntingdon
Town centre

GCN licence Godmanchester

GCN licence Fenstanton

Method statement
Additional supporting information
DWG B1.9
DWG C3.2A
DWG C3.2B
DWG C3.4
DWG D
DWG E2
DWG E3.1
DWG E3.3
DWG E4A
DWG E5.1
E5.2
Application form
Method statement
Additional supporting information
DWG B1.9
DWG C3.2A
DWG C3.2B
DWG C3.4
DWG D
DWG E2
DWG E3.1
DWG E3.3
DWG E4A
DWG E5.1
E5.2
Application form
Method statement
Additional supporting information
DWG B1.9
DWG C3.2A
DWG C3.2B
DWG C3.4
DWG D
DWG E2
DWG E3.1
DWG E3.3
DWG E4A
DWG E5.1
E5.2
Application form
Method statement
Additional supporting information
DWG B1.9
DWG C3.2A
DWG C3.2B
DWG C3.4
DWG D
DWG E2
DWG E3.1
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SoCG Inception Meeting

GCN licence Crematorium

Water Vole licence

Badger licence

Breeding bird exclusion
method statement
Reptile method statement

DWG E3.3
DWG E4A
DWG E5.1
E5.2
Application form
Method statement
Additional supporting information
DWG B1.9
DWG C3.2A
DWG C3.2B
DWG C3.4
DWG D
DWG E2
DWG E3.1
DWG E3.3
DWG E4A
DWG E5.1
E5.2
Application form
Method statement
2 Drawings – survey results / mitigation
Licence application
Method statement
3 Drawings – location / setts with ID and date of
survey / mitigation /
Programme of works
One word document
Method statement
3 Drawings – survey areas and results / impacts /
mitigation
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SoCG Meeting
Project:

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme

Meeting title:

SoCG Meeting

Date:

21/04/2015

Time:

16:00 – 16:30

Location:

Attendees:

Telephone
conference
Janet Nuttall (JN) (Natural England – Planning & Conservation Adviser)
Nick Tribe (NT) (Natural England – Senior Adviser)
Julie Holloway (JH) (Natural England– Soils Specialist)
Adrian Dawes (AD) (J2A on behalf of Highways England – EIA Coordinator)

Circulation:

As above

Action points
No.

Item

Owner

1.

Provide point by point response to NE comments on Soil Management
Strategy.

AD

2.

Review DCO requirements to confirm NE interests are secured.

NT

3.

Update draft SOCG as V4 to reflect discussion points in meeting.

AD

4.

Review SoCG V4 and mark up any necessary changes in Track Changes for
AD to finalise for signature.

NT

Purpose of Meeting:
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss matters arising from the Relevant Representation which
remain to be agreed within the Statement of Common Ground.
Agenda:
1. ALC soil data
2. Soils Management Strategy
3. Other SoCG issues
Meeting Notes:
AD introduced a figure prepared by Jacobs overlaying 2009 survey data from Atkins on the MAFF
soils map. Noted that there was good data coverage along the off line section of the route in the
Atkins data set, though it did not contain ALC data for ancillary areas such as the borrow pits.
The Atkins data confirm the prevalence of Best and Most Versatile soils in the study area as reported
in the ES.
Having regard for the information available, NE agree with the overall conclusion drawn in the ES that
the scheme would result in a major adverse impact on agricultural land.
JH introduced her comments on the Soils Management Strategy which form Appendix 12.2 to the ES.
These matters will be recorded as Under Discussion in the SOCG until agreement is reached through
further discussion.
It was noted that implementation of the Soils Management Strategy would require additional survey
work to supplement the Atkins 2009 data set to characterise soil quality in areas for which there is
currently no data (e.g. borrow pits). Survey work is required to characterise the soil resources (e.g
particle size, pH, other physical & chemical characteristics, volumes etc) to inform the implementation
of the Soil Resources Strategy and to provide ALC information for the borrow pits and other areas
being returned to agricultural use, where there is currently no data. This would be required ahead of
any soil stripping work. JH advised that some additional data may be available on the MAGIC website.
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JH noted NE would normally be consulted on restoration proposals for borrow pits being returned to
agricultural use. AD said that it was proposed that the DCO would extend to cover use and restoration
of the borrow pits, rather than manage this through a separate planning application.
JH noted that NE would normally require a 5 year after care period for land returned to agricultural
use. AD advised that was in line with usual Highways England practice.
NT noted that NE was generally satisfied with the DCO Requirements.
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Date:
13 July 2015
Our ref: 159327
Your ref: Click here to enter text.

John Rowland
Project Manager
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme
Highways England

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ
0300 060 3900

BY EMAIL ONLY
Dear Mr Rowland
TR010018 Updates for A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme

Natural England has recently been informed by the Planning Inspectorate of the of the publication of
documents for Deadline 4 of the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme Examination.
We have reviewed the document HE-A14-EX-59 Revised Draft Development Consent Order (DCO)
(Rev 1) and wish to provide feedback on the amendments made to address Natural England’s
advice in the Statement of Common Ground (SoCG), as requested by Highways England.
Natural England welcomes Highways England’s amendments to paragraph 5(2) of Part 1 of
Schedule 2 of the draft DCO, in line with our advice in the Statement of Common Ground (SoCG),
to make it clear that any scheme of protection and mitigation measures must include design details
and that these, unless otherwise approved, should be in accordance with the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges. However, we believe additional wording is required, in accordance with our
advice in the SoCG, to ensure the scheme of protection and mitigation measures includes details of
management as well as the design of protection and mitigation measures. We suggest minor
revision of paragraph 5(2) as follows, to include the additional wording (underlined):
5(2) Where a protected species is shown to be, or where there is a reasonable likelihood of it
being present, the relevant parts of the relevant works must not begin until a scheme of
protection and mitigation measures including their design and management has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Secretary of State after consultation with Natural
England. Except to the extent otherwise approved, the scheme of protection and mitigation
measures including their design and management must be in accordance with the guidance
in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (Volume 10, section 4).
We advise that an additional requirement, to satisfy the commitment in the SoCG regarding the
ecological mitigation area proposed for Brampton Meadows Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI), remains outstanding. The SoCG states that “Following discussions on this draft SoCG,
Highways England now propose to introduce a new requirement into the DCO to secure Natural
England input to the detailed design of the ecological mitigation. Highways England will proceed to
draft suitable wording and will seek to agree this with Natural England.” However, the mitigation
area proposed for Brampton Meadows SSSI is not being provided as part of the protected species
mitigation and is not therefore covered by the revised wording under requirement 5. We suggest
that an additional requirement is added to Requirement 3 (detailed design) or provided under a
separate requirement titled ‘Ecological mitigation area for Brampton Meadows Site of Special
Scientific Interest’. This should be along the following lines:
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“The works that may impact on Brampton Meadows SSSI must not begin until the details of
the establishment and management of the Brampton Meadows Site of Special Scientific
Interest mitigation area, including details of all proposed planting, landscaping and access
works, has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Secretary of State after
consultation with Natural England.”
We are generally satisfied with the ecological mitigation measures detailed in Chapter 12 Nature
Conservation of DCO Appendix 20.2 (Code of Construction Practice), including requirements for
contractors to consult with Natural England on pre-construction surveys and monitoring and on the
preparation of ecological aspects of the relevant Local Environment Management Plans (LEMPs).
We welcome that the main contractors will obtain and comply with the requirements of any
protected species licences and approved method statements necessary for construction of the
scheme.
Natural England is pleased that progress is being made by Highways England to address matters
raised through the SoCG. We would welcome clarification from Highways England as to how the
above outstanding issues will be taken forward. In the meantime Natural England proposes to
attend the Issue Specific Hearing on 15th July 2015 to discuss these issues further.
I hope these comments are helpful. For any queries relating to the specific advice in this letter only
please contact Janet Nuttall on 0300 060 1239. For any new consultations, or to provide further
information on this consultation please send your correspondences to
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk.
Yours sincerely
Kathleen Covill
Senior Adviser
cc. Nicholas Coombes, Case Officer, Planning Inspectorate
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Date:
13 August 2015
Our ref:
2015 SCI 0008
(NATIONALLY SIGNIFICANT
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT)

Mr K Lipscomb
Jacobs UK Ltd
kenneth.lipscomb@jacobs.com
Sent by e-mail only

Technical Services
Natural England
First Floor
Temple Quay House
2 The Square
Bristol, BS1 6EB
T 0845 6014523
F 0845 6013438
E eps.mitigation@
naturalengland.org.uk

Dear Mr Lipscomb

DRAFT LICENCE APPLICATION STATUS: SUBSEQUENT DRAFT APPLICATION
LEGISLATION: THE WILDLIFE AND COUNTRYSIDE ACT 1981 (AS AMENDED)
NSIP: A14 CAMBRIDGE TO HUNTINGDON IMPROVEMENT SCHEME
PROTECTED SPECIES: WATER VOLES (Arvicola amphibius)
Thank you for your subsequent draft water vole conservation licence application in association
with the above NSIP site. As stated in our published guidance, once Natural England is content
that the draft licence application is of the required standard, we will issue a ‘letter of no
impediment’. This is designed to provide the Planning Inspectorate and the Secretary of State
with confidence that the competent licensing authority sees no impediment to issuing a licence
in future, based on information assessed to date in respect of these proposals.
Assessment
Following our assessment of the resubmitted documents, I can now confirm that, on the basis of
the information and proposals provided, Natural England sees no impediment to a licence being
issued, should the DCO be granted.
Next Steps
Should the DCO be granted then the conservation licence application must be formally
submitted to Natural England. At this stage any modifications to the timings of the proposed
works, e.g. due to ecological requirements of the species concerned, must be made and agreed
with Natural England before a licence is granted. Please note that there will be no charge for the
formal licence application determination, should the DCO be granted, or the granting of any
licence.
If other minor changes to the application are subsequently necessary, e.g. amendments to the
work schedule/s then these should be outlined in a covering letter and must be reflected in the
formal submission of the licence application. These changes must be agreed by Natural
England before a licence can be granted. If changes are made to proposals or timings which do
not enable us to meet reach a ‘satisfied’ decision, we will issue correspondence outlining why
the proposals are not acceptable and what further information is required. These issues will
need to be addressed before any licence can be granted.

NSIP LONI (03/12)

Full details of Natural England’s licensing process with regards to NSIP’s can be found at the
following link:
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140605090108/http://naturalengland.org.uk/Images
/wml-g36_tcm6-28566.pdf
As stated in the above guidance note, I should also be grateful if an open dialogue can be
maintained with yourselves regarding the progression of the DCO application so that, should the
Order be granted, we will be in a position to assess the final submission of the application in a
timely fashion and avoid any unnecessary delay in issuing the licence.
Yours sincerely

John Gordon
EPS Mitigation Licensing Lead Adviser
Tel: 0300 060 1442
E-mail: John.Gordon@naturalengland.org.uk

Annex - Guidance for providing further information or formally submitting the
licence application.

Important note: when submitting your draft application please mark all correspondence
‘NSIP 2015 SCI 0008- A14 CAMBRIDGE TO HUNTINGDON IMPROVEMENT SCHEME (Water Voles) for the attention of Duncan Brown and John Gordon’.

Submitting Documents.
Documents must be sent to the Customer Services Wildlife Licensing (postal and email address
at the top of this letter).

Changes to Documents –Method Statement.
Changes must be identified using one or more of the following methods:
 underline new text/strikeout deleted text;
 use different font colour;
 block-coloured text, or all the above.

Method Statement
When submitting a revised Method Statement please send us one copy on CD, or by e-mail if
less than 5MB in size, or alternatively three paper copies. The method statement should be
submitted in its entirety including all figures, appendices, supporting documents. This document
forms part of the licence; please do not send the amended sections in isolation. For NSIP
schemes if you are sending us a copy by email or on CD, please also send us at least one
paper copy of all figures and maps which greatly assists the assessment process.

Customer Feedback – EPS Mitigation Licensing
To help us improve our service please complete the following questionnaire and
return to:
Customer Services, Natural England, First Floor, Temple Quay House, 2 The Square, Bristol, BS1 6EB.
Fax: 0845 6013438 or email to wildlife@naturalengland.org.uk
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/regulation/wildlife/default.aspx

Natural England Reference Number (optional):

Please tick to
indicate your role:

Consultant
Developer (Applicant/Licensee)

1. How easy was it to get in contact with the Wildlife Management & Licensing team of Natural England?
Difficult (1)

OK (2)

Easy (3)

Very Easy (4)

If 1 please specify who you initially contacted in relation to your issue/enquiry?
2. Please tell us how aware you were (BEFORE you contacted us) of wildlife legislation and what it does/does
not permit in relation to your enquiry?
Unaware (1)
Very Limited Awareness (2)
Partially Aware (3)
Fully Aware (4)
3. How would you rate the service provided by Natural England?
Poor
1

Fair
2

Good
3

Excellent
4

Not
applicable

Ease of completion of application
Advice provided by telephone (if applicable)
Our web site (if applicable)
Clarity and usefulness of published guidance
Helpfulness and politeness of staff
Advice and clarity of explanations provided during Method
Statement assessment
Advice and clarity of explanations provided during Reasoned
Statement assessment
Speed of process
Overall service
If 1 or 2 to any of the above please specify why:
4. Was your issue/enquiry resolved by the activity authorised under licence or advice provided by us?
Fully
Partially
Unresolved
If not fully resolved please state what you think could have been done instead (note legislation affects which actions can
be licensed):
5. Was there a public reaction to any action taken under the licence or as a result of our advice?
Positive support
No reaction
Negative reaction
6. Would you use a fully online licensing service if it could be made available in the future?
Definitely
Possibly
Unlikely
No
7. Do you have any further comments to make or suggestions for improving our service, if yes please specify
(continue comments on an additional sheet if necessary). If you are happy to be contacted at a later date to
explore possible improvement options, please tick this box
and ensure your Natural England reference
number is at the top of this page.

Date:
13 August 2015
Our ref:
2015-9361-EPS-NSIP1
(NATIONALLY SIGNIFICANT
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT)

Mr K Lipscomb
Jacobs UK Ltd
kenneth.lipscomb@jacobs.com
Sent by e-mail only

Technical Services
Natural England
First Floor
Temple Quay House
2 The Square
Bristol, BS1 6EB
T 0845 6014523
F 0845 6013438
E eps.mitigation@
naturalengland.org.uk

Dear Mr Lipscomb

DRAFT LICENCE APPLICATION STATUS: SUBSEQUENT DRAFT APPLICATION
LEGISLATION: THE CONSERVATION OF HABITATS AND SPECIES REGULATIONS 2010
(as amended)
NSIP: A14 CAMBRIDGE TO HUNTINGDON IMPROVEMENT SCHEME
EUROPEAN PROTECTED SPECIES: Common pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pipistrellus)
Soprano Pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pygmaeus)
Brown Long Eared (Plecotus auritus)
Thank you for your subsequent draft bat mitigation licence application in association with the
above NSIP site. As stated in our published guidance, once Natural England is content that the
draft licence application is of the required standard, we will issue a ‘letter of no impediment’.
This is designed to provide the Planning Inspectorate and the Secretary of State with
confidence that the competent licensing authority sees no impediment to issuing a licence in
future, based on information assessed to date in respect of these proposals.
Assessment
Following our assessment of the resubmitted documents, I can now confirm that, on the basis of
the information and proposals provided, Natural England sees no impediment to a licence being
issued, should the DCO be granted.
Next Steps
Should the DCO be granted then the mitigation licence application must be formally submitted
to Natural England. At this stage any modifications to the timings of the proposed works, e.g.
due to ecological requirements of the species concerned, must be made and agreed with
Natural England before a licence is granted. Please note that there will be no charge for the
formal licence application determination, should the DCO be granted, or the granting of any
licence.
If other minor changes to the application are subsequently necessary, e.g. amendments to the
work schedule/s then these should be outlined in a covering letter and must be reflected in the
formal submission of the licence application. These changes must be agreed by Natural
England before a licence can be granted. If changes are made to proposals or timings which do
not enable us to meet reach a ‘satisfied’ decision, we will issue correspondence outlining why
NSIP LONI (03/12)

the proposals are not acceptable and what further information is required. These issues will
need to be addressed before any licence can be granted.
Full details of Natural England’s licensing process with regards to NSIP’s can be found at the
following link:
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140605090108/http://naturalengland.org.uk/Images
/wml-g36_tcm6-28566.pdf
As stated in the above guidance note, I should also be grateful if an open dialogue can be
maintained with yourselves regarding the progression of the DCO application so that, should the
Order be granted, we will be in a position to assess the final submission of the application in a
timely fashion and avoid any unnecessary delay in issuing the licence.
Yours sincerely

John Gordon
EPS Mitigation Licensing Lead Adviser
Tel: 0300 060 1442
E-mail: John.Gordon@naturalengland.org.uk

Annex - Guidance for providing further information or formally submitting the
licence application.

Important note: when submitting your draft application please mark all correspondence
‘2015-9361-EPS-NSIP1 A14 CAMBRIDGE TO HUNTINGDON IMPROVEMENT SCHEME (Bats) for the attention of Duncan Brown and John Gordon’.

Submitting Documents.
Documents must be sent to the Customer Services Wildlife Licensing (postal and email address
at the top of this letter).

Changes to Documents –Reasoned Statement/Method Statement.
Changes must be identified using one or more of the following methods:
 underline new text/strikeout deleted text;
 use different font colour;
 block-coloured text, or all the above.

Method Statement
When submitting a revised Method Statement please send us one copy on CD, or by e-mail if
less than 5MB in size, or alternatively three paper copies. The method statement should be
submitted in its entirety including all figures, appendices, supporting documents. This document
forms part of the licence; please do not send the amended sections in isolation. For NSIP
schemes if you are sending us a copy by email or on CD, please also send us at least one
paper copy of all figures and maps which greatly assists the assessment process.

Customer Feedback – EPS Mitigation Licensing
To help us improve our service please complete the following questionnaire and
return to:
Customer Services, Natural England, First Floor, Temple Quay House, 2 The Square, Bristol, BS1 6EB.
Fax: 0845 6013438 or email to wildlife@naturalengland.org.uk
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/regulation/wildlife/default.aspx

Natural England Reference Number (optional):

Please tick to
indicate your role:

Consultant
Developer (Applicant/Licensee)

1. How easy was it to get in contact with the Wildlife Management & Licensing team of Natural England?
Difficult (1)

OK (2)

Easy (3)

Very Easy (4)

If 1 please specify who you initially contacted in relation to your issue/enquiry?
2. Please tell us how aware you were (BEFORE you contacted us) of wildlife legislation and what it does/does
not permit in relation to your enquiry?
Unaware (1)
Very Limited Awareness (2)
Partially Aware (3)
Fully Aware (4)
3. How would you rate the service provided by Natural England?
Poor
1

Fair
2

Good
3

Excellent
4

Not
applicable

Ease of completion of application
Advice provided by telephone (if applicable)
Our web site (if applicable)
Clarity and usefulness of published guidance
Helpfulness and politeness of staff
Advice and clarity of explanations provided during Method
Statement assessment
Advice and clarity of explanations provided during Reasoned
Statement assessment
Speed of process
Overall service
If 1 or 2 to any of the above please specify why:
4. Was your issue/enquiry resolved by the activity authorised under licence or advice provided by us?
Fully
Partially
Unresolved
If not fully resolved please state what you think could have been done instead (note legislation affects which actions can
be licensed):
5. Was there a public reaction to any action taken under the licence or as a result of our advice?
Positive support
No reaction
Negative reaction
6. Would you use a fully online licensing service if it could be made available in the future?
Definitely
Possibly
Unlikely
No
7. Do you have any further comments to make or suggestions for improving our service, if yes please specify
(continue comments on an additional sheet if necessary). If you are happy to be contacted at a later date to
explore possible improvement options, please tick this box
and ensure your Natural England reference
number is at the top of this page.

19th August 2015
Our ref:
Your ref: TR010018

Kathleen Covill
Natural England
Mail Hub Block B
Whittington Road
Worcester
WR5 2LQ
T 07900 608194
F

By email only to A14CambridgetoHuntingdon@pins.gsi.gov.uk

Dear Sir/Madam
TR010018 A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme
Examining Authority’s Second Written Questions – 29 July 2015
Please find attached at Annex 1 of this letter Natural England’s response to the Examining Authority’s
second written questions.
If you have further questions regarding our response to this consultation, please do not hesitate to contact
me at Kathleen.covill@naturalengland.org.uk phone number 07900 608194.
Yours sincerely

Kathleen Covill
Senior Adviser

Annex 1 Natural England’s response to the Examining Authority’s Second Written Questions – 29 July 2015
TR010018 A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme

Q No.
Q2.2.3

Question
What is the status of discussions between HE and NE
regarding an additional Requirement for securing the
detailed design of ecological mitigation, such as the badger
and water vole receptor sites to be included in the DCO?
(Ref Q1.2.4 REP2-003)

NE response
Discussions between Highways England and Natural England regarding a new
requirement covering ecological mitigation have concluded successfully.
Natural England responded to the revised DCO in a letter (dated 13/7/2015
and copied to PINS) which approves the proposed revision to requirement 5(2)
providing it is amended as follows:
“5(2) Where a protected species is shown to be, or where there is a reasonable
likelihood of it being present, the relevant parts of the relevant works must not
begin until a scheme of protection and mitigation measures including their
design and management has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Secretary of State after consultation with Natural England. Except to the extent
otherwise approved, the scheme of protection and mitigation measures
including their design and management must be in accordance with the
guidance in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (Volume 10, section 4).”
This requirement provides sufficient assurance that Natural England will be
consulted on the detailed design and management of mitigation relating to
protected species, which includes the wildlife under-road crossings, receptor
areas and lighting.
The letter also advised that an additional requirement is required to satisfy the
commitment in the SoCG regarding the ecological mitigation area proposed for
Brampton Meadows SSSI. Highways England and Natural England have
subsequently agreed the wording of this new requirement as follows:
“Work Nos. 1, 2, 3, 40, and 44 must not commence until the details of the
establishment and management of the mitigation areas to be provided under
Works Nos. 2 and 3 to the north and west of Brampton Meadows Site of
Special Scientific Interest (as shown in plot 5/38a and part of plots 5/11 and
5/10 of the Land Plans), including details of all proposed planting, landscaping
and access works, has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Secretary of State, after consultation with Natural England.”

Q2.2.4

An ecological mitigation area adjacent to the Brampton
Meadows SSSI is proposed to be secured through a new
Requirement, for which NE approval would be sought. An
update to the CoCP sets out a responsibility for the
contractor to prepare a Handover Environmental
Management Plan to secure management responsibilities
for the habitat into the operational lifetime of the scheme.
What engagement with NE beyond the design stage is
required and what progress has been made in discussions?
(Ref Q1.2.7 REP2-003).

Engagement with Natural England beyond the design phase has yet to be
agreed but we anticipate some level of ongoing liaison during the
establishment and management phases, to be agreed with Highways
England’s appointed contractor.

Q2.2.6

The need for an agreement (in the form of a draft method
statement) between NE and HE regarding the protection of
breeding birds has been identified in HE’s answer to Q1.2.9
(REP2-003) and in the SoCG. What progress has been
made towards preparing, agreeing and securing this draft
method statement?

Highways England submitted the draft breeding bird method statement and
reptile method statement to Natural England in July 2015. Natural England has
reviewed these documents and provided comments to Highways England as
follows:
Draft Breeding Bird Mitigation Method Statement
Natural England is satisfied that the measures proposed to minimise impacts
on breeding birds are in accordance with recognised best practice and are in
line with Natural England’s standing advice for protected species. The
mitigation methods provide for a standard site vegetation clearance with
additional pre-construction survey and supervision to manage risk and identify
any active breeding sites. Advanced exclusion measures will be carried out on
potential barn owl nest sites as this is a Schedule 1 species and is known to
breed outside the normal breeding season of March to August inclusive. We
welcome that any pre-approval barn owl exclusion from the construction
footprint would be undertaken in such a way that it is reversible, so that it could
be reinstated if the DCO is not granted. We support the intention to seek the
advice of Barn Owl Trust on the proposed provision of additional barn owl
nesting opportunities
Draft Reptile Mitigation Method Statement
Natural England supports the measures proposed to minimise impacts on
populations of reptiles including grass snake and common lizard. These
include pre-construction surveys, habitat manipulation and the trapping and
translocation of a population of grass snake in accordance with recognised
best practice and in line with Natural England’s standing advice for protected
species.

It is our understanding that the method statements for breeding birds and
reptiles will be secured by way of the LEMPs and this will be referenced in the
CoCP.
Mitigation for impacts on protected species including birds is secured by
requirement 5 in the revised DCO and in the CoCP. Highways England will
advise on when detailed discussions will take place regarding the specification
for the provision of bird nesting boxes and towers.

Q2.2.7

The detailed specification for the provision of bird nesting
boxes and towers is proposed to be subject to consultation
with NE, the Wildlife Trust and the Barn Owl Trust (Ref
Q1.2.9 REP2-003) and approval should be sought from
these bodies. How would this be secured in the DCO?
What discussions have taken place with NE, the Wildlife
Trust and the Barn Owl Trust?

Q2.2.8

How would pre-construction surveys for barn owl, bats,
water vole, otters, GCN, badger, breeding birds and WCC
be secured through the DCO? (Ref Q1.2.6 and Q1.2.9
REP2-003)?

Pre-construction surveys for European and nationally protected species are
secured by way of requirement 5(1) of the revised DCO.

Q2.
2.10

HE confirm in their SoCG with NE that they are proposing a
new DCO requirement to secure ‘the detailed design of
ecological mitigation’.

a) Please see our response to question 2.2.3 above.

a) What progress has been made towards drafting a
suitably worded DCO Requirement, in consultation with
NE?
b) Can the applicant confirm that this Requirement will
specifically secure (among other matters) the detailed
design of the badger, water vole and GCN receptor sites,
lighting, the Brampton Meadow SSSI mitigation area and
the wildlife tunnels / culverts?
c) Would the Requirement include a mechanism for the
relevant planning authority to approve the design details, in
consultation with NE?
d) When would detailed design information be available?
(SoCG NE/HE)?

b) Highways England will respond in detail to this part of the question.
However, Natural England is satisfied that requirement 5 provides sufficient
assurance that Natural England will be consulted on the detailed design and
management of mitigation relating to protected species, which includes the
wildlife under-road crossings, receptor areas and lighting.
c) The requirement does not currently include a mechanism for the relevant
planning authority to approve the design details, in consultation with Natural
England. Highways England will consult with Natural England on the design
details and final designs can be appended to the LEMPs.
d) HE will specify the timetable for detailed design discussions. The
requirement specifies that detail be in place before construction starts.

Q2.2.11 HE has indicated that it will continue to consult with NE
throughout the pre-construction, construction and postconstruction period to ensure that all EPS issues are fully
resolved (Q1.2.10 REP2-003). Approval from NE would be
sought on these issues. How would this be secured in the
DCO?

Pre-construction and construction consultation with Natural England regarding
EPS is secured by way of requirement 5. Post construction consultation is
secured by the licensing requirements.

Q2.2.14 How would the detailed design of the restoration and
enhancement of the Buckden Gravel Pits CWS be
developed in consultation with the owner and NE and how
would this be secured in the DCO?

Natural England would look to the Wildlife Trust to advise on the detailed
design of restoration and enhancement of the county wildlife site.

Q2.2.16 Please provide an update regarding progress towards
issuing Letters of No Impediment (LONI) with regard to
bats, great crested newts, badgers and water voles. What
assurance can be given to the ExA that these matters will
be in place before the close of the examination.

Revised licence applications were submitted to Natural England on 26th June
2015 (bats, water voles, badger) and 10th July 2015 (great crested newts).
Letters of No Impediment (LONIs) have recently been issued for bats and
water voles, whilst the badger and great crested newt applications are still
being assessed. Natural England will respond to these outstanding
applications by the end of August 2015. There remains sufficient time within
the examination programme for a further iteration of the applications if further
information is required.

Q2.2.17 Please confirm whether information requested with regard
to outstanding issues relating to great crested newts and
water voles has been received and if so whether there are
still outstanding issues.

Please see our response to question 2.2.16 above.

Q2.2.22 Please confirm the outcome of discussions with Dr. James
Patrick Doody, Ecologist – Brampton Biodiversity Project re
Brampton Meadows SSSI.

Highways England will respond to this question in detail. It is Natural England’s
understanding that Dr Doody has submitted additional data on the Brampton
Meadow SSSI to Highways Enlgand and that Highways Enlgand are currently
assessing this data and will pass it to Natural England.

2.24

Only those species listed in the 2001 UK SPA review (as attached in Annex A
of Natural England’s written representation) should be included in the list of
qualifying features. Natural England confirms that the five species in the
standard data form that are not in the list of qualifying features in the AIES
should not be considered as qualifying species of the SPA.

The applicant has provided two documents relating to the
Ouse Washes SPA which are based on two different data
sets for the qualifying features (the AIES is based on the
qualifying features included on the Natura 2000 standard
data form and Table 2.7 is based on the 2001 UK SPA
review qualifying features). Please confirm, in consultation
with NE, the correct qualifying features for the Ouse
Washes SPA and provide a screening matrix for this
European site. The applicant should refer to the advice and

The correct list of designated features is:
During the breeding season:

templates in the PINS Advice Note 10 when preparing this
matrix; and ensure that the matrix includes a row for each
qualifying feature, together with appropriate footnotes to
specify where the evidence supporting the conclusions of
the screening assessment on these features can be found.
Five species identified on the Natura 2000 data form were
not included in the AIES. Please explain this discrepancy
and confirm in consultation with NE whether these species
should be considered as qualifying features of the Ouse
Washes SPA.







Ruff Philomachus pugnax;
Spotted Crake Porzana porzana;
Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa limosa;
Gadwall Anas strepera;
Shoveler Anas clypeata;

Over winter:












Bewick's Swan Cygnus columbianus bewickii;
Hen Harrier Circus cyaneus;
Ruff Philomachus pugnax;
Whooper Swan Cygnus cygnus;
Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa islandica;
Gadwall Anas strepera;
Pintail Anas acuta;
Pochard Aythya ferina;
Shoveler Anas clypeata;
Wigeon Anas penelope; and

Assemblage of international importance:

ENDS

Supporting at least 20,000 waterfowl.

Date:
25 August 2015
Our ref:
2015-WLM-0005
(NATIONALLY SIGNIFICANT
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT)

Mr K Lipscomb
Jacobs UK Ltd
kenneth.lipscomb@jacobs.com
Sent by e-mail only

Technical Services
Natural England
First Floor
Temple Quay House
2 The Square
Bristol, BS1 6EB
T 0845 6014523
F 0845 6013438
E eps.mitigation@
naturalengland.org.uk

Dear Mr Lipscomb

DRAFT LICENCE APPLICATION STATUS: SUBSEQUENT DRAFT APPLICATION
LEGISLATION: THE PROTECTION OF BADGERS ACT 1992
NSIP: A14 CAMBRIDGE TO HUNTINGDON IMPROVEMENT SCHEME
PROTECTED SPECIES: BADGERS (Meles meles)
Thank you for your subsequent draft badger development licence application in association with
the above NSIP site. As stated in our published guidance, once Natural England is content that
the draft licence application is of the required standard, we will issue a ‘letter of no impediment’.
This is designed to provide the Planning Inspectorate and the Secretary of State with
confidence that the competent licensing authority sees no impediment to issuing a licence in
future, based on information assessed to date in respect of these proposals.
Assessment
Following our assessment of the resubmitted documents, I can now confirm that, on the basis of
the information and proposals provided, Natural England sees no impediment to a licence being
issued, should the DCO be granted.
Next Steps
Should the DCO be granted, please note that two separate licence applications will need to be
formally submitted to Natural England, one application in relation to the proposed licensable
activities in 2016 and the other associated with the works planned in 2019. Please also note
that the 2019 application will need to be supported by a recent badger survey to ensure that the
proposed mitigation strategy remains suitable or adjusted as appropriate.
.
At both stages, any modifications to the timings of the proposed works, e.g. due to ecological
requirements of the species concerned, must be made and agreed with Natural England before
a licence is granted. Please note that there will be no charge for the determination of the two
formal licence applications, should the DCO be granted, or the granting of either licence.
If other minor changes are subsequently necessary, e.g. amendments to the work schedule/s
then these should be outlined in a covering letter and must be reflected in the formal submission
of either licence application. These changes must be agreed by Natural England before either of
the licences can be granted. If changes are made to proposals or timings which do not enable
us to meet reach a ‘satisfied’ decision, we will issue correspondence outlining why the proposals
NSIP LONI (03/12)

are not acceptable and what further information is required. These issues will need to be
addressed before any licence can be granted.
Full details of Natural England’s licensing process with regards to NSIP’s can be found at the
following link:
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140605090108/http://naturalengland.org.uk/Images
/wml-g36_tcm6-28566.pdf
As stated in the above guidance note, I should also be grateful if an open dialogue can be
maintained with yourselves regarding the progression of the DCO application so that, should the
Order be granted, we will be in a position to assess the final submission of the application in a
timely fashion and avoid any unnecessary delay in issuing the first licence.
Yours sincerely

John Gordon
EPS Mitigation Licensing Lead Adviser
Tel: 0300 060 1442
E-mail: John.Gordon@naturalengland.org.uk

Annex - Guidance for providing further information or formally submitting the
licence application.

Important note: when submitting your draft application please mark all correspondence
‘2015-WLM-0005 -A14 CAMBRIDGE TO HUNTINGDON IMPROVEMENT SCHEME (Badgers) for the attention of Duncan Brown and John Gordon’.

Submitting Documents.
Documents must be sent to the Customer Services Wildlife Licensing (postal and email address
at the top of this letter).

Changes to Documents –Method Statement.
Changes must be identified using one or more of the following methods:
 underline new text/strikeout deleted text;
 use different font colour;
 block-coloured text, or all the above.

Method Statement
When submitting a revised Method Statement please send us one copy on CD, or by e-mail if
less than 5MB in size, or alternatively three paper copies. The method statement should be
submitted in its entirety including all figures, appendices, supporting documents. This document
forms part of the licence; please do not send the amended sections in isolation. For NSIP
schemes if you are sending us a copy by email or on CD, please also send us at least one
paper copy of all figures and maps which greatly assists the assessment process.

Customer Feedback – EPS Mitigation Licensing
To help us improve our service please complete the following questionnaire and
return to:
Customer Services, Natural England, First Floor, Temple Quay House, 2 The Square, Bristol, BS1 6EB.
Fax: 0845 6013438 or email to wildlife@naturalengland.org.uk
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/regulation/wildlife/default.aspx

Natural England Reference Number (optional):

Please tick to
indicate your role:

Consultant
Developer (Applicant/Licensee)

1. How easy was it to get in contact with the Wildlife Management & Licensing team of Natural England?
Difficult (1)

OK (2)

Easy (3)

Very Easy (4)

If 1 please specify who you initially contacted in relation to your issue/enquiry?
2. Please tell us how aware you were (BEFORE you contacted us) of wildlife legislation and what it does/does
not permit in relation to your enquiry?
Unaware (1)
Very Limited Awareness (2)
Partially Aware (3)
Fully Aware (4)
3. How would you rate the service provided by Natural England?
Poor
1

Fair
2

Good
3

Excellent
4

Not
applicable

Ease of completion of application
Advice provided by telephone (if applicable)
Our web site (if applicable)
Clarity and usefulness of published guidance
Helpfulness and politeness of staff
Advice and clarity of explanations provided during Method
Statement assessment
Advice and clarity of explanations provided during Reasoned
Statement assessment
Speed of process
Overall service
If 1 or 2 to any of the above please specify why:
4. Was your issue/enquiry resolved by the activity authorised under licence or advice provided by us?
Fully
Partially
Unresolved
If not fully resolved please state what you think could have been done instead (note legislation affects which actions can
be licensed):
5. Was there a public reaction to any action taken under the licence or as a result of our advice?
Positive support
No reaction
Negative reaction
6. Would you use a fully online licensing service if it could be made available in the future?
Definitely
Possibly
Unlikely
No
7. Do you have any further comments to make or suggestions for improving our service, if yes please specify
(continue comments on an additional sheet if necessary). If you are happy to be contacted at a later date to
explore possible improvement options, please tick this box
and ensure your Natural England reference
number is at the top of this page.

Date:
26 August 2015
Our ref:
2015-9362-EPS-NSIP1
(NATIONALLY SIGNIFICANT
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT)

Mr K Lipscomb
Jacobs UK Ltd
kenneth.lipscomb@jacobs.com
Sent by e-mail only

Technical Services
Natural England
First Floor
Temple Quay House
2 The Square
Bristol, BS1 6EB
T 0845 6014523
F 0845 6013438
E eps.mitigation@
naturalengland.org.uk

Dear Mr Lipscomb

DRAFT LICENCE APPLICATION STATUS: SUBSEQUENT DRAFT APPLICATION
LEGISLATION: THE CONSERVATION OF HABITATS AND SPECIES REGULATIONS 2010
(as amended)
NSIP: A14 CAMBRIDGE TO HUNTINGDON IMPROVEMENT SCHEME
EUROPEAN PROTECTED SPECIES: GREAT CREATED NEWTS (Triturus cristatus)
Thank you for your subsequent draft great crested newt mitigation licence application in
association with the above NSIP site. As stated in our published guidance, once Natural
England is content that the draft licence application is of the required standard, we will issue a
‘letter of no impediment’. This is designed to provide the Planning Inspectorate and the
Secretary of State with confidence that the competent licensing authority sees no impediment to
issuing a licence in future, based on information assessed to date in respect of these proposals.
Assessment
Following our assessment of the resubmitted documents, I can now confirm that, on the basis of
the information and proposals provided, Natural England sees no impediment to a licence being
issued, should the DCO be granted.
Next Steps
Should the DCO be granted then the mitigation licence application must be formally submitted
to Natural England. At this stage any modifications to the timings of the proposed works, e.g.
due to ecological requirements of the species concerned, must be made and agreed with
Natural England before a licence is granted. Please note that there will be no charge for the
formal licence application determination, should the DCO be granted, or the granting of any
licence.
As you will also be aware, our wildlife adviser Rebeca Lee also raised a number of minor issues
in relation to the Method Statement with you on the 6th August 2015 and the information in
question was subsequently provided on the 18th August 2015. Please do ensure that the
Method Statement is revised to include these changes prior to formal submission. For clarity
these changes include:

NSIP LONI (03/12)



All Sites - Please specify the minimum capture effort (days) for hand searching at each
site.



Terrestrial habitat compensation to be provided:

-

Huntingdon Town Centre – Please confirm the length of hedgerow planting. Should the
value be different from that shown on Figure E3.1a, the map will need amending and
resubmitting.



Maps to be re-submitted and dated:

-

Fenstanton – Please revise Figure E5.2 to remove the pond label for Pond 23; only
Pond 21 & 22 requires post development population monitoring.

-

All Sites - Please submit Figure F1 to show the final layout of the road and GCN
mitigation measures (i.e. habitat creation/restoration measures and underpass
(Huntingdon only)), as requested in the previous assessment report.



WML-A14a-E6a&E6b (to be re-dated in mandatory red box)

-

All Sites - The work schedules for each site must clearly set out when all habitat
creation/restoration/enhancement works, specified in Table E4, will be carried out.
Therefore, please ensure the timings for: Hedgerow planting, grassland re-seeding,
scrub planting, woodland planting, hibernacula and refuge creation are clearly stated.

Please also note that, at the formal licence application stage, Natural England expects Figure
F1 to be based on a version of the outline environmental design drawing (OED) that makes
references to ‘Habitat Enhancement Area’, as opposed to ‘Receptor Areas’ and does not refer
to GCN underpasses where these are not required for licensing purposes. Only GCN mitigation
measures need to be shown and therefore, enhancement and compensatory measures for
other species do not need to be included.
For each of the four formal GCN licence applications, please ensure that Figure F1 only focuses
on the application area (as has been done for all other associated maps) as there is no
requirement to provide an overview of the entire A14 widening/improvement scheme. This will
also significantly reduce the size of this document, which is currently 90MB and will aid our
assessment of the formal application documentation.
If other minor changes to the application are subsequently necessary, e.g. amendments to the
work schedule/s then these should be outlined in a covering letter and must be reflected in the
formal submission of the licence application. These changes must be agreed by Natural
England before a licence can be granted. If changes are made to proposals or timings which do
not enable us to meet reach a ‘satisfied’ decision, we will issue correspondence outlining why
the proposals are not acceptable and what further information is required. These issues will
need to be addressed before any licence can be granted.
Full details of Natural England’s licensing process with regards to NSIP’s can be found at the
following link:
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140605090108/http://naturalengland.org.uk/Images
/wml-g36_tcm6-28566.pdf
As stated in the above guidance note, I should also be grateful if an open dialogue can be
maintained with yourselves regarding the progression of the DCO application so that, should the

Order be granted, we will be in a position to assess the final submission of the application in a
timely fashion and avoid any unnecessary delay in issuing the licence.
Yours sincerely

John Gordon
EPS Mitigation Licensing Lead Adviser
Tel: 0300 060 1442
E-mail: John.Gordon@naturalengland.org.uk

Annex - Guidance for providing further information or formally submitting the
licence application.

Important note: when submitting your draft application please mark all correspondence
‘2015-9362-EPS-NSIP1 A14 CAMBRIDGE TO HUNTINGDON IMPROVEMENT SCHEME (Great Crested Newts) for the attention of Duncan Brown and John Gordon’.

Submitting Documents.
Documents must be sent to the Customer Services Wildlife Licensing (postal and email address
at the top of this letter).

Changes to Documents –Reasoned Statement/Method Statement.
Changes must be identified using one or more of the following methods:
 underline new text/strikeout deleted text;
 use different font colour;
 block-coloured text, or all the above.

Method Statement
When submitting a revised Method Statement please send us one copy on CD, or by e-mail if
less than 5MB in size, or alternatively three paper copies. The method statement should be
submitted in its entirety including all figures, appendices, supporting documents. This document
forms part of the licence; please do not send the amended sections in isolation. For NSIP
schemes if you are sending us a copy by email or on CD, please also send us at least one
paper copy of all figures and maps which greatly assists the assessment process.

Customer Feedback – EPS Mitigation Licensing
To help us improve our service please complete the following questionnaire and
return to:
Customer Services, Natural England, First Floor, Temple Quay House, 2 The Square, Bristol, BS1 6EB.
Fax: 0845 6013438 or email to wildlife@naturalengland.org.uk
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/regulation/wildlife/default.aspx

Natural England Reference Number (optional):

Please tick to
indicate your role:

Consultant
Developer (Applicant/Licensee)

1. How easy was it to get in contact with the Wildlife Management & Licensing team of Natural England?
Difficult (1)

OK (2)

Easy (3)

Very Easy (4)

If 1 please specify who you initially contacted in relation to your issue/enquiry?
2. Please tell us how aware you were (BEFORE you contacted us) of wildlife legislation and what it does/does
not permit in relation to your enquiry?
Unaware (1)
Very Limited Awareness (2)
Partially Aware (3)
Fully Aware (4)
3. How would you rate the service provided by Natural England?
Poor
1

Fair
2

Good
3

Excellent
4

Not
applicable

Ease of completion of application
Advice provided by telephone (if applicable)
Our web site (if applicable)
Clarity and usefulness of published guidance
Helpfulness and politeness of staff
Advice and clarity of explanations provided during Method
Statement assessment
Advice and clarity of explanations provided during Reasoned
Statement assessment
Speed of process
Overall service
If 1 or 2 to any of the above please specify why:
4. Was your issue/enquiry resolved by the activity authorised under licence or advice provided by us?
Fully
Partially
Unresolved
If not fully resolved please state what you think could have been done instead (note legislation affects which actions can
be licensed):
5. Was there a public reaction to any action taken under the licence or as a result of our advice?
Positive support
No reaction
Negative reaction
6. Would you use a fully online licensing service if it could be made available in the future?
Definitely
Possibly
Unlikely
No
7. Do you have any further comments to make or suggestions for improving our service, if yes please specify
(continue comments on an additional sheet if necessary). If you are happy to be contacted at a later date to
explore possible improvement options, please tick this box
and ensure your Natural England reference
number is at the top of this page.
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
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SoCG Report Update – Deadline 10

1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Examining Authority in relation to the
application by Highways England for development consent under the
Planning Act 2008 for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme, hereafter referred to as ‘the Scheme’. The Scheme
extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing A14 at Ellington to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a new bypass to the
south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between
Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern
Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a 4.5 mile
section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and
approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the
de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk road
between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon. A
more detailed overview of the Scheme is included in Appendix A.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31
December 2014.

1.1.3

Guidance about the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in
paragraphs 58-65 of the Department for Communities and Local
Government’s “Planning Act 2008: Guidance for the examination of
applications for development consent” (March 2015 version). Paragraph 58,
copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCG's:

1.1.4

“A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it is
also useful if a statement identifies those areas where agreement has not
been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence.”

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Environment Agency (“EA”).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
network is made up of England's motorways and all-purpose trunk roads
(the major "A" roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible.
Following the Scheme being
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constructed Highways England will be responsible for operating and
maintaining the improved A14.
1.2.3

The Environment Agency is a non-departmental public body, established in
1996 and sponsored by the United Kingdom government's Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), with responsibilities relating
to the protection and enhancement of the environment in England (and until
2013 also Wales). The Environment Agency is the principal flood risk
management operating authority. It has permissive power (but not the legal
obligation) to manage flood risk from designated Main Rivers and the sea.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
the Environment Agency in relation to the Scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 provides an overview of consultation to date between Highways
England and the Environment Agency.

1.3.3

Section 3 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG.

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.6

Section 6 provides a succinct summary of the matters contained within this
SoCG.

1.3.7

An overview of the scheme is included in Appendix A.

1.3.8

Throughout this SoCG:

1.3.9

•

Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as agreed by Highways England and the
Environment Agency;

•

Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", this signifies a matter that
has been specifically stated as not agreed by Highways England and
the Environment Agency; and

•

Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion" this signifies a matter
that is still under discussion by Highways England and the Environment
Agency.

This document records the state of agreement (and disagreement) between
Highways England and the Environment Agency.
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2

Overview of previous consultation

2.1.1

A summary of the key meetings between Highways England and the
Environment Agency through the preliminary design process is outlined in
the table below.

Date

Form of
Liaison

Summary

10 Dec 2013

Meeting

Flood risk (and other environmental disciplines) inception
meeting

10 Mar 2014

Meeting

Discussion of general drainage and flood risk issues

27 May 2014

Meeting

Information gathering on available site information for
Milton landfill and possible impacts of the Scheme

5 Aug 2014

Meeting

Presentation of FRA methodology and approach and a
presentation of the HAWRAT water quality impact
assessment tool

11 Aug 2014

Meeting

Milton landfill site walkover to review potential borehole
locations

3 Sep 2014

Meeting

SoCG Inception meeting to confirm process and
timeframes

14 Oct 2014

Meeting

Review of EA draft FRA modelling comments

20 Oct 2014

Presentation

Presentation of Environmental Statement key findings

21 Oct 2014

Telephone
Conference

Review of draft revised Great Ouse crossing model
results

28 Oct 2014

Letter

EA draft FRA comments

27 Nov 2014

Telephone
Conference

Call to review the impact of the revised river Great Ouse
crossing on flood risk

2 Dec 2014

Meeting

Review of draft SoCG items

2015

Telephone
Conference,
Email

Numerous
telephone
conversations
and
email
communications relating to flood risk and the scheme,
SoCG and resolving comments received from the EA on
the Flood Risk Assessment

Spring 2015

Emails

Progress updates on of Milton Boreholes

27 April 2015

Submission

Milton Landfill Boreholes CQA Report

12 May 2015

Email

Email to EA requesting comments on approach to
mitigating impacts on fish

22 May 2015

Email

Commentary from EA on Milton Boreholes CQA report

22 May 2015

Phone call

Call to EA general discussion about impacts to fish

26 May 2015

Email

Email to EA requesting comments on approach to
mitigating impacts on fish

27 May – 11 Email and
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Summary
the potential to affect ecological mitigation works if the
horizontal alignment changes (see 2.2)

27 May – 11 Email and
June 2015
telephone

Issues raised in relevant representations, SOCG and
written questions with regard to geology and soils issues

28 May 2015

Email

Email from EA providing comments on the approach to
mitigating impacts on crayfish

28 May 2015

Email

Email from EA providing comments on the approach to
mitigating impacts on fish

2 June 2015

Email

Email to EA providing further comments on the approach
to mitigating impacts on crayfish

2 June 2015

Email

Email from EA confirming that the approach to mitigating
impacts on crayfish was adequate and this would be
reflected in their written submission

23 June 2015
1 July 2015

Email

Proposed changes to Red Line Boundary at Buckden
South Landfill

15 June 2015

Submission

Submission of Flood Risk Assessment addendum to EA
pertaining to the change to flood risk on Ellington Brook

15 June 2015

Submission

Submission of Flood Risk Assessment addendum to EA
pertaining to amendments to soil storage areas

28 July 2015

Meeting

Meeting to review current version of SoCG and agree
matters

22 Sept 2015

Call

Call between EA and HE for a general discussion on
SoCG points that could now be agreed

6
October Meeting
2015

Meeting to discuss draft updated FRA and hydraulic
modelling

Aug
to Various
October 2015

Telephone conversations and emails discussing updated
FRA and hydraulic modelling

2.1.2

Where available, records of these meetings and communications are
included in Appendix B.

2.1.3

It is agreed by both parties that this is an accurate record of the meetings
and key correspondence between Highways England and the Environment
Agency in relation to the matters recorded in Section 3.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1

This section provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to
date between Highways England and the Environment Agency.

3.1.2

The Environment Agency have raised concerns in relation to the following
key areas:
•

Flood risk;

•

Ground contamination;

•

Groundwater;

•

Ecology; and the

•

Water Framework Directive.

3.1.3

The Environment Agency is a statutory consultee for developments that
impact upon Main Rivers in England and Wales. They have raised a
number of concerns in relation to flood risk on the A14. A Flood Risk
Assessment has been developed in support of the Environmental
Statement which provides details of the assessment of the scheme’s
impact upon flood risk and the proposed mitigation measures. . The
Environment Agency considers that there are significant issues which the
FRA does not currently cover. Discussions are ongoing to resolve the
outstanding concerns.

3.1.4

The Environment Agency are a statutory consultee for ground
contamination in England and Wales. Concerns are primarily related to the
risk of contamination related to historic landfills and the possibility that the
scheme could introduce a new pollution pathway.

3.1.5

The Environment Agency has raised concerns regarding the potential for
the excavations along the scheme to dewater groundwater or the risk to
pollution of watercourses.

3.1.6

A number of issues have been raised regarding ecological impacts of the
scheme by the Environment Agency which relate to impacts upon
mammals and bio-security.

3.1.7

Queries have been raised by the Environment Agency in relation to the
Water Framework Directive assessment included in the Environmental
Statement. These will be addressed through the detailed design phase
after the making of the DCO (if the application is granted).
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In addition to discussion of the topics listed above, there have been
discussions with the Environment Agency about other issues. These
discussions are outside the direct scope of the DCO, and in many cases
are dependent upon ultimate approval of the scheme by the Secretary of
State. The issues being discussed with the Environment Agency include:

HE/A14/EX/190

•

Flood risk betterment;

•

Discharge of hazardous substances to groundwater under the
Environmental Permitting Regulations 2010; and

•

Consenting of the use of herbicides to control invasive and nonnative species.
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4

Matters agreed

4.1

Areas of agreement

4.1.1

The references in the table below cross-reference the relevant issue in the
Environment Agency’s Relevant Representations, unless the reference is a
letter.

Ref

Subject area

Description

Areas of common ground

1.1

Flood Defence
Consent

The EA wish to retain the
ability to consent the crossing
of the river Great Ouse, due
to potential changes in the
detailed design phase which
could impact upon localised
hydrology and flood risk.

Protective provisions have
been agreed between the
parties and are included
within the DCO for the EA to
retain this ability.

1.2

Diversion of
West Brook

The EA are seeking to retain
the consenting powers within
their remit in order to formally
authorise specific works
agreed through the detailed
design phase of the Scheme.

Details of the design
commensurate with a
diversion consent
application will only become
available during the detailed
design phase after the
making of the DCO (if the
application is granted). They
can then be made available
to the EA at that time.
Protective provisions have
been agreed by the parties
and are included within the
DCO for the benefit of the
EA to address their
outstanding concerns.

1.3

Diversion of
Alconbury
Brook

The EA would like to retain
the Consenting powers within
the EA’s remit in order to
formally authorise specific
works agreed through the
detailed design phase of the
Scheme.

Details of the design
commensurate with a
diversion consent
application will only become
available during the detailed
design phase after the
making of the DCO (if the
application is granted). They
can then be made available
to the EA at that time.
Protective provisions have
been agreed by the parties
and are included within the
DCO for the benefit of the
EA to address their
outstanding concerns.
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1.4
1.5

Works Affecting
Main Rivers

The EA would like to retain
the Consenting powers within
their remit in order to formally
authorise specific works
agreed through the detailed
design phase of the Scheme.

Details of the design
commensurate with a flood
defence consent application
for works within 9 metres of
the watercourse will only
become available during the
detailed design phase after
the making of the DCO (if
the application is granted).
They can then be made
available to the EA at that
time.
Protective provisions have
been agreed by the parties
and are included within the
DCO for the benefit of the
EA to address their
outstanding concerns.

1.6

Flood Risk
Betterment

The EA would like to see the
inclusion of measures to
mitigate pre-existing flooding
issues in addition to
mitigation of the flood risk
impacts of the scheme.

It is agreed that Highways
England would undertake a
feasibility study into the
viability of using Borrow Pits
to provide flood risk
betterment during
November - December
2015.

Email HE
to EA
29/10/15

1.7

Maintenance
Access

The EA are seeking to
ensure that the detailed
design provides sufficient
access to Main Rivers for
them to continue
maintenance activities.

It is agreed that protective
provisions are included in
the DCO to retain
maintenance access for the
Environment Agency

Protective
Provisions

1.8C

Variations in
Horizontal
Alignment

The Environment Agency are
seeking to retain an oversight
role to ensure the impact of
any variation to the horizontal
alignment does not
deleteriously impact upon
Main Rivers or encroach onto
permitted sites.
(Please refer to item 7.2).

Protective provisions within
the DCO have been agreed
to ensure Highways
England re-consult with the
Environment Agency over
changes to the HA that
could impact upon Main
Rivers or encroach upon
permitted sites.

Protective
Provisions
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1.10

Flood Risk
Impact to
Ellington Brook

The Flood Risk Assessment
predicts an increase in flood
risk above neutral to the
Ellington Brook.

The demonstration of
changes to flood risk to
affected landowners are
under discussion. As
agreed with the EA,
Highways England will seek
the agreement of affected
landowners to this change
in flood risk via the provision
of a report summarising the
predicted change to flood
depth, frequency and
threshold which will be
submitted to them during
the examination period.

The EA
wish to
advise the
ExA of this
point and
not for the
EA to
address.

1.11

Flood Risk
Impact to
Brampton
Brook

The Flood Risk Assessment
predicts an increase in flood
risk above neutral to the
Brampton Brook.

The demonstration of
changes to flood risk to
affected landowners are
under discussion. As
agreed with the EA,
Highways England will seek
the agreement of affected
landowners to this change
in flood risk via the provision
of a report summarising the
predicted change to flood
depth, frequency and
threshold which will be
submitted to them during
the examination period.

The EA
wish to
advise the
ExA of this
point and
not for the
EA to
address.

1.12

Flood Risk
Impact to the
river Great
Ouse

The Flood Risk Assessment
predicts an increase in flood
risk above neutral to the river
Great Ouse.

The demonstration of
changes to flood risk to
affected landowners are
under discussion. As
agreed with the EA,
Highways England will seek
the agreement of affected
landowners to this change
in flood risk via the provision
of a report summarising the
predicted change to flood
depth, frequency and
threshold which will be
submitted to them during
the examination period.

The EA
wish to
advise the
ExA of this
point and
not for the
EA to
address.

1.13

Maintenance
Schedule

The EA have requested the
Flood Risk Assessment
includes details of the
maintenance provisions for
the new road.

The provision of
maintenance schedule by
Highways England is under
discussion. Highways
England propose to provide
the EA with details of the
proposed maintenance
schedule through the
detailed design process
after the making of the DCO

Email
Adam
Ireland to
J2A
18/3/15
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(if the application is
granted).

1.14

Climate
Change

The EA have commented
that within the FRA and
associated Annexes (and the
Design Input Statement) the
climate change allowances
for runoff control
(attenuation) are stated as
20% increase in rainfall
within the calculations. The
FRA states the lifespan of the
Scheme is 100 years (within
FRA conclusion point 29.1.10
Exception Test). Therefore
the climate change
allowances used should be
beyond 2085 and therefore
should be using 30%
increase in rainfall total for
the runoff calculation (in
accordance with the UKCP09
projections).

It is agreed that the Flood
Risk Assessment will be
updated to reflect the 60
year design life of the
drainage assets of the
scheme as stated in the
issue specific hearing of 17
September 2015. The
updated FRA will be agreed
between the parties during
the examination period and
resubmitted for Deadline 11.

Meeting of
28/7/15

1.16

Future
Retention of
Floodplain
compensation
Areas

The EA require that the
floodplain compensation
areas are designated as
floodplain and therefore
protected as such.

It is agreed that Highways
England will submit a flood
map challenge to the EA for
all floodplain compensation
areas on the scheme at the
end of year 1 after
construction. It is
anticipated that this could
be secured through the
Handover Environmental
Management Plan.

Meeting
28/7/15

1.23

River Great
Ouse Crossing
Piers

The EA request that the piers
supporting the river Great
Ouse crossing are orientated
to the flow and piers 6 and 7
are too close to the
watercourse to permit direct
access to the river bank.

It is agreed subject to the
outputs of the river Great
Ouse model that Highways
England will liaise with the
Environment Agency during
detailed design with regard
to the position and
orientation of the piers on
the Great Ouse crossing.

Call
22/9/15

1.24

Hydraulic
Models

The EA would like to review
the hydraulic modelling
undertaken to assess the
impact of the Scheme.

Updated hydraulic models
have been submitted to the
EA for acceptance.

All models
submitted
by
28/10/15

A

River Great
Ouse Crossing

The EA raised concerns
regarding the east
embankment of the river
Great Ouse crossing
increasing flood risk

It is agreed that the design
of the crossing has been
modified to significantly
reduce the length of
embankment crossing the

See 1.7
(maintenan
ce access)
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upstream.

floodplain, which is reflected
in the DCO application
design, subject to the EA’s
review of the river Great
Ouse hydraulic model
submitted by Hoghways
England.

B

Covell’s Drain
Flood Risk

The original assessment
indicated there would be a
worse than neutral impact on
flood risk as a result of the
Scheme.

The design has been
modified to increase
proposed culvert
dimensions. It is agreed that
the Scheme results in an
acceptable change to flood
risk on the watercourse.
This will be reflected in the
updated FRA to be agreed
during the examination
period.

Meeting
14/10/14

2.1

Navigation on
the river Great
Ouse

The EA would like provision
be included in the DCO or
protective provision made for
navigation of the river Great
Ouse to protect the following:
• Retention of navigation
freeboard
• Details of the temporary
works for the new
crossing
• Details of the final
structure

It is agreed that the draft
DCO makes provision for
this through protective
provisions which are
agreed.

Protective
Provisions

2.2

Limits of
Vertical
Alignment
Deviation

The EA are seeking to retain
an oversight role to ensure
the impact of any variation to
the vertical alignment of the
scheme (within the limits of
deviation) does not
deleteriously impact upon
flood risk and navigation.

Protective provisions within
the DCO have been agreed
to ensure Highways
England re-consult with the
Environment Agency over
changes to the VA that
could impact upon Main
Rivers or navigation.

Protective
Provisions

3.1

Pollution
control

Highway run-off from
accidental spillages has the
potential to damage receiving
watercourse through
discharge of liquid
contaminants.

It is agreed that during the
detailed design phase after
the making of the DCO (if
the application is granted)
Highways England will
include in the CEMP an
accident management plan
for agreement with the EA
and emergency services.

EA WR’s

3.3

Dewatering

Dewatering of excavations
has the potential to damage
the receiving watercourses.

It is agreed that suitable
pollution prevention controls
will be implemented where
dewatering activities occur,
for example, settlement
ponds, sediment traps and

See EA
WR’s
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visual checks. This will be
included in the CEMP and
(and LEMP if required) to be
provided under the Code of
Construction Practice.
4.1

Milton Landfill

The EA are seeking
reassurance that the
inclusion of areas of the
landfill within the DCO
boundary will not prevent the
operators maintaining their
pollution prevention
obligations.
EA officers will require
access to check the
measures and permitting
compliance of the landfill
operators.
Wells will have to be
reinstated in locations agreed
with the EA and to the CQA
as permit requirements.

It is agreed that current
boreholes are within the
A14 DCO boundary. It is
under discussion that
evidence will be provided to
the EA during detailed
design following the making
of the DCO (assuming it is
granted) that suitable
alternative locations exist
for monitoring wells
following completion of the
Ground Investigation
(commenced Feb 2015).

Meeting
28/7/15

Replacement monitoring
wells will be installed prior
to construction to CQA.
Item G10 of the REAC (ES
Appendix 20.1) states that
the landfill integrity will be
maintained during
construction. Provided
through contractual
agreement between
Highways England and the
design and construction
contractor. We are also
working together to
investigate possibilities for
the protection of the landfill
site.

4.4

Buckden South
Landfill
Leachate

HE/A14/EX/190

The extent of waste
deposition is uncertain to the
south of the site. There is a
risk that diffuse pollution from
the landfill could interact with
the Scheme.

SEB03/12

The extent of waste
deposition at Buckden
South landfill is uncertain.

Meeting
28/7/15

Due to the higher risk from
contamination, the EA
request a specific obligation
of the DCO to include
mitigation measures to
ensure no detrimental
impact to water quality
occurs.
The Scheme intrusive
investigations correlate well
with those of the landfill
operator. Highways England
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believes that concentrations
of contaminants are not
significant.
The Scheme will be on
embankment in this area
reducing the risk of
encountering contaminated
materials.
Paragraph 6(2) of Part 1 of
Schedule 2 to the draft DCO
requires that the relevant
planning authority or EA be
consulted should
contaminated land or
groundwater be
encountered if not
anticipated in the ES and a
risk assessment completed.
The Code of Construction
Practice identifies the
mitigation measures
included in the DCO to
prevent the entrainment of
existing ground
contamination.
4.2a

Land
Contamination

HE/A14/EX/190

An appropriate risk
assessment of land
contamination is required.
The assessment needs to
explain why certain locations
have not been progressed to
detailed assessment.

SEB03/13

It is agreed that the risk
assessment is appropriate.
A preliminary risk
assessment is included in
the Environmental
Statement Ch.12 and
Appendix 12.1 (Table 12.4).
A site walkover was
undertaken where safe to
do so and access was
permissible. An assessment
was made of areas of
potential concern with
potential to be significant
contamination sources,
taking into account current
and historic use,
environmental setting,
proximity to the Scheme
and nature of the Scheme in
that area.
It is acknowledged that
there is potential for
localised contamination to
be present in areas not
identified at this stage, and
there is provision in the
CoCP and the obligation
contained in Paragraph 6 of

Meeting of
28/7/15
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Schedule 2 to the DCO for
the management of material
suspected to be
contaminated which is
encountered during works.
4.3

Groundwater
and
Foundations

The EA would want to assess
the impact of the river Great
Ouse crossing foundations
on groundwater quality,
flows, pathways and users in
the vicinity.

It is agreed that details of
the foundations will become
available through the
detailed design process
after the making of the DCO
(if the application is
granted), when they can be
provided to the EA.

Meeting of
28/7/15

4.5

Dewatering –
Borrow Pit 6

A risk that the excavation of
BP6 could lead to dewatering
of the Woburn Sands aquifer.

It is agreed that the risk of
dewatering is to be fully
assessed following
completion of the ongoing
Ground Investigation.
Consultation will then be
undertaken with the EA
during the detailed design
phase after the making of
the DCO (if the application
is granted) when the results
will feed into the BP design
and any dewatering
scheme.

Meeting of
28/7/15

5.1

Ecology
Culverts

The EA request that the
proposed mammal crossings
maintain connectivity
between habitats and
populations.

This has been agreed
through the Design Impact
Statement. Confirmation will
be provided during the
detailed design phase after
the making of the DCO (if
the application is granted).

Meeting of
28/7/15

5.2

Bio-Security

Consent will be required from
the Environment Agency for
the use of herbicides in or
near water (The use of
pesticides comes under the
Control of Pesticides
Regulations and the
‘Chemicals Regulation
Directorate’ provide all of the
guidance and updates on
chemical use). Consent to
trap crayfish is a requirement
of Environment Agency
byelaws in exercise of its
powers under section 210 of,
and Schedule 25 to, the
Water Resources Act 1991.

It is agreed that the
management of invasive
species will be covered in
the Construction and
Environmental Management
Plan to be provided under
the Code of Construction
Practice. Japanese
knotweed is known to be
present which will require
consultation with the EA as
it is considered to be special
waste.

Meeting of
28/7/15
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5.3

Water Voles

Receptor sites need to be of
sufficient size and preferably
connected into the existing
watercourse network. The
site must be created in
advance of construction
works.

It is agreed that the details
of the mitigation measures
are to be agreed through
the detailed design phase
after the making of the DCO
(if the application is
granted).

Meeting of
28/7/15

5.4

Watercourse
Diversions

Opportunities should be
sought to enhance the
watercourses affected by
diversion works. This could
include improvements to the
hydromorphology, ecology,
bank profile and could be
investigated at the detailed
design stage after the making
of the DCO (if the application
is granted).

It is agreed that Highways
England will seek, where
reasonable and feasible, to
investigate opportunities at
the detailed design stage
after the making of the DCO
(if the application is granted)
for enhancements to
watercourses affected by
diversion works. This could
include considering
opportunities for
improvements to the
hydromorphology, ecology
and bank profile.

Protective
provisions

5.5

Water Vole
Surveys

Further pre-construction
surveys for otter and water
vole should be undertaken on
all watercourses.
The results of ecological
surveys carried out prior to
construction will need to be
used as the basis for detailed
design and construction
decisions.

It is agreed that the details
of the water vole surveys
and the use of the results to
inform design and
construction decisions are
to be agreed through the
detailed design phase after
the making of the DCO (if
the application is granted).

Meeting of
28/7/15

5.6

White clawed
crayfish

WCC are believed to be in
the catchment, hence full
pre-construction surveys
should be considered.

It is agreed that Highways
England will implement a
risk approach to full preconstruction monitoring.
This will involve targeted
monitoring of high quality
habitat and crossing points
during the detailed design
after the making of the DCO
(if the application is
granted).

Meeting of
28/7/15

5.7

Freshwater fish

In-channel works have the
potential to disturb spawning
fish.

It is agreed that Highways
England will use best
practice construction
mitigation as recorded in the
Code of Construction
Practise to negate the need
for any seasonal constraints
to the construction
schedule.

Meeting of
28/7/15
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6.1c

Water
Framework
Directive
Compliance
Assessment

The assessment is based on
the DCO design. To fully
assess the impact it will need
to be completed on the
detailed design.

It is agreed that an update
of the assessment will be
undertaken of the detailed
design after the making of
the DCO (if the application
is granted).

Meeting of
28/7/15

X

Buckden South
Landfill RLB
Changes

The closure of a badger sett
for advance ecological
mitigation works at Buckden
South landfill requires a red
line boundary change.

It is agreed that the sett
closure works will be nondig and that the method
statement can be shared
and agreed with the
Environment Agency and
the Buckden landfill
operator if requested.

Email AI to
JT 1/7/15

4.2

Matters not agreed

4.2.1

There are currently no major areas where differences remain. Highways
England and the Environment Agency are working to agree those areas
under discussion listed in Section 6.
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5

Record of Areas under discussion

5.1.1

The references in the table below cross-reference the relevant issue in the
Environment Agency’s Relevant Representations, unless the reference is a
letter.

5.1.2

It is anticipated that the items listed in the table below would be resolved
through agreement of the updated Flood Risk Assessment by Highways
England and the Environment Agency during the examination period.

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

1.9

Location of Temporary Works
The EA do not want temporary soil storage
or compound areas located within Flood
Zone 3.

The provision of temporary works within
flood Zone 3 is under discussion. A
document was submitted to the EA
demonstrating that those SSA’s within FZ3
are no longer required. The FRA is to be
updated to reflect this. The position of site
compounds will be reviewed during
detailed design after the making of the
DCO (if the application is granted) noting
the EA’s concerns.

1.15

Phasing of Floodplain Compensation

The Flood Risk Assessment states that
floodplain compensation will be
constructed ahead of any loss of floodplain
(flood zone 3) in the same watercourse
catchment.

1.17

Floodplain Compensation Areas
The EA have identified that some FpC
areas are located within Flood Zone 3 and
would therefore provide insufficient
compensation for floodplain loss.

Apparent discrepancies between the EA’s
published flood zones and the flood
extents derived from the detailed hydraulic
models undertaken to support the Flood
Risk Assessment are under discussion.
Highways England propose to present the
detailed models to the EA for them to
review and agree the revised flood extents
during examination.

1.18a

Future retention of Floodplain
Compensation Areas within Borrow Pits
The EA require that borrow pits identified
for floodplain compensation are to be
protected for the lifetime of the
development. These are listed in the
relevant representation.

Highways England accepts this approach;
however it is under discussion as to the
legal mechanism by which it can be
achieved. It is anticipated that this will be
resolved during the examination period.

1.18b

Borrow Pits In existing floodplain
The EA are concerned that Borrow Pits
proposed within Flood Zones could
displace flood waters elsewhere if not
designed to flood as they do at present.
The EA request a requirement that the
ground levels on the Borrow Pits are not
raised once constructed.

The design would not exacerbate existing
flood risk and the ground levels within
borrow pits will not be increased against
existing. This will be reflected in an
updated Flood Risk Assessment to be
submitted to the EA for review during
examination.
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

1.19

Floodplain Compensation Area Alignment
The EA are concerned that the orientation
of certain FpC areas will not provide
sufficient compensation

The orientation of floodplain compensation
areas is under discussion. With the
exception of three watercourses the
scheme does not produce a worse than
Neutral impact upon flood risk. Additional
hydraulic modelling is being undertaken to
further demonstrate the additional
beneficial impact of the FpC areas which
will be submitted to the EA for agreement
during examination.

1.20

Soil storage areas within floodplain
compensation areas
There are FpC areas that have SSA within
them which is not permissible as it will
prevent the operation as mitigation for the
loss of floodplain.

The storage of soil in the floodplain is
under discussion. The identified clashes
between FpC areas 02, 08, 43 and the
SSAs has been removed as the soil
storage areas are no longer required – see
1.9.

1.21

Floodplain Compensation Area Continuity
and Alignment
The EA are concerned that the orientation
of certain FpC areas will not provide
sufficient compensation

The continuity of floodplain compensation
areas is under discussion. With the
exception of three watercourses the
scheme does not produce a worse than
Neutral impact upon flood risk. Additional
hydraulic modelling is being undertaken to
further demonstrate the additional
beneficial impact of the FpC areas which
will be submitted to the EA for agreement
during examination.

1.22

West Brook Floodplain Compensation
The EA have queried the extent of the
identified area of loss.

It is under discussion that the areas of
floodplain loss have been defined using the
modelled outlines for the West Brook
rather than the flood zone map. As referred
to in 1.17 there are discrepancies between
the detailed modelling and the published
flood zones. Highways England intend to
resolve this through ongoing liaison with
the EA during the examination period.
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6

Summary

6.1.1

There are a number of issues relating to flood risk which are to be resolved,
but Highways England and the Environment Agency believe that it will be
possible to resolve the remaining matters of disagreement during the
examination period through the agreement of the updated Flood Risk
Assessment.

6.1.2

A number of items will only be able to be resolved during or following
detailed design after the making of the DCO (if the application is granted)
as there is insufficient detail available at this stage.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

30 October 2015

Name:

Adam Ireland

Signature:

Position:

Team Leader - Sustainable Places

On behalf of:

The Environment Agency

Date:

13 August 2015
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Appendix A: Scheme overview
The Scheme comprises:
•

widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 3½ miles, from the existing two lane dual carriageway
to a three lane dual carriageway. This would be achieved between
Brampton and Brampton Hut by constructing a new road to the west
of the existing A1, with the existing A1 road becoming part of the new
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass;

•

a new Huntingdon Southern Bypass of approximately 12½ miles in
length, which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between
Ellington and the A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway
between Brampton and Swavesey; this would remove a large
proportion of traffic from the section of the existing A14 between
Huntingdon and Swavesey as well as Brampton Hut and Spittals
interchange. The new bypass would include a raised viaduct section
of road running across the river Great Ouse and a bridge over the
East Coast Mainline railway. it would include junctions with the A1 at
Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester;

•

downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road
status) over approximately 12 miles between Brampton Hut and
Swavesey, as well as between Alconbury and Spittals interchange;

•

Huntingdon Town Centre improvements, to include the demolition of
the A14 viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway and Brampton
Road in Huntingdon. A new link would improve accessibility into
Huntingdon: from the south and east by connecting the old A14
directly with Huntingdon Ring Road near the bus station, with
Brampton road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect
with the A14 to the west. A through route for light vehicles would be
maintained;

•

widening of the existing A14 over approximately 5½ miles to provide
three lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill and to
four lanes in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton;

•

widening of a 1½ mile section of the Cambridge Northern Bypass
between Histon and Milton;

•

improvement of existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and
Girton; to improve the capacity of the road, ensures compatibility with
adjacent proposed developments such as Northstowe, and
connections for non-motorised users; and

•

a new local access road, approximately five miles in length, to be
constructed as a dual carriageway between Fen Drayton and
Swavesey and as a single carriageway between Swavesey and
Girton. The road would provide a route for local traffic between
Cambridge and Huntingdon as well as providing access to properties
and businesses along the corridor.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. The
proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing A14
at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a new
bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton Hut and Alconbury,
and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes
the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk
road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the application. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 58-65 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government's "Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent" (March 2015).
Paragraph 58, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

"A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it is
also useful if a statement identifies those areas where agreement has not
been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence."

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.1.6

The contents of this SoCG have been agreed with officers, but final sign off
remains with members, so until that point, this remains a draft document
which may be revised.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and the Alconbury and Ellington Internal Drainage
Board (“The Board”).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
network is made up of England’s motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
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major “A” roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme, Highways England
will be responsible for operating, maintaining and improving the improved
A14.
1.2.3

Alconbury and Ellington Internal Drainage Board has statutory powers and
duties under the Land Drainage Act 1991 (amended 1994) for the
designated Drainage District and the arterial surface water drainage system
that is managed to achieve sustainable standards of flood protection and
land drainage in an area that extends from the parish of Alconbury in the
north, Ellington to the west and includes much of the parish of Brampton to
the east and south of its district. The Board is a member of the Bedford
Group of Internal Drainage Boards.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
The Board in relation to the proposed scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 of this SoCG provides an overview of the proposed scheme.

1.3.3

Section 3 provides an overview of consultation to date between Highways
England and The Board.

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.
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1.3.6

Section 6 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.7

Section 7 provides a succinct summary of the matters contained within this
SoCG.

1.3.8

Throughout this SoCG:
• Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", or is included in the ‘matters
agreed’ table in section 4, this signifies a matter that has been specifically
stated as agreed by Highways England and The Board.
• Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been stated as not agreed by Highways England and The Board.
• Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion", or is included in section
5 of this SoCG, this signifies a matter that is still under discussion by
Highways England and The Board.

1.3.9

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 4, 5 and 6
of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to The Board, and
therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between the parties.
As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent that they
are either not or material interest or relevance to The Board.
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Overview of Previous Engagement Undertaken
A summary of the key meetings (including meeting notes) and
correspondence that has taken place between Highways England and The
Board is outlined in the table below:

Date

Form of Contact or
Type of
Correspondence

Summary of that Contact and Key
Outcomes and Points of Discussion

19 June 2014

Meeting

Discussion on flood and drainage issues

3 September 2014 Meeting

Joint meeting with the Environment Agency, the
Board and Highways England to provide
overview of the Scheme and initiate Statement
of Common Ground Discussions,

23 October 2014

Meeting

Between the Board, Pinsent Masons and J2A
to discuss relevant DCO consents process and
continue SoCG dialogue.

4 November 2014

Alconbury and
Ellington IDB Board
meeting

Under Board papers item 8, the Board received
the Technical Report including an update on
A14. The Board resolved ‘Members agreed in
principle that, subject to payment of fees and
costs, the Section 23 and Byelaws Consenting
process be included under the Highways
Agency’s Development Consent Order (DCO),
such that IDB approval is required for these
consents under the DCO rather than the Land
Drainage Act.

11 December 2014 Email (J Oldfield to
G Dodgson)

‘The Board are in agreement to administer our
consenting process under the HA’s DCO
process, as discussed, subject to reasonable
fees and officer time being covered.’

7 August 2015

Email (G Dodgson to
J Oldfield)

Providing details of Proposed Drainage
Protective Provisions

28 August 2015

Email (J Oldfield to
G Dodgson)

Confirming position on Statement of Common
Ground with amends

28 August 2015

Telcon: G Dodgson
& J Oldfield

Agreeing to arrange meeting with legal advisers
on consents.

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and The Board in relation to
the matters recorded in Section 4.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1

The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and The Board.
• Consultation
o Scheme elements (layout)
o Widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury
o A1 and A14 adjacent to Brampton
• Borrow Pits
• Flooding and Drainage
• Construction/Delivery
• Management and Maintenance
• Board’s Byelaws and access for watercourse maintenance
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4

Matters agreed and not agreed

4.1

Matters Agreed

Ref

Description

Matters Agreed

Record of
agreement

1

Scheme objectives

The Board acknowledges that improvements to
the A14 are necessary in order to deliver the
local growth agenda, and improve journey times
and road safety for the travelling public.

Meeting 23
October
2014

2

Borrow Pits

The Board supports the principle of excavating
areas identified in the County Mineral and
Waste Plan areas to supply suitable material for
the development of the scheme,

Meeting 23
October
2014

3

Flood risk

The Board accepts the scheme on the proviso
that: the flood risk to its drainage district is not
increased; robust maintenance regimes are
implemented in the future; and, adequate
maintenance access to watercourses and
assets is provided. Details of which are set out
in the Environmental Statement Appendix 17.1:
Flood Risk Assessment

Meeting 23
October
2014

4.2

Matters Not Agreed

4.2.1

There are no matters that are ‘not agreed’
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Record of areas still under discussion

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
agreement

1

Detailed design

The Board wishes to be involved in detailed
design affecting the Board’s area, particularly
on the planned widening of the A1 Northbound
from Brampton Hut, the new Ellington junction,
the construction of a new A1 and A14 adjacent
to Brampton Hut.
Highways England confirms it will engage fully
with the Board at the detailed design stage
following the making of the DCO (if the
application is granted).

Meeting 23
October
2014

2

Borrow pit one to the
south of Brampton Hut
services.

The Board wishes to be involved in any
discussions regarding the potential use of
borrow pits as part of a wider flood
management in the area south of Brampton Hut
services.
Highways England confirms it will engage fully
with the Board at the detailed design stage
following the making of the DCO (if the
application is granted) with a view to
investigating, if appropriate, the feasibility of the
use of the borrow pits to alleviate pre-existing
flood risk issues.
This matter will be addressed during the
detailed design stage following the making of
the DCO (if the application is granted).

Meeting 23
October
2014

4

Maintenance of
balancing ponds and
outfalls to the Board’s
watercourses in
relevant areas (see 61above).

Confirmation of maintenance agreements on
balancing ponds and outfalls to the Board’s
watercourses.
Highways England:
Regular inspection and maintenance of existing
drainage assets is carried out at appropriate
intervals by Highways England. The regime
would also be applied to the maintenance of
proposed drainage assets.

Meeting 23
October
2014

5

Consents and legal
fees and associated
costs

Highways England is currently involved in
discussions with the Board as to suitable
protective provisions for inclusion within the
DCO for the benefit of Board. This is with a view
to obtaining the agreement from the Board to
the disapplication of the relevant watercourse
consents under article 3 of the draft DCO.
It is intended that there will be a meeting
between legal advisers for Highways England
and the Board during September to finalise
position on consents.

Meeting 23
October
2014
Email 7
August
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6

Summary

6.1.1

While agreeing to the need to improve the A14 from Cambridge to
Huntingdon, discussions with Alconbury and Ellington Internal Drainage
Board will continue at the detailed design stage following the making of the
DCO (if the application is granted) to ensure the Board’s area is not
adversely affected by relevant drainage and flood alleviation measures.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

Signature:

On behalf of:

Alconbury & Ellington Internal Drainage Board

Date:
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Appendix A – Overview of scheme
The scheme comprises:
• Widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 5.6 km (3½ miles) from the existing two lane dual carriageway to a
three lane dual carriageway. Between Alconbury and Brampton Hut this would
generally be achieved by widening on the east side of the existing road; between
Brampton and Brampton Hut a new road would be constructed to the west of the
existing A1 which would become the new A1. This would enable the existing
carriageway over this length to form part of the new A14 Huntingdon southern
bypass. A local access road approximately 2.5 km (1.6 miles) long would link the
Ellington junction with Woolley Road.
• A new Huntingdon southern bypass of approximately 20 km (12½ miles) in length,
which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between Ellington and the A1 at
Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway between Brampton and Swavesey.
The new bypass would cross over the river Great Ouse and the East Coast
mainline railway, and would include junctions with the A1 at Brampton and with
the A1198 at Godmanchester.
• Downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road status, with
ownership transferred to local government) over approximately 21 km (13 miles)
between Brampton Hut and Swavesey, as well as between Alconbury and Spittals
interchange.
• Huntingdon town centre improvements, including the closure and demolition of the
A14 viaduct over the East Coast mainline railway and Brampton Road in
Huntingdon. A new link would be constructed to improve accessibility into
Huntingdon from the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with
Huntingdon ring road near the bus station and by constructing a new link road
from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. As such, a through
route for light vehicles would be maintained.
• Widening of the existing A14 over approximately 7.9 km (5 miles) to provide three
lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill, and four lanes in each
direction between Bar Hill and Girton.
• Widening of a 2.5 km (1½ mile) section of the Cambridge northern bypass
between Histon and Milton.
• Improving existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton in order to
increase the road’s capacity, ensure compatibility with adjacent proposed
developments such as Northstowe, and provide improved connections for nonmotorised users.
• A new local access road following the route of the A14 over a distance of
approximately 8 km (5 miles), including construction of a dual carriageway link
between the existing A14 near Fen Drayton and Swavesey junction and a single
carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road would provide a route for
local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon as well as providing access to
properties and businesses along the corridor.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. The
scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of Huntingdon, to
Milton in the north east of Cambridge. It includes both new highway
construction and the widening and improvement of existing highways over a
total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass to the south of
Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey
and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of the A1 trunk road between
Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access roads. In addition, the
existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions is to be detrunked (ie returned to county road status), the road viaduct over the East
Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and road connections to the
existing A14 from within the town amended.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 58-65 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government's "Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent" (March 2015).
Paragraph 58, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

"A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it is
also useful if a statement identifies those areas where agreement has not
been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence."

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Anglian Water Services Ltd (“Anglian
Water”).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
network is made up of England's motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major "A" roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
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Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme being constructed
Highways England will be responsible for operating and maintaining the
improved A14.
1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
Anglian Water in relation to the proposed scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 of this SoCG provides an overview of the proposed scheme.

1.3.3

Section 3 provides an overview of consultation to date between Highways
England and Anglian Water,

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.6

Section 6 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.7

Section 7 provides a succinct summary of the matters contained within this
SoCG.

1.3.8

Section 8 includes the signatures of all parties to indicate agreement that this
is an accurate record of issues and discussions.

1.3.9

Throughout this SoCG:
• Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as agreed by Highways England and Anglian
Water.
• Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as not agreed by Highways England and Anglian
Water.
• Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion" this signifies a matter
that is still under discussion by Highways England and Anglian Water.
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2

Overview of Previous Engagement Undertaken

2.1.1

A summary of the key meetings (including meeting notes) and
correspondence that has taken place between Highways England and
Anglian Water is outlined in the table below:

Date

Form of Contact or Type
of Correspondence

Summary of that Contact and Key Outcomes
and Points of Discussion

27 August
2014

Meeting
S Bull and K Taylor
(Anglian Water)
Geoff Dodgson (J2A)

Initial meeting regarding SoCG. Anglian Water
(AW) highlighted the need to protect statutory and
negotiated easements; the need for detailed
plans; and the wish to progress under the Water
Industry Act 1991.

25 November
2014

Meeting Extra MSA
Cambridge, PM Devreux,
Sawyer & Fisher, Arup,
DTA Consulting, J2A,
Anglian Water and
National Grid:
Anglian Water:
Jackie Allen
Polly Horstwood
Chris Harris
J2A
Richard Lyon
Cliff Topham Steele
Geoff Dodgson

Meeting regarding the proposed amended design
at Swavesey Junction and Cambridge Extra. The
meeting was called to facilitate a redesigned
junction and increased lorry parking capacity.

8 Jan 2015

Meeting:
Richard Lyon (RL1 - J2A)
Nishil Parmar (NP – J2A)
Max Shone (MS - AW)
Sue Bull (SB - AW)
Richard Lyon (RL2 - AW)
Nicki Smallwood (NS AW)

Meeting re proposed utility diversions for Anglian
Water assets.

3 March 2015

Email: S Bull to G
Dodgson

Amendments to the SoCG proposed by Anglian
Water.

11 March 2015

Telecon: G Dodgson and
S Bull

Confirming redline does not encroach on Anglian
Water land at its Cambridge Water Recycling
Centre.

26 March 2015

Email: G Dodgson to S
Bull

Amendments to SoCG taking into account
Anglian Water’s Relevant Representation.

2 April 2015

Email: S Bull to G
Dodgson

Minor amends to SoCG.

6 August 2015

Telcon: G Dodgson and S
Bull

Minor amends to SoCG for clarity.
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12 August

Telcon: G Dodgson and S
Bull

Agreed to arrange teleconference to discuss
issues relating to Uttons Drove site, probably 18
September.

12 August
2015

Email: Sue Bull to G
Dodgson

Provision of AW standards protective provisions.

25 August
2015`

Telcon: S Bull and G
Dodgson

Final amends to SoCG.

26 August
2015

Emails: regarding next
meeting

Agreed to meeting AW, Highways England and
Pinsent Masons on 11 September.

2 September

Email : S Bull to G
Dodgson

Additional items to be discussed at meeting on 11
September.

11 September

Meeting; AW and
Highways England

Protective Provisions, programme of works if
DCO granted

24September

Telcon: S Bull & G
Dodgson

Discussing progress to next stage of Statement of
Common Ground

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence that has taken part between Highways England and Anglian
Water to date in relation to the matters recorded in Section 4.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1

The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and Anglian Water
• Consultation
o Scheme elements (layout)
o Widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury
o A1 and A14 adjacent to Brampton
o De-trunking
o Huntingdon Southern Bypass
o Widening of the existing A14
o Local Access Roads
o Existing Junction Improvements
• Environment
• Noise and Vibration
• Air Quality
• Landscape and Visual (including mitigation proposals)
• Heritage and Conservation
• Land Contamination
• Ecology, biodiversity and nature conservation
• Flooding and Drainage as likely to affect AW assets and operations.
• Construction/Delivery to understand implications for existing assets.
• Management and Maintenance to understand implications for existing
assets
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4

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters agreed

Ref

Description

Matters Agreed

Record of
agreement

1

The need and economic
case for the Scheme

Anglian Water agrees that the Scheme is
necessary to alleviate traffic congestion and
enhance the economy of the region.

Meeting 27
Aug 2014

2

Legacy

Anglian Water supports the scheme’s
ambition to create a positive legacy to
enhance the reputation and attractiveness of
Cambridgeshire.

Meeting 27
Aug 2014

3

Improved safety

Anglian Water welcomes the improved safety
and the reduction in driver stress that the
scheme will provide by keeping the right
traffic on the right roads, and providing safe
local access for pedestrians and NMUs.

Meeting 27
Aug 2014

4

Cambridge Water Recycling
Centre 9 (previously referred
to as sewage or wastewater
treatment works)

It is agreed that the planned scheme will not
utilise any area of land at the Milton works
during construction for the storage of
aggregates.

Telecon 11
March 2015

5

Uttons Drove Treatment
works

It is agreed that there will be no additional
land take at Uttons Drove beyond the red line
boundary shown in the DCO application [Map
ref: A14-ACM-UD-E2-DR-C-00016]

6

Redline Boundary
Amendment

It is agreed to make the redline boundary
amendment DR1.21 near to Cambridge Extra
Services.

Email 24
September

4.2

Matters not agreed

Ref

Description

Matters not agreed

Record of
nonagreement

1

Funding pre-construction
investigations

Anglian Water requested budget from
Highways England to undertake preconstruction investigations on their
behalf.
Highways England does not agree with
this request.

Emails 2
March
2015 and 3
April 2015
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Record of areas still under discussion

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

1

Identification of AW assets

Anglian Water has reviewed the
diversions put forward and broadly
agrees with them. Included in the written
representations submitted by Anglian
Water are the up-to-date schedule of
assets affected. On-site inspections are
ongoing which may identify further
assets. In addition there may be private
sewers not on Anglian Water records
which are impacted that may come into
Anglian Water ownership. Anglian Water
expects the protective provisions included
in the DCO will cover the protection and
notification of these currently unidentified
assets.
Highways England will continue to
discuss the matter of protective
provisions with Anglian Water to reach
agreement on this matter.

Meeting 27
Aug 2014
and
subsequent
emails

2

Need to agree work
schedules to avoid potential
disruption to services.

Anglian Water and Highways England are
keen to avoid potential service disruption.
While discussion is on-going to avoid
disruption, this cannot be finalised until
programme of construction is decided
and a formal Section 185 notice is
submitted.
For example, Anglian Water will need to
continue to provide clean and used water
services, so contingency plans are
required. Sewers serving Cambourne for
example will need to remain in service.
Anglian Water feels this additional cost
should be covered by Highways England.
Highways England to advise contracting
structure to determine how they intend to
proceed with diversion work (e.g. do they
have a contractor to undertake the
works).
Highways England has agreed to a
meeting in October to explore work
schedules in detail.

Meeting 27
Aug 2014
and emails 2
March 2015
and 3 April
2015
Meeting 12
September
2015

3

Agreement re handling
under Section 185 of the
Water Industry Act 1991 (re
movement of pipes)

Anglian Water has requested clarity on
who would undertake work under s185
(from detailed design through to
construction). There are ongoing
discussions about this.

Meeting 27
Aug 2014
and
subsequent
emails
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

4

Placement of the Anglian
Water pipe at Cambridge
Services. Three options
currently being considered.

Discussions are on-going to determine
the most effective solution for all parties
during detailed design process.

Meeting 27
Aug 2014
and
subsequent
emails

5

Further detail at detailed
design stage

Anglian Water will engage fully at detailed
design stage to agree appropriate access
to Anglian Water assets.
Anglian Water has provided C3 costs with
the caveat that this would need re-costing
once further detail is available.

Emails 2
March 2015
and 3 April
2015

6

Easements at diverted
assets

Anglian Water has standard easements
which need to be adhered to for diverted
assets. Discussions on this matter will
continue during detailed design.

Emails 2
March 2015
and 3 April
2015

7

Finalisation of diversions for
Anglian Water assets

Anglian Water has stated that all 3rd party
detailed design on Anglian Water assets
needs to be approved by Anglian Water
before construction. Discussions on this
matter will continue during detailed
design.

Emails 2
March 2015
and 3 April
2015

8

Protection of Anglian Water
assets

Anglian Water has stated that, when
Anglian Water assets require protection
during construction works, as a minimum
NJUG (National Joint Utilities Group)
guidelines are to be adopted. Discussions
on this matter will continue during
detailed design.

Emails 2
March 2015
and 3 April
2015

9

DCO requirements

Discharge of water
• Part 4 Discharge of water (page
16) Paragraph 8 has not been
removed as requested by AW.
This is not necessary as the
requirements are covered in the
relevant section of the Water
Industry Act.
Protective provisions
Anglian Water has provided its own
protective provisions which are being
considered by Highways England who
will revert with minor amendments to be
discussed.
• Part 7 (40) Schedule 8. Anglian
Water requires protective
provisions that are not currently
included in the DCO.
Both these matters remain under
consideration and Highways England will
engage further with Anglian Water on
these matters.

Emails 12,
13 and 26
August 2015
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

10

Engagement with Internal
Drainage Boards

Anglian Water highlight the possible need
to involve the appropriate IDB where
there may be a potential requirement to
change the existing consents.
Highways England will engage with both
Anglian Water and relevant IDBs during
detailed design.

Phone
conversation
24
September
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6

Summary

6.1.1

While broadly supportive of the need for the A14 improvement scheme, both
Highways England and Anglian Water recognise that there is considerable
discussion required during the detailed design phase.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Anglian Water Services Ltd

Date:
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Appendix A - Overview of scheme
The proposed scheme comprises:
• widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 3½ miles, from the existing two lane dual carriageway to a
three lane dual carriageway. This would be achieved between Brampton
and Brampton Hut by constructing a new road to the west of the existing
A1, with the existing A1 road becoming part of the new A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass;
• a new Huntingdon Southern Bypass of approximately 12½ miles in length,
which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between Ellington and
the A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway between Brampton
and Swavesey; this would remove a large proportion of traffic from the
section of the existing A14 between Huntingdon and Swavesey as well as
Brampton Hut and Spittals interchange. The new bypass would include a
raised viaduct section of road running across the river Great Ouse and a
bridge over the East Coast Mainline railway. it would include junctions
with the A1 at Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester;
• downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road
status) over approximately 12 miles between Brampton Hut and
Swavesey, as well as between Alconbury and Spittals interchange;
• Huntingdon Town Centre improvements, to include the demolition of the
A14 viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway and Brampton Road in
Huntingdon. A new link would improve accessibility into Huntingdon: from
the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with Huntingdon
Ring Road near the bus station, with Brampton road adjacent to the
railway station and from the north and west by constructing a new link
road from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. A through
route for light vehicles would be maintained;
• widening of the existing A14 over approximately 5½ miles to provide three
lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill and to four lanes
in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton;
• widening of a 1½ mile section of the Cambridge Northern Bypass between
Histon and Milton;
• improvement of existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton;
to improve the capacity of the road, ensures compatibility with adjacent
proposed developments such as Northstowe, and connections for nonmotorised users; and
• a new local access road, approximately five miles in length, to be
constructed as a dual carriageway between Fen Drayton and Swavesey
and as a single carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road
would provide a route for local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon
as well as providing access to properties and businesses along the
corridor.
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AECOM
10th Floor, Sunley House
4 Bedford Park
Croydon
CR0 2AP
F.A.O. Nishil Parmar

Our Ref.
Your Ref.
Telephone:
Facsimile:
Date:

W3/A14 IMP/TCG/15
0121 498 8075
01733 343708
15 May, 2015

Dear Sir,
Agreement to the Huntingdon to Cambridge Improvement Scheme
We write further to your calls and emails received dated 21.07.14, 01.09.14, 01.10.14, 12.12.14, 05.01.15,
03.02.15 where you requested a C3 estimate that we provided on 05.02.15 and 20.03.15. We also refer to your
emails sent to us dated 25.11.14 where you provided information regarding A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Scheme Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) update.
We have reviewed the information received and that provided with the Development Consent Order application
submitted on 31st December 2014.
Based on the information made available to date, we can confirm that BT & Openreach has no objection or points
to discuss in relation to the proposed development. The diversions required in relation to our plant have been
discussed and agreed in its current form and there are no objections to the scheme. We do not therefore consider a
Statement of Common Ground is necessary or needed in this particular instance and instead provide this letter for
your records in its place.

Yours Faithfully,

Trevor Garrod
Repayments Project Engineer

BT Repayment Project Office,
Post Point W3,
Telephone House,
Wentworth Street,
PETERBOROUGH.
PE1 1BA

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme
Statement of Common Ground
between
Highways England
and
Cambridge Water plc

Date: 30 October 2015
Reference: HE/A14/EX/190

Registered office Bridge House, 1 Walnut Tree Close, Guildford GU1 4LZ
Highways England Company Limited registered in England and Wales number 09346363

Version: Examination deadline 13
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. The
scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of Huntingdon, to
Milton in the north east of Cambridge. It includes both new highway
construction and the widening and improvement of existing highways over a
total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass to the south of
Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey
and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of the A1 trunk road between
Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access roads. In addition, the
existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions is to be detrunked (ie returned to county road status), the road viaduct over the East
Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and road connections to the
existing A14 from within the town amended.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 57-62 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government’s “Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent” (26th April 2013
version). Paragraph 57, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

“A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it
may also be useful for a statement to identify areas where agreement has
not been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence.”

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Cambridge Water plc (“Cambridge Water”).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
network is made up of England's motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major "A" roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
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Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme being constructed
Highways England will be responsible for operating and maintaining the
improved A14.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
Cambridge Water in relation to the proposed scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 provides an overview of engagement to date between Highways
England and Cambridge Water.

1.3.3

Section 3 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG.

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.6

Section 6 of this SoCG provides a summary of the current position of the
SoCG.

1.3.7

Section 7 includes the signatures of all parties to indicate agreement that this
is an accurate record of issues and discussions.

1.3.8

Annex A includes an overview of the proposed scheme

1.3.9

Annex B includes copies of the documents which are mentioned as evidence
in this SoCG.

1.3.10

Throughout this SoCG:
 Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", this signifies a matter that
has been specifically stated as agreed by Highways England and
Cambridge Water.
 Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", this signifies a matter
that has been specifically stated as not agreed by Highways England
and Cambridge Water.
 Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion" this signifies a
matter that is still under discussion by Highways England and
Cambridge Water.
 It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 4
and 5 of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to
Cambridge Water, and therefore have not been the subject of any
discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be read
as agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material
interest or relevance to Cambridge Water.
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2

Overview of Previous Engagement Undertaken

2.1.1

A summary of the key meetings (including meeting notes) and
correspondence that has taken place between Highways England and
Cambridge Water is outlined in the table below:

Date

Form of Contact or
Type of
Correspondence

Summary of that Contact and Key
Outcomes and Points of Discussion

18/09/2014

Meeting

Consideration of issues affecting design
costings, design and statement of common
ground.

05/02/2015

Meeting

Discussion on SoCG – version 1.

23/2/2015

Email

Providing updated SoCG ahead of Deadline
3

11/06/2015

Teleconference

Discussing further amends on SoCG
following Highways England Review.

/02/09/2015

Telconference

Further discussions re SoCG for Deadline 9.
Confirmed meeting planned for 10 Sept to
discuss revisions at Swavesey junction/
Cambridge Services.

10/09/2015

Meeting

Initial detailed design meeting

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Cambridge Water in
relation to the matters recorded in Sections 4 and 5.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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2.1.5

Topics contained within this SoCG

2.1.6

The list below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and Cambridge Water:
 Scheme objectives to deliver local growth and improve journey times
 Improved safety for drivers, pedestrians and NMUs
 Adequate access to Cambridge Water assets
 Adequate archaeological surveys are conducted
 Avoidance of tree planting close to Cambridge Water assets
 Powers related to discovered abandoned pipes
 Allowing adequate access to pipes in bridges to allow resilience of
supply
 Work schedules to avoid disruption of water supply during peak
demand periods
 Land adjoining Cambridge Services
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3

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

3.1

Matters agreed

Ref

Description

Matters Agreed

Record
of
agreeme
nt

1

Access

Meeting 5
February
2015

2

Archaeology

It is agreed that during
construction Cambridge Water
will have adequate access to
enable repair of its assets along
the proposed scheme.
Cambridge Water agrees to work
on the scheme on the basis that
Highways England has
undertaken adequate
archaeological surveys

Meeting 5
February
2015

Highways England confirms it has
undertaken extensive archaeological
surveys as documented in Chapter 9
of the Environmental Statement.
In addition, the design consultant
commissioned by Highways England
will manage a further programme of
archaeological investigations in line
with a ‘Written Scheme of
Investigation’ to be agreed with
Cambridgeshire County Council.

.

3

Environmental plans

4

Abandoned pipes

HE/A14/EX/190

Cambridge Water accepts the
scheme proposals provided that
detailed design ensures that tree
planting is avoided within 6-10
metres (10m for pipes with a
diameter in excess of 250mm) of
any Cambridge Water assets.
It is agreed that Cambridge Water
retains powers, but not liability, on
any abandoned pipes discovered
during the process of scheme
construction. This provides
Cambridge Water with the
opportunity to reinstate
abandoned pipes in the event of
an operational requirement.
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Ref

Description

Matters Agreed

Record
of
agreeme
nt

5

Construction/ maintenance

Cambridge Water would prefer to
run pipes under bridge decks.

Meetings 5
February
2015 and
10
September
2015

6

Construction

Highways England does not agree
to this approach, but agrees that
twin pipes will be laid beneath the
carriageway for resilience of supply
and avoidance of highway closure
to effect repairs.
A number of supply mains are
affected by the proposed works. As
a minimum Cambridge Water will
need to ensure that the current
infrastructure is replicated. A
certain amount of rationalisation
may be possible; however, this is
currently unknown.

Relevant
Represent
ation No.
629

Highways England

7

Customers

Schedule 8 of the draft DCO
contains protective provisions for
the benefit of water undertakers.
Cambridge Water is concerned
about the potential impacts on its
business
and
customers
of
unforeseen costs which Cambridge
Water may have to incur in relation
to the work. Cambridge Water
should not be responsible for all of
the costs (together with any
professional costs and charges)
incurred or that may be suffered by
Cambridge
Water
as
a
consequence
of
the
works.
Cambridge Waters' customers
should not be placed at a detriment
because of the works.

Relevant
Represent
ation No.
629

Highways England:
The protective provisions contain
wording dealing with costs and
expenses. Further, article 34 of the
DCO deals with the situation where
connections to services are lost as a
result of the works authorised by the
DCO.
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Matters not agreed

There are no matters not agreed.
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Record of areas still under discussion

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

1

Work schedules

Cambridge Water will cooperate
with work schedules to the best of
its ability. However, it states that
no strategic connections works
will be carried out on key
transmission pipes during periods
of peak demand (usually late May
and early September) to avoid
disruption of consumer and
wholesale supply during peak
demand periods
This matter will be addressed at
the detailed C4 stage of design.

Meeting 5
February
2015/
Telcon 11
June 2015

2

Land adjoining Cambridge Services

Clarity on plans for this junction is
still to be agreed. Cambridge
Water has complex valve gear
adjoining Swavesey junction and
will need to ensure adequate
access is provided.
This matter was discussed in
detail at a meeting between
Highways England and
Cambridge Water on 10
September. These discussions
will continue.

Meeting 5
February
2015/
Telcon 11
June 2015
Telcon 2
Sept 2015
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5

Summary

5.1.1

Cambridge Water has engaged fully with the initial design phase. The
company broadly supports the scheme and its objectives. However, as is
standard practice with water companies, full resolution of a number of
matters will not be achieved until the detailed design stage.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

30 October 2015

Name:

Paul Valente

Signature:
Email confirmation of acceptance
Position:
On behalf of:

Cambridge Water

Date:

01 October 2015
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Appendix A – Overview of scheme
The scheme comprises:
 Widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 5.6 km (3½ miles) from the existing two lane dual carriageway
to a three lane dual carriageway. Between Alconbury and Brampton Hut this
would generally be achieved by widening on the east side of the existing
road; between Brampton and Brampton Hut a new road would be
constructed to the west of the existing A1 which wuld become the new A1.
This would enable the existing carriageway over this length to form part of
the new A14 Huntingdon southern bypass.
A local access road
approximately 2.5 km (1.6 miles) long would link the Ellington junction with
Woolley Road.
 A new Huntingdon southern bypass of approximately 20 km (12½ miles) in
length, which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between Ellington
and the A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway between
Brampton and Swavesey. The new bypass would cross over the river Great
Ouse and the East Coast mainline railway, and would include junctions with
the A1 at Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester.
 Downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road status,
with ownership transferred to local government) over approximately 21 km
(13 miles) between Brampton Hut and Swavesey, as well as between
Alconbury and Spittals interchange.
 Huntingdon town centre improvements, including the closure and demolition
of the A14 viaduct over the East Coast mainline railway and Brampton Road
in Huntingdon. A new link would be constructed to improve accessibility into
Huntingdon from the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with
Huntingdon ring road near the bus stationand by constructing a new link
road from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. As such, a
through route for light vehicles would be maintained.
 Widening of the existing A14 over approximately 7.9 km (5 miles) to provide
three lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill, and four lanes
in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton.
 Widening of a 2.5 km (1½ mile) section of the Cambridge northern bypass
between Histon and Milton.
 Improving existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton in order to
increase the road’s capacity, ensure compatibility with adjacent proposed
developments such as Northstowe, and provide improved connections for
non-motorised users.
 A new local access road following the route of the A14 over a distance of
approximately 8 km (5 miles), including construction of a dual carriageway
link between the existing A14 near Fen Drayton and Swavesey junction and
a single carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road would provide
a route for local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon as well as
providing access to properties and businesses along the corridor.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. The
scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of Huntingdon, to
Milton in the north east of Cambridge. It includes both new highway
construction and the widening and improvement of existing highways over a
total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass to the south of
Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey
and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of the A1 trunk road between
Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access roads. In addition, the
existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions is to be detrunked (i.e. returned to county road status), the road viaduct over the East
Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and road connections to the
existing A14 from within the town amended.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the application. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 58-65 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government's "Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent" (March 2015).
Paragraph 58, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

"A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it is
also useful if a statement identifies those areas where agreement has not
been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence."

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Cambridgeshire Fire & Rescue Service
(Fire), Cambridgeshire Constabulary (Police) and East of England
Ambulance Service (hereafter “Emergency Services” unless specified
separately as “Fire”, “Police” or “Ambulance” respectively).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
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network is made up of England's motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major "A" roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme being constructed
Highways England will be responsible for operating and maintaining the
improved A14.
1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to the
Emergency Services in relation to the proposed scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 provides an overview of consultation to date between Highways
England and the Emergency Services,

1.3.3

Section 3 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.6

Section 6 includes the signatures of all parties to indicate agreement that this
is an accurate record of issues and discussions.

1.3.7

Throughout this SoCG:

HE/A14/EX/165

•

Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", this signifies a matter that
has been specifically stated as agreed by Highways England and
the Emergency Services.

•

Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", this signifies a matter
that has been specifically stated as not agreed by Highways
England and the Emergency Services.

•

Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion" this signifies a
matter that is still under discussion by Highways England and the
Emergency Services

•

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 4
and 5 of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to the
emergency services, and therefore have not been the subject of any
discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be
read as agreed, only to the extent that they are either not or material
interest or relevance to the emergency services
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2

Overview of Previous Engagement Undertaken

2.1.1

A summary of the key meetings (including meeting notes) and
correspondence that has taken place between Highways England and the
Emergency Services is outlined in the table below:

Date

Form of Contact or
Type of
Correspondence

Summary of that Contact and Key
Outcomes and Points of Discussion

20 June 2014 and
8 July 2014

Meeting

A14 Traffic management, closures and speed
mitigation.

18 September
2014

Meeting

Outline of Scheme including provision of design
features relevant to emergency services,
including emergency access points, emergency
laybys and proposed speed limits.

9 October 2014

Delivery

TROs delivered on CD to D Crosby (Police).

23 October

Meeting
D Crosby and G
Dodgson

Review initial SoCG draft with Cambridgeshire
Police Traffic Management Officer.

29 October 2014

Email
G Dodgson to D
Crosby (Police); G
Wise (Ambulance)
and S Smith (Fire)

Providing design and dimensions of proposed
emergency layby.

29 October 2014

Email
S Smith (Cambs Fire
& Rescue) to G
Dodgson

Confirming proposed dimensions of emergency
layby design are acceptable.

27 November 2014 Meeting
D Crosby and G
Dodgson

Provision of proposed TROs via electronic
media.

24 February 2015

Meeting
D Crosby and G
Dodgson

Update on SoCG progress.

24 February 2015

Email exchange (D
Crosby and G
Dodgson)

Provision of update on TRO amends in final
DCO.

27 March 2015

Email exchange (D
Crosby and G
Dodgson)

Further discussion regarding speed limits and
potential enforcement at Girton interchange
westbound.

27 March 2015

Email
G Dodgson to I
Smith & B Parcell

Providing latest (V4) SoCG.
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17 April 2015

Meeting G Young,
Ambulance Service
and G Dodgson

Overview of scheme and focus on provision for
emergency access/ laybys.

10 August 2015

Meeting held with D
Crosby,
Cambridgeshire
Constabulary and
Geoff Dodgson, J2A

Confirming details regarding emergency laybys,
revision of New Ellington Junction and final
amends to this SoCG.

10 August 2015

Meeting held with B
Parcell, I Smith,
Cambridgeshire Fire
& Rescue Service
and and Geoff
Dodgson, J2A

Confirming details regarding emergency laybys,
revision of New Ellington Junction and final
amends to this SoCG.

17 September
2015

Email Geoff
Dodgson and Derek
Crosby

Confirming agreement to monitoring of traffic
performance at the Girton westbound turn.
Confirming agreement to on-going traffic
management liaison ahead of, and during,
construction.

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and the Emergency Services in
relation to the matters recorded in Section 4.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1

The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and the Emergency Services.

HE/A14/EX/165

•

The need for the scheme and scheme objectives

•

Prohibition orders

•

Traffic regulation orders

•

Laybys

•

Emergency services access and security of access

•

Non-motorised user provision

•

Road design safety considerations at Girton interchange

•

Diversion routes

•

Weighbridge provision

•

Security of Police HQ in Huntingdon related to the new Views
Common Link road
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Matters agreed and matters not agreed
Matters agreed

Ref

Description

Matters Agreed

Record of
agreement

1

The need for the
scheme

HTC supports the stated objectives of the
project, in particular making the route more
reliable, improving journey times, unlocking
growth, and providing capacity for future traffic
growth.

Meetings 20
June 2014
and 8 July
2014

2

Scheme objectives

The Emergency Services support the stated
objectives of the project, in particular making
the route more reliable, improving journey
times, unlocking growth, and providing
capacity for future traffic growth.

Meetings 20
June 2014 and
8 July 2014

3

Prohibition order

It is agreed that non-motorised users should
be prohibited from using the A14 between
Girton and New Ellington junctions (as shown
on sheets 4 to 23 inclusive of the Traffic
Regulations Measures (Speed Limits and
Prohibitions Plans).

Meetings 20
June 2014 and
8 July 2014
Meetings 12
August 2015

4

Traffic regulation
orders (TROs)

Support is given for the proposed TROs
covering weight restrictions, speed limits and
height restrictions.

Meeting
24 February
2015

5

Lodge Farm
emergency access

It is agreed that either of the Lodge Farm
Emergency Access solutions shown on sheet
6 of the General Arrangement Plans
(document 2.2,PINS reference APP-022) or
under change reference DR1.18 (Applicant's
reference HE/A14/EX/99 PINS reference
REP7-034) are acceptable.

Meetings 20
June 2014 and
8 July 2014

6

Laybys

It is agreed, with the exception of emergency
laybys, that there will be no laybys along the
new A14 improved route.

Meeting
29 October
2014
Meetings 12
August 2015

7

Emergency access
security

It is agreed that Highways England will
engage with the Emergency Services to agree
arrangements for securing the access points
provided for the specific use of the emergency
services along the route during the detailed
design stage of the scheme.

Meeting
29 October
2014
Meeting 12
August 2015

8

Non-motorised user
provision

It is agreed that the design making separate
provision for NMUs particularly from
Fenstanton to Girton is supported.

Meetings 20
June 2014 and
8 July 2014

9

TROs

Cambridgeshire Police TRO has reviewed all
TROs supplied on 23 October 2014. The
proposed TROs were agreed with
Constabulary in January 2015.

Meeting
23 October
Email of 24
Feb 15
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Ref

Description

Matters Agreed

Record of
agreement

10

Emergency laybys

It is agreed that the design of the emergency
laybys – as set out in td6097 in the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges, vol 6.3) is
adequate for the needs of the emergency
services.

Meetings 23
March and 17
April

11

Emergency provision
at New Ellington
Junction

It is agreed that the amended design at the
New Ellington Junction is adequate to meet
the needs of the emergency services, as
shown in the following documents: Drawings:
Rights of Way and Access Plans (A14-ARPZZ-00-DR-Z-00303); Traffic Regulation
Measures Regulations (A14-ARP-ZZ-00-DRZ-00804 and A14-ARP-ZZ-00-DR-Z-00835)
published as part of HE/A14/EX/68.

Meetings 12
August 2015

12

Girton junction: A14
westbound

Cambridgeshire Constabulary does not object
to the proposed mandatory 50mph speed limit
at the Girton Junction westbound (shown on
Traffic Regulation Measures Plan – Sheet 23
(PINS Reference APP-318).
Highways England in its capacity as the traffic
authority will monitor performance, with
Cambridge Constabulary, once the road is
open to assess if enforcement using speed
cameras is necessary.

Email 31
March 2015
Meetings
12 August
2015
Email 18
September
2015

13

Diversion routes /
Traffic management

As traffic management plans are drawn up
during construction planning, the Emergency
Services would like traffic management plans
to be shared with them in the event of road
closure.
Highways England will continue to liaise with
the Emergency Services in respect of the
traffic management plans. This is a key duty
of the traffic safety and control officer as
described in Paragraph 15.1.6 of the Code of
Construction Practice ('CoCP') (Applicant's
reference E/A14/EX/123, PINS reference
REP8-018).

Meeting
8 July 2014
Meetings
12 August
2015

4.2

Matters not agreed

4.2.1

There are no matters that are not agreed.
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Record of areas still under discussion
There are no matters still under discussion.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

28 September 2015

Name:

Derek Crosby
Email confirmation

Signature:

Position:

Traffic Management Officer

On behalf of:

Cambridgeshire Constabulary

Date:

23 September 2015

Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Cambridgeshire Fire & Rescue Service

Date:
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Name:

Glenn Young

Signature:

Email confirmation

Position:

Senior Locality Manager

On behalf of:

East of England NHS Ambulance Trust

Date:

22 September 2015
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Annex A – Overview of scheme
The scheme comprises:
•

Widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 5.6 km (3½ miles) from the existing two lane dual carriageway
to a three lane dual carriageway. Between Alconbury and Brampton Hut this
would generally be achieved by widening on the east side of the existing road;
between Brampton and Brampton Hut a new road would be constructed to the
west of the existing A1 which would become the new A1. This would enable
the existing carriageway over this length to form part of the new A14
Huntingdon southern bypass. A local access road approximately 2.5 km (1.6
miles) long would link the Ellington junction with Woolley Road.

•

A new Huntingdon southern bypass of approximately 20 km (12½ miles) in
length, which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between Ellington
and the A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway between Brampton
and Swavesey. The new bypass would cross over the river Great Ouse and
the East Coast mainline railway, and would include junctions with the A1 at
Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester.

•

Downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road status,
with ownership transferred to local government) over approximately 21 km (13
miles) between Brampton Hut and Swavesey, as well as between Alconbury
and Spittals interchange.

•

Huntingdon town centre improvements, including the closure and demolition
of the A14 viaduct over the East Coast mainline railway and Brampton Road
in Huntingdon. A new link would be constructed to improve accessibility into
Huntingdon from the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with
Huntingdon ring road near the bus station and by constructing a new link road
from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. As such, a through
route for light vehicles would be maintained.

•

Widening of the existing A14 over approximately 7.9 km (5 miles) to provide
three lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill, and four lanes
in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton.

•

Widening of a 2.5 km (1½ mile) section of the Cambridge northern bypass
between Histon and Milton.

•

Improving existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton in order to
increase the road’s capacity, ensure compatibility with adjacent proposed
developments such as Northstowe, and provide improved connections for
non-motorised users.

•

A new local access road following the route of the A14 over a distance of
approximately 8 km (5 miles), including construction of a dual carriageway link
between the existing A14 near Fen Drayton and Swavesey junction and a
single carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road would provide a
route for local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon as well as providing
access to properties and businesses along the corridor.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. The
scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of Huntingdon, to
Milton in the north east of Cambridge. It includes both new highway
construction and the widening and improvement of existing highways over a
total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass to the south of
Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey
and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of the A1 trunk road between
Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access roads. In addition, the
existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions is to be detrunked (ie returned to county road status), the road viaduct over the East
Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and road connections to the
existing A14 from within the town amended..

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the application. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 58-65 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government's "Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent" (March 2015).
Paragraph 58, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

"A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it is
also useful if a statement identifies those areas where agreement has not
been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence."

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Gas Transport Company (“GTC”). GTC’s
utilities asset is affected by this scheme.

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
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network is made up of England's motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major "A" roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme being constructed
Highways England will be responsible for operating and maintaining the
improved A14.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
Gas Transport Company in relation to the proposed scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 provides an overview of engagement to date between Highways
England and GTC. Copies of relevant letters and meeting minutes are
provided in Appendix B.

1.3.3

Section 3 provides a list of the topics considered in this SoCG.

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.6

Section 6 provides a succinct summary of the matters contained within this
SoCG.

1.3.7

Section 7 includes the signatures of all parties to indicate agreement that this
is an accurate record of issues and discussions.

1.3.8

Appendix A of this SoCG provides an overview of the proposed scheme.

1.3.9

Appendix B of this SoCG provides a copy of key correspondence referenced
in Section 2.

1.3.10

Throughout this SoCG:

HE/A14/EX/98

•

Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", this signifies a matter that
has been specifically stated as agreed by Highways England and
Gas Transport Company.

•

Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", this signifies a matter
that has been specifically stated as not agreed by Highways
England and Gas Transport Company.

•

Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion" this signifies a
matter that is still under discussion by Highways England and Gas
Transport Company.

•

It is agreed than any matters not specifically referred to in Sections
4 and 5 of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to
GTC and therefore have not been the subject of any discussions
between the parties. As such, those matters can be read as
agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material interest
or relevance to GTC.
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2

Overview of Previous Engagement Undertaken

2.1.1

A summary of the key meetings and correspondence that has taken place
between Highways England and Gas Transport Company is outlined in the
table below:

Date

Form of Contact or
Type of
Correspondence

Summary of that Contact and Key
Outcomes and Points of Discussion

17 February
2014

Letter sent via email

C2 Enquiry.

24 February
2014

Letter sent via email

C2 Enquiry and J2A response.

01 October 2014

E-mail
correspondence

C3 estimate request and introduction to the
SoCG process.

02 October 2014

E-mail
correspondence

Utilities drawings provided to Gas Transport
Company (GTC).

09 October 2014

E-mail
correspondence

SoCG clarification.

27 October 2014

E-mail
correspondence

Received draft SoCG from GTC and their
network drawings for C3 estimate. One issue,
the location of the pipe to be determined by trial
pits which was agreed.

16 November
2014

E-mail
correspondence

C3 Estimate received.

16 December
2014

E-mail
correspondence

C3 Estimate query.

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Gas Transport Company in
relation to the matters recorded in Section 4.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Topics contained with this SoCG

3.1.1

The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and Gas Transport Company (GTC).

HE/A14/EX/98

•

Proposed utility diversions

•

Construction and maintenance
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4

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters Agreed

Ref

Description

Matters Agreed

Record of
agreement

Construction/
Maintenance

Possible need for protection and /or
lowering over the 180mmPE MP main,
close to B1040 Potton Road Bridge.
To be determined by trial holes to
confirm the depths of main.

Gas Transport Company
proposed diversion at the
C3 stage.

Agreement in principle at this C3 stage
for the proposed diversion location.

Construction/
Maintenance

The Gas Transport Company
proposed diversion to be routed
around the bridge instead of buried
within the bridge deck at B1040 Potton
Road Bridge.

Email attachment
received from
GTC (Tom
Duncan)
27/10/2014
Email attachment
received from
GTC (Tom
Duncan)
16/11/2014
Email attachment
received from
GTC (Tom
Duncan)
30/12/2014

1

2

3

4.2

Matters Not Agreed

4.2.1

There are no matters which have not been agreed.
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5

Record of areas still under discussion

5.1.1

There are no matters which are areas still under discussion.
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6

Summary

6.1.1

For Gas Transport Company (GTC) there is one proposed diversion which
has been agreed at this C3 stage. There are no matters which have not
been agreed or areas still under discussion however the matters agreed
relate to the one proposed diversion at B1040 Potton Road Bridge where the
GTC cable is to be diverted. GTC have agreed that trial pits are required to
determine the depths of the main and whether protection and/or lowering is
required. GTC have also agreed that the 180mmPE main pipe will be routed
to avoid being placed on the bridge deck.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

1 September 2015

Name:

Tom Duncan

Signature:

Position:

Senior Design Engineer

On behalf of:

Gas transport Company

Date:

27/08/15
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Appendix A – Overview of scheme
The proposed scheme comprises:
•

widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 3½ miles, from the existing two lane dual carriageway to a
three lane dual carriageway. This would be achieved between Brampton
and Brampton Hut by constructing a new road to the west of the existing
A1, with the existing A1 road becoming part of the new A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass;
• a new Huntingdon Southern Bypass of approximately 12½ miles in length,
which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between Ellington and
the A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway between Brampton
and Swavesey; this would remove a large proportion of traffic from the
section of the existing A14 between Huntingdon and Swavesey as well as
Brampton Hut and Spittals interchange. The new bypass would include a
raised viaduct section of road running across the river Great Ouse and a
bridge over the East Coast Mainline railway. it would include junctions
with the A1 at Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester;
• downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road
status) over approximately 12 miles between Brampton Hut and
Swavesey, as well as between Alconbury and Spittals interchange;
• Huntingdon Town Centre improvements, to include the demolition of the
A14 viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway and Brampton Road in
Huntingdon. A new link would improve accessibility into Huntingdon: from
the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with Huntingdon
Ring Road near the bus station, with Brampton road adjacent to the
railway station and from the north and west by constructing a new link
road from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. A through
route for light vehicles would be maintained;
• widening of the existing A14 over approximately 5½ miles to provide three
lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill and to four lanes
in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton;
• widening of a 1½ mile section of the Cambridge Northern Bypass between
Histon and Milton;
• improvement of existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton;
to improve the capacity of the road, ensures compatibility with adjacent
proposed developments such as Northstowe, and connections for nonmotorised users; and
• a new local access road, approximately five miles in length, to be
constructed as a dual carriageway between Fen Drayton and Swavesey
and as a single carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road
would provide a route for local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon
as well as providing access to properties and businesses along the
corridor.
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Appendix B – Relevant documents
All copies of the relevant documents to this Statement of Common Ground are saved
as pdf in a separate document.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. The
scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of Huntingdon, to
Milton in the north east of Cambridge. It includes both new highway
construction and the widening and improvement of existing highways over a
total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass to the south of
Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey
and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of the A1 trunk road between
Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access roads. In addition, the
existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions is to be detrunked (ie returned to county road status), the road viaduct over the East
Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and road connections to the
existing A14 from within the town amended.

1.1.2

The Application (including a draft development consent order ("DCO")) was
submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 57-62 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government’s “Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent” (26th April 2013
version). Paragraph 57, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

“A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it
may also be useful for a statement to identify areas where agreement has
not been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence.”

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and National Grid Gas plc (“National Grid”).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
network is made up of England’s motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major “A” roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme being constructed,
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Highways England will be responsible for operating, maintaining the
improved A14.
1.2.3

National Grid is a licensed gas transporter under the Gas Act 1986, with a
statutory responsibility to transport gas throughout the country. It is also the
licensed gas distributor for a significant part of England.

1.2.4

National Grid’s primary duties are to operate, maintain and develop its
networks in an economic, efficient and coordinated way and to facilitate
competition in the supply and generation of electricity and in the supply of
gas.

1.2.5

National Grid is a statutory undertaker for the purposes of the Planning Act
2008 and the provisions in the draft DCO.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
National Grid in relation to the proposed scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 provides an overview of engagement to date between HE and
National Grid.

1.3.3

Section 3 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG.

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.6

Section 6 provides a succinct summary of the matters contained within this
SoCG.

1.3.7

Section 7 includes the signatures of all parties to indicate agreement that this
is an accurate record of issues and discussions.

1.3.8

Throughout this SoCG:
 Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as agreed by Highways England and National
Grid.
 Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as not agreed by Highways England and National
Grid.
 Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion" this signifies a matter
that is still under discussion by Highways England and National Grid.
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2

Overview of Previous Engagement Undertaken

2.1.1

A summary of the key meetings (including meeting notes) and
correspondence that has taken place between Highways England and
National Grid is outlined in the table below:

Date

Form of Contact Summary of that Contact and Key
or Type of
Outcomes and Points of Discussion
Correspondence

28 August 2014

Meeting

Discussions around A14 proposals and
impact to NGG assets identified as affected
after initial consultation

October 2014

Meeting

Discussions before start of National Grid
conceptual design for diversion of gas
pipeline at Offord Road

9 December 2015

Email from Vicky
Stirling (NGG)

National Grid sent over drawing of
proposed diversion at Offord Road

16 February 2015

Meeting

Discussions of Offord Road diversion

16 April 2015

Meeting

Discussions around outstanding design
considerations in diversions of low, medium
and intermediate pressure gas pipelines

28 April 2015

Meeting

Continued discussions around diversions of
low, medium, intermediate and high
pressure gas pipelines

17 June 2015

Telephone
conference call

Continued discussion around diversions of
low, medium, intermediate and high
pressure gas pipelines with specific focus
on reducing the need for any changes to
the redline boundary

September 2015

Telephone calls
and emails
between Vicky
Sterling (NGG)
and Pinsent
Masons

Discussion around design changes to
accommodate diversions (NG01B, NG02,
NG03, NG04, NG06, NG07, NG18, NG10 &
NG15 and NG17).

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and National Grid in relation to
the matters recorded in Sections 4 and 5.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1

The list below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provides a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and National Grid.
 Diversion of gas pipelines required by the proposed scheme structure
 The need for a protective provisions agreement to cover the interfaces
between National Grid's assets and property and the Scheme in addition
to the protective provisions set out in Schedule [8] of the draft DCO.
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Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters agreed

Scheme
Diversion
Ref

NG
Number

NG
Description

Comment

Record of
agreement

NG06

6.

Diversion of
intermediate
pressure gas
pipeline at
Swavesey
Junction

National Grid and Highways
England agree that the
indicative route shown on A14ACM-U0-E2-DR-C-01015 is
agreed subject to detailed
design. The proposal crosses
perpendicular to all
carriageways and to avoid the
ponds.
Highways England has
amended Work 70 on Work
Plans and in the DCO to reflect
this.

Meetings
28/04/15 and
17/06/2015

NG08

8.

Diversion of
intermediate
pressure gas
pipeline at
Dry Drayton

Proposed indicative route for
diversion is acceptable subject
to detailed design (the existing
pipeline crosses perpendicular
to the new road), although the
option exists for National Grid to
protect the existing pipeline
rather than divert subject to
detailed design of the
roundabout construction. It is
agreed that both options will be
put on the DCO
Further note should be taken
that the existing pipeline which
will be under the new lanes on
the widened A14 will also need
protection. Protective
provisions will cover this.

Meeting 28/04/15
T-Con 17/06/2015

NG14

1.

Diversion of
medium
pressure gas
pipeline at
Brampton
Road

The 2 options presented on the
plans are acceptable and both
are feasible within the red line.
National Grid will determine
whether a diversion is required
or whether deeper burial would
be the best option once detailed
design information is available
from Highways England. Either
option may require the use of a
protection slab.

Two options are
presented: Option
1 divert as per
Works 49, Option
2 keep the
existing route and
allow deeper
burial.
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Scheme
Diversion
Ref

NG
Number

NG
Description

Comment

Record of
agreement

-

-

Protective
provisions

National Grid requires a
protective provisions
agreement to cover the
interfaces between National
Grid's assets and property and
the Scheme in addition to the
protective provisions set out in
Schedule [8] of the draft DCO.
The terms of the protective
provisions agreement are still to
be agreed.
National Grid and Highways
England have now agreed a
form of Protective Provisions to
cover works in this SoCG

Email from
National Grid on
27 October 2015

4.2

Matters not agreed

4.2.1

There are no diversions which are not agreed
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5

Record of areas still under discussion

5.1.1

The following issues are still under discussion.

Scheme
Diversion
Ref

NG
Number

NG
Description

National Grid Comment

Highways England
Responses

NGH01B

HP1

Diversion of
high
pressure gas
pipeline at
Offord Road

Discussions ongoing
between National Grid
and Highways England
relating to land required
for stopple pit. Sufficient
land will be required for
temporary and permanent
land rights and adequate
limits of deviation for
possible changes at
detailed design stage.

It has been agreed that
powers of temporary
possession over an
area of land outside the
original red line
boundary will be sought
to allow for the stopple
pit.
Land owner agreement
has been secured for
powers of temporary
possession in respect
of additional land
outside the red line
boundary to allow for
stopple pit and
workings.

NGH02

HP2

Diversion of
high
pressure gas
pipeline at
Mill Common

National Grid has
concerns about the
feasibility of conducting
the works within the red
line boundary. A small
additional area of land
may be required for a
potential diversion. An
alternative is to protect the
existing pipeline rather
than divert subject to
assessment of detailed
cross sections of
proposed works.
National Grid has
additional concerns about
the impact of the link from
the removed Huntingdon
viaduct to Brampton Road
and any additional loading
this may place on the high
pressure pipeline in this
area.

Highways England will
provide detailed cross
sections and accurate
profiles for Mill
Common to allow
National Grid to review
feasibility of protecting
the pipeline rather than
diverting.
Highways England will
provide detailed cross
sections and accurate
profiles for the link road
to allow National Grid to
review feasibility of
protecting the pipeline
rather than diverting.
Highways England
believes that the
removal of the
Huntingdon viaduct will
result in less stress on
the existing pipeline,
even accounting for the
new road to be built.
As such Highways
England are reluctant to
extend the redline
boundary at this point.
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Scheme
Diversion
Ref

NG
Number

NG
Description

National Grid Comment

Highways England
Responses

NG02

2.

Diversion of
medium
pressure gas
pipeline at
Potton Road

National Grid has
concerns that there is not
sufficient land to allow the
planned diversion.
It was agreed to divert the
pipeline along the foot of
the embankment and to
use a protection slab.

Highways England will
consider amending the
drawings to reflect the
agreed new diversion
position identified as
Work No.59 (on Sheet
13 of the Works Plans).

NGH02

3.

Isolation of
spur at Mill
Common

NGG have a high
pressure spur which
comes off a high pressure
gas pipeline running
through Mill Common.
The spur is not required
by NGG but currently it
still contains gas. It
requires a ‘building
proximity distance of
greater than 14.2 metres.
As it appears this
requirement will not be
met, NGG need to isolate
the spur (so that it no
longer contains gas).

Highways England will
request design change
reference DR1.103,
which will require a
30sqm area of land
outside the Order limits
/ red line boundary to
be subject to powers of
temporary possession
for the purposes of
carrying out the works
to isolate the spur.
NGG have confirmed
that no permanent
rights would be required
in this area.

NG03

3.

Diversion of
intermediate
pressure gas
pipeline at
Hilton Road

There are 2 options for the
diversion, to the south of
the pond (as currently
shown) or to north and
east of the pond.
National Grid is concerned
with the proximity of the
Southern diversion to the
pond and embankment.
National Grid’s preference
is therefore to divert north
of the pond. However,
this would mean diverting
the pipe along the north of
the unnamed watercourse
outside the red line
boundary. Temporary and
permanent rights will be
required to construct the
diversion and to provide
permanent land rights for
NG.

Highways England is
requesting design
change reference
DR1.20b to
accommodate this
diversion. As this
requires the compulsory
acquisition of rights
over land it is subject to
the granting of consent
by all parties with an
interest in the relevant
land. Highways
England is currently
seeking the necessary
consents. The exact
location of the pond will
be determined during
the detailed design
process which will take
account of the need to
maintain a specific
distance (of 15m)
between the pond and
the diverted apparatus.

NG04

4.

Diversion of
intermediate

An alternative route for
this diversion is agreed to

Highways England is
requesting design
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Scheme
Diversion
Ref

NG
Number

NG
Description

National Grid Comment

Highways England
Responses

pressure gas
pipeline at
Conington
Road

divert the pipeline away
from the attenuation pond.
To allow for changes and
requirements at detailed
design, National Grid
requires additional land to
be taken by Highways
England around the toe of
the embankment following
the access track.

changes references
DR1.20c and DR1.20d
to accommodate this
diversion. As this
requires the compulsory
acquisition of rights
over land it is subject to
the granting of consent
by all parties with an
interest in the relevant
land. Highways
England is currently
seeking the necessary
consents.

NG05

5.

Diversion of
intermediate
pressure gas
pipeline at
Cambridge
Road

The proposed diversion
route is agreed in principle
but it is indicative and
subject to detailed design
and information on the
topography of the land. .
National Grid has
concerns relating to the
proposed flood
compensation area.
Protective provisions will
need to cover
requirements for the
protection of National
Grid’s pipeline at crossing
points between the FCA
and SSA – this needs to
be addressed at the
detailed design stage in
adequate time for
construction. National Grid
will provide appropriate
drafting within Protective
Provisions.

Highways England
agrees to this solution

NG07

7.

Diversion of
intermediate
pressure gas
pipeline at
Robins Lane
to Barr Hill
Junction

The proposed indicative
diversion route is
acceptable to National
Grid subject to detailed
design.
National Grid would like
details of proximity of the
foul pipeline and water
pipeline.
National Grid requires
additional permanent and
temporary land to allow
sufficient space between
the other utilities and

Highways England has
requested design
change reference
DR1.20e to
accommodate this
diversion. As this
requires the compulsory
acquisition of rights
over land it is subject to
the granting of consent
by all parties with an
interest in the land.
Highways England is
currently seeking the
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Scheme
Diversion
Ref

NG
Number

NG
Description

National Grid Comment

Highways England
Responses

National Grid for the
construction and
maintenance of the
diverted pipeline.

necessary consents.

NG10

9.

Diversion of
intermediate
and medium
pressure gas
pipeline at
Girton

The existing pipeline in
this area has just been
diverted as part of the
Cambridge Northern
Bypass pinchpoint
scheme. National Grid
need to investigate
whether this diversion
allows sufficient room for
the proposed A14 C2H
scheme proposals.

Highways England will
review the as laid plans
once provided.
Highways England will
provide details on
space between
Highway works and
Order limits so NG can
review land available

NG15

10.

Diversion of
intermediate
and medium
pressure gas
pipeline at
Impington

As per NG10, the existing
pipeline in this area has
just been diverted as part
of the Cambridge
Northern Bypass
pinchpoint scheme.
National Grid need to
investigate whether this
diversion allows sufficient
room for the proposed
A14 C2H scheme
proposals.

Highways England will
review the as laid plans
once provided.
As above.

NG18

18.

Diversion of
low pressure
gas pipeline
at Brampton
Road in
Huntingdon
town centre

National Grid needs to
replace the pipeline
material. National Grid
also wants to deepen the
cover over the new
pipeline.

Highways England
agrees to add this
diversion to the DCO
and work plans. Works
number to be
confirmed to National
Grid.

NG17

17

Possible
diversion
required of
intermediate
pressure
pipeline at
Bar Hill
Junction

National Grid needs to
review proposed works at
Bar Hill Junction as lay by
works may now impact
upon its pipeline in this
location. Only identified
during a meeting on
23/06/15. Further review
needs to be undertaken to
identify extent of impact
and whether a diversion is
required.

Highways England is
requesting design
change reference
DR1.105 to
accommodate this
diversion. As this
requires the
compulsory acquisition
of rights over land it is
subject to the granting
of consent by all parties
with an interest in the
land. As the design
change has only just
been agreed with NGG,
Highways England is in
the very early stages of
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Scheme
Diversion
Ref

NG
Number

NG
Description

National Grid Comment

Highways England
Responses
seeking the necessary
consents.

-

HE/A14/EX/190

-

Timelines for
delivery of
parts and
materials

National Grid stresses the
importance of allowing
sufficient time to order
parts and materials once
the C4 and detailed
design has be agreed.
Parts will not be ordered
until payment has been
received.

SU08/11
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6

Summary

6.1.1

Discussions between National Grid and Highways England are ongoing to
finalise the diversions to the low, medium, intermediate and high pressure
gas pipelines required for the Scheme. In most cases an engineering
solution has been agreed and both organisations are reviewing the solution
to ensure it meets necessary standards and procedures.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

30 October 2015

Name:

Vicky Stirling

Signature:

Position:

DCO Liaison Officer

On behalf of:

National Grid Gas plc

Date:

27/10/2015
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Appendix A Overview of scheme
The scheme comprises:
 Widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 5.6 km (3½ miles) from the existing two lane dual
carriageway to a three lane dual carriageway. Between Alconbury and
Brampton Hut this would generally be achieved by widening on the east
side of the existing road; between Brampton and Brampton Hut a new
road would be constructed to the west of the existing A1 which would
become the new A1. This would enable the existing carriageway over this
length to form part of the new A14 Huntingdon southern bypass. A local
access road approximately 2.5 km (1.6 miles) long would link the Ellington
junction with Woolley Road.
 A new Huntingdon southern bypass of approximately 20 km (12½ miles)
in length, which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between
Ellington and the A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway
between Brampton and Swavesey. The new bypass would cross over the
river Great Ouse and the East Coast mainline railway, and would include
junctions with the A1 at Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester.
 Downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road
status, with ownership transferred to local government) over
approximately 21 km (13 miles) between Brampton Hut and Swavesey, as
well as between Alconbury and Spittals interchange.
 Huntingdon town centre improvements, including the closure and
demolition of the A14 viaduct over the East Coast mainline railway and
Brampton Road in Huntingdon. A new link would be constructed to
improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the old A14 directly with Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station and by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to
connect with the A14 to the west. As such, a through route for light
vehicles would be maintained.
 Widening of the existing A14 over approximately 7.9 km (5 miles) to
provide three lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill, and
four lanes in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton.
 Widening of a 2.5 km (1½ mile) section of the Cambridge northern bypass
between Histon and Milton.
 Improving existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton in order
to increase the road’s capacity, ensure compatibility with adjacent
proposed developments such as Northstowe, and provide improved
connections for non-motorised users.
 A new local access road following the route of the A14 over a distance of
approximately 8 km (5 miles), including construction of a dual carriageway
link between the existing A14 near Fen Drayton and Swavesey junction
and a single carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road would
provide a route for local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon as
well as providing access to properties and businesses along the corridor.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme (“the
Scheme”). The Scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of
Huntingdon, to Milton in the north east of Cambridge. It includes both new
highway construction and the widening and improvement of existing
highways over a total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass to
the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between
Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern
Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of the A1 trunk
road between Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access roads. In
addition, the existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions is
to be de-trunked (returned to county road status), the road viaduct over the
East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and road connections to
the existing A14 from within the town amended.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.1.3

This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) has been prepared in respect of
the Scheme. Guidance about the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is
given in paragraphs 57-62 of the Department for Communities and Local
Government’s “Planning Act 2008: examination of applications for
development consent” (26th April 2013 version). Paragraph 57, copied
below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

“A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it
may also be useful for a statement to identify areas where agreement has
not been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence.”

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd (“NR”).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
network is made up of England’s motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major “A” roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
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Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme being constructed,
Highways England will be responsible for operating, maintaining the
improved A14.
1.2.3

NR is a statutory undertaker, and in that capacity is the owner and operator
of Britain’s railway infrastructure, including, the East Coast Main Line, and is
freeholder of Huntingdon Station, which are both affected by the Scheme.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
NR in relation to the Scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 provides an overview of engagement to date between Highways
England and NR.

1.3.3

Section 3 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG.

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.6

Section 6 provides a succinct summary of the matters contained within this
SoCG.

1.3.7

Section 7 includes the signatures of all parties to indicate agreement that this
is an accurate record of issues and discussions.

1.3.8

Throughout this SoCG:
• Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as agreed by Highways England and NR.
• Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as not agreed by Highways England and NR.
• Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion" this signifies a matter
that is still under discussion by Highways England and NR.
• It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 4 and 5
of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to NR, and therefore
have not been the subject of any discussions between the parties. As
such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent that they
are either not or material interest or relevance to NR.
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2

Overview of previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1

A summary of the key meetings and correspondence that has taken place
between Highways England and NR is outlined in the table below.

Date

Form of Contact or
Type of
Correspondence

Summary of that Contact and Key Outcomes
and Points of Discussion

24 January 2014

Basic Asset Protection
Agreement

Basic Asset Protection Agreement (BAPA)
concluded between Highways England and NR
under which NR agrees for Highways England to
carry out the construction of the ECML bridge; the
strengthening of an accommodation bridge;
demolition of the existing A14 viaduct and
modifications to the Brampton Road Bridge.

22 September
2014

Meeting

1st Highways England/ NR Interface Meeting. Key
points for discussion, included:
Frequency of stakeholder interface meetings
• Issues surrounding East Coast Mainline
(ECML) bridge height
• Possessions
• Signal sighting following installation of new
bridge
• SoCG

30 September
2014

Meeting

2nd Highways England/ NR Interface Meeting to
discuss status of Overhead Line Electric (OLE)
affected by the ECML bridge, including:
• Modification
• Feasibility study
• Timescales and costs
• Commercial and legal issues
• Required survey work
Demolition of the Huntingdon viaduct and the
SoCG were also discussed at the meeting.

18 November
2014

HE/A14/EX/165
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NR and Highways England Periodic Progress
Meeting. Key points for discussion, included:
• ECML resettlement
• Highways England use of Bridge 139
• ECML bridge
• Alterations to OLE
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Date

Form of Contact or
Type of
Correspondence

Summary of that Contact and Key Outcomes
and Points of Discussion

16 December
2014

Meeting

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Monthly Interface
Meeting with NR. Key points for discussion,
included:
• Bridge 139 Anti Vehicle Incursion Assessment
• ECML OLE modifications
• ECML possessions
• Signalling sight survey
• NR design preferences

28 January 2015

Meeting

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Discipline
Meeting. All stakeholders represented (NR,
Highways England, J2A and Pinsent Masons).
Key points for discussion, included:
• Plans for Huntingdon Station
• ECML OLE modification
• Demolition of Huntingdon viaduct
• Highways England use of Bridge 139
• Use of Chesterton Railhead
• Design of the ECML bridge
• Status of SoCG

23 February 2015

Meeting

HE’s preference is to fund NR to carry out
modifications to ECML OLE.
Only use of Bridge 139 is included in the DCO.
Other parties have suggested using Bridge 140. If
HE wishes to use either Bridge 139 or 140 then it
must conduct a new Anti-Vehicle Incursion
Assessment on the structure
A H4A class protection system is required over the
East Coast Main Line (ECML).This is mandatory
as per ORR.

27 February 2015

Meeting

1st Highways England Stakeholder Engagement
Meeting with Govia Thames Railway (GTR). NR
was not represented. Key points for discussion,
included:
• Proposed permanent changes to Huntingdon
station
• Impact on Govia Thames Railway
• Demolition of the A14 viaduct
• Status of SoCG

30 March 2015
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Date

Form of Contact or
Type of
Correspondence

Summary of that Contact and Key Outcomes
and Points of Discussion

22 April 2015

Meeting

HE informed the meeting that the detailed
designer for the scheme has been appointed. It
was decided an initial A14HSB bridge design
meeting should be held to discuss NR’s concerns
over the structure.

27 April 2015

Email

Comments returned on the draft protective
provisions and a draft Overarching Interface
Agreement provided by Pinsent Masons on behalf
of Highways England to Bond Dickinson.

15 June 2015

Meeting

NR concerns for resettlement stated to detailed
designer. Process for reaching Agreement in
Principle (AIP) for bridge design established.
Frequency of meetings to discuss design
established.

14 July 2015

Meeting

Initial discussions on solutions to the loss of car
parking at Huntingdon Station. Temporary and
permanent access to the ECML bridge and
placement and access to the attenuation tank to
be located in the station car park also discussed.

29 July 2015

Meeting

Further discussion on the approach for a solution
to the following issues:
• the loss of car parking and access for
maintenance of the attenuation tank at
Huntingdon Station;
• temporary and permanent access to the ECML
bridge; and
• relocation of the badger sett to NR-owned
land.
Dates for further meetings to support resolution of
issues also agreed.

12 August 2015

Email

Comments received from Bond Dickinson on the
draft Overarching Interface Agreement together
with a further revised set of protective provisions.
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Date

Form of Contact or
Type of
Correspondence

Summary of that Contact and Key Outcomes
and Points of Discussion

26 August 2015

Meeting

Further discussion on the approach for a solution
to the following issues:
• relocation of the badger sett and HE
acquisition of associated NR-owned land;
• possible solutions for the loss of car parking at
Huntingdon Station;
• land and access requirements for the
attenuation tank to be located under
Huntingdon Station car park;
• permanent maintenance only access to the
ECML bridge via Bridge 139;
•
•
•

8 September
2015

2.1.2

Meeting

OLE modification for construction of the ECML
bridge;
development of the Overarching Interface
Agreement; and
actions required to finalise and sign-off SoCG.

Further development of the issues listed above.

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and NR in relation to the
matters recorded in Sections 4 and 5.
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3

Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1

The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provides a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and NR.
• Relevant Representation – regarding the principles of protective
provisions and other agreements not contained in the draft DCO
submitted by Highways England.
• Scheme elements:
o Huntingdon Station – regarding temporary use during construction
and permanent changes.
o ECML OLE modification – regarding changes required to OLE to
accommodate the ECML Bridge.
o Demolition of Huntingdon viaduct – regarding related changes to
local roads, including Brampton Road Bridge, and NR assets.
o Highways England use of Bridge 139 – regarding temporary use
during construction and permanent use as access for maintenance of
ECML Bridge.
o Design of the ECML Bridge – regarding settlement of NR assets
following construction of the ECML Bridge.
o Possessions – regarding possession of the railway over Christmas
periods to facilitate the Scheme.
o Permanent use of NR land.
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4

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters agreed

4.1.1

NR is a statutory undertaker in respect of the East Coast Main Line and
Huntingdon Station, which constitute “statutory undertaker’s land” for the
purposes of Section 127 of the Planning Act 2008. In general terms, the
status of NR as a statutory undertaker, and the extent of statutory
undertaker’s land affected by the Scheme, is agreed.

4.1.2

The following matters have been agreed between NR and Highways
England with regards to this Statement of Common Ground.

Ref

Description

Matters Agreed

Record of
agreement

A14-NR-A001

ECML OLE
modification to
allow
construction of
ECML Bridge

It is agreed in principle that a Development
Services Agreement (DSA) will be
produced with NR to enable Highways
England to fund the detailed design of the
modification of the OLE.

28/01/15 &
26/08/15

A14-NR-A002

Protective
provisions for
the benefit of
NR

NR has requested protective provisions for
their benefit. Highways England agrees in
principle to the inclusion of such protective
provisions in the DCO and the parties are
currently discussing a few points of drafting
in relation to the protective provisions.

NR Relevant
Representation
to PINS
Emails of 30
March 2015
and 17 April
2015

A14-NR-A003

ECML OLE
modification to
facilitate
demolition of
Huntingdon
viaduct

OLE modification will also be required to
facilitate demolition of the Huntingdon
viaduct. The Overarching Interface
Agreement proposed by Highways
England proposes that the OLE
modification will be carried out under either
an ORR standard form development
services agreement and/or an
Implementation Agreement.

28/01/15
Email of 17
April 2015

A14-NR-A004

Possessions

Possessions to allow for construction work
in the proximity of and affecting the ECML
need to be authorised by NR. The timings
of these possessions will need to be
agreed by NR and scheduled into the
construction programme when it is drafted.
The Overarching Interface Agreement
proposed by Highways England proposes
possessions will be provided under
standard form ORR documentation,
primarily the BAPA already concluded.

28/01/15
Email of 17
April 2015
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4.2

Matters not agreed

4.2.1

The following matters of disagreement exist between NR and Highways
England with regards to this Statement of Common Ground.

Ref

Description

Matters not agreed

None

None

HE/A14/EX/165
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5

Record of areas still under discussion

5.1.1

The following areas of discussion remain between NR and Highways
England with regards to this Statement of Common Ground.

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

A14NR-U001

Acquisition of
necessary property
rights

The Overarching Interface Agreement
proposed by Highways England provides
that agreements will be entered into under
which NR will provide the necessary
permanent property rights for land-take at
the station car-park; in respect of the
bridges over the ECML; and for the
attenuation tank and associate pipes. The
exact form of those agreements remains
under discussion and subject to Network
Rail internal clearance and any regulatory
consents.

Meeting of 26
August 2015

A14NR-U002

Permanent use of
Bridge 139

Highways England is seeking a permanent
right to use this bridge to allow use by
lightweight vehicles of less than 7.5 tonnes
for maintenance of the ECML Bridge,
subject to capacity and vehicle incursion
assessments.
Highways England will produce a new AntiVehicle Incursion assessment as the
frequency and type of traffic may alter due
to the change of usage. The requirement
for further bridge assessment is to be
determined by the NR asset owner prior to
seeking clearance and any regulatory
consents.

28/01/15,
29/07/15 &
26/08/15

A14NR-U003

Huntingdon station

Highways England is seeking temporary
use of the station car park during
construction to facilitate demolition of the
Huntingdon viaduct.
Final details of timings will be agreed
during drafting of the construction
programme. Temporary use will be subject
to clearance and any regulatory consents.

28/01/05 &
27/02/15

A14NR-U004

Huntingdon station

The scheme, in its current form, would
result in permanent loss of approximately
170 car parking spaces at the station.
NR considers that any reduction in car
parking capacity at the station could be
replaced with suitable alternative provision
at or in the immediate vicinity of the station.
Discussions are on-going between
Highways England and NR to find a
workable solution in relation to

28/01/05 &
27/02/15
Email of 17
April 2015
29/07/15 &
26/08/15
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Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

replacement parking spaces.
HE and NR have discussed and are
working to develop plans for replacement
car parking to provide alternative spaces at
the station on decking that could be
brought forward by NR. Such proposals
may require listed building consent and
planning permission. However, for the
avoidance of doubt, replacement car
parking is not proposed as part of the A14
scheme and is not authorised in the DCO.
In the event that replacement parking is not
secured, the draft protective provisions
proposed by Network Rail would make
provision for compensation for any losses
incurred by train operators due to the loss
of car parking capacity, whilst, the
Overarching Interface Agreement
proposed by Highways England would
make provision for any necessary station
change processes that are required.
A14NR-U005

Huntingdon station

The Overarching Interface Agreement
proposed by Highways England proposes
an easement for the installation and
retention of the attenuation tank and
associated routing pipework in the station
car park. A separate easement would allow
permanent access for maintenance (likely
to be required by the Local Highways
Authority). These rights would be subject
to Network Rail internal clearance and any
regulatory consents.

28/01/05,
27/02/15,
29/07/15 &
26/08/15

A14NR-U006

Design of the ECML
Bridge

Agreement is required on which of the four
options presented to prevent settlement of
NR assets following construction of the
ECML Bridge is progressed.

28/01/15

A14NR-U007

Permanent use of NR
land/ecology mitigation

The scheme works at Mill Common
would require closure of a ‘main’ badger
sett. This sett was identified during preconstruction surveys completed in March
2015. Plans received from NR confirm
the sett is located on Mill Common to the
south east of Huntingdon Station in an
area of land owned by NR.
To obtain a licence from Natural England
to disturb this sett, an artificial sett,
located within the badger’s existing
territory, is required in advance of
construction to provide alternative shelter
and breeding opportunity.
The late discovery of the main sett

29/07/15
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Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

means no provision was made to install
an artificial sett within the first draft of the
red line boundary submitted at the time
of the Development Consent Order
application. Highways England is of the
view that the only feasible place to locate
the sett is on NR land within Mill
Common, to the east of the proposed
new station link road and has therefore
amended the application to extend the
red line boundary of the DCO around this
land. Highways England wishes to
acquire this land, taking on responsibility
for its future maintenance and releasing
liability of ownership from NR.
NR is currently considering this proposal.
The disposal of this land would be
subject to clearance and any regulatory
consents.
A14NR-U008

Parallel Access track

HE/A14/EX/165

With regard to the proposed new access 15/9/2015
track running parallel to the railway (Plots
9/6 and 9/12c) NR is concerned to
ensure that all necessary anti-vehicle
incursion measures are installed as part
of the scheme. The proposed
Overarching Interface Agreement
provides for HE to produce a new AntiVehicle Incursion assessment out a risk
assessment for parallel sites in relation to
the new access track in accordance with
all relevant European and national
standards and guidance.
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6

Summary

6.1.1

There are six matters agreed between Highways England and NR.

6.1.2

Six matters under discussion remain between Highways England and NR.

6.1.3

There are no matters not agreed between Highways England and NR.

6.1.4

Of particular importance to NR are the Scheme elements that potentially
affect operation of the ECML during construction of the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:
Role:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:
Role:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Network Rail

Date:
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Appendix A Overview of the Scheme
A.1.1

The Scheme comprises:

A.1.2

widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 5.6 km (3½ miles) from the existing two lane dual carriageway
to a three lane dual carriageway. Between Alconbury and Brampton Hut this
would generally be achieved by widening on the east side of the existing road;
between Brampton and Brampton Hut a new road would be constructed to the
west of the existing A1 which would become the new A1. This would enable
the existing carriageway over this length to form part of the new A14
Huntingdon southern bypass. A local access road approximately 2.5 km (1.6
miles) long would link the Ellington junction with Woolley Road.

A.1.3

A new Huntingdon southern bypass of approximately 20 km (12½ miles) in
length, which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between Ellington
and the A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway between Brampton
and Swavesey. The new bypass would cross over the river Great Ouse and
the East Coast mainline railway, and would include junctions with the A1 at
Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester.

A.1.4

Downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road status,
with ownership transferred to local government) over approximately 21 km (13
miles) between Brampton Hut and Swavesey, as well as between Alconbury
and Spittals interchange.

A.1.5

Huntingdon town centre improvements, including the closure and demolition
of the A14 viaduct over the East Coast mainline railway and Brampton Road
in Huntingdon. A new link would be constructed to improve accessibility into
Huntingdon from the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with
Huntingdon ring road near the bus station and by constructing a new link road
from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. As such, a through
route for light vehicles would be maintained.

A.1.6

Widening of the existing A14 over approximately 7.9 km (5 miles) to provide
three lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill, and four lanes
in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton.

A.1.7

Widening of a 2.5 km (1½ mile) section of the Cambridge northern bypass
between Histon and Milton.

A.1.8

Improving existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton in order to
increase the road's capacity, ensure compatibility with adjacent proposed
developments such as Northstowe, and provide improved connections for
non-motorised users.

A.1.9

A new local access road following the route of the A14 over a distance of
approximately 8 km (5 miles), including construction of a dual carriageway link
between the existing A14 near Fen Drayton and Swavesey junction and a
single carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road would provide a
route for local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon as well as providing
access to properties and businesses along the corridor.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. The
proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing A14
at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a new
bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton Hut and Alconbury,
and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes
the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk
road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 58-65 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government's "Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent" (March 2015).
Paragraph 58, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

"A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it is
also useful if a statement identifies those areas where agreement has not
been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence."

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.1.6

The contents of this SoCG have been agreed with officers, but final sign off
remains with members, so until that point, this remains a draft document
which may be revised.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and The Old West Internal Drainage Board (The
Board).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. . The
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network is made up of England’s motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major “A” roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme, Highways England
will be responsible for operating, maintaining and improving the improved
A14.
1.2.3

The Old West Internal Drainage Board (The Board) whose district is located
to the north west of the City of Cambridge. The District forms part of the
South Level fens with the Old West River forming the northern boundary and
the Waterbeach Level District the eastern boundary. To the south and west,
the District boundary is formed by the higher lands surrounding Cambridge.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
The Board in relation to the proposed scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 provides an overview of consultation to date between Highways
England and The Board

1.3.3

Section 3 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.6

Section 6 provides a succinct summary of the matters contained within this
SoCG.

1.3.7

Throughout this SoCG:
• Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", or is included in the ‘matters
agreed’ table in section 4, this signifies a matter that has been specifically
stated as agreed by Highways England and The Board.
• Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", or is included in the ‘matters
agreed’ table in section 4, this signifies a matter that has been specifically
stated as not agreed by Highways England and The Board.
• Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion", or is included in section
5 of this SoCG, this signifies a matter that is still under discussion by
Highways England and The Board.

1.3.8

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 4 and 5 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to The Board, and
therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between the parties.
As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent that they
are either not or material interest or relevance to The Board.
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2

Overview of Previous Engagement Undertaken

2.1.1

A summary of the key meetings (including meeting notes) and
correspondence that has taken place between Highways England and The
Board is outlined in the table below:

Date

Form of Contact or
Type of
Correspondence

Summary of that Contact and Key
Outcomes and Points of Discussion

6 August 2014

Meeting

Scheme proposals explained and potential
issues that may affect the Board discussed.

13 January 2015

Email

Submitting SoCG to the Board for comment
following telephone discussion.

19 January 2015

Email

Confirming Board agreement to SoCG.

7 August 2015

Email

Providing details of Proposed Drainage
Protective Provisions.

3 September 2015

Telephone call

Agreed Board’s area is outside the red line
boundary of the scheme

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and The Board in relation to
the matters recorded in Section 4.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3.1.1
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Topics contained within this SoCG
The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and The Board.
• The principles behind and the need for the scheme
• The scheme objective
• Flooding and drainage
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Matters agreed and matters not agreed
Matters agreed

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

Record of
agreement

A14OWID
B-A001

Agree to the principle of
the project

The Board would like to highlight the
importance of addressing improvements to
the A14 as soon as possible to achieve the
scheme objectives.

Meeting 6
August
2014

A14OWID
B-A002

Scheme objectives

The Board agrees with the stated objectives
of the scheme in particular The A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon is a vital route of
international, national, regional, and local
importance, and needs to be improved
urgently.

Meeting 6
August
2014

A14OWID
B-A003

Flooding

The Board supports the scheme provided
flow rates into its area do not exceed
1litre/sec/hectare.
Highways England:
The scheme will not impact on the Board’s
area as a result of the provision of
attenuation ponds and the restriction of their
outflow to greenfield run-off rates.

Meeting 6
August
2014

A14OWID
B-A004

Protective provisions

It is agreed that as the Board’s rateable area
lies outside the redline boundary of the
schemes that the protective provisions
contained in the DCO do not apply.

Telephone
call 3
September
2015

4.2

Matters not agreed

4.2.1

There are no matters that are ‘not agreed’
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Record of areas still under discussion

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

1

Detailed design

The Board wishes to discuss any matters that
may be relevant to its district as detailed design
(following the making of the DCO (if the
application is granted) as the scheme
progresses.

Email 24
June 2015
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Summary
The Old West Internal Drainage Board supports the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme provided the specifications regarding
drainage flows from the scheme are met.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

14 October 2015

Name:

Andrew Newton

Signature:

Email confirmation

On behalf of:

The Old West Internal Drainage Board

Date:

11 September 2015
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Appendix A – Overview of scheme
The scheme comprises:
•

Widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 5.6 km (3½ miles) from the existing two lane dual carriageway
to a three lane dual carriageway. Between Alconbury and Brampton Hut this
would generally be achieved by widening on the east side of the existing road;
between Brampton and Brampton Hut a new road would be constructed to the
west of the existing A1 which would become the new A1. This would enable
the existing carriageway over this length to form part of the new A14
Huntingdon southern bypass. A local access road approximately 2.5 km (1.6
miles) long would link the Ellington junction with Woolley Road.

•

A new Huntingdon southern bypass of approximately 20 km (12½ miles) in
length, which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between Ellington
and the A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway between Brampton
and Swavesey. The new bypass would cross over the river Great Ouse and
the East Coast mainline railway, and would include junctions with the A1 at
Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester.

•

Downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road status,
with ownership transferred to local government) over approximately 21 km (13
miles) between Brampton Hut and Swavesey, as well as between Alconbury
and Spittals interchange.

•

Huntingdon town centre improvements, including the closure and demolition
of the A14 viaduct over the East Coast mainline railway and Brampton Road
in Huntingdon. A new link would be constructed to improve accessibility into
Huntingdon from the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with
Huntingdon ring road near the bus station and by constructing a new link road
from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. As such, a through
route for light vehicles would be maintained.

•

Widening of the existing A14 over approximately 7.9 km (5 miles) to provide
three lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill, and four lanes
in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton.

•

Widening of a 2.5 km (1½ mile) section of the Cambridge northern bypass
between Histon and Milton.

•

Improving existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton in order to
increase the road’s capacity, ensure compatibility with adjacent proposed
developments such as Northstowe, and provide improved connections for
non-motorised users.

•

A new local access road following the route of the A14 over a distance of
approximately 8 km (5 miles), including construction of a dual carriageway link
between the existing A14 near Fen Drayton and Swavesey junction and a
single carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road would provide a
route for local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon as well as providing
access to properties and businesses along the corridor.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. The
proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing A14
at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a new
bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton Hut and Alconbury,
and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes
the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk
road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 58-65 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government's "Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent" (March 2015).
Paragraph 58, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

"A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it is
also useful if a statement identifies those areas where agreement has not
been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence."

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.1.6

The contents of this SoCG have been agreed with officers, but final sign off
remains with members, so until that point, this remains a draft document
which may be revised.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and the Swavesey Internal Drainage Board (“The
Board”).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. . The
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network is made up of England’s motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major “A” roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme, Highways England
will be responsible for operating, maintaining and improving the improved
A14.
1.2.3

The Board is a statutory internal drainage board within the provisions of and
operating under the Land Drainage Act 1991 and exercises jurisdiction within
its District in and adjoining the village of Swavesey, exercising powers
conferred by that Act. By design, the Board’s area only enjoys a level of
protection from the main river of 10% (1:10) return period.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
The Board in relation to the proposed scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 provides an overview of consultation to date between Highways
England and The Board

1.3.3

Section 3 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.6

Section 6 provides a succinct summary of the matters contained within this
SoCG.

1.3.7

Throughout this SoCG:
 Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", or is included in the ‘matters
agreed’ table in section 4, this signifies a matter that has been specifically
stated as agreed by Highways England and The Board.
 Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", or is included in the ‘matters
not agreed’ table in section 4, this signifies a matter that has been
specifically stated as not agreed by Highways England and The Board.
 Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion", or is included in section
5 of this SoCG, this signifies a matter that is still under discussion by
Highways England and The Board.

1.3.8

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 4 and 5 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to The Board, and
therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between the parties.
As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent that they
are either not of material interest or relevance to The Board
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2
2.1.1

Overview of Previous Engagement Undertaken
A summary of the key meetings (including meeting notes) and
correspondence that has taken place between Highways England and The
Board is outlined in the table below:

Date

Form of Contact
or Type of
Correspondence

Summary of that Contact and Key
Outcomes and Points of Discussion

4 September
2014

Meeting

Overview of the scheme presented and
issues of concern to The Board identified.

3 December
2014

Meeting

Issues of concern regarding drain flows,
balancing pond operation and maintenance
discussed.

9 February 2015

Email

SoCG amended after meeting of The
Board.

27 April 2015

Email

Email confirming draft SoCG (v1c) agreed
by The Board, and action needed with
regard to Relevant Representation
submitted to PINS.

05 June 2015

Letter

Letter to PINS outlining Swavesey IDB’s
written representations and comments on
the scheme.

7 August 2015

Email (G Dodgson
to I Smith)

Providing details of Proposed Drainage
Protective Provisions.

25 August 2015

Phone

Update on SoCG topics.

26 August 2015

Emails

Discussion regarding the maintenance of
balancing ponds.

M Symonds, G
Dodgson, I Smith

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and The Board in relation to
the matters recorded in Sections 4 and 5.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3
3.1.1

Topics contained within this SoCG
The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and The Board.


Support for the scheme
o Highways and surface water drainage, particularly in the area from Fen
Drayton to Bar Hill



Maintenance of culverts and balancing ponds



Flood risk assessments



Balancing ponds



Culvert modification
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4

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters agreed

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

Record of
agreement

1

Scheme support

The Board accepts the scheme so long as the
works provide drainage flows from the main
highway and local access roads that is equivalent
to (no greater than) current greenfield rates.

Meeting
4-9-2014,
Letter 0506-2015

2

Highway drainage

Meeting
4-9-2014,
Letter 0506-2015

3

Scheme boundary and
Board area

The Board accepts the scheme on the basis that
the works ensure the flood risk is (as far as
possible) lower or no worse than if the roads had
not been built.
Details of drainage are set out in the
Environmental Statement Appendix 17.1: Flood
Risk Assessment.
It is agreed that the area managed by the Board
falls outside the red line boundary of the Highways
England Scheme.

4.2

Matters not agreed

Telephone
discussion
25-8-2015

Ref

Description

Matters not agreed

Record of
agreement

1

Maintenance

The Board require assurance that the
maintenance schedule for the attenuation,
balancing pond and other facilities is at an
adequate level and frequency, and is stated in
the public domain before the project is
approved.

Meeting
4-9-2014,
Letter 05-062015

2

Balancing ponds

Highways England:
Periodic inspection and maintenance of existing
drainage assets is carried out at appropriate
intervals by Highways England. The regime
would also be applied to the maintenance of
proposed drainage assets.
The Board seeks confirmation that the balancing
ponds will be operated purely to balance surface
water flow, rather than delivering ecological
benefit. The board is concerned that the primary
purpose of the balancing pond is served before
any ecological considerations.

Meeting
4-9-2014,
Letter 05-062015
Email: 25-082015

Highways England:
In the revised Register of environmental actions
and commitments – an appendix (originally 20.1
and revised at Deadline 2 - HE-A14-EX-45) to
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Ref

Description

Matters not agreed

Record of
agreement

the Environmental Statement it is states:
“Design and build balancing ponds and
drainage swales to have a secondary
biodiversity function. Designs to include
appropriate native species and avoiding
hard/steep edges. Where possible the drainage
will be of sensitive design for amphibians
(including GCN).”

3

Balancing pond access

HE/A14/EX/190

However, the biodiversity function is ‘secondary’
and so the functionality of the attenuation ponds
would not be compromised by this commitment.
The Board has queried that the design of the
ponds ensures appropriate access to facilities by
machinery for maintenance purposes. This
matter will be resolved during detailed design.
Highways England confirms that all balancing
ponds within the scheme are designed to
include maintenance access for appropriate
machinery.
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5

Record of areas still under discussion

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

1

Highway Drainage

Meeting
4-9-2014,
Letter 05-062015

3

Flood risk

The board is concerned that the design of the
drainage scheme should allow for maximum
storage for when the Webbs Hole Sluice is shut
(e.g. at times of high river levels), by emptying
the balancing areas when free flow is possible.
This will prevent water attenuation when the
water would otherwise have been free to
discharge, which would have increased flood
risk. This will be address further during detailed
design.
Highways England:
The outflow from highway attenuation ponds is
limited to greenfield run-off rates as stated in the
flood risk assessment and therefore there will no
change to existing flows.
The Board requires further detail regarding the
modelled drainage flows around the proposed
Swavesey Junction. This will be reflected in the

updated FRA to be agreed during the
examination period and in detailed design.
4

Surface water drainage

5

Highway drainage

6

Culvert modifications

7

Surface flows

HE/A14/EX/190

The Board queries the impact of surface water
drainage from Bar Hill and Northstowe on the
proposals, as the current mitigation measures
for Bar Hill do not seem to be working correctly.
Highways England:
Notes the concerns, but points out matters
relating to Northstowe mitigation is a matter for
the Northstowe developers.
Given that The Board’s area operates at a 10%
annual chance of flooding, there is concern
about managing drainage from the proposed
local access road from Swavesey junction to Bar
Hill junction to avoid any increased risk. This will
be addressed by further discussions during
detailed design.
The Board requires information regarding the
effect of the removal / modification of existing
culverts – a matter that will be addressed at
detailed design stage.

The Board requires further information regarding
the impact of flows from the local access roads.
This will be addressed by further discussions
during detailed design.

SU13/7
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6

Summary

6.1.1

While agreeing to the need to improve the A14 from Cambridge to
Huntingdon, discussions with Swavesey Internal Drainage Board will
continue at the detailed design stage (following the making of the DCO (if the
application is granted)) to ensure the Board’s area is not adversely affected
by relevant drainage and flood alleviation measures.

6.1.2

A number of items will only be able to be resolved during or following
detailed design after the making of the DCO (if the application is granted)
as there is insufficient detail available at this stage. Highways England will
continue discussions with Swavesey Internal Drainage Board through the
detailed design stage to address concerns.
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7

Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

30 October 2015

Name:

Iain Smith

Signature:

Email confirmation of acceptance

Position:

Clerk to Swavesey Internal Drainage Board

On behalf of:

Swavesey Internal Drainage Board

Date:

25 September 2015
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Annex A – Overview of scheme
The scheme comprises:


Widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 5.6 km (3½ miles) from the existing two lane dual carriageway
to a three lane dual carriageway. Between Alconbury and Brampton Hut this
would generally be achieved by widening on the east side of the existing road;
between Brampton and Brampton Hut a new road would be constructed to the
west of the existing A1 which wuld become the new A1. This would enable
the existing carriageway over this length to form part of the new A14
Huntingdon southern bypass. A local access road approximately 2.5 km (1.6
miles) long would link the Ellington junction with Woolley Road.



A new Huntingdon southern bypass of approximately 20 km (12½ miles) in
length, which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between Ellington
and the A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway between Brampton
and Swavesey. The new bypass would cross over the river Great Ouse and
the East Coast mainline railway, and would include junctions with the A1 at
Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester.



Downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road status,
with ownership transferred to local government) over approximately 21 km (13
miles) between Brampton Hut and Swavesey, as well as between Alconbury
and Spittals interchange.



Huntingdon town centre improvements, including the closure and demolition
of the A14 viaduct over the East Coast mainline railway and Brampton Road
in Huntingdon. A new link would be constructed to improve accessibility into
Huntingdon from the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with
Huntingdon ring road near the bus station and by constructing a new link road
from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. As such, a through
route for light vehicles would be maintained.



Widening of the existing A14 over approximately 7.9 km (5 miles) to provide
three lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill, and four lanes
in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton.



Widening of a 2.5 km (1½ mile) section of the Cambridge northern bypass
between Histon and Milton.



Improving existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton in order to
increase the road’s capacity, ensure compatibility with adjacent proposed
developments such as Northstowe, and provide improved connections for
non-motorised users.



A new local access road following the route of the A14 over a distance of
approximately 8 km (5 miles), including construction of a dual carriageway link
between the existing A14 near Fen Drayton and Swavesey junction and a
single carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road would provide a
route for local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon as well as providing
access to properties and businesses along the corridor.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by the
Highways Agency for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. The
scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of Huntingdon, to
Milton in the north east of Cambridge. It includes both new highway
construction and the widening and improvement of existing highways over a
total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass to the south of
Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey
and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of the A1 trunk road between
Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access roads. In addition, the
existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions is to be detrunked (ie returned to county road status), the road viaduct over the East
Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and road connections to the
existing A14 from within the town amended.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 57-62 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government’s “Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent” (26th April 2013
version). Paragraph 57, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

“A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it
may also be useful for a statement to identify areas where agreement has
not been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence.”

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Virgin Media (“VM”).

1.2.2

This scheme affects the Utilities assets of Virgin Media. The solution is to
divert the cables as per discussions. At Milton Junction there is one location
where the VM duct also contains another Statutory Undertakers’ cable. The
Statutory Undertaker is Scottish and Southern Energy where they have
agreed with VM that the works are to be undertaken by VM and supervised
by SSE.
Page 1 of 8

1.2.3

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
network is made up of England's motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major "A" roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme being constructed
Highways England will be responsible for operating and maintaining the
improved A14.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
Virgin Media in relation to the proposed scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 provides an overview of consultation to date between Highways
England and Virgin Media

1.3.3

Section 3 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.6

Section 6 provides a succinct summary of the matters contained within this
SoCG.

1.3.7

Section 7 includes the signatures of all parties to indicate agreement that this
is an accurate record of issues and discussions.

1.3.8

Annex A of this SoCG provides an overview of the proposed scheme.

1.3.9

Throughout this SoCG:


Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as agreed by Highways England and Virgin
Media.



Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", this signifies a matter that
has been specifically stated as not agreed by Highways England and
Virgin Media.



Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion" this signifies a matter
that is still under discussion by Highways England and Virgin Media.



It is agreed than any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 4
and 5 of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to VM and
therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between the
parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the
extent that they are either not of material interest or relevance to VM.
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2
2.1

Overview of Previous Engagement Undertaken
A summary of the key meetings and correspondence that has taken place
between Highways England and Virgin Media is outlined in the table below:

Date

Form of Contact or Summary of that Contact and
Type
of Outcomes and Points of Discussion
Correspondence

Key

17 February
2014

Letter sent via email

C2 Enquiry sent to
plant.enquiries.team@virginmedia.co.uk.

24 February
2014

Letter sent via email

C2 Enquiry sent to
plant.enquiries.team@virginmedia.co.uk.

4 April 2014

Letter sent via email

C3 Estimate request.

18 June 2014

E-mail correspondence

C3 Estimate received duct and chamber
specification received.

01 October
2014

E-mail correspondence

Clarification on VM C3 fee estimate and
introduction to the Statement of Common
Ground (SoCG).

14 October
2014

E-mail correspondence

Clarification of proposed diversion.

15 October
2014

E-mail correspondence

Received draft SoCG from Virgin Media. Virgin
Media confirmed no issues with the proposed
diversions.

27 November

E-mail correspondence

SoCG Rev1 comments received from VM.

2.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Virgin Media in relation to
the matters recorded in Section 4.

2.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3
3.1

Topics contained within this SoCG
The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered within
this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of relevance that
have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date between
Highways England and Virgin Media.


Utility diversion at C3 stage



NMU Provision



Construction/ Maintenance
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4

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters Agreed

Ref

1

Description

Matters Agreed

Record of
agreement

Virgin Media proposed
diversions at the C3
stage.

Agreement in principle at this C3 stage
for the proposed diversion locations.
Descriptions of the C3 estimate
prepared by Virgin Media

NMU Provision.

Preference to place/retain/divert Virgin
Media cables within the
footway/cycleway/verges where
possible.

Construction/
Maintenance

Virgin Media cables to be diverted, it is
acceptable to be buried / installed
within the bridge deck.

Email attachment
received from VM
(Colin Haggis)
17/06/2014
Email attachment
received from VM
(Colin Haggis)
27/11/2014
Email attachment
received from VM
(Colin Haggis)
27/11/2014

2

3

4.2
Ref

Matters Not Agreed
Description

Matters Not Agreed

1
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Record of nonagreement

Record of areas still under discussion

5
Ref

Description
Construction
/Maintenance

1

Matters still under discussion
Highways England to confirm at the
C4 stage whether there is a speed
camera provision for disconnecting
and recovering cable if required at A14
Godmanchester as Virgin Media have
placed an allowable within the C3
Budget Estimate.
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Record of
Discussion
Email attachment
received from VM
(Colin Haggis)
15/10/2014

6

Summary
For Virgin Media all proposed diversions have been agreed at this C3
stage. There are no matters which have not been agreed however the area
still under discussion is whether there is a provision for cables for speed
cameras to be disconnected and recovered if required at A14
Godmanchester. It is important to note that Virgin Media have already
allowed a budget for this within their current C3 Estimate received on 17th
June 2014.
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7

Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

Name:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Virgin Media

Date:
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Annex A – The proposed scheme
The scheme comprises:


widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 5.6 km (3½ miles) from the existing two lane dual carriageway to
a three lane dual carriageway. Between Alconbury and Brampton Hut this
would generally be achieved by widening on the east side of the existing road;
between Brampton and Brampton Hut a new road would be constructed to the
west of the existing A1 which would become the new A1. This would enable
the existing carriageway over this length to form part of the new A14
Huntingdon southern bypass. A local access road approximately 2.5 km (1.6
miles) long would link the Ellington junction with Woolley Road.



A new Huntingdon southern bypass of approximately 20 km (12½ miles) in
length, which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between Ellington and
the A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway between Brampton and
Swavesey. The new bypass would cross over the river Great Ouse and the
East Coast mainline railway, and would include junctions with the A1 at
Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester.



Downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road status,
with ownership transferred to local government) over approximately 21 km (13
miles) between Brampton Hut and Swavesey, as well as between Alconbury
and Spittals interchange.



Huntingdon town centre improvements, including the closure and demolition of
the A14 viaduct over the East Coast mainline railway and Brampton Road in
Huntingdon. A new link would be constructed to improve accessibility into
Huntingdon from the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with
Huntingdon ring road near the bus stationand by constructing a new link road
from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. As such, a through
route for light vehicles would be maintained.



Widening of the existing A14 over approximately 7.9 km (5 miles) to provide
three lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill, and four lanes in
each direction between Bar Hill and Girton.



Widening of a 2.5 km (1½ mile) section of the Cambridge northern bypass
between Histon and Milton.



Improving existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton in order to
increase the road’s capacity, ensure compatibility with adjacent proposed
developments such as Northstowe, and provide improved connections for nonmotorised users.



A new local access road following the route of the A14 over a distance of
approximately 8 km (5 miles), including construction of a dual carriageway link
between the existing A14 near Fen Drayton and Swavesey junction and a
single carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road would provide a
route for local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon as well as providing
access to properties and businesses along the corridor.

Annex B – Relevant documents
All copies of the relevant documents are saved as pdf in a separate document.

Your ref
Our ref

NRSWA/3.03/001518

Date

13th January 2015
Smale House
114 Great Suffolk Street
London
SE1 0SL

Nishil Parmar
Aecom

C3requests@vodafone.com
By email
Budget Estimate Diversion/Protection of Vodafone Apparatus
Dear Sirs,
New Roads and Street Works Act 1991
Proposed Works at: A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Unfortunately, we are unable to issue any generic statements relating to Diversionary Works requests.
We can only refer you to our C3 letter (NRSWA/3.03/001518 – dated 3rd June 2014). For any further
information relating to our diversionary works requirements, we would ask you to proceed to C4 stage.
If you wish to obtain a C4 detailed estimate, the cost of providing this is £4000 plus VAT.
All payments should be made payable to “Vodafone Limited” for the attention of Rob Baker at
Vodafone Diversionary Works Team, Smale House, Floor 2E, 114 Great Suffolk Street, London SE1 0SL,
and should have our unique reference number (NRSWA/3.03/001518) clearly referenced.
I hope that this information is helpful.
Yours faithfully

Diversionary Works Team
Vodafone

Vodafone Limited
The Connection, Newbury,
Berkshire, RG14 2FN, United Kingdom

Phone +44 (0)1635 33251
Fax +44 (0)1635 682729

vodafone.co.uk
Registered office: Vodafone House, The Connection, Newbury, Berkshire, RG14 2FN, England. Registered in England No. 1471587
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme (“the
Scheme”). The Scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of
Huntingdon, to Milton in the north east of Cambridge. It includes both new
highway construction and the widening and improvement of existing
highways over a total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass to
the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between
Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern
Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of the A1 trunk
road between Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access roads. In
addition, the existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions is
to be de-trunked (returned to county road status), the road viaduct over the
East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and road connections to
the existing A14 from within the town amended.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.1.3

This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) has been prepared in respect of
the Scheme. Guidance about the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is
given in paragraphs 57-62 of the Department for Communities and Local
Government’s “Planning Act 2008: examination of applications for
development consent” (26th April 2013 version). Paragraph 57, copied
below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

“A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it
may also be useful for a statement to identify areas where agreement has
not been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence.”

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Govia Thameslink Railway Limited (“GTR”).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
network is made up of England’s motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major “A” roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which

HE/A14/EX/190
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Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme being constructed,
Highways England will be responsible for operating, maintaining the
improved A14.
1.2.3

GTR is the leaseholder of Huntingdon Station, which is affected by the
Scheme, and in that capacity is an interested party.

1.2.4

Network Rail (“NR”) is the freeholder of Huntingdon Station and a statutory
undertaker in respect of the Scheme. A separate SoCG is being prepared
between Highways England and NR.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
GTR in relation to the Scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 provides an overview of engagement to date between Highways
England and GTR.

1.3.3

Section 3 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG.

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas that
have not been agreed.

1.3.5

Section 5 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.6

Section 6 provides a succinct summary of the matters contained within this
SoCG.

1.3.7

Section 7 includes the signatures of all parties to indicate agreement that this
is an accurate record of issues and discussions.

1.3.8

Throughout this SoCG:
 Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as agreed by Highways England and GTR.
 Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as not agreed by Highways England and GTR.
 Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion" this signifies a matter
that is still under discussion by Highways England and GTR.
 It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 4 and 5
of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to GTR, and
therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between the
parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent
that they are either not or material interest or relevance to GTR.
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2
2.1.1

Overview of previous engagement undertaken
A summary of the key meetings and correspondence that has taken place
between Highways England and GTR is outlined in the table below.

Date

Form of contact or
type of
correspondence

Summary of that contact and key outcomes
and points of discussion

27 February 2015

Meeting

Highways England Stakeholder Engagement
Meeting with GTR. Key points for discussion,
included:
 Proposed permanent changes to Huntingdon
station
 Impact on operation of station by GTR
 Demolition of the A14 viaduct
 Status of SoCG

3 August 2015
11 August 2015

Email

Email to Karl McCormack, Business
Development Manager, seeking to make contact
with an appropriate employee with whom to take
forward discussion in formulating a Statement of
Common Ground between Highways England
and GTR.

8 September 2015

Meeting

Highways England Stakeholder Engagement
Meeting with Network Rail, at which GTR (Karl
McCormack) were present. Matters discussed
included loss of car parking at Huntingdon
station.

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and GTR in relation to the
matters recorded in Sections 4 and 5.
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3
3.1.1

Topics contained within this SoCG
The list below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provides a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and GTR.
 Regarding Huntingdon Railway Station:
o Station access.
o Loss of parking space from the eastern car park.
o Disturbance to station operations and safety.

HE/A14/EX/190
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4

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters agreed

4.1.1

GTR is an interested party in respect of Huntingdon Station for the purposes
of Section 102 of the Planning Act 2008. In general terms, the status of GTR
as an interested party, and the extent to which the interested party is
affected by the Scheme, is agreed.

4.1.2

The following matters have been agreed between GTR and Highways
England with regards to this SoCG.

Ref

Description

Matters Agreed

Record of
agreement

None

4.2
4.2.1

Ref

Matters not agreed
The following matters of disagreement exist between GTR and Highways
England with regards to this Statement of Common Ground.
Description

Matters not agreed

Record of
nonagreement

None
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5

Record of areas still under discussion

5.1.1

The following areas of discussion remain between GTR and Highways
England with regards to this Statement of Common Ground.

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

A14GTR
-U001

Access to Huntingdon
Railway Station

GTR is concerned that the draft DCO does
not provide certainty with regards to
access to Huntingdon Station.
Of particular concern is no certainty:
 for the construction of the new northern
and southern access to the eastern
side of the station;
 that the new northern and southern
access, if constructed, will remain open
during the demolition of Huntingdon
viaduct;

08/09/15




A14GTR
-U002

Loss of car parking at
Huntingdon Railway
Station

HE/A14/EX/190

that GTR will have rights over the new
northern and southern access; and
that temporary possession powers
permit access to the water attenuation
tank via the new southern access.

The scheme, in its current form, would
result in permanent loss of approximately
170 car parking spaces at the station.
GTR considers that provision of car
parking is vital component of its service
and supports the station operating as a
sustainable transport mode (in accordance
with NPPF, Section 4) by ensuring
journeys can be undertaken by rail, rather
than private car.
As freeholder of Huntingdon station, NR
considers that any reduction in car parking
capacity at the station could be replaced
with suitable alternative provision at or in
the immediate vicinity of the station.
Discussions are on-going between
Highways England and NR to find a
workable solution in relation to
replacement parking spaces.
HE and NR have discussed and are
working to develop plans for replacement
car parking to provide alternative spaces at
the station on decking that could be
brought forward by NR. Such proposals
may require listed building consent and
planning permission. However, for the
avoidance of doubt, replacement car
parking is not proposed as part of the A14
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Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

scheme and is not authorised in the DCO.
In the event that replacement parking is not
secured, the draft protective provisions
proposed by Network Rail would make
provision for compensation for any losses
incurred by GTR due to the loss of car
parking capacity, whilst, the Overarching
Interface Agreement proposed by
Highways England would make provision
for any necessary station change
processes that are required. GTR will also
seek a reduction in the property rent
payable to Network Rail under the lease
for Huntingdon station.
A14GTR
-U003

Disturbance to station
operations and passenger
safety during Huntingdon
viaduct works

HE/A14/EX/190

GTR seeks assurances that works are
programmed to minimise disturbance and
maximise safety for station staff and
passengers.
GTR seeks agreement with the Highways
England appointed contractor on how the
works are to be carried out and requires
the submission of a Risk Assessment and
Method Statement in support of this.
Engagement with GTR will continue with
regards to proposals for works associated
with Huntingdon Station.
Access to the station is to be agreed with
GTR prior to contractors attending site.
Contractors are to be signed-in and
signed-out with station staff on each
occasion. Works considered to be a
potential safety issue are to be carried out
under GTR/NR supervision (as
appropriate) and GTR to be compensated
for all costs/expenses incurred for
providing such supervision.
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6

Summary

6.1.1

There are no matters agreed between Highways England and GTR.

6.1.2

Three matters under discussion remain between Highways England and
GTR.

6.1.3

There are no matters not agreed between Highways England and GTR.

6.1.4

Of particular importance to GTR are the Scheme elements that have the
potential to temporarily and permanently affect operation of Huntingdon
Station.
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7

Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Jeremy Damrel

Role:

Signature:

Position:
On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

30 October 2015

Name:

Karl McCormack

Role:
Signature:

Email confirmation of acceptance

Position:
On behalf of:

Govia Thameslink Railway Limited

Date:

29 October 2015
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Appendix A Overview of the Scheme
A.1.1

The Scheme comprises:

A.1.2

widening of the A1 between Brampton and Alconbury over a length of
approximately 5.6 km (3½ miles) from the existing two lane dual carriageway
to a three lane dual carriageway. Between Alconbury and Brampton Hut this
would generally be achieved by widening on the east side of the existing road;
between Brampton and Brampton Hut a new road would be constructed to the
west of the existing A1 which would become the new A1. This would enable
the existing carriageway over this length to form part of the new A14
Huntingdon southern bypass. A local access road approximately 2.5 km (1.6
miles) long would link the Ellington junction with Woolley Road.

A.1.3

A new Huntingdon southern bypass of approximately 20 km (12½ miles) in
length, which would provide a two lane dual carriageway between Ellington
and the A1 at Brampton and a three lane dual carriageway between Brampton
and Swavesey. The new bypass would cross over the river Great Ouse and
the East Coast mainline railway, and would include junctions with the A1 at
Brampton and with the A1198 at Godmanchester.

A.1.4

Downgrading the existing A14 trunk road (de-trunking to county road status,
with ownership transferred to local government) over approximately 21 km (13
miles) between Brampton Hut and Swavesey, as well as between Alconbury
and Spittals interchange.

A.1.5

Huntingdon town centre improvements, including the closure and demolition
of the A14 viaduct over the East Coast mainline railway and Brampton Road
in Huntingdon. A new link would be constructed to improve accessibility into
Huntingdon from the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with
Huntingdon ring road near the bus station and by constructing a new link road
from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. As such, a through
route for light vehicles would be maintained.

A.1.6

Widening of the existing A14 over approximately 7.9 km (5 miles) to provide
three lanes in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill, and four lanes
in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton.

A.1.7

Widening of a 2.5 km (1½ mile) section of the Cambridge northern bypass
between Histon and Milton.

A.1.8

Improving existing A14 junctions at Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton in order to
increase the road's capacity, ensure compatibility with adjacent proposed
developments such as Northstowe, and provide improved connections for
non-motorised users.

A.1.9

A new local access road following the route of the A14 over a distance of
approximately 8 km (5 miles), including construction of a dual carriageway link
between the existing A14 near Fen Drayton and Swavesey junction and a
single carriageway between Swavesey and Girton. The road would provide a
route for local traffic between Cambridge and Huntingdon as well as providing
access to properties and businesses along the corridor.
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